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Abstract 
This paper assesses student perceptions and includes student reflections pertaining to a cohort 
model doctoral program in Educational Leadership (EdD) at a Southern university in the United 
States. Based on the open-ended comments and survey responses from 48 participants who 
graduated with this degree, the cohort-based doctoral program was found to have met the needs of 
the students.  Conclusions and recommendations are drawn based on extensive literature on 
cohort based EdD program and findings from this case study about one cohort model degree 
program. 
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Introduction 
Over four decades the cohort-based model in higher educational programs has been increasingly 
popular in the United States, the United Kingdom, Canada, and elsewhere. The rationale for the 
development of this model is associated with higher student retention rates as well as the optimal 
shared educational experience of the cohort members (Lei, Gorelick, Short, Smallwood, & 
Wright-Porter, 2011; Maher, 2005). According to Seifert and Mandzuk (2006), the cohort-based 
education model develops mutual and intellectual stimulation, forms social ties, and enables the 
institutions to organize the programs in effective ways. Nimer (2009) mentions that the cohort-
based doctoral program offers its members an integral part of personal and professional support 
for academic interaction and degree completion. In such shared learning communities, educators 
have agreed that development of a strong social and professional network among the professors 
and students will positively impact student performance (Hyatt & Williams, 2011; Nimer, 2009; 
Williams & Simpson, 2010). 

Doctoral programs in Educational Leadership (EdD) at institutions of higher education in the 
United States are mostly built on a 
cohort-based model in order to develop 
leadership skills, advanced research 
skills, critical thinking skills, and 
problem solving skills for various 
administrative and leadership positions. 
Loyola University at Chicago (2011) 
defines a cohort as a group of students 
who works through a program sequence 
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together to achieve the same academic degree. 

According to Hyatt and Williams (2011, p. 54), EdD programs commonly “integrate 
interdisciplinary theories from other fields including education, psychology, philosophy, and 
organizational studies.” Such programs allow leadership students and practitioners to think 
radically new thoughts in their workplaces—non-profit organizations, K-12 schools, higher 
education, and government (Rost, 1991).  Bentley, Zhao, Reames and Reed (2004) have defined 
the cohort features as “frames” and “metaphors” for group learning and sharing knowledge, 
experience and support which capture the essence of their experience at Auburn University’s EdD 
program. Based on Bolman and Deal’s (2013) reframing organization’s model, Bentley et al. 
(2004) identified the underlying structures of the program according to four interpretative frames: 
1) a political frame (people coming together to interact in the class through a group philosophy), 
2) the structural frame (roles and formal relationships), 3) a human resources frame (cohort 
members as a family, support and resources for collaboration and professional growth), and 4) a 
symbolic frame (learning, culture, traditions, beliefs and emotions).  

However, these earlier studies were descriptive in nature (Bentley et al., 2004; Lei et al., 2011; 
Nimer, 2009; Seifert & Mandzuk, 2006).  This paper evaluates the success of the cohort-based 
model educational leadership program through the eyes of the doctoral students.  To reduce 
extraneous variability, the paper focuses on students in a doctoral program in Educational 
Leadership at XYZ University in the United States as a case study of a single cohort model. The 
paper starts with an extensive literature review in cohort model EdD programs.  The paper also 
explores the strengths and drawbacks of the cohort-based model. The following research 
questions guided this study: 

a) What were the perceptions of graduates about the cohort-based model EdD program? and  
b) What were their overall experiences while earning the EdD degree?  

Overview of Doctoral Programs in Educational 
Leadership (EdD) 

There is a well-established tradition of doctoral programs in Educational Leadership across the 
United States. The first Doctor of Education (EdD) was granted at Harvard University in 1921, 
then at Teachers College in 1934 (Toma, 2002). In England, the first EdD degree was awarded at 
the University of Bristol in 1992. Today, many universities in more than 30 countries are offering 
cohort-based doctoral programs. Such university graduate leadership programs prepare students 
for college administration and leadership. Educators and researchers do not see significant 
differences between traditional PhD degrees and EdD degrees in education in terms of 
dissertation research quality and other outcomes (Augusto, 2009; Baez, 2002; Hallinger, 2011). 
However, many universities, including top-tier universities in the U.S. (e.g., Harvard University, 
University of Southern California, Vanderbilt University), have redesigned their doctoral program 
in education within the past decade emphasizing practice over scholarship and school-based 
improvement over university level teaching (Purinton, 2012). For instance, the University of 
Missouri redesigned its EdD curriculum in order to achieve higher levels of cognitive learning 
outcomes (Mountford, 2005).  

The EdD programs are tailored with different research and practitioner course components at 
various institutions of higher education with a specialization in Leadership, Curriculum 
Instruction, Community College Administration, Special Education, Higher Education, and/or 
Educational Policy. Designed for working-adult students, the cohort model educational leadership 
programs are administered in a majority of master’s and doctoral degrees granting universities in 
the United States. Based on student populations, faculty numbers, and the mission of institutions, 
cohort-based models are described and designed as flexible open-cohort or as restrictive closed-
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cohort formats. A closed-cohort is a group of purposeful students entering and pursuing a 
program of study together “characterized by social and cultural processes, shared experiences and 
interactions, collective efforts and mutual commitments to an educational goal” (Pemberton & 
Akkary, 2010, p. 180). In a closed cohort model, new students are never added once the cohort is 
underway. In contrast, an open-cohort is defined as flexible program (dynamic) as need of 
students and departmental mission where new members can leave or be recruited over time 
(LaMorte, 2012; Pemberton & Akkary, 2010).   

Educational Leadership Program at XYZ University 
The EdD in Educational Leadership program at a Southern university (called XYZ University in 
this study) started in 1992 as a closed cohort program. It was accredited by National Council for 
Accreditation of Teacher Education and Higher Learning Commission. The goals of this doctoral 
degree are to “increase the knowledge and skill in educational administration, enhance research 
skills, and provide the necessary credentials for those desiring to pursue a career in higher 
education or in the public school setting” (Student Handbook, 2012, p. 15). The conceptual 
framework of this doctoral program is designed around four themes--self, change process, 
organization, and leadership. Self is designed and defined as a synthesis of values and traits that 
examines personal values and purposes toward professional maturity. Change is conceived as an 
“inevitable process in which new, discernible patterns of action develop in the culture or behavior 
of people and organizations” (Student Handbook, 2012, p. 15). Organization is taken as a venue 
for the dynamic interaction of people, their values, needs, expectations, and accomplishments. 
Leadership is defined as “the act of encouraging interaction and inspiring vision to facilitate a 
process of organizational change” (Student Handbook, 2012, p. 16).The EdD program focuses on 
the following six components: 1) Doctoral knowledge core –45 credits; 2) Research Foundations 
-9 credits; 3) Socio-Cultural Foundations -3 credits; 4) Psycho-Behavioral Foundations -3 credits; 
5) Leadership Foundations -18 credits; 6) Cognate Area/Leadership Electives -21 credits. This 
program requires a total of 99 credits beyond the bachelor’s degree. In addition to course work 
and dissertation, students are required to pass the comprehensive examination which includes 
three of the following four parts: cohort project, individual written exam, capstone narrative, and 
presentation or publication or grant writing.  

The program allows practitioners to pursue a doctoral degree through the cohort model while 
remaining in their current position. At XYZ University, courses meet once a week from 4:00 pm 
to 10:00 pm throughout the academic year. The full course load for domestic students is six credit 
hours and nine credit hours for international students. The requirement for admission to the EdD 
in Educational Leadership degree is competitive based on Standardized tests (Graduate Record 
Examination or Millar Analogies Test) and other requirements such as previous publication 
records, writing samples, and recommendations. Each year, a cohort of 15 students enters into the 
program. Each student is assigned a faculty advisor at the time of the offering of admission based 
on the experience, education, and goals of the applicant. In most cases, the faculty advisor 
becomes the dissertation advisor. To complete the core courses, i.e., 45 hours, students take two 
courses at a time physically on-campus once a week for 21 months. After the successful 
completion of course work, students pursue their individual dissertation research (see, Figure 1).   
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Figure 1.  EdD Course Sequence at XYZ University 

Related Literature  

Cohorts and Cohort-Based Model 
In educational doctoral programs, cohorts are defined as “a group of about 10-25 students who 
begin a program of study together, proceed together through a series of developmental 
experiences in the context of that program of study, and end the program at approximately the 
same time” (Lei et al., 2011, pp. 497-498). Such a cohort-based model fosters the dynamics of 
group cohesion. California State University has defined its cohort-based model doctoral programs 
as “a group of students moving through all classes and phases of the program together. Students 
benefit from Mutual academic, emotional, and logistical support for program success and timely 
completion;  camaraderie and collaborative learning with experienced colleagues; and lasting 
personal ties and professional networks that aid in career development, ongoing professional 
growth, and reform initiatives across schools, districts, or colleges” (The Cohort Model, 2012). 

Although the cohort-based model appeared from the beginning of the 1980s, educators have 
constantly debated and reported how the cohort-based model is successful compared to non-
cohort counterparts. Cohort-based model doctoral programs are beneficial for both part time 
students and full time students and such programs are well received across the globe (Gardner & 
Gopaul, 2012). Freeman and Kochan (2012) examined university presidents’ perceptions of their 
academic doctoral preparation programs at various universities in the United States. Students 
found the cohort-based model doctoral programs helpful in four competencies areas: 
interpersonal development, personal attributes, management, and communications. In their study, 
many administrator participants shared that the cohort-based model doctoral program as a tool of 
“socialization mechanism into the academy” (Freeman & Kochan, 2012,  p. 103) without leaving 
a full time job. Existing literature (Govender & Dhunpath, 2011; Poole, 2011) has shown that 
educational cohort doctoral programs have been successful in many countries outside the United 
States. For instance, Poole (2011) conducted research on teaching and supervision of EdD 
programs at 16 UK universities and found that doctoral education degrees internationally were 
very popular in the context of globalized competition for jobs. Poole (2011) writes, “Across 
British universities, the structure of EdD programmes varies somewhat, but tends to feature first a 
number of courses or modules (assessed through assignments) and subsequently the writing of a 
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thesis” (p.50). Similarly, Govender and Dhunpath (2011) examined the experiences of a cohort 
doctoral program (PhD) at the University of KwaZulu in South Africa. Their study confirmed 
successful collaboration and collegiality among students and supervisors as well as the cohort 
model offered new insights for faculty to bring changes in their doctoral programs. 

There are a number of variations in the design and practices of cohorts model across educational 
leadership (EdD) programs. Barnett and Caffarella (1992) have suggested the following elements 
as necessary to have a successful cohort structure: a) Improved admission criteria for qualified 
candidates; b) Instructional delivery mechanisms for cohort interactions, reflections and learning 
opportunities; c) Involvement and connection between new and old cohort members, and d) 
Responsiveness to adult learner experiences. Both subjective predications including reference 
information and objective information such as past academic performance (grade point average) 
are indicated as strong admission criteria to EdD doctoral programs. Young (2007) studied 102 
applicants seeking admission to doctoral program in educational leadership from 1991 to 2001. 
His findings suggested that an adequate selection decision brings positive outcomes in the 
program. In another quantitative study,  Mountford, Ehlert, Machell, and Cockrell (2007) found 
that personal screening measures (interviews, on-site and real-time problem solving activities, 
and timed writing activities) were more accurate predictors of students’ performance in leadership 
program than the traditional screening measure (GRE score and GPAs). 

In the next section, we review existing empirical research that focused on the strengths and 
weaknesses of the cohort model. 

Strengths of Membership in a Cohort-Based Model 
The cohort membership includes a number of benefits at the doctoral level study. McCarthy, 
Trenga, & Weiner (2005) have described the importance of a shared culture to enhance social, 
personal, and educational outcomes. A cohort-based model helps students solve problems 
independently and accomplish goals seeking the assistance of peers (Lei et al., 2011). Some 
scholars have focused on students' participation in both traditional and non-traditional learning 
through the social progress in leadership programs (John-Steiner & Maher, 2003; Wesson, 
Holman, Holman, & Cox, 1996). 

As students in cohorts collaborate on tasks and assignments, this generates a group of people with 
similar academic and professional goals. This encourages faculty to work closely with the group 
of such students. Seed (2008) mentioned a positive peer relationship that forms familial and 
emotional ties, team views, and team responsibilities. As a part of learning together, the cohort 
groups to celebrate birthdays, share meals, and provide academic and psychological support to 
members (Lei et al., 2011; McCarthy et al., 2005). Lei and colleagues (2011) report that the 
familiarity among cohort members allows for an authentic conversation about issues, concerns, 
and projects in the class compared to non-cohort members. Lei and colleagues write (2011, p. 
499): “Cohort members truly appreciate the active, ongoing support and learn to trust each other. 
Sometimes, students in a cohort come together and have a collective voice when addressing 
certain issues to their instructors.”  Studies have supported that the power inherent in a cohort 
model provides mutual support and protection (Basom & Yerkers, 2001; Lewis, Ascher, Hayes, 
& Ieva, 2010; Potthoff, Batenhorst, Frederickson, & Tracy, 2001). In cohort-based models, 
students receive support and encouragement from faculty and peers on a particular challenging 
assignment (Ivakova & Stick, 2007; Spaulding, & Rockinson-Szakiw, 2012). In such shared 
learning communities, students form a bond based on interests, gender, academic knowledge, and 
social awareness to pursue the goals by sharing personal stories and school related experiences. 
They report and update incidents of mutual care and encourage individuals to stay in the program. 
As in a family, the cohort members are resources for each other for academic, personal, and 
social support. A cohort model doctoral degree has been beneficial for older, part-time students, 
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married, and parents with home and childcare responsibilities because of support they received 
from fellow classmates during their study (Sax, 2008; Tokuno, 2008). Pemberton and Akkary 
(2010) examined seven female participants’ lived experiences in a cohort-based doctoral program 
where the participants reported that they perceived the program helped them understand 
individual and collective experiences of each other while pursuing the degree.  

At a professional level, the cohort members enjoy more opportunities such as pursuing proposals 
for conferences, co-authoring manuscripts for publication, serving as guest lecturers for 
university courses, and co-teaching with professors (Lewis et al., 2010). Membership in the 
cohort models improves academic success and members describe cohort participation as being 
“intellectually stimulating” (Eifler, Potthoff, & Dinsmore, 2004, p. 97). The unique cohort 
structure offers members the opportunity to “interact with the materials and therefore internalize 
and globalize the information” (Lewis, et al., 2010, p. 4). Members in a cohort help each other 
navigate financial issues, departmental policies, class registration, and academic guidance (Lei et 
al., 2011; Unzueta, Moores-Abdool, & Donet, 2008). McPhail, Robinson and Scott (2008) 
examined leadership development experiences (characteristics and behaviors) of 50 doctoral 
students in their study at Morgan State University. As strength of the cohort model, they found 
the structure, instructors, networking, and curriculum of the program successful components 
which the cohort members enjoyed in their doctoral journey.  

Cohort Membership Drawbacks 
The cohort members become successful only when mutual collaboration of faculty members, 
departments and administrative structures exist within the university system. Students sometimes 
feel ignored and isolated when they do not receive enough support and attention from faculty and 
administration. Failure to understand and accept the cohort expectations, norms and values may 
lead to a friction between student and faculty. Lewis et al. (2010, p. 5) write, “Having students 
grouped together in cohort models for the duration of the program results in personality conflicts 
that are not a one-class issue. If students have difficult interpersonal conflicts, these may 
influence the members throughout the life of the cohort.”  As a result of class discussion or group 
projects, sometimes students may come with personality conflicts over the duration of the 
program, and that eventually becomes the fear for groups of students in the cohort. Teitel (1997, 
p. 72) wrote, “If there was a conflict between students, we would have to deal with that for four 
years.” Studies show that the cohort group can have a power and possibility to alter policy of 
cohort models because of disruptive group expectations of behaviors like the members of a 
dysfunctional family (Lewis et al., 2010; McCarthy et al., 2005; Seed, 2008). Unzueta and 
colleagues (2008) have reported that cohort members, working on different projects and studying 
together with the same group of students throughout the program, receive limited interactions and 
growth of knowledge. Because of the required course sequence, the cohort members also may not 
have opportunity to take courses outside of the cohort program and understand different 
philosophies and policies on educational perspectives. In her qualitative study, Maher (2005, p. 
203) has reported cohort personalities and conflicts as one of the disadvantages:  

Some students noted difficulty in collaborating with different personality types and a 
sense that group members were intellectually mismatched. In these cases, students 
described group participation as little more than an obligation to be fulfilled. As one 
student commented, “I just don’t always feel like there is a lot of depth of interaction 
there, but we get done what we need to get done. 

It may further create competition instead of teamwork, resentment instead of cohesion and trust 
(Lei et al., 2011).  In their study, McPhail, Robinson and Scott (2008) noticed some factors such 
as “dominant group members, traditional instructional modalities, and inadequate facilities 
negatively impacted perceptions of the cohort experience” (p. 362). 
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Although there are several advantages of a cohort model, it is hard to predict the outcomes of 
every EdD program with similar expectations because the growth of the cohort depends on 
demographics. The department or university may enroll students with administration backgrounds 
or K-12 or higher education, or non-educational degree backgrounds, and these may affect the 
balance in the cohort. There is no research on how such demographics affect the group dynamics. 
For instance, cohort members with a Master of Business Administration background or a Master 
of Science in Nursing share different perspectives compared to students from educational degree 
backgrounds. There is also little research specific to technological skills necessary for doctoral 
students and faculty in leadership programs. Many students in EdD programs may expect a 
variety of technological tools used to meet their full time enjoyment and complete the degree 
program at the same time.  Courses offered via online platform or hybrid mode may be a 
challenge for adult students who have limited knowledge of recent technologies. To address such 
a gap, it is important to take a case/sample of groups of cohort graduates and explore their 
experiences about the program.  

Research Method 
To answer the study research questions, the researchers used a mixed methods approach 
(Tashakkori & Teddlie, 2003) which is a procedure for collecting, analyzing, and integrating both 
quantitative and qualitative data (Creswell, 2005; Ivankova & Stick, 2007). The rationale for a 
mixed methods design for this study was to capture the trends and details of the learning 
explained from student perspectives. The quantitative data helped identify a general picture of the 
doctoral program in educational leadership using a descriptive statistics. The qualitative data 
provided a more in-depth conceptualization of the learning experience. 

The researchers used simple statistical measures to explore variations in key variables across the 
doctoral program components. The participants shared their responses on a five point Likert scale 
where 1 = strongly dissatisfied, and 5 = highly satisfied.  The authors did not perform any 
advanced statistical analysis due to the small number of variables.  

To ensure construct validity, the researchers examined the use of multiple sources of evidence 
including graduate catalog, student handbook, and existing studies related to cohort-based 
doctoral programs. The researchers also worked with other doctoral faculty and graduate 
assistants of educational leadership program regarding the web-based survey instrument, and 
program outcomes. This study was based on the patterns and trends first identified by the faculty 
of educational leadership program at XYZ University (Holman, Oleson, & Wesson, 1996; 
Wesson et al., 1996) and then they were replicated in this study. Reliability looks at how well the 
study can be replicated (Merriam, 1998) and in this study, the researchers simply replicated the 
previous studies with some modification in the instrument.    

Setting and Participants 
The research setting for this study was a doctoral educational leadership (EdD) program for K-12 
and higher education practitioners offered at XZY University, a public university in the United 
States.  The university enrolls a cohort of 15 students in the fall semester of each year. The 
doctoral program was started in 1992.  Approximately 242 students have been admitted in EdD 
cohorts in the last 18 years. An online survey was conducted in September 2011 at XYZ. To 
better understand the effectiveness of the doctoral program, 98 students, all of whom have 
graduated from the doctoral program were invited to participate in the survey. The main reasons 
for choosing an online survey were lower research cost, ease of access to participants, faster 
responses, and participants being comfortable with responses. The Department has updated email 
address of graduates of EdD programs from the first cohort to current cohorts, but the researchers 
could not reach all graduates of the program because of a gap of time. After the approval of 
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Institutional Review Board (IRB) for human subjects, the Department administered the survey to 
98 students whose emails were accurate.  

Instrumentation 
The survey comprised of six sections including the following: a) curriculum—items include 
course content, instructional materials, learning experiences, course requirements, relevance; b) 
program structure—items as scheduling of classes, requirements for the degree (credit hours, 
comprehensive exams), scope and sequences, cognate and residency, clarity of policies and 
procedures, manageability of load; c) faculty—quality of teaching, knowledge of field, 
professionalism, currency, expectations, qualifications, ability to stimulate and motivate students, 
advisement, availability for consultation, feedback on student performance, grades and grading; 
d) learning environment—student-peer relations, library resources, facilities, coordination among, 
and supportive atmosphere; e) outcomes—development of new insights and perspectives, and 
applicability of courses to professional life; and f) overall evaluation—ability to complete the 
program and dissertation. Reliability Statistics of six items (curriculum, program, faculty, 
learning environment, program outcomes and overall evaluation) indicated Cronbach's Alpha 
0.85, and Cronbach’s Alaph based on standardized items was 0.85 based on 48 responses. The 
participants were asked to rate the items on a five point Likert scale in which 1= strongly 
dissatisfied; 2 = not satisfied; 3 = neutral; 4 = satisfied; and 5 = highly satisfied. This survey 
instrument (Holman et al. 1996; Wesson et al., 1996) was developed and implemented by the 
EdD doctoral faculty of XYZ University from 2001 to 2005. Initially, this instrument was 
developed to assess the quality of the program at the university and accreditation updates. 
However, the instrument was not administered to the cohorts since 2005. For the purpose of 
qualitative data collection, open ended items were added in the survey to understand the 
participants’ experiences, comments, and suggestions regarding the program. 

The survey did not include any demographic items such as age, sex, socio-economic status, 
previous college/university, marital status, and current occupation assuming that participants may 
feel reluctant to participate in the survey. The researchers also assumed that students were 
familiar with each other as members of a closed cohort. However, the participants were asked to 
indicate which cohort they belonged to at the doctoral program of XYZ University. The responses 
and opinions of participants were collected within a week.  

The researchers analyzed the quantitative data using descriptive statistics. Out of 98 graduates 
(who have completed course work, dissertations and earned diplomas) from eighteen cohorts, 48 
(N = 48) responses were returned with a 49% response rate.  

Results and Findings 
This report includes reflections of 48 EdD graduates (N = 48) who participated in an online 
survey study that was administered in September 2011. As seen in the Figure 2, a good response 
rate was returned from the first cohort and cohorts 9th through 15th. There is a low response rate 
from the cohorts 2nd through 8th and the reasons could be the survey did not reach participants by 
not having recent email address or participants did not graduate from the program. Responses 
from graduates in recent cohorts (16th, 17th and 18th) were low; this could be because these 
individuals were working on their dissertations, and therefore they were not invited to participate 
to in this study. A limitation of the study is that data from only certain cohorts may not be 
representing of the total group of 98 graduates. 
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Figure 2. Participating Doctoral Cohorts from 1992-2010 

The responses received from the six categories were Curriculum (Mean 4.48), Program Structure 
(Mean 4.67), Faculty (Mean 4.50), Learning Environment (Mean 4.65), Outcomes (Mean 4.58) 
and Overall Evaluation (Mean 4.48). The results of the six components indicated support for the 
cohort program.  

Curriculum 
The Curriculum component asked participants to share their perceptions on course content, 
instructional materials, learning experiences, course requirements, and relevance. The debate over 
knowledge as either objective or subjective community of practice, and curriculum as an explicit 
structure for organizing student knowledge and cultural engagement were included.    

Based on their knowledge or perceptions of curriculum used throughout the cohort doctoral 
program, participants in this survey rated this component as satisfied. Table 1 shows students 
were satisfied with the curriculum of this program. 

 

Table 1.  Curriculum 

 Count % M SD Skewness Range 

1. Strongly Dissatisfied -- -- 

2. Not Satisfied 2 4.2 

3. Neutral -- -- 

4. Satisfied 19 39.6 

5. Highly Satisfied 27 56.3 

Total 48 100.0 

4.48 0.71 -1.752 3.00 

Note. N = 48 

From the open ended responses, it is further insightful to predicate what participants felt overall 
about the cohort based EdD program at XYZ University. One participant mentioned:  

I was interested to verify from the curriculum and professorial experiences if my 
conclusions drawn from over 25 years in a higher education career were worthy. The 
curriculum helped identify how education should be and professors verified that my 
individual conclusions were accurate. 

The participants acknowledge the four themes of the doctoral program – Self, Leadership, 
Change Process, and Organizations – were closely tied together in the doctoral curriculum. 
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Another participant shared, “The curriculum was comprehensive and rich in content. I felt that 
course content was very relevant. Curriculum was balanced, comprehensive, and rigorous.”  One 
participant told us in the survey that the chosen curriculum and regular class discussion being 
helpful, “Tremendous discussions.... Everything was relevant to the real world of public 
education. EdD courses fully prepared me for work as an educational practitioner in higher 
education.” 

Although the majority of comments were positive, a few participants shared areas to improve in 
curriculum to the needs of current generation. One participant mentioned a focus requiring an 
intensive statistical class. The cohort EdD program at XYZ University enrolls students from both 
K-12 and higher educational backgrounds. In this context, to better enhance the goals of 
individuals, a participant recommended a need for additional specific doctoral program 
specializing in individual career goals in higher education administration and school 
administration, “The Higher Education Program and K-12 Program should be two different 
programs in order to effectively meet the needs of the students. Additionally, the faculty with K-
12 backgrounds should stay connected to the public school districts in order to stay current on 
trends, issues, new accountability requirements.” This recommendation is supported by another 
comment, “At the time I was enrolled, the curriculum was designed with greater emphasis on 
public schools. I was working on educational leadership with emphasis on higher education.” A 
comment mentioned an additional focus on writing and publication:  

I think improvements can be made in a couple of areas. 1. Include more content on 
'culturally responsive instruction' and 'culturally responsive pedagogy' 2. Add a 'writing 
for publication' course if possible, for those who wish to teach in higher education. It 
does not have to be one of the core courses; it could be one of the “strongly 
recommended” pre-requisites. 3. I think some sort of internship would be great too. 4. We 
had a textbook oriented system, one that I was, and still am not very fond of. 5. I love the 
portfolio that we put together - I hope students still do it. 6. I think the reflections that we 
do are great, but honestly, students need more scaffolding. They need to be taught HOW 
to reflect. Students often wrote reflections five minutes before class and I wonder how 
much substance they really had. I was rather frustrated with this 'casual' attitude towards 
such a meaningful activity that I did my first empirical study at XYZ with masters' level 
students and discovered some interesting trends. 
 

Overall, students expressed the curriculum was relevant to their current profession and/or 
prepared them for their prospective careers in K-12 or Higher Education. Some students noticed 
adding publication writing courses as pre requisites, and forming separate emphasis areas of the 
program: K-12 and Higher Education would enhance the doctoral program.  

Program Structure 
The doctoral program structure category measured student perceptions of class schedule, degree 
requirements (credit hours, comprehensive exams), scope and sequence of curriculum, cognate 
and residency, clarity of policies and procedures, and manageability of load. Table 2 shows 
students were satisfied with the structure or organization of this program. 
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Table 2. Doctoral Program 

 Count % M SD Skewness Range 

1. Strongly Dissatisfied -- -- 

2. Not Satisfied -- -- 

3. Neutral -- -- 

4. Satisfied 16 33.3 

5. Highly Satisfied 32 66.7 

Total 48 100.0 

4.67 .048 -.730 1.00 

Note. N = 48 

Individual comments about the structure of the EdD program suggest the participants enjoyed the 
proximity and flexibility of the program. A participant shared, “I loved having two professors, I 
love the way the courses were sequenced. I especially like when we provided scaffolding and 
encouraged to think about our dissertation right from the start, through the three workshops (can’t 
remember what they were called) and that we were forced to write the three chapters during Dr. 
_____'s class.” Another participants also emphasized this feature of having regular classes in 
evenings and seminars in weekends, “The cohort met on the same night each week, and it 
extended thorough the entire program. It was easy to work around my job and personal life. 
Scheduling is perfect for those persons who are employed.” The third comment also follows the 
first two participants: 

I think that the class schedules and load were all very well manageable. They were great 
for working people! The emphasis of a cohort format places structure into the progression 
through the program. Scheduling two classes back to back one night a week allows most 
to retain their full-time work and still progress through the program. Comprehensive 
exams might have a place in a PhD format but not in the EdD. The current options make 
sense for the EdD applications.  

Only a few participants shared that they liked the four components of the comprehensive exam 
structure in which they can select cohort project, individual written exam, portfolio and 
presentation or publication or grant. One participant expressed, “I especially appreciate the 
opportunity to have an alternative to a high-stakes written comprehensive exam. Even though all 
the alternatives involved much more work, alternatives such as a portfolio allow for a much more 
reflective and meaningful learning experience as well as a much more effective way to 
communicate learning on a personal, integrative level.” In 2010, the faculty had changed the 
option of portfolio into narrative capstone to meet the current needs of graduates. One participant 
wrote,  

I would suggest some on-line offerings when possible for convenience and to attract 
more students. At the time that I completed the once a week travel to campus was 
manageable, but technology has progressed and perhaps a few trips onto campus with on-
line requirements would be an option. 

Students enjoyed the doctoral program’s convenience of only meeting one night per week and 
having just two professors per semester. They also spoke favorably of the alternatives to the 
Comprehensive Exam structure. Room for improvements included one student stating an 
alternative to the current summer semester structure for the doctoral program should be 
considered, while another student believed that including on-line classes in the program should be 
an option. 
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Faculty 
The Faculty category measured student perceptions on professors teaching quality, pedagogical 
expertise, professionalism, involvement, expectations, qualifications, motivation, advisement and 
feedback, availability, and grades. Table 3 shows a majority of participants satisfied with faculty 
and two participants not satisfied.  

Table 3. Faculty 

 Count % M SD Skewness Range 

1. Strongly Dissatisfied 1 2.1 

2. Not Satisfied 1 2.1 

3. Neutral 1 2.1 

4. Satisfied 15 31.3 

5. Highly Satisfied 30 62.5 

Total 48 100.0 

4.50 .83 -2.371 4.00 

Note. N = 48 

Participants in the open ended survey expressed positive attributes of the EdD cohort model and 
faculty. One participant wrote, “They [faculty] were all good role models and excellent 
instructors. The faculty in the doctoral program was easily accessible, approachable, and a variety 
of expertise was included. I had an outstanding advisor and my committee was very helpful.” A 
second participant wrote, “The faculty is very helpful and caring. They treat students very well 
and respect their opinions.” The third participant mentioned, “Faculty was outstanding in every 
way - very professional, supportive, and maintained rigor and high expectations.” The forth 
comment was about male and female faculty, “I was highly satisfied with the exception of one 
faculty member. Also, when I went through the program there were no women teaching and I did 
not feel the faculty took into consideration that women and men approach things differently.” The 
fifth participant also shared strength of faculty, “The faculty members were outstanding on all 
their fields, and Dr. _____ was the BEST teacher I have ever had. I truly enjoyed my time on the 
doctoral program. Nearly all CEE [department] faculty seemed motivated to assist EdD students 
to succeed in the program.” 

In this study, some participants shared some negative comments and suggestions for faculty 
development. One participant mentioned,  

I felt like the teaching staff in the department was great. I did see a contrast between what 
we were being taught and what was accepted in class. We were taught to be leaders, open 
to new experiences, and be aware that the traditional methods of teaching might not 
always be what it best. However when exploring some of these issues at times some 
professors seemed unwilling to be open minded to new experiences that students were 
encouraged to explore.  

Two participants mentioned about grading and reflections/journal writing as a part of regular 
assignments. The first participant shared, “I do not feel grades should be given for reflective 
journals, if they are still graded. A reflective journal should be an individual's personal thoughts.” 
The second participant wrote, “I loved the different personalities, the different teaching styles. I 
have mixed feelings about the grading system - I think everyone got an A in almost all classes. I 
think the only professor that went out on a limb and “dared” to give students a B was Dr. _____.” 
One participant mentioned about what s/he liked, “Obviously, there were some classes that I felt 
like I learned more in than others. The theory courses were my least favorite. I like relevancy and 
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most of the courses were relevant and motivated me to grow as a leader.” Another dissatisfied 
student boldly mentioned s/her reactions as, “Faculty should be mature enough to encourage their 
students to engage in adult topics and conversations. Everyone will not agree on outcomes 
necessarily, but should be mature enough on both sides to allow everyone to have the 
conversation and not harbor ill feelings!” 

In summary, a majority of students expressed their opinions that the faculty members were caring 
and helpful to the students. In addition, students stated that faculty members were very 
knowledgeable about the material they presented, and offered different perspectives on topics in 
class discussions. However, some dissatisfied students told us in the open ended survey that they 
were not happy with faculty, grading system and practice of some traditional assignments like 
journal writing or reflections.  

Learning Environment 
The Learning Environment component evaluated student-peer relations, library resources, 
facilities, faculty cohesion, and supportive atmosphere. Table 4 indicated that all participants 
were satisfied with the learning environment offered to EdD cohorts at XYZ University.  

Table 4. Learning Environment 

 Count % M SD Skewness Range 

1. Strongly Dissatisfied -- -- 

2. Not Satisfied -- -- 

3. Neutral 1 2.1 

4. Satisfied 15 31.3 

5. Highly Satisfied 32 66.7 

Total 48 100.0 

4.65 0.53 -1.083 2.00 

Note. N = 48 

The participants shared their positive comments about the learning environment. One participant 
mentioned, “We had excellent library resources, a wonderful inter-library loan system, which was 
not used enough by our students. Please consider getting the librarian in during the orientation 
session, to show how the library can be used more effectively.” Another participant wrote, “I 
enjoyed our learning environment. It was a very small room, but we were a small group, so there 
was no problem there. We felt like a family.” A participant acknowledged the cohort ties as, “I 
was able to make many lasting friends through my cohort experience. I am very glad for that 
format. It builds a lasting relationship that is priceless.” Another participant shared, “The cohort 
model allows for students to work together on projects and to network for future success. Very 
accommodating; advanced technology available.” 

In short, students liked the small cohort-based program; they experienced the small numbers 
allowed for extensive collaboration and allowed for the faculty as well as the students to get to 
know one another from a more individual perspective. Students were fond of the lasting 
relationships that were formed during the semesters of coursework, and enjoyed networking 
opportunities that the cohort provided. 

Outcomes 
The Outcomes component looked at students’ development of new perspectives and applicability 
of courses related to career. In this section, 44 students mentioned they were satisfied with the 
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program in their current jobs and four students were neutral. Although, this survey did not ask 
about their current occupation and how the EdD cohort model doctoral degree in Educational 
Leadership helped them find new job or current position, the following results (Table 5) show 
participants are satisfied with the education they received at XYZ University. 

Table 5. Outcomes 

 Count % M SD Skewness Range 

1. Strongly Dissatisfied -- -- 

2. Not Satisfied -- -- 

3. Neutral 4 8.3 

4. Satisfied 12 25 

5. Highly Satisfied 32 66.7 

Total 48 100.0 

4.58 0.65 -1.308 2 

Note.  N = 48 

Among positive comments received from participants, a participant mentioned the outcomes of 
research class in current position this way,  

I learned the value of research, and how exciting it can - thanks to Dr. _____ and Dr. 
_____. I learned the value of great pedagogy and the need to constantly innovate from 
Dr. _____ and Dr. _____. From Dr. _____ I learned the power of networking, being a 
great resource person and MBWA. Dr. _____ was the one who came down on me 
for terrible APA - I will always remember that B and thank you for it. I have 
completed three years as a faculty member. In these three years I have 
accomplished the following: Presentations: 20 (from 2007-11), Publications: 5, 
Work in Progress: 5 manuscripts, all at different stages On going empirical 
research projects: 4 I owe all of the above and my passion and love for learning 
either directly or indirectly to the courses I took at XYZ. 

Another participant mentioned, “Every aspect of topics addressed in the EdD program 
was relevant. When I returned to work after completing the program, I was able to blend right 
back into expectations that were occurring in my institution and not miss a beat.” A participant 
wrote, “I believe the leadership courses helped to mold me into a leader that seeks collaboration; 
consensus; and values others' opinions.” Another participant said, “I graduated from the program 
8 years ago and it is amazing how much I learned that I still use on a daily basis. The readings 
and theory I was introduced to have definitely influenced my personal and professional life for 
the better.” In another comment, a student participant mentioned, “The best cohort experience 
was the cohort project where we traveled to Costa Rica to study their educational system and their 
culture.” Next participant wrote, “I was given the freedom to select specific elective courses that 
matched my personal and professional interests. I believe the program did challenge me to think 
critically and creatively. It did broaden my horizons.” One comment was towards suggestions and 
the participant wrote, “I did not feel that the courses applied to my professional life, since I am in 
higher education and most of the courses were geared toward public school.” 

In short, strategies on becoming an effective leader, how to embrace and enjoy research, getting 
to share insights and perspectives from personal and professional experiences had a positive 
impact on the doctoral students. One student felt the combination of a Higher Ed and K-12 cohort 
did not allow the program to focus equally on both aspects of education. Another student believed 
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the program should collaborate with the [State] Department of Education to create an automatic 
certification for superintendency.  

Overall Evaluation of the Program 
This section provided students an opportunity to list additional comments related to dissertation 
completion and/or their competency in their capabilities for program and dissertation. As seen in 
Table 6, 46 students were satisfied with the program, one was not satisfied and one was neutral.  

Table 6. Overall Evaluation 

 Count % M SD Skewness Range 

1. Strongly Dissatisfied -- -- 

2. Not Satisfied 1 2.1 

3. Neutral 1 2.1 

4. Satisfied 20 41.7 

5. Highly Satisfied 26 54.2 

Total 48 100.0 

4.48 0.65 -1.362 3 

Note. N = 48 

On the positive side of the comments, participants mentioned overall experience as being a 
member of cohort program of EdD program. A participant mentioned, “My experience was 
GREAT in a personal and professional perspective. In consideration of the XYZ EdD program as 
a professional career experience, I can say having graduated at age 56 the degree added another 
13 years to my career.” The second participant wrote, “The requirements for the program were 
appropriate. The dissertation took longer than I had planned. Technology has changed the way 
‘we do business’ but I would suggest that being in the classroom with my cohort members was a 
key part of my learning. In other words, the face to face discussions were invaluable to me and I 
suggest that it continues rather than relying too much on technology to take the place of 
student/teacher interaction/engagement.”  Another participant shared, “The cohort model with 
face to face teaching is the most effective model for teaching leadership.” The next comment was, 
“I was very satisfied with the program and have a great deal of respect for the instructors who 
teach it. I don't think I would change anything related to the completion of the program or 
dissertation.” 

Another positive comment was, “I am very pleased with the XYZ Cohort model. I've developed 
friendships throughout the program that helped to encourage each of us. There is plenty of time to 
complete the program. I, unfortunately, took every last minute to complete my dissertation, which 
I should have completed in about three years. For people that work best with structure, I 
recommend that the advisors set up completion dates for the doctoral candidate as they write their 
dissertation” Another comment goes like this, “I think the program is of high quality. I am 
currently a faculty member in educational leadership at a university in another state and have 
taught at several other universities, as well. I've also had the opportunity to sit on several NCATE 
site visit committees, so I have a fairly broad perspective on program quality. I think the XYZ 
doctoral program stands above others in the region.” 

In this study, we received some suggestions in this component. One comment was, “It would 
have been helpful if more information on writing the dissertation was included in the program. 
More direction on suitable topics for a dissertation, instead of do research and then we will 
approve or disapprove.”  
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In short, students were satisfied with the doctoral program and the requirements. Many students 
strongly suggested that they would choose XYZ’s EdD program again if given the chance and 
would recommend the program to others. Students also liked the cohort model of instruction and 
felt the face-to-face sessions were effective in leadership education. Two students stated that the 
doctoral program could benefit by having more information readily available to students on the 
dissertation component of the program. Another student thought that the program could benefit 
from additional feedback from professors. While another student felt the program could improve 
by adding a class on gender issues in leadership.  

Limitations of the Study 
This exploratory case study identified the cohort-based model doctoral program in Educational 
Leadership based on the perceptions of graduates from one university doctoral program. 
Although the sample came from students who graduated from one EdD program from 1992 to 
2010, participants from multiple institutions may provide diverse and strong viewpoints while 
reporting the perceptions of students about a cohort model doctoral program. A key limitation of 
this report lies in its exclusive focus on the doctoral program. This study also did not include the 
perceptions of faculty of the doctoral program. Their experiences and resources regarding the 
rigor of the program would add additional value if included in this study. The study excluded 
doctoral students who had not completed their dissertations or those students who were currently 
pursuing their course work at the time of study. The researchers would find a different result if 
those students were included in the study.  With the consultation of the faculty and 
administrators, the researchers excluded demographic items such as age, gender, ethnicity, degree 
from the online survey to protect the identity of the participants. With this limitation, the 
researchers did not construct any hypothesis to test in this study, nor performed any advanced 
level of statistical analysis. The authors also acknowledged the two year time delay from when 
the survey was launched to when the paper was submitted for consideration as a limitation of this 
study.  Overall, the results from this study may not be generalizable for a different population and 
setting because of its limitations. Despite these limitations in this study, the findings of this study 
are still useful in understanding the experiences and perceptions of graduate students in cohort 
model doctoral program, and it may contribute to the existing literature. 

Conclusions and Recommendations 
This study reported the student perceptions and included student reflections pertaining to the 
doctoral program at XYZ University. The results found the doctoral program to be successful in 
six assessment categories-- Curriculum (M =4.48, SD = 0.71), Program Structure (M= 4.67, SD= 
0.48), Faculty (M=4.5, SD= 0.83), Learning Environment (M= 4.65, SD= 0.53), Outcomes (M= 
4.58, SD= 0.65) and Overall Evaluation (M=4.48, SD= 0.65). These categories measured student 
perceptions in Curriculum, Program Structure, Faculty, Learning Environment, Outcomes, and 
Overall Evaluation.  

Student perceptions on Curriculum overall showed that students surveyed were satisfied with the 
program curriculum (M=4.48). Students felt the curriculum was relevant to their current 
profession and effectively prepared them for careers in K-12 or Higher Education. Students also 
believed the curriculum to be comprehensive, balanced, and rigorous. Student perceptions on the 
Program Structure component found students were highly satisfied (M=4.67) with the class 
schedule, degree requirements, and manageability of courses. Students enjoyed the convenience 
of having two classes that met one night per week, which benefited those who were employed. 
Students stated the comprehensive examination requirements were well-conceived and 
manageable; however, many appreciated having alternatives to the comprehensive exam. Student 
perceptions of Faculty showed that students were very satisfied (M=4.50) with the quality of 
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teaching, expertise, involvement, and expectations of the program faculty. Faculty was perceived 
as caring, helpful, and knowledgeable in their field. Students felt the professors offered different 
perspectives of the topics in class discussions, were professional and supportive, and had high 
expectations of students.  

The majority of the students were found to be satisfied (M=4.65) with the Learning Environment 
of the program. Students believed the library had excellent resources that were readily accessible. 
Students liked the size of the cohort and the peer interaction. Students felt it was a supportive 
atmosphere. Ninety-One percent of the students were satisfied (M=4.58) with the Outcomes. 
Students feel they have been able to successfully apply what they have learned in their 
professional lives. Students claimed they became more insightful, a more effective leader, and 
learned how to embrace and enjoy research. Students felt the program challenged them to think 
critically and creatively, and allowed them to apply new perspectives in their profession.  

Overall the results indicated support (M=4.48) for the EdD doctoral program at XYZ University. 
The cohort structure provided students with not only support from professors, but also support 
from their peers. Students felt the curriculum was comprehensive and relevant, believed the 
course load to be manageable yet challenging, the faculty to be knowledgeable and encouraging, 
and the atmosphere to be supportive. Students believed the program to be relevant to their current 
profession and effectively prepared them for careers in K-12 or Higher Education. 

In the context of current study, the authors recommend several future studies to examine the 
overall impact of cohort based doctoral program in education. First, a comparative study that uses 
the perceptions of doctoral students and their faculty would strengthen the study. Second, a large 
sample that includes participants who have completed the dissertations or currently working on 
their dissertation or simply taking course work would lead a meaningful result to generalize its 
findings for a larger population. In fact, this current study is a case study based on the perceptions 
of the cohort-based model graduate students in Educational Leadership program at a mid-
southern university in the United States. Third, a future research that includes participants from 
multiple universities as well as multiple disciplines would offer a significant direction to assess 
the experiences and perceptions of graduates in doctoral programs. Forth, a revised and well 
tested instrument is recommended.  Fifth, the researchers strongly recommend the use of 
demographic information such as age, gender, ethnicity, degree in previous level are strongly 
recommended in any future research so that inferential statistics could be used to explore further 
relations and association of components. 
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Abstract 
Qualitative data from 11 African American doctoral degree completers in the field of education 
are analyzed to identify how race intersects with faculty advising and mentoring, faculty behav-
ior, and faculty diversity and the ways in which they support or hinder doctoral student socializa-
tion. Race is considered as an influence on the academic processes associated with socialization 
during doctoral study. Previous research highlights that racial experiences are a significant aspect 
of academic success and persistence for specific racial and ethnic groups.  However, very little is 
known about race as it relates to doctoral student socialization, specifically.  A racial socialization 
framework serves as a guide for examining the confluence of race and doctoral student socializa-
tion.  This study is guided by the following questions:  In what ways are racial experience en-
gaged during the doctoral process?  How does the racial experience support or hinder doctoral 
student socialization? In what ways does the racial experience influence doctoral student degree 
completion and success? The faculty-student relationship is highlighted as a key feature of under-
standing racial experience as it relates to the doctoral student socialization. Findings present sev-
eral situations where race is considered as intellectual and identity priorities as students experi-
ence doctoral student socialization.  Several strategies are presented to support students who con-
sider race during the doctoral process in an effort to promote their academic success and degree 
completion. 

Keywords: African American doctoral students, race and doctoral process, doctoral faculty and 
race, doctoral student socialization 

Understanding Race in Doctoral Student Socialization 
Understanding that race within the doctoral process has wide-reaching implications for building 
knowledge about how to facilitate and doctoral support student success for students of color.  A 

growing body of scholarship demon-
strates the impact of racial experiences 
on graduate students of color (specifical-
ly African Americans) and their aca-
demic achievement and preparation for 
the faculty and leadership roles (Antony 
& Taylor, 2000; Cleveland, 2004; 
Morehouse & Dawkins, 2006; Nettles, 
1990).  Research about the doctoral stu-
dent experience considers socialization 
as a critical aspect of academic success 
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(Austin & McDaniels, 2006; Baird, 1990; Gardner, 2010; Gardner & Barnes 2007; Golde, 1998; 
Lovitts, 2001; Nettles & Millett, 2006; Taylor & Antony, 2000; Walker, Golde, Jones, Bueschel, 
& Hutchings, 2008; Weidman & Stein, 2003; Weidman, Twale & Stein, 2001). Yet, very little is 
known about the impact of the race on doctoral student socialization, specifically. Consideration 
of the racial experience within doctoral student socialization can serve to enhance our understand-
ing of student success more completely. 

Statistical trends highlight profound racial disparities for doctoral students of color over the last 
several decades (see Table 1).  For example, a review of Ph.D. demographic characteristics for all 
disciplinary fields between the years of 1975 and 1999 demonstrate that doctoral recipients of 
color represent less than ten percent of all doctoral degrees awarded (National Science Founda-
tion, 2012).  This disparity continues into the 21st Century demonstrating minimal change in doc-
toral degree completion for students of color.  According to the National Science Foundation re-
port (2012) in 1991 minorities represent 3,697 doctoral degrees compared to their White counter-
parts who represent 27,440 of the doctoral degrees.  While the same report highlights an overall 
increase for minorities from 1991 to 2011 of 3,697 to 6,962 respectively, grave disparities contin-
ue to exist for specific racial groups (see Table 2).  For instance, African Americans represent 
only 5.4% of overall doctoral degree production for all disciplines between 1991-2001(National 
Science Foundation, 2012).  

Table 1.  Degree Completion Trends by Race for All Disciplines between 1975-1999. 
(National Science Foundation, 2012) 

Citizenship status, race/ethnicity, of Ph.D.s, by field of doctorate: 1975–99 total and 5-year cohorts from 1975 

Characteristic 1975–99  1975–79 1980–84 1985–89 1990–94 1995–99  

All fields 883,090 159,728 156,105 163,396 193,326 210,535 

U.S. citizen 640,434 131,319 123,163 116,137 130,085 139,730 

American Indian/Alaskan Native   2,722     282     392     498     640     910 

Asian/Pacific Islander  17,156   1,777   2,381   2,840   4,119   6,039 

Black  26,574   5,301   4,978   4,153   5,094   7,048 

Hispanic  16,651   2,061   2,496   2,927   3,949   5,218 

White 559,930 115,575 108,807 103,570 114,586 117,392 

 

Table 2. Degree Completion Trends by Race for All Disciplines between 1991-2011.  
(National Science Foundation, 2012) 

U.S. citizen and permanent resident doctorate recipients, by race/ethnicity and broad field of study:  

Selected years, 1991–2011 

Field of study and race/ethnicity 1991 1996 2001 2006 2011 

All fields 27,440 31,553 28,905 29,045 31,789 

American Indian or Alaska Native 132 185 152 118 136 

Asiana 1,529 3,674 2,191 2,420 2,870 

Black 1,166 1,446 1,733 1,818 1,953 

Hispanicb 870 1,115 1,270 1,535 2,006 

White 23,183 24,673 22,690 22,159 23,541 
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To understand these disparities this work attempts to make sense of some the complexities in-
volved with perceptions of race related to interactions with the academic environment during the 
doctoral process.  This work attempts to inform audiences interested in building institutional 
awareness regarding diversity; particularly regarding a focus on demonstrating responsiveness to 
racial issues associated with racially marginalized experiences.  The objectives of this work are to 
present knowledge and analysis involved with perceptions of race and how these perceptions 
translate into a racial experience for our participants.  This is to say that while perceptions of race 
may relate to a single incident, there is potential for it to be magnified to influence multiple aca-
demic processes; subsequently becoming a consequential element of academic success.  We pro-
vide several examples of one incident with the potential to influence multiple aspects of the doc-
toral process and ways students consider this potential.  The case study provides context to under-
stand these incidents and student perceptions of them.  While the case itself is limited to institu-
tional boundaries, the data contribute to a greater understanding of race as it relates to doctoral 
student socialization within an elite environment, specifically.    

We assert that more research be conducted to consider race as an aspect of the doctoral student 
socialization process with the underlying goal of developing strategies that facilitate success and 
degree completion for underrepresented groups; particularly African Americans.  While we un-
derstand racial dynamics influence the doctoral experience for students from many racial and eth-
nic backgrounds, this research considers the experiences of African American students as a lens 
to gaining insight about race and the doctoral experience.  

Preliminary observations of the literature suggest that the racial experience serves to shape per-
ceptions about the academic environment and notions of success at the doctoral level.  For exam-
ple, African American doctoral students tend to thrive in their intellectual development when 
their racial experiences are considered by supportive faculty members (Barker, 2011; Gasman, 
Hirschfield &Vultaggio, 2008; Hopp, Mumford, & Williams, 2003; Minor, 2003; Rentz, 2003; 
Taylor & Antony, 2000). To understand this relationship further, this work is developed through 
the following guiding questions:  In what ways is race engaged during the doctoral process?  How 
does the racial experience support or hinder doctoral student socialization? In what ways does 
race influence socialization, degree completion, and success? 

Doctoral Student Socialization 
This section presents socialization within the guiding research in the field to situate the contribu-
tion of this work in addressing a gap in literature regarding the racial experience. The socializa-
tion of doctoral experiences have been explored from multiple perspectives; however, two areas 
appear to be dominant in the higher education literature.  These include an organizational per-
spective of socialization and the role of socialization on the student experience.  Scholarship in 
these areas acknowledges race as an important issue, yet, calls for further research on the ways 
race plays a role in socialization.  In the following paragraphs perspectives on doctoral student 
socialization are addressed and followed by a discussion of emerging literature on the race and 
the doctoral experience. 

Weidman (2006) emphasizes the organizational perspective of college impact and relies on the 
Brim’s (1966) classic definition of socialization:  “The process by which persons acquire the 
knowledge, skills and dispositions that make them more or less effective members of their socie-
ty” (p. 3).  He asserts the organizational aspects tend to be more policy relevant since their design 
and modification are under the control of colleges and universities as opposed to student charac-
teristics, which are not.  Some scholarship emphasizes that these priorities are not consistent with 
student satisfaction and success for marginalized groups (Gardner, 2008; Taylor & Antony, 2000; 
Turner & Thompson, 1993).   Furthermore, Weidman and Stein (2003) and Weidman, Twale, and 
Stein (2001) explore academic norms and institutional priorities related to socialization in greater 
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detail by focusing on the influence of day-to-day dynamics that contribute to organizational cul-
ture.    

Scholarship focused on the organizational perspective of the doctoral experience tends to contex-
tualize socialization to highlight the role of academic environments (i.e., departments) as an im-
portant way to make distinctions among the ways in which students are socialized in a variety of 
contexts (Weidman, 2006; Weidman & Stein 2003; Weidman et al., 2001).  While this work em-
phasizes the value of organizations it aptly considers that socialization processes are complex and 
vary according to individual characteristics.  Though it acknowledges race by addressing ques-
tions raised about this issue, the notion of complexity and individual experience highlights the 
need for more extensive study on this topic with race being a central dynamic. 

Doctoral student socialization literature about students has focused on the following areas:  stu-
dent response to institutional cultural dynamics, levels of student involvement, preparation for the 
profession, student adjustment and assimilation, the faculty perspective, and the part-time experi-
ence (Antony, 2002; Austin, 2002; Gardner, 2008, 2010; Gardner & Barnes; 2007; Taylor & An-
tony, 2000). This work considers the doctoral students’ ultimate goal of continued research orien-
tation during the doctoral process and beyond but rarely is race examined as a salient feature of a 
socialization framework or considered within the research methodology.  

Regardless of research orientation, students who consider race as an aspect of their scholarly con-
tribution (as an act of social justice) may encounter conflicts in responding to institutional dynam-
ics, becoming involved as a student, preparing for career in the academy, adjusting and assimilat-
ing to organizational culture, and developing positive supportive relationships with faculty. 
Therefore, if the racial experience is considered an essential feature of the doctoral process it may 
become a complication of degree completion and success especially within environments where 
students of color are (or have historically been) marginalized.   

Race and the Doctoral Experience  
Research on the implication of race and the doctoral process has addressed several areas specific 
to the African American experience including academic preparation, parental educational back-
ground, interactions with faculty, and advisement (Antony & Taylor, 2004; Barker, 2011; Cleve-
land, 2004; Ellis, 2001; Gay, 2004; Green & Scott, 2003; Willie, Grady, & Hope, 1991). This 
work considers the ways the racial experience complicates the doctoral process when students 
must address discrimination and racism.  While there are many critical issues to consider when 
examining the racial experience, our work focuses on the psycho-social aspects of the racial expe-
rience and how perception is guiding feature in multiple processes associated with doctoral stu-
dent socialization.   

In examining the differences in doctoral student success among Black, Hispanic and White stu-
dents, Nettles (1990) discusses the severe (and systemic) underrepresentation of Black doctoral 
students and asserts that Black and Hispanic students perceive more feelings of racial discrimina-
tion and receive less research and teaching assistantships than their White counterparts.  He notes 
that out of three groups, Black doctoral students require the most intervention for support due to 
challenges with undergraduate preparation, availability of research opportunities, and the reliance 
on personal resources to finance doctoral study.  Nettles’ quantitative study does not identify spe-
cific psycho-social issues regarding the racial discrimination experienced by Black students.  
However, his work underscores that perception of experience is essential to understanding the 
role race plays in the doctoral process.   

Morehouse and Dawkins (2006) also discuss the severe underrepresentation of Black doctoral 
degree recipients as a long-standing pattern and suggest that more research must be developed to 
understand how students could be supported once they are enrolled in doctoral programs.  Their 
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work with the McKnight Doctoral Fellowship program demonstrates the importance of seamless-
ness as an effective approach to supporting African American degree completion and success be-
yond the doctorate.  They assert that opportunities should facilitate a connection between research 
activities and student interests and suggests that these research interests may be related to the Af-
rican American experience.  A seamless approach also considers the environmental constraints 
associated with the African American student experience in predominately White spaces where 
accounts of indirect discrimination and racism may occur about their participation as students as 
well as the ways in which their research interests are supported. Consideration of these experi-
ences can inform program organizers of practices that have typically served to complicate intel-
lectual development that emerges from student research interests.  A seamless approach involves 
a series of activities that serve to counteract racist norms through supportive activities designed to 
embrace students’ research interests and empower their intellectual development.  In addition to 
these important motivational elements, Morehouse and Dawkins also discuss program essentials 
such as providing funding for doctoral study and mentors who are willing to provide guidance on 
research activities.  

Taylor and Antony (2000) find that motivation about research was directly linked to the racial 
experience for doctoral students.  They assert that African American doctoral students feel pres-
sure to respond to stereotype threats of not being able to meet standards of academic achievement 
and feel the need to prove themselves.  Furthermore, the need to prove themselves often puts 
them at risk of responding to false standards that do not encourage their intellectual development.  
Taylor and Antony note that African American students carry the weight of wanting to improve 
education for their communities and this obligation is deeply intertwined with their research 
agendas.   

Moreover, African American doctoral students’ obligation to social justice is often correlated 
with an objective to strengthen historically underserved marginalized communities (Gasman et al, 
2008; Hopp et al., 2003). In fact, for some doctoral students their racial experience may extend 
beyond the goal of degree completion towards a commitment to a broad agenda of social justice 
where racial politics are central to life-long obligation of service, research, and teaching -- serving 
to uplift the very communities they represent. 

To understand doctoral student socialization holistically, we argue that race must be considered 
an aspect of students’ research orientation in an effort to facilitate meaning-making of the learn-
ing experience, strides towards greater intellectual development, degree completion, and success. 
Furthermore, considering the racial experience will serve to inform faculty and administrators 
who are interested in strengthening their capacity to support marginalized doctoral students. As 
scholars supportive of students of color, we assert that an impetus of this work is to share strate-
gies to improve educational environments where members have been marginalized; thus enacting 
our commitment to uplifting our community.   

Therefore, we present the racial experience of doctoral student socialization with a focus on de-
gree completion and success; sharing aspects of student experience from a degree-completion 
perspective focused on perceptions of environment and the student-faculty relationship with an 
emphasis on the race. We draw on a racial socialization framework to understand the doctoral 
student socialization experience more completely.   

Conceptual Framework 
Racial socialization research comes out of the child and adolescent development field with a fo-
cus on the emotional and psychological benefits for youth when they receive feedback from fami-
ly or society regarding how to cope as racially different in a world that may be ambivalent, in-
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competent, or hostile about that racial difference (Hughes et al., 2006; Stevenson 2014; Stevenson 
& Arrington, 2009).  

Stevenson (2014) proposes that racial socialization is best understood as the "transmission and 
acquisition of intellectual, emotional and behavioral skills to protect and affirm racial self-
efficacy by recasting and reducing the stress that occurs during racial conflicts with the goal of 
successfully resolving those conflicts” (p. 25). This definition conflates intellectual development 
and behavior with processes associated with race and aligns with the intellectual experiences of 
doctoral students who encounter dilemmas involving race.  Such racial dynamics are considered 
in perspectives of reducing stereotype threat during the doctoral process for African American 
students addressed in Taylor and Antony’s (2000) approach to clarifying attempts to protect, nur-
ture, and sustain the intellectual lives of minority students.  Racial socialization emphasizes reso-
lution to dilemmas posed by racism and discrimination, especially within environments where 
historic legacies of racial exclusion are ingrained characteristics of institutional culture.  These 
resolution skills are essential to managing internal conflicts about perceptions of academic envi-
ronments and to managing conflict with constituents within the academic environment.  For un-
derrepresented students who are marginalized during the doctoral process managing conflict is 
critical to building relationships with members of an academic community who can support the 
acquisition of research skills required for success and degree completion. 

Racial dynamics are considered in applied research focused on the role of perceived negative ste-
reotypes on African American educational achievement (Steele & Aronson, 1995).  Moreover, 
Hughes et al. (2006) found that the racial socialization practices are associated with cognitive 
abilities, academic orientations, and success in school (k-12).  While Hughes et al. (2006) primar-
ily focus on the impact of a parents’ racial socialization on a child’s identity development, they 
discuss the link between racial socialization and educational achievement and situate racial so-
cialization as a protective factor toward academic success.  Thus, while the racial experience is 
not prevalent in doctoral student socialization literature, we contend that features of the racial so-
cialization framework align with processes associated with doctoral student socialization and 
provide important guidance for understanding racial dynamics associated doctoral student experi-
ence for students of color. Racial socialization serves to elucidate systems of meaning related to 
race and their relationship to doctoral student success and degree completion.  For example, if an 
African American doctoral student is conducting research on African American issues and has 
intellectual and moral obligations to the research understanding the intellectual, emotional and 
behavioral perceptions of this work is essential for acquiring the knowledge and skills necessary 
to perform research skills.  This might be critical for a student who needs to garner support from 
faculty whose research interests may not align with the student’s intellectual, emotional, or be-
havioral perceptions of research. 

Acknowledgement of Racial Identity Scales and Measurement 
Since this work examines race from a psycho-social perspective, we acknowledge scholarship 
and its significant contribution to the discussion on the psycho-social experiences of African 
Americans, including Cross’ (1991) Shades of Black:  Diversity in African American identity and 
Helms’ (1990) perspectives on racial identity theory in her work, Black and White Racial Identity, 
Theory and Practice.  Cross and Helms’ present measurement scales and interventions regarding 
the ways African Americans perceive their identities in relation to their personality development, 
interpersonal interactions, and environment.  Within the context of doctoral student socialization 
Cross and Helm’s perspective on personality development may be aligned with scholarly intellec-
tual development (scholarly personality or scholarly voice); interpersonal interactions may be 
aligned with the student-faculty relations (or relationships with other academic community mem-
bers); and doctoral students’ academic setting might be considered for environment.  
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The relevance of Cross’s (1991) and Helms’ (1990) work brings to bear on the significance of 
psychology on the racial experience being a critical aspect of socialization for African American 
doctoral students.  As such, participants in this study specifically responded to the interview pro-
tocol question, “tell me what it means to be an African American within your graduate school 
and/or academic department.”   

Method 
We used the case study method to collect and explore reflections about the faculty-student rela-
tionship.  A case study method serves to capture doctoral student socialization on a localized level 
and is useful as it facilitates “in-depth” exploration of the situational pressures students experi-
ence in fulfilling their academic commitments (Creswell, 1988; Taylor & Antony, 2000). The 
case study method allows us to examine multiple specific contextual influences involved with 
student experience that may shape the racial experience by way of environment as indicated by 
Cross (1991) and Helms (1990).  These influences include institutional type, culture, policies, 
faculty-student interactions, and potential support for success during the doctoral process and be-
yond.  For instance, the sample participants are part of a “bounded system,” as they attained doc-
toral degrees from the same large private graduate school of education (Creswell, 1998, p. 37).  

Moreover, the bounded system explored is a predominately White institution where historically 
there have been instances of student marginalization that serve to complicate degree completion 
and a low representation of minority faculty leadership (Davidson & Foster-Johnson, 2001; Gas-
man et al; 2004; Gasman et al., 2008; Willie et al., 1991).    

Table 3.  Degree attainment by discipline, race, ethnicity.  
(National Science Foundation, 2012) 
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The focal institution for this study is a large, urban, private, research university located in the 
northeastern corridor of the United States (this institution will be referred to as Ivy University).  
The institution has a progressive research agenda and is home to more than 25 research centers 
and institutes.  There are approximately 10,000 undergraduate students, 10,000 graduate students, 
and 1,000 faculty members.  Interview participants were selected from the graduate school of ed-
ucation.  The institutional selection is substantial since most African Americans tend to pursue 
doctoral degrees in the discipline of education.  Table 3 represents doctorates awarded to minority 
U.S. citizens and permanent race/ethnicity and field of study in 2011.  African Americans repre-
sent the largest group of doctoral degree holders in education, 13%. 

The perceptions African Americans have about the discipline of education are significant to un-
derstanding the intellectual, emotional and behavioral values espoused during the doctoral pro-
cess.  The discipline of education has long-standing historical roots in African American culture 
as a process for overcoming barriers to freedom; and continues to be viewed as a remedy for ad-
dressing socio-economic oppression.  Thus, exploring this discipline specifically may have far-
reaching implications for this population; though, other disciplines should be considered for fu-
ture study.   

The data pool consists of African American doctoral degree completers who received doctoral 
degrees between 1994 and 2005.  These years were selected based on the availability of data from 
the institutional alumni office and the potential for following up with interviewees to verify data 
through member checking. African American participants identified themselves as native-born 
Americans and self-selected this racial group on institutional application materials. Biracial and 
multiracial students were not identified in the final sample and all participants identified as Afri-
can American.   

The education school is particularly significant to the African American experience since this 
field is most widely represented by the African American doctorate (National Science Founda-
tion, 2012). Between 1994 and 2011 there were 92 African American doctoral students who en-
rolled across the four degree-granting programs. There were 52 Ed.D. program enrollees and 40 
Ph.D. program enrollees (20 students were matriculated into accelerated mid-career or executive 
programs and were not included in this study).  We use this time period and program data to 
demonstrate a shift in enrollment based on some programmatic and demographic information and 
its impact on supporting intellectual development of African American doctoral students at this 
site. It is important to establish that all interview responses include a general identification (non-
measured) of African American identity and a commitment to self-acknowledge race within the 
context under study.  As such, we determined that a focus on the racial experience of African 
American was established among participants.  Therefore, we turn to racial socialization as a 
guide to examine the racial experience within doctoral student socialization.  

Sample Selection 
We collected interview responses via a one-phase semi-structured interview (Creswell, 2002). 
Research practices associated with this study were in compliance with the ethical standards and 
guidelines set forth by the institution.  A letter from the institutional alumni office invited alumni 
who met criteria for the study to participate in the study. Criteria requirements included the fol-
lowing:  1) an identification as an African American born in the United States; 2) Alumnus status 
having not held a doctoral degree from the selection site for more than five years; 3) Not a gradu-
ate from an accelerated doctoral program.  We limited the snowball sampling recommendations 
to the sample criteria and the selected period as well. Furthermore, the letter directed the degree 
completers to contact the researchers for more information about the study.  Additionally, we 
asked interview participants if they could recommend other individuals to interview who might 
want to share their experiences (Creswell, 2002).  Miles and Huberman (1994) recommend 
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snowball sampling because it “identifies cases of interest from people who know people who 
know what cases are information rich” (p. 28).  We interviewed 11 alumni out of 92 potential par-
ticipants.  While all of the participants completed their programs many of them acknowledged 
that they wanted to be cautious in their discussions about their program involvement and were 
concerned about potential of repercussions associated with information shared in the interviews. 

Data Collection Procedures 
Individual interviews were scheduled at a mutually agreeable location and were typically an hour 
in length.  Interviews were conducted by the researcher who is an African American doctoral de-
gree completer from an elite institution whose racial identity aligns with the participants’ experi-
ence and whose field notes and observations were addressed during the interview to encourage 
the development of discussion in these interviews by affirming aspects of experience and reassur-
ing a safe space to share vulnerabilities involved with racial identity and/or conflict.  Field notes 
included information about program structure, program activities, the hiring of new faculty, and 
the accessibility of facilities and the ways racial identity intersected with these aspects of the aca-
demic experience.  Rubin and Rubin (1995) found that interviewees are more willing to talk in-
depth if they find that the researcher is familiar or sympathetic to their experiences.   We tran-
scribed the interviews verbatim.   

Data Analysis 
We used Miles and Huberman’s (1994) Traditional Data Analysis Sequence to analyze the inter-
view data.  We affixed codes to the field notes that addressed the participants’ belief systems 
about student-faculty interactions.  Our reflections about these codes were written in the margins 
to aid in further categorization of these interactions.  Miles & Huberman suggest that the re-
searcher sort and sift through the notes to identify similar phrases and relationships between pat-
terns, theme, distinct differences between subgroups, and common sequences.  This was helpful 
in isolating common racial identity realizations about student-faculty interactions.  As a result, we 
uncovered themes that could be formalized (p. 36) with racial socialization constructs; including 
how racial identity is viewed when affirming self-efficacy relating to research interests and self-
awareness of voice regarding one’s scholarly contribution at various stages of the doctoral pro-
cess.  Data saturation occurred when themes were identified repeatedly during this process. 

The analytic process took an additional three months to complete.  We consistently evaluated 
codes relevant to the student-faculty relationship to determine if racial identity was relevant to a 
student’s progress towards degree completion by identifying if responses about race were associ-
ated with aspects of the doctoral process.  Again, these codes are part of the “encoded system of 
behavior specific to their area of expertise and the system of meanings and values attached to 
these behaviors” (Taylor & Antony, 2000, p. 186).  For example, we made thematic correlations 
between codes relevant to interviewees’ reflections about a faculty member’s behavior, percep-
tion ascribed to that behavior and self-awareness of racial identity.   

Triangulation was achieved through member checking that included follow-up phone calls and 
meetings with each participant.  The scheduling of in-person meetings and phone calls were de-
termined based on availability and convenience for the interviewees and researcher.  Member 
checking involved clarifying names of faculty and perspectives of racial identity associated with 
aspects of student experience.   

Case Study 
This contextual aspect of the study addresses the unique quality of African American doctoral 
degree production being represented in the field of education through the perceptions of eleven 
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study participants. We examined student perceptions to identify racial dynamics in an effort to 
understand how they might evolve into encoded systems of behavior during doctoral study. Race 
is contextualized within this process to highlight how racial dynamics are involved in the acquisi-
tion of scholarly skill sets.  Perceptions demonstrate the ways African American students affirm 
racial self-efficacy by recasting or reducing stress that occurs during racial conflict, and they are 
analyzed to demonstrate how the racial experience becomes an aspect of socialization.   

All of the interviewees responded to interview protocol questions about their experience as an 
African American doctoral student of the site selection. They were asked to describe their percep-
tions of the academic community and their relationships with members of this academic commu-
nity including peers, faculty, and administrators.  All interviewees mentioned that faculty mentor-
ing and support were critical to promoting their socialization, scholarship, and research, and ca-
reer development post degree-completion, which is consistent with previous research (Gardner, 
2010; Gardner & Barnes, 2007; Gasman et al., 2008; Gasman et al., 2004; Taylor & Antony, 
2000; Thompson, 2006; Willie et al., 1991).     

However, their responses also support assertions that African Americans are faced with challeng-
es in maintaining relationships with faculty in predominately White institutions (Gasman et al., 
2008; Taylor & Antony, 2000).  Six participants reported that faculty advising and support were 
crucial to their academic progress.  Three participants described their perceptions of faculty be-
havior as having a significant impact on their experience. And, five participants discussed how 
their involvement with faculty directly shaped their academic progress.  Their responses highlight 
racial dynamics associated with interacting with faculty and are included below in the following 
categories:  faculty advising and support, perceptions of faculty behavior, and faculty diversity. 

Faculty Advising and Support 
The following responses characterize interviewee relationships with faculty members who ad-
vised or supported their intellectual development.  These responses suggest that making frequent 
connections with faculty is meaningful and valuable in building student-faculty consensus about 
how one’s intellect translates into a research agenda. Intellectual development during the transi-
tion and adjustment phase of the doctoral process serves as the foundation for knowledge acquisi-
tion of a specialization.  It also serves as an integral step in establishing a connection within an 
institutional community.  There is no guarantee that intellectual development will enhance the 
socialization process.  However, since intellectual development is a core feature of the doctoral 
experience, our analysis suggests there is a correlation between perceptions of academic support 
and perceptions of academic success. 

During this transitional period, student perceptions about the racial identity within a context may 
be formulated and involve learning varying degrees of racial sensitivity within the community.  
This may involve self-awareness where one sees identity within a double vision whereby the ra-
cial experience is viewed as relating to context (environment) and self (epistemology).  That is to 
say, these perceptions may develop based on how a person is received, or welcomed into a com-
munity.  Within an academic community, one’s intellect can be valued as a type of academic cap-
ital.  Should a student perceive that this capital is hindered by the racial perceptions held by 
community members, he/she may begin to question his/her investment within the community.  

During this stage, students evaluate the investment of joining an academic community.  They es-
tablish membership in the social and academic community where they are studying and begin to 
affiliate with other students and faculty.  The following quotes suggest that faculty support is sig-
nificant to intellectual development and illustrate belief systems regarding the value of talking 
about one’s research interest when discussed with a faculty member.  A common theme here is 
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the accessibility of faculty members.  Two respondents provide different views about student-
faculty interaction and its impact on intellectual development: 

First Quote: For the most part all of the Black faculty [members] I encountered 
have been very supportive … So I felt at home or that I could talk to someone 
about my research.  Even if it was a quick talk and all of them were real busy and 
sometimes were inaccessible.  In terms of the white faculty … I think there were 
maybe one or two that I made a strong connection with.   

Second Quote: You know it varied from faculty member to faculty member … it 
was I think for the most part for me it was just more…it was like being in a 
swamp … trying to find the dry spots; the dry spots being the supportive faculty.  
I didn’t find the faculty … with the exception of one or two, I did not find the fac-
ulty incredibly supportive. 

In the first quote the degree completer mentions the support of the Black faculty as being im-
portant to intellectual development.  Talking about one’s research is vital to its development and 
the facilitation of scholarly voice within the institutional community and within the larger disci-
pline itself.  This supports King’s (1995) notion about African American faculty members and 
students sharing insights about their research.  This appears to be a priority in this degree com-
pleter’s reflection about intellectual development.  This reflection also addresses the influence of 
faculty members as being supportive by way of building a network of scholars; regardless of race.     

The second quote addresses the variability associated with accessibility and support of faculty.  
The swamp metaphor suggests the process of academic survival and how faculty members are 
vital to this experience.  In other words, the lack of supportive faculty members could retard aca-
demic progress (and a student may sink academically).  The interviewee noted the one or two 
faculty members who were supportive were African American.  This suggests that racial identity 
of faculty members can be important in translating institutional priorities about supporting transi-
tion and adjustment.  

Perceptions of the faculty-student relationship also identified tensions regarding the influence of 
faculty advising and perceptions of students’ degree selection (prior to admission into the pro-
gram). The following response characterizes what Taylor and Antony (2000) describe as “the so-
cial and psychological sense of peril that negative social stereotypes induce which results in a 
climate of intimidation that can hamper academic achievement” (p. 187). While it is not explicit 
in this data, decisions about degree selection could be relevant to assertions made in previous re-
search about the Ph.D.; sometimes considered the preferred degree for faculty roles in the acade-
my1 (Courtenay, 1988).  If this is the case, belief systems about the type of doctoral degree sought 
could potentially escalate into concerns about the development of research agendas and student-
faculty relationships that would shape career viability post-degree completion.  

According to one respondent, she perceived that the advising about the type of doctoral degree 
one attains is unclear and directly affected the experiences of African Americans within her de-
partment.  Also, she perceived that a tension existed in the department regarding the degree op-
tions available to students.  This reflection illustrates a sensitivity regarding the political dynam-
ics in the department and the agendas of faculty members.  Given the political nature of doctoral 
programs one should consider whether students who are engaged in doctoral study would feel 
                                                      
1  There has been a long running debate in higher education about the distinction between the Ph.D. 

in education (Doctor of Philosophy) and the ED.D. (Doctor of Education) degrees.  The Ph.D. is 
awarded by the arts and sciences and is often considered the preeminent degree.   
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comfortable in sharing these types of reflections without concerns about repercussions.    Consid-
er her reflections: 

But I think in terms of their advising, they should be clear with students about the 
different degree options.  There was some tension in our department about the 
difference between the Ed.D. and the Ph.D.  One time a student who tried to go 
over from the Ed.D. to the Ph.D. program who was African American was not 
successfully able to do that for a variety of reasons.  I think there was an under-
current in our department among African American students about that issue. 
You sometimes have to make tough decisions to ultimately decide on what’s best 
for you because sometimes faculty members have their own agendas and they try 
to steer students a certain way.  You have to assert yourself to a certain degree. 

According to this degree completer, being Black appears to be a racialized feature of the advising 
process.  This interviewee suggests that some faculty members may associate any distinctions 
between the Ed.D. and Ph.D. with an ideal of meritocracy, holding the Ph.D. in higher academic 
esteem and therefore seeing it as the more worthy degree.  In this case study, there were more 
African Americans pursuing the Ed.D. degree.  As such, it is important to note that the cultural 
relevance of the Ed.D. and Ph.D. distinctions were noticeable to interviewees as a racial issue that 
caused some racial tension around perceptions of faculty support, funding, and time to degree 
completion.  Specifically, fewer students of color received funding and direct contact with faculty 
for support.  Ph.D. students were fully funded with opportunities to participate in research pro-
jects.  Ed.D. students did not receive this level of support.  

Perceptions of Faculty Behavior  
The next series of comments describe the degree completers’ perceptions of faculty behavior 
while they were engaged in doctoral study.  These responses illustrate belief systems regarding 
the faculty’s acknowledgement of students inside and outside of the classroom.  The quotes be-
low address how the degree completers perceived faculty support of their research agenda, and 
their level of consistency in providing that support.  The racial experience relates to observations 
about student relevance in student-faculty one-on-one and group interactions.  Furthermore, the 
second reflection suggests that one’s intellectual ability may be questioned during these interac-
tions if research interests are racially/culturally relevant: 

First Quote: You go to classes you pay the tuition and you’re physically in the 
space of the institution; But on another level no one knows your name.  Faculty 
members speak when they feel like it. Even though you say hello they just sort of 
look at you.  Or, you get ‘Oh, I didn’t know that was you.’  Or, we walk over 
from this class to this class together.  How could you not know my name?  I know 
yours.  There were only eight of us.  Or, being called the name of other Black 
students. 

Second Quote: I think a whole lot of faculty didn’t take my work very seriously or 
even knew what I was doing.  I had one faculty member pull me aside and sort of 
whispered to me in her office, ‘I just want you to know that hip hop is not going 
to be around forever, so you better make sure you do something other than hip 
hop’ as if all I did all day was like write down rap lyrics. You know what I mean?  
As if my work was devoid of any sort of intellectual merit or rigor.  She was ac-
tually trying to look out for me.   

These responses above highlight perceptions of faculty behavior and how racial identity intersects 
with academic environment and notions about scholarship and research.  The first quote repre-
sents self-awareness about being a member of the academic community.  This interviewee was 
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describing experience during Stage One of the doctoral process when developing relationships 
with faculty is vitally important to academic progress and degree completion.  The tone of the 
response indicates frustration and an attempt to connect with faculty with a perception that the 
attempt to connect with students (particularly Black students) is not the same.  

The second quote involves perceptions of a faculty member’s reaction to a research agenda in-
volving racial or cultural topics.  One may conclude that the faculty member is not familiar with 
the student’s research interest at all. And, furthermore, the faculty member believes the research 
interest to be unworthy of intellectual inquiry. This interviewee notes the potential influence of 
socializing feedback about an intellectual topic that demeans the student’s stimulation of intellec-
tual interest. While the interviewee notes her advisor’s lack of knowledge of the topic, this quote 
also suggests scholarly identity may go unsupported when student research agendas include ra-
cially or culturally relevant research topics.  

Perceptions of Faculty Diversity  
The comments below speak to the perception of faculty diversity. In these responses, we see per-
ceptions about the need for more diversity among the faculty and the sense that students learn 
about the role and responsibility of being a faculty member of color.   This need suggests that 
faculty diversity can support and/or affirm racial identity. 

First Quote: As far as the professors go, basically in our department there is one 
professor of color.  She does a lot to help students academically but as far as 
representation, the faculty could be a little more diverse.   

Second Quote: All of them were supportive.  But the reality is that black profes-
sors, and I see this more up close with … they are just stretched too thin so I 
think for me I’m very self-directed.  I do my research … touch base occasionally.  
I probably could benefit more from someone who’s more hands on at the same 
time it’s my style to be like let me just do this.  But saying that, it worked well for 
me because I can do that.   But if I was someone who needed more direction and 
needed someone to lay out the pathway for me, I don’t know that they would be 
the best people to work with.  Because it’s a certain reality to being a black pro-
fessor, you mentor, you have to do your research, you have to do it well because 
of other people watching you and you do so many different things and your time 
is stretched. There was not a lot of hand holding or you know… it’s not like I 
want it but sometimes you want a little more time a little more in depth. 

Several respondents described how diversity was addressed by faculty members within the class-
room.  These responses address how socialization is influenced by the way classroom discussions 
are facilitated by faculty.  The interview participants emphasize how the lack of familiarity with 
issues of diversity serves to minimize the potential for critical exploration on topics regarding 
inequities in education.  In fact, according to one respondent, students often bear the responsibil-
ity of facilitating this exploration in class in lieu of the professor.  

This facilitation is constantly calibrated with the political dynamics of the class.  In paraphrasing 
one the responses below, should an African American student take on the responsibility of facili-
tating that discussion they must be considerate of how their perspectives will affect others.  
Again, this belief system is consistent with Taylor and Antony’s (2000) use of stereotype threat in 
describing the pressure associated with decision-making about class participation.    Consider the 
following responses: 

First Quote: As far as the classes and the reading, I think that the discussions in 
the class and the reading in most of my classes did address issues of diversity.  
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Issues related to inequity and some of critical types of topics.  There was proba-
bly, in some classes I think certain professors were better able to facilitate dis-
cussions among students from different backgrounds, based on different topics.  
So I think I was in classes where I don’t think professors were as comfortable 
when certain students were more passionate about particular topics than others.  
But sometimes when you are talking about issues of diversity or inequities it will 
impact students who have come from those environments in ways that other stu-
dents who are just objective talking about it.   

Second Quote: Maintaining your sanity as far as when you are asked to be the 
poster child for the minority perspective.  Some people take offense to this.  But 
taking that as a teachable moment for other people and having a balance of let’s 
say of challenging the mainstream ideology. 

It also meant that there were going to be times where you have to pick and 
choose your battles as far as with your professors.  Because if you are going to 
talk about giving the student of color perspective in the research paper, not all of 
them want to hear that.  There were some professors that like to scrape the sur-
face when it came to race and culture and power and things like that.  When you 
cut too deep, they kind of let you know that.  They kind of let you know we don’t 
have time for that right now, but that is a very interesting point.  Depending on 
being the only person of color in the class sometimes, you were the one that 
waved the banner and made people get rid of those negative stereotypes and call 
them on it.  Let them know where they are making generalizations and that not 
all black kids are like that, especially urban kids.   

Student involvement with faculty in the form of a mentoring relationship, the perception of facul-
ty commitment and behavior, and the presence of faculty diversity can serve as motivating factors 
in negotiating major barriers to degree completion.  This is consistent with previous research that 
found that positive relationships with faculty enhance the doctoral experience for African Ameri-
cans (Gasman et al., 2008).   

Previous research on African American doctoral student socialization discusses school success in 
the context of students responding to stereotype threat by way of their domain identity (Taylor & 
Antony, 2000).  The responses here suggest that these interviewees maintained strong commit-
ments to their field of interests and were confident in their skills and abilities to achieve (Taylor 
& Antony, 2000).  Their perspectives about their student-faculty interactions indicated that if the 
mentoring they received was unconstructive they were able to navigate towards degree comple-
tion despite the consequences of this negative interaction.   

In fact, some responses suggest that this situational pressure experienced by the interviewees fa-
cilitated thinking about the belief systems held by unsupportive faculty.  Respondents were mind-
ful of the divisive nature of these interactions and continued to look for mechanisms that would 
support their degree completion; demonstrating self-efficacy and behavioral skills supportive of 
their success.  Positive student-faculty interactions were found in responses that spoke to the de-
velopment of research collaborations and informal connections with faculty where students were 
able to informally discuss their academic and social experiences 

Discussion 
Student perceptions represented here indicate the racial experience influences socialization by 
way of student-faculty relationships, perception of faculty behavior, and the presence of faculty 
diversity.  These perceptions considered aspects that both supported and hindered doctoral stu-
dent socialization.  For example, when students found a faculty member who was willing to have 
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discussion with them about their research interests they were likely to acquire knowledge about 
their research areas and become more effective students and contributors to their academic com-
munities.  However, when students weren’t able to discuss their research they were at risk of 
sinking (as indicated by the swamp metaphor used earlier); and, therefore, socialization was hin-
dered.    

In this case an interesting concept emerged regarding advisement students received towards a par-
ticular type of doctoral degree: Ed.D. (Doctor of Education), or Ph.D. (Doctor of Philosophy). 
The racial experience appeared to be related to perceptions regarding practices that hindered suc-
cess during the advising process.  There is no evidence that this occurred during pre-advisement 
but students identified in their experience as a bias towards advising African American students 
into the Ed.D. academic track.  At this site the Ed.D. degree is considered a practical credential 
designed for practitioners of educational management or leadership.  One participant perceived 
that policies about a student’s research agenda and type of degree (Ed.D. vs. Ph.D., Doctor of 
Education vs. Doctor of Philosophy, respectively) sought after were unclear to many African 
American students. In fact, this participant perceived one underlying assumption held by many 
African Americans in the school was that they were persuaded towards the Ed.D. academic 
course of study. Specifically, there was a perception the Ph.D. was never presented as an option 
for study.  At this site Ph.D. students were awarded financial aid packages that were substantially 
larger; and faculty members often worked closely with students on large-scale grant funded re-
search projects. 

During the advisement process perceived notions of bias towards one degree over another may 
send messages about the students’ intellectual capacity and their effectiveness as contributors to 
the intellectual community and field, especially if one degree is deemed preferential by way of 
financial reward. The participant observations about academic degree track suggest a sense of 
awareness (or appraisal) regarding advisement about the type of degree track students are being 
directed towards and that this advisement could potentially hinder their success in some way.  
Subsequently, the unique implications of education discipline raise important questions about the 
way advisement strategies might influence decision-making about course of study and students’ 
intellectual and moral obligations to the field.  There is no evidence in this study that suggests an 
advisement structure is in place that considers these obligations; however, when considering the 
organizational perspective of socialization (Weidman, 2006; Weidman et al., 2001) and the pro-
cess of acquiring dispositions that make students more effective members of society, the student 
observations presented in this case might be considered by faculty and administrative leaders of 
doctoral programs who wish to strengthen advisement strategies and/or policies affecting margin-
alized students.  To the extent that some students are concerned about their effectiveness as 
scholars regarding their intellectual and moral obligations to their research, being advised into 
one degree track versus another may facilitate unintended consequences for a student. 

Previous research on the African American doctoral students aggregate both the Ed.D. and Ph.D. 
degree attainment (Gasman et al., 2008) to assess the student experience.  However, given the 
historical relevance of the Ph.D. and the financial reward associated with this degree track and 
course of study in this case, future studies should explore the nuances of experiences to explore 
the racial implications surrounding selection of degree tracks and their influence on success and 
career development post degree attainment.  

In discussing faculty behavior, most of the responses spoke to the students’ perception of actions 
that served to marginalize their racial identity, for example, faculty members not acknowledging 
students outside of the classroom (these are faculty who might have the same students in class), 
and faculty members who may be “wildly supportive” and/or “disrespectful.”  These behaviors 
may be perceived as encoded systems of behavior that serve to marginalize African American 
students. This kind of behavior speaks to the larger issue of faculty being generally lacking an 
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awareness of the perceptions students may develop about faculty. If this disconnection involves 
aspects of a student’s research agenda that is connected to the racial experience then this could be 
considered a racial dilemma.  Therefore, a student would need to find a way to address the faculty 
member’s disconnection from the research agenda in a way that does not disrupt academic pro-
gress. Finding solutions to make connections would be a demonstration of resolving a racial di-
lemma.  The finding process in itself could be considered a behavioral skill that serves to protect 
the student’s work, research agenda, and objective to successfully complete the program.  This 
reinforces Taylor and Antony’s (2000) findings about socialization and the student perceptions 
about their experiences: 

Some faculty were described as ‘having no background for understanding my work,’ being pat-
ronizing, or being patently surprised at the academic success of African American students. Oth-
ers reported endemic departmental insensitivity and racial stereotyping, such as faculty members 
assessing new admits who were members of minority groups and asking if the department was 
lowering its standards. It was also discouraging when faculty showed no interest in students' re-
search ideas if they related to African American concerns (Taylor and Antony, 2000, p. 192). 

Faculty diversity appeared to be an important issue for interviewees who were concerned about 
their racial experience and socialization.  While faculty members of color were in small number 
at this institution, their presence and limited accessibility appeared to be comforting to students 
on some level.  Some interviewees found the presence of supportive faculty (regardless of the 
faculty member’s background) to be stimulating for continued intellectual and research endeav-
ors.  However, the participant perceptions suggest that faculty support from African American 
faculty carries with it an affective responsibility, one that acknowledges behavior associated with 
the self-efficacy needed to be successful and the potential for understanding dilemmas associated 
with the intellectual and moral obligations African American students may bring with them to the 
academic environment.  Unlike what Taylor and Antony (2000) assert to be faculty members’ 
lack of background to understand the research agendas of African American students, African 
American faculty often have the background, knowledge, behavior, and affective skills to support 
students’ transmission and acquisition of the same skills. 

Additionally, the findings of this study are consistent with research that indicates that successful 
mentoring practices often serve to “demystify” of “deconstruct” the myths associated with the 
academy (Gasman et al., 2004).  Faculty members who employed practices that supported racial 
identity for African American doctoral students were accessible and willing to discuss the role of 
race in the student’s experience.  It appears that faculty members who shared brief, sincere en-
counters with students were viewed as considerate and helpful.  This was especially important 
when students wanted to discuss ideas about research.  This supports Gasman et al’s (2004) no-
tion that faculty members should take advantage of informal and impromptu opportunities to talk 
about their motivations for research when mentoring students of color.  Second, faculty members 
who were willing to share ideas about their research often fostered collaboration with the student 
or identified other collaborative opportunities. Where previous research has indicated that African 
American students often feel isolated and marginalized at predominately white institutions (Hur-
tado, Milem, Clayton-Pedersen, & Allen, 1998), faculty members who work to combat these is-
sues can serve to transcend barriers to success. Third, the racial experience is a consistent theme 
throughout the socialization experience.  African American doctoral students in this case 
acknowledged the racial experience when interpreting coded systems of behavior as they relate to 
following aspects of socialization:  building relationships with faculty (of the same or different 
race), establishing a research agenda, learning one’s role in the advising process, representation of 
one’s racial community in the classroom, and the development of one’s intellectual voice.    

Understanding the racial experience and the ways students interact with various processes during 
the doctoral experience can inform faculty, administrators, and doctoral students how to develop 
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strategies and programs of support.  We identify several racial experiences and recommend a set 
of strategies faculty members, administrators and students might employ to support doctoral stu-
dent socialization, academic success and degree completion. We assert that understanding these 
strategies will also serve to encourage the development of scholarly voice. We argue a doctoral 
student’s voice is most vulnerable when racial identity is compromised. Voice is used in present-
ing one’s scholarship, building relationships with colleagues, and generally shaping one’s schol-
arly presence during and beyond the program.  Scholars speak about their work to build identity.  
We emphasize that supporting the development of intellectual voice may have life-long implica-
tions for in developing relationships with faculty; especially when discussing research interests. 
Table 4 includes three general features of the African American racial experience: intellectual 
characteristics associated with race and socialization, potential barriers to academic suc-
cess/degree completion, and recommended support strategies.  

Table 4. Strategies to Support the Understanding of Race in Doctoral Student Socialization. 

 

Implicit in the statements about establishing one’s scholarly voice is the fact that collaboration is 
essential to developing a professional and scholarly network, thus shaping one’s disciplinary 
identity.  As a new scholar emerges, connections with other scholars with similar interests are 
integral to the development of a professional and disciplinary identity (Romero & Margolis, 
1998).  The racial experience must be considered a key element in this developmental process. 

Limitations 
This study is institutionally and culturally specific.  While the reflections provide perspectives of 
the doctoral student socialization and the racial experience of African American doctoral degree 
completers, they should not be generalized to other institutions or populations, though, we en-
courage they be considered as a guide for understanding intersections of racial identity with the 
doctoral process, generally. This assessment of the African American doctoral experience may 

 Racial Experience in 
Doctoral Student 

Socialization  

Potential Barriers to 
Degree Comple-

tion/Academic Success 

Support Strategies 

Faculty Advising 
and Support 

Racial experience is a 
valued as an aspect of 
scholarly experience 

Lack of faculty diversity with 
a focus on racial awareness; 
not feeling valued in the 
community if race is not val-
ued 

Find additional support out-
side of the institution.  Fami-
ly, friends, organizations may 
be viewed as key coping 
support systems.   

Perceptions of 
Faculty Behavior 

Racial Experience 
aligns with behavior 
that support student 
interests and policies 
supporting the racial 
experiences within the 
school 

Challenges exist connecting 
the racial experience with 
research interests due to a lack 
of faculty support  

Find additional support.  
Identify levels of racial 
awareness and its relevance 
to research agenda. 

Find opportunities to 
acknowledge the role of the 
racial experience within stu-
dent-faculty relationship. 

Perceptions of 
Faculty Diversity 

Racial Experience is 
valued within the aca-
demic community by a 
demonstration of prac-
tice 

Challenges exist in the form 
of racial tension when identi-
fying faculty available to sup-
port the racial experience as-
sociated with socialization 

Find additional support. Ra-
cial tension may cause frus-
tration.  Identify emotional 
coping mechanisms to dis-
tress. 
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offer insights helpful in developing strategies and practices that support doctoral students. Since 
participants were part of a single-site case, their degree representation spans several different spe-
cializations within the field of education.  The field of education is multi-faceted and multi-
disciplinary and further research should consider the variations of the field and how they intersect 
with racial identity. While this study does not take into account any measurement variations of 
the interviewees’ identification with the African American identity specifically, the interviewee 
responses may reveal this identification but it is not an intended goal of data collection.  An ex-
amination of the African American racial experience that aligns with measurements such as those 
found in Cross and Helms work is under consideration for future study.   

Conclusion 
While this study focuses on degree completer perceptions of the role of the faculty member in 
supporting the doctoral experience, faculty members were often entrenched in their own research 
agendas so students who could relate to these agendas were often more self-directed and proac-
tive about their student success and degree completion.  The findings of this study did offer some 
evidence of the importance of same-race mentoring.  However, most students found support from 
faculty members of all racial and ethnic backgrounds helpful when they were supportive of their 
racial identity, research interests, and progress towards degree completion. 

The exploration of the student-faculty relationship at the doctoral level is a process that will con-
tinue to develop and evolve.  The understanding of this relationship can assist faculty, administra-
tors, and students in highlighting the nuances of cultural and institutional specific experiences and 
the mentoring practices that are most effective. Moreover, institutional contexts demonstrative of 
enacted strategies that support race in doctoral student development lend themselves to practices 
aligned with institutional transformation considerate of diversity and its value (Harper & Hurtado, 
2007).  Further examination of this relationship can also serve to illuminate best practice strate-
gies in the preparation of future and junior faculty members who hopefully will mentor future 
doctoral students.  In fact, since 2005 the site has increased its enrollment of African American 
doctoral students (Ph.D.) by five students.  While this growth demonstrates slight change it does 
indicate improvement.  Also, the site has enhanced its effort to implement some strategies to 
make mentoring resources more readily available to faculty members within the academic com-
munity. 

The concept of mentoring is a consistently mentioned in research regarding the racial aspects of 
doctoral persistence.  For example, Nettles (1990) asserts, “Mentoring may be such a vital and 
essential part of doctoral education that all persisting students, regardless of their demographic 
and educational backgrounds, have similar experiences” (p. 10).  Similarly, Willie et al. (1991) 
state, “Their [mentors] presence is essential in helping African Americans and other minority 
scholars through periods of doubt and indecision” (p. 67).  Based on the findings of this study, 
doubt and indecision may indicate complications with the establishment of scholarly voice. More 
research is needed to learn more about the role of student-faculty relationship, the inclusion of 
racial socialization strategies in that relationship, and its impact on the racial experience and doc-
toral student socialization. 
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Abstract 
The paper explores the role of the postgraduate supervisor through advising, mentoring, and 
monitoring for the varied and complex process towards successful doctoral thesis completion. 
There is a scarcity of research into this important area, and we therefore undertake a comprehen-
sive literature review to determine the current state of knowledge and international approaches. 
This involved an initial analysis of policy documents from European and Australian universities 
to provide insights into institutional norms. Primary data collection was then collected through 
surveys and personal interviews with a range of experienced academics involved in postgraduate 
supervision. We identify three metaphors related to a ‘machine’, ‘coach’ and ‘journey’ as critical 
perspectives towards professional student engagement. Our findings are believed to be of benefit 
to academics and doctoral candidates involved in challenging and original research. 

Key Words: Research supervision, Postgraduate research, Metaphor, Conceptual model, Aca-
demic practice. 

Introduction 
Postgraduate research is an ever changing and complex area of activity.  For a number of years, 
researchers, practitioners, and professionals have attempted to understand and make sense of the 
world from varying perspectives with research supervision noted as a particularly challenging 

engagement. This paper seeks to unpack 
the issues of what enables effective 
postgraduate level research supervision.  

Post Graduate degrees in the UK are 
awarded to students who have demon-
strated the following:  a systematic un-
derstanding of knowledge, and a critical 
awareness of current problems and/or 
new insights, much of which is at, or 
informed by, the forefront of their aca-
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Postgraduate Research Supervision 

demic discipline, field of study or area of professional practice; a comprehensive understanding 
of techniques applicable to their own research or advanced scholarship; originality in the applica-
tion of knowledge, together with a practical understanding of how established techniques of re-
search and enquiry are used to create and interpret knowledge in the discipline; conceptual under-
standing that enables the student to evaluate critically current research and advanced scholarship 
in the discipline and to evaluate methodologies and develop (Quality Assurance Agency for 
Higher Education, 2008). 

The substantive investigation was undertaken to address the perceived gap in the knowledge base 
relating to the supervision of research students by examining academic experiences and determin-
ing what constitutes ‘good research supervision’. We attempted to clarify normally unarticulated 
assumptions within natural conditions and settings to yield insights into the area, from the spe-
cific viewpoint of the supervisor. 

Consequently, an agreed view is presented of what potentially makes a good research supervisor.  
The paper does not offer a complete solution, but more a deconstruction of practice, which does 
not provide final outcomes (Stronach & MacLure, 1997).  It is anticipated that these insights will 
help faculty to reflect upon their own professional practice and move some way towards ensuring 
that students receive a consistent, focused and effective research learning experience.  

Literature Review & Policy Document Analysis 
Siddle (2001) posits that the education and training of postgraduate students is one of the most 
important functions of any university.  He states that this task is deceptively simple; to train suc-
cessive generations of students and researchers who are capable of innovative and pragmatic re-
search across the spectrum from fundamental, to user inspired, to applied research in a variety of 
educational, research and development, commercial and industry contexts (Siddle, 2001).  The 
actual process and mechanics of doing research, especially the supervision is not unequivocal and 
is known to be extremely challenging (Anderson, Day, & McLaughlin, 2006). 

Supervision practices are not simply prescribed by institutional policies.  Research supervision is 
fluid and is determined by continuity and change.  How the individual supervisor inherits and 
reproduces what is considered good research within a discipline is dependent on traditions, cus-
toms, and beliefs. Todd, Smith, and Bannister (2006) when exploring the task of being a re-
search supervisor suggest that it is very much a contested terrain in terms of academic profes-
sional practice and that it also helps to shape an academic’s identity. How supervisors will 
interpret the traditions of the academy and the notions of how to do ‘good’ disciplinary based re-
search is based on academic disciplinary traditions, customs, and practices based on their own 
ontological, political, epistemological, and ideological background.   

More often than not, supervisors tend to bring their own particular slant on how they interpret 
both the institutional rhetoric and the hidden assumptions contained within their own cognate 
area. Lave and Wagner (1991) suggest supervisors learn and interpret the knowledge base for that 
community of practice if they are to be accepted as a member of that community. 

The topic of postgraduate dissertation supervision has not, as noted, been investigated in any sig-
nificant depth to consider the research supervision process and to help reveal any ‘secret formulas 
or holy grails’ that may exist to inform professional practice. The most notable exception here is 
the work of Anderson et al (2006).  They explored the area of dissertation research drawing on a 
number of sources from practices and literature. Their article suggests that a major issue rests 
with the student requiring a strong directive approach. Here, the supervisor is required to follow 
guidance and control policy with the wish to encourage an enquiring and creative approach (shap-
ing versus supporting) by the student whilst achieving academic standards set by the university. 
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Moses (1985, 1992) states that most supervisory problems can be overcome if there is clear and 
open dialogue on all aspects of the project. As such, there should be a structure in place as to 
what is expected of the student and a framework for supervision which facilitates rather than hin-
ders development and creativity.  Moses (1992) traditionally advocates three distinct stages of 
supervisor involvement: helping the student to choose a viable topic and initiate data collection 
(intensive), monitoring student progress (less intensive), and writing up (intensive).  It would ap-
pear that supervisors can interpret how to supervise as ever they wish, regardless of their level of 
expertise, their awareness of the subject matter, or their own experience of supervising different 
types of students with different learning needs and aspirations. It is evident that they control and 
command the scholarship for research supervision, which may be counter to sector wide, univer-
sity or even disciplinary good practice. 

Theoretical Lens 
Cullen, Pearson, and Saha (1994) report that there are certain key generic processes in supervis-
ing [PhD] students effectively.  They also indicate that due to disciplinary boundaries, the actual 
process and therefore the ‘best practices’ exhibited differ across related areas of study and, taking 
this point further, between Universities with different mission statements and value propositions.  
Cullen et al.’s work is supported by Black (1994), who stated that the actual relationship between 
the student and the supervisor is the key that enables effective supervision to occur.  In addition, 
having good dialogue between the supervisor and the student obviously helps to enable a positive 
learning experience for the research student (Todd et al, 2006).  The concept of good here is taken 
to be Platonic in the sense that it is something we strive for, but given the imperfections of lan-
guage and in our ability to understand our student’s needs, we rarely achieve and to be surpassing 
in the sense of better than all the rest do it, and this is recognised by common consent and by an 
external referent.  

Many of the discussions in the literature contend that the minimum requirements for research su-
pervision are based on the work of Vitae (www.vitae.ac.uk).  

1. Supervisory style (correct level of direction, regular meetings, making time for students, 
interest in project, encourage ideas/individuality);  

2. Supervisor competence with respect to the student project; personal characteristics and 
attitude of the supervisor (approachable, supportive, positive, open-minded, prepared to 
acknowledge error, organised, enthusiastic); 

3. Academic and intellectual standing of the supervisor; that students view their supervisors 
as mixtures of strengths and weaknesses; in addition, those student-supervisor relation-
ships are highly complex, dynamic and relational. 

New Managerialism 
During the 1990s, as the higher education sector in the UK continued to expand, institutions came 
under increasingly competitive pressures.  New universities were created, new programmes of 
study were developed and access widened to include previously disadvantaged sections of the 
population. These changes were accompanied by explicit demands from the government for clear 
mechanisms of quality assessment and enhancement with robust quality control procedures from 
which some authors have coined the phrase ‘New Managerialism’ (Clarke & Newman (1997).  
Within this backdrop of activities, universities attempted to develop new programmes of study to 
satisfy the diverse and growing demands of students and to support the government’s expansion 
policy.  It must also be stressed that this New Managerialism in the UK has now spread to other 
countries such as Canada, Australia, and Ireland (Lynch, Grummell, & Devine, 2012). 
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The need for accountability and compliance, or to follow a tick box mentality (Corbyn, 2009), is 
prevalent in the ideology of New Managerialism (Kolsaker, 2008; Pollitt, 1990). Researchers 
have suggested that this has rooted itself into the higher education academy in a pedestrian banal 
way. New Managerialism seeks to maintain and enhance the three ‘Es’ of efficiency, effective-
ness, and efficacy by adopting private sector managerial techniques to ‘manage’ public sector 
work and actions, and seeks to ensure quality and to make professionals accountable and respon-
sible for their actions (Grant, Hackney, & Edgar, 2003).   

Nevertheless, elements of New Managerialism may have helped to reduce wastage in the acad-
emy.  It may also have helped many students to receive a basic level of supervision, by right and 
entitlement, rather than some students receiving little or inappropriate research supervision.  
Therefore, the use of policy documents does have both a positive and negative slant on research 
supervision.  This ‘institutional requirement’ is further compounded by the supervisors’ view of 
themselves in terms of their ideological and intellectual belief system and of course their own 
experience of being ‘supervised’. Having outlined the idea of increased accountability as ex-
pressed by New Managerialism, it is important to establish if this mentality exists today. 

Policy Document Analysis 
The following is a synthesis (using the Policy Circle Ps) of the ‘official’ duties and responsibili-
ties as prescribed by internal university policy makers. These policy documents were sourced 
from Monash University, University of Sydney, Glasgow Caledonian University, Robert Gordon 
University, and the University of Groningen (see the Appendix). These were selected as they 
were freely available online and represent a convenience based sample.  

Each University’s policy document was analysed using a simplified version of what Silverman 
(2000) describes as the constant comparative method whereby: 

 a sample of responses was read; 

 points of similarity and difference were noted; 

 categories were generated:  these categories were then  tested against a new set of responses; 

 new categories were then generated and tested against responses already analysed; 

 all existing categories were carried forward to new responses; and 

 the process was repeated until all responses had been examined and all categories tested 
against all responses.   

This method has been used previously in educational research by Brown and McIntyre (1993) and 
also by Cooper and McIntyre (1996), although they termed it “recursive comparative analysis”. 

Policy document analysis, using the Policy Circle Ps, is the evaluation of either an internal or an 
external policy statement using a set of criteria that reflects different social, political, and eco-
nomic dimensions in order to determine the policy's value and how this may impact on practice. 
The approach used in this research was the Policy Circle ‘Ps’ (Hardee, Feranil, Boezwinkle, & 
Clark, 2004).  

This approach can be described as focusing on the problem the policy document is seeking to 
address and what aim of the policy is it trying to satisfy/address within the landscape it was de-
veloped in and for.  The second P is the people who are the stakeholders, actors, agents, and 
shareholders in the policy network and whose agenda is being satisfied (both overtly and cov-
ertly) by the policy.  This is followed by the next P of Place.  Place is to review a policy docu-
ment to ascertain how much foreground and background is given to each player/agent/agency 
contained within the policy, to see who has pride of place and why.  This is followed by an explo-
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ration of the actual Policy making, i.e., how was the policy developed and implemented; this P 
was not adopted for this study along with the Price Tag P, i.e., what is the cost of the policy op-
tions and how resources are allocated.  This was due not having sufficient access to the policy 
makers and how they implemented the policy within their respective Universities.  The next P of 
the Policy Circle is that of Paper, what is actually stated in the policy as the outcome or impact or 
value adding, or benefits to both stake and shareholders.  The final two Ps are that of Programs 
and Performance; the programs are what has resulted from implementing policies, and perform-
ance is concerned with asking what is being explicitly covered in and by the policy.  These last 
two Ps were not covered in this study.  This was due to not being able to access the ‘behind the 
scenes’ activities in the host organisations where the research supervisor policy documents origi-
nated from. Table 1 outlines a proposed approach which should be adopted during research stu-
dent supervision. 

Table 1: Outcome of Policy Circle Approach 

Be familiar with the subject area and the research process for that discipline area. 

Be familiar with the rules and regulations that govern the student’s research work. 

Provide advice and guidance of an academic nature to the student in the conduct of the re-
search, and in some cases, direct instruction in experimental procedures.  

Assist the student with pastoral/social services issues (i.e., personal, health or financial 
problems) by directing the student to the appropriate trained agencies.  

Support students in the development of their career both during candidature (e.g., support 
for conference attendance, teaching experience, application for awards/scholarships, entry 
into competitions, publication) and beyond (e.g., referee reports for position and grant ap-
plications).  

Develop a 'memorandum of understanding' with the student, particularly outlining regu-
larity of formal meetings. 

Provide a constructive, critical assessment of the work of the candidate.  

Advise students promptly of unsatisfactory progress with regard to any aspect of their 
candidature, and put this advice in writing if such unsatisfactory progress is considered 
likely to interfere with satisfactory completion of the research.  

Provide guidance and specific advice on the format of the thesis to meet University re-
quirements, as well as specific advice on the preparation of written thesis material to con-
form to the norms and expectations of the academic field. 

Actively engage in the preparation of a research plan with the student.  

Write a statement on progress of the research project at the time of progress review.  

Assist students in identifying ethical and intellectual property issues, and complying with 
ethical and intellectual property regulations, and ensure that they know about the conse-
quences of misconduct in research.   

 

The managerialist language of “supervisors must do” and “supervisors should ensure” in the 
policy documents gives the idea or metaphor of research supervision being an institutional act.  
Common statements contained in the documents like “all supervisors are aware of the necessity 
to implement the university’s code of practice for the conduct of research and are aware of the 
working procedures of the ethics committees” are frequently included in policy documents. 
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Supervisors may feel the need to battle with the rules and regulations for not being able to ac-
commodate the unusual or the unique, as policy documents tend to cater for the ‘average student’ 
or ‘the normal student’.  From the majority of the policy documents reviewed, policy documents 
acknowledge that the student-supervisor relationship is important.  However, they do not provide 
guidance on how to enhance the nexus, only what to do if it breaks down, i.e., appeals, discipli-
nary, etc.  

This emphasis suggests that it is not the student-supervisor relationship that is the key, but pro-
tecting the institution from student complaints.  The UK Quality Assurance Agency for Higher 
Education (QAAHE) code of practice for postgraduate research (Quality Assurance Agency for 
Higher Education [QAAHE], 2012) shows what is expected with regard to research supervision.  
This document does not mention anything about the student-supervisor relationship.  It only en-
sures that supervisors who are selected by the institution to supervise are fit for purpose as well as 
ensuring that the university has appropriate systems and procedures for recruiting, selecting, and 
inducing students into the university, in conjunction with mechanisms to deal with staff and stu-
dent complaints, i.e., “there are procedures by which either the candidate or the supervisor may 
make representations as appropriate as significant difficulties arise (grievance procedures)” 
(QAAHE, 2012, chapter B11). The policy documents reviewed tended to assume that institutions, 
staff, students, and research can be managed in a mechanistic manner.  Based on the analysis of 
the policy documents and supported by the primary data collected, which is presented below, the 
notion of research supervision being seen as a machine is evident. 

The fundamentals of the machine metaphor are that the process of supervision has a purpose or 
goal that functions in a predetermined and predictable way. The performance of the machine can 
be gauged and adjusted to achieve peak productivity. The machine is designed and built in a ra-
tional way with all parts of the machine working together to produce some output. The parts of 
the machine can be replaced when they wear out or no longer function properly, and the machine 
will function as before.  They tend to ignore, or fail to articulate, the human side of institutions 
and the human face of research and supervision.   

Policy documents may be perceived by senior managers to enhance practice, but they do not ac-
tively engage the community of supervisors. In essence these documents tend to the notion of a 
‘thou shall do’ doctrine.  Indeed, supervisors may be tempted to see their interaction with the pol-
icy as a game.  Nevertheless, it is assumed that in some cases this may have indeed helped stu-
dents, who prior to New Managerialism, may not have received a rudimentary entitlement to re-
search supervision.  

Given the often seen ‘tick box mentality’ of such imposed quality regimes and based on the pol-
icy document analysis and supported by primary data presented below, an additional concept of 
playing the game emerges, i.e., giving the central services of the university what they want and 
then getting down to the real business of supervising the student. 

The game metaphor is one of the more popular metaphors describing human endeavor today. A 
game can be a cooperative game where players collaborate with one another to achieve an objec-
tive. A game can also be competitive where teams of players try to prevail. A common theme of 
all games is that players engage in activities to achieve some goal or objective. The players must 
continue to support one another to create and develop the most powerful ideas they can, but these 
ideas will have to compete with other ideas for acceptance, hence the supervisor and the student 
may work together to play the game and win a successful project supervision for the supervisor 
with no complaints and a successful mark or grade for the student.  This may mean that a rela-
tionship is formed for mutual gain and benefit rather than purely supporting the student to learn.  

What may be missing from the policy documents is that research supervision can be viewed as a 
garden, where the supervisor tends the garden (the student) like a coach to allow the student to 
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grow and learn.  The skill of the supervisor affects the structure and a plan of what and how stu-
dents will learn and in how they implement the research.  However, within that plan there is usu-
ally some randomness and disorder evident, as is also evident in a garden.  The reason behind this 
may be, to quote Shulman (2005), “I would say that without a certain amount of anxiety and risk, 
there's a limit to how much learning occurs. One must have something at stake. No emotional 
investment, no intellectual or formational yield” (p.1). 

What is interesting from the policy documents is the idea that there is a standard template on how 
to supervise anybody from any discipline in any topic area.  This assumption is questionable.  The 
research process is complex and each discipline has its own body of knowledge and its own ways 
of looking at knowledge and undertaking research.  This mind-set runs counter to Wilhelm von 
Humboldt‘s view of higher education, “[t]he relationship between teacher and learner is … 
completely different in higher education from what it is in schools. At the higher level, the teacher 
is not there for the sake of the student; both have their justification in the service of scholarship.” 
Humoldt (1810, p.242). 

Many universities have developed research supervisors’ handbooks, given the need for greater 
accountability and control, associated with New Managerialsim, which contains what must hap-
pen and what to do if things do not happen.  This usually relates to providing formal roles, duties, 
and responsibilities of both supervisor and student in the postgraduate research process.  How-
ever, the actual ‘handbooks’, which are policy documents, are static and exhibit a view of the 
time, at that time.  Yet the process of postgraduate supervision is endowed with meanings, some-
times stable, sometimes confused, sometimes misunderstood, sometimes used for political and 
power issues, sometimes assumed, sometimes ignored, sometimes contested, and sometimes 
shared, which is the heart of supervision process. Despite this, we have moved away from looking 
at the process of being a supervisor towards the substantive defendable output of what has been 
done by the supervisor.   

In order, to return to the ‘being’ a supervisor, it was necessary to explore the views and experi-
ences of academics who supervise.  The process of constantly re-visiting the data, sharing it with 
colleagues, and discussing it with a wide range of audiences provides the opportunity for identifi-
cation of data which is questionable and idiosyncratic in the eyes of practitioners.  Validity in 
their eyes is important in establishing confidence in moving towards conclusions, however provi-
sional they may be. 

Research Design 
A phenomenological approach was used to guide and provide the necessary philosophical and 
methodological research underpinning to the project. We examine the ways that narrative struc-
tures our perception of both cultural artifacts and the world around us. Such an approach is 
needed when exploring supervisors’ perceptions of supervising.  Given this, our ordering of time 
and space in narrative forms constitutes one of the primary ways we construct meaning in gen-
eral. Narrative can be viewed as ‘lived stories’ on a particular situation (both the content and the 
context).   

One of the early pioneers of this approach [narratology] states, far from being one code among 
many that a culture may utilize for endowing experience with meaning, narrative is a meta-code, 
a human universal on the basis of which transcultural messages about the nature of a shared real-
ity can be transmitted (White, 1987). As an interdisciplinary method, we draw from traditions in 
literary theory, oral history, drama, psychology, folklore, and film philosophy (Connelly & 
Clandinin, 1990; Marshal & Rossman, 1995). 

The theme of storytelling and the didactical power of the storyteller’s voice are important in 
establishing what supervisors think. The intellectual justification is that one may understand a 
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story with the conception or world view and one may use the story of another. In this way we 
are able to learn how to understand the world from a different view. Narrative inquiry is ap-
propriate here since it can establish meaning that lies behind responses of collaborators and it is 
able to establish uncertainties and ambiguities surrounding research supervision.  Allied to this, 
narrative gives an ‘insider’s’ viewpoint to the realities that enshroud this phenomenon. 

The methodology justification for narratives is based on the notion of collaboration.  It allows and 
actively seeks the voice of the collaborating parties and it helps to reduce the impact and/or pol-
luting interpretations of what is being said by the traditional objective researcher, so that a more 
realistic view is obtained.  Finally, narrative does allow others to relive and interpret the ‘story’, 
thus bringing about a positive change in practice.   

Primary Data Collection 
Five personal narratives were sought from the practicing academics who regularly engage in 
postgraduate supervision, in order to ascertain their experiences of what makes a good supervisor 
of a student and to reflect on these experiences.  Each of the participants began the process of un-
packing how they became good supervisors (as constructed by themselves) by constructing a 
short reflective statement. The reflective statement was designed to prepare the supervisors for an 
extensive narrative session with the authors, by initially prompting them to reflect on how their 
own approach yielded effective supervision. Three types of question were used to help bring a 
degree of structure to the narrative session.  Each narrative session focused on identifying the re-
lationship with the student, what the supervisor did for the student and what the student did for 
the supervisor, and provided some contextualisation about the university, the business school, the 
nature of higher education, and what the supervisor thought the nature of being a professional was 
at the time of supervision.  

The practicing academic story tellers were all co-workers of two of the authors, within one UK 
University, which was a post 1992, ex-polytechnic university, whose focus was on teaching in-
formed by research curricula. A pilot narrative session was performed to allow the authors to fa-
miliarise themselves with the technique and to practice facilitating the session to ensure that suf-
ficient ground was being covered that was of benefit to the study.  The pilot was undertaken with 
non-collaborative individuals who were not subsequently involved in the study further. 

Narrative sessions were taped.  Each session lasted around forty minutes.  Three sessions were 
completed.  Each narrative session was played back numerous times to aid the analysis by the 
authors and to capture the richness of the data.  A full written transcript was not undertaken.  This 
was due to time constraints and also that a 100% complete transcript records of the event is im-
possible to achieve, as it depends upon what you are trying to do in and with the analysis 
(Silverman, 1993).  The tapes were played to identify the creation of categories, which allowed 
themes and emergent issues and ideas to be extrapolated from the data.  The authors found this 
more economical and effective. 

Several meetings took place in the same room (five individual narrative sessions, five additional 
individual refinements of conceptual model sessions, and one group session which developed the 
non-contentious primary task consensus model).  The room was laid out with a horseshoe of 
chairs to encourage discussion and debate, with a flip chart facing the group, with tea and coffee 
available to participants to create a relaxed and informal atmosphere conducive to discussion. 
Each collaborator was willing to be tied by an ethical code of conduct, to respect each other’s 
views and not to damage one another physically, emotionally, or intellectually.  Also, the issue of 
‘over-disclosure’ (Bloor, Frankland, Thomas, & Robson, 2001) was covered.  If over-disclosure 
occurred then the facilitator (researcher) would enact certain remedies and actions made clear to 
the participants in advance.   
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The sample consisted of: 

 one programme leader, who was research active, with a teaching role, who was a seasoned 
Professor, who undertook PG and Doctorate level supervision {participant one}; 

 one academic director of IS who is research active and a seasoned senior lecturer, who had a 
minor teaching and supervisory role {participant two}; 

 one director of academic enterprise consultancy, a newly appointed senior lecturer, not re-
search active, with several years lecturing experience, who was supervising for the first 
time{participant three}; 

 one seasoned senior lecturer, no longer research active but who had a teaching role, who su-
pervised PG and Doctorate level students {participant four}; 

 three seasoned lecturers, both research active and who had a teaching role, who supervised 
PG students {participants five, six and seven}. 

In this study the majority of the respondents felt that most postgraduate supervisors learn the im-
portance of the supervisory relationship and what makes a good supervisor by reflecting on their 
own, sometimes disappointing, experiences of being supervised.  Experts know what to do at a 
given time based on their knowledge of the content and knowledge of the context, as they ac-
tively engage with society via discussions.  However, it is very difficult to unlock tacit knowledge 
completely, as it becomes automatic, like touching your nose with your eyes shut.  Narrative 
combined with an interpretive research stance does provide a mechanism to attempt to unlock this 
knowledge to some extent via storytelling and by exploring how the supervisor interacted with 
the student, colleagues, the institution, and the subject matter at that time.  However, this ap-
proach is limited.  As Polanyi (1974) states, we know more than we can tell and that knowledge 
may never be fully captured retrospectively, as the context cannot be completely reproduced. 

Grounded theory was used to help shape the research design.  Grounded theory as developed by 
Glaser and Strauss (1967) allows the researcher to break away from the classic research model 
towards developing and elaborating on theory, rather than testing theory in practice (Bechhofer & 
Paterson 2000).  This is important as research into Masters level research supervision is still em-
bryonic and as such there is limited theory to test.  As such, it was necessary to use grounded the-
ory to inform and challenge the data collected in an interactive manner, to ensure the right issues 
were being identified, investigated, and analysed where possible.  The bottom up approach is 
manifested via the development of a non-contentious primary task conceptual model discussed 
below. 

Problematic Issues of Narrative 
Although narrative is a suitable research method for this project, there are a number of issues, 
which can be regarded as problematic.  One of the main criticisms of narrative is that it focuses 
on the individual too much.  However, given the multiple interpretations of meanings of key 
words and the emotions that people have surrounding key words and concepts used in the narra-
tives, it is conceivable that combining narratives does not truly arrive at a consensus.  What the 
collaborative group may have experienced is power and political interplay being exercised to give 
the illusion of a consensus being reached.  Narrative at best gives an awareness and appreciation 
of a phenomenon.  However, it is difficult to make specific claims about reality, truth, and knowl-
edge based on narrative and the interpretation of such data due to the inherent methodological 
weaknesses.   

Narrative inquiry is also difficult to perform, since a significant amount of sensitivity, trust, and 
goodwill to negotiate has to exist between the researcher and the collaborative participants.  Nar-
rative can provide some inroads to this area, but it requires intense listening and a willingness of 
the researcher to give the participant a full voice.  Since narrative is collaborative in essence, both 
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the researchers and the participants’ voices are heard as they are working together to make sense 
of their view of reality. Like other forms of qualitative analysis, narrative does suffer from selec-
tive recall, in which the gap is filled in by inference and reinterpretation of the past events (Ross 
and Conway, 1986, as cited in Marshal & Rossman, 1995), rather than on fact.  Since the nature 
of narrative is qualitative, it gives the illusion of causality as the collaborators can infer a connec-
tion that may not be there.  This is not to say that narratives do not provide insight and yield en-
riched data.  It is more a question of to what degree and what can be claimed on behalf of a wider 
population?  Nevertheless, to do collaborative research well requires the researcher to be patient, 
flexible, and trustworthy and have honed negotiation skills.   

From the point of view of the efficient use of resources, narrative is very time consuming, as it 
requires the recorder to actively listen and be able to quickly establish a supportive constructive 
environment and be able to work with others in such an environment.  Very few people have 
these skills.  All of this is compounded by the fact that narrative is still a relatively new form of 
research inquiry, which means there is no established modus of operandi to help the novice user 
of narratives use narratives, and perhaps the only true way to understand narrative is via reflec-
tion. 

Data Analysis and Findings 
The development of a conceptual primary task model was utilised as a research tool to determine 
the presence of certain words and or concepts within each of the narrative sessions.  At the core 
of this analysis is that words and signs can be assigned to conceptual categories and that these 
categories can be tested to reveal the importance of the idea by the way in which they are used in 
the narrative.  In summary, the researcher searches for structures and patterned regularities in the 
words and makes inferences based on these regularities as the meanings are shaped in the context 
of the exchange between respondents (Silverman, 2000).  The development of the conceptual 
model was informed by the use of grounded theory to bring order, structure, and meaning to the 
mass of data collected.  The data was thoroughly reviewed to become familiar with the catego-
ries, themes, and patterns that were unpacked.  Salient themes, recurring ideas and language, and 
regularities were all noted, which allowed categories of meaning held by the participants in the 
setting to emerge.   

Based on the analysis, the supervisors appear to recognize a process for supervision, with each 
supervisor accepting to a lesser or greater extent what the other stages are, but favouring a par-
ticular stance. Nevertheless, all agreed that all they could offer was “their time and their experi-
ence” and that supervision was “time consuming” and “a good working relationship with the 
student was necessary” and that “students must receive constructive and critical written com-
ments and feedback on drafts that they submit and that work should be returned quickly as laid 
down by the rules and regulations of the duties of supervision by the university” {participant 
two}. 

Following Lee and Green (2009) we therefore identify three useful metaphors for consideration 
within the process of research supervision. 

(A) Metaphor of the Machine  
From the analysis of all three individual perceptions, coupled with the findings from the policy 
documents (presented earlier), an element of “doing what the policy said” {participant three} 
appeared, as all collaborators had some form of human activity that suggested monitoring and 
control of the student’s work, e.g., “one of the duties of a supervisor was to monitor the students’ 
performance in line with the University regulations” {participant one}.  Given the history and 
organisational Managerialist culture that exists within the Business School, this is not surprising.  
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A number of the collaborators indicated the following activities as being some of the ingredients 
to providing good supervision. 

From their views of reality, the key ingredients were to “be accessible to the student to ensure 
that they cannot complain to the associate dean of research, that they are not getting the support 
and help they need and are entitled to given the fact that they are paying their fees” {participant 
six}.  What is interesting is that all the supervisors kept a supervisors log relating to each student 
they supervised.  When asked whether this made them a good supervisor, the answers were 
mixed.  One of the collaborators completed the log and gave a copy to the student outlining what 
was discussed and what was expected for the next meeting.  Their rational was one of “providing 
additional formative feedback to the student” {participant two} and to use the data as evidence of 
the supervision process and their activity in the supervision process.  This was all done in event 
that the student complained or the Dean or the Head of department requested a progress report on 
the student in addition to the formal monitoring phases.  Other collaborators completed such logs 
as it was expected within the “rule book” {participants five and six} but they only completed it 
for their own needs and all cited the issue of providing evidence to a university committee if the 
student complained about them.   

All the collaborators commented upon the need to manage the expectations of the student.  “You 
need to be upfront with the student with regards to what is expected, when it is expected, in ad-
vance to prevent any misunderstandings and future consequences” {participants one, two, three 
and four} was a common comment.  This is interesting as the students expectations were seen as 
a way of establishing a relationship for dialogue and discussion with the student.  However, when 
probed, it was not the expectations of the student that was important, but how the supervisor per-
ceived the students planned methodological, thinking, argument, and structure of the work.  
Comments like, “the supervisor has to control the process”, “the supervisor is responsible for 
quality” {participant one} and “My real bug bear is the student who does not produce output and 
when they do, the output is developed in a way that is unnecessary” {participant two} were evi-
dent but not widespread.  This indicates that it is not solely the management of the student’s ex-
pectations (which is discussed in the next section) but management of the supervisor’s expecta-
tions of the student and of the work that is deemed important. 

One of the collaborators was an advocate of only doing what was stated in the policy document 
and that, as a supervisor “students had to listen to them and that if a student did what they were 
told then they would pass” {participant three} and “each research student is an apprentice who 
has to learn the mechanisms of research from an older more experienced person” {participants 
one and three}.  What is interesting is that the supervisor has an air of superiority and the idea 
that research is mechanistic, rather than a craft, which illustrates the complexity of the supervi-
sion process.  

This rather didactic approach of the supervisor, completely ignoring the needs, thinking (devel-
opment within), and contribution the student can make to the area of study, is mechanistic.  It is 
this machine like manner which policy documents may encourage.  Policy documents only pay a 
passing token gesture to the student actually learning and developing as individuals and perhaps 
more importantly as the next generation of researchers.  It is this last point that at the collabora-
tors group discussion session (when the group developed the non-contentious consensus primary 
task conceptual model) caused the greatest debate and required strong mediation skills from the 
authors.  It became apparent initially that one of the collaborators was an advocate of this Man-
agerialist approach.  However, during the group discussion, this was not indeed the case, as when 
they spoke of “us” and “them” {all participants} they meant colleagues to the exclusion of stu-
dents. 
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It became apparent that they wanted to provide students with more help but they wanted to do 
what management had told them to do, even though on earlier occasions they had told manage-
ment that the policy was incomplete and detrimental to the students learning.  They were willing 
to play the game and to do what was commanded, in order to make a political statement to senior 
management.  They would concentrate on the needs of the student when “management came to 
their senses” {participant two}. 

(B) The Metaphor of the Coach 
Most participants agreed that supervisors should not “over supervise the student” {participants 
two, three, four, five, six and seven} as it was the student’s work and they did not feel the right to 
act as a censor of the work.  Most agreed that they were there only to provide advice about the 
work.  They preferred the concept project advisor, as most felt ‘supervisor’ gave the wrong im-
pression of what their work was about, i.e., it was not exclusively about control and monitoring, 
but more of a “critical friend” {participants two, three, four, five, six and seven}or a coach, giv-
ing their experience and knowledge of problems and “to advise solutions that were appropriate 
to the limitations and the capabilities of the student” {participants one, two, three, four, five, six 
and seven} (like a sports coach). 

As an advisor to the student, the role of supervision is much wider than that of the actual project 
under supervision.  One of the roles of a good supervisor is to “build the confidence” {participant 
one} of the student and to provide the student with a wider access of networks, for example, other 
students who are studying the same or similar areas of study, companies for case studies, people 
to interview, a library of previous publications, help in finding a job, career advice for that cog-
nate area, to write references, help with CV writing, etc.   

Of those collaborators who shared this view, they indicated that the supervisor had to be com-
pletely honest with the student and that the key was “to listen to the student and to fully discuss 
issues relating to theory, methodology, content and getting the project done” {participants one, 
two, three and four}. 

All agreed that the departure away from the policy rulebook towards this interpretation of the du-
ties and roles of the supervisor meant “every supervisor has to find their own style” {participant 
one} and that as supervisors “You learning from trial and error and from more experienced col-
leagues” {participants five, six and seven}. 

(C) Metaphor of the Journey 
The idea that research supervision was more like a partnership and a research journey, where the 
student and supervisor learn together, was not universally shared by all the collaborators. Never-
theless, perhaps it is this view which provides a missing dimension as to what makes a good su-
pervisor.   

Some of the collaborators did see this as a rather ‘romantic’ and ideological view of supervision 
and of higher education in general, but felt that it did have some merit and therefore limited inclu-
sion in the agreed conceptual model.  The issue here would be whether those people who think 
that this view is romantic may indeed not be research active themselves; therefore, they have no 
wish to undertake the journey.  

One collaborator’s view was that a key sub-set of skills a supervisor must have is to be “passion-
ate about the area of study” {participant one} and to be “enthusiastic about learning and learn-
ing with and from others” {participants one and two} and that advanced academic “scholarship 
was the key, as supervisors need to lead by example and help light the fire of the students imagi-
nation and curiosity” {participant two}. 
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In order to facilitate this view, supervisors have to “build and maintain an active research pro-
file” {participants two, three, five, six and seven} and “allow the student to be critical of their 
work” {participants two, three, five, six and seven} in a process of constructive dialogue and ne-
gotiation.  “Supervision is about the continual exchange of ideas and supervisors should refrain 
from talking about students and see and treat them like junior colleagues eager to learn and re-
search” {participant one}. 

This partnership, where the supervisor guides the student and navigates with the student along the 
research journey, is the only way to generate or discover new knowledge, as the junior colleague 
has new eyes and the supervisor has the experience to see it through them. Together they both co-
learn and challenge what has gone before.  Nevertheless, metaphor (b) and to a lesser extent, ele-
ments of metaphor (a) are needed in addition to metaphor (c) to ensure that both the student and 
the supervisor reach the final destination of a completed thesis safe and sound.  As research, su-
pervision is simply “collaboration plus explanation” {participant one}. 

The rationale behind this co-learning partnership can be summarised by the American authors 
Andre and Frost (1997) when they state:  

“Professors can contribute to society if they provide better students, individuals who can 
think critically and broadly and who become enthusiastic about learning.  If we want nar-
rowly focused, passive learners who are organisational conformists and pallid citizens, 
then give them rote learning from a canned curriculum, not taught by professors.  If we 
want organisational innovation and problem solvers then expose students to people like 
these who are themselves working enthusiastically at the cutting edge of their fields. Our 
contributors seem to have known instinctively that a crucial part of teaching students to 
learn is to model being a learner themselves through demonstrating, among other things, 
curiosity, passion, commitment of time and resources and a spirit of playfulness.  Profes-
sors who believe that their discipline is important empower students to see the world 
through a particular lens, and the experience of an aggregation of many lenses in educa-
tion”. (Andre & Frost, 1997, pp x). 

The multidimensional nature of supervision and what this means to academic professional prac-
tice is extremely debatable.  This paper presents an agreed view of what makes a good research 
supervisor; it does not offer a complete solution but more a deconstruction of practice, which of-
fers solutions not final outcomes (Stronach & MacLure, 1997).  This research has also established 
that the most important ingredient in successful postgraduate supervision was not solely being a 
scholar in the field but building an effective professional relationship with the student. In many 
cases this involved modelling good research practices, but in just as many cases it required en-
couraging students regardless of the supervisor's personal opinions of their work and learning the 
craft of research via trial and error.  Nevertheless, there was still a strong need to monitor and 
control the student to some extent.  

To assist new and seasoned supervisors to reflect upon their own professional practice the follow-
ing conceptual model (Figure 1) is proposed. In short, this was the agreed view of the participants 
in this research. The conceptual model presented here is not a one ‘standard’ approach to supervi-
sion, but an approach that has the degree of variety, flexibility and elasticity to match the com-
plexities in the situations to which it is applied.  Its core is the construction of a logical and defen-
sible purposeful set of activities which individual academics can then compare with their own 
practices.  The intention of the model is derived from following Soft Systems Methodology 
(Ackoff, 2010; Checkland, 1981; Checkland & Poulter, 2006).  A purposeful statement (root 
definition) is something that seeks to identify, capture, and measure potential worldviews of what 
the ‘system’ should be (rather than what it is currently or how it currently operates) in detail.  All 
purposeful statements are developed in accordance with what the ‘system’ should do, what sup-
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port mechanisms are needed to support its transformation, what the environmental linkages and 
issues are that have to be considered, and what monitoring, controlling, and corrective action is 
needed to achieve what the system wants to achieve.   

 

Figure 1. Model to aid Reflective Supervision Practice 
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Worldviews are usually obtained via one-to-one interviews or with stakeholder groups.  For the 
model presented in Figure 1, the purposeful statement is a university owned system, operated by 
research supervisors and research students to undertake academic research work and to enhance 
the skills, knowledge, and learning of both the supervisor and the student by using appropriate 
methodologies, methods, and concepts, in an environment which encourages free useful and con-
structive discussion within the academic constraints of that cognate area and the rules and regula-
tions of the University and the abilities of the student and the supervisor. Given this statement, a 
model is developed that is a set of logical dependant ‘hows’ which achieve the statement.  If one 
was to change the statement, then the model would need to change and vice a versa. The model 
can then be used by the individual academic to review in a reflexive way their own practices. 

The study supports earlier work undertaken by Kandblinder and Peseta (2001) when they state 
that supervisors describe their approach to supervision as a result of experimentation until they 
formulated a scheme that worked for them. In discussing their motivations for becoming better 
supervisors, it was clear that experienced supervisors had been reacting to their own experiences 
of being research active (where relevant). Whether their own relationship with their supervisor 
was a productive experience, which they sought to emulate or, more commonly, as a negative 
experience they wished to avoid, it is clear that successful supervisors are typically thoughtful 
about how to supervise and they draw on a range of approaches to suit the student's individual 
circumstances. It was evident from the narratives that most supervisors saw themselves as advi-
sors and/or co-learners in the supervisory relationship (Figure 1). 

Conclusion 
The research identified that the most important ingredient in successful postgraduate supervision 
was not solely being a scholar in the field but building an effective professional relationship with 
the student. In many cases, this involved modelling good research practices, but it also required 
encouraging all students regardless of the supervisor's personal opinions of their work and learn-
ing the craft of project supervision via trial and error. Taking this work a speculative stage fur-
ther, perhaps a new research supervisor pedagogy is needed, that of ‘dissensus’. A pedagogical 
emphasis on ‘dissensus’ allows supervisors “to support learners in the development of their abil-
ity to hold paradoxes and not be overwhelmed by complexity, ambiguity, conflict, uncertainty, 
and difference” (Andreotti, 2011, p.395). 

Nevertheless, there was still a strong need to monitor and control the student to some extent and 
to ensure that the supervisors themselves and to a lesser extent the student, conformed to universi-
ties policy requirements. As such, while providing a degree of regulatory and competence com-
fort for the student, the supervisor also learns through reflective and reflexive practice. Indeed, 
this is essence of learning and represents the heart of the academy and faculty/education.  Finally, 
we as academics must remember the words of Paolo Freire (1970) - apart from inquiry, apart 
from praxis, individuals cannot be truly human, i.e., “Knowledge emerges only through invention 
and re-invention, through the restless, impatient, continuing, hopeful inquiry human beings pur-
sue in the world, with the world, and with each other.”  

By positing the model, we hope colleagues will engage in being reflective practitioners, which we 
contend is the bedrock of being a good supervisor, as reflecting upon performance and acting on 
reflection is one of the defining attributes of being a modern academic. 
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Abstract 
Students in post-secondary education often lack the digital literacy skills required for advanced 
level research.  Digital skills are particularly important for doctoral students whose in-depth re-
search requires the use of technological tools such as databases, content management systems, 
and citation management programs.  Although widely researched in the undergraduate education 
context, digital literacy instruction has received less attention concerning doctoral students.  In 
addition, little attention has been paid to the effectiveness of citation management tools on educa-
tional research.  To address these questions, a faculty librarian, library intern, and professor at the 
University of Mary Hardin-Baylor employed a co-teaching model of instruction in an attempt to 
improve digital searching and citation management to the incoming doctoral cohort.  This paper 
presents a case study that discusses the findings from a mixed-methods approach involving 
closed-ended and open-ended assessments to determine effectiveness.  The co-teaching model 
offered significant benefits over previous doctoral library instruction methods. 

Keywords: digital literacy, citation management, co-teaching, doctoral student learning 

Definition of Relevant Terms 
1. Citation Management/Manager- Any reference management software that enables re-

searchers to digitally collect, organize, and share bibliographic references (Reitz, 2014). 

2. Co-Teaching- Involves two or more library and/or faculty members who, together, develop 
and teach one or more information literacy sessions. 

3. Digital Literacy- “The ability to use information and communication technologies to find, 
understand, evaluate, create, and communicate digital information, an ability that requires 
both cognitive and technical skills” (American Library Association, 2013).  The Association 
of College & Research Libraries (ACRL) (2000) states that information literacy has signifi-
cant overlap with digital literacy skills (defined as “information technology skills”), and are 
“interwoven with, and support, information literacy.”  Digital literacy involves a wide range 

of skills including the ability to use 
software applications and other 
technologies to manage digital in-
formation, and the use of search 
logic such as Boolean search opera-
tors, truncation symbols to search 
databases and search engines. 

4. Information Literacy (IL)- “A set 
of abilities requiring individuals to 
‘recognize when information is 
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needed and have the ability to locate, evaluate, and use effectively the needed information’” 
(Association of College and Research Libraries [ACRL], 2000). 

5. Point of Need Instruction- Instruction provided at the time where it is most relevant. 

6. Zotero - Free citation management software used in many universities to manage references 
for scholarly writing.  It was “developed by and for academic scholars and provides a plat-
form that can be used to teach students how to manage voluminous citation data” (Kim, 2011, 
p. 412). 

Introduction 
Many doctoral students returning to college after an absence, as well as students entering directly 
from undergraduate programs, do not arrive with adequate digital literacy skills.  Using databases 
to find resources and citation management applications to track research are important minimum 
skills for successful doctoral degree completion.  Most current research refers to digital literacy 
and adult education in the framework of the digital divide or undergraduate education.  This study 
approaches the problem in the context of highly educated, non-traditional age doctoral students, 
who may lack adequate research skills.  This case study discusses the implementation and out-
comes of a co-teaching model introduced to provide effective digital literacy instruction to the 
Ed.D. students at the University of Mary Hardin-Baylor (UMHB). 

The Problem 
A large fraction of doctoral research involves the use of digital technology.  It is essential to equip 
doctoral students with the necessary tools and skills to perform advanced level research success-
fully.  While it is not exclusively the librarians’ responsibility to teach these skills, as experts in 
information retrieval and holders of a master’s degree in library information science, librarians 
are ideally suited for helping students find and gather information from various resource systems.  
Time allotments for database research instruction at many colleges and universities are limited.  
The predominant form of library instruction at UMHB is in the form of a one-hour, single ses-
sion, bibliographic methods tutorial.  Librarians and faculty determined that a more thorough 
method of instruction would be beneficial.  A faculty librarian, library intern, and education pro-
fessor at the University of Mary Hardin-Baylor used co-teaching and a workshop model to ad-
dress the problem.  We integrated digital literacy instruction involving electronic database re-
search and a citation management software program (i.e., Zotero) into the education process to 
prepare the students for the intense research required to obtain advanced degrees.   

Review of the Literature 
The ability to use digital resources is critical to the research necessary to attain a doctoral degree.  
Skills include using content management software, citations to both record and find resources, 
and information retrieval logic such as Boolean search operators and truncation symbols to find 
digital information.  The literature indicates that while doctoral students require these skills, many 
are not familiar with modern research databases and often lack the library research skills needed 
for advanced level digital research (Beile, 2008; Cooke, 2010; Tuñón & Ramirez, 2010).  Com-
pounding the problem is the fact that faculty may not be prepared to teach these skills, especially 
given the rapid change in library technology.  As cited in Johnson, Brown, and Becker’s report 
(2013), digital media literacy continues its rise in importance, [however] training in the support-
ing skills and techniques is rare in teacher education and non-existent in the preparation of most 
faculty (p. 9).  Librarians have the ability to provide “more direction and guidance in how to use 
the resources…as [graduate students] search for the specialized information needed for theses or 
dissertations” (Cooke, 2010, p. 217-218).  While librarians are taking a more active role in assist-
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ing faculty with digital and information literacy (IL) instruction (Gullikson, 2006; Walter, 2008), 
they are often not utilized to their fullest potential (Badke, 2005; DaCosta, 2010).  Librarians and 
faculty co-teaching digital literacy skills is a solution to the problem of getting the digital literacy 
instruction to the students in the way most conducive to learning.   

Co-teaching provides significant benefits for both professors and the librarians.  In particular, li-
brarians can gain insight on subject specific needs and provide individualized answers to ques-
tions about information technology.  Professors are relieved from teaching IL skills that are often 
outside their specific area of expertise and can see how search techniques and citation manage-
ment skills enhance research.  Medaille and Shannon (2012) state that “co-teaching provides in-
structors with feedback and different points of view while also giving them the freedom to em-
phasize certain content areas” (p. 135).  The librarian can emphasize digital literacy skills that 
directly support the instructional goals of the course at the point of need. Research suggests that 
point of need support is an important element in teaching digital literacy skills (Hall, Nix, & 
Baker, 2013; Tuñón and Ramirez, 2010; Walker, 2013).  For doctoral students, co-teaching per-
mitted the introduction of key skills at the point the students began to see the need for them, while 
researching for a literature review.  

With the dramatic increase of articles found online, the ability to locate information in databases 
rather than just on the shelf is critical. Understanding the difference between a keyword and sub-
ject search or the benefits of using truncation symbols, Boolean operators, and synonyms can 
mean the difference between a successful search and frustration. Doctoral students, especially 
those returning after years out of the academic environment benefit from instruction in these digi-
tal literacy skills. 

Another application that directly involves the need for digital competency is citation management 
tools.  The ability to use software applications and other technologies to manage digital informa-
tion is included in ACRL’s (2000) list of Information Literacy Competency Standards for Higher 
Education as a skill to enable students to achieve a wide variety of academic goals.  As scholarly 
literature continues to become available digitally, opportunities arise for more efficient knowl-
edge management methods (Dreher & Dreher, 2011).  The manual methods of accessing, manag-
ing, sharing, and storing digital articles can be labor-intensive (Dreher & Dreher, 2011) and un-
necessary due to the availability of electronic citation management software which are fast be-
coming standard research tools (Childress, 2011).  Using citation management software 
“strengthens students’ citation knowledge and removes tedious hand formatting of bibliographic 
entries” (Kim, 2011, p. 412) which saves time by streamlining the management of large volumes 
of literature and allowing researchers more time to focus on content rather than technicalities.  
The proliferation of citation management software has increased the role of librarians in the areas 
of instruction and technical support of these resources, and it increases opportunities for librarians 
to meet their students’ needs (Childress, 2011; Fernandez, 2012). Kim (2011) states that “Zotero 
can be used to help students strengthen their citation knowledge, create personalized citation li-
braries that are consistent with professional expectations, and eliminate tedious hand formatting 
of bibliographic entries allowing for more rigorous attribution and raise student enthusiasm for 
proper uses of literature citations” (p. 415).  Research on the use of reference management tools 
has received little attention in the literature (Childress, 2011; Kim, 2011), but is useful for re-
searching methods of improving digital literacy.  

Method 
The doctoral program at UMHB is research intensive.  Many incoming doctoral students do not 
have the required skills to conduct digital research and knowledge management efficiently.  The 
purpose of this study was to examine the effectiveness of using a co-teaching model of instruction 
to optimize digital literacy skills for the incoming cohort of doctoral students at UMHB. 
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Sample 
The sample was the incoming doctoral cohort of 20 students.  The cohort included 14 female and 
6 male students with an age range of 25 to 52.The participants mean age was 40 with 77% over 
35 years of age.  The participants self-identified as 2 Black, 1 Hispanic, and 17 White/Caucasian.  
The majority of students work full time in public education.  The doctoral program is set up on a 
weekend cohort format.  The program includes a two-week summer institute and “a total of 11 
class weekends each academic year” (University of Mary Hardin-Baylor, n.d.) to accommodate 
for students’ professional responsibilities.  Students who complete coursework and dissertation 
research earn a Doctorate of Education, Ed.D.   

Workshop Design and Delivery 
In collaboration with the professor, the librarian designed a series of five workshops during the 
course of a week (see Table 1).  The focus was library orientation, citation introduction, and bib-
liographic management.  The students at the doctoral level were generally proficient in the re-
search process but, as non-traditional age students, were less familiar with computer skills and 
software for research.  Therefore, the workshops emphasized digital resource management in-
struction.   

 Table 1: Workshop Schedule  

Day/Time Workshop Group 

Day 1 

11:00am-12:00pm 

Library orientation, basic database 
research 

1 (beginners) and 2 (advanced)  

Day 1  

3:20pm-4:30pm 

APA formatting and citation basics 1 and 2 

Day 2 

9:30am-10:30am 

Zotero- Managing resources 2 

Day 2 

11:00am-12:00pm 

Zotero- Managing resources 2 

Day 3 

9:30-10:30 am 

Zotero- Building a bibliography 2 

Day 3 

11:00am-12:00pm 

Zotero- Building a bibliography 1 

Day 4 

2:00pm 

Zotero- Advanced 2 

 
The librarian created a pre-assessment, post-assessment, and follow-up assessment using Qual-
trics software.  The professor reviewed and edited them.  The librarian also created a PowerPoint 
presentation for each workshop.  Students were required to download the citation management 
software Zotero onto their devices.  

Pre-Assessment 
The assessment was adapted from the “Information Literacy Assessment Scale for Education” 
(ILAS-ED), created in 2005.  The original assessment consists of 46 multiple-choice questions, 
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22 of which reflect cognitive content (Beile, 2008).  The Association of College and Research 
Libraries’ (ACRL) information literacy standards form the basis for the questions (Association of 
College and Research Libraries, 2000).  The instrument assesses pre-service teachers’ informa-
tion literacy levels. 

To assess entering doctoral students, the ILAS-ED was modified and parsed down to 9 questions 
to accommodate student time constraints.  Twenty students received an online pre-assessment 
two weeks before the workshops and 18 responded.  The librarian and professor collaborated on 
the assessment modifications.  The workshops incorporated the results of the pre-assessment in 
the design of the presentation. 

The first question gathered age demographics.  The second question assessed student perception 
of their searching abilities based on a rated sliding scale of poor (0-2.9), fair (3-4.9), good (5-6.9), 
very good (7-8.9), and excellent (9-10).  The majority of students rated their database and Internet 
searching skills as good and their catalog searching skills as fair. 

Questions 3 through 6 assessed students’ ability to find library materials and journal articles util-
izing keywords, subject headings, and search operators such as truncation symbols and quotation 
marks using multiple-choice responses.  The majority of students understood databases, trunca-
tion symbols, and keyword and subject searching.  However, most could not determine how to 
use a citation to search the library’s catalog.  All questions received some incorrect answers.  

Questions 7 through 9 asked students’ preferred method for resource management and scholarly 
communication, and background using cloud storage, search engines, and citation management 
tools.  The majority of students preferred a digital method when saving citations.  The majority of 
students preferred to use cloud storage either sometimes or often.  

Workshop 1: Library Orientation 
All students attended a library orientation on the first day.  Many of the students had not used a 
library in several years, so awareness of the available library services was important.  The orien-
tation covered location information, journal and database access, interlibrary loan, and other basic 
services.  Also included was the use of search techniques such as using Boolean operators and 
truncation symbols.  

Workshop 2: American Psychological Association Citation Style 
The doctoral students use the American Psychological Association (APA) citation style for their 
coursework and dissertations.  Due to the complexity of APA style and difficulty other cohorts 
had experienced with it, the professor requested a workshop session dedicated to APA instruc-
tion. 

The librarian taught the APA session on the first day and lasted one hour.  All students were re-
quired to attend.  The focus of the session was to present the most common APA mistakes that 
graduate students make rather than basic citation instruction.  Most students had knowledge of 
basic APA citation, but were unaware of specific style and grammar rules.  Topics included read-
ing digital articles to extract citation information, avoiding passive voice, formatting in-text cita-
tions, eliminating dangling modifiers, using people first language, maintaining gender neutrality, 
organizing headings and using Microsoft Word’s advanced grammar and style settings. 

Workshop 3: Zotero 
Zotero is a free citation management software program that allows the user to gather and store 
bibliographic resources such as journal articles and books (“About,” n.d.).  It also has functional-
ity to generate in-text, footnote, and bibliographic citations, and store PDF files.  Since Zotero 
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offers a robust citation management platform for no fee, it has garnered use by many academics 
and researchers.  It has the benefit over proprietary citation management programs with a univer-
sity license in that scholars do not lose their resource library if they leave the university.  Users 
have the option to download Zotero as a Firefox plugin or as a separate program (known as 
Zotero Standalone).  Like most freeware programs, technical support is available through forums.  
This differs from proprietary programs such as Refworks and Endnote that provide technical sup-
port and customer service teams.  Without standard technical services, it was even more vital to 
provide instruction as some individuals have difficulty combing through forums and trouble-
shooting issues.   

For the Zotero workshops, the students self-selected one of two groups: advanced or beginner.  
Separate training provided tailored instruction and more individualized attention with a smaller 
class size.  While one class was in the workshop, the other attended another seminar.  Instruction 
occurred over 3 days.  On day 1, the librarian covered the basics of Zotero including adding re-
sources into the program from various platforms and in various file types.  The librarian focused 
on integrating Zotero into Microsoft Word for in-text citation and bibliography generation on day 
2.  The third day consisted of advanced Zotero features that students had the option to attend. 

The Zotero classes took place in a classroom setting with students using their personal laptops, 
the one they would actually use for their research.  Instructors could troubleshoot any problems 
due to different platforms before the students left the class.  PowerPoint presentations guided live 
demonstrations, allowing students to perform the steps with the instructor.  This more active 
model replaced a static lecture-only model of instruction.  While the presenter was instructing, the 
library intern or professor helped individual students who were having difficulty.  If a student had 
a question that required the librarian’s attention, the professor would take over the class instruc-
tion.  After the lecture portion, students completed a hands-on activity to enhance comprehension 
and retention.  This “practice by doing” model appeared to encourage student confidence with 
Zotero. 

Post-Assessment 
To evaluate the long-term effectiveness of the methods, students took a post-assessment ap-
proximately one month after the conclusion of the workshops.  The post-assessment was the same 
instrument as the pre-assessment with some minor modifications.  Reworded questions avoided 
repetition and memorized answers.  Fifteen of the original 20 participants responded.  

The first question consisted of three parts and pertained to students’ comfort level with searching 
the library’s databases, catalog, and searching the Internet for information.  The average rating 
increased when compared to the replies on the pre-assessment.  The majority of students rated 
their database and Internet searching skills higher, very good, and their catalog searching skills as 
good.  

Similar to the pre-assessment, questions 2 through 6 on the post-assessment analyzed students’ 
ability to find library resources and utilize advanced search techniques when conducting research.  
The results were very similar to the pre-assessment.  There was no measured improvement on the 
question assessing students’ ability to select the best method for retrieving an article from a given 
citation.  In addition, there was a decrease in correct answers on the question assessing students’ 
ability to search by subject to find resources on a specific topic.  These results might be due to the 
limited time allotted for database instruction and/or the lack of students’ actual research exposure. 

Question 7 asked for students' preference regarding citation management.  All but one of the re-
spondents chose Zotero as their preferred method, versus only 33% in the pre-assessment.  Ques-
tions 8 through 11 asked for student feedback regarding class and instructor quality and question 
as well as additional comments.  The respondents rated the instructor and class quality an average 
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score of 4 out of 5 (with 5 being the highest).  In response to recommended workshop topics for 
the future, 2 students requested additional Zotero instruction be offered. 

Follow-Up Assessment 
The instructors anticipated that students would continue to use Zotero during the fall semester for 
coursework.  At the conclusion of the first fall semester, students completed a follow-up assess-
ment.  The follow-up assessment consisted of 1 question with 3 parts.  Participants provided an-
swers based on a sliding scale (see Table 2).  The assessment was used to determine how often 
students use Zotero to gather and cite resources and how often they use library databases for their 
research.  The majority of students (65%) used Zotero to gather and store resources either often or 
all of the time.  Fifty-five percent used Zotero to cite sources either often or all of the time.  Fi-
nally, 40% selected never or rarely when asked if they used Zotero’s citation feature.  All partici-
pants use the library databases for their research either often or all of the time. 

  Table 2: Follow-Up Assessment (n=20) 

# Question: During 
your first semes-
ter at UMHB, did 

you: 

Never Rarely Sometimes Often All of the Time Mean 

1 Use Zotero to 
gather and store 
your resources? 

1 2 4 3 10 3.95

2 Use Zotero to cite 
your sources? 

2 6 1 2 9 3.50

3 Use library data-
bases for your re-
search? 

0 0 0 2 18 4.90

 

Follow-Up Workshop: Advanced Zotero 
Six months after the initial workshop offerings, the librarian and library intern co-taught an ad-
vanced one-hour Zotero workshop.  Students again divided into beginner and advanced groups.  
The librarian gave a brief lecture for the first 20 minutes about some advanced Zotero features 
and the remainder of the class consisted of a question-and-answer time.  Lecture topics included 
PDF annotating, creating group libraries for collaboration, and utilizing Google Scholar and 
World Cat for resource metadata retrieval.  The advanced class expressed interest in the group 
folder feature and used the instruction independently to set up a cohort group folder before leav-
ing the one-hour class. 

Findings 
The most significant finding was the increase in student use of the citation management software, 
Zotero, to manage digital information.  On the pre-assessment, only 33% of students indicated 
that they would use a citation manager to keep track of articles, while on the follow-up assess-
ment that percent increased to 93%.  Interest in Zotero was so high the librarian and library intern 
held a follow-up workshop.  The increase on the assessment results and interest in citation man-
agement instruction indicates that the co-teaching model was successful for teaching this compo-
nent of digital literacy to doctoral students.  In addition, student comfort searching a library data-
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base increased from an average of 6.17 out of 10 to 8.07 out of 10.  Student comfort with the li-
brary catalog increased to a lesser extent, from 4.83 to 6.4.  Although the instructors would prefer 
a greater degree of comfort with the databases and catalog, the increases occurred in spite of the 
relatively small proportion of the workshop dedicated to these skills.  The greater flexibility dur-
ing class instruction and individualized assistance to students who required the help that co-
teaching allowed were essential to these gains.   

The instructors observed that the co-teaching model allowed for a smoother class flow, which 
allowed the instructors to provide effective digital literacy instruction and maximize the time 
spent teaching the digital tools required for digital literacy competency.  The instructors also ob-
served that the presence of more than one instructor increased one-on-one instruction for strug-
gling students, allowing time for all students to learn the citation management technology.  The 
librarian/professor collaboration, brought about by the co-teaching model, before the workshops 
provided the opportunity for tailored sessions that directly addressed the cohort’s specific digital 
literacy needs. 

The workshop format allowed additional time for digital literacy instruction than had been previ-
ously practiced, thereby allowing more time for software and database comprehension and use.  
Previously, incoming doctoral students attended either a 15-minute library presentation during 
orientation and/or a one-hour information literacy instructional session.  The one-hour sessions 
did not allow adequate time to address all the aspects that needed to be covered.  The hands-on 
activities seemed to increase student confidence and allow for more in-depth comprehension.  
Students’ active involvement allowed for replicating and expanding on the information and tech-
niques presented.  The students left able to use the skills on their own computers.  While the 
workshop format was an improvement from previous library instructional sessions, the time allot-
ted for digital research was limited.  Students attended the workshops prior to performing any 
doctoral research making difficult to create “point of need” database instruction. 

Practical Implications and Limitations 
This was a preliminary, micro-level study, consisting of a small sample size (n=20) that was con-
ducted for a limited period.  Although some bias is possible due the qualitative nature of the as-
sessments, the results indicate the potential of the co-teaching model and suggest that subsequent 
studies with larger sample sizes over longer periods would be beneficial.  Although these indi-
viduals were already using technology in their daily work environment, some clearly lacked an 
understanding of the system software they were using and, while comfortable with familiar pro-
grams, were somewhat intimidated by new applications.  It may be beneficial for students to have 
time to understand the particular operating system they are using.  Students who are not as adept 
at using digital devices should receive instruction on how to use them.   

After the workshops, students did not perform as well on the post-assessment questions dealing 
with advanced database searching as expected.  There was no significant improvement on the re-
sults measuring students’ ability to find library resources and utilize advanced search techniques 
when conducting research.  Therefore, the authors recommend that doctoral students be provided 
with more in-depth research workshops in the future.  

Even with the Zotero instruction and hands-on activities, some students did not fully understand 
Zotero’s functionality.  One student posed the question, “so what is Zotero good for then?” after 
being unable to retrieve an imported PDF article.  The individual seemed to think of Zotero as a 
full-text cloud storage program similar to Dropbox, rather than a program that manages and stores 
citation data.  The authors suggest offering a metadata or programming instructional session prior 
to citation management so students will have a better grasp of the digital technology they are us-
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ing.  Students who are just beginning dissertation research need more time to understand meta-
data programming concepts in order to develop more efficient information retrieval skills.   

A significant amount of time was spent answering questions related to different software pro-
grams and systems.  Students attempted to download Zotero on their personal computers prior to 
the class, which resulted in some operating system and download confusion.  The authors suggest 
that students download the software in class for citation management instruction. 

During the follow-up workshop, the majority of the beginner group stated that, in general, they 
were using only the basic features of Zotero, including the in-text citation feature.  Two individu-
als were using a proprietary citation management system because they found it more intuitive 
than Zotero.  In contrast, most, if not all, of the advanced group were enthusiastic Zotero users.  
The authors suggest that the beginner group be offered additional time so they can become more 
comfortable with the digital technology being introduced.  Students also voiced that the Zotero 
workshops would have been helpful earlier in their academic career.  Students needed continued 
support for Zotero throughout the doctoral program, and not just for one session.  

Suggestions for Future Research 
A similar study over a longer period, with a larger sample size, and across multiple disciplines 
would be beneficial.  Basic programming instruction as it relates to citation management systems 
is another area where the research is lacking. 

Conclusion 
Co-teaching offered significant benefits over the traditional one-hour library orientation session.  
The librarian, library intern, and professor team were able to focus on skills relevant to the doc-
toral students’ advanced research needs.  Students were able to familiarize themselves with new 
developments in academic databases.  In particular, students learned how to use citation man-
agement software Zotero.  The majority of students chose to use the program regularly, while 
some opted to use another citation management program.  Since the goal was to teach students 
how to use citation management software for digital information management, this session was a 
success even if the students opted for a program other than Zotero.  

The students who self-evaluated as less technologically competent were generally those that ex-
perienced the most frustration with Zotero and other digital literacy skills. These students would 
benefit significantly by an expanded workshop designed to increase their ability and confidence 
in using the digital literacy skills related to academic research.  At a minimum, the students have 
an opportunity to develop a relationship with a librarian and can be encouraged to continue using 
that resource throughout their doctoral program.  

For doctoral students to be successful, they need the digital literacy skills related to advanced re-
search.  Professors and librarians collaborating to co-teach digital literacy skills and tools give 
doctoral students a significant advantage in completing their studies with a minimum of frustra-
tion and wasted time.   
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Abstract  
Research supervision should be treated with as much significance as teaching at undergraduate 
levels. Essentially, research supervisors are still dealing with students, about whom they have to 
be sensitive and aware, and the challenges they face in engaging with their doctoral study jour-
ney. As supervisors, it is essential that we apply a humanizing pedagogy in the supervision rela-
tionship to launch our students into becoming mature and capable researchers. The concept of a 
humanizing pedagogy is vital. In adopting this approach, the supervisor needs to become sensitive 
to the students they are supervising, and guide them towards a familiarity with the language of 
research and practical understanding of the skills of research within their discipline. This is espe-
cially vital in the South African and developing country context, as the students who enroll in 
these universities are often constrained by a number of factors, including their disadvantaged past 
and their cultural and social barriers. This paper presents a reflective discussion on an attempt to 
apply a humanizing pedagogy in the supervision relationship. Emerging academics who relate to 
this paper can use this reflection as an example to frame their own practice in applying a human-
izing pedagogy in supervision. 

Keywords: Humanizing pedagogy, collaboration, developing country, alienation, supervision 
relationship 

Introduction 
Supervision can be seen as a form of teaching. I never really saw it that way and actually viewed 
it as a separate practice to the normal teaching we do in the classroom. However, I was wrong. 
One is actually teaching a student to become a researcher or scholar at different levels; that is, at 
master and doctorate level. At doctorate level, we teach students to surpass our own ability or 
knowledge as researchers, and teach them to discover their own niche as researchers within the 

discipline or, at times, across disci-
plines. The factors that I take into con-
sideration when supervising a student 
are almost similar to what I would apply 
when teaching in the classroom.  Friere 
(2005) defines a humanizing pedagogy 
as an approach where the teacher is a 
revolutionary leader in establishing a 
permanent relationship of dialogue with 
her/his students in an effort to build con-
fidence in students who may be alienat-
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ed or feel alienated from the process of supervision or research development.  He describes it as a 
method that “ceases to be an instrument by which the teachers (in this instance, the revolutionary 
leadership) can manipulate the students (in this instance, the oppressed), because it expresses the 
consciousness of the students themselves” (Friere, 2005, p. 69). A humanizing pedagogy, as I 
have come to understand, is an approach that attempts to be centred on the student; something 
that Biggs (1999) calls, a student-focused approach. Of course this does not mean that we as aca-
demics succumb to believing the student is always right, and there is just something wrong with 
the way we supervise. Rather, a student-focused approach moves us away from a traditional 
teacher-focused approach of transmitting knowledge from expert supervisor to inexpert student, 
where the focus on strategies is on ‘what the supervisor does’. Traditionally, the focus is on the 
procedures and rules of conduct for a supervisor to meet management criteria, regardless of the 
essential desired outcome, which is meant to be a good quality student with quality (not quantity) 
output. This is where the concept of a humanizing pedagogy is vital, where the conscientious su-
pervisor actually needs to become sensitive to the student they are supervising, and guide them 
into conversing in the language of research and practicing the skill of research in the discipline 
(Northedge, 2003a).  

I relate humanizing pedagogy in research supervision to now practicing supervision that is sensi-
tive to ‘what the student does’ (Biggs, 1999), where the supervisor guides the student into engag-
ing in learning activities or tasks that support their learning process to become researchers. I have 
come to notice my students all struggle at the beginning of a research degree, mainly because of a 
fear of the unknown, but also a fear to develop and operate in a new learning environment. This 
has an influence on their confidence (feeling oppressed) in conducting research in the field, as 
well as their ability to write. As a supervisor, I have seen my role as a facilitator in transforming 
the scholarly research identity of my students, so that they can realise their potential. Understand-
ing their challenges, and how these result in self-exclusion and alienation, played a big role in 
determining how I relate to my students. 

The context I work in, that is, my university, which is located in a developing country, has a sig-
nificant influence on how I supervise. This is an influence that academics from other developing 
countries may also relate to. My views in this paper are therefore not isolated from my context. 
Hence it would make sense to briefly discuss the vision and mission of my university in relation 
to the development of researchers in South Africa. Rhodes University holds values that they be-
lieve should be incorporated into the supervisory process and relationship in support of a human-
izing pedagogy. These values can be found in their Vision and Mission statement 
(http://www.ru.ac.za/rhodes/introducingrhodes/visionandmission). The vision and mission state-
ment are quite holistic, emphasizing student development, academic staff development, as well as 
community engagement. The vision of Rhodes University is “to be an outstanding international-
ly-respected academic institution which proudly affirms its African identity and which is commit-
ted to democratic ideals, academic freedom, rigorous scholarship, sound moral values and social 
responsibility”. The mission of Rhodes emphasizes that we should be aware of, and sensitive to, 
the effects of the history of South Africa, and play a role in supporting the development of stu-
dents from disadvantaged backgrounds. It points out that it should be the mission of academics to: 

…create a research-based teaching and learning environment that will encourage students 
to reach their full potential, that is supportive of students from disadvantaged back-
grounds, and that will produce critical, capable and skilled graduates who can adapt to 
changing environments 

Furthermore, we are to “develop shared values that embrace human and civil rights”, taking into 
consideration factors that may hinder the supervision relationship, such as gender, race, commu-
nication style, age, language, and so forth. These aspects are not limited to students from disad-
vantaged backgrounds, but also affect students and supervisors in general. Academics should be-
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come consciously aware of the above factors, as this affects the kind of doctoral graduates we 
produce in and for society. Badat (2007) emphasises that: 

… the transformation of higher education and its institutions must be assessed by their 
social responsiveness to our development challenges, but equally by their visibility as 
catalysts of public intellectual debate on vitally important issues of contemporary South 
African economic, political, and social life. (p. 20) 

We should encourage and empower our students to participate in research development and so-
ciety, without being constrained by factors that hinder the learning process to become doctoral 
level researchers. This motivates my focus in this paper. In order to understand aspects of human-
izing pedagogy in my supervision relationship, I first discuss factors that hinder a humanizing 
pedagogy, and then discuss how I have addressed some of these factors or how I hope to address 
some factors that still constrain the supervision process and relationship. 

Factors that Hinder a Humanizing Pedagogy 

Competition for Academics Time, Energy, and Creativity 
Given the apartheid history of South Africa that created disadvantaged groups, universities and 
government highly value the role of the institution in supporting the development of students 
from disadvantaged communities, and providing strategies that support equity in access to higher 
education (Scott, 2009). Therefore, there has been significant pressure to produce more graduates, 
expanding the universities, and hence restructuring higher education systems to accommodate 
these changes (Bitzer & Albertyn, 2011; Scott, 2009). This places significant pressure on academ-
ics in two key ways: 1) pressure to change the curriculum and teaching approaches that accom-
modate large numbers of students; and 2) pressure to maintain the quality of teaching requiring 
more time, energy and effort, to guide students who may struggle with university level learning 
(Badat, 2007; Bitzer & Albertyn, 2011). This also results in a challenge to balance mass under-
graduate teaching, and supervising at postgraduate level (Boughey, 2004). I have noticed my col-
leagues and I are under a lot of pressure to meet our responsibilities as academics, up to the extent 
we do not place as much effort in building and experiencing a good supervisory relationship. I 
personally do not like leaving my postgraduate students unattended to and so a lot of sacrifices 
are made of my time at work, versus leisure or family time, to meet these demanding responsibili-
ties. I have also seen students supervised by other academics suffer because of a lack of time in-
vested in the supervision process and relationship to build and develop students as researchers. I 
have come to realise that the supervision process is vital for the learning experience of the stu-
dent, yet many assume the student should learn to entirely work independently. Here, the as-
sumed supervisor’s role is to assess and critique the research chapters they produce, rather than 
spend time to engage and discuss research with the student. The quality of the graduate is then put 
into question because here, the student who has not experienced engagement in the research pro-
cess may lack the ability to realise their full potential as researchers, or doctoral graduates. I real-
ise the issues above are not something I only notice in my own institution, but have noticed 
through the quality of some theses that I have externally examined. Of course, we cannot blame 
the academic for all poor quality theses; however, we can question those that even consented to 
allow a student to submit an incomplete, poorly structured thesis begging for guidance. 

Approaches to Learning 
A shared sentiment among lecturers is that “all students have the ability to learn”. However, their 
approaches to learning or getting by in their university education will differ. This difference has 
an impact on how they apply themselves in the research and supervision process, and eventually 
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society, based on their ability to engage in the discourse and research of the discipline 
(Northedge, 2003a). There is a great deal of literature in higher education that describes or char-
acterizes the different approaches to learning that students adopt. Biggs (1999) proposes a sensi-
ble and powerful framework, which categorises approaches to learning that students adopt as 
deep approaches and surface approaches. It may be assumed that these approaches only apply at 
undergraduate level, as mainly discussed in the literature. However, I have noticed this at post-
graduate level as well. I interpret this for postgraduate level as follows: 

• Deep Approach: Students who adopt this approach engage with the research and supervi-
sion process in an academic way through relating, applying and theorizing various con-
cepts of the research field. The student explores, critiques, and questions various aspects 
of the research, individually, as well as with the supervisor or peers. One would assume 
all research students choose to learn like this; however, this is not always the case. 

• Surface/Strategic Approach: At undergraduate level, students who adopt this approach 
mainly aim to get through a course by memorizing and note-taking, without engaging 
much with the course content. When I relate this approach to postgraduate students, from 
my experience, students who adopt this approach to the research and supervision process 
are quite passive individuals. They do not engage much with the learning process to be-
come researchers and always wait for the supervisor to tell them the next step or next 
chapter to write up. There is a lack of initiative or innovation in such an approach, and 
such students are reluctant to progress effectively and independently in their research. As 
supervisors, we need to be aware of such approaches that students may adopt, and aim to 
address them early in the supervision relationship and process. Such an approach can 
emerge from diverse reasons, one of which Mann (2001) commonly refers to as ‘aliena-
tion’. 

Alienation – Positioned as Subject/Object – the Primacy of 
Discourse 
It is quite common for postgraduate students to study for a research degree at a new university. 
Such students may feel they are entering a new form of discourse, not only at a new research lev-
el, but the way of thought and discourse in the university and discipline. Mann (2001) provides an 
example of a first year student; however, the same applies to a new postgraduate student, or a 
student entering the discourse of a masters/doctorate: 

… the person who registers as a student in a higher education institution enters a pre-
existing discoursal world in which they are positioned in various ways as  (student, learn-
er, competitor, debtor, consumer, etc.) and in which more powerful others (lecturers, 
more experienced students, etc.) have greater facility, knowledge and understanding of 
higher education discursive practice. (p. 10) 

The student, therefore, becomes estranged from the “language, culture and practice of the con-
text”, and feels reduced to a type (unengaged individual), with less of a desire to participate. My 
academic department holds a research seminar every two weeks, where the masters and doctoral 
students are expected to present their progress. A student of mine was so afraid of the process; no 
matter how great his ideas were about research, he always failed to be confident enough to pre-
sent his research, and at times could not present as clearly to the audience in the way presenta-
tions occur in the discipline and department. Mann (2001, p. 11) argues that this pressure on a 
student provokes estrangement and disorientation, of “invisibility, voicelessness, and ineffectual-
ness”, experienced by outsiders. Those in power (lecturers) can impose their “particular ways of 
perceiving and understanding the world” (Mann, 2001, p. 11), resulting in a discipline that may 
make the outside (or new to research) students feel excluded, feeling forced to succumb to the 
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limited boundaries of thinking in the discipline or department. As a result, the demands of learn-
ing the language or academic discourse in the discipline may require the student to repress their 
freedom of conscious creativity and desired learning, which are needed to be able to engage in 
the learning process, especially at doctoral level. The students estrange themselves from being 
creative and autonomous learners; they become compliant students, unable to access or present 
the vigour of their creative selves in their research (Bitzer & Albertyn, 2011; Mann, 2001). As 
supervisors, it is essential that we are aware and sensitive to these aspects in our students, so that 
we may provide support to address them. We need to be aware of our positional power, and that 
of our colleagues, which have an influence negatively on the learning process of our research stu-
dents. How may we redistribute power that controls and sets boundaries on the student’s devel-
opment and learning process, such that they can exercise their own agency on their learning and 
development? 

Supporting a Humanizing Pedagogy in the Supervision 
Process and Relationship 

Practicing and developing a humanising pedagogy requires that we as academics learn to see and 
treat our students as human beings (Friere, 2005). I find it ‘weird’ to look at it this way, because 
naturally we should treat each other as human beings. However, as supervisors we can become so 
disconnected in the process of supervision, we begin to see our students as objects that will help 
us reach tenure, get those publications through, or maintain our ‘guru’ stature. However, as dis-
cussed earlier, such an approach has negative consequences on the development of the postgradu-
ate student. The practices I learned and apply to my supervision process with my students origi-
nate from the positive aspects I learned from being supervised, my experience as a previous post-
graduate student, and my teaching philosophy. As supervisors we need to engage with the student 
appropriately to induct them into the knowledge of being a researcher, so that they may also real-
ise their full potential as researchers themselves.  

Haggis (2003, p. 533) indicates that attempting to understand learning processes should not only 
focus on how students learn, but rather “whether or not they learn how to function as is expected 
within specific disciplinary areas”. Northedge (2003b) and Haggis (2003) urge that students need 
to be inducted into the ‘communicative practice’ of academic ‘knowledge communities’ (in this 
case research). Students need to be enabled to participate in knowledge communities, and engage 
with the research field, as well as research at postgraduate level. Supervision should be viewed as 
enabling participation in ‘knowing’, enabling our students to acquire membership in the research 
discourse and the profession, to potentially become knowledgeable as a professional researcher.  

In order to induct our students into the discipline of research, the supervisor plays a complex role 
which involves organisational/management, social, intellectual/cognitive, and emotional aspects 
(Bitzer & Albertyn, 2011). I see supervision as some sort of partnership where, although the su-
pervisor is consulted by the student, the supervisor and student both travel the research journey 
together, where the supervisor plays an amalgamation of roles as expert, coach, facilitator, men-
tor, reflector and sponsor. Supervision is an interactive process where both the supervisor and 
student grow throughout the research process. Table 1 summarises the supervision process I adopt 
with my students, and the associated supervision characteristics and activities (all inspired by 
Bitzer & Albertyn, 2011; Gardner 2008; Grover & Malhotra, 2003).  Gardner (2008) suggests 
that there are phases that doctoral student experience in the process of becoming an independent 
researcher, which I adapt and contextualise for my process. Bitzer & Albertyn (2011) provide a 
framework for postgraduate supervision planning that highlights the different roles of the supervi-
sor throughout the doctoral research process, which are incorporated as supervisor characteristics 
at different phases of the doctoral process. Finally, Grover & Malhotra (2003) describe the differ-
ent interaction styles (domineering/egocentric to inclusive/participative) and incidents (hands-
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on/frequent meetings to hand-off/no meetings) that supervisors adopt with their students. I apply 
more of an inclusive/participative interaction style (exercising consciousness of the student – a 
humanising pedagogy), but apply different interaction styles at different phases of the doctoral 
process. 

Table 1: My Supervision Process  
(adapted from Bitzer & Albertyn, 2011; Garner 2008; Grover & Malhotra, 2003) 

Phase Supervision Characteristics Activities/Deliverable 

PHASE 1: Induction 
(First 6 months) 

• Hands-on  
• Frequent meetings (once a week 
• Detailed feedback (high granularity) 
• Introduction to the ‘doing’ of re-

search 
• Dominant supervisor roles – expert, 

coach, mentor, sponsor 

Research Proposal  

PHASE 2: Developmental • Hands-on (less) 
• Less frequent meetings (every 2 

weeks) 
• Research dialogue (vocal or written) 

concentrates on questioning and de-
bating aspects 

• Dominant supervisor roles – reflec-
tor, mentor, sponsor, facilitator 

Literature Review 
Data Collection 
Analysis 

PHASE 3: Launch • Hands-on and Hands-off 
• Still meetings every 2 weeks 
• Research dialogue (vocal or written) 

concentrates on questioning and de-
bating aspects to establish the stu-
dent’s niche 

• Establishing student’s research iden-
tity 

• Dominant supervisor roles – facilita-
tor and reflector 

Data Collection 
Analysis 
Final write-up 

 

My typical supervision process consists of three phases: 1. Induction, 2. Developmental, and 3. 
Launch. The time spent on each phase will vary with the student’s approach to research; that is, 
from those who catch on quickly and apply a deeper approach to the research process, versus the 
students who apply a surface approach to the research process. Other factors may also impact on 
the process such as a tendency for some students to alienate themselves from the process due to 
social factors such as language, age, gender, and so forth (Mann, 2001). Students who adopt an 
engaged approach are more likely to spend less time on a phase than those who adopt a surface 
approach. Nonetheless, I always hope that Phase 1 may induct students into developing a deeper 
approach to the research process. Phase 1, Induction is associated with inducting the student into 
the way of ‘doing’ research at masters or doctoral level. Here I meet with the student frequently 
to build a student-supervisor relationship, guide them towards focusing their topic, introduce 
them to sources of literature for their research, and act more as an expert consultant in getting 
them settled and orienting them into their research field and a Masters/PhD. The deliverable at the 
end of this phase is an established Research Proposal that will be presented at the Faculty Higher 
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Degrees Committee for approval. Once the proposal has been approved, Phase 2 (Developmental) 
begins. Phase 2 focuses on further developing and refining the research skills of the student. The 
student is further immersed in the research literature to familiarise themselves with aspects of 
their research. Furthermore, the student begins to collect preliminary data in the field to reflect on 
what literature is saying and develop the skill of data collection and working in the field. This 
phase is less Hands-on, allowing the student to make mistakes, however, mentoring them into 
identifying and realising mistakes. I also encourage the student to be confident to question aspects 
in the literature, and any suggestions I make that are not clear or questionable. I attempt to refine 
the student’s ability to develop a critical eye for their research. Phase 3 (Launch), as the name 
indicates, focuses on launching the student into becoming knowledgeable as a professional re-
searcher. The extent to which this will be achieved will vary at masters and doctoral level, where 
doctoral level establishes the student as a novel contributor, with confidence to present and dis-
cuss their research (also in journals and at conferences). I apply a mixture of Hands-on and 
Hands-off, as I still facilitate the process, but allow the student to dominantly drive their own re-
search development, and establish their own research identity. I also still aim to maintain a meet-
ing every two weeks; however, these meetings are quite simple to allow the student to discuss 
their progress, and sort of speak their thoughts, so that they feel confident in writing their 
thoughts. At this stage, the student is finalising their data collection, analysis, and write-up, to 
finalise the research process.   

There are two key practices I attempt to apply in my supervision relationship and process to sup-
port a humanising pedagogy. Possibly, other practices may emerge out of these; however, these 
two holistically describe an attempt at humanising pedagogy. These two practices support the 
supervisory process I apply. 

Adopting a Collaborative Interactive Approach 
Collaborative teaching is an effective approach to engage the students in the lecture as well as in 
the supervision process. I support Vygotsky’s cognitivist theory on the zone of proximal devel-
opment, where proximal development is described as “the distance between the actual develop-
mental level as determined by independent problem solving and the level of potential develop-
ment as determined through problem solving under adult guidance or in collaboration with more 
capable peers” (Jarvis, Holdford, & Griffin, 2003, p. 37). My teaching philosophy mainly leans 
towards this approach. However, I have also come to realise this as significant in the supervision 
process. Currently in our department, we have research seminars where we encourage students to 
present their research and receive feedback from each other as well as other supervisors. Bitzer & 
Albertyn (2011) refer to this as Group Supervision, where power relations are diffused and social 
learning in a collaborative and collective environment is increased. Students are encouraged to 
discuss aspects of research that are challenging, which they may have picked up from a peer stu-
dent’s research presentation. This process is quite engaging, but it could be more engaging if we 
provide a space where students do not feel like they are being evaluated in an objectifying way. 
Some students do not even feel confident to comment on research presentations, or there is no 
structure or guideline to guide the discussions and feedback on research. If we actually had larger 
research groups, perhaps supervisors could meet with their own group of students. However, this 
is not the case in the Information Systems Department, as we do not have that many postgraduate 
students. Therefore, the research seminars are key forums to get students engaged with their peers 
and other supervisors or staff members who attend. Based on an evaluation of my supervision, a 
student suggested that more seminars, which are focused on group research, should be introduced 
to the department in addition to the already existing departmental seminars, which they felt were 
insufficient:  
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Regular seminars for ICT4D [research focus area] researchers in the department, to share 
and exchange ideas. Also to get constructive feedback from each other. What I am refer-
ring to here are seminars separate from the departmental seminars for all researchers in 
the department. 

Group supervision is a key concept to apply, with the growth in postgraduates numbers based on 
the university’s and country’s vision. If academics are to manage these growing numbers, in addi-
tion to their other responsibilities, group supervision needs to become the norm and way of su-
pervision in the future. 

Encouragement and Motivation 
Collaborative learning in the supervision process can only be effective if students feel ‘safe’ to 
participate. Vygotsky, a supporter of collaborative learning, speaks of human learning in the 
realm of meaning, where the ‘affective and intellectual unite’ (Jarvis et al., 2003, p. 37). Here, 
emotional literacy plays a role in supporting academic literacy and the need to get there. Green 
(2005, cited in Bitzer & Albertyn, 2011, p. 882) emphasizes that “doctoral education is as much 
about identity formation as it is about knowledge production”. Such identity can be achieved by 
affectively supporting the relational and personal development of the student. Supervisors need to 
be responsible for ‘seducing’ the students into a level of interest and commitment in the disci-
pline, which they were unaware of before (Haggis, 2006). Ahern & Manathunga (2004) indicate 
that there has been a growing acknowledgement of the affective role of the supervisor, in the su-
pervision and research process. I believe an emotional or affective approach plays a role in the 
learning process, and I have always attempted to make my students feel safe in the supervision 
relationship. I engage in informal conversations with them, try to show them a personal side of 
myself, take them out for coffee or go for a walk with them to discuss research when they are 
stressed, and so forth. I also discuss my experiences as a postgraduate student with them, provid-
ing them with tips on how to engage with their research process, or overcome personal challeng-
es. One of my students explained my supervision relationship as follows, in an evaluation I con-
ducted: 

Cordial however candid, treats the researcher as a mature individual, respects the re-
searcher, caring, communicates constructive criticism without belittling the researcher. 

To provide more insight on the dialogue and feedback I provide to my student, the Appendix il-
lustrates my feedback to her, on a progress report she sent to me, to keep me updated on her pro-
gress while I was on maternity leave. This report shows that I attempt to teach, as well as build up 
her confidence as an emerging researcher. The kind of feedback I provide for her attempts to help 
her identify unclear or incorrect aspects to enable her to question her approach and make the rele-
vant change herself (associated with Phase 2 and 3 of the supervision process in Table 1). There-
fore, as a supervisor, I need to portray myself as an ally (not all-knowing) in the learning process, 
supporting the student to realise their potential (Middendorf & Pace, 2004). This can create a safe 
playing field for students who may feel intimidated by the research and supervision process itself. 
By applying this approach, I have seen my students transform from intimidated individuals to 
confident and insightful researchers. However, one should also maintain assertiveness in the rela-
tionship, as some students may interpret the friendliness of the supervisor as a way to get out of 
getting research tasks done.  

Conclusion 
Supervision is a form of teaching and should not really be seen as a separate exercise from teach-
ing in academia. There is a lot one can learn from the challenges experienced in undergraduate 
teaching, because we are still engaging with students. Even though postgraduates are more ma-
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ture and have reached a higher cognitive level of thinking (than undergraduates) in the discipline, 
they are still human beings who are faced with challenges that may hinder the supervision and 
research process (some of these factors they bring may have originated or were not addressed 
when they were undergraduates). Even within my developing country context, sensitivity to dis-
advantaged groups based on the effects of the apartheid history of South Africa, and the need to 
develop shared values that embrace human and civil rights, emphasise the need to practice hu-
manizing pedagogy in the supervision relationship and process. 

Three factors were identified that hinder the supervision relationship, which include competition 
for academics time, energy and creativity; approaches to learning; and alienation. These factors 
diverge a supervisor from treating a student as a human being, but rather more like an object (or 
what Bitzer & Albertyn (2011) would call a ‘product’). I therefore give an account of two key 
practices I have attempted to apply in my supervision relationship and process to support a hu-
manizing pedagogy. These include, adopting a collaborative interactive approach, and encour-
agement and motivation. Other practices may emerge from these two; however, holistically, I 
have found these to be key to a nascent student-supervisor relationship, and research supervision 
process. I do hope to learn other practices to apply from literature and experienced supervisors, 
especially as our masters and doctoral students are likely to grow in number, hence the need to 
adopt more group or team supervision to manage the effects of the massification of higher educa-
tion while at the same time maintaining the quality and output of the supervision process. 
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Abstract 
The significance of a doctoral student’s completed dissertation is of immense importance both to 
the field and student.  The dissertation not only signifies the candidate’s ability to perform inde-
pendent research, it also confirms the candidate’s ability to provide original contributions to 
knowledge.  This study examines the dissertation topic selection process of doctoral educational 
leadership students in order to understand what influences the student’s dissertation topic selec-
tion.  The emerging approach of Dynamic Network Analysis (DNA) was used to examine the 
interactions between task, belief, resource and knowledge in determining students’ choice.  Data 
was analyzed using the Organizational Risk Analyzers’ (ORA) software measures of Newman 
Grouping, centrality betweenness, cognitive demand, knowledge exclusivity, resource exclusivi-
ty, eigenvector centrality, and total degree centrality.  The results suggest that topic selection is 
influenced by faculty member’s research agenda, departmental core courses, and network factors 
like professional experience, life experience, and practical experience.  This result will help doc-
toral students understand the influences of mentor and adviser’s research interest, departmental 
core courses, professional experiences and life experiences as they navigate through dissertation 
topic selection and research.  

Keywords:  Doctoral Students, Dissertation Topic Selection, Dynamic Network Analysis 

Introduction 
The dissertation is the culminating fea-
ture of the doctoral program.  The sig-
nificance of a doctoral student’s com-
pleted dissertation is of immense im-
portance both to the field and student.  
Not only does the dissertation signify 
the candidate’s ability to perform inde-
pendent research, it also confirms the 
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candidate’s ability to provide original contributions to the field’s knowledge base (Isaac, Quinlan, 
& Walker, 1992; Katz, 1997; Useem, 1997).  The significance of the dissertation does not stop 
there.  The dissertation reflects more than the candidate’s training, technical, analytical, and writ-
ing skills.  The dissertation also impacts the close working relationship between the advisor and 
the candidate and the reputation of the advisor. 

Additionally, since external accreditation organizations review PhD candidate dissertations as 
part of the accreditation process, the dissertation also reflects on the program, department, col-
lege, and university as well (Isaac et al., 1992; Katz, 1997).  Katz (1997) also identifies society as 
an important player with a vital interest in the dissertation process because of its implications to 
research, practice and policy.  Reputations of the individual, advisor, and university are all at 
stake in a doctoral dissertation.  Isaac et al. (1992) and Useem (1997) stated that the dissertation 
may also play a critical role in the initial hiring of new faculty members.  As long as the disserta-
tion remains the center of the doctoral degree (Ziolkowski, 1990), it is important to study the fac-
tors that influence the selection of a dissertation topic because the lack of understanding can lead 
to the poor dissertation work, frustration and drop out from the doctoral program.  This paper, 
using dynamic network analysis (DNA), suggest vital factors that might help enhance  successful 
dissertation topic selection.   

Research Questions 
The following questions were examined in this research:  

1. How do professors’ research agendas influence a student’s dissertation topic?  

2. What kinds of resources (faculty and classes taken) influence a student’s selection of his 
or her dissertation topic?  

3. What is the relationship between (a) students knowledge and (b) students’ belief in their 
research topic selection?   

4. What dynamic networks do Educational Leadership graduates use to determine their dis-
sertation topics?  

Literature Review 
Selecting a dissertation topic may be the most difficult and most important major decision associ-
ated with a graduate student’s education (Katz, 1997; Lei, 2009).  Choosing a dissertation topic is 
crucial, as it requires identifying one’s research interest and the area of one’s contribution to 
knowledge (Luse, Mennecke, & Townsend, 2012).  This decision should be well guided and sup-
ported by convincing reasons.  There is very little literature on what constitutes the most influ-
ence on the doctoral student’s selection of dissertation topic (Isaac, Koenigsknecht, Malaney, & 
Karras, 1989).  The preponderance of the literature focuses on writing the dissertation, the gradu-
ate student experience, and faculty/adviser student relations with scant research on the process of 
dissertation topic selection (Bargar & Duncan, 1982; Dunham & Lumsden, 1981).  Even rarer is 
the influence of network interactions and relationships in dissertation topic selection.  

Dynamic network is the context and mechanisms that enable interactions to emerge during the 
dissertation topic selection process.  Context here refers to the interactive atmosphere while 
mechanism describes the patterns of behavior that produces the desired outcome.  The primary 
outcomes of dynamic networks are adaptability, creativity, and learning (Uhl-Bien, Marion, & 
McKelvey, 2007).  Much of the literature contains very little advice on how to select research 
topics for this important task (Gatrell, 1991; Isaac et al., 1989) and almost nothing on the type of 
networks that influences dissertation topic research.   
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Gatrell (1991) calls topic selection the most vexed issue a doctoral student faces.  This is true be-
cause most students do not have research interests while others cannot select a topic from their 
selected research interests (Leedy & Ormrod, 2005; Luse et al., 2012).  Researchers identify some 
factors that influence topic selection.  Lei (2009) identified factors students consider when choos-
ing a dissertation topic.  These factors include faculty and student related factors, the nature of the 
topic, trend, duration of study, research funding, and eventual audience of published works.   

Useem (1997) identified five considerations for choosing a dissertation topic as tractability, reach, 
data availability, clarity of problem, resonance with organizational culture, learning new method-
ology, job search, and contributions to knowledge.  Heiss (1967) identified students’ preference, 
adviser area of research, peer group influence, time of completion, preliminary core classes at the 
doctoral level in the field of study and prevailing trend in the field, past background and the stu-
dents’ future job or field interests as factors that are important to the dissertation topic selection.  
While there were some similarities among these authors, there does not appear to be consistent 
factors or influences of networks that impact dissertation topic selection.  

Other researchers note that if the student selects his or her own topic, there is a greater sense of 
commitment to and personal responsibility for the project (Adderley et al., 1975).  Student topic 
selection also has greater relevance and meaning if the student has taken the initiative in formu-
lating the research question (Gatrell, 1991).  Initial research focusing on dissertation selection 
identified that a student’s independence in the dissertation selection process varied among disci-
plines.  Specifically, Berelson (1960) noted that physical sciences students have less freedom of 
choice in their dissertation topic selection than education students.  The findings revealed free-
dom of choice was 2% in physical sciences, 4% in biological sciences, 7% in engineering, 9% in 
the humanities, 12% in social sciences, and 19% in education.  A more recent work on the signif-
icance of the selection and importance of supervisors in doctoral student dissertation was exam-
ined by Ray (2007). 

This study considers the dissertation selection process of doctoral students using the lenses of 
dynamic network analysis to examine how educational leadership graduate students determine 
their dissertation topic.  In doing this, researchers considered the kind of resources (classes) avail-
able to the student, and the influences of their professors’ research agenda in this discussion.  Fi-
nally, this paper explicates the relationship between the students’ knowledge and beliefs in their 
selection of dissertation research topic. 

Theoretical Framework 

Network Analysis 
This paper uses network analysis as theoretical framework.  Network analysis is the study of rela-
tionships between individuals, objects, or events.  These relationships may consist of friendships, 
dominance, communications, etc. and may be mutual or one-directional with differing levels of 
intensity.  Networks are studied according to their attributes and relationships.  Attributes are 
considered intrinsic characteristics of people, objects, and events (i.e., gender, intelligence, in-
come, etc.).  They persist across the context studied.  A relationship is an emergent property of 
the connection or linkage between units of observation.  They are context specific and can change 
when an individual is removed from a study (Knoke & Kuklinski, 1982).  For  this study, network 
analysis is divided into two categories: social network and dynamic network analysis. 

Marin and Wellman (2011) state that social network analysis is neither a theory nor a methodolo-
gy.  Instead, a social network is a perspective or a paradigm.  Social networks are based on a 
starting point that social life is created by the relations and the patterns they form.  Network anal-
ysis allows researchers guidance on where to look for answers to relationships and connections 
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within the network.  Borgatti, Mehra, Brass, and Labianca (2009) believe social networks do have 
a theoretical understanding and can be considered a theory. 

Social Network 
A social network is a set of nodes tied together by one or more types of relations (Wasserman & 
Faust, 1994).  Nodes are units that are connected by relationships whose patterns are studied.  
While units are usually persons or organizations, any unit that can be connected to other units can 
also be studied as nodes (Marin & Wellman, 2011).  Laumann, Marsden, and Prensky (1983) 
identify three methods to determine which nodes to include in the network.  The first node inclu-
sion is position-based.  Nodes are included based on organization membership or formally de-
fined positions in an organization.  Individuals not in the organization or in designated positions 
are excluded from the study.  The second node inclusion method is event-based.  Researchers in-
clude individuals in the network who participated in events believed to define the population.  
The final node inclusion method is relation-based.  Researchers identify a small set of nodes 
found to be of interest and expand the number of nodes to include others who share relationships 
with previously identified nodes.  Laumann et al. (1983) indicate research uses combinations of 
these methods to define the network and its boundaries.  Once nodes are identified, researchers 
determine the relationships existing between these nodes.  

Relationships are broad and include similarities, social relations, interactions, and flows (Borgatti 
et al., 2009; Wasserman & Faust, 1994).  Social relations include kinship, affective ties, or cogni-
tive awareness.  Interactions are behavior-based ties such as speaking with, helping, or inviting 
into one’s home.  They usually are connected with the social relationships.  Flow relationships are 
exchanges or transfers between nodes.  Flows include resources, information, or information as it 
moves through the network (Marin & Wellman, 2011).  

Dynamic Network Analysis (DNA) 
One of the limitations of social networks is that they rely on having perfect information about 
each node and that the network is static.  As a tool of analysis DNA helps to study “how entities 
are constrained and enabled as they interact and the process that lead to change in the interac-
tions” (Carley, 2010, p.7).  DNA allows imperfect information and the network itself can learn 
and adapt to varying levels of uncertainty in the network (Carley, 2003).  Carley identifies three 
DNA advances over social network allowing the network to adapt to imperfect and changing in-
formation.  First, DNA creates a meta-matrix.  Using knowledge management, operations re-
search, and social networks a meta-matrix is developed focusing on people, resources, and tasks.  
Second, the ties between the meta-matrix nodes are tied with probabilities. These probabilities 
also estimate how they change over time.   

Finally, the meta-matrix uses multi-agent technology.  This process creates a dynamic social net-
work that allows people, knowledge, tasks, and other groups to co-evolve.  This study uses DNA 
to examine doctoral students’ interactions with resources (classes taken), belief, task, and people 
(agents) as they navigate the selection of their dissertation topic.  Furthermore, the relevancy of 
this framework is that, while social network helps to examine the answers to influences, relation-
ships and network patterns (perfect) as situated in the research questions, dynamic network analy-
sis explains how agents are constrained and enabled as they interact (imperfect). 

Methodology 
This research highlights the doctoral student dissertation experience with a view to identifying 
influences that shape the students’ dissertation topic.  The emerging DNA methodology examines 
the interactions of the influence based on the variables of agent (individual), task, knowledge, and 
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resource (faculty and classes).  DNA is used to understand patterns of behavior among agents and 
the nature of these interactions.  The rationale for using this method is to explain the influences 
that determine doctoral dissertation topic selection and understand the various interactions (rela-
tionship) between the variables identified as agents, task, knowledge, and resource as they shape 
students’ choice.  

Data for this study was collected from a doctoral research class who were in the process of writ-
ing their dissertation in a research based university situated in a rural area of south eastern United 
States of America.  Purposeful sampling was used to capture responses from students who had 
completed their comprehensive examinations and are now focused on the dissertation process.  
These now PhD candidates have to complete candidacy core classes to complete the program and 
their dissertation.   

In this study, participants were taking Advanced Seminar classes, which is the second of three 
required candidacy core classes.  As a result, participants already taking this class were not ran-
domly selected.  A total of twenty students were emailed, using their university address question-
naires using the Qualtrics online data collection instrument. Eighteen questionnaires were com-
pleted within two weeks.  This sample size consisted of traditional (full-time with university as-
sistantship) and non-traditional students (with full time jobs).  The classes’ professor was contact-
ed to engender participation from all respondents.  The student population included both full and 
part time students in a predominantly white institution.  Typically, a full time student is defined as 
a student with a university assistantship and enrolled in a minimum of 9 credit hours per semes-
ter.  These students are considered traditional students.  Part time students usually were full time 
employees in or outside of the university and took less than 9 credit hours per semester.  They are 
referred to as non-traditional students.  A questionnaire was used to collect data in this study 
which consisted of 18 questions.  The questions included participant’s demographic factors, rela-
tionship with other agents (students), beliefs, resources (faculty and classes) and knowledge.  This 
study was conducted as part of the doctoral research class. As a result, time for data gathering 
was limited.  Additionally, time constraints limited survey participants to educational leadership 
doctoral students.  

The data collected using the Qualtrics online tool was exported to an excel spreadsheet and orga-
nized along the lines of agent (individual), task, knowledge, belief, and resources.  Additionally, 
the names of the respondents were replaced with pseudonyms (agent 1-20).  Even though three 
students did not reply to the questionnaires, they remained in the database since other agents re-
ferred to them in the questionnaires.  Pinsonneault and Kraemer (1993) stated that data collection 
depends on the participants’ willingness to respond to the survey questions.  The data was then 
exported into the network analysis software called ORA.  The researchers used ORA Newman 
Grouping, centrality betweenness, cognitive demand, knowledge exclusivity, resource exclusivi-
ty, eigenvector centrality, and total degree centrality for the data analysis of this research. 

Data Analysis 
Data analysis was carried out by first identifying the suitable ORA measures for this study.  The 
measure centrality betweenness refers to a node in the network and its ability to connect groups in 
a network.  This measure looks across all nodes that have the shortest path containing that node 
and percentage of paths that contain that node.  The agent the node refers to is positioned to bro-
ker connections between groups and to bear the influence of one group on another or serves as a 
gatekeeper between groups.  The measure indicates the extent the individual is a broker of indi-
rect connections among all others in a network.  Someone with high centrality betweenness is a 
gatekeeper of information and occurs on many of the shortest paths among other people (Free-
man, 1979).  
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Cognitive demand measures the total amount of cognitive effort expended by each agent to ac-
complish its tasks and connect with others.  Strong leaders are well connected in a network (peo-
ple, resources, knowledge, etc.) and are engaged in tasks where they do not have complete infor-
mation (Carley, 2002).  Exclusivity measures the amount of knowledge or resources that no one 
else possesses (Ashworth & Carley, 2006).  Eigenvector centrality identifies the strength of the 
relationship between nodes in a network.  Nodes that are connected to many otherwise isolated 
individuals or organizations will have a much lower score in this measure than those that are con-
nected to groups that have many connections themselves (Bonacich, 1972a, 1972b).   

Finally, the Total Degree Centrality measures the agents "in the know".  These nodes are linked 
to many others and, as a result of their position, have access to the ideas, thoughts, and beliefs of 
many others (Wasserman & Faust, 1994).  The range of these measures is zero to one.  Research-
ers used Newman grouping to identify clusters in a network.  These clusters allowed the identifi-
cation of knowledge, resources, and beliefs connections and groupings in the network, even in 
large networks (Clauset, Newman, & Moore, 2004). 

 
Name Value 

Centrality, Betweenness 0.1552 

Centrality, Eigenvector 0.4382 

Centrality, Total Degree 0.6410 

Cognitive Demand 0.2764 

Exclusivity, Knowledge 0.0018 

Exclusivity, Resource 0.0036 

 

 
Figure 1 Agent by Agent 
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Figure 1 displays the agents’ interactions with each other and all measurement results are shown 
in Table 1.  The researchers conducted DNA and used centrality-betweenness to measure agents’ 
interactions.  The eigenvector measures (on a scale of zero to one) the strength of an agent’s net-
work.  The result showed (see Table 1) that agent 20 has the strongest network compared to other 
agents with a 0.4382 eigenvector value. 

Table 1: The Measurements of Agent by Agent 

 
Centrality, 

Betweenness 
Cognitive 
Demand 

Centrality, 
Eigenvector 

Exclusivity, 
Knowledge 

Exclusivity, 
Resource 

Centrality, 
Total De-

gree 

Agent 1 0.0026 0.1361 0.2254 0.0018 0.0263 0.2308 
Agent 2 0.0107 0.1624 0.2998 0.0018 0.0097 0.3077 
Agent 3 0.0054 0.1361 0.2193 0.0018 0.0097 0.2308 
Agent 4 0.0000 0.0351 0.1320 0.0000 0.0000 0.1026 
Agent 5 0.0418 0.1887 0.2806 0.1000 0.0036 0.3846 
Agent 6 0.0438 0.2414 0.4329 0.0018 0.0036 0.5385 
Agent 7 0.0121 0.1624 0.2587 0.0018 0.0263 0.3077 
Agent 8 0.0000 0.0614 0.2010 0.0000 0.0000 0.1795 
Agent 9 0.0000 0.1361 0.2194 0.0135 0.0263 0.2308 
Agent 10 0.0200 0.2063 0.3314 0.0135 0.0036 0.4359 
Agent 11 0.0000 0.0614 0.2216 0.0000 0.0000 0.1795 
Agent 12 0.0379 0.2063 0.3453 0.0135 0.0097 0.4359 
Agent 13 0.0243 0.1887 0.3409 0.1000 0.0097 0.3846 
Agent 14 0.0244 0.1887 0.3573 0.1000 0.0263 0.3846 
Agent 15 0.1064 0.2589 0.4149 0.0018 0.0263 0.5897 
Agent 16 0.0378 0.2308 0.3209 0.1018 0.0263 0.4103 
Agent 17 0.0535 0.2238 0.3610 0.0018 0.0097 0.4872 
Agent 18 0.0040 0.1624 0.3297 0.1000 0.0714 0.3077 
Agent 19 0.0254 0.2150 0.3794 0.0018 0.0097 0.4615 
Agent 20 0.1552 0.2764 0.4382 0.0018 0.0036 0.6410 

 

The Centrality betweenness value of 0.1552 (on a scale of zero to one) indicated that agent 20 
found the shortest ways to connect with others in the network.  Agent 20’s cognitive demand val-
ue was 0.2764.  This value measures how much dissertation topic knowledge this agent has to 
complete their task.  Agent 16 has a dissertation topic selection knowledge exclusivity value of 
0.1018 and agent 18 has a dissertation topic selection resource exclusivity value of 0.0714.  These 
are the highest values in the respective measures. 
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Table 2. The Measurements of Agent by Chair Research Agenda 

 
Centrality, 

Eigenvector 
Centrality, 

Total Degree 

Assessment 0.0834 0.0196 
Athletics 0.0000 0.0196 
Complexity/ Creativity /Networks 0.7139 0.0980 
Distributed Learning/School Choice 0.4060 0.0784 
Diversity 0.0758 0.0392 
Faculty 0.0133 0.0196 
Finance 0.0000 0.0588 
Laws/Policy 0.0000 0.0392 
Leadership/ Governance 0.5590 0.0980 
Mission Creep 0.0133 0.0196 

 
The dissertation chair’s research interest has important effects on students’ dissertation topic se-
lection.  Table 2 identifies centrality eigenvector and centrality total degree for the influence of 
the dissertation chairs’ research interest on student dissertation topic selection.  The DNA results 
revealed that Complexity/Creativity/Networks, Leadership/Governance, and Distributed Learn-
ing/School Choice faculty research agendas were highly influential on students’ topic selections 
with centrality eigenvector values of 0.7139, 0.5590, and 0.4060 respectively.  The centrality total 
degree values were 0.0980, 0.0980, and 0.0784 respectively.  Figure 2 illustrates the relationship 
between students and their chairs’ research interests.  

 
Name Value 

Centrality 
Betweennes 

0.000 

Centrality 
Eigenvector 

0.7139 

Centrality  0.0847 

 
Figure 2: Agent by Chair Research Interest 
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Another important factor affecting a student’s dissertation topic selection is faculty influence.  
The regression analysis from ORA showed an R²= 0.4423 for faculty influences revealing which 
faculty and their research interests have the greatest influence on students dissertation topic selec-
tion.  Table 3 identifies the centrality eigenvector and centrality total degree for agent by faculty 
influences.  Faculty 3 had the highest centrality eigenvector value of 0.5577.   

Table 3: The Measurement of Agent by Faculty Influences 

 
 
 

Centrality, 
Eigenvector 

Centrality, 
Total Degree 

Faculty 1 0.3208 0.0702 
Faculty 2 0.2370 0.0702 
Faculty 3 0.5577 0.1579 
Faculty 4 0.3296 0.0877 
Faculty 5 0.3333 0.0877 
Faculty 6 0.0709 0.0175 
Faculty 7 0.2786 0.0702 
Faculty 8 0.3753 0.0877 
Faculty 9 0.1967 0.0702 
Faculty 10 0.1288 0.0175 
Faculty 11 0.1735 0.0877 
Faculty 13 0.0357 0.0175 

 

Faculty 8, 5, 4, and 1 were grouped closely together with centrality eigenvector values of 0.3753, 
0.3333, 0.3296, and 0.3208 respectively.  Faculty 3 had the highest centrality total degree value 
of 0.1579.  Faculty 4, 5, 8, and 11 had a centrality total degree value of 0.0877, while Faculty 1, 
2, 7, and 9 centrality total degree was 0.0702, and Faculty 6, 10, and 13’s centrality total degree 
value was 0.175.  These values imply that faculty members have a high influence on a student’s 
dissertation topic selection. Figure 3 illustrates the Newman Grouping  relationship between stu-
dents and their faculty influence. 
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Figure 3: Agent by Faculty Influence 

 
The other important resource that influences student dissertation topic selection is the classes 
completed during their PhD program.  The researchers applied Newman Grouping to determine 
the influence classes have on students’ dissertation topic selection.  Applying Newman Grouping 
revealed eight-clusters (see Figure 4). 

The result showed that the Directed Research class has the highest impact on students’ topic se-
lection with a 0.5389 eigenvector value (see Figure 4).   

The interactions between students and classes are presented in Table 4, which showed that leader-
ship courses (Principles of Educational Leadership and Theory and Practices in Educational 
Leadership) and research courses (Directed Research, Advanced Doctoral Seminar, Internship in 
Educational Leadership, and Introductory Doctoral Seminar) had eigenvector values great than 
0.2. 

Name  Value 

Centrality, Be-
tweenness 

0.000 

Centrality, Ei-
genvector 

0.5577 

Centrality, To-
tal Degree 

0.1579 
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Table 4. The Measures Agent by Classes  

 
  Centrality, 
Eigenvector 

  Centrality,       
Total Degree 

Research Methods in Educational Leadership 0.1186 0.0230 
Doctoral Dissertation Research 0.1052 0.0230 
Case Study and Ethnographic Research Meth-
ods and Design 0.0720 0.0230 

Instructional Leadership 0.0551 0.0115 
Internship in Educational Leadership II 0.2169 0.0460 
Sociology of Higher Ed 0.0447 0.0230 
College Teaching 0.1520 0.0460 
Phenomenology and Grounded Theory Re-
search Methods and Design 0.0069 0.0115 

Higher Education Finance 0.1255 0.0230 
Advanced Doctoral Seminar I 0.4904 0.0805 
Educational Policy Studies 0.1545 0.0230 
Governance in Higher Education 0.0706 0.0115 
Legal Principles in the Administration of Insti-
tutions of Higher Education 0.1545 0.0230 

Diversity Issues in Higher Education 0.1545 0.0230 
Emerging Qualitative Research Methods and 
Design 0.0706 0.0115 

The American Professoriate 0.0169 0.0115 
The Two-Year College 0.1053 0.0345 
Directed Research 0.5389 0.0920 
Qualitative Research in Education 0.0389 0.0115 
Principles of Educational Leadership 0.2812 0.0575 
Identity, Schooling and Democratic Education 0.0389 0.0115 
Theory and Practice in Educational 0.3019 0.0575 
Introductory Doctoral Seminar 0.2395 0.0460 
Systematic Inquiry in Educational Leadership 0.1420 0.0460 
History of Higher Education 0.0627 0.0230 
Ethics and Policy 0.0071 0.0115 
Qualitative Research 0.0071 0.0115 
Mixed Methods 0.0071 0.0115 
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Name Value 

Centrality, Be-
tweenness 

0.000 

Centraality, Ei-
genvector 

0.5389 

Centrality, Total 
Degree 

0.0920 

 

Figure 4: Agent by Classes 

 

Table 5. The Measurements of Agent by Factors 

 

Centrality, 
Eigenvector 

Centrality, 
Total Degree 

Influences from Previous classes/ readings -0.0938 0.0159 
Personal Interest -0.5082 0.0873 
Personal life experiences -0.1567 0.0317 
Professional Experience -0.4200 0.0873 
Relationships -0.0564 0.0079 

 

The survey identified the following five factors had an impact on dissertation topic selection: pro-
fessional experiences, personal life experiences, relationships, personal interests, and influences 
from previous classes/readings.  According to DNA results (see Table 5), personal interest and 
professional experience were the most effective factors impacting dissertation topic selection with 
eigenvector centrality values of -0.5082 and -0.4200 respectively.  
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Table 6. The Measurements of Agent by Research Topics 

 

Centrality, 
Eigenvector 

Centrality, 
Total Degree 

Assessment -0.0980 0.0159 
Athletics -0.0636 0.0159 
Complexity/ Creativity /Networks -0.3018 0.0476 
Distributed Learning/School Choice -0.3480 0.0714 
Diversity -0.1702 0.0397 
Faculty -0.0739 0.0159 
Finance -0.0725 0.0238 
Laws/Policy -0.0975 0.0238 
Leadership/ Governance -0.5020 0.0794 
Mission Creep -0.0417 0.0079 

 

PhD program with an eigenvector centrality value of -0.5020 (see Table 6).  The distributed 
learning and school choice research topic and the complexity, creativity, and networks research 
topic were the next two topics most selected by these students with an eigenvector centrality val-
ue of -0.3480 and -0.3018 respectively.   

 
Figure 5. Agent by Knowledge 

Total degree centrality values were 0.0873 for both factors.  In addition, leadership and govern-
ance was the most selected research topic by candidates in the department of Educational Leader-
ship. 

For this research, knowledge is determined as factors that influence dissertation topic selection 
and dissertation topics selected by students in this sample.  Researchers applied ORA Newman 
Grouping to the agent by knowledge matrix to view the clear relationships between students and 
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their knowledge.  This grouping identified the four clusters displayed in Figure 5.  The largest 
number of students (group 4) were influenced by their personal life experiences, distributed learn-
ing/school choice, and law/policy topics for their dissertation topics.   

Name Value 
Centrality,Betweeenness 0.000 
Centrality, Eigenvector -.3290 
Centrality, Total Degree 0.2585 

 

 

 

 
Name Value 
Centrality,Betweeenness 0.000 
Centrality, Eigenvector -.3201 
Centrality, Total Degree 0.2517 

 

Figure 6: Agent by Belief 

The researchers sought students’ beliefs for dissertation topic selection in this study.  Figure 6 
displays the three Newman Grouping clusters identifying the relationship between students and 
their beliefs with respect to their dissertation topic selection.   

Professional experience (-0.3290 eigenvector centrality value), practical experience (-0.3257 ei-
genvector centrality value), life experiences (-0.3228 eigenvector centrality value), and theoreti-
cal experience (-0.3201 eigenvector centrality value) were most significant beliefs among fifteen 
of the students’ beliefs for dissertation topic selection.  In general, the results show that beliefs 

Name Value 
Centrality,Betweeenness 0.000 
Centrality, Eigenvector -.3257 
Centrality, Total Degree 0.2562 
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play an important role in student dissertation topic selections.  A complete list of student beliefs is 
found in Table 7.   

Table 7 The Measurements of Agents by Belief 

 
 
 

Centrality, 
Eigenvector 

Centrality, 
Total Degree 

Cognate Classes -0.2530 0.1973 
Current Graduate Education -0.2979 0.2336 
Graduate Education -0.2437 0.1905 
Library Skills -0.1540 0.1202 
Life Experiences -0.3228 0.2540 
Mixed Methods Research Techniques -0.2428 0.1905 
Practical Experience -0.3257 0.2562 
Professional Experience -0.3290 0.2585 
Qualitative Research Skills -0.2533 0.1995 
Qualitative Research Techniques -0.2893 0.2268 
Quantitative Research Skills -0.1971 0.1542 
Quantitative Research Techniques -0.1642 0.1270 
Technology/Internet Skills -0.1816 0.1406 
Theoretical Experience -0.3201 0.2517 
Undergraduate Education -0.1938 0.1519 
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Figure 7.  Agent by Chair Research Agenda by Chair 

The interaction among agent, dissertation chair, and the chair’s research agenda resulted in a R² 
value of 0.2344.  Figure 7 displays that the most connected research agenda was associated with 
the Complexity/Creativity/Network research agenda.  The eigenvector associated with this node 
was -0.7139.  The researchers applied Newman grouping to this data and five clusters were creat-
ed (see Figure 8).  The first group included the interaction between faculty 1 and Agent 13 and 
the athletics research agenda.  Faculty 1 links group 1 with group 3 through agent 2.  This link 
through faculty 1 established the connection between the athletics research agenda and the com-
plexity/creativity/networks and the distributed learning/school choice research agendas.   

The third group displays the relationship between faculty 2, agent 3, and agent 17 on distributed 
learning/school choice and the complexity/creativity/networks research agendas.  Faculty 2 links 
group 3 with group 5 through agents 3, 17, and 14.  Group 5 included interactions among faculty 
5, agents 1, 5, and 7, and also faculty 2 and agent 14 have interactions about assessment, leader-
ship and governance.  This link through faculty 2 established the connection between the com-
plexity/creativity/networks and the distributed learning/school choice research agendas with as-
sessment and leadership/governance research agendas.  Faculty 11 links group 3 with group 2 
through agents 6, 19, and 10.  This link through faculty 11 established the connection between 
complexity/creativity/networks and the distributed learning/school choice research agendas with 
diversity, faculty, and mission creep research agendas.  Group 2 included the relationship be-
tween faculty 3, agent 12 and agent 20, and faculty 11, agent 10, and agent 20 about the topics of 
diversity, faculty, and mission creep.  Group 4 associates faculty 4 with agents 16 and 9 and fac-
ulty 8 with agent 15, and faculty 7 with agent 18.  This Newman Grouping identified interactions 
on finance and law/policy research agendas.  Researchers note this grouping stands alone with no 
interactions with the other Newman Groups. 
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Figure 8. Newman Grouping of Agent by Chair Research Agenda by Chair 

Figure 9 shows the interaction by agent, class influences, and research topic.  The directed re-
search class was the most effective course on topic selection with an eigenvector value of 0.5389.  
The regression between class influence and the singularly most effective class was R²= 0.3635.  

 
Figure 9. Agent by Class Influences by Research Topic 

In Figure 10, agent, belief, and factor interactions were presented.  After Newman grouping was 
applied, three clusters emerged.  The most effective beliefs were professional experience with an 
eigenvector value of 0.3290 in the third group, life experience with an eigenvector value of 
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0.3228 in the third group, and practical experience with an eigenvector value of 0.3257 in the 
second group.  

 
 

Name Value 

Centrality, Betweenness 0.000 

Centrality,Eigenvector -.3228 

Centrality, Total Degree 0.2540 

 
     
  

  
      

                                                                                                         

 

 

Figure 10. Agent by Belief by Factor 

Discussion 
The purpose of this study was to determine the kind of resources available to the student and the 
influences of the professors’ research agenda.  Additionally, this study examined the relationship 
between the students’ knowledge and belief in the selection of their dissertation topic. 

The result revealed faculty research interest on doctoral students’ dissertation topic selection with 
the research interests with the highest influences as Complexity/Creativity/Networks, Leader-
ship/Governance, and Distributed Learning/School Choice.  Constructing meaning from this re-
sult indicate that these faculty members have a high degree of total degree centrality which im-
plies that students who choose these research interests will always have these faculty member as 

Name Value 

Centrality, Betweenness 0.000 

Centrality,Eigenvector -.3257 

Centrality, Total Degree 0.2562 

Name Value 

Centrality, Betweenness 0.000 

Centrality,Eigenvector -.3290 

Centrality, Total Degree 0.2583 
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either their chairs or on their committee’s members because of the faculty members’ expertise in 
these fields.  These faculty members are also seen or assumed to be information and knowledge 
gate keepers in their fields of expertise (Schniederjans, 2007).  The exclusivity of knowledge re-
sides with these faculty members.  Exclusivity of knowledge here indicates ideas and subject mat-
ter expertise that others do not have in a particular research interest.  It is observed that students 
with certain research interest always gravitate towards these faculty members with the exclusive 
knowledge of their research interests.   

Another explanation of this phenomenon is the clustering between students and faculty members 
with similar research interests using the Newman Grouping as indicated by the results from Table 
3 faculty members 1, 3, 4, 5, and 8.  This finding has been supported by literature as one of the 
factors that influence students’ dissertation topic selection (Heiss, 1967; Katz, 1997; Lei, 2009).  
However, according to Barr (1984), there is distinction between topic selection by students in 
social sciences and students in the physical science.  Research findings reveal topic selections in 
the physical sciences were often assigned by their advisor compared to about 70% of students in 
the social sciences and education who will choose their own research topic.  The following ques-
tion then may be asked, to what degree is a dissertation topic directly assigned by the advisor ver-
sus the degree to which a faculty research interest influences a student’s topic selection (Barr, 
1984; Isaac et al., 1992)? 

In determining doctoral topic selection, resources (classes taken) had an influence on student dis-
sertation topic selection.  Classes completed during their PhD programs were identified as re-
sources that influenced a student’s dissertation topic selection.  The results from our study re-
vealed that three out of the four of the preliminary classes influenced student dissertation topic 
selection (Kartz, 1997).  Our study showed that two leadership courses (Principles of Educational 
Leadership and Theory and Practices in Educational Leadership) and four research courses (Di-
rected Research, Advanced Doctoral Seminar, Internship in Educational Leadership, and Intro-
ductory Doctoral Seminar) were the most influential (see Table 4).  This result supports Heiss’ 
(1967) conclusions about the influence of preliminary courses on students dissertation topic selec-
tion.  

Student’s previous knowledge influences their dissertation topic selection.  The study results re-
vealed personal interest and professional experience played a high role in influencing a student’s 
dissertation topic selection.  While this finding confirms extant literature on the role of past expe-
rience, it is, however, interesting to note that peer influence played a lesser influence on a stu-
dent’s dissertation topic selection contrary to general expectation (Heiss, 1967).  Instead, personal 
interest and professional experience had a stronger influence on a student’s dissertation topic se-
lection.  The implication of this result is that students, even while considering their faculty mem-
ber’s research interest, also give consideration to their personal interests and professional experi-
ences when determining dissertation topics.  In this sample, 50% of the students based their dis-
sertation topic selection on their personal interest while 40% based their selection on their profes-
sional experiences.  This result may have implications on student’s mentor selection determina-
tion. 

Student’s existing belief also influences their dissertation topic selection.  The beliefs identified 
related to theoretical experiences, professional experiences, practical experiences, and life experi-
ences (see Table 7).  The result of this study suggests that students’ backgrounds influence their 
dissertation topic selection more than their experiences in the PhD program itself (Isaac et al., 
1989; Heiss, 1967).  A rather important explanation is that some students may unknowingly enter 
the doctoral program with a preconceived idea of their research interest based on their beliefs 
(theoretical experiences, professional experiences, practical experiences, and life experiences) 
when selecting their dissertation topics. 
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The beauty of dynamic network analysis in deconstructing this connection is its capacity to de-
termine network relations and interactions among agents.  Figure 7 displays the relationship 
among agents, chairs, and their research interests.  The result revealed that the most connected 
research agenda were Complexity/Creativity/Network.  Figure 7 also shows the interactions be-
tween students and their chairs and identifies the nodes with the shortest connections and the 
most links (betweenness centrality).  Literature also alludes to these same relationships between 
chairs and their students (Barr, 1984; Heiss, 1967). 

In Figure 10, agent, belief, and factor interactions were examined.  After Newman Grouping was 
applied, three clusters emerged.  The most effective beliefs were professional experience, life ex-
perience, and practical experience.  The implication of this is that professional experience, life 
experiences, and practical experiences were preponderant network factors that influenced a stu-
dent’s dissertation topic selection supporting Heiss’ (1967) conclusions.  

Conclusion 
When considering dissertation topic selection, research reveals that students are bombarded by 
varying considerations.  These considerations can sometimes be confusing or even overwhelm-
ing.  Therefore, an understanding of these considerations could be instructive to include in a doc-
toral student’s orientation and advising in order to eliminate the stress and confusion that may 
follow this process.  Another important conclusion is that students are influenced by more than 
one single factor when selecting their dissertation topic, some factors are more important than 
others. This study, as mentioned earlier, can be instructive in student advising about dissertation 
topic selection.  However, this study is limited by very little literature on dissertation topic selec-
tion and by time available to collect data as this study was implemented as part of a semester 
course work. 

In programing and institutional curriculum planning, decisions on preliminary classes for most 
departments should be intentional because, as revealed by this study, dissertation topic selection 
by doctoral students may be fixated on the choice of these classes.  As shown in this research, 
preliminary classes clearly shaped a student’s dissertation topic selection.  These preliminary 
courses identified in this study as resources helped to shape doctoral student dissertation topic 
selection decisions.  Complexity, creativity, and networks were all topics thoroughly discussed 
during preliminary coursework and they were the most central to topic selection.  This may be 
good if it is a deliberate effort to set the specialization of the department in a certain direction but 
this can also be counterproductive if it is not. Departments must therefore be deliberate in deter-
mining the classes identified as preliminary classes since these classes can influence the outcome 
of students’ dissertation topic selection. 

The use of dynamic network analysis in this study helped to explicate the importance of the inter-
action between the faculty research agenda and the students’ dissertation topic selection.  This 
was shown by how much faculty research agenda influenced students topic selection as faculty 
with knowledge specific subject matter attracted students with those research interests.  This is 
evident by the number of clusters formed around particular research interest. 

Finally, this study showed the influence of previous professional experience, life experiences and 
practical experience in determining students dissertation topic selection. The result helped to 
highlight the relationships between a student’s knowledge and belief in determining dissertation 
topic selection. This may be important for student advising and guidance. Further research may 
be needed to determine which of these students’ past experiences have a greater influence. Even 
though this study revealed little influence of peer group dissertation topic selection, it may be in-
teresting to study why this is so and the contributions of peer interaction in dissertation topic se-
lection process. 
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Abstract 
The purpose of this collective case study was to use a critical dialectical pluralistic (CDP) philo-
sophical lens to investigate select doctoral students’ perceptions about the challenges that they 
encountered while in a doctorate program and the coping strategies that they found effective in 
mitigating these challenges.  A major goal of CDP is to empower research participants maximally 
by giving them the role of participant-researchers. Participants were 10 doctoral students enrolled 
at a Tier-II university in the United States, who were selected via convenience sampling.  Each 
student participated in a face-to-face interview with a member of the research team—consistent 
with a CDP approach.  A qualitative-dominant crossover mixed analysis was used wherein both 
quantitative and qualitative analyses were used to analyze the qualitative data, with the qualitative 
analysis phase being dominant. The qualitative analyses (e.g., constant comparison analysis, clas-
sical content analysis) revealed the following five themes: compartmentalization of life, outside 
support systems, justification for participation in program, emotional status, and structure of pro-

gram. These themes indicated that alt-
hough challenges are plentiful, particular-
ly in terms of balancing one’s academic 
life with other obligations, participants 
found support and encouragement from 
family, friends, and other doctoral stu-
dents to be the most beneficial coping 
strategy.  These findings have important 
implications for the structuring of doctor-
al programs. 
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Introduction 
By design, earning a doctorate degree is not a quick or easy process; otherwise, the educational 
value of the graduate school’s terminal degree would be diminished.  As noted by M. Jones 
(2013), attrition rates for doctoral students range from 33% to 70% (cf. Gardner & Gopaul, 2012; 
Ivankova & Stick, 2007; Jiranek, 2010; Kim & Otts, 2010).  Further, a 2008 study conducted by 
the Council of Graduate Schools (CGS; Sowell, 2008) revealed that only 57% of doctoral stu-
dents completed their degree programs within 10 years.  The researchers in this CGS study exam-
ined 330 doctoral programs representing various disciplines over a 12-year period (Sowell, 2008).  
In a separate study of attrition rates at the doctoral level, Lovitts (2001) found that attrition rates 
can range from 30% to 50% depending on field of study, consistent with the CGS findings (Sow-
ell, 2008).  These and other studies (cf. M. Jones, 2013) provide evidence that time management 
and persistence have been challenges to success at the doctoral level.  There are other obstacles to 
overcome as well.  The first-year experience is a daunting one for doctoral students because many 
have to become re-acclimated to the learning environment after years in the workplace, in addi-
tion to adapting to the rigors of a doctoral research program (Wao & Onwuegbuzie, 2011; Witte 
& James, 1998).  Numerous factors have been identified that can hinder a student’s doctoral ex-
perience, such as financial and resource issues, difficult disciplines, accessibility of information, 
and progress monitoring (Neumann, 2012; Wao & Onwuegbuzie, 2011), as well as isolation (Ali 
& Kohun, 2006, 2007; Kohun & Ali, 2005; Lovitts, 2001). 

The first-year doctoral experience often leads to students questioning whether they made the cor-
rect decision to pursue a doctorate degree (Witte & James, 1998), leading to high attrition rates at 
this early stage of these students’ doctoral programs (Jairam & Kahl Jr., 2012; Lott, Gardner, & 
Powers, 2010).  Indeed, as noted by Ali and Kohun (2006), in the first year of their doctoral pro-
grams, students experience difficulties in adjusting to their new life of doctoral studies.  Moreo-
ver, typically, the first year of the doctoral program yields the most difficult adjustment (Hockey, 
1994).  This adjustment likely is even more difficult for first-generation doctoral students (Gard-
ner & Holley, 2011; Holley & Gardner, 2012).  Beeler (1991) identified four stages wherein the 
actual adjustment occurs for new graduate students: unconscious incompetence (i.e., occurring 
upon entering the doctoral program wherein students have a limited idea about what is involved 
in the program either academically or socially), conscious incompetence (i.e., occurring after the 
students gain knowledge about the academic requirements during which time they become aware 
of their academic deficits), unconscious competence (i.e., occurs when students believe that they 
have acquired some competence in their fields of study but are mostly unaware of their compe-
tence, thereby leading them to feel competent unconsciously), and conscious competence (i.e., 
occurs when students have accumulated sufficient knowledge that they become aware of what 
they know).  According to Beeler (1991), this adjustment process places a psychological burden 
that overwhelms some students.  And students who are unable to cope with this psychological 
adjustment might fall behind relative to other students in their program, which might lead to them 
dropping out of the program.  With the vast differences in attrition rates of doctoral students be-
ing 33% to 70% (cf. Gardner & Gopaul, 2012; Ivankova & Stick, 2007; Jiranek, 2010; Kim & 
Otts, 2010), researchers, through this collective case study, sought to determine the common ex-
periences of select doctoral students and what motivated their persistence through their doctoral 
degree programs. 

No matter the rigor of the doctoral program, research has indicated that peripheral factors can 
have just as much impact on the attrition of doctoral programs as can the difficulty of the course-
work.  Factors from marital discord to financial burdens to the relationship with the student’s ad-
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visor all can have significantly detrimental effects on educational success at the doctoral level 
(Maher, Ford, & Thompson, 2004).  Students who contend with family issues during their doctor-
al programs often experience “considerable additional duress” (Maher et al., 2004, p. 388).  Ma-
her et al. (2004) noted that women are most often distracted from their academic endeavors by 
their maternal responsibilities, the emotional toll of a divorce or death, and the financial security 
associated with success.  These diversions, more often than not, lead doctoral students to exhibit 
concerns regarding stress, time strain, one’s emotional and psychological well-being, and lack of 
support from family members and friends (Moyer, Salovey, & Casey-Cannon, 1999). 

Pyhältö, Toom, Stubb, and Lonka (2012) investigated the problems confronted by doctoral candi-
dates during their doctoral programs and their well-being with respect to their studying engage-
ment.  Participants involved 669 doctoral students from the Faculties of Arts, Medicine, and Be-
havioural Sciences, who were administered a survey.  Pyhältö et al. (2012) documented that the 
doctoral students’ perceptions of the problems that they experienced during their studies varied.  
In particular, these problems were related to general working processes (31%), domain-specific 
expertise (29%), supervision and the scholarly community (21%), and resources (19%).  Nearly 
one half (i.e., 43%) of the study participants had contemplated withdrawing from their studies.  
Further, the doctoral students’ well-being varied as a function of whether they had at some point 
in their studies considered withdrawing from their studies, with those students who had consid-
ered withdrawing from their studies reporting more anxiety, higher levels of stress, lower levels 
of interest in their studies, and more exhaustion than did students who had not considered with-
drawing from their studies. 

Even with these challenges, the number of doctorates awarded each year in the United States has 
an average annual growth of 3.4%, demonstrating an upward trend over time (National Science 
Foundation, National Center for Science and Engineering Statistics [NSF, NCSES], 2012).  The 
persistence and determination of students’ progression through their doctoral studies are highly 
correlated with students’ motives for seeking such a degree (Geraniou, 2010).  Morton and 
Thornley (2001) acknowledged two common motives for pursuing a doctoral degree among both 
male and female students: that of an individual’s interest in the subject matter and that of an indi-
vidual’s personal satisfaction of pursing a graduate degree.  Similarly, Leonard, Becker, and 
Coate (2005) concluded that most students acknowledged personal development (e.g., increased 
confidence, self-fulfillment) and development of research skills (e.g., becoming more reflective 
and analytic, improving writing ability) as being the motivating factors leading to the determina-
tion of completing a doctoral degree while overcoming adversities.  Furthermore, emotional sup-
port from family members often is cited as “critical to those in the throes of the doctoral process, 
providing them with the encouragement needed to persist and succeed” (Maher et al., 2004, p. 
388). 

Although several quantitative research studies in the area of graduate student stress and coping 
have been conducted (El-Ghoroury, Galper, Sawaqdeh, & Bufka, 2012; Holahan, 1979; Mechan-
ic, 1962), there is a lack of in-depth qualitative research on the subject in the field of education.  
At the time Mechanic’s (1962) study was conducted, few social psychologists and virtually no 
sociologists had conducted studies about stress (Glassner, 1979).  Mechanic’s (1962) study in-
volved 23 sociology graduate students preparing for their doctoral examinations and focused on 
the psychological stress and coping strategies.  Unlike the present study, the participants in Me-
chanic’s (1962) study were not part of a cohort structure, but rather were in a competitive envi-
ronment.  A principle revelation from Mechanic’s (1962) study was that a student’s reaction to 
stress depended on the resources or coping mechanisms that the student possessed and where they 
were in the social network. Mechanic (1978) argued that “The ability to cope with the environ-
ment depends on the efficacy of the solutions to which one has been exposed” (pp. x-xi). 
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Mechanic's (1962, 1978) study on stress in graduate students involved a relatively small sample 
of participants from a single department, whereas Holahan’s (1979) study expanded the sample 
size as well as emotional stress as an interactive function of department type and personal need 
for support.  Holahan’s (1979) study involved 377 female graduate students from various disci-
plines, divided into three groups based on the representation of female students in their depart-
ments.  The hypothesis of the study was that the environments would be less supportive in disci-
plines that were considered nontraditional for females, thereby displaying the strongest relation-
ship between stress and need for support among this group.  The findings from Holahan’s (1979) 
study suggested that females in minority departments (i.e., nontraditional for females) showed the 
strongest relationship between stress and the need for support. 

The most recent, randomized, and comprehensive study was conducted by El-Ghoroury et al. 
(2012).  Underwritten by the American Psychology Association (APA), the randomized survey 
study conducted by El-Ghoroury et al. (2012) assessed a national sample of 387 students in a 
wide range of psychology fields to examine stressors, coping strategies, and barriers that inter-
fered with their optimal functioning.  The study comprised students at the graduate level of whom 
54% were doctoral students.  Univariate and multivariate tests were conducted and the results 
revealed that 70.5% respondents experienced stress related mostly to (a) academic responsibilities 
and pressures, (b) finances or debt, (c) anxiety, and (d) poor work/school life balance.  The major 
coping strategies discerned were (a) friends’ support, (b) family support, (c) talking to a class-
mate, (d) regular exercise, and (e) hobbies.  Moreover, major barriers to coping were reported to 
stem from lack of time and financial constraints.  El-Ghoroury et al. (2012) purported that their 
quantitative research study was the first simultaneously to measure stress, coping strategies, and 
barriers to coping among graduate students.  However, they also noted that the design did not al-
low for specific and individualized matching of stressors, coping, and barriers to coping.  Moreo-
ver, the sample consisted of graduate master-level and doctoral-level students from a variety of 
psychology disciplines.  The authors admitted that stressors such as financial burdens differed 
among students at different stages of their graduate journeys.  Therefore, the present qualitative 
research study sought to assess specific and individual challenges and coping mechanisms among 
selected doctoral students only.  Indeed, even though El-Ghoroury et al. (2012) listed social sup-
port from friends, family, and classmates as a most frequent strategy used by graduate psychology 
students to manage stress, it is unclear whether similar strategies applied to doctoral students in 
education.  Collegial actions, that is, seeking friends’ support (74.4%) and talking to a classmate 
(62.8%), were cited as the predominant stress coping mechanisms by the majority of respondents 
in El-Ghouroury et al.’s (2012) research study. 

Ultimately, the purpose of the current qualitative research study was to explore the experiences of 
a select group of doctoral students, namely, students representing a whole cohort.  Specifically, 
we investigated their challenges and coping strategies that these cohort members utilized to over-
come their challenges in the doctoral program.  We hoped to share the common experiences of a 
cohort of doctoral students in terms of their challenges and coping strategies, assuming that many 
doctoral students face common challenges in completing their doctoral degrees regardless of the 
field of study or other factors (e.g., gender, age).  Furthermore, it was hoped that the knowledge 
from this study could help administrators of doctoral students, advisors/supervisors, and mentors 
to understand factors that contribute to the attrition and retention of doctoral students by identify-
ing possible challenges and coping strategies that can be utilized to overcome the challenges, re-
spectively. 

This study was framed within a critical dialectical pluralism philosophical lens (Onwuegbuzie & 
Frels, 2013).  According to Onwuegbuzie and Frels (2013), a major goal of critical dialectical 
pluralism is to empower research participants maximally by giving them the role of participant-
researchers.  As such, all participants in this qualitative research study served as research partici-
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pants, who maintained an active role at every stage of the research process.  It was hoped that 
findings from this collective case study would increase our understanding of how these doctoral 
students perceived these issues, thereby yielding insights into their particular educational, social, 
and familial processes and practices. 

Qualitative Research Questions 
The following qualitative research questions were addressed in this study: 

1.  What types of challenges do select doctoral students face during their participation in a doc-
toral program? 

2.  What do select doctoral students perceive as being characteristics of effective coping strategies 
when facing challenges associated with their doctoral programs? 

Methodological Framework 
The methodological framework for this study was based on Leech and Onwuegbuzie’s (2013) 13-
step qualitative research process, illustrated in Figure 1. 

Following the 13-step qualitative research process allowed the participant-researchers to conduct 
a study and to write a report that was both warranted (i.e., provided adequate evidence to justify 
the results and conclusions) and transparent (i.e., makes “explicit the logic of inquiry and activi-
ties that led from the development of the initial interest, topic, problem, or research question; 
through the definition, collection, and analysis of data or empirical evidence; to the articulated 
outcomes of the study” )—as specified in the seminal document developed by the Task Force on 
Reporting of Research Methods in American Educational Research Association (AERA) Publica-
tions entitled Standards for Reporting on Empirical Social Science Research in AERA Publica-
tions (AERA, 2006, p. 2). 

Method 

Participants 
As posited by Miles and Huberman (1994), qualitative research often involves small samples of 
people nested in context, with a tendency to be purposively selected.  To obtain our sample, we 
utilized a convenience sampling method consisting of the two selection criteria that were based 
on the following elements: (a) participant selection into a higher education administration doctor-
al program and (b) particular enrollment in a doctoral qualitative research methodology course.  
Ten participants met the criterion used to generate the sample.  Each of the participants was a 
second-year higher education doctoral student, enrolled in a qualitative research methodology 
course at a public university in Southeast Texas.  This course was conducted concurrently at a 
satellite campus of the university by use of Interactive Television (ITV).  ITV classes were 
transmitted live over the university’s video network and allowed students and instructors to inter-
act between classrooms through automated zoom cameras and microphones located on podiums 
and desks in each of the two classrooms.  Students in each classroom viewed their linked coun-
terparts via large television screens and data projectors.  Participants were evenly split between 
the two locations based on their location preference. 
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Figure 1. Qualitative methodological framework guiding the inquiry. 

Adapted from Leech & Onwuegbuzie, 2013 
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At the time the study was conducted, all participants resided in Texas.  In addition, each of the 
participants had experience in a higher education setting.  Participant roles ranged from faculty 
members to higher education executives.  Further, all participants had obtained master’s degrees 
before beginning the doctoral program.  With regard to race and ethnicity, seven out of 10 partic-
ipants were White, two were African American, and one participant was Asian.  The participants’ 
ages ranged from 30 to 59 years (M = 39.9, SD = 10.75), and, women were in the majority, con-
sisting of eight out of the 10 participants interviewed for the study.  For the purposes of this 
study, we will refer to the students collectively as the participants and individually by their pseu-
donyms: April, Brenda, Carl, Cassandra, Darcy, Deidre, Hillary, Marcy, Sally, and Travis.  Table 
1 displays the participants’ demographic information in more detail. 

Table 1. Demographic Information of Participants 
Alias Gender Race Age Profession 
April Female White 57 Director of First-Year Experience 
Brenda Female White 30 Adjunct Professor 
Carl Male White 30 Assistant Athletic Director 
Cassandra Female White 31 Director of Corporate & Foundation Relations 
Darcy Female Black 59 Library Director 
Deidre Female White 45 Manager of Professional Development Programs 
Hillary Female Asian 37 Doctoral Research Assistant 
Marcy Female Black 33 Academic Program Manager 
Sally Female White 36 Professor 
Travis Male White 42 Associate Director of Recreational Sports  
 

Procedure 

Philosophical assumptions and stance 
The research philosophical stance for our study was what Onwuegbuzie and Frels (2013) refer to 
as a critical dialectical pluralistic stance, which operates under the assumption that, at the macro 
level, social injustices are ingrained in every society.  Moreover, the premise behind critical dia-
lectical pluralism is that wide power differentials prevail in research because the researchers ex-
ercise control over decisions made at all stages of the research process, especially with respect to 
research dissemination and utilization.  Thus, the major goal of critical dialectical pluralism—
which is a social justice paradigm—is to give voice and to empower under-represented, under-
served, marginalized, and oppressed peoples and groups by maximally involving participants as 
researchers throughout the research process, especially with respect to the dissemination and uti-
lization of the findings.  To this end, the participants in this inquiry were empowered by assuming 
the role of participant-researchers (Onwuegbuzie & Frels, 2013). 

Instrument 
Creswell (2009) indicated that qualitative researchers gather information in the natural setting 
through multiple sources of data such as interviews, observations, and documents.  For this study, 
interviewing was more beneficial in that it allowed us to pursue in-depth information on each par-
ticipant’s unique experience by actively asking questions and co-creating meanings, and not by 
passively observing or reading an account.  Through the interviews, the unique perspective of 
each participant about his/her experience while being in his/her particular doctoral program was 
obtained. 

According to Creswell (2009), qualitative interviews are conducted in various ways such as face-
to-face interviews with participants, interviews with participants in a focus group, telephone in-
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terviews, and virtual (e.g., E-mail/Internet) interviews.  In this study, a face-to-face interview was 
utilized because all participants attended, in a face-to-face format, a qualitative research method-
ology course as a doctoral student and/or a co-instructor.  Further, for our context, we deemed 
that a face-to-face interview might be more beneficial than might other types of interviews in that 
it allowed us to obtain rich data through observing non-verbal expressions such as facial expres-
sions and gestures that might convey significant meanings along with narratives (Denham & 
Onwuegbuzie, 2013). 

Additionally, we utilized the interviews that were semi-structured with open-ended questions.  
The questions were initially co-constructed by students and co-instructors for the purpose of elic-
iting a unique perspective from each participant.  Specifically, one of the co-instructors typed up 
the questions in a Word document as they were co-constructed by the participant-researchers, 
which she then displayed such that everyone present in the same room and those present remotely 
(i.e., via videoconference) could see the questions in digital form, which aided the question-
editing process.  Through brainstorming, each research question was discussed.  The revision of 
each question occurred with the goal of clarifying the question and promoting meaning making.  
The co-constructed interview questions were as follows: (a) What influenced your choice of this 
particular education leadership program?; (b) What challenges, if any, have you experienced 
since beginning your doctoral program?; (c) What strategies, if any, have you used to address 
these challenges?; and (d) What benefits or rewards, if any, have you experienced as a result of 
being enrolled in your doctoral program?  Then, via interviewing, additional follow-up questions 
were interactively created to obtain more in-depth information or to discover new information 
relevant to the topic.  Using Roulston’s (2010) conceptualization, these interviews were struc-
tured based on a social constructionist conception, which primarily involves the assumptions that 
knowledge is co-constructed by the interviewer and interviewee to “generate situated accountings 
and possible ways of talking about research topics” (p. 218). 

Each interview was informally conducted in the classrooms either at the university itself or at the 
satellite campus of the university, depending upon which location the students had registered to 
take the class.  The interview settings were selected by considering various factors that might 
hinder communication between the interviewers and interviewees such as noise, smell, lighting, 
or any other distraction.  All interviewers and interviewees were seated close enough to facilitate 
interactions throughout the interviews, and each interview lasted between 30 minutes and 60 
minutes. 

Data collection 
A single, informal interview for each participant was the primary method used to collect data for 
the research study.  At the beginning of the academic semester, the doctoral students enrolled in 
the qualitative research methodology course prepared four guiding questions for the interview, 
which were directly related to the objective of the interview.  The students were paired off, and 
the course instructor granted a 75-minute period during the class period in which the dyad-based 
interviews were administered.  Each interview was audio recorded and transcribed by the re-
searchers, then member-checked (Lincoln & Guba, 1985), which constituted the first round of 
data collection for the research study.  Member-checking was performed to affirm the accuracy 
and intent of the interview transcriptions (Huberman & Miles, 1985).  Further, data were collect-
ed via a debriefing process, wherein each interviewer was interviewed by another member of the 
class as a means of creating an audit trail (Onwuegbuzie, Leech, & Collins, 2008).  Debriefing 
transcriptions were prepared and added to the interview and member-checking data. 
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Research design 
For the current study, each doctoral student’s perspective served as the unit of analysis—namely, 
the case—yielding multiple cases.  Because we utilized several cases to understand a general per-
spective of the selected doctoral students, a collective case study design was justified for the cur-
rent study (Stake, 2005). 

Legitimation 
As conceptualized in their Qualitative Legitimation Model, Onwuegbuzie and Leech (2007) sug-
gested checking for threats to internal credibility (i.e., the legitimation of interpretations and con-
clusions of qualitative research data; Onwuegbuzie & Leech, 2007) within the research de-
sign/data collection, data analysis, and data interpretation phases of these research process catego-
ries.  In the present study, we addressed each of these internal threats.  Strategies used to ensure 
internal credibility included the following: (a) use of peer debriefing, (b) triangulation, and (c) 
member checks (Anfara, Brown, & Mangione, 2002).  The major threats that we addressed are 
summarized in Table 2. 

Table 2. Threats to Internal and External Credibility, Manifestations in Current Study, 
 and Method of Increasing Credibility 

Type of 
Threat 

Stage of Design/ 
Legitimation 

Description Method of Increasing Credibility 

Internal 
Credibility 

Research design 
and data collec-
tion phase: 

  

 Ironic 
legitimation 

Identification of multi-
ple realities of the same 
experience occurring 
among research partici-
pants 

Increased due to the practice of co-
constructing the research questions 
and allowing each doctoral student to 
serve in the dual and reciprocal roles 
of researcher and participant 
(Onwuegbuzie & Frels, 2013); there-
fore, each researcher maintained an 
“emtic” perspective, which Onwueg-
buzie (2012, p. 205) coined to refer to 
the place where emic (i.e., insider) 
and etic (i.e., outsider) viewpoints are 
maximally interactive. 

This emtic perspective assisted us in 
gaining deeper insights into each par-
ticipant’s responses and in the subse-
quent significance of researcher inter-
pretations. 

 Paralogical 
legitimation 

Represents that aspect 
of legitimation that re-
veals paradoxes 

Increased by conducting debriefing 
interviews, wherein each participant-
researcher was interviewed by another 
participant-researcher as a means of 
creating an audit trail (Onwuegbuzie, 
Leech, & Collins, 2008). 
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Type of 
Threat 

Stage of Design/ 
Legitimation 

Description Method of Increasing Credibility 

 Embodied 
legitimation 

Assessment of the re-
searchers’ knowledge 
base vs. the level of 
expertise in interpreting 
the data 

Increased by including the two quali-
tative research instructors as part of 
the research team. 

 Structural 
corroboration 

Use of multiple types 
of data to validate sup-
port of or to negate the 
interpretation of the 
data 

Use of verbal and non-verbal data col-
lection served to provide stronger evi-
dence of structural corroboration in 
data interpretation. 

 Observational 
bias 

Inadequate amount of 
observational data col-
lected 

Increased via all researchers serving 
in dual roles (i.e., as both researchers 
and participants) in the initial inter-
views, in the debriefing interviews, 
and in the member checking inter-
view.  

 Reactivity Possible change in par-
ticipants’ natural or true 
responses due to know-
ing they are participat-
ing in a study 

Increased via all researchers serving 
in dual roles (i.e., as both researchers 
and participants) in the initial inter-
views, in the debriefing interviews, 
and in the member checking inter-
view. 

 Data analysis 
phase: 

  

 Descriptive 
validity 

 

Accuracy of researcher 
documentation (cf. 
Maxwell, 1992) 

Increased via use of both formal and 
informal member checking tech-
niques. 

 Interpretive 
validity 

Extent to which a re-
searcher’s interpreta-
tion of an account rep-
resents an understand-
ing of the perspective 
of the group under 
study and the meanings 
attached to their words 
and actions (cf. Max-
well, 1992) 

Increased via use of both formal and 
informal member checking tech-
niques. 

 Observational 
bias 

Inadequate amount of 
data analyzed 

Increased via the use of peer debrief-
ing techniques, which provided for the 
revelation of previously uninvestigat-
ed data assumptions. 
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Type of 
Threat 

Stage of Design/ 
Legitimation 

Description Method of Increasing Credibility 

 Researcher bias Researcher-based pas-
sive personal bias such 
as personality, gender, 
ethnicity; and active 
personal bias such as 
researcher mannerisms 
or actions that may in-
fluence the partici-
pants’ behaviors  

Increased via the use of peer debrief-
ing techniques, which allowed for 
thick and rich meaning of the data and 
provided for a reflection of possible 
threats of bias by the researcher. 

 Data interpreta-
tion phase: 

  

 Confirmation 
bias 

Existence of a possible 
alternative explanation 
of new data when there 
might be a tendency to 
base interpretations of 
these new data on prior 
hypotheses 

Increased via a series of individual 
debriefing interviews of all the partic-
ipants, as well as a focus group de-
briefing interview involving most of 
the participants. 

 Illusory correla-
tion 

Tendency to identify a 
relationship among en-
tities when no such re-
lationship exists 

Increased via a series of individual 
debriefing interviews of all the partic-
ipants, as well as a focus group de-
briefing interview involving most of 
the participants. 

 Causal error Erroneously concluding 
causality without veri-
fication of this interpre-
tation 

Increased via a series of individual 
debriefing interviews of all the partic-
ipants, as well as a focus group de-
briefing interview involving most of 
the participants. 

 Effect size Use of qualitative cate-
gorizations to interpret 
the meaning of ob-
served behavior and 
word patterns 

Increased via a series of individual 
debriefing interviews of all the partic-
ipants, as well as a focus group de-
briefing interview involving most of 
the participants. 

 

Analysis 
We entered the interview transcriptions as separate cases—but one project—into a qualitative 
data software program, namely, QDA Miner Version 4.0.3 (Provalis Research, 2011), to facilitate 
a constant comparison analysis (Glaser & Strauss, 1967).  When conducting constant comparison 
analysis, we hoped to generate a theory or a set of themes (Leech & Onwuegbuzie, 2008).  Dur-
ing the constant comparison analysis, multiple readings of each transcription were necessary in 
order to generate codes that were descriptive of the data and to reach a level of saturation that 
would allow the theory to emerge.  According to Glaser (1965), constant comparison analysis is 
conducted to generate theory by using a more systematic and exhaustive process.  Additionally, 
we chose to use constant comparison analysis due to the depth and flexibility provided in the 
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analysis of qualitative data (Glaser, 1965).  As outlined by Leech and Onwuegbuzie (2008), this 
approach may be applied within a single study to analyze qualitative-based sources of data com-
prising observations, interviews, documents, and images.  Furthermore, we employed the use of 
Strauss and Corbin’s (1998) approach to examine each set of interview responses by undergoing 
the following three analytical stages, namely: open coding, axial coding, and selective coding.  In 
the open coding stage, 43 codes were created and added during the second and third readings of 
the interviews within QDA Miner.  These coding choices were determined from our interpreta-
tions of the data (Carley, 1993).  Further, we used classical content analysis (Berelson, 1952) to 
determine the frequencies of the themes extracted via the constant comparison analysis—
consistent with Leech and Onwuegbuzie’s (2007) call for using multiple qualitative data analysis 
techniques whenever appropriate and possible. 

After the themes had been extracted via constant comparison analysis, they were subjected to a 
correspondence analysis, which is a multivariate analysis and graphical technique that allows re-
searchers to conduct a cross-case analysis of emergent themes.  Specifically, a correspondence 
analysis is an exploratory multivariate technique that involves factoring categorical (i.e., nominal 
level) variables and graphing them (i.e., mapping them) in a property space that displays their 
associations in multiple (i.e., two or more) dimensions (Michailidis, 2007).  The QDA Miner 
4.0.3 software program (Provalis Research, 2011) was used to conduct the correspondence analy-
sis.  This analysis represented what Onwuegbuzie and Combs (2010) referred to as a crossover 
mixed analysis, whereby the analysis types associated with one tradition (i.e., quantitative analy-
sis: correspondence analysis) were used to analyze data associated with a different tradition (i.e., 
qualitative data: emergent themes)—thereby being consistent with our critical dialectical pluralist 
stance (Onwuegbuzie & Frels, 2013).  Specifically, we utilized a qualitative-dominant crossover 
mixed analysis wherein the qualitative analysis was dominant, while, simultaneously, we deemed 
the addition of quantitative analysis as being helpful in providing richer data and interpretations 
(Onwuegbuzie & Combs, 2010).  Moreover, conducting a correspondence analysis ensured that 
we did not engage in what Bazeley (2009) refers to as a superficial reporting of themes in which 
“qualitative researchers rely on the presentation of key themes supported by quotes from partici-
pants’ text as the primary form of analysis and reporting of their data” (p. 6). 

As part of the data analysis, we analyzed each interview with respect to the nonverbal behaviors 
exhibited by participants.  Specifically, we analyzed these nonverbal data via Gorden’s (1980) 
four basic nonverbal modes of communication, Ekman’s (1999) Neurocultural Model of Facial 
Expression for observing innate facial expressions, and McNeill’s (1992) classification scheme of 
gestures.  Examining the nonverbal cues of all the participants provided a more in-depth under-
standing of the participants’ experiences. 

Results 

Constant Comparison Analysis 
A constant comparison analysis was performed on the data.  This method involved reading 
through each transcript and identifying any significant motifs communicated.  These motifs were 
coded and examined for any idea patterns, or themes (Straus & Corbin, 1998).  This analysis re-
vealed 43 codes that were organized into five major themes: (a) compartmentalization of life, (b) 
outside support systems, (c) justification for participation in program, (d) emotional status, and 
(e) structure of program.  The organization of these codes into themes can be viewed in Table 3. 
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Classical Content Analysis 
The classical content analysis followed the constant comparison analysis.  Based on coding fre-
quency, the participants placed the most emphasis on the codes confidence, children, doctoral 
program, cohort structure, employment, and proximity.  The 43 codes were assigned to approxi-
mately 730 different chunks of data within the 10 transcribed interviews.  Overall, the codes as-
sociated with the theme compartmentalization of life occurred most frequently, as compared to 
codes associated with other themes.  Table 4 displays the frequency for the prominent code within 
each theme. 

 

Table 3. Constant Comparison Analysis: Themes and Their Codes 
Theme Codes Used 

Compartmentalizing Life Driving, eating, exercise, faith family obligations, social life, 
studying, travel, employment, organization, relationships, time 
management 

  
Outside Support Systems Children, parents, spouse 
  
Justifications for Participation  
in Program 

Background, courses, department of education, doctoral pro-
gram, educational leadership, K-12, master’s program, public 
school, research interest, opportunities – athletics, opportuni-
ties – professional, opportunities – teaching 

  
Emotional Status Complaining, confidence, guilt, happy, procrastinating, rejec-

tion, worry, emotional crisis 
  
Structure of Doctoral Program Proximity – home, international students, proximity – univer-

sity, proximity – satellite university center, tuition, references 
to cohort, skills gained – reading/writing, time to obtain degree 

  
 

Table 4. Classical Content Analysis: Prominent Code within Each Theme  
and Their Frequencies 

Prominent Code Category/Theme 
Frequency 

of Code 

Frequency of All 
Codes Within 

Respective 
Theme 

% Code 
Used Within 

Theme 

Employment Compartmentalizing 
Life 48 247 19.43 

Doctoral program Justification for Par-
ticipation in Program 

46 207 22.22 

Reference to cohort Structure of Doctoral 
Program 

33 152 21.71 

Children Outside Support Sys-
tems 

40 89 44.94 

Confidence Emotional Status 19 41 46.34 
NOTE: Obtained using QDA Miner Version 4.0.3. 

The most dominant theme, compartmentalization of life, permeated the experiences of all partici-
pants.  Each individual discussed how her/his doctoral program experience caused her/him to feel 
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as if she/he was separating her/his identity.  The participants discussed family obligations, rela-
tionships, work, and studying as taking up a great deal of their time.  One of the participants, 
April, explained, “The biggest challenge obviously is time management and juggling a full time 
job, a full time life that we all have, and a full time program.”  Another participant, Brenda, dis-
cussed the difficulties of being in the program while still taking care of her young son: 

And just arranging my life around school, at that time part-time adjunct work, and my 
son who at 6 months was still nursing and still very dependent on me being at home with 
him and taking care of him, was very overwhelming. 

Several participants also reflected on how to incorporate social lives, travel, and exercise into 
their busy lives, thereby adding more responsibilities to an already full schedule.  Darcy refer-
enced her faith as being both key to her identity and to her overall well-being while being in-
volved in the program, stating “The foundation with coping with all of my challenges: I am a 
woman of faith.”  Further, because of these multiple roles, time management and organization 
were mentioned as skills to master in order to achieve success in all roles: 

I would say…time management. I've always been one where I pride myself on being or-
ganized and think that is totally challenging.  It has helped me a great deal and then at the 
same time, I find myself having to make serious, serious decisions and choices around 
what’s a priority and I have to seriously prioritize you know, work, life, school, and 
things that that I thought were extremely important to me. 

Perhaps because of the toll that the multiple roles were taking upon the doctoral students, they 
seemed to feel the need to justify their participation in the program with mentions of their aca-
demic backgrounds, qualifications, and future goals.  This justification became the second most 
common emergent theme.  The idea of the doctoral program being the next logical step following 
their previous educational and employment experiences permeated the transcripts, exemplified by 
Marcy’s statement, “When I was an undergrad, I knew at that point and time that I wanted to go 
into graduate school and that I wanted to pursue a doctorate.”  Furthermore, many of the discus-
sions of the challenges the program presented were tempered with discussion of the opportunities 
that would be afforded them upon completion of the degree.  Travis explained: 

I thought that would be that would be great if could do that here because I mean that 
opens a lot of doors for me, it opens the possibility of either going into teaching which I 
could love to do, directing a large academic outdoor program which I would love to do, 
um, or going into administration of some capacity whether that be as a dean or vice pres-
ident or president you never know. 

The third most common theme that emerged centered on the program structure itself.  This theme 
included mentions of the cohort structure, the proximity of the institution, and the skills gained as 
a result of the program.  The cohort structure was mentioned with particular importance.  Partici-
pants deemed it a positive support system that provided the empathy and encouragement neces-
sary to continue on in the program.  Sally explained: 

The thing that I’ve enjoyed most about the program has probably been the camaraderie of 
the cohort.  I have met friends, made friends, met people, totally different walks of life.  
Um, got to know them, not only on a student-cohort type relationship, but also personal 
relationships with some, and to know that they are going through the st- [sic] same strug-
gles, if you will, that I am facing, it makes me feel not so alone. 

The code proximity was a key point for the majority of the participants within the program struc-
ture theme.  As previously mentioned, this particular group of students was divided in a way that 
allowed each to participate in the program at their preferred location (i.e., the actual university vs. 
the satellite campus) while being connected through ITV.  By being able to take classes at a loca-
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tion that was convenient for each of them, each individual was able to take the initiative to apply 
for the program and, thus, mitigate any challenge of travel.  Brenda commented that it was “much 
easier for me in my current life situation to stay in the town I lived in.” 

The participants further put emphasis on the skills gained as a result of the program’s structure 
and requirements.  Although some initially complained about the program’s rigorous require-
ments (e.g., development of reading and writing skills), these exercises were deemed as ultimate-
ly beneficial areas of learning:  “I am becoming a better student.  I’m becoming a better writer.  
I’m becoming a better analyzer,” explained Brenda.  Even though the challenges were numerous, 
Travis remarked, “I’ve always been big on challenging myself and I have this self-satisfaction of 
knowing that I’m, ah, I’m doing this.” 

Even with acknowledgement that the challenges were beneficial, the participants still felt the 
strain and stress of the program requirements.  Every individual mentioned the creation and use of 
an outside support system, which was the fourth most common emergent theme.  Key support 
structures included children, parents, and spouses.  It appeared that many of the participants con-
sidered success unattainable if not for the support that they received from these outside systems.  
Travis summed it up with the statement, “Having an understanding family is a huge help.” 

However, even with a support system, the challenge of being a full-time doctoral student was ar-
dent.  Because of this challenge, the participants commented often on their emotional status, the 
fifth most common theme.  They often felt guilt (i.e., feeling that their studies were taking time 
away that could be spend with family or friends) and worry (i.e., concerned that they might not be 
able to meet the challenges of the program).  These feelings led to mentions of rejection, com-
plaints, and emotional crises.  April discussed the pressure, revealing that she felt anxiety due to 
“not meeting those expectations as planned and uh and then, then thinking, you know, re-
evaluating, why am I doing this again why am I putting myself through this again?”  However, 
there were also discussions about happiness and confidence in regards to experiencing success in 
the program.  Several participants mentioned how much they had grown and learned from their 
experiences, such as Hillary: “I learned endurance and diligence. Also, the good thing is I learned 
is that I can do it. I feel confident.”  Another student, Brenda, went on to explain, “I’m doing bet-
ter, I’m reading better, and I’m thinking about things differently.”  It was interesting to note that, 
although each person had a very unique background (e.g., agriculture, criminal justice, psycholo-
gy, mathematics), they all experienced these similar emotions and concerns. 

Correspondence Analysis of Themes 
Figure 2 illustrates the 10 participants mapped, via correspondence analysis, onto the space that 
displays the five emergent themes (i.e., compartmentalization of life, outside support systems, 
justification for participation in program, emotional status, and structure of program).  This figure 
shows how the participants related to each other in regard to these five themes.  In the top left 
quadrant, it can be seen that Hillary and Sally clustered together nearest to the theme of structure 
of program and somewhat close to the theme of justification for participation in program.  In the 
top right quadrant, it can be seen that Brenda and Travis clustered together nearest to the theme of 
outside support systems and somewhat close to the theme of compartmentalization of life.  In the 
bottom right quadrant, it can be seen that April, Cassandra, Marcy, and Darcy clustered together 
nearest to the theme of compartmentalization of life and somewhat close to the theme of emo-
tional status.  Finally, in the bottom left quadrant, it can be seen that Carl was by himself close to 
the theme of justification for participation in program. 

Interestingly, the four participants in the upper (left or right) quadrants represented all four doc-
toral students who simultaneously were raising one or more young children (i.e., Deidre, Hillary, 
Sally, Travis), whereas the six participants in the bottom (left or right) quadrants represented 
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those doctoral students who either had no children at all (i.e. Deidre, Carl, Marcy) or who had 
offspring who were no longer young children (i.e., Darcy, April). These two clusters provided 
compelling evidence of what we called a dependent children metatheme, wherein, to a significant 
degree, the participants’ doctoral experiences occurred as a function of whether or not they had 
one or more dependent children while they pursued their doctoral degrees. 

 

 
Structure = Structure of program 
Compartmentalization = Compartmentalization of life  
Support = Outside support systems 
Justification = Justification for participation in program 
Emotional = Emotional status 

Figure 2. Correspondence analysis plot of the five emergent themes. 

Analysis of Nonverbal Communication Data 
Of Ekman’s (1999) 15 fundamental emotions that are associated with innate facial expressions 
and that are all distinguishable from each other (i.e., amusement, anger, contempt, contentment, 
disgust, embarrassment, excitement, fear, guilt, pride in achievement, relief, sadness/distress, sat-
isfaction, sensory pleasure, shame), the participants displayed between two (Carl) and 11 (April) 
fundamental emotions.  Interestingly, the most dominant emotion exhibited was pride in 
achievement (n = 10; which means that all participants expressed this emotion at some point dur-
ing the interviews), followed by satisfaction (n = 8) and excitement (n = 7).  In fact, in general, 
positive emotions were displayed much more than were negative emotions by the participants.  
The most common negative emotion displayed was guilt (n = 5), followed by sadness (n = 4) and 
fear (n = 3).  All other negative emotions were exhibited by two (embarrassment) or less (anger, 
contempt, shame yielded n = 1; disgust was not exhibited by any participant) participants.  Thus, 
despite the challenges faced by the study participants, consistent with the verbal responses, they 
were overall positive about their doctoral experiences. 
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Discussion 
The pursuit of a doctoral degree has been characterized by high attrition rates that range from 
33% to 70% (cf. Gardner & Gopaul, 2012; Ivankova & Stick, 2007; Jiranek, 2010; Kim & Otts, 
2010).  As concluded by M. Jones (2013) “To ensure greater success in the doctoral graduate pro-
cess, supervisors and institutions must have an understanding of the issues which arise through 
this task” (p. 83).  Thus, the present study represents an attempt to provide greater understanding 
of the issues that are most pertinent to doctoral students that threaten the attainment of their doc-
torate degrees—using qualitative research techniques that have been underutilized by researchers. 
Indeed, our study is unique in at least five ways.  First, it is one of the few studies wherein quali-
tative research techniques have been used to examine stress and coping of doctoral students from 
the field of education.  Second, this inquiry represents one of the few studies wherein doctoral 
students representing a whole cohort were examined.  Third, this investigation represents one of 
the only studies in which a critical dialectical pluralism philosophical lens was used to study the 
underlying phenomena, thereby allowing the participants also to serve as researchers and vice 
versa.  Fourth, this study represents the first study to use mixed analysis techniques (e.g., combin-
ing constant comparison analysis with correspondence analysis) to examine doctoral students’ 
perceptions of challenges and coping methods.  Fifth, this investigation represents the first explic-
itly to incorporate the collection, analysis, and interpretation of nonverbal communication data 
into the research design to study doctoral student perceptions—with the use of nonverbal com-
munication data being grossly underutilized over the last two decades in qualitative research stud-
ies (Denham & Onwuegbuzie, 2013).   The use of nonverbal communication data increased the 
rigor of the present study by allowing the researchers to fulfill one or more of five purposes rela-
tive to the verbal communication data collected, either a priori, a posteriori, or iteratively: (a) to 
corroborate speech narrative (i.e., triangulation); (b) to capture underlying messages (i.e., com-
plementarity); (c) to discover nonverbal behaviors that contradict the verbal communication (i.e., 
initiation); (d) to broaden the scope of the understanding (i.e., expansion); and/or (e) to create 
new directions based on additional insights (i.e., development) (Denham & Onwuegbuzie, 2013). 

The findings of this study provide insights into the common experiences of doctoral students, 
identifying the ways in which doctoral students might be encouraged to persist to degree attain-
ment.  In the present investigation, to varying degrees, all four domains of problems among doc-
toral students emerged that were identified by Pyhältö et al. (2012), namely, general working pro-
cesses, domain-specific expertise, supervision and the scholarly community, and resources—and 
illustrating how the first year of the doctoral program represents the most difficult period of ad-
justment (Hockey, 1994).  The interview responses also revealed that the majority of the students 
were challenged with multiple roles that were simultaneously imposed on each student (i.e., fami-
ly obligations, social relationship, and work responsibilities) and rigorous program standards that 
required high levels of academic skills.  This finding is consistent with other findings about the 
personal and academic challenges that might be experienced by doctoral students in pursuing 
their doctoral degrees (e.g., Gardner, 2009a, 2013; E. A. Jones, 2010; Onwuegbuzie, Rosli, In-
gram, & Frels, 2014).  This result concerning the challenge to doctoral students who are faced 
with the task of negotiating multiple roles also is consistent with Maher et al.’s (2004) observa-
tion that women most often are distracted from their academic endeavors by their maternal re-
sponsibilities.  Additionally, incorporating multiple roles and responsibilities into their lives ap-
peared to be associated with negative emotions such as guilt, worry, rejection, and emotional cri-
ses.  This finding is consistent with Moyer et al. (1999), who documented that diversions—which, 
in the present inquiry, resulted from the doctoral students’ multiple roles and responsibilities—
threatened their emotional and psychological well-being.  One of the study participants highlight-
ed the pressures associated with juggling personal and professional responsibilities, and the out-
come of such obligations: 
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As an administrator, I'm in a constant state of worry as to whether my role as a doctoral 
student affects my work productivity and vice-versa.  As a result, I compartmentalize in 
order to cope with the demands of work, school, and family. 

Other students, particularly those with young children, focused more on how their family lives 
were impacted by the doctoral program.  One participant discussed some of the challenges of car-
ing for a very young child while pursuing a doctoral degree: 

One of the first and main challenges is that when I began the program in...January 
2011...my son was 6 months old….I had to structure everything around my son during 
the day, and hope that I could get enough work done and enough sleep to be a functional 
person the next day as well as keep up with the program.  So, really the time commitment 
in conjunction with being the mother of a very young child, [was] one of the biggest chal-
lenges that I faced at the beginning. 

These challenges did not abate as the children aged, as evidenced by the statement of another par-
ticipant: 

The 10-year old understands the sacrifice that’s being made by the family.  Uh, the 3-year 
old, not so much.  The 10-year old is very helpful at home, yet she also demands me time.  
Uh, the 3-year old is three, obviously, she doesn’t, uh, doesn’t have the capacity to com-
prehend Mom has to study or Mom has to read, and she’s learning how to sit in my lap 
and find other ways of self-soothing than mom has to play with me. 

The stories of these participants illustrated that there were special needs not being met for doctor-
al students who have young children.  Many students discussed difficulty not only scheduling 
time to study or to work outside of class, but also finding time and childcare in order to attend 
class and other school functions (e.g., conferences, professional development opportunities, grad-
uate student seminars).  Also, concerns of missing class or an event due to a sick child or child-
care provider were mentioned.  In terms of support for these needs, students turned to spouses and 
other family members, but sometimes these options were not available.  This need for childcare 
and support was a subject of much stress for the students with small children.  This finding is 
consistent with Spaulding and Rockinson-Szapkiw’s (2012) finding that having help with child-
care is a factor that some doctoral students attribute to their persistence. 

In spite of the difficulties that they faced in pursuing their doctoral degrees, as evidenced by both 
their verbal and nonverbal responses, the participants established a coping mechanism and sought 
for both outside and inside support (see Figure 3).  The support from their families (i.e., children, 
family, spouse) was revealed to offset their challenges.  In addition to family support, the cohort 
system in the program was a positive factor that helped them continue on with their studies.  But-
terwick, Cockell, McArthur-Blair, MacIver, and Rodrigues (2012) indicated that shared values 
established by cohort members in the doctoral program enabled them to increase connectivity and 
collectivity and to enhance their learning experiences.  As denoted by a study participant, “I have 
placed my interactions with friends (non-doctoral) and family on the back burner.  I do however, 
heavily rely on my cohort mates, and two very close friends who have recently completed doctor-
al programs at other institutions.” 

This reliance on cohort members was underscored by the shared experiences, or the feeling that 
other cohort members “can more closely relate” to one another’s experience while in the doctor-
ate program.  Additionally, Nimer (2009) posited that participation in a doctoral cohort program 
was associated with increasing the chance of course completion of all cohort members by facili-
tating social and emotional support.  Consistently, the participants appeared to establish a sense of 
collectivity and connectivity by sharing empathy and encouragement even though each of them 
enrolled in the doctoral program had different academic backgrounds and future goals.  This find-
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ing affirmed the strength of a cohort model in the doctoral program that was discussed in the pre-
vious studies (i.e., Butterwick et al., 2012; Nimer, 2009). 

 

 
Figure 3. Challenges, coping mechanism, accomplishments of doctoral students 

Lastly, the participants described their accomplishments such as gained academic skills (e.g., 
reading, writing skills).  Additionally, when they had successful learning experiences, they had a 
feeling of happiness and confidence.  These feelings seemed to be intrinsic motivators to help 
their persistence and involvement in their programs.  This finding might be insightful for faculty 
members of these students who were engaged in the curriculum and instruction of the doctoral 
program.  As such, faculty members of the doctoral students in the present study should consider 
attempting to increase their students’ confidence level, so that these students could take owner-
ship of their learning and enhance further their learning abilities and outcomes, as well as helping 
them reach the stage of conscious competence wherein they have accumulated sufficient 
knowledge such that they are aware of what they know (Beeler, 1991).  Indeed, faculty members 
have been found to play an important role in the socialization process of doctoral students (Gard-
ner, 2007, 2008, 2009b, 2010a, 2010b; M. Jones, 2013; Weidman, & Stein, 2003; Weidman, 
Twale, & Stein, 2001).  In particular, the professional support and emotional support of faculty 
members are two important components of positive social support (Jairam & Kahl, 2012), and 
social factors (i.e., support systems and coping mechanisms) have emerged as being important 
reasons for doctoral student persistence (Martinez, Ordu, Della Sala, & McFarlane, 2013; Spauld-
ing & Rockinson-Szapkiw, 2012). 
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Conclusions 
In conclusion, the present findings indicated common experiences of selected students in the doc-
toral program including their challenges, coping mechanisms, and accomplishments.  These find-
ings were significantly valuable in understanding how select doctoral students were involved in 
their learning process.  To the extent that these findings are generalizable beyond the sample, the 
shared experiences might provide some ideas for faculty members and doctoral program directors 
to develop support programs and services that consider the personal as well as the academic well-
being of doctoral students.  Specifically, (a) offering childcare options for graduate seminars or at 
conferences would be helpful for students with young children; (b) videotaping each class would 
provide students who have to miss face-to-face classes unexpectedly (e.g., mothers with sick 
children) the opportunity to watch the videotaped lesson(s) when available at their convenience; 
(c) allowing more virtual classes through updated technology (e.g., Skype, FaceTime) would as-
sist students when dealing with illness, employment travel, or childcare issues; and (d) offering 
classes, seminars, and professional development opportunities at a variety of times would allow 
for students to have a flexibility of options to meet their busy lifestyles.  All of these suggestions 
likely would help the select doctoral students in the study—if not other doctoral students—in 
their efforts to achieve success as they pursue degree completions and still maintain a balance 
among all of their other obligations.  Consistent with our assertions, Haynes et al. (2012) high-
lighted the importance of female doctoral students developing “realistic social, economic, and 
personal expectations associated with their studies in order to determine the best personal balance 
of the multiple roles they play” (p. 1). 

Our next step in the process of examining these select students’ challenges and coping methods is 
to document each other’s experiences and perceptions for the remainder of their doctoral pro-
grams—yielding a longitudinal qualitative study.  Such a study would help to address a question 
such as “What are the short- and long-term challenges faced by select doctoral students and what 
coping methods, if any, do they use to address each of them?”  Addressing this reformulated 
question (final step of Leech & Onwuegbuzie’s (2013) 13-step qualitative research process) likely 
would help us to determine whether a stage theory of challenges and coping can be identified 
among these doctoral students.  Such information would help curriculum developers, advi-
sors/supervisors, mentors, and instructors ascertain an optimal time to implement interventions 
that could improve the quality of doctoral experience of these students and, hopefully, other stu-
dents similar to those in the present study. 

Contributions to under-examined areas in the extant literature regarding coping strategies of un-
derrepresented populations in doctoral programs were addressed in this study; however, findings 
were limited to 10 students in one cohort at one institution.  Replicating this research study with 
future doctoral cohorts at one institution, along with employing the same methodological ap-
proach, could yield rich data and manifest an understanding of coping strategies that inform the 
structuring of doctoral programs. 

As indicated in Table 2, most of the limitations of the study were addressed to some degree.  
However, an important limitation that prevailed throughout the study was that we were not sure 
the extent to which saturation was reached—specifically, data saturation, which occurs when in-
formation occurs so repeatedly that the researcher can anticipate it and whereby the collection of 
more data appears to have no additional interpretive worth (Sandelowski, 2008; Saumure & Giv-
en, 2008).  Notwithstanding, data collected via the debriefing interviews appeared to suggest that 
data saturation was reached. 

Further, it should be noted that the current study was limited to the doctoral students at the begin-
ning of the second year of their doctoral programs.  Therefore, future research following this co-
hort through the various stages of the doctoral student experience, such as, the Four Stage 
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Framework developed by Ali and Kohun (2007), should be used in conjunction with the critical 
dialectical philosophical lens (Onwuegbuzie &  Frels, 2013) further to empower participants as 
researchers.  The use of the Four Stage Framework can be used to explore evidence that identified 
coping strategies result in successful completion of doctoral programs. 

Interestingly, observations from this study suggest the emergence of differing experiences based 
on participant age, and the age of their children.  A deeper analysis of the demographic variables 
of this study are needed as this may provide opportunities for future research.  Given the tenets of 
the critical dialectical pluralism philosophical lens, the role of age (i.e. historical era of opportuni-
ty) and socioeconomic status should be examined further.  A central tenet of critical dialectical 
pluralism is that social injustices are ingrained (Onwuegbuzie & Frels, 2013) and may differ from 
one society to the next.  Thus, examining gender- and age-differentiated motivations, career flex-
ibility, coping strategies and the like most likely will provide more in-depth understanding of ex-
periences particular to individual student subgroups within a doctoral program. 
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Abstract 
As part of a longitudinal study, we examined Stage 3 of the doctoral student experience by further 
testing and refining the notion of a parallel process of identity development as student and scholar 
in doctoral education.  We relied on a framework that integrates developmental networks and so-
ciocultural learning to explore the types of learning and interactions students engage in to persist 
through Stage 3.  Our results indicate that this identity development process is prompted by two 
program milestones in Stage 3: the dissertation and the search for employment.  In comparing the 
experiences of students who pursued faculty appointments with those who pursued administrative 
careers, we found similarities and differences.  We discuss these results and offer future direc-
tions of research and practice. 

Keywords: Qualitative (why and how decisions are made), USA/Canada issue, busi-
ness/commerce/organizational issue, people-focused issues, cross-disciplinary inquiry, disserta-
tion issue, learners' characteristics, issue in preparing doctoral students, doctoral studies 

Introduction 
“The academic job market is the final gauntlet one has to survive.”  This quote from a student 
summarizes study participants’ impressions of the final stage of the doctoral student experience, 
Stage 3, the time after the dissertation proposal defense that includes completion of the disserta-
tion and the job search (Austin & McDaniels, 2006; Gardner, 2008; Golde, 1998; Tinto, 1993).  
One component of the scholarship about doctoral education, the stage model, has been applied to 
understanding the doctoral student experience (Baker, Pifer, & Flemion, 2013; Baker & Pifer, 
2011; Gardner, 2008; Grover, 2007, Lovitts, 2005, 2008).  In the United States, Stage 1 includes 
the admissions process and the first year of courses.  Researchers characterize this stage as being 

about knowledge consumption (Austin, 
2002), given that students gain 
knowledge through formal instructional 
delivery and course work.  In Stage 2, 
students often complete coursework, 
earn candidacy, and pass the dissertation 
proposal defense.  Stage 2 has been 
characterized as a time of knowledge 
creation (Gardner, 2008; Lovitts, 2005, 
2008).  During this stage, students use 
the acquired skills from Stage 1 to create 
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new knowledge that contributes to their respective fields of study through the commencement of 
original research, a process that begins through the development and defense of the dissertation 
proposal.  In this paper, we offer a descriptor to characterize Stage 3: knowledge enactment.  
Based on findings from a qualitative study of Stage 3 that was part of a larger longitudinal study 
of doctoral education, we suggest that in this stage, students enact the technical and cultural 
knowledge they have acquired to effectively assume the role of the scholar by successfully de-
fending a dissertation, entering the job market, and obtaining employment.  This designator, 
knowledge enactment, captures the dynamic nature of the learning and identity changes that occur 
during this important, yet under-studied, stage of the doctoral student experience.  

Elsewhere, we identified a parallel process of identity development during Stage 2 of doctoral 
education, during which students cultivate and enact their roles as both students and emergent 
scholars (Baker, Pifer, & Flemion, 2013).  Prior research has suggested that individuals experi-
ence identity shifts as a result of educational experiences (Anderson, Cutright, & Anderson, 2013; 
Baxter Magolda, 2001; Chickering & Reisser, 1993; Jazvac-Martek, 2009).  While all three stag-
es present challenges and require students to develop and adapt their approaches to learning, 
Stage 3 necessitates the management of that parallel identity process in a new way, altering stu-
dents’ approaches to learning as they move towards active engagement in community practices 
and seek legitimacy. 

Existing literature has offered little knowledge of students’ experiences during Stage 3 or the par-
allel process of identity development as students and scholars.  Stage 3 is important to study, giv-
en the resources that have been invested in students’ training to that point and its proximity to the 
goal of persistence to degree completion and becoming an independent scholar.  There is a need 
for greater knowledge of this stage, and particularly students’ evolving identities and the ways in 
which they develop as learners in relation to program milestones, their engagement in the practic-
es of the academic community, and key relationships and interactions.  The goal of this study was 
to better understand the parallel process of identity development during Stage 3 and how it affects 
knowledge enactment as a response to managing the challenges of the dissertation and the job 
market.  The research questions that guided this analysis were  

1) What program structures or milestones trigger identity development during Stage 3 of 
doctoral education, and in what ways? 

2) In what ways do doctoral students perceive and manage the challenges of Stage 3 of 
doctoral education? 

Theoretical Framework 
To date, research has produced a general description of Stage 3 of doctoral education as it typical-
ly occurs in the United States (Barnes, 2007; Caplow & McGee, 1958/2001; Hargens, 2011).  The 
literature about Stage 3 points to two major milestones: the dissertation (Austin, 2002) and the job 
search (Austin & McDaniels, 2006; Gardner, 2008; Golde, 1998; Golde & Dore, 2001; Tinto, 
1993).  We review the literature about each of these milestones before presenting the two theoret-
ical perspectives that inform our investigation, which are the parallel processes of identity devel-
opment and networked sociocultural learning in doctoral education. 

Stage 3 Milestone: The Dissertation 
The dissertation is often the final program milestone associated with the doctoral student experi-
ence. According to the Council of Graduate Schools (CGS, 1990), the dissertation fulfills two 
major purposes.  It serves as a training experience that illustrates one’s ability to independently 
address important problems in a disciplinary domain, and it enables a student to make an original 
contribution to the field of interest.  Authors including Roberts (2010) and Krathwohl and Smith 
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(2005) have offered advice on how to manage the task through suggestions such as developing 
writing schedules, crafting and honing research ideas, and working with committee members. 

Both academic supervisors and doctoral students have reported mixed emotions about the disser-
tation – more specifically, the usefulness of the traditional dissertation structure in preparing stu-
dents for conducting independent research as well as for diverse career opportunities.  Isaac, 
Quinlan, and Walker (1992) noted that faculty at doctoral-granting institutions view the disserta-
tion as an essential part of a PhD program; however, some faculty members, policy-makers, and 
students have suggested alternatives to the dissertation or at least the need for a critical examina-
tion of this component of doctoral education and training (Geiger, 1997; Lipschutz, 2006; Pear-
son, 1999).  Some current dissertation approaches in fields such as marketing, finance, and the 
sciences require students to write a series of research papers, an approach that is more similar to 
the scholarly writing and publication process (Baker Sweitzer, 2007).  In a study conducted by 
Golde and Dore (2001), students reported being ill prepared for all aspects of research.  Specifi-
cally, students indicated that the dissertation experience did not prepare them to publish or to 
conduct and supervise research projects. 

Despite the questions surrounding the structure and purpose of the dissertation, there seems to 
remain an expectation that the dissertation is an opportunity, and a requirement, for students to 
engage in independent research and contribute to the body of knowledge in their respective fields 
of study.  To successfully pass this milestone, students must begin to shed the student role, which 
implies reliance on others, and assume the role of scholar, one who can enact the knowledge ob-
tained in prior stages to generate an original contribution to his or her field. 

Stage 3 Milestone: The Job Search 
In 2002, Austin identified completing graduate school as the first stage of the academic career, 
after which one must also successfully complete the academic job search.  Research to date has 
included disciplinary perspectives on what constitutes an ideal job candidate (Anastas, 2006; Ap-
plegate, Cable, & Sitren, 2009), socialization into the academy (Weidman, Twale, & Stein, 2001), 
and students’ sense of uncertainty surrounding the job search experience (Gardner, 2007; Yerkes, 
van de Schoot, & Sonneveld, 2012).  Little research has explored students’ identity changes as 
they navigate the road to full-time employment in the academy.  We also know very little about 
the experiences of doctoral students who do not intend to pursue academic careers upon degree 
completion. 

Market trend studies have provided some insight into the job search (Hargens, 2011; Smeets, 
Warzynski, & Coupé, 2006), such as the kinds of academic positions available, post-graduation 
placement figures, and the increase of part-time and contingent faculty at colleges and universi-
ties across the United States.  In many graduate programs and disciplines, as well as in the re-
search literature, there seems to be an assumption that doctoral students are in search of faculty 
careers.  Golde and Dore (2001) revealed that this is not always the case, especially among disci-
plines that have close industry ties such as those in the Science, Technology, Engineering, and 
Mathematics (STEM) fields. 

Recently, practitioners have offered guidance to help students navigate the academic job search, 
given the lack of guidance and deliberate developmental support that some students experience.  
While Lehker and Furlong (2006) noted that “on completion of their programs, graduate and pro-
fessional students are assumed to have taken on a professional identity that is appropriate to their 
desired career outcomes” (p. 74), there is no evidence that such assumptions are accurate.  Fur-
thermore, scholars have not examined the transition students undergo as they complete their doc-
toral studies and develop a professional identity linked to career goals.  
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Regardless of students’ career aspirations, they must be clear about their goals and enact the pro-
fessional identity needed to earn their desired employment positions.  This process requires them 
to leave behind an identity that has long been part of their sense of self – that of student and 
learner.  The ability to be an effective learner is fundamental across all roles (student, scholar-in 
training, scholar) and stages. It is the one constant in the equation; however, learning must evolve 
as students move through the phases of knowledge consumption, knowledge creation, and 
knowledge enactment as they transition from student to scholar.  Doctoral students will not al-
ways be students, but they will always be learners.  In Stage 3, they are learning how to be schol-
ars and testing these roles through the dissertation and job search experiences. Additionally, stu-
dents must begin to enact and assume the professional identity of the intended career in order to 
be deemed credible.  This process is facilitated through knowledge enactment, through which stu-
dents seek legitimacy and membership in the scholarly community by engaging in practices and 
behaviors learned during their prior doctoral training, such as sole authorship in academic publi-
cations and job talks through which they present their scholarly agendas and research activity. 

Parallel Identity Development in Doctoral Education 
In 1968, Douglas Hall documented the transition from student to professor.  Hall found that stu-
dents began to feel like academics by experiencing important program milestones.  Kiley (2009) 
and Jazvak-Martek (2009) report similar processes.  Kiley examined rites of passage related to 
the doctoral experience, and noted that as students pass through these rites of passage, the ways in 
which they viewed themselves as learners evolved.  Jazvak-Martek, relying on role theory, found 
that students oscillate between the student role and other roles associated with being an academic 
as they develop their professional identities.  Building on our prior research, we explored the 
ways in which students evolve as a result of the learning that occurs through key experiences.  
We examined changes in identity development as study participants transitioned through each 
stage of doctoral education.  We examined each of the three stages in an effort to better under-
stand the whole doctoral experience.  Each stage requires students to adapt their approaches to 
learning, which is facilitated through behavioral cues from others in their networks of relation-
ships. 

In the earlier phases of this longitudinal study, we examined the learning and identity develop-
ment that occurs across the first two stages of doctoral education in order to identify the evolution 
of students’ learning and behavioral-based strategies (Baker, Pifer, & Flemion, 2013; Baker & 
Pifer, 2011).  We relied on a framework developed by Baker and Lattuca (2010) that draws on 
developmental network theory and a sociocultural perspective of learning to explore the connec-
tions between developmental networks, learning, and identity development.  The integrative 
framework emphasizes how doctoral students learn as a result of interactions with members of 
their developmental networks as they seek to become fully engaged in the community and its cor-
responding practices.  Through our use of that framework, we found the role of relationships to be 
crucial in Stage 2 of doctoral education.  We also identified the parallel processes of identity de-
velopment as both student and scholar-in-training during that stage (Baker, Pifer, & Flemion, 
2013).  Here, we rely on parallel identity development process as a conceptual guide for research-
ing identity development through knowledge enactment in Stage 3 of doctoral education. 

The term parallel process describes the simultaneous and intersecting identity development as 
both student and scholar that occurs through doctoral education (Baker & Pifer, 2011).  The role 
of learner is present across all identities and stages throughout the doctoral experience, yet it 
evolves and develops as students engage in community practices and interact with community 
members.  Students’ scholarly identities evolve over time in order to reflect their evolving rela-
tionships to knowledge and professional practices.  Their identities as students simultaneously 
evolve in response to the structures and challenges associated with each stage, which facilitates 
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their progression towards becoming independent scholars.  The role of the learner evolves as stu-
dents adopt new ways of more fully engaging in their intended communities and advance towards 
independence.  While they will shed their identities as students, it is in fact essential that they 
maintain their roles as learners if they are to assume the identity of scholar and professional.  The 
dissertation and job search not only allow students to demonstrate their scholarly identity, but 
they help facilitate its development through interactions with members of their developmental 
networks. 

We are particularly interested in the transition out of the student role and into the role of scholar 
during this stage of the doctoral education process, and how this transition is characterized by an 
emphasis on knowledge enactment.  As students engage these roles, their learning, behavioral 
strategies and interactions, and engagement in community practices continue to evolve in re-
sponse to program milestones and related challenges as they progress towards degree attainment. 

Methods 

Research Design 
Our exploration of the final stage of doctoral education was part of a longitudinal examination of 
the doctoral student experience in two social science fields, Business and Higher Education, with-
in one research university in the United States.  The Higher Education students who participated 
in this research were introduced into the study during the second phase of data collection; Busi-
ness students participated in all three stages of data collection.  Given that our goal was to better 
understand students’ experiences and the role of developmental relationships in those experienc-
es, we employed qualitative methods (Merriam, 2002).  Qualitative methods allow for a particu-
larly salient methodological approach, given our intent to gain a deeper understanding of the con-
nection among students’ experiences, learning, and identity change within and across the stages 
of the doctoral student experience as we sought to develop new theory surrounding these con-
cepts.  We included perspectives from students engaged in Stage 3, as well as from students who 
recently completed Stage 3.  We studied doctoral experiences in Business and Higher Education 
for two primary reasons: (1) convenience sampling (Miles & Huberman, 1994) due to our own 
personal and professional experiences in these fields, which brought access and administrative 
support to recruit research participants, and (2) purposeful sampling (Patton, 2002), given our 
interest in comparing experiences in two professional programs in the social sciences.  We select-
ed a research university that had nationally ranked doctoral programs in these two fields.  These 
two sampling approaches allowed us to gain access to research participants in fields in which we 
have experience while also allowing us to be deliberate in our selection of the fields of interest.   

Following the Eisenhardt (1989) model, we treated each participant’s experience as a mini-case 
embedded in the larger departmental and institutional context in an effort to better understand the 
dynamics in a single setting.  Eisenhardt’s approach is fitting given the theory-building nature of 
our research.  Very little research has explored the connection among student experience, learn-
ing, and identity development in doctoral education, with even fewer exploring this process con-
nected to the program milestones associated with Stage 3 of the doctoral student experience.  This 
approach enabled us to conduct comparisons among participants within and across two disci-
plines in the social sciences. 

Research Setting 
Central University (pseudonym) is a top-rated research institution with nationally ranked colleges 
of business and education (U.S. News and World Report, 2012).  The College of Business awards 
doctoral degrees in five disciplines: Accounting, Finance, Marketing, Management and Organiza-
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tion, and Supply Chain and Information Systems.  The doctoral program typically enrolls be-
tween ten and twelve doctoral students yearly across the five disciplines.  Students only attend on 
a full-time basis and receive full funding for five years, the typical time to degree in business.  
Doctoral student training is geared towards research-intensive faculty careers as students are ex-
pected to obtain tenure-track faculty positions in other top-rated business schools. 

Central’s Higher Education doctoral program supports two degree programs, the PhD and DEd.  
The program offers tracks for faculty appointments as well as non-faculty appointments in higher 
education fields including institutional administration, state and federal government, postsecond-
ary organizations and associations, research institutes, and private foundations.  (In this paper, we 
refer to the non-academic careers collectively as administrative careers.)  The Higher Education 
Program enrolls between three and twelve students yearly and the majority of students receive 
funding through the Higher Education Program for at least a portion of their experience.  Students 
not fully funded through the Higher Education Program secure assistantships in student affairs 
divisions, research centers, or administrative offices across the university.  The typical time to 
degree is 4.5 years. 

Study Participants 
A total of 31 students (n=18, Business; n=13, Higher Education) participated in this research 
study.  Fourteen participants were female (45%).  One was African American (3%), four were 
Asian (13%), two were Indian (sub-continent) (6%), one student was Latino (3%), and one was 
Asian American (3%).  The remaining 22 participants were White (71%).  Six participants were 
international students (19%).  All students in the entering cohorts were invited to participate.  Of 
the 31 students who participated in this longitudinal research, 28 (n=18, Business; n=10, Higher 
Education) participated in the phase that focused on Stage 3, which includes the data presented in 
this paper.  The average participant age was 33 and the average amount of prior professional ex-
perience was 5.5 years in Business and 4 years in Higher Education. Participants in Business held 
prior professional roles such as accountant, financial analyst, marketing manager, and project 
manager.  The PhD and DEd students in Higher Education held positions in residence life, admis-
sions, alumni affairs, and development, as well as employment outside of higher education.  
While all the business doctoral students were interested in earning faculty appointments, only 
three students in Higher Education were interested in pursuing faculty appointments, with the 
remaining seven students indicating an interest in obtaining nonacademic appointments after de-
gree completion. 

Data Collection Procedures 
At its inception, this was a longitudinal study of two cohorts of doctoral students in Business; the 
goal was to study participants throughout their entire doctoral student experience.  Data collection 
began in fall 2005 (Business cohort 1) with a second Business cohort added in fall 2006.  One of 
the study authors invited the Higher Education students to participate in this research beginning at 
Stage 2 (fall 2008) as a comparison group, given both programs represent professional fields in 
the social sciences.  In both programs, a new cohort of doctoral students was admitted each fall.  
Neither model included structural components of a cohort model such as predetermined curricula, 
cohort projects, or team meetings.  The culture of both programs, however, was constructed 
around the cohort as a source of support and identity for students.  It was common for students to 
establish their earliest professional and social connections with their cohort peers, to be oriented 
into their programs with them, to take many classes with them, and to prepare together for mile-
stones such as comprehensive exams and writing projects.  Examining the cohort experiences 
within and across disciplines provided insight into commonalities and differences of the doctoral 
students’ development and identity evolution.  Following appropriate protocol for human subjects 
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research, students were informed that participation was voluntary and that the university’s institu-
tional review board had approved the study. 

A semi-structured interview protocol guided the interviews and addressed six main areas: (1) key 
experiences, (2) challenges, (3) goals for performance/advancement, (4) key relationships, (5) 
types of support present/absent, and (6) personal and professional identity.  The six main areas 
focused on the two main Stage 3 hurdles: the dissertation and the academic job search.  All inter-
views were conducted face-to-face or via telephone, lasted approximately one hour, and were 
recorded then transcribed verbatim. 

Data Analysis Procedures 
In order to maintain consistency with the team-based methods approach identified by MacQueen, 
McLellan, Kay, and Milstein (1998) and the theory-building nature of our research (Eisenhardt, 
1989), we relied on deductive and inductive analytic procedures.  Each of the study authors de-
veloped deductive codes independently, guided by the study protocol and our prior research about 
the parallel identity development process.  These codes were linked to the six main themes ad-
dressed in the semi-structured interview protocol (noted above) as a primary level of coding, fol-
lowed by a secondary level of coding that focused on student experiences, learning, and identity 
change in relation to Stage 3 program milestones.  To complement the deductive analytic ap-
proach, we also implemented an inductive and iterative data analysis strategy of constant compar-
ison between data collection, data analysis, and the extant literature (Eisenhardt, 1989) as we de-
veloped theory.  The use of interviews with students engaged in the phenomenon and those who 
recently completed the phenomenon was of particular importance for theory development, 
through the creation of mini-case studies that we compared for similarities and differences among 
students within and between the fields under investigation.  The longitudinal nature of the study 
further supported our analytic approach and the implementation of deductive and inductive cod-
ing to establish trustworthiness of the data.  To further ensure trustworthiness of the data, we 
completed random member checks of ideas and themes, and used ideas from prior interviews to 
confirm and further hone the developed themes.  The authors coded transcripts independently to 
identify analytic codes prior to the next round of interviews, and worked collaboratively to identi-
fy emerging themes as additional data were added. 

Results 
As in Stage 2 (Baker, Pifer, & Flemion, 2013), we identified a parallel process of identity devel-
opment in Stage 3 of doctoral education.  While we anticipated that participants would shed their 
identities as students as they took on the identity of the scholar, we found that both identities re-
mained crucial; thus, the parallel process of identity development that we observed in Stage 2 
continued through Stage 3.  Further, it was critical that students’ approaches to learning evolved 
at this stage.  Both the dissertation and the job search required students to remain firmly grounded 
in their student identity, but also required them to learn and, importantly, display the identity of 
emergent scholar.  We present our findings according to participants’ roles and behaviors not as 
students transitioning to scholars, but as students-as-learners and scholars-as-learners.  

While both programs trained students for careers as faculty members (exclusively in Business and 
predominantly in Higher Education), seven of the ten participants in Higher Education pursued 
administrative careers in Stage 3.  All 18 Business students pursued faculty careers, and 17 se-
cured tenure track positions.  Our analysis is organized based on a comparison of the experiences 
with the dissertation and job search among future faculty with those of future administrators.  For 
each milestone, we first provide an overview of participants’ experiences and perceptions.  Be-
cause participants described a commitment to the faculty career as normative in both departments, 
we focus on those experiences first and then turn to the experiences of students who pursued non-
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academic careers.  For both populations, an emphasis on the parallel process of identity develop-
ment through networked sociocultural learning helps us examine the ways in which community 
members support (or hinder) students’ engagement in learning through knowledge enactment. 

The Dissertation   
The roles of student-as-learner and scholar-as-learner were both critical to student success in the 
dissertation process.  There were two important ways in which participants cultivated their identi-
ties through the dissertation process.  First, the dissertation served as a way for students to test 
their refined approaches to learning as they completed the process of knowledge creation and 
scholarly inquiry.  Second, it was an opportunity for students to emerge as professionals in their 
own right.  Importantly, however, students continued to rely on faculty members and peers to 
learn how to engage in this new process of knowledge enactment.  We observed contradictory 
desires for both independence and support. 

Fourteen participants discussed their efforts to move away from dependence on their dissertation 
chairs and committee members to a state of independence where they called the shots and felt 
comfortable doing so.  One student commented, “I really do not want to be seen as a student any 
more.  I want to be seen as a peer – well, at least a potential peer – based on my abilities.”  This 
struggle to assert independence in the midst of relying on their most trusted advisors and commu-
nity members created tension for these students.  Many participants spoke of resenting their need 
for support as they strove to emerge as scholars-as-learners.  As one student stated,  

I feel stuck.  I can’t seem to get past this ‘needing help’ stage and I hate it.  I want to be 
on my own, doing my own thing, and proving to everyone and myself I can handle this.  
It’s an awful feeling, really. 

Twelve students spoke about daily writing goals and peer reviews as helpful in easing the stress 
of “not wanting to be a student, but still needing to be a student” as they neared the completion of 
their dissertations.  These were practices that afforded the students a level of independence while 
also providing support from their developmental networks.  

Future faculty 
Future faculty saw the dissertation as a means of engaging in scholarly practices as they moved 
towards becoming fully participating members of the academic community.  Students seeking 
faculty appointments upon graduation focused heavily on developing and demonstrating their 
scholarly identities.  As one participant noted, “If I do not make a name for myself with my re-
search, then I am dead in the water.  Showing potential doesn’t cut it.  You have to show results 
to get a faculty appointment.”  In order to be accepted as bona fide scholars by existing communi-
ty members, however, participants continued to depend on relationships with advisors, supervi-
sors, and peers.  

While students acknowledged their need for support, it conflicted with their need for autonomy. 
Internal struggles arose for many students as they sought to manage these relationships.  As one 
student commented, 

I’m not an idiot.  I know how and why I was able to get the two publications I have in my 
pocket, which is helping me immensely on the job market.  [My dissertation chair] is the 
expert in the field and he knows how to play the publication game.  It is because of these 
two publications and who he is that helped me get the onsite job talks at these schools.  
While I am beyond appreciative, and I know how crazy this sounds, I need to start dis-
tancing myself. I need to show I can do this on my own. 
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The students seeking faculty appointments wrestled with this tension of wanting to prove their 
worth as potential faculty members, while at the same time still relying on others to accomplish 
that goal.  Participants responded to this tension by establishing scholarly goals in addition to 
their dissertation projects in order to assert control in the midst of the continued necessity of their 
student identities.  Many discussed the need to publish from their dissertations, but also to quickly 
move on from that line of research.  Fourteen participants talked about new projects, possible new 
collaborators they had met through the job search or professional conferences, and the need to be 
lead author in planned publications. 

Students also had firm ideas about how to interact with their academic advisors and dissertation 
chairs.  As an important step towards emerging as scholars, several participants discussed the 
need to transition from a student-advisor relationship to one characterized as a peer relationship.  
As one student noted,  

I wonder if I will ever not feel like a student when interacting with [my advisor]. We 
have plans to continue collaborating once I start my [faculty] position, but I still feel as 
though I will always feel like a student when working with him. That’s an issue I need to 
manage better, but I am not quite sure how to do that exactly. 

Strategies students employed to that end included scheduling meetings in neutral locations other 
than their advisors’ offices, volunteering to write first drafts of papers, and making contact with 
friendly reviewers to identify themselves as the point of contact on the paper.  When their advi-
sors enabled students to enact the behaviors of fully participating members of the academic com-
munity, students were more confident in their identities as credible scholars. 

Future administrators 
For the participants who did not want to become faculty members, the dissertation represented a 
different sort of challenge.  They relied heavily on their student-as-learner identities to frame their 
dissertation studies in a way that was manageable, as they engaged in work of acquiring the less 
familiar, and less comfortable, role of scholar-as-learner, often uncertain of how they would enact 
that role in their administrative careers.  One student talked about a shift in his ability to concep-
tualize his identity as a scholar as he completed the dissertation: 

I’ve got to admit, I struggled.  That was just hard.  Lots of walks by myself to calm down. 
And that’s when I realized – I used to joke that the dissertation is a big book report, but 
there is a transition there.  It becomes a dissertation, it becomes real, it becomes research. 

Despite these challenging transitions, like the future faculty members, students with administra-
tive career goals spoke positively about the expectations placed on them by the faculty and the 
high standards of academic excellence in their programs.  One student recalled,  

That process is completely satisfying and really enjoyable and exhilarating.  And to share 
that with others is amazing. …Just being in that space and that moment, it was fun.  I’m 
so thankful that I did it, and had the people and support around me. 

The dissertation was a critical turning point for administratively focused students as they engaged 
in discernment about their career goals.  Unlike the certainty demonstrated by those who identi-
fied as future faculty, six of the seven participants in this group indicated that they had not been 
sure whether they would pursue academic or administrative appointments until they completed 
Stage 3.  On the one hand, the dissertation provided a realistic preview of what it would be like to 
engage in faculty work, which influenced these students’ decisions to invest in administrative 
careers.  On the other hand, however, it was not simply a deterrent.  Their career goals did not 
separate them from their peers in terms of their interest in being trained rigorously and making 
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meaningful scholarly contributions through their original research.  One student recalled how her 
dissertation affected her career goals, 

I think it was all coming full-circle for me as I was finishing up my dissertation work…. 
In reviewing the research I was doing and the model I was creating, I could see the op-
portunity for a greater effect coming through an administrative side where I can work 
with the students and faculty.  I hate to think that we’re not having an effect. 

The opportunity to engage in meaningful scholarship equipped these students with a strong sense 
of professional expertise and clarity about how they could best contribute to practice. 

Part of the distinction in the relationship between the dissertation process and the professional 
identities of future faculty members and those of future administrators seemed to be based on ac-
cess to practices similar to those expected in one’s profession of choice.  Though their disserta-
tions were meaningful, they did not mirror the type of research these students would be expected 
to do in administrative careers.  Those students, however, seemed to have more of a clean break 
in their role transitions than their peers who pursued faculty appointments when they transitioned 
out of their academic programs.  We explore these differences further by discussing the second 
major milestone of Stage 3, the job search. 

The Job Search 
Across career goals, study participants discussed two primary challenges related to the job search.  
The first was simply finding employment.  The second was renegotiating personal and profes-
sional relationships and managing expectations during the transition from student to scholar.  
Study participants began teasing out the roles that advanced students, support staff, and faculty 
members played in their entrance into the job market.  Participants described the ways in which 
their developmental relationships within the academic community provided the support needed to 
achieve their goals as students while simultaneously preparing them for “life beyond the pro-
gram,” as one student described it, which began by obtaining an academic or administrative posi-
tion. 

When discussing the job search process, students reintroduced the importance of another compo-
nent of their developmental networks – their relationships outside the academic community. 
Many of the students had partners and families to consider as important factors in the job search.  
Participants also described concerns about asserting their decision-making autonomy to their ad-
visors and program faculty, many of whom students believed expected them to obtain faculty ap-
pointments at competitive programs, while remaining dependent on them for training and support.  
As one student noted,  

I have a family, a life outside of this, and that plays an important role.  I will not sacrifice 
my happiness or [my spouse’s] happiness to please my department or [dissertation chair].  
They’ve made it clear what they want, but now it’s my turn to really think about what is 
in my best interest personally and professionally – for the first time in five years. 

Although they valued their departments, nearly all participants noted that departmental goals and 
faculty expectations were not the primary driver of their job search efforts, and that they were 
making deliberate efforts to discern what was right for them personally.  Friends and family 
members began to rise in importance in students’ developmental networks.  This was true for all 
participants, regardless of career goals. As another student commented, “For the first time in a 
long time, I see the light at the end of the tunnel and look forward to reengaging in relationships 
that took a back seat nearly five years.”  In addition to these commonalities, the job search was 
also the program milestone through which the parallel processes of identity development diverged 
for these two groups of students. 
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Future faculty 
Applying and preparing for a faculty appointment was a job in and of itself that required immense 
physical, emotional, and mental effort, according to some participants.  Developmental relation-
ships helped those pursuing faculty careers to learn the formal and informal skills required to 
manage the academic job market.  Students described the job search process as exploring possible 
positions, practicing job talks, and identifying possible mentors.  One student said of the way her 
faculty mentors and supported her job talk preparation, “I reframed my talk and it was the best 
thing – not because I did it, but because it worked.  I started getting offers. And it was just invalu-
able, that feedback.”  Another student noted the dual purposes his mentors served in his job 
search: 

During the job talk, I realized I was working with two groups of individuals.  The content 
experts were making sure I was solid on my methodological and theoretical frameworks, 
which was the primary goal….On the job market, however, I need to be a storyteller and 
brand myself so some of the departmental faculty that attended pushed me in this way. 

In Business, there was a cultural norm that helped ease this daunting task in a practical way.  
Administrative support staff members would prepare students’ job packets on their behalf.  Help-
ing reduce some of the stress associated with the job search allowed students to focus on more 
pressing matters such as perfecting the job talk, networking skills, and responses to possible in-
terview questions. 

During the academic job search, students reported feeling that they had to “act like an academic.”  
That is where students expressed the need for the most support from their mentors.  One student 
noted,  

It’s now time to own it.  I need to show that I can do it, and believe in myself that I can 
do it.  I’ve practiced my job talk to the point I can’t even stand hearing it myself, but I 
know I am prepared.  I just need to get others to see my worth and the value I bring to the 
table. 

Participants seemed to realize that their student identities no longer sufficed.  They now had to 
show that the past four or five years prepared them to be successful scholars as they sought to 
fully join the scholarly and disciplinary communities.  While those extending the offers had ex-
pressed the ability to see the students as scholars, the students often doubted their own abilities to 
make the transition.  A participant who had recently begun his academic appointment noted, “It 
hasn’t sunk in yet … I see my name on the door, but I am still so connected to my advisor that I 
don’t see myself as self-sufficient yet.”  Participants who sought faculty positions expressed un-
easiness about transitioning to their roles as early-career academics, and relied on their develop-
mental networks to support their transitions during these times. 

Future administrators 
Participants who were not seeking academic appointments described their job search experiences 
differently from those who sought to become faculty members.  The notion of making a name for 
oneself was a concern in a different way.  For these participants, there was more of a reliance on 
practical skills and prior professional networks than a need to present a newly emerged self as 
independent scholar.  The shift towards (or back to) their professional identities required a re-
definition of their relationships within their developmental networks.  They were being recruited 
and interviewed by fellow practitioners who did not view the scholarly identity the same way that 
academic search committees within the disciplines would.  They were engaged in a search pro-
cess that was not conducted at the disciplinary association meetings or managed by academic 
search committees, nor were they dependent on the traditional start dates based on the academic 
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calendar or negotiating such details as course loads and tenure clocks. One future administrator 
recalled, 

Professionally, I don’t remember anyone helping me, and I can’t remember who I talked 
to about the job.  I never networked and said, “Hey, I’m looking for a job.”  And I was 
the graduate student representative for [a professional organization]!  That’s access to the 
top people in the field!  I think it’s lack of confidence or not knowing if it was appropri-
ate [but] I never tapped into that. 

When discussing their experiences, these students recalled being more hesitant about how to pro-
ceed and less sure of who to call upon for help.  They seemed to be disappointed in this aspect of 
their experiences as they sought to navigate the transition from student-as-learner to scholar-as-
learner in ways that were not modeled, and perhaps not supported, by their program faculty.  

All seven of the participants who chose administrative careers described pressure from their fac-
ulty and the more general culture of their programs to choose academic work over administrative 
work.  A student said, “Anything that was contrary to wanting a faculty position seemed foreign 
and, therefore, unacceptable.  So I put pressure on myself to conform.”  These students described 
complex feelings related to being thought of as “less-than” if they did not obtain, or worse, pursue 
a faculty position in Stage 3.  Regarding the decision about which career path to choose, partici-
pants described very intentional, honest, sometimes painful periods of reflection.  One person felt 
so pressured to pursue the faculty track that he had to disassociate from his department upon 
completion of Stage 3.  He recalled, 

I’m leaving the program being told that I should be a faculty member.  I didn’t know if 
that’s what I wanted so I stopped all things academic.  I, honestly, I just stopped it.  I cut 
ties.  I needed to branch away from what everybody was telling me I should do and really 
think about it, ‘Is this how I want my life to progress?  Is this what I want to do with my 
life? Where will I fit in the best?  What will make me happy?’  I realized I wanted to go 
back into administration.  I don’t want to be a faculty member. 

He concluded that he shouldn’t expect support from his faculty mentors in his job search because 
he had cut ties with them.  He asserted, “I wanted it to be my life now.  Instead of my life as a 
graduate student, I wanted it to be my life as a professional.” 

Students with administrative career goals seemed eager to assume their professional roles.  The 
greatest challenge they faced was a perceived deficit of support, guidance, relationships, and 
knowledge of practices similar to what they would experience as administrators as they sought to 
become actively engaged in non-academic community practices.  They were uncertain of how to 
obtain administrative appointments or how to rely on their networks during the transition from 
student to professional.  Differing career goals coupled with limited opportunities for future ad-
ministrators to engage in the relevant professional practices resulted in greater uncertainty and 
feelings of peripheral membership in their academic programs. 

Conclusion 
Our goal for embarking on this longitudinal study was to better understand the doctoral student 
experience in two social science disciplines by exploring the parallel process of identity devel-
opment (Baker & Pifer, 2011).  We grounded our work using a theoretical framework that brings 
together developmental networks and the sociocultural conception of learning (Baker & Lattuca, 
2010).  In this article, we addressed the paucity of research about Stage 3 and further refined the 
notion of parallel identity development processes that is triggered by knowledge enactment as 
related to the dissertation and job search.  The descriptor knowledge enactment is particularly sa-
lient for Stage 3, as students not only enact their new knowledge to successfully navigate the dis-
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sertation and job search experiences but also learn how to be scholars and members of their disci-
plinary and professional communities. 

Significance 
This study generated several findings that contribute to knowledge about Stage 3 of doctoral edu-
cation.  First, this research builds on the notion of the 3-stage model as a foundation for research 
about the doctoral student experience and establishes Stage 3 as a time of knowledge enactment.  
The parallel process of identity development that we first documented as a characteristic of Stage 
2 (though we suspect that it begins prior to that) manifests itself in a unique way in Stage 3 as 
doctoral students attempt to manage the sometimes contradictory process of enacting the student-
as-learner identity while simultaneously enacting the scholar-as-learner identity.  Spanning the 
student role and the scholar role, learning is fundamental to student success during this process, 
specifically the ways in which students’ approaches to learning evolve as they engaged in the dis-
sertation and the job search. 

Second, in support of Hall (1968), study results suggest that completing the dissertation and the 
job search triggers students’ identity development.  Relying on the notion of a networked soci-
ocultural learner, the dissertation and job search facilitated students’ movement beyond the pe-
riphery towards more central places in the communities of practice they sought to enter as future 
faculty members and administrators (Lave & Wenger, 1991).  For those interested in securing 
faculty positions, departmental practices such as job talks, preparing job packets, and honing re-
search skills helped students “look like” faculty as they entered the academic labor market.  The 
knowledge gained from these practices helped students to display the necessary skills within their 
respective fields, and thus be accepted as emergent members of those communities.  These stu-
dents were continuing to develop as they prepared for their new roles by engaging in the practices 
of the field in the larger academic community.  They were learning how to gain legitimacy be-
yond the academic programs within which they were enrolled. 

For the future administrators, this process was more challenging, given the lack of similar prac-
tices supported by the academic program, which hindered their ability to enact professional be-
havior as prospective administrators.  This group of students reported feeling undervalued by 
their faculty members and the cultures of their programs in their decisions to pursue nonacademic 
careers, which resulted in a different sort of stress during Stage 3 and fewer tangible and psycho-
logical sources of support than those experienced by future faculty members.  Faculty members 
are not in a particularly good position to support these students in the same ways they can support 
future faculty.  Lack of relevant experiences during their doctoral training limited these students’ 
ability to engage in community practices or to build and operationalize effective networks during 
their job searches and transitions out of the student role, which hindered their knowledge enact-
ment processes and development as emergent professionals.  The sociocultural lens helps us un-
derstand the meaning that participants attributed to community, one’s role in that community, and 
the practices that make up that community as they sought to earn legitimacy and move towards a 
central position. 

Third, we sought to further refine and test the parallel process of identity development we first 
identified as part of the Stage 2 doctoral student experience (Baker & Pifer, 2011).  The integra-
tive framework provided the foundation needed to understand the role of relationships during the 
dissertation and job search experiences, critical practices of the doctoral experience that are 
unique to Stage 3.  Understanding how students successfully transition through these Stage 3 
milestones into the early stages of their careers sheds light on persistence in the profession (facul-
ty and administrative) and the ways in which doctoral programs facilitate or hinder professional 
identity development and learning strategies for emergent professionals across diverse career 
goals.  Making these connections adds a missing piece to the stage model framework by adding to 
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knowledge of how students move through knowledge consumption (Stage 1), knowledge creation 
(Stage 2) and knowledge enactment (Stage 3) towards program completion and employment. 

Implications for Research 
While the findings from this research have contributed to our understanding of doctoral educa-
tion, they also illuminate several areas about which future research would be helpful.  First, addi-
tional research is needed to explore the parallel identity development process in other disciplines 
and doctoral education models.  For example, in the sciences it is common for students to work in 
labs, some of which may include only one or two other researchers.  While these students are in-
troduced to community practices early in their academic experience, they may struggle to gain the 
support and knowledge development needed due to limited engagement with community mem-
bers.  Additionally, the emergence of different types of doctoral programs such as online, hybrid, 
accelerated, professional, and executive programs, requires additional testing and refinement of 
the parallel identity development process. 

Applying this notion globally, future studies might explore this process in programs that differ 
structurally from the US model.  Many doctoral programs begin with original research, without 
the foundational coursework prominent in Stage 1 of the traditional American model.  This dif-
ference raises questions about how students’ learning evolves and how their identities develop, as 
well as what role developmental networks and key experiences play in those processes. 

Finally, the notion of community, critical for understanding the networked sociocultural learner, 
may be a fruitful area for further exploration.  Research suggests that engagement in community 
practices and creating a network of social support are critical to doctoral student success (Jairam 
& Kahl, 2012).  Differing program structures and disciplines may define community and its cor-
responding practices, members, and rights to membership in different ways.  Understanding the 
role of community has the potential to shed additional light on the doctoral student experience, 
identity development processes, and strategies for persistence.  

Implications for Practice 
We suggest several opportunities to improve the practice of doctoral education based on our find-
ings.  First, programs and departments might emphasize structured, formal support for students 
transitioning from the student-as-learner role to that of scholar-as-learner such as practice job 
talks, workshops about the logistics of the job search, or guided opportunities to write for publica-
tion.  While this may already be common practice in some disciplines and institutions, our find-
ings suggest that these practical tools or similar discipline-specific strategies, facilitated by estab-
lished scholars, may be of great support to students transitioning through Stage 3. 

Faculty members may benefit from discussing the parallel identity development process as it re-
lates to advising and training in the official business of the department and the discipline, based 
on a more clear understanding of the challenges of the dissertation and the job search.  One of the 
most important resources faculty members can offer to their students during this stage is their so-
cial or academic capital, to make introductions and recommend students for positions.  We en-
courage faculty members to think deliberately about the student experience in Stage 3, and their 
ability to actively support students during this time. 

Another important opportunity is student selection based on fit with program goals and culture, as 
well as having a clear sense of departmental culture and faculty mentoring capabilities related to 
diverse career goals.  As the academic job market continues to change, and as other forces such as 
the shift towards a global knowledge economy continue to affect career goals, training require-
ments, and employment opportunities, academic programs may be well served to become more 
effective in cultivating administrators, educators, researchers, and other types of professionals 
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beyond the traditional but more narrowly construed concept of the scholar, which may not ade-
quately address the needs and future roles of today’s doctoral learners. 

Finally, we encourage students to develop and enact a sense of personal agency.  Doctoral educa-
tion is in many ways an independent process and the student must be equipped to take responsi-
bility for her or his success.  This may be achieved through steps such as establishing personal 
goals, taking ownership of meeting requirements, obtaining clarity about expectations, and seek-
ing help when needed.  If doctoral students and their teams of developers and supporters can 
communicate openly about the challenges of Stage 3, it may reduce the negative effects of these 
challenges substantially. 

Although earning the doctorate is in many ways a lonely journey, there is a broad developmental 
network available to support students.  Such support is most likely to be offered when faculty 
members, family members and friends, administrators, and peers understand what students are 
experiencing and feel equipped and welcome to offer support.  Stronger dissertations, higher 
completion rates, more successful job searches, and better trained graduates are, after all, benefits 
for students, programs, disciplines, institutions, professions, and the range of other stakeholders 
in doctoral education.  We offer these suggestions to help make the high-stakes process of doctor-
al education equally prominent in its rewards. 
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By Design 

Introduction 
Darius, an engineering student, and Leslie, a biology student, arrived on campus on the same day 
to begin their doctoral programs. However, three years into their studies, they find themselves in 
very different places. Darius feels stuck in his ability to move forward in completing his degree 
and obtaining a position as an engineer, whereas Leslie feels confident she can complete within 
the time-table she has set for herself and obtain a position as a biologist. Darius is not seizing op-
portunities to gain important skills needed for his dissertation research and future career, whereas 
Leslie keeps finding new internships and summer opportunities. Leslie had important questions 
related to her comprehensive exam and went to her committee members for answers. Darius is 
afraid to seek out the advice of his advisor regarding the topic of his dissertation. Overall, Darius 
is concerned that the one career option he sees for himself, to become a faculty member, is not a 
good fit with his talents and interests. Yet, he does not know what else he will do if he ever com-
pletes his Ph.D. Leslie believes completing a good dissertation and landing her first job is going 
to be hard, but it is within her control.   

There are a number of ways research on graduate education might explain Darius and Leslie’s 
different experiences. Most often, doctoral student experiences are examined through the lens of 
socialization theory, which considers how students are accessing knowledge, skills, and orienta-
tions that influence key graduate student outcomes (Weidman, Twale, & Stein, 2001). Darius and 
Leslie both have social identities at play in these scenarios that influence their experiences (Fer-
reira, 2003; Fries-Britt, Younger, & Hall, 2010; Haley, Jaeger, & Levin, 2013; Lindholm, 2004). 
In addition, Leslie may be better supported financially, which influences time to degree, reten-
tion, and degree completion (Golde, 1998; Lovitts, 2001).  

Although each of these viewpoints is helpful in understanding Darius and Leslie’s different ex-
periences, we think an important perspective, the lens of agency, is missing. By agency we mean 
the perspectives graduate students assume, and the actions graduate students take to pursue goals 
that matter to them (Campbell & O’Meara, 2013; O’Meara, 2013). Seen through the lens of 
agency, Leslie is exhibiting “agentic perspectives” and taking “agentic actions” to move forward 
in her career. Darius is assuming perspectives that make him feel boxed in, isolated, and without 
choices. He does not seem to be asking for help when needed or seeking new opportunities. There 
are, of course, many likely influences on these doctoral students’ different levels of agency, 
which could be individual, organizational, and societal. Among potential influences, departments 
are particularly important. Given academic departments are where graduate students are admitted, 
take classes, complete dissertations, and search for jobs, it makes sense to consider departments 
as central forces that can enable or constrain graduate student agency (Frasier, 2013; Gardner, 
2007, 2010; Golde, 2005). 

 The purpose of this paper is to examine the specific ways in which departments influence gradu-
ate student agency in career advancement. To deepen understanding of the kinds of agency de-
partments might influence, we examine the agentic perspectives and actions exhibited by gradu-
ate students. Understanding graduate student agency and department influences are important for 
three reasons. First, assuming agency in advancing one’s own academic and professional career is 
important for becoming a successful professional (Eteläpelto, Vahasantanen, Hokka, & Palo-
niemi, 2013). Second, much research in human development shows assuming agency is associ-
ated with goal achievement, greater life satisfaction, and well-being (Alkire, 2005; Marshall, 
2005; Sen, 1985). Third, agency in career advancement is particularly important for women and 
doctoral students of an underrepresented race and/or ethnicity (e.g. Asian American and Pacific 
Islander, Black, Latino/a, Native American, and Bi- or Multi-racial), as there are built-in con-
straints and biases that work against their success (Ampaw & Jaeger, 2012; Cech, Rubineau, 
Silby & Seron, 2011; Gonzalez, 2006). Although many individual and societal factors constrain 
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and enable agency, studying the central organizational influence (department) on graduate stu-
dents’ sense of agency has the most implications for reform of graduate programs.  

Understanding graduate student agency in career advancement is important in all fields, but espe-
cially in the academic disciplines of science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM), 
because there is a compelling national interest in retaining and advancing more graduate students 
in science careers (National Science Foundation, 2004). In many STEM departments, there is a 
strong faculty preference for doctoral students to pursue academic positions (Gardner, 2007; Sze-
lenyi, 2013) because most research universities reward faculty for placing doctoral students in 
prestigious academic positions at other higher education institutions (Gardner, 2010). However, 
unlike in areas such as the humanities, there is strong interest, and often more opportunity, for 
STEM students to pursue nonacademic positions. Completion rates for STEM doctoral students 
on average are about 59.1% (Council of Graduate Schools, 2010). Regardless of whether they 
graduate into government, industry, or academic positions, STEM doctoral students will need 
agency to complete their doctoral degrees, and make choices about which careers to pursue. Pre-
vious research has demonstrated the critical role departments play in developing the aspirations, 
skill sets, knowledge, and overall talent of doctoral students (Golde, 2005). Yet little work has 
explored the role departments play in facilitating agency in career advancement for STEM doc-
toral students. Given the national interest in moving these students into academic careers, it is 
important to know how departments are facilitating agency in career advancement as part of the 
educational process. The research questions guiding this project were: 

 To what extent do STEM doctoral students exhibit agentic perspectives or agentic actions 
in career advancement?  

 How do departments enhance graduate student agency in career advancement?  

Theoretical Framework 
This work is framed by agency theory in the social sciences and research on the impact of de-
partment environments on graduate student outcomes. We utilize O’Meara, Campbell, and 
Terosky’s (2011) definition of agency as a graduate student or other academic member assuming 
strategic perspectives, and/or taking strategic actions toward goals that matter to him/her. This 
conceptualization of agency builds from an extensive literature review of social science literature 
(for key works see Alkire, 2005; M. S. Archer, 2000, 2003; Emirbayer & Mische, 1998; Eteläpel-
to et al., 2013; Ganz, 2010; Marshall, 2000, 2005; Neumann, Terosky, & Schell, 2006; Sen, 
1985).  

Using this conceptualization, agency has two forms: perspective, or making meaning of situations 
and contexts in ways that advance personal goals; and the actions taken to pursue goals in a given 
situation (Campbell, 2012; O’Meara et al., 2011). Western cultures tend to think of agency as 
primarily actions (Welzel & Inglehart, 2010) but thoughts have an important role to play in agen-
cy as well. Neumann and Pereira (2009) explained agentic perspectives as meaning-making, 
which “entails a reflexive purposefulness, a thoughtful directedness born of personal desire and 
valuing” (p. 139). M. S. Archer (2003) referred to this expression of agency as “reflexive delib-
eration of agents” (p. 135). Agentic perspectives are a form of self-talk, a set of perspectives or 
views taken when experiencing opportunities and constraints in pursuit of a goal. For example, a 
graduate student’s department may discourage the pursuit of non-academic jobs. The student 
might take an agentic perspective by listening to advice about academic jobs, but not letting de-
partment norms dominate his/her sense of options. He/She decides internally to keep his/her op-
tions open. In this way, the student remains a strong “evaluator” of his/her situation, with his/her 
own priorities in mind, and this perspective helps him/her to achieve his/her career goals (M. S. 
Archer, 2000, 2003). 
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Agentic action is discrete from, but often closely follows, and is related to, agentic perspective. In 
the same situation mentioned above, the graduate student might initiate contact with industry or 
foundation scientists to explore other career options, complete internships in both academic and 
non-academic labs to compare options, or simply read more on the job market in both fields. 
Agentic actions are strategic and are enacted with self-awareness of goals and contexts (L. Arch-
er, 2008; M. S. Archer, 2000, 2003; Marshall, 2000, 2005; O’Meara et al., 2011). The nature of 
the agentic actions could be in line with the status quo, or in resistance to it (Ahearn, 2001; Mar-
shall, 2005; O’Meara et al., 2011).  

Agency should be considered “project specific” (Archer, 2003). Archer (2003) noted that agents 
(in this case, graduate students) internally construct their own projects (i.e., goals) and some no-
tion of how to achieve them. Projects are developed within a specific circumstance or social con-
text. In this study, we were interested in doctoral student agency in career advancement, a “pro-
ject” which includes making progress toward degree completion, developing career goals, and 
making efforts to attain them. We wanted to understand both agentic perspectives and agentic 
actions in career advancement and department influences on them. 

A common critique of agency theory is that it underestimates the impact of structure or habitus in 
shaping individual experiences (Bourdieu, 1986, 1990). Yet our concept of agency assumes that 
individuals are embedded in social contexts that shape the range of agency they may experience 
at any given time (Marshall, 2005). As numerous studies have demonstrated, a myriad of social 
identities, and the interactions between those identities and their academic departments will en-
able and constrain graduate student agency (Fries-Britt et al., 2010; Millett & Nettles, 2006; 
Rhoades, Kiyama, McCormick, & Quiroz, 2008). However, an individual’s fate is not determined 
by his/her social context because individuals have free will and can “produce” their worlds (El-
der, 1994; Lawton, 1989; Lerner & Busch-Rossnagel, 1981). 

Likewise, department policies, practices, and field norms will influence the range and degree of 
agency that doctoral students assume in pursuit of their goals and this agency can fluctuate based 
on a variety of factors (Council of Graduate Schools, 2010; Gardner, 2008; Golde, 1998). For 
example, a department that brings in alumni placed in federal government positions and encour-
ages graduate students to learn about their career paths has engaged in a practice likely to encour-
age student agency in career advancement. Such events provide a sense of concrete options, and 
legitimize non-academic career choices. Yet Emirbayer and Mische (1998) pointed out that agen-
cy is also temporally constructed, meaning that as an agent interacts with his/her environment and 
responds, he/she does so in the present moment, but informed by the past and oriented toward the 
future. Thus, while meeting government scientists may have enhanced a student’s sense of agen-
cy, if his/her faculty advisor discourages non-academic positions the next day, the graduate stu-
dent’s agency may decrease. 

Although we are not aware of specific research on department influences on graduate student 
agency in career advancement, there is much literature on department influences on other gradu-
ate student outcomes that is relevant to this study. Most entering STEM doctoral students intend 
to complete their degrees and pursue academic careers; however, many drop out and/or change 
plans within the next 3–4 years (Golde & Dore, 2001; Nerad, 2009). Researchers have found the 
following factors play important roles in graduate student degree completion and career choice: 
faculty mentoring, advisor-advisee relationship, and role-modeling (Austin, 2002; Fuhrmann, 
Halme, O’Sullivan, & Lindstaedt, 2011; Lovitts, 2001; Mason, Goulden, & Frasch, 2009; Millet 
& Nettles, 2006; O’Meara, Knudsen, & Jones, 2013; Paglis, Green, & Bauret, 2006), a sense of 
fit between career goals and department expectations and values (Gardner, 2008, 2009, 2010; Ha-
ley et al., 2013; Lindholm, 2004; Rios, 2010), peer support and culture (Ali & Kohun, 2006; 
Gardner, 2007; Gonzalez, 2006; Mwenda, 2010), department policies and programs (Fuhrmann et 
al., 2011; O’Meara et al., 2013), perceived compatibility of doctoral work and career with other 
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life goals (Ferreira, 2003; Golde & Dore, 2001; Mason et al., 2009; van Anders, 2004), and per-
ception of acquired social capital and resources (Council of Graduate Schools, 2010; Millett & 
Nettles, 2006). These same factors are likely to influence graduate student agency in career ad-
vancement (Eteläpelto et al., 2013; Szelenyi, 2013). 

Perhaps one of the most important ways departments might influence agency is by enhancing stu-
dent self-efficacy in research or teaching. Bandura (1989) defined self-efficacy as being “con-
cerned with judgments of how well one can execute courses of action required to deal with pro-
spective situations” (p. 122). Self-efficacy is extremely important for enhancing graduate student 
agency in career advancement because individuals who believe that they can do something are 
more likely to assume agency to do it than those who do not (Bandura, 1989).  

Furthermore, the nature of the STEM discipline itself influences retention and career choice as 
each field and department has its own values, customs, and norms (Golde, 1998, 2005; Szelenyi, 
2013). Requirements such as teamwork in labs, grant-writing, and order of authorship of papers 
as well as career options and typical career paths vary greatly among STEM fields and may influ-
ence graduate student agency. Program stage, institutional characteristics and norms, and career 
goals also influence student agency in career advancement. Students, who enter an academic pro-
gram feeling very confident in their skills and abilities, may flounder and feel ill-prepared to con-
duct research on their own once entering the dissertation stage (Weidman et al., 2001). Also, re-
searchers have shown institutions that are striving to move up in rankings put more pressure on 
students to complete their degrees swiftly and become faculty at research universities (Gardner, 
2010). Finally, given the tendency for academic advisors to think of graduate education as prepa-
ration for the professoriate, those students who want to be faculty may feel more agency in pur-
suit of that goal than someone who wants to work in a national lab because the former student has 
more information about the position, encouragement, and role models (Gardner, 2010; Golde, 
2005).  

Study Design 
The present study utilized a mixed methods design of concurrent triangulation (Creswell, 2003; 
Creswell & Plano Clark, 2011; Johnson, Onwuegbuzie, & Turner, 2007). In concurrent triangula-
tion both quantitative and qualitative data are collected simultaneously, with the goal of confirm-
ing or substantiating findings within a single study.  Creswell (2003) observed that in such stud-
ies, one can offset the weakness of one method with another method, priority can be given to ei-
ther, and findings are integrated and interpreted together. We utilized quantitative (survey) data to 
understand the extent of graduate student agentic perspectives and actions but then emphasized 
qualitative data (in the form of interviews) to understand how departments enhanced graduate 
student agency in career advancement. 

A mixed methods approach was warranted for several reasons. First, given that agency has only 
recently been used to frame graduate student experiences (see Rhoades et al., 2008; Szelenyi, 
2013) and no research has operationalized graduate student agency in career advancement, we 
wanted to contextualize what we meant by agency in career advancement, and map the extent of 
it within a larger sample. A brief survey with items focused on agentic perspectives and actions 
accomplished that purpose. However, we also wanted to know what was happening between 
graduate students and their departments that enhanced agency. We wanted a richer set of concrete 
examples than a survey would provide and thus found interviews with individuals who had also 
taken the survey helpful to accomplish this goal.  

We engaged in purposeful sampling based on contexts we know are likely to influence doctoral 
student experiences such as gender (Ferreira, 2003), race and ethnicity (Gonzalez, 2006), program 
stage (Ampaw & Jaeger, 2012; Bowen & Rudenstine, 1992), and STEM subfield or discipline 
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(Golde, 2005). We chose to interview students after they had completed their comprehensive ex-
ams. Studies have shown many students change or amend their career goals during this period 
and can become discouraged; thus, it is a critical time for department support (Ampaw & Jaeger, 
2012). We distributed the survey to STEM doctoral students at two major research universities. 
Both universities, hereby referred to as University A and University B, are classified by the Car-
negie Foundation (2010) as having very high research activity and have nationally ranked pro-
grams in the STEM disciplines. 

We conducted an extensive review of social science theory on agency, with a particular focus on 
professional agency (Alkire, 2005; Bandura, 2000; Etelapelto, Vahasantanen, Hokka & Palo-
niemi, 2013). Key components and elements of agency were identified through the literature and 
formed the basis for development of survey items. The construct of agentic perspectives was de-
veloped to include a sense of self efficacy, locus of control, awareness of choices, and empower-
ment to overcome obstacles; the construct of agentic actions was developed to encompass strate-
gic choices and behaviors to accomplish meaningful goals. Our survey had 14 items. Six items 
measured agentic perspectives in career advancement, eight measured agentic actions. Each item 
had a five-point Likert scale, from 1 equaling “strongly disagree” to 5 equaling “strongly agree”. 
These 14 items measuring graduate student agency served as the dependent variables. We pilot 
tested the survey with a small sample of graduate students and made minor modifications and 
sent it to graduate students using Qualtrics survey software. Among 2,062 STEM doctoral stu-
dents surveyed, 884 (42.9%) completed the survey. Demographics on survey respondents are 
provided in Table 1.  

Table 1. Independent Variables, Survey 

 N %  N % 

Program Stage 853  Discipline 850  

Early/Mid Coursework 220  25.79 Bio Sciences 156  18.35  
Late Coursework 124  14.54  Engineering 394  46.35  

Proposal/Qualifying Exam 218  25.56 Chemistry 83  9.76  
Dissertation/Thesis 291  34.11  Computer Sciences 64  7.53  

  Physics 87 10.24  
  Earth Geological Sciences 66  7.76  
Career Goal  854 Interview 854  

Faculty, Research U 231  27.05 Yes 490  57.38  
Faculty, Non-Research U 71  8.31  No 364  42.62  

Government  115  13.47  Institution  866  
Industry/Private Sector  311  36.42  University A 418  48.27  

Postdoc 39  4.57  University B 448 51.73 
Other 87  10.19    

 

From the completed surveys, we solicited interviews with students who represented a diverse mix 
of gender and race within STEM. We had 50% women in the sample, 29 White students, 2 Native 
American Students, 8 Latino/Latina students, 5 Black students, 7 Biracial students, and 9 Asian 
American Students (see Table 2). We held the academic program stage constant by interviewing 
students in the post-comps phase of their work. This criterion sampling technique (Mertens, 2010, 
p. 322) to recruit, identify, and select participants yielded 61 interviews (31 from University A, 
30 from University B). The interviews lasted between 35 and 90 minutes, with most interviews 
lasting 45–60 minutes.  
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Table 2. Interviewee Demographics 

  N  %    N  % 

Race and Ethnicity   60    Discipline  60   

Asian, Asian-American, 
Pacific Islander 

9  15  Biological Sciences 13  22

Biracial or Multiracial  7  12  Engineering 23  38

Black   5  8  Chemistry 6  10

Latina/Latino   8  13  Computer Science 5  8

Native American  2  3  Physics 9  15

White  29  48  Applied Mathematics, Sta-
tistics & Scientific Compu-

tation
Marine, Earth, and Atmos-

pheric Sciences

2 
 
 

2 

3

3

Gender  30   

Female  32  53   

Male  28  47   

 

The semi-structured interview format allowed the researchers to have a general guide for the in-
terviews but gave participants the flexibility to guide the direction of the interview (Knox & Bur-
kard, 2009). The interview questions relevant to this study focused on aspects of the students’ 
departmental environment that influenced how they felt, and what they were doing with regard to 
career advancement. Face-to-face interviews enabled us to observe social cues and nonverbal 
communication, and these elements provided deeper insights into the participants’ graduate 
school experiences (Opdenakker, 2006). We audio-recorded and transcribed all interviews with 
participant permission.  

The qualitative data analysis process was both concept and data driven (Kvale & Brinkman, 
2009). Concept-driven coding involves the use of pre-determined codes from the literature to 
guide analysis of the data, whereas data-driven coding allows key codes or themes to emerge 
from the findings, much as in grounded theory (Glaser & Strauss, 1967). Here we were sensitized 
by our literature review to look for certain conditions within the department (e.g., good mentor-
ing) that were likely to influence graduate student agency, but also allowed themes we had not 
seen before to emerge directly from the data.  

Consistent with methodological norms of qualitative inquiry, data analysis included reading and 
rereading of interview transcripts to identify key emerging themes (Merriam, 1998; Miles & Hu-
berman, 1994). We read the transcripts multiple times and made notes in the margins until we had 
a strong grasp on each participant (Creswell, 2007). Employing a constant comparative method 
(Merriam, 1998), we analyzed each interview for department actions and conditions that seemed 
to influence graduate student agency in career advancement.    

In the survey data analysis, negative items were reverse scored. Participants’ willingness to par-
ticipate in a follow-up qualitative interview was considered an additional independent variable to 
best understand potential differences and biases in our survey and interview samples. 

Survey findings were evaluated using two-sample t-tests where the categorical independent vari-
able allowed for only two options (e.g., institution, interview). Where categorical independent 
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variables allowed for more than two options (e.g., discipline/department), we evaluated survey 
findings using two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA). When overall difference was discovered 
in the ANOVA analysis, a post-hoc Scheffé test was applied to determine the significant differ-
ences among the groups in each applicable independent variable.  

Overall trustworthiness in the study was strengthened by collecting data from multiple sources 
including interviews with individuals from different backgrounds, department experiences, and 
survey data (Lincoln & Guba, 2000). We engaged in member checking by sharing transcripts 
with participants and did not receive any disparate reports. All participants were provided ano-
nymity. Internal validity was strengthened by authors analyzing the transcripts separately to de-
velop themes and then joining to compare these conclusions. We analyzed transcripts through 
“thematic memoing” and then joint conceptualization of final themes (Rossman & Rallis, 2003, p. 
291–292).  

There are several limitations to our research design. First and foremost, we were not able to di-
rectly connect the kinds and levels of graduate student agentic perspectives and agentic actions 
found in our qualitative and quantitative data. Nor were the data longitudinal, so we do not know 
if agentic perspectives and agentic actions lead to greater retention and career placement from this 
study. Second, in comparison to the broader sample of students who took our survey, students 
who offered to be interviewed had significantly higher mean averages on 6 of 14 agency items. 
For example, interview volunteers were statistically more likely to see multiple paths to be suc-
cessful in achieving their career goals (p<.01) and were more likely to seize opportunities to ad-
vance career goals when they are presented (p<.001). Thus, our interview participants were more 
agentic than the entire survey population. Interview participants might have been more interested 
in, and receptive to, efforts by departments to support them. Future research might target students 
for interviews who receive lower, average, and higher scores on agency measures to see if differ-
ent interventions are more effective for different groups. Third, for space reasons we were not 
able to share findings related to department efforts that constrained agency in career advance-
ment. Fourth, although we recognize that individual characteristics such as gender, race, mari-
tal/dependency status, nationality, sexual orientation, program stage, and career goals will also 
influence graduate student sense of agency, we did not analyze individual influences on graduate 
student agency in this study, but do so in another article. Such findings are covered in other stud-
ies but nonetheless factor in the ways in which students interacted with their departments. 

This study makes an important contribution to research on graduate education by (a) applying the 
theoretical lens of agency to understanding graduate student experiences, (b) employing a mixed 
method approach to the study of STEM graduate student agency in career advancement, and (c) 
examining the specific ways in which departments enhance graduate student agency in career ad-
vancement. At the end of this article we identify implications of our findings for departments and 
posit areas for future research.  

Findings 
We organized our findings in two sections. First, we present the survey results regarding the na-
ture and extent of STEM graduate student agentic actions and perspectives and whether or not 
they varied by department. Second, we describe five ways departments enhanced graduate student 
agency in career advancement. 

Graduate Student Agency in Career Advancement 
STEM graduate students reported a good degree of both agentic actions (means between 3.83 and 
4.14 of survey items with a 5-point Likert scale) and agentic perspectives (means between 3.35 
and 4.17) with on average higher means for agentic actions than perspectives (Tables 3 and 4). 
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Further, standard deviations were lower on questions about agentic actions than about agentic 
perspectives, revealing less variation in doctoral student responses, which suggests that STEM 
doctoral student participants report a high degree of confidence in their ability to take strategic 
actions to advance their career goals. Yet, the STEM doctoral students’ internal perspectives and 
monologues about their ability to achieve their professional goals reflected a larger degree of var-
iance.    

Table 3. Agentic Actions 

 N Mean SD 
I have been strategic in achieving my career goals. 868 3.83 0.84 

I have intentionally made choices to focus my career goals 
in ways that are personally meaningful to me. 

868 4.14 0.77 

I seize opportunities when they are presented to me to ad-
vance my career goals. 

867 4.13 0.76 

If I lack something (e.g. a skill or specific knowledge) that 
I need to obtain my career goals, I take steps to obtain it. 

865 4.12 0.68 

When I face a setback, I take strategic steps to overcome 
the barrier to move ahead. 

864 4.01 0.62 

I ask for help when I need it. 865 3.87 0.89 

Note: Means and standard deviation (SD) were calculated for respondent’s answers on a 5-point likert scale 
with 1=Strongly Disagree and 5=Strongly Agree. 

Table 4. Agentic Perspectives 

 N Mean SD 
I feel stuck in my ability to advance toward my career 
goals.+ 

864 3.35 0.99 

In general, I feel that I have little control over whether I 
advance my career goals.+ 

867 3.68 1.02 

My advisor (rather than I) controls whether I will achieve 
my career goals.+ 

868 3.66 1.03 

I know how to conduct research to achieve my career 
goals. 

867 3.79 0.79 

When I face a setback, I view it as a temporary roadblock 
that I can overcome. 

865 4.03 0.69 

I can acquire all of the knowledge and skills that I need to 
be successful in my career goals as long as I work hard. 

866 4.04 0.92 

I view critical feedback on my work as a way to grow. 864 4.17 0.92 

Rather than seeing one path, I see there are multiple paths 
to be successful in achieving my career goals. 

864 4.12 0.79 

+Reverse coded survey questions 
Note: Means and standard deviation (SD) were calculated for respondent’s answers on a 5-point likert scale 
with 1=Strongly Disagree and 5=Strongly Agree.  

When we examined graduate students’ agentic actions in career advancement, there were some 
differences by discipline as doctoral students in physics [F(5,844) = 5.00, p <.01] believed that 
they were less strategic in achieving their career goals than their counterparts in biological sci-
ences, engineering, and chemistry (Table 5). When we examined graduate students’ agentic per-
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spectives toward career advancement, physics students reported lower levels of agentic perspec-
tives in their ability to conduct research to achieve career goals [F(5,843) =3.71, p <.01] than bio-
logical science students (Table 6). 

Table 5. Analysis of Variance for 
“have been strategic in achieving my career goals” (n1), by Discipline 

Source SS df MS F P  
Between 17.36 5 3.47 5.00 .001  
Within 585.56 844 0.69    

Total 602.92 849     
Scheffe Post-hoc Comparison (p < .05 or below displayed)  95% Confidence Interval 

I(n3) J(n3) Coefficient Std. Error Significance Lower Bound Upper Bound 

Physics Biological Sci -.504421*** .0666888 0.001 -.6353165 -.3735255 

 Chemistry -.352267* .1131652 0.027 -.57438515 42091225 

 Engineering -.481097* .0787927 0.015 -..6357497    .-.3266444 

 

Table 6. Analysis of Variance for 
“I know how to conduct research to achieve my career goals” (n8), by Discipline 

Source SS df MS F P  
Between 11.43 5 2.29 3.71 .003  
Within 519.83 843 0.62    

Total 531.26 848     

Scheffe Post-hoc Comparison (p < .05 or below displayed)  95% Confidence Interval 

I(n3) J(n3) Coefficient Std. Error Significance Lower Bound Upper Bound 
Physics Biological Sci -.41733 ** .1050743 0.008 -.6235677 -.2110919 

 

Department Influences on Graduate Student Agency in Career 
Advancement 
We found five ways in which departments, via actors and the structures and cultures they enacted, 
enabled graduate student agency in career advancement: (1) encouraging and legitimizing multi-
ple career paths, (2) providing structured opportunities for students to practice skills and experi-
ence different work environments, (3) providing resources (financial support and information), 
(4) facilitating networking, and (5) offering mentoring and guidance. To underscore this point, 
when we say “departments enabled,” we refer to the actions of specific actors (e.g., department 
chair, faculty, students), as well as the structures (e.g., requirements and resources), and cultural 
norms (e.g., expectations) those actors put in place and/or perpetuated to support graduate student 
agency in career advancement. Many of the specific strategies departments enacted served in 
more than one way to encourage agency in pursuit of career goals. 

Encouraging and legitimizing multiple career paths 
Previous research suggests that a key element of agency is feeling like you have choices and 
some freedom in achieving goals that matter to you (Alkire, 2005; O’Meara et al., 2011). Those 
in power can assert dominance by persuading individuals via an “institutional script” that there is 
only one way to do something (Powell & Colyvas, 2008). The norm at most research universities 
is for faculty to support their doctoral students in pursuing faculty appointments at research uni-
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versities (Gardner, 2009, 2010). Such a singular focus on academic appointments could feel limit-
ing and discouraging to students who do not feel they fit in academe. In our study, we found de-
partments supported graduate student agency by encouraging and legitimizing multiple career 
pathways. 

There were three ways in which departments encouraged and legitimized multiple career paths. 
First, department chairs, program faculty, as well as department graduate student associations 
hosted external speakers on a regular basis to discuss non-academic careers in industry, govern-
ment, policy-making, and K-12 education. Students often had an opportunity to go to lunch or 
dinner with speakers (sometimes alumni or professional colleagues of faculty) and ask them ques-
tions regarding the content of their work, work-life environment, salary, and benefits. Such op-
portunities were often without their faculty, which allowed students more freedom, in their opin-
ion, to ask questions that compared one career choice (such as academia) to another (such as in-
dustry). Ron, an astronomy student explained: 

Yes, so I wouldn’t say there’s an emphasis on one particular track. One of the things my 
department has been very good about is in something called “the career path seminar.” So 
they have established a seminar every week that is specifically focused on exposing 
graduate students who are on different career paths. So they have people coming in from 
let’s say [local area], or from industry that did their Ph.D. in [field name] and now have 
gone into different fields. So there’s always the emphasis on the most obvious track you 
know, go for post-doc, go for an academic position. But we all know that there aren’t 
enough positions for all you know Ph.Ds. that are graduating. So you know this career 
path seminar has been really helpful in kind of exposing you to what is out there in terms 
of teaching, government administration, industry positions, programming, so I would say 
we’ve been fairly well exposed to a whole variety of things. There isn’t, I wouldn’t say 
there was an emphasis on pursuing a particular career path.  

Many students raved about these seminars using words such as “valuable,” “beneficial,” and “en-
lightening” to describe them. Ron explained why they were important to him and others: 

I think that has been pretty valuable for a lot of us, in also realizing if you don’t get an 
academic position that’s not the end of the world. There are a lot of other things happen-
ing. ... So I think part of what graduate students need to see is that there are other options 
and to help them figure out what options they want.  

Students who attended these seminars appreciated their faculty acknowledging that the market 
was not good for tenure-track positions right now and that there were many other “legitimate” 
options. Several students noted they had made contacts for internships, summer jobs, and other 
good career connections from seminars. Joel, an engineering student, framed the seminars as a 
concrete set of “resources from the department itself.”   

Students in departments where there was openness to different careers and research agendas felt 
grateful, and noted they believed their department support was unique. Participants said that stu-
dents they knew in other departments where faculty did not provide concrete examples and ap-
proval of multiple career paths felt “boxed in,” discouraged, and limited. Kimberly, an astronomy 
student who had decided to go into K-12 teaching, said:  

I think that’s just one of the most valuable things about our department, ‘cause a lot of 
peer schools don’t provide that support for their students. The comfort level I had after I 
told them [about career choice], it made it much easier and they were very, very encour-
aging and supportive. You know the letters they wrote me, you know, got me in the door 
for my interviews. I’m not going to say they got me the job because I do work in the in-
terviews, but you know they got me in the door. It’s just a very collegial atmosphere. 
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Everyone really looks out for each other and they acknowledge you know maybe it’s not 
best for them if their students go teach high school, but if it’s best for the student, that’s 
what’s important. 

It is notable that Kimberly describes her agency in interaction with her department’s support. 
They got her in the door but she had to do well for the opportunity to work out.  

A second way that departments supported multiple career pathways was through very direct con-
versations and career encouragement between faculty advisors and students. Students acknowl-
edged that faculty had a built-in bias toward academia but were also open, encouraging, and sup-
portive of non-academic positions. For example, Orlando, a biochemistry student, said: 

At first my advisor was skeptical because it’s very well-known that professors want to 
make more professors, right, so my professor of course wanted me to become one at first. 
He would always tell me and a lot of the other students in our group, oh you’re a great 
teacher you should be a research professor just like me. They want to do that, it’s that re-
lationship, that father-son kind of relationship that a dad wants his son to be the same, 
you know, when he grows up. But after a while, after telling him my reasons, my ration-
ale for drifting away from academia, he agreed. He saw some of the faults of academia 
and some of the benefits and some pros and cons for industry, and I think he’s been sup-
portive about it.  

Likewise, Bernard, a biology student, observed that he valued his advisor’s openness to careers 
outside academe and that the advisor never “pushed [him] in one way or another.” Bernard felt 
that his group of advisors had deeply invested in him as a person. Not going into academe was in 
some ways a “slap in the face to anyone involved in your PhD program.” Therefore, it was very 
meaningful to Bernard that his advisors had “told [him and other students] everything [they] 
could do” with the doctoral degree.  

A third way departments encouraged multiple pathways was as a by-product of the nature of 
some more applied subfields, which meant faculty had as many contacts outside academe as in-
side academe. Donna, a physics student, observed: 

In [many] STEM [programs] you have a very developmental type of research where you 
build more theories, whereas we do more implementations. So we have more implemen-
tation …. working with industry. So we try to find the best way to get things into the 
market and things like that. So that’s from the very beginning, in my graduate studies. So 
I was more exposed to that area … That’s probably why I wanted to go into industry as 
well. 

Likewise, Bella, a biology student, explained that in her field one could focus on basic or applied 
research. Those doing applied research tended to go into industry; those doing more basic re-
search went into academia. Bella appreciated being able to make the choice between basic or ap-
plied research and that faculty would help her with contacts and funding either way. 

Providing structured opportunities for students to practice skills and 
experience different work environments 
Departments supported graduate student agency in career advancement by providing concrete 
opportunities for students to learn and develop knowledge and skills, gain self-efficacy, and in-
crease confidence and motivation in the work they would be doing in their future careers. Stu-
dents who were able to role play and rehearse their future career roles felt more confident as le-
gitimate members of their desired professions and were able to discover whether or not they en-
joyed these aspects of potential future positions.   
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For example, many students engaged in teaching as a teaching assistant or instructor for their de-
partment though the quality of teaching experiences varied between surface level and intense ex-
periences. In the best experiences, students learned that they loved teaching and wanted to be-
come teachers. Renee, a biology student whose graduate school provided the opportunity to earn 
a certificate in teaching, said:  

In our department, we’re required to TA one class per master’s and two for PhD. And 
that’s been very helpful. Some classes are more beneficial than others. There are some 
classes where the TA just kind of grades and gives like a one-class presentation. But I 
had one that was just really good. Because we actually taught the lab. Me and one other 
student – we alternated teaching the lab every week. So I actually got hands-on experi-
ence of teaching labs … I never had thought that I might want to be a teacher before that, 
actually.   

For some students, their teaching experience changed their career goals. Kimberly, an astronomy 
student, explained:  

So when I entered grad school I thought maybe I’d be a professor. I was kind of thinking 
more along those lines, but as I went through grad school, I realized that the most fun I 
had was when I was teaching, when I was giving talks either to a scientific audience or a 
public audience and that the research didn’t fulfill me as much as the teaching did. So I 
thought high school might be a good venue. I taught the intro classes in astronomy. I real-
ly enjoy teaching people who have no background, or very little background in a subject 
and getting them to understand things for the first time and seeing that spark in their eyes. 

While Kimberly had decided through her teaching experiences that she wanted to work in high 
school teaching, Bernard, a biology student, had the chance to teach both undergraduate and 
graduate students and decided the opposite. Bernard determined he fit better with graduate stu-
dents and doing more research. He enjoyed working with more advanced students in a smaller 
class setting while working in a summer internship at federally funded labs. Thus, he knew he 
wanted a more research-oriented appointment post-graduation.  

Students also mentioned opportunities created by departments to present research findings and 
interact with students and future colleagues. Nola, a chemistry student, observed:  

We try to team up with other departments that have similar research foci that can overlap. 
And we do departmental seminar days where I get to present my research or I get to make 
a poster and learn to communicate on a [higher level].  

Nola felt this research experience enhanced her confidence as a professional scientist. Lamar, a 
computer science student, also found that it was the act of presenting his work that reinforced his 
career goals and increased his agency in making them real. Lamar said: 

Yes it [presenting his research] reminded me of what I like about my own research, be-
cause I like my own research. I just sometimes forget that I like it, and I think that’s what 
all grad students do. And so, having these concrete events, physical things, social events, 
of interacting with other people in a way that you have to sell your own research in a way 
that sells it to yourself at the same time … I come back from conferences feeling really 
gung ho.  

Victoria, an engineering student, discussed how her department created practical training in grant-
writing and professionalism:  

And also there's a number of programs that I know that I've been involved with and some 
of my peers have been involved with to help sort of train future faculty members on re-
search grant-writing. Our department requires very specific like proposal grant-writing, a 
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class -- how to be a, you know, carry yourself professionally. That's helped shape the ac-
ademic desire too. 

Donna, a physics student, carefully pondered a priori versus department influences on her interest 
in becoming an academic. Donna said: 

[T]here are things that influence your career decision but I think there are also things that 
you’re doing to prepare for the career decision that you think you’ll make. I think those 
two things are very intertwined and interrelated so some of the things that I’ve done I 
think of now as things that I did because I wanted to find myself in this career trajectory 
as opposed to things that changed my career trajectory. I mean if that makes sense? But I 
guess they are still sort of influential in the sense that they either affirm or show me miss-
ing pieces. So I think that some of the biggest things that I’ve done is just to do good re-
search and I think that as a graduate student there’s lots of opportunities to excel as a re-
searcher especially in a place like [name of institution] where I’m in a large and well-
funded department with a lot of opportunities for good research and a lot of opportunities 
to interact with people who are at the top of my field.  

Donna noted she received feedback from her department that was affirmative, while engaging in 
research in a department where she found ample opportunities to practice her craft. In some ways 
her department acted as a mirror, in others as a guide. Yet, Donna felt her career goals were sup-
ported while she remained an active agent in making her own career happen.  

Departments also facilitated graduate student agency in career goals by encouraging internships 
where students not only practiced certain skills but were able to see how the work environment 
“fit” their personality and interests. In many cases these internships helped students make com-
parisons between academic work and industry or government work, and they found they fit better 
outside academe. For example, Tess, an engineering student, said: 

The internship I had in industry with chemical engineering didn’t really mesh, but one in-
ternship I had was in microbiology and I was over the moon about. That is why I pursed 
environmental engineering because it was a nice marriage of two fields I enjoy.  

Tess reflected on how her internship allowed her to consider different work environments:  

With my attitude and personality I think I am more suited for academia, but not suited for 
it long term. I would rather work for myself in consulting and use my skills to solve a 
broad array of problems.  

Padma, an engineering student, explained how her internships helped in her discernment and her 
confidence about the right work environment for her career: 

I’ve always wanted to be more hands-on with my research, and both my parents are fac-
ulty so I’ve always been interested in research, but my opinions about becoming a uni-
versity faculty have changed based on my perception of the system … I’ve done intern-
ships at both national labs and industrial labs, and I much prefer those atmospheres be-
cause there’s a sense of team spirit and a better sense of sharing and less territorial sort of 
behavior in those sort of settings. That’s definitely what has shaped my ambitions. Right 
now I would like to work in a more, sort of, friendly atmosphere.  

Although some would read Padma’s story and regret the fact that she found the academic life 
“less friendly” than national labs, the important point is that her department helped her by en-
couraging internships where she could test out work environments beyond academe, and deter-
mine how her career goals might be achieved there.  
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Providing resources (financial support and information) 
Graduate students in our study also linked the sense of agency they felt in achieving their career 
goals to tangible resources provided by their department. The connection between resources and 
agency is not surprising given that previous studies have revealed the value of professional devel-
opment resources to faculty career advancement (Campbell & O’Meara, 2013). For example, Fra-
sier (2013) found that students who held TA or RA positions were less likely to have extended 
time to degree. Similarly, resources supporting graduate student agency in this study came in the 
form of RA and TA positions to support them financially as well as travel funds to attend re-
search conferences, assistance with finding funding to support research projects, and ready infor-
mation regarding jobs, internships, and related professional associations. For example, Hubert, a 
physics student, said:  

The Physics Department has been fantastic for me. That fall semester they gave me a 
teaching assistantship, which they were under no obligation to do which allowed me to 
continue my research and work as a fulltime TA which is where I got some teaching ex-
perience in labs. 

Students noted that one of the more valuable resources departments provided was information. 
Christian, a chemistry student, observed: “My undergrad and [name of institution] both do a pret-
ty good job of giving professional development skills and opportunities in the form of certain da-
tabases online – you can look for public and private sector jobs.” Nola, observed: “I think that 
within my department they’re just really good at firing off anything that comes along, even if it’s 
not in the state. They’ll be like, ‘Oh, there’s funding for this, too.’ And so they’re pretty good at 
doing that.” Thus, resources enhanced agency in career advancement by providing funding that 
allowed graduate students to focus more on their studies or by adding to student perception of 
their own social capital (via information and connections).  

Facilitating networking 
A fourth way in which departments in this study influenced graduate student agency in career 
advancement was by creating and facilitating opportunities for students to network with others 
regarding current and future career-related opportunities. Previous research found that strong ex-
ternal professional networks in one’s field positively influence faculty agency behavior and sense 
of productivity (O’Meara & Niehaus, 2013). Likewise, in this study networking was important to 
facilitating graduate student agency in career advancement. Ron, an astronomy student, noted 
opportunities for networking with outside speakers that his department brought in as well as net-
working between faculty and students at coffee hours held every day in the lobby. Another par-
ticularly impactful way that one department mediated and facilitated networking was research 
interaction teams. Ray, an applied mathematics student, explained: 

That is constantly happening I feel – by design, I think, in my program. One really great 
opportunity we have are these “research interaction teams” are what they’re called. There 
are graduate students, maybe in some cases advanced undergraduates, but it’s a group of 
professors, graduate students, and depending on the topic, people from outside the uni-
versity. So that’s a constant influx of networking, I guess.  

Ray went on to directly link his experiences in these networking events to his career goals: 

I have to say that before I started these [seminars] sometime in my second year, I was 
pretty set on trying to pursue the academic route. So it has significantly influenced my 
thought process. 

In terms of off-campus experiences, students mentioned internships, supported with credits to-
ward degree by the department, and encouragement and support to attend disciplinary confer-
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ences. Donna, a physics graduate student, attended conferences where her faculty introduced her 
to other faculty at the top of their field. Such interactions increased Donna’s self-confidence that 
she belonged in the research world and could hold her own in it.  

In many cases department faculty called upon their networks within industry and academic circles 
to help students network in areas where they might start careers. Lamar explained: 

My advisor is pretty well connected. I’ve had the chance to go to several workshops and 
meetings with the [department] that I probably would not have had under any other cir-
cumstances, and so that has led to a situation where I know a lot of people in my industry. 
I’m not sure if I’m interested in doing government work, but I feel very certain that I 
could secure a position if I wanted to. So, I feel like at least my advisor’s network here 
has done very well for making sure that I have those opportunities if I want them. 

Thus, departments exposed students like Lamar and others to professional networks where they 
could see themselves succeeding, therefore facilitating graduate student agency.  

Faculty were not the only actors facilitating such networking inside departments. Many students 
mentioned women in science associations embedded in and supported by departments that held 
networking events. For example, Theresa, a biology student, noted her women in science group: 

… teaches you how to network and connect you with other women who are in industry in 
the area. There’s a lot of like small biotech companies around so it’s been very helpful. I 
know a lot of people in their 5th year 6th year are going to those to try to meet people and 
get an in and find a job so that’s been pretty nice.  

Thus student organizations supported by department funds also played an important role in facili-
tating networking. 

Offering mentoring and guidance 
As noted earlier, research has shown the advisor-advisee relationship is critical to doctoral com-
pletion, satisfaction, and career choice (Girves & Wemmerus, 1988; Golde, 2005; Mwenda, 2010; 
O’Meara et al., 2013). Departments scaffolded graduate student agency by providing supportive 
and accessible advisors who listened, helped students discern what they wanted, and provided 
strategic advice. Self-awareness has been found in previous studies to be an important influence 
on agentic perspectives and behaviors (Campbell & O’Meara, 2013; O’Meara et al., 2011). This 
is because we need to know what we want in order to assume agency to pursue it. We found in 
our study that faculty played an especially important role in student self-awareness of goals and 
discernment. Many graduate students mentioned faculty helping them process career plans. Stu-
dents observed that their current career goals sort of “came up” or evolved through discussions 
with their advisor or through contacts he or she made for them. For example, Wilmer, a physics 
student, said:  

Yeah, in fact when I have, we can talk about my career issues, when I had my last ‘what 
am I going to do’ moment I just walked into my old advisor’s office, kind of just sat 
down and said, ‘What am I going to do with my life?’ We chatted for a while, she gave 
good advice. 

Wilmer left this faculty member’s office with a more agentic perspective about his career possi-
bilities and prospects. He felt more confident because he had talked the issues out with her. Victo-
ria, an engineering student, observed that the good communication and supportive environment 
among her program faculty had “shaped the academic desire too.”   

Bella, a biology student, explained that the more exposure she had to program faculty, the more 
confident she felt about how she might fit into the faculty role. Bella said:  
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I agreed to help coordinate the setup and cleanup after colloquium lunches and so I was 
interacting with more professors. I feel that I was getting better information about how 
professors budget their administrative duties. And I was kind of like “you know what? I 
could do this.” And my advisor too was helping me prepare my proposal that I would 
give for my qualifying exam. And you have to talk a bit about what your future goals are 
and he [said] you’re going to put something in there about academia right, and I was just 
like, yeah, I guess I am.  

Bella felt more confident not only in pursuing the faculty role but in saying she wanted to become 
a faculty member once her advisor acknowledged he saw this as a path for her. His affirmation 
and recognition made her career aspirations more authentic and facilitated Bella stepping forward 
into the possibility of becoming a faculty member.  

Faculty also supported student career goals in industry. Karrie, an engineering student, mentioned 
learning about a grant that would provide her an opportunity to start a new business. When asked 
how this started, she said: 

It sort of came up through my advisor. So I have my main PhD advisor and then I also 
have a few people that we collaborate with … So they were also the ones that sort of 
brought it up [entrepreneurial grant] and said maybe we should do this … So after that we 
sort of thought more about it.  

This example integrates many of the others above, as the faculty member, a representative of the 
engineering department, enhanced Karrie’s agency in career advancement by having a discussion 
to discern her career goals. The advisor provided information about potential resources and en-
couragement so that Karrie might herself seize the opportunity to advance.   

Discussion and Implications 
This study makes a new contribution to the graduate student literature by examining how depart-
ments influence graduate student agency in career advancement. Previous research has examined 
how department characteristics such as resources, gender composition of the faculty, and depart-
ment prestige influence graduate student outcomes, such as doctoral student satisfaction and 
completion (Ampaw & Jaeger, 2012; Bowen & Rudenstine, 1992; Council of Graduate Schools, 
2010; Frasier, 2013; Gardner, 2007; Golde, 2005). However, our study examined STEM graduate 
student agency in career advancement, and the very specific ways departments influenced that 
agency. These findings have practical implications for graduate program directors, department 
chairs, graduate faculty and graduate students. Faced with significant financial constraints such as 
a decrease in federal and foundation funding for research, it is easy to see how many department 
chairs and faculties might want to do more to support graduate students in career advancement, 
but wonder what would make a tangible difference, especially without a significant influx of new 
resources.  

Our findings suggest departments can be extremely influential in enhancing graduate student 
agency in career advancement without a significant influx of new resources. As the primary place 
where graduate students learn, grow, and strive to succeed, departments in our study were unique-
ly positioned to provide structured opportunities for students to try out different career options, 
discern the best choices for them, make connections within professional fields, legitimize student 
career choices, and encourage students to take agentic actions toward their own career advance-
ment.  

Departments enhanced graduate student agency in career advancement by providing opportunities 
for students to practice work roles in different careers, try out and become comfortable in differ-
ent work environments, and see which environment best fit their talents and interests. Some de-
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partments required and others strongly encouraged internships, teaching experiences, and present-
ing at research conferences. It has been noted before that self-efficacy is a critical influence on 
agency (Bandura, 1989). Clearly these structured opportunities increased student self-efficacy in 
skills needed for specific careers. Similarly, Cech et al. (2011) found that professional role confi-
dence, or the confidence a student has to successfully fulfill roles, competencies, and identity fea-
tures of his/her desired profession predicts attrition from undergraduate engineering programs. In 
a similar way these structured opportunities further developed graduate students as independent 
scholars, a widely recognized part of doctoral student socialization (Gardner, 2008; Lovitts, 
2001). Likewise, the students in this study who participated in these “dry-runs” as future faculty, 
industry scientists, or federal government scientists were able to explore whether they fit the iden-
tity characteristics of those they worked beside.  

Departments also enhanced graduate student agency in career advancement by presenting, affirm-
ing, and legitimizing multiple career options. Students in this study observed faculty preferences 
for graduate students to pursue academic appointments as has been found in previous studies of 
STEM fields (Szelenyi, 2013). However, graduate students also noted how grateful they were that 
their department faculty had intentionally legitimized industry, government, policy, and non-
research related education positions. Research universities are highly value-laden, prestige-
oriented environments (Gardner, 2010; Szelenyi, 2013) and the fact that student advisors and 
peers recognized non-academic appointments as legitimate, desirable options gave students a 
sense of permission to view all options. This is especially important in STEM areas where con-
straints related to federal funding for research may make university positions less desirable. Al-
ternatively, it is easy to see how constraining it would have been if department resources, advis-
ing and support only focused on one narrative or set of options for graduate students after gradua-
tion, as has been found in related studies (Gardner, 2010; Rhoades et al., 2008).  

Department financial support also influenced agency in career advancement. However, smaller 
resources mattered to agency in career advancement as much as larger efforts like continuous 
funding. It might be considered a small thing for the department to pay for lunches and dinners 
between students and speakers, but it was not small to the graduate students in our study. They 
felt that departments paying for these meals signaled recognition for alternative career tracks. 
Many studies show financial support in the way of teaching assistantships, research assistant-
ships, fellowships, and other financial awards impact time to degree and persistence (Council of 
Graduate Schools, 2010; Kim & Otts, 2010; Frasier, 2013). Indeed, such support was important to 
graduate student agency in our study as well. However, we think it is important to note that even 
strategic use of small, scarce resources can make an important, symbolic, and tangible difference 
in supporting graduate student agency in career advancement as occurred with speaker dinners 
and lunches. 

Departments also enhanced graduate student agency by facilitating strategic networking for their 
graduate students. Whether internal or external to the university, this networking added to stu-
dents’ perception of their own social capital. For example, departments scaffolded student agency 
by getting students inside meaningful conversations about research that mattered to them. Stu-
dents then acted as agents by making valuable contributions to these conversations with new col-
leagues. Each professional connection the department facilitated made students feel more like 
insiders in the profession. Much research shows the power of social networks and professional 
relationships to build social capital (Nahapiet & Ghoshal, 1998), increase an individual’s “pull” 
in a field (Laird, 2006), and promote advancement (Christakis & Fowler, 2009) and performance 
(Brandes, Dharwadkar, & Wheatley, 2004). Students’ perception of increased social capital in 
turn added to students’ sense of confidence as a professional in a field of study, and sense of 
agency in career advancement.  
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Finally, departments supported graduate student agency by having individual advisors as well as 
other faculty in the department listen to students, help them discern career interests, determine a 
fit between their talents and interests and career plans, and provide encouragement. Marshall 
(2005) described the process of agency as an intentional “structuring of choices” and actions (p. 
11). Graduate students in this study felt that the advice their faculty gave them was extremely 
helpful, whether they were deciding to go into academic or non-academic appointments, in de-
termining which directions they wanted to go, and what they needed to get there. Our findings 
related to the faculty role of listening, helping students become self-aware of goals, and discern 
next steps, is consistent with Jairam and Kahl’s (2012) finding that the amount and quality of sub-
ject matter advice faculty provide is critical to student time to degree and the findings of O’Meara 
et al. (2013) on the role of emotional competencies in effective graduate advising. Equally impor-
tant as good listening and awareness of students’ interests was the sense of affirmation graduate 
students sought and received from faculty. For example, one student recalled vividly the moment 
her advisor had encouraged her to write down her plans to be a faculty member. This student had 
intentionally sought out the chance to get closer to faculty (an agentic action). Regardless, she 
noted how important it was to her that her advisor saw her in a faculty role before she committed 
to it.  

This mixed methods research study was one of the first to explicitly consider agency in career 
advancement among STEM graduate students, and leaves much room for further research. First 
and foremost, we would like to see if graduate student agency in career advancement at certain 
key transition points (such as from comprehensive exams to early dissertation writing) predicts 
graduate student completion and time to degree. Second, for space reasons, the focus of this study 
was on the department factors that enabled graduate student agency. Further research should be 
done to understand department factors that constrain such agency. As noted earlier, we did not 
interview students by extent of agency found in survey responses. Subsequent studies might ex-
amine the kinds of department efforts most likely to enhance agency for students with the least 
expressed agency in career advancement, and at greatest risk of not completing. Such studies 
might also consider department efforts that are most impactful for enhancing the agency of under-
represented minorities in STEM disciplines. 

In conclusion, as a key component of human development, agency is a critical resource needed to 
be successful in highly autonomous, professional positions (Ackerman, Zuroff & Moskowitz, 
2000; Archer, 2000; Elder, 1994; Emirbayer & Mische, 1998; Lawrence, 2008). Agency in career 
advancement is important to graduate student motivation, completion, and career placement. En-
couraging departments to consider the ways in which they support graduate student agency in 
career advancement does not diminish the role graduate students themselves play as agents who 
need to plan, navigate, and negotiate their own careers (O’Meara, 2013). However, as many have 
observed, the power of organizational environments to shape the range of choices and freedom of 
individuals within them is immense (Bourdieu, 1990; Eteläpelto et al., 2013; Giddens, 1979; Sze-
lenyi, 2013). Thus it is important for departments, and the department chairs, faculty, students, 
and administrators within them, to take responsibility for the kind of environment they are creat-
ing for graduate students to assume agency.  
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Abstract  
The purpose of this systematic grounded theory study was to extend the theoretical foundations of self-
determination theory (Deci & Ryan, 1985, 2008), Tinto’s (1993) integration model of graduate persis-
tence, and the framework of resilience (Cefai, 2004; Luthar, Cicchetti, & Becker, 2000) to generate a 
theoretical model explaining how doctoral candidates from backgrounds of poverty persist through to 
successful admittance to doctoral candidacy. The proposed theoretical model provides an account for the 
relationship among significant losses in childhood that are subsequently transformed into positive attrib-
utes that motivated participants’ pursuit and persistence in a doctoral program. This study produced two 
new constructs contributing to the empirical and theoretical literature addressing persistence: familial in-
tegration and altruistic motivation. With high attrition rates across disciplines, this study makes an impor-
tant contribution to the theoretical and empirical literature addressing doctoral persistence. Further, under-
standing the unique phenomena of familial integration and altruistic motivation assists universities in 
identifying marketing strategies and support services for the population under study.   

Keywords: Doctoral Education, Poverty, Persistence, Grounded Theory  

Introduction 
Researchers and theorists have established that childhood poverty has a negative influence on academic 
motivation and educational outcomes (Sirin, 2005; Young, Johnson, Hawthorne, & Pugh, 2011). The ef-
fects of childhood poverty reverberate throughout elementary, middle, and secondary school settings and 
continue to influence post-secondary outcomes (O’Connor, 2009), with the effects compounding over 
time (Ready, 2010). Individuals from backgrounds of poverty often do not pursue higher education, espe-
cially graduate education, as higher education has traditionally been accessed by students from middle to 

high socioeconomic backgrounds; however, this 
trend is slowly changing (Ramburuth & Hartel, 
2010). Educational access is expanding to all 
socioeconomic backgrounds, especially as col-
leges and universities offer more online pro-
grams (Allen & Seaman, 2010). The literature 
provides an explanation of how individuals from 
a background of poverty persist or fail to persist 
into higher education, generally focusing on 
two-year degrees from community colleges and 
four-year degrees for colleges and universities. 
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The purpose of this prior research has been to assist colleges and universities in understanding how to 
best support persistence among these individuals (Butner et al., 2001; Cabrera & La Nasa, 2000; Evans & 
Schamberg, 2009; Horn & Chen 1998; Hossler, Schmit, & Vesper, 1999). Unfortunately, a search of 
keywords, including doctoral attrition, doctoral persistence, doctoral education, resiliency, resilience, and 
poverty, using scholarly databases such as EBSCO and Google Scholar, rendered no articles explaining 
the process that individuals from backgrounds of poverty progress through toward doctoral persistence. 

Over the past 40 years, researchers have consistently reported that only 30% to 60% of students in doctor 
of education programs persist (Berelson, 1960; Bowen & Rudenstine, 1992; Ivankova & Stick, 2007; Net-
tles & Millet, 2006). Given the literature on poverty and education that suggests individuals from poverty 
backgrounds are less likely to persist, persistence rates may even be grimmer for this population. Under-
standing how a background of poverty motivates and serves as a resilience mechanism for doctoral persis-
tence can assist university administrators and educators in providing resources and planning curriculum to 
address the problem of doctoral attrition and promote doctoral persistence.  

This phenomenon of doctoral persistence, defined as “the continuance of a student’s progress toward the 
completion of a doctoral degree” (Bair, 1999, p. 8), has been given little attention in the literature (Ivank-
ova & Stick, 2007; Spaulding & Rockinson-Szapkiw, 2012), and, in a literature search, no articles were 
found that addressed doctoral persistence specific to individuals from poverty backgrounds. While promi-
nent motivational and attrition theories (e.g., Bean & Metzner, 1985; Tinto, 1975) provide a foundation 
for understanding doctoral persistence among those from backgrounds of poverty, they have been criti-
cized as not applicable to nontraditional, doctoral students (Bean & Metzner, 1985; McQueen, 2009). 
These theories have not sought to explain the unique experience of individuals who come from back-
grounds of poverty. In fact, Tinto (2006-2007) purported that the current theory provides little value to 
institutions desiring to address the phenomenon of persistence. Thus, this investigation sought to explain 
the process in which doctoral candidates from backgrounds of poverty persist through to successful ad-
mittance to doctoral candidacy (enrollment in the dissertation process after successful completion of 
course work and the comprehensive exam), building upon the current theoretical foundations of self-
determination theory (Deci & Ryan, 1985, 2008), integration model of graduate persistence (Tinto, 1993), 
and the framework of resilience (Cefai, 2004; Luthar et al., 2000). 

Conceptual Framework 
This inquiry is grounded in theory and research addressing complex relationships among childhood pov-
erty, academic motivation, persistence, and resilience. Deci and Ryan’s (1985) self-determination theory 
(SDT) addresses the concept of motivation, which can be categorized as either intrinsic or extrinsic (Deci 
& Ryan, 2008). Intrinsic motivation is behaving for the sake of the behaviour itself, while extrinsic moti-
vation includes motivators that are aimed at obtaining outcomes external to the behaviour. Both intrinsic 
and extrinsic motivators motivate engagement in an activity (Deci & Ryan, 2008). For example, a doc-
toral student may initiate a doctoral degree based on a variety of internal (e.g., pursuing a doctoral degree 
for the love of learning), and external (e.g., promotion, pay raise, recognition) motivators. The success of 
this behavior is supported or thwarted by the social-cultural context and how the context supports innate 
psychological needs (autonomy, competence, and relatedness) (Deci, Vallerand, Pelletier, & Ryan, 1991). 
For example, the pursuit of a doctoral degree may be cultivated by feeling of relatedness that family 
members provide when they verbally communicate support for the pursuance of the degree (Deci & Ryan, 
2000; Deci et al., 1991; Ryan & Deci, 2000). The volitional behavior may also be thwarted if family 
members or the community communicate a disdain toward higher education institutions and degrees. The 
meeting of the psychological needs such as relatedness provides the context to support the motivated be-
havior and for the likelihood of positive outcomes, in this case, doctoral persistence (Vansteenkiste, 
Simons, Lens, Sheldon, & Deci, 2004). While SDT is useful for understanding doctoral candidate motiva-
tion for beginning doctoral studies, it is lacking when it comes to explaining reasons for persistence 
within the educational context. 
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Tinto’s (1975, 1993) integration theory has been applied and well investigated with regard to doctoral 
persistence (see Earl-Novell, 2006; Herzig, 2002; Hoskins & Goldberg, 2005; Ivankova & Stick, 2007; 
Spaulding & Rockinson-Szapkiw, 2012). Tinto’s (1975, 1993) integration theory explains that persistence 
is influenced by (a) individual factors including attributes and prior experiences and (b) institutional vari-
ables. Familial socialization and growing up in a culture of poverty may contribute to the forming of indi-
vidual values and habits that interact with institutional variables that help or hinder success (Patterson & 
Hastings, 2007).  

Candidates from backgrounds of poverty who persist not only through undergraduate degrees and gradu-
ate degrees, but also to the point of doctoral candidacy show evidence of resilience. Resilience, most sim-
ply defined, is success despite adversity (Cefai, 2004; Luthar et al., 2000). While seminal resilience re-
searchers focused on identifying and generating lists of risk and protective factors (see Garmezy, 1971; 
Werner, Bierman, & French, 1971), more recently resilience researchers have recognized that the con-
struct is much more interactive and dynamic than originally theorized (Rutter, 1985). Rutter (1985) ar-
gued that rather than looking at resilience as a long list of protective and risk factors, resilience essentially 
resides in how individuals respond to situations. For example, separation from parents is typically consid-
ered a risk factor, but for unaccompanied Sudanese refugee children in northern Kenya, separation from 
parents helped them form a powerful resilience mechanism that fostered their academic persistence, evi-
denced through the phrase “education will be our mother” (Spaulding, 2009, p. 127).  Thus, it is illogical 
to categorize any one variable as a risk or protective factor, as it is “process or mechanism, not the vari-
able, that determines the function” (Rutter, 1987, p. 317). 

This shift from identifying risk and protective factors to understanding resilience mechanisms (Luthar et 
al., 2000) led to an emphasis on accounting for cultural and contextual factors in studies of resilience. 
Clauss-Ehlers (2008) defined cultural resilience as “the way that the individual’s cultural background, 
supports, values, and environmental experiences help facilitate the process of overcoming adversity” (p. 
28).  Thus, despite the generally deleterious effects of childhood poverty, the resilience framework sug-
gests that the sociocultural context of childhood poverty may play an instrumental role in the develop-
ment of resilience mechanisms necessary to overcome adversity. For example, exposure to the stressors 
typically associated with childhood poverty may serve to strengthen rather than weaken an individual’s 
resistance to adversity later in life. Rutter (1985) used the term steeling effects to explain this concept of 
strengthened resistance to stress as a result of earlier exposure to stress.  

With an emphasis on interaction between the individual and resources and stressors in the larger sociocul-
tural context (Clauss-Ehlers, 2008; Luthar et al., 2000), the resilience framework aligns with Tinto’s 
(1993) integration model and further emphasizes the contextual factors and interactions between indi-
viduals and their environment when examining the construct of persistence. While SDT (Deci & Ryan, 
1985) addresses motivation and aspiration, Tinto’s (1993) theory explains graduate persistence, and the 
framework of  resilience explains the interaction between the internal and external factors that lead to 
success despite the adversity of growing up in the context of poverty (Cefai, 2004), there is currently no 
theory or model explaining how doctoral candidates from backgrounds of poverty overcome the unique 
challenges inherent in poverty and persist to doctoral candidacy.  

Literature Review  
Childhood poverty is an epidemic that is prevalent in the United States. One fifth of children in the United 
States grow up in poverty, and the United States is ranked second for childhood poverty rates in a list of 
the world’s 35 richest countries (UNICEF Innocenti Research Centre, 2012).  Poverty negatively affects 
many aspects of child’s life (Duncan & Magnuson, 2011; Sirin, 2005; Young et al., 2011) that often re-
sults in a poor trajectory for adulthood (Ready, 2010). For decades, educators and politicians envisioned 
education as a minimizer for the effects of poverty since education provides knowledge and skills for suc-
cess and productivity in adulthood. Unfortunately, this vision is not a reality as the economic gap has 
been identified as one of the greatest achievement dividers in the United States.  A Stanford University 
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researcher said, “We have moved from a society in the 1950s and 1960s, in which race was more conse-
quential than family income, to one today in which family income appears more determinative of educa-
tional success than race” (Tavernise, 2012, para 4). 

Poverty has been shown to negatively influence academic outcomes and adulthood success. Individuals 
who lived in poverty are less likely to graduate from high school and pursue a higher education degree as 
compared to those who have not lived in poverty. Thirty two percent of individuals who spend half their 
childhood in poverty do not graduate from high school as compared to only 6% of those who have not 
experienced poverty (Hernandez, 2011). Duncan and Magnuson (2011) found a relationship between 
household income in which one is born into and adult productivity. Lack of success in adulthood, includ-
ing pursuing and persisting in a higher education degree, can be accounted for by the negative conditions 
of growing up in poverty. 

While poverty continues to negatively influence higher education degree obtainment, the evolution of 
online education and the introduction of government policies to make education more accessible is slowly 
enabling individuals from low socioeconomic backgrounds to pursue and obtain college and university 
degrees (Allen & Seaman, 2010; Ramburuth & Hartel, 2010). Some individuals from low socioeconomic 
backgrounds pursue and persist to graduate school, obtain master level and doctoral degrees (Allen & 
Seaman, 2010; Ramburuth & Hartel, 2010), and understanding the factors that influence this pursuit and 
persistence is important for increasing graduate persistence within this population. 

Graduate persistence is “shaped by the personal and intellectual interactions that occur within and be-
tween candidates and faculty and the various communities that make academic and social systems of the 
institution” (Tinto, 1993, p. 231). While personal economics and institution provided financial aid factors 
have been examined in relationship to doctoral persistence, the unique attributes and experience of indi-
viduals growing up in the culture of poverty and how these individuals factors interact with the choice to 
pursue and persist in a doctoral program have not been examined (de Valero, 2001; Gardner, 2009; 
Jimenez, 2011; Maher, Ford, & Thompson, 2004; Smith, Maroney, Nelson, Abel, & Abel, 2006). 

The economic challenges for doctoral candidates are very real. Candidates who carry debt from under-
graduate studies are less likely to pursue an advanced degree (Perna, 2004). First-generation doctoral can-
didates finance their degree themselves more than non-first-generation doctoral candidates (Hoffer et al., 
2003). These and other financial considerations lengthen candidates’ time to degree and decrease the like-
lihood of degree completion (Terenzini, Springer, Yaeger, Pascarella, & Nora, 1996). Yet, many candi-
dates persist and complete doctoral work believing future career opportunities will provide financial sta-
bility (Gardner & Holley, 2011). Economic integration, which Wao and Onwuegbuzie (2011) defined as 
the “degree to which candidate’s financial needs are met while pursuing the doctorate” (p. 117), and doc-
toral persistence have also been studied. However, the literature is inconclusive when it comes to explain-
ing the relationship between financial assistance and persistence. While Earl-Novel (2006) reported that 
candidates who finance their own studies are less likely to persist, Groen, Jakubson, Ehreneberg, Condie, 
and Yung Hsu Liu (2008) found that doctoral candidates receiving substantial financial assistance still 
had low completion rates. Further, some candidates drop out of doctoral work lured by the stability of full 
time work (Willis & Carmichael, 2011), while candidates who continue to work full time and take doc-
toral courses report feeling overwhelmed (Wao & Onwuegbuzie, 2011). While findings are inconclusive 
about how finances and economics influence doctoral persistence, research has consistently demonstrated 
that economic factors influence educational decisions. Further, research that suggests that growing up in a 
culture of poverty influences the pursuit of and persistence in education further supports the need to in-
vestigate the influence of poverty on doctoral persistence. Thus, the purpose of this grounded theory study 
is to extend the theoretical foundations of self-determination theory (Deci & Ryan, 1985, 2008), Tinto’s 
(1993) integration model of graduation persistence, and the framework of resilience (Cefai, 2004; Luthar 
et al., 2000). 
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Research Questions  
The following research questions guide this inquiry: 

Research Question 1: How does childhood poverty serve as a resilience mechanism with regard to 
doctoral persistence? 

Research Question 2: What intrinsic and extrinsic factors motivate individuals from backgrounds 
of poverty to pursue and persist in a doctoral degree? 

Methods 
This systematic grounded theory (Strauss & Corbin, 1990) study seeks to explain how doctoral candidates 
from backgrounds of poverty persist to doctoral candidacy. The sample was drawn from a population of 
doctoral candidates enrolled in a Doctor of Education (Ed.D.) program at a private, religious, non-profit, 
liberal arts university in the eastern United States. The university enrolls over 80,000 online and residen-
tial, national and international candidates. Approximately 2,000 candidates are enrolled in the Ed.D. pro-
gram and about 400-500 of these candidates have obtained doctoral candidacy. The Ed.D. program is a 
blended program that requires 50 online credit hours and 10 residential credits. The program is fully ac-
credited through the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools (SACS) and the National Council for 
Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE). The doctoral program consists of three stages: (a) the 
coursework, (b) the comprehensive evaluation, and (c) the dissertation. Participants were purposefully 
selected from this institution if they met the following study criteria: (a) successfully completed their doc-
toral course work and passed the comprehensive exam, (b) current enrollment in the dissertation course-
work, (c) experienced poverty for a significant part of their developmental years. 

Defining a construct like childhood poverty is complex and should be considered multi-dimensionally 
(Strenze, 2007). Participants eligible for the study were identified through a survey that used four dimen-
sions to assess backgrounds of poverty: (a) parental income, (b) parental employment status, (c) parental 
education level, and (d) perceptions of child deprivation (going without items deemed to be necessary to 
children) during a significant part of the developmental years (i.e., at least 5 years between the ages of 0 
and 18) (see Table 1).   

Table 1. Theoretical Sampling Questionnaire (N = 12) 
Parental Income Yes % 

1. Recall being homeless (residing in a shelter) or living with relatives for an ex-
tended period of time (> 3 months). 

9 75% 

2. Recall receiving public assistance such as free-reduced lunch, food stamps, or vis-
iting a food pantry or food kitchen. 

10 83% 

3. Lived in rented accommodations most of your childhood. 7 58% 
Parental Employment Status   

4. Either one or both parents were unwillingly unemployed for several (> 2) periods 
(> 6 months) of time in your childhood. 

4 33% 

5. Recall receiving public assistance such as welfare or unemployment insurance. 6 50% 
Parental Education   

6. Neither parent earned a college (2 or 4 years) or university degree  11 92% 
7. Few or no memories of being encouraged to excel in school and go to college. 6 50% 

8. Few or no memories of parental involvement in your education (attending school 
functions, parent-teacher conferences, etc.). 

7 58% 

9. Few or no memories of being read to or being assisted with homework when you 
were a child. 

7 58% 
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Perceptions of Child Deprivation   
10. You had a general awareness of being “poor” compared to your peers during your 

childhood. 
12 100%

11. Your friends typically had more material goods/resources than you did growing 
up.  

12 100%

12. You were aware that your neighborhood was “rough” or unsafe. 6 50% 
 

After obtaining Institutional Review Board (IRB) approval, we sent an email to all doctoral candidates in 
the program requesting that they complete the survey and provide contact information and consent to par-
ticipate in the study if they met the study criteria. The initial survey yielded a response from 124 doctoral 
candidates. From this sample 117 indicated they were willing to participate and responded to all survey 
items. Of the 117 who were willing to participate, survey responses were analyzed and doctoral candi-
dates were considered for participation if they indicated “Yes” for 50% or more of the survey items, with 
a minimum of one “Yes” response for each of the four dimensions (parental income, parental employment 
status, parental education level, perception of child deprivation).  To ensure maximum variation and a 
representative sample of the population, gender and ethnicity were considered in the selection of the sam-
ple. In accordance with Strauss and Corbin’s (1990) suggestion for grounded theory studies, participants 
were added until theoretical saturation was achieved using the constant comparison method of analyzing 
each set of data until the theory was well developed and additional iterations of data collection and data 
analysis failed to generate new findings or further inform the theoretical model. The final sample con-
sisted of  12 participants (7 female, 5 male) who were purposefully selected to serve as the theoretical 
sample for the study as they represented information rich cases (Patton, 1990). Table 1 provides a sum-
mary of the survey results for the final sample; Table 2 provides participant demographic data. 

Table 2. Participant Demographics (N = 12) 

Participant Gender Ethnicity Age 

1 Female Caucasian 50-59 
2 Male Caucasian 40-49 
3 Male Caucasian 40-49 
4 Male Caucasian 40-49 
5 Female African American 50-59 
6 Male Caucasian 30-39 
7 Female Hispanic 40-49 
8 Male Caucasian 30-39 
9 Female Caucasian 40-49 

10 Female Caucasian 40-49 
11 Female Caucasian 20-29 
12 Female Caucasian 40-49 

Data Sources 
Data was collected via survey (see Table 1) and semi-structured interviews (see Table 3). The interview 
questions were derived from a review of the empirical and theoretical literature related to poverty, SDT, 
resilience, and doctoral persistence. The interviews were pilot tested with an individual meeting the study 
criteria (but not included in the final sample) to ensure clarity and comprehension prior to interviewing 
study participants. For consistency of data collection, all interviews were conducted and recorded by one 
researcher with subsequent verbatim transcription by two research assistants for analysis purposes. 
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Table 3. Interview Questions 

Childhood (0 – 18 years) 
1. Please describe your childhood, from birth to 18 years old. 
2. Please describe your family’s employment and economic situation when you were growing up. 
3. In what ways did your parents play a positive or negative role in your education as a child? 
4. Please describe the character traits and values that were modeled for you as a child. 
5. Are there any individuals other than your parents who played a prominent role in your childhood? 

Please explain.  
6. Looking back, are there any events in your childhood that you feel are responsible for shaping 

who you are today?  
Adulthood  

7. Please describe your transition from being a teenager to becoming an independent adult. 
8. What was your experience moving into higher education?  
9. Looking back, can you identify any specific turning points or experiences in your life that pointed 

you to the professional and academic path that you are on today?  
Doctoral Persistence 

10. What is your primary motivation for earning a doctoral degree? What are your secondary motiva-
tions?  

11. What factors did you consider and/or barriers did you overcome before beginning this degree? 
12. What are your goals for the future? 
13. What strategies have you employed to help you persist to where you are today? 
14. To what do you attribute your educational successes? 
15. What are your fears associated with the dissertation process? How do you plan to or how are you 

currently addressing them? 
16. If you could impart just one message to your own children (or the next generation) when it comes 

to education, what message would that be?  

 

Data Analysis 
Following Strauss and Corbin’s (1990) systematic grounded theory procedures, we analyzed the data, in-
cluding informal data analysis by memoing and formal data analysis by open coding, axial coding, and 
selective coding to develop a grounded theory. Per Strauss and Corbin, memoing was used throughout the 
data collection and analysis process to record initial hypotheses and insights on the part of the researchers. 
Open coding consisted of systematically reviewing statements and words from all data sources and creat-
ing conceptual labels or in vivo codes for each concept. As data collection and analysis progressed, con-
cepts were compared across data sources and eventually grouped into categories during the process of 
axial coding. Finally, selective coding was used to generate a theoretical model explaining how doctoral 
candidates from backgrounds of poverty persist to admittance to doctoral candidacy.  

Lincoln and Guba’s (1985) criteria for establishing trustworthiness in qualitative investigations was em-
ployed. Credibility and dependability were addressed though data triangulation (questionnaire, interviews, 
researcher memos), member checking (of interview transcriptions and the final theoretical model), and 
peer review. 
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Findings 
The findings are presented thematically in relationship to the research questions and are followed by a 
theoretical model (see Figure 1) illustrating how doctoral candidates from backgrounds of poverty persist 
to doctoral candidacy. Research question one addressed the function of childhood poverty as a resilience 
mechanism with regard to doctoral persistence. Analysis of interview data revealed two prominent themes 
in the participants’ narratives about their childhood: (a) material loss and (b) relational loss. It must be 
noted that childhood poverty is complex and multi-dimensional (Strenze, 2007) and while the following 
themes of material and relational loss are presented linearly, they are inextricably linked, each interacting 
and interfacing throughout childhood. 

Material Loss 
Though decades removed from their childhood at the time of the interviews, participants vividly re-
counted material loss experienced as child. Loss ranged from loss of furniture and utilities to loss of 
homes. While a few participants acknowledged having little awareness of their family’s economic state as 
children (“it was normal to get up and go and live somewhere else and it was normal to have to stay 
wherever you could until you could find another place to stay”), most were acutely aware of their situa-
tion. One participant related, “I was always painfully aware that we didn’t have basic requirements. Like 
utilities would be cut off occasionally, there wasn’t food in the house; we would go to school with no 
lunch.” Many participants classified their neighborhood as “the ghetto” or “the projects.”  

While several participants’ parents were “too proud” to accept public assistance “because there was a 
really big stigma attached,”  most participants easily recounted times in their childhood where their family 
relied on food stamps, “commodities,” or qualified for free/reduced lunch. One participant related, “I 
don’t remember a time in my life where we weren’t on food stamps, or we weren’t on WIC [women, in-
fant, and children program] or something, some sort of assistance, and always reduced lunch or free 
lunch….” Even as children, the participants experienced the stigma associated with public assistance; one 
participant acknowledged, “we tried to hide the fact that I was given a ticket [for free/reduced lunch] but 
you really couldn’t; everybody knew what it was.”  

While growing up with material needs and material loss had significant effects on the participants’ devel-
opmental, personal, and professional motivations in life, they were even more profoundly affected by the 
relational deficits in their lives. 

Relational Loss 
While two participants characterized their childhood as relatively stable with two parents in the home, the 
remaining participants (n = 10) experienced significant disruption to the family unit as a result of (a) di-
vorce, including parental absence and abandonment, (b) death, and (c) exposure to drug, alcohol, and 
physical abuse. These stressors in their sociocultural environment also prematurely propelled several par-
ticipants into adulthood. 

Divorce 
Divorce emerged as a prominent theme in participant discourses, with eight of the 12 participants citing 
divorce, separation, or a parent “leaving.” For some, the separation and subsequent divorce happened 
when they were quite young. For others, it marked a significant event in their childhood. One participant 
described his parents’ divorce when he was 16 as “the most poignant moment” and “most dominant” 
event in his childhood. Despite working two jobs, after the divorce his mother became homeless and he 
went to live with his grandparents. 

Several participants experienced the pain of parental abandonment prior to divorce, with ambiguous loss 
(see Boss, 2004) serving as a subtheme. One participant painfully noted, “When I was two…my daddy 
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left my mother with three children, with three little girls.” She went on to share, “I would ask my mother 
… ‘where’s my daddy?’ And usually … she would tell me when he was coming home but this time she 
said, ‘I don’t know.’” Another participant was only three years old when her mother dropped her and her 
sisters off with their grandmother. Though her mother returned when she was six, she died a year later, 
and the girls were raised for a period of time by their stepfather, before being removed from his care due 
to abuse. Reinforcing the theme of ambiguous loss, another participant never met his father as he was a 
“60s love child.” 

Though their parent(s) were in the home, several participants referred to parental absence, with frequent 
memories of being left alone to fend for themselves or care for younger siblings while parents worked late 
shifts or second jobs. A participant who lived with her abusive stepdad after her mother died recollected, 
“Even at seven and eight years old, ya know, he was pretty absent a lot of the time and I cooked dinner 
and did laundry and did all those things.” 

Death 
Death was a prominent theme in participants’ childhood and adolescent years. Similar to divorce, the 
passing of a parent or loved one marked a significant event in childhood. One participant noted that her 
grandmother’s death when she was five was “very traumatic.” Another accounted, “Definitely my mom 
passing away was a huge one…just because the…responsibility and maturity that I had to have at seven 
and eight years old is not normal …and so that kinda definitely shaped who I was.” Recounting her fa-
ther’s death from AIDs when she was 17, one participant shared, “his death really sent me…emotionally 
to a different place um, I really didn’t care about life anymore; I was very depressed.” For another partici-
pant, death was not one single event, but a general theme: “everybody around me was dying, all my 
friends were dying, they were dying from drug overdoses, they were dying from car wrecks…” 

Use, abuse, and addiction 
Substance use and abuse, addiction, and physical abuse often occurred simultaneously within the house-
hold and appeared to be generational. The participant whose mother abandoned her at three and died 
when she was seven noted, “My father was abusive and so, they [parents] were both alcoholics and did 
drugs and those kinds of things.” After being removed from her abusive stepfather, she went to live with 
her grandparents, “and the same-old, same-old, my grandfather was still…ya know, couldn’t keep money 
because he had a gambling addiction and an alcohol addiction.” Referencing his father’s alcoholism and 
physical abuse, another participant declared, “I can’t stand him and I’ll never forgive him. . . . he’d beat 
the crap out of me one night and I’d have to go to school the next day and not tell anybody about it.”  

Coping Mechanisms 
While material and relational loss were salient themes, the participants were personally transformed as a 
result of their exposure to the stressors associated with childhood poverty. Their individual responses to 
the stressors in their sociocultural environment (Clauss-Ehlers, 2008; Luthar et al., 2000; Rutter, 1985) 
and consequential personal transformation in the face of adversity (Grotberg, 2003) led to resilience. 
While alcoholism, abuse, death, abandonment, divorce, and the general instability associated with home-
lessness would typically be considered risk factors for the participants, they served as resilience mecha-
nisms, that is, coping mechanisms and catalysts for personal transformation and the discontinuation of 
patterns modeled for them as children. 

Self-reliance 
Being unable to consistently rely on the adults in their lives required the participants to become independ-
ent and self-reliant. Further, the stressors in their lives propelled them into premature adulthood. When 
asked to describe their transition into adulthood participants made statements like, “I don’t know if I was 
ever a teenager,” or “I was kind of grown up as a teenager.” The participant whose parents divorced when 
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he was 16 stated: “Transition happened overnight. . . I felt pressured on myself to, you know, contribute.” 
One participant was emancipated as a teenager, another become a ward of the state, while another related, 
“Even at nine I started to feel a sense of responsibility for caring for people uh in my life and sort of a 
sense of responsibility and commitment to my family.” 

Participants learned at a young age the importance of budgeting and hard work. One participant related, 
“If there was a field trip or something in school then um…I just wouldn’t eat lunch so that I could go on 
the field trip by saving up money.” When describing their childhood (0 -18 years) most of the participants 
noted working part time jobs, several began working as early as 12 or 13. One participant simply ex-
plained, “I needed to have a job to provide for myself.” 

While the stressors associated with childhood poverty necessitated self-reliance and ignited in individuals 
the determination to discontinue the negative patterns experienced in their childhood, each at some point 
came to recognize the need to “get out.” For three participants, enlisting in the military provided a way 
“to climb out” of the confines of poverty. Collectively these participants credited their military service 
with providing a sense of community and reinforcing or instilling in them the importance of discipline 
and a strong work ethic.  

In addition to developing a strong sense of self-reliance, two factors influenced and supported the partici-
pants’ self-determination to discontinue the patterns modeled in their childhood: (a) significant individu-
als and (b) coming to a personal faith were instrumental in personal transformation. 

Positive significant individuals 
Each participant easily identified one or two individuals who played an instrumental role in demonstrating 
or encouraging in them the development of positive traits and values. For some, it was an extended family 
member like a grandparent, aunt, or uncle who modeled loyalty, integrity, hard work, organization, per-
sonal discipline, or “seeing your commitments through.” For others it was a teacher, athletic coach, or 
band director who was “caring,” “showed an interest,” or “kept his word.” Two participants noted teach-
ers who recognized their academic potential. The prominent theme with regard to teachers was high ex-
pectations coupled with care: “[They] demanded excellence but were caring and concerned about us…. 
persistent and caring.” The predominant theme for influential family members was quality time—just be-
ing there for them (e.g., playing games, reading together, attending extracurricular and sporting events). It 
is significant to note that none of the participants cited a parent as a significant individual who affected 
their lives in a significantly positive manner. Parents were cited as negative examples motivating personal 
change (e.g., “I wanted to be so far from being the person I remember [my mother] being when I was a 
child;” “All the negativity motivated me to be someone different”). 

Faith 
When asked to identify turning points or specific events in their life responsible for where they are today, 
50% (n = 6) of the participants immediately cited their personal faith.  

The participants who identified their personal faith as significant pinpointed the precise age when they 
“became a Christian” (age six), “accepted the Lord at13,” “saved at 16.” Two participants referenced “re-
dedicating” their life or being “reborn” as adults (23 and 26 years old respectively). 

Education: “The Way Out” 
A growing sense of self-reliance, bolstered by supportive individuals and/or a growing faith, seemed to 
cultivate in the participants the self-determination to transcend their circumstances and find a way out. A 
few participants learned from their parents (n = 3), but most came to the realization on their own (n = 9), 
that education was “the way out” of poverty. One of the participants who described her parents as “posi-
tive” toward higher education emphasized, “We needed to go to college, to get a college education be-
cause that was our ticket out of poverty. That was gonna be our ticket into the middle class; that was 
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gonna be our ticket into our career.” A participant with severe arthritis was resolute: “I always knew that 
if I wanted to be living independent and successful I would have to pursue a higher education.”  

Doctoral Motivation and Persistence 
The second research question helped to explain the path participants took from pursuing a bachelor’s de-
gree to a doctoral degree; it addressed the intrinsic and extrinsic motivations for pursuing a doctoral de-
gree for these individuals from backgrounds of poverty. According to Ryan and Deci (2000), 

Motivational forces that are innate, or intrinsic needs, are assumed to be essential for everyone, 
but motivational forces that are acquired will vary in strength as a function of the circumstances 
in which they were acquired. It is the strength of these latter motivational forces that are impor-
tant for predicting their consequences. (p. 250) 

The participants in this study experienced significant relational and material loss during their childhood 
years. These relationally and materially impoverished circumstances cultivated in each participant the 
motivation to transcend their sociocultural environment. As Deci and Ryan (2000) elucidate, motivational 
forces vary in strength depending on the circumstances from which they are generated. For the study par-
ticipants, it seemed that they were more than simply motivated, but rather were compelled to continue. 
One participant stated, “Once I started my master’s degree. I just wasn’t gonna stop. I don’t know I just 
kept on going.” Another noted, “I was incomplete without getting a doctorate.” And a third participant 
shared, “It’s the highest you can get so I won’t be satisfied until I have that.” 

Each participant felt strongly compelled to pursue a doctorate, but when asked what their primary motiva-
tion was for earning the doctorate responses were split equally between intrinsic (n = 6) and extrinsic (n = 
6). Intrinsic motivations included feeling “called to do it,” the love of learning, a personal accomplish-
ment or personal fulfillment, or just never feeling “finished without it.” Extrinsic motivations included 
higher pay, opportunities for career advancement, and the title and recognition associated with the degree. 

While some motivations were clearly intrinsic (e.g., personal fulfillment) and others extrinsic (e.g., seek-
ing recognition), there was an additional set of motivations that did not fit neatly into either category, but 
rather, were altruistic in nature. Based on this study, we define altruistic motivation as the motivation to 
do something selfless in order to advance others’ means, opportunities and social, emotional and cogni-
tive well-being. Statements from participants reflecting such motivations included, “I truly aspire to make 
a positive impact in the lives of the people I work with and the candidates of our school,” “I want to make 
a difference,” and “I want to give back.” Participants were also motivated to serve as a model and exem-
plify for the next generation the traits perhaps they wish were modeled more frequently in their own 
childhood: To “be a respected individual. . . . build a reputation for being of high character and ethics” 
and “I really want to set the bar for my family and not only my immediate children but my extended fam-
ily, my nieces my nephews.” 

Material and relational provision 
While there may be a tendency to elevate intrinsic motivations over extrinsic, it is significant that a num-
ber of participants were motivated by career advancement and the associated financial incentives. Consid-
ering the sociocultural context the participants grew up in, it should not be surprising that participants 
were strongly motivated to provide financially for their families. However, the concept of relational pro-
vision emerged as the central theme across participants. 

Participants were acutely aware of the time involved in pursuing a doctorate and were resolved to ensure 
that pursuing the degree did not cause them to neglect their loved ones. In order to prioritize family, one 
participant eliminated her social life. She explained, “…so that I can dedicate my time to my children and 
to my husband, because that’s really important, I didn’t want this to affect them.” Discussing her decision 
to postpone earning her doctorate until the end of her career instead of the middle, one female participant 
related, “I don’t regret it a bit, spending time with my family and children while they were growing.” Dis-
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continuing patterns of absence and abandonment were important to the participants. One participant ex-
plained, “I would say the biggest obstacle is finding that balance between progressing at the pace that I 
want to and trying to be involved with my kids, you know, in a way that I didn’t have as a child.”   

Doctoral challenges and persistence strategies 
In addition to a fear of neglecting loved ones, time and financial constraints, along with the fear of not 
finishing, were the primary challenges cited. However, participants were motivated and determined to 
persist and cited a range of strategies for addressing these challenges including faith, and organizational, 
motivational, and relational strategies. Personal faith was a prominent theme—employing prayer and per-
sisting in order to respond to a sense of being called. Participants identified a range of organizational 
strategies including (a) time management (“blocking out time,” “working ahead,” and “saying no” to ad-
ditional obligations); (b) self-discipline and routine (“my biggest strategy is to stay in my office with no 
distractions”); and (c) using lists and calendars (“I’m ridiculously organized. I have a date book. .. . I plan 
out the week in all different colors”). Sacrificing sleep and sacrificing a social life were also strategies 
employed. Cognitive appraisal strategies included looking forward (“I Imagine myself . . . having it [the 
dissertation] completed”) and self-talk (“I said, even though I’m gonna delay, I’m never gonna quit. I’m 
gonna always get back in there, get back into the course”). Relational strategies included spousal support 
(“A supportive wife. She’s very understanding. She realizes when I’m under stress and tries to help me”) 
and social integration with peers and faculty in the doctoral program. 

Theoretical Model 
Figure 1 presents a theoretical model illustrating how doctoral candidates from backgrounds of poverty 
transformed childhood risk factors (e.g., material and relational loss) into resilience mechanisms (e.g., 
self-reliance) that influenced their motivation to begin doctoral studies and determination to persist to 
successful admittance to candidacy. 
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Discussion 
Data analysis revealed that the concept of resilience in doctoral candidates was directly influ-
enced by the material and relational losses experienced as a result of growing up in poverty. The 
losses, a result of their sociocultural environments (Clauss-Ehlers, 2008; Luthar et al., 2000; Rut-
ter, 1985), necessitated that these doctoral candidates’ developed self-reliance at an early age, a 
characteristic later deemed central to persistence in higher education and a doctoral program. The 
losses also motivated a determination to discontinue the negative patterns associated with pov-
erty- to “get out.” This growing sense of self-reliance and determination was strengthened by 
many factors, with the most salient (or prominent/significant) being (a) a significant individual 
and (b) a personal faith. And, at some point, within each of the participants’ lives, higher educa-
tion was recognized as the avenue in which they could “get out” of poverty; that is, discontinue 
generational patterns of poverty. Pursuit of a doctoral degree, in alignment with SDT (Deci & 
Ryan, 1985), was both intrinsically and extrinsically motivated. Both types of motivation ap-
peared to be given equal attention and importance thus, supporting the proposal of SDT that there 
are various types of extrinsic motivation that are agentic in nature (Deci & Ryan, 1985). This is in 
contrast to the classical literature that suggests that extrinsic motivation is impoverished in com-
parison to intrinsic motivation when it comes to academic achievement (deCharms, 1986). 

Candidates were determined to purse a doctoral education because of their own inherent interest 
in doing so or enjoyment of learning. Altruism was also a key motivation. However, candidates 
were also motivated to pursue a doctoral degree because of a separable outcome (Deci & Ryan, 
1985), especially a financial one. Having grown up in poverty and been provided with examples 
of family devotion to provision, participants were highly motivated to provide financially for their 
families. Interestingly, and in contrast with what the literature says about many candidates enter-
ing doctoral programs (Rudestam & Newton, 2007), many of these candidates entered or chose to 
postpone their entrance into a doctoral program based on their acute awareness of the hard work 
and time away from family that it would take to pursue and finish a doctoral degree. Since dis-
continuing patterns of absence and abandonment was important, candidates postponed the degree 
or made intentional decisions to relief themselves of responsibilities prior to entering the pro-
gram. This was to ensure that they did not neglect their spouses, children, and extended family. 

The candidates attributed their doctoral persistence to a number of attitudes and coping strategies. 
These persistence strategies include strength derived from faith and relational supports. These 
findings are consistent with existing literature (Lott, Gardner, & Powers, 2009; Price, 2006; 
Spaulding & Rockinson-Szapkiw, 2012). However, in contrast with doctoral persistence literature 
(de Valero, 2001; Herzig, 2002; Hoskins & Goldberg, 2005; Jimenez, 2011; Spaulding & Rock-
inson-Szapkiw, 2012) and attribution theory (Tinto, 1993) that suggests the importance of social 
integration into the university for persistence, these candidates did not significantly attribute inte-
gration into the university as important in their persistence. In fact, some did not attribute univer-
sity integration as important at all. 

It was the attributes derived from experiences in poverty that assisted candidates in persisting. 
Self-reliance and hard work were central to their doctoral persistence. Key components related to 
self-determination, such as inner strength derived from cognitive appraisals (e.g., positive self-
talk and positive thinking), self-regulation and organizational strategies for goal performance, and 
self-endorsement of personal behavior or knowledge of internal locus of control (Ryan & Deci, 
2000, 2006, 2008a; Ryan & Niemiec, 2009), were also essential aspects of persistence. Familial 
integration also provided support for intrinsic motivation to persist and incentive to complete the 
degree that was valued by the family and had the potential to provide means and opportunities for 
offspring (Deci & Ryan, 2000; Deci et al., 1991; Ryan & Deci, 2000). 
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Theoretical Significance  
There is currently no theory or model explaining how doctoral candidates from backgrounds of 
poverty overcome the unique challenges inherent in poverty and persist into doctoral candidacy. 
Further, no research has examined whether these theories are applicable to the unique processes 
that this population progresses through in order to be academically successful. This research pro-
vides a “novel and fresh slants on things” (Strauss & Corbin, 1990, p. 19). And, it both confirms 
and disproves elements of the three theories used to frame this study (see Figure 1). Resilience 
theory explains the interaction between the internal and external factors that led to success despite 
adversity (Cefai, 2004). SDT (Deci & Ryan, 1985) addresses motivation to pursue doctoral edu-
cation. While Tinto’s (1993) integration theory has consistently explained graduate persistence in 
previous research (de Valero, 2001; Gardner, 2009; Jimenez, 2011; Maher et al., 2004; Smith et 
al., 2006), Tinto’s (1993) presupposition that graduate persistence is “shaped by the personal and 
intellectual interactions that occur within and between candidates and faculty and the various 
communities that make academic and social systems of the institution” (p. 231) did not explain 
doctoral persistence within this unique population. 

The doctoral candidates from poverty backgrounds had the capacity to successfully adapt in spite 
of growing up in adverse conditions (Masten, 1994). They achieved more favorable outcomes, the 
pursuit of and persistence in a doctoral degree, than what was expected from individuals growing 
up in poverty (Masten, Best, & Garmezy, 1990). The interactions between the individual and their 
resources and stressors within their socio-cultural backgrounds of poverty served to explain the 
development of resilience, and specifically, in this study, provide a rationale for, and a better un-
derstanding of, the pursuit of and, ultimately, persistence within a doctoral program (Clauss-
Ehlers, 2003). Consistent with recent resilience models and in affirmation of the importance of 
resilience mechanisms over protective factors (Luthar et al., 2000; Rutter, 1985), resilience arose 
from how the doctoral candidates’ managed situations and made decisions, influenced by early 
childhood experiences and highly dependent upon cultural and contextual factors. This created “a 
chain of indirect linkage that foster[ed] escape” (Rutter, 1985, p.608) or the “way out” of poverty. 

This study further reinforced the importance of the theoretical concepts of steeling effects (Grot-
berg, 2003; Rutter, 1985) and turning points (Doll & Lyon, 1998; Rutter, 1999). The experiences 
of loss (e.g., death, divorce, abandonment, disease) and abuse served to strengthen each doctoral 
candidate. More specifically, they were “transformed by experiences of adversity” (Grotberg, 
2003, p. 27); that is, they responded to adversity by using it as a catalyst for personal change by 
identifying patterns from their childhood, consciously discontinuing them, and transforming ad-
verse experiences into resilience mechanisms (e.g., self-reliance and a strong work ethic), which 
later positively influenced their ability and determination to persist through to candidacy in a doc-
toral program. Consequential to the development resilience was also “empathy and compassion” 
(Grotberg, 2003, p. 202), which later resulted in the development of altruism and became a pri-
mary the motivation to pursue a doctoral degree. Turning points (Rutter, 1999) served to break 
the negative cycles of poverty and supported a more positive lifespan trajectory. Relational events 
(e.g., the establishment of a positive relationship with a role model) and a commitment to faith 
reinforced attributes of self-reliance and determination and opened up education as a “way out” of 
poverty. The educational opportunity to attend a college or university in either young or middle 
adulthood was monumental in shifting these candidates from negative life trajectories toward 
more positive ones, and which ultimately resulted in the pursuit of doctoral education. 

SDT purports that social contexts support human motivation and action (Deci & Vansteenkiste, 
2004; Ryan & Deci, 2000). When social contexts support innate psychological needs and all three 
innate psychological needs are met (autonomy, competence, and relatedness), the likelihood of 
positive outcomes improves (Deci et al., 1991). Candidates were determined or felt compelled to 
pursue a doctoral degree (Black & Deci, 2000) for a number of reasons, one reasoning being the 
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simple pleasure or challenge of pursuing it. Due to circumstances, often a result of growing up in 
poverty, the candidates developed skills (e.g., self- reliance, organizational strategies) that pro-
vided them with sense of competence to pursue the degree (Deci et al., 1991). This was cultivated 
by feeling of relatedness that the family often provided (Deci & Ryan, 2000) through communi-
cating support to pursue the degree (Deci & Ryan, 2000; Deci et al., 1991; Ryan & Deci, 2000). 
The meeting of these psychological needs motivated the pursuit of the doctoral degree and pro-
vided the context for the likelihood of positive outcomes (Vansteenkiste et al., 2004) and motiva-
tion for doctoral persistence (Mason, 2012). Intrinsic motivation coupled with extrinsic motives 
associated with a doctoral degree, such as pay, opportunities for career advancement, and recog-
nition, further served as motivation to pursue the doctoral degree. Although intrinsic and extrinsic 
motivation was central to understanding the reason that candidates pursued the degree, a tertiary 
motivation, which we termed altruistic motivation, was also a motivator. While research has sug-
gested that a relationship exists between SDT’s conceptualization of motivation and empathy 
(Roth, 2008; Ryan & Connell, 1989) and prosocial behaviors (Pavey, Greitemeyer, & Sparks, 
2011), the SDT model developers have not operationalized altruistic motivation as a unique type 
of motivation. Based on this study, this altruistic motivation is the motivation to do something 
selfless in order to advance others’ means, opportunities and social, emotional and cognitive well-
being. While intrinsic, extrinsic and altruistic motives explained the pursuit of the degree, it as 
individual attributes and familial integration that explained the persistence (see Figure 1).  

Tinto’s (1993) model has been frequently used to explain doctoral persistence. Tinto (1975, 1993) 
suggested that persistence is influenced by (a) individual candidate’s characteristics and prior ex-
periences and (b) “integration” or institutional variables. “[T]he more central one’s membership 
is to the mainstream of institutional life the more likely, other things being equal, is one to per-
sist” (Tinto, 1987, p. 123). In other words, if candidates feel they “fit”, they are more likely to 
persist, and one of the most consistently identified factors of doctoral persistence is candidates’ 
integration into the university, especially via interaction with the faculty and a match between 
candidates and their faculty advisors (de Valero, 2001; Gardner, 2009; Jimenez, 2011; Maher et 
al., 2004; Smith et al., 2006). While this study uncovered that candidates’ attributes (self-reliance, 
work ethic, and self-determination) derived from their experience of growing up in poverty were 
central to doctoral persistence, social and academic integration into the university was not an im-
portant factor in explaining doctoral persistence with the population under study. As we are dis-
cussing individuals from backgrounds of poverty, it is also significant to note that economic inte-
gration, the “degree to which candidate’s financial needs are met while pursuing the doctorate” 
(Wao & Onwuegbuzie, 2011, p. 117) is another factor often important to doctoral persistence and 
related to university integration was not of high importance to this population.  

Thus, Tinto’s (1993) theory was only partially confirmed, and findings of this research uncovered 
that the phenomenon of familial integration, defined as the degree to which the candidate’s sense 
of connectedness with family members is met while pursuing the doctorate, served to provide 
motivation to not only pursue a doctoral degree but also to persist. Although the role of a suppor-
tive family has been linked to doctoral persistence (Lott et al., 2009; Price, 2006), this phenome-
non of familial integration has not been operationalized or identified as a central factor in explain-
ing doctoral persistence. In operationalizing this construct, it is important to recognize that this 
concept not only includes the maintaining of familial relationships and relatedness (a sense of 
belonging and care) but also includes the “fit” between the degree and family values and the al-
truistic motive to see offspring overcome the generational effect of poverty and have means and 
opportunities not afforded when growing up in poverty. This was exhibited by participants in this 
study through their giving up of their own desires and needs to ensure children felt cared for and 
valued, doing so intentionally, during the degree, postponing the degree to ensure family was 
cared for, and choosing to pursue the degree to ensure family was materially provided for and 
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offspring were afforded opportunities that would not be offered to them if they were living in 
poverty. 

Limitations, Delimitations, and Future Research 
More research is needed with doctoral candidates from backgrounds of poverty as well as from 
diverse backgrounds to confirm the constructs of altruistic motivation and familial integration and 
their roles in doctoral pursuit and persistence. As the sample was drawn from a private, religious 
affiliated institution, the role of personal faith as a turning point for positive life span trajectory 
also needs further investigation. This turning point may not be generalizable to doctoral candi-
dates from non-religiously affiliated institutions. As the sample was drawn from a specific disci-
pline, the recommendations and implications derived from this study may have limited applica-
tion to individuals outside of doctorate of education programs, especially since research demon-
strates different completion rates, time to completion, and program characteristics based on dif-
ferent disciplines (Golde, 2005; Nerad & Miller, 1996; Rodwell & Neuman, 2008). Further, the 
results and their implications are limited by the demographics of the sample, which consisted of 
ten (83.3%) Caucasians. Moreover, as the study focused on candidates who persisted to candi-
dacy, this study did not consider the persistence into a conferred degree. Additional research that 
includes individuals from more diverse backgrounds outside of the field of education is needed. 
Further, this study should be replicated with a sample whose degrees are conferred as well as a 
sample that dropped out. 

Implications  
Based on this research, there are implications for universities desiring to support the persistence 
of candidates who come from backgrounds of poverty. Although candidates have an understand-
ing of the hard work and the sacrifices required for a doctoral program, providing information to 
candidates and their families about the time, money, organizational skills, and intellectual rigor 
required to complete a doctoral program in a family orientation prior to the program beginning 
may help them clarify any misconceptions about the new process and further prepare the candi-
dates and their family for the doctoral journey. As the family is a central asset in the process, it is 
important to consider and include them at the beginning of the process as having realistic expec-
tation about requirements when beginning a doctoral program decrease  the candidates’ and the 
families’ feelings of frustration, confusion, and disappointment, feelings often associated with 
doctoral attrition (Lovitts, 2001; West, 2014). Continuing to include the family throughout the 
process may also be important. With a plethora of web technologies (e.g., wikis, Facebook, Twit-
ter), universities can create forums for doctoral candidates and their families to receive updates 
about the program and seek support during the program. Invitations to school social functions and 
other on-campus events can be extended to doctoral candidates and their families. Finally, as time 
with family is important, offer courses in a convenient format that allows candidates to avoid ma-
jor disruptions in family time. This may include online, evening, and weekend courses. 

Conclusion 
Earning a doctoral degree, a terminal degree in one’s field, is generally considered to be the pin-
nacle of academic achievement. For individuals from contexts of childhood poverty, this goal, if 
even considered, might have seemed at one time an impossible dream. The literature demon-
strates that the journey towards completing a doctorate is a complex milieu of factors (Rockinson-
Szapkiw & Spaulding, 2014), and when this intricate exchange of factors is compounded by the 
disadvantages of childhood poverty, the demonstration of persistence among students is even 
more remarkable. The doctoral candidates who participated in this study provided us with the 
data needed to extend several important theories related to self-determination, persistence, and 
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resilience. The sociocultural context of this research afforded us the opportunity to examine 
childhood poverty, with a specific focus on investigating the complex relationship between pov-
erty and self-determination to arrive at the precipice of doctoral candidacy and the necessary re-
silience mechanisms associated with doctoral persistence. The resulting theoretical model (see 
Figure 1) seeks to provide a visual image that accounts for these relationships, which begin with 
significant losses in childhood that are subsequently transformed into or expressed as positive 
attributes such as resilience, self-determination, faith, and motivation in later adulthood. These 
attributes are significant factors in shaping the doctoral experiences of students who persevered 
despite experiences of poverty in childhood.  

Most significantly, this study produced two new constructs contributing to the empirical and theo-
retical literature addressing persistence. The first, specifically related to doctoral persistence and 
attrition, is the phenomenon of familial integration, which we define as the degree to which the 
candidate’s sense of connectedness with family members is met while pursuing the doctorate. The 
second, which may advance SDT, is the concept of altruistic motivation, the motivation to do 
something selfless in order to advance others’ means, opportunities, and social, emotional and 
cognitive well-being. Future research examining different populations in varying contexts is nec-
essary, but we believe the findings presented here provide a beginning point for further study and 
discussion on the complex relationships between poverty, motivation, and resilience as they relate 
to doctoral persistence.  
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Abstract 
Engineering doctor of philosophy (PhD) holders possess expertise that is vital to addressing soci-
ety’s grand challenges, but the dismal number of U.S. citizens pursuing the degree suggests many 
are not convinced of its value. There are few studies that have explored what motivates people in 
other disciplines to pursue a PhD, and not many of these were in the context of engineering. In 
this study, forty engineering PhD holders working in academia and industry in the U.S. described 
their motivations for earning an engineering PhD and the perceived added value of possessing the 
degree. The results of this study indicate that the motivations for pursuing an engineering PhD 
relate to career aspirations, prior success in graduate school, the influence of others, and intrinsic 
factors. Participants’ discussions about the added value of an engineering PhD manifests itself in 
the form of career outcomes, attributes and skills, and positive responses from others. Few par-
ticipants described the “added value” of a PhD as neutral or having limitations. Both motivational 
and added value factors vary by employment sector. The findings of this study have implications 
for engaging more students in pursuing doctoral engineering studies — both in U.S. institutions 
and doctoral engineering programs around the world.  

Keywords: Engineering education, mo-
tivation, value of PhD, engineering PhD  

Introduction  
Society’s grand challenges surrounding 
healthcare, energy, and education are 
complex, interdisciplinary, and difficult 
to solve; and engineers play a vital role 
in addressing them (NAE, 2008b). Find-
ing solutions to these challenges re-
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quires skilled researchers with disciplinary and adaptive expertise, proficiency at solving ill-
structured problems, and efficiency in the use of advanced technologies. Leaders in innovation 
are essential to addressing society’s greatest needs and engineers who conduct research are often 
cited as such (NAE, 2005). Doctoral engineering education provides the training that prepares 
young people to meet these high expectations.  

Very few U.S. citizens earn engineering PhDs. In the U.S., less than 1% of the population holds a 
doctoral degree at all (U.S. Census Bureau, 2012). Among the PhDs awarded by U.S. institutions 
in 2011, 16% were in engineering (NSF, 2012d). That same year, 71% of the engineering PhD 
graduates pursued careers in industry, while less than 14% took positions in academia (NSF, 
2012b). Approximately half (51%) of the engineering doctorates awarded in 2010 went to for-
eign-born students (NSF, 2012c).  

Many national reports highlight a shortage of engineers in the U.S. workforce (NAE, 2010; NRC, 
2007; PCAST, 2010, 2012). In response to this need, there have been national calls to increase the 
number of engineers in the U.S. workforce (PCAST, 2012), and millions of taxpayers’ dollars 
have been invested in education and research projects that respond to this call (Government 
Accountability Office, 2005). Moreover, the National Academy of Engineering (NAE) has led 
various efforts to understand and to improve the public’s understanding of engineering (NAE, 
2008a, 2013) – all in an attempt to increase young people’s interests in pursuing engineering de-
grees. Although national interest is increasing, often times the emphasis of such conversations is 
on getting more students t pursue undergraduate engineering degrees. Not as much national atten-
tion has been given to stimulating interests in graduate engineering degrees, in general, and engi-
neering PhDs, in particular.  

Doctoral engineering education is a unique educational experience. It is set apart by coursework 
designed to facilitate the development of expertise in a niche area, research experiences that en-
able cutting-edge discoveries, and numerous opportunities to foster learning among undergradu-
ate engineering students. Engineering PhD graduates go on to teach at universities, start busi-
nesses, and pursue rewarding careers in a variety of organizations. Engineering PhD holders who 
succeed in their careers possess keen abilities in conducting rigorous research, thinking analyti-
cally, communicating effectively, and working collaboratively (Austin, 2003; Cox et al., 2011; 
Watson & Lyons, 2011b). The irony of the positive outcomes of doctoral engineering education 
and the disheartening statistics on U.S. engineering PhD graduates converge to create a niche re-
search area worthy of further exploration.  

There is a growing body of research on general doctoral education and engineering doctoral edu-
cation. Many of the studies on general doctoral education relate to the shortcomings of current 
PhD programs (Nerad, Aanerud, & Cerny, 2004; Nyquist & Woodford, 2000), concerns sur-
rounding doctoral education (e.g., lack of career preparation and mentoring, and an overemphasis 
on research) (Golde & Dore, 2001; Nyquist & Woodford, 2000), and recommendations for im-
proving graduate education (Nerad & Cerny, 2000; Nyquist, Woodford, & Rogers, 2004). There 
have also been studies on persistence and attrition in doctoral education (Baker, Tancred, & 
Whitesides, 2002; Mason, 2012; Spaulding & Rockinson-Szapkiw, 2012; Tinto & Clewell, 1997; 
Wao & Onwuegbuzie, 2011). Within the context of doctoral engineering education, there have 
been studies on the career trajectories of engineering PhDs (Cox et al., 2013), competencies and 
skills PhD holders need for successful careers in industry and academia, and recommendations 
for improving doctoral engineering education in light of these career paths and desired attributes 
(Ahn, Cox, London, & Zhu, 2013; Akay, 2008; Austin, 2003; Cox et al., 2011; Cox et al, 2012; 
Hoffman & Nagl, 2011; Watson & Lyons, 2011a, 2011b, 2012). While research on graduate edu-
cation, persistence, attrition, skills, competencies and career trajectories of successful engineering 
PhD holders provides valuable insights for graduate engineering educators and aspiring PhD stu-
dents, it is equally important to explore, beyond anecdotal observations, what motivates individu-
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als to start the journey to an engineering PhD. To date, little is known about the entering phase of 
the PhD process (Brailsford, 2010; Gill & Hoppe, 2009; Leonard, Becker, & Coate, 2005). 

Insights into factors influencing the decision to pursue a PhD are an important part of the doctoral 
engineering education research landscape. The topic of initial motivations has been explored in 
disciplines other than engineering, some of which include history (Brailsford, 2010), education 
(Leonard et al., 2005), and business (Gill & Hoppe, 2009). One of the few studies specific to sci-
ence and engineering is the National Science Foundation’s (NSF) Survey of Earned Doctorates 
report (2012a), which includes factors that influence the path to a doctorate in science or engi-
neering. Some efforts aim to increase the number of engineering PhD holders in the U.S. by tar-
geting underrepresented minorities (URMs), and research on factors influencing this population’s 
motivation, persistence, and career choices have been explored to this end (Donnelly, 2011; 
Ramirez, 2013; Simon, 2010). Other studies have explored returning engineering students’ moti-
vations to pursue graduate engineering studies (Peters & Daly, 2013) and practicing engineers 
and engineering Master’s students intentions to pursue doctoral engineering studies (Baytiyeh & 
Naja, 2011a, 2011b). With the exception of the studies conducted by Donnelly (2011) and Simon 
(2010) on African American PhD holders, little research on motivations to pursue an engineering 
PhD in the U.S. are reported from the perspectives of the key stakeholders: engineering PhD 
holders in the U.S.  

There is even less literature on what PhD recipients perceive as the added value of possessing a 
PhD. One of the few studies on this topic was a reflective piece written by a government official 
in the U.K. (Lloyd-Williams, 2012). There are few empirical studies on the added value of having 
a PhD, while there are more studies on what motivates people to get a PhD. One reason for this 
may be because there is an assumption among researchers that what drives someone to get the 
degree is the same as the actual added value of possessing it. This study does not make this as-
sumption and seeks to separate motivation from added value. It is not only important to under-
stand what drives PhD holders to get the degree, but also their perspectives on ways in which the 
PhD adds value to their personal and professional lives post-graduation. Since both perspectives 
are valuable and missing from the literature, this study seeks to fills this gap. 

In this study, 40 engineering PhD holders who earned their degrees in the U.S. participated in 
semi-structured interviews. Participants discussed what motivated them to pursue an engineering 
PhD along with the added value of possessing their degrees. The themes that emerged from the 
qualitative analysis will be discussed after the review of the existing literature surrounding this 
topic and after the explanation of methods for collecting and analyzing study data. An under-
standing of what motivates people to earn engineering PhDs and the perceived added value from 
the perspective of key stakeholders – engineering PhD holders – is a necessary perspective to in-
clude in the conversation on how to interest more people in earning engineering PhDs. Thus, the 
findings of this study have implications for educators developing graduate engineering curricula 
and policy makers interested in promoting initiatives that will motivate U.S. citizens to earn PhDs 
in engineering. Educators and policy makers around the world interested in doctoral engineering 
education will benefit from the findings of this study as well.  

Literature Review 
This section provides a summary of the literature on motivations for pursuing a PhD and the 
added value of possessing a PhD.  

Motivation for Pursuing a PhD 
Little research has explored motivations for pursing doctoral training in engineering, however 
work in this area can be informed by research on motivations for pursuing doctoral training in 
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other disciplines. Books that serve as guides for prospective PhD students sometimes include in-
sights on reasons that people pursue PhDs (e.g., Churchill & Sanders, 2007). However, such in-
sights are usually not specific to a particular discipline. On the other hand, several researchers 
have examined motivations for pursuing doctoral training in the social sciences, education, busi-
ness, and other science fields (Gill & Hoppe, 2009; Leonard et al., 2005; Salmon, 1992). Within 
the context of engineering, there have been a few studies on engineers’ intentions to pursue engi-
neering PhDs and reasons for returning to graduate school after finishing a bachelor’s degree in 
engineering and working for at least five years (Peters & Daly, 2013). The studies most closely 
connected to the focus of this current research relate to factors that influenced African American 
PhD holders in the U.S. to pursue engineering PhDs (Donnelly, 2011; Simon, 2010). When look-
ing across this collection of studies, five main motivations for pursuing a PhD emerge. The three 
biggest motivation factors relate to career development, interest in a topic or research, and per-
sonal motivations (e.g., Baytiyeh & Naja, 2011b; Brailsford, 2010; Churchill & Sanders, 2007). 
The two least common motivations for pursuing a PhD relate to prior experiences and the influ-
ence of an individual (e.g., Donnelly, 2011; NSF, 2012a). Each of these will be discussed in this 
review of the literature. 

Career development  
Motivations surrounding career development are among the primary factors for pursuing a PhD. 
This factor fits within two of the five broad motivational categories identified by Churchill and 
Sanders (2007) in their Guide to Getting a PhD: A Practical Insider’s Guide – career develop-
ment and lack of current job satisfaction. For the study focused on what motivates business pro-
cessionals to pursue a PhD (Gill & Hoppe, 2009), motivational factors related to career develop-
ment accounted for four out of five of the factors that were cited in the research findings. The par-
ticipants in this study pursued their PhD with the objectives for pursuit of an academic career, for 
professional development, for professional advancement, or for entry into a new career. But this 
motivation is not unique to business professionals. Some history PhD holders pursued the degree 
because of “employment and career considerations” (Brailsford, 2010), while some education 
PhD holders talked about this motivation as a vocational requirement (Leonard et al., 2005).  

Career development is a motivational factor for engineers as well. In fact, students returning to 
graduate studies after earning a bachelor’s in engineering and working for at least five years men-
tioned the advantages of graduate engineering degrees furthering their career goals (Peters & 
Daly, 2013). On the contrary, only one engineering PhD participant in the study conducted by 
Simon (2010) mentioned job promotion as a primary motivating factor. (The authors noted that 
this participant had more job experience that most of the participants in the study and that this 
may have had an influence on their perspective.) 

Research interest  
Interest in a topic or research is another major factor that motivates people to earn a PhD in vari-
ous disciplines. This factor was mentioned by PhD holders in almost all of the disciplines in-
cluded in the review of the literature – namely, social scientists (Salmon, 1992), historians 
(Brailsford, 2010), educators (Leonard et al., 2005), and engineers (Baytiyeh & Naja, 2011a, 
2011b). This motivational factor includes the desire to acquire research skills and/or affect change 
in relation to a particular concern or some aspect of our everyday lives. Churchill and Sanders 
(2007) categorized the latter of these two desires as “personal agenda” (p. 15) and “research as 
politics” (p. 16). Engineers who cited this factor mentioned interests in making new things, con-
ducting research, and learning more about the study of engineering (Baytiyeh & Naja, 2011a, 
2011b). 
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Personal factors  
The third of the largest three motivations for earning a PhD pertain to personal motivational fac-
tors. Social scientists talked about it as a sense of identity (Salmon, 1992), while some business 
professionals pursued a PhD for the objective of self-enrichment (with little or no extrinsic moti-
vating factors) (Gill & Hoppe, 2009). For the education PhD holders, personal development and 
general intellectual interest outweighed their vocational concerns (Leonard et al., 2005). As the 
title of the researchers’ article indicates, “To Prove Myself at the Highest Level”, participants in 
this study talked about earning the PhD as a way of proving themselves. Engineers who have par-
ticipated in studies surrounding this topic said they always knew they would get an advanced de-
gree (Donnelly, 2011), and one participant mentioned that it was a decision she made on their 
own with little to no influence from others (Simon, 2010).  

Prior experience, influence of others  
Two motivational factors that show up the least often in the literature on what motivates people to 
earn a PhD are prior experiences and the influence of someone. Churchill and Sanders (2007), in 
their Guide to Getting a PhD, identify a motivation category called “drifting in,” that relates to 
the idea of prior experiences. This label is intended to describe the instances where the pursuit of 
a PhD is a less conscious choice; it is simply the natural progression of events after undergraduate 
and graduate studies. Within the context of engineering, on the other hand, prior experiences in-
clude exposure to research (Donnelly, 2011; Simon, 2010) or participation in an internship 
(Simon, 2010).  

As it relates to motivations stemming from the influence of someone, history PhD holders listed 
the influence of family, friends, colleagues, and academics. Engineers who cited this motivation, 
however, talked about someone encouraging them to pursue the degree, but did not necessarily 
name categories of individuals. According to NSF’s recent Survey of Earned Doctorates report 
(NSF, 2012a), the highest educational attainment of the parents of the perspective PhD students 
seemed to influence their paths to the doctorate in science and engineering. Surprisingly, in a 
study including Lebanese practicing engineers and engineering Master’s students’ intentions to 
pursue an engineering PhD, parents with a PhD “seem to not have any influence on the inter-
est/lack of interest of participants in pursuing [a] PhD degree” (Baytiyeh & Naja, 2011b, p. 4). 
This is also worth mentioning in light of the factors that influence the path to the doctorate ac-
cording to the results of NSF’s survey (2012a). Thus, the influence of parents on getting an engi-
neering PhD seems to be inconsistent in the few studies on this topic and is an area worthy of fur-
ther study.  

Other motivational factors  
Lastly, there are two motivational factors mentioned in the literature that seem anecdotal at this 
point but should be included because of the exploratory nature of this study and the desire to con-
nect the findings of this study with the current literature. Education PhD holders talked about be-
ing motivated by the desire to acquire the name degree, since there is such prestige associated 
with the PhD (Leonard et al., 2005). Secondly, institutions influence science and engineering stu-
dents’ path to the doctorate degree (NSF, 2012a). More specifically, institutions classified as 
“very high research activity,” according to the Carnegie Foundation’s classification of institutions 
of higher education, award most of the doctoral degrees in the US. This means that the number of 
engineering PhD graduates in the U.S. may be proportionate to the number institutions with “high 
research activity”; by extension, an increase in one might lead to an increase in the other. 

While there are more studies on the motivations for getting a PhD in fields other than engineer-
ing, the current literature on this topic does reveal some important patterns. More often than not, 
PhD holders mention motivations related to future careers and professional development, interest 
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in a topic and/or research and personal motives. Prior experiences and the influence of someone is 
mentioned the least often by PhD holders outside of engineering, but was commonly cited among 
the few studies including engineers a participants. Two other motivating factors are interesting, 
but are only mentioned in two studies (Leonard et al., 2005; NSF, 2012a). The study presented 
here includes the perspectives of not just those interested in pursuing an engineering PhD, but 
those who actually earned one. Moreover, it would also be interesting to hear not only the motiva-
tions for getting the degree, but also what engineering PhD recipients talk about as the added 
value of possessing it.  

Added Value of Earning a PhD 
While there are few studies on what motivates people to earn a PhD, there are even fewer studies 
on what PhD recipients perceive as the added value of holding the degree. One study on this topic 
was a reflective piece written by a PhD holder and U.K. government official who works in the 
area of governance, legality, and probity (Lloyd-Williams, 2012). At the most fundamental level, 
earning a PhD brings a new set of skills and understanding. On a more reflective note, the PhD 
changed how he saw himself, enabled new ways of thinking, and gave him a new perspective on 
life and a broader worldview. The following statement speaks to ways the author’s thinking 
changed: “The act of reflecting on and contemplating the opinions of academics afforded me 
space to think about my own perspectives and responses … I became much more aware of my 
own influence on situations, conversations, and decisions” (Lloyd-Williams, 2012, pp. 56-57). 
When sharing reflections on how the cost of PhD can be justified in terms of its commercial 
value, he talks about “how [his] advice to the corporation is richer in its connectivity with praxis, 
grounded in direct experience and learning from others and likely to reduce corporate risks, as 
more thought has been given to how the advice I give is used in practice” (Lloyd-Williams, 2012, 
p. 57). Lastly, he commented on his role as a manager and the richness of the contribution a PhD 
holder adds to his department. More specifically, he highlights their ability “to think strategically 
and long term; [and] apply a critical approach to problem solving and innovation to researching 
work-place problems” (Lloyd-Williams, 2012, p. 58). In sum, this article talks about the added 
value of a PhD in terms of additional skills and insights, new ways of thinking, better-informed 
responses to inquiries related to their area of expertise, and the unique assets a PhD holder brings 
to a group in a work environment. Though insightful, this is only one PhD holder’s perspective 
the value of PhD. As such, it would be valuable to add other PhD holders’ perspectives on this 
discussion. 

The purpose of this study is to describe the motivations and added value of earning an engineer-
ing PhD. The research questions guiding this study are:  

1. What motivated engineering PhD professionals to earn an engineering PhD? 

2. What is the added value of earning an engineering PhD? 

Research Methods 

Data Collection 
The data for this study are from a larger data set collected for a NSF-funded project focused upon 
the preparation of doctoral students for careers in academia and industry. Unlike most studies that 
focus on the preparation of graduate students for academic careers, the project team wanted to 
explore the experiences of engineering PhD graduates in industry, the occupational sector where 
most engineering PhD holders are employed (NSF, 2012b). As a result of this, researchers con-
ducted one-on-one semi-structured interviews with 40 engineering PhD holders working in indus-
try and academia. A 16-item interview protocol was used to examine their perceptions of knowl-
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edge, skills, attributes, and work-related expectations of engineering PhD holders; their doctoral 
experiences and recommendations for doctoral engineering programs; and their motivations and 
perceived added value of earning an engineering PhD. The specific interview questions of interest 
in this study are: How did you decide to earn an engineering PhD? and Based on your experi-
ence, is there any added value of getting a PhD in engineering as opposed to only a Bachelor’s 
or Master’s degree? Participants’ responses to these two protocol questions were analyzed in this 
study.  

Participants 
Participants included 40 engineering PhD holders with five to twenty-five years of work experi-
ence after earning their doctorate. All participants were classified according to the employment 
sector in which they worked since the receipt of a PhD: (1) academia only (AC), (2) industry only 
(IN), (3) industry first and then academia (IN-AC), and (4) academia first and then industry (AC-
IN). Throughout the rest of this document, these four sectors will be referred to as AC, IN, IN-
AC, and AC-IN, respectively. Tables 1-4 summarize the demographic information about the par-
ticipants.  

 

Table 1: Demographics of participants who have only worked in academia post-PhD (AC) 
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Table 2: Demographics of participants who have only worked in industry post-PhD (IN) 

 

 

Table 3: Demographics of participants who worked in industry then 
academia post-PhD (IN-AC) 

 

 

Table 4: Demographics of participants who worked in academia then 
industry post-PhD (AC-IN) 

 

 

Basic demographics include: gender (twenty-nine males and eleven females), years of experience 
(nine with less than 5 years of experience, nine with 5-10 years of experience, fourteen with 10-
20 years of experience, and eight with more than 20 years of experience), occupational sector 
(seventeen AC, ten IN, four AC-IN, and nine IN-AC), the participant’s position (according to the 
curriculum vitae they provided) at the time of the interview, and the engineering field in which 
they earned their PhD. The seven engineering disciplines of the participants in this study include: 
aerospace engineering (AE), biomedical engineering (BME), chemical engineering (ChemE), 
electrical and/or computer engineering (ECE or EE), industrial engineering (IE), materials sci-
ence and engineering (MSE), and mechanical engineering (ME). The participants were asked at 
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the end of the interview whether they identified themselves as a domestic or international student 
when pursuing their engineering PhD in the U.S.; 34 self-identified as “domestic” students, while 
6 self-identified as an “international” student. 

Data Analysis 
Members of the research team conducted all 40 interviews. The interviews were recorded and 
later transcribed by an external transcriber. Members of the research team used Atlas.ti, a soft-
ware program used in qualitative research, to analyze the transcripts. An open coding and con-
stant comparative method (Glaser & Strauss, 1967) were used to study the views of the respon-
dents. In the first phase of data analysis, two transcripts were selected randomly, and each re-
searcher assigned a descriptive word (or code) next to a segment(s) of text that best matched the 
essence of the response. This process involved reading the data multiple times and making 
memos about phrases and ideas that stood out. All members individually identified and recorded 
the codes using the software. During research meetings, the team engaged in an auditing process 
where the team members discussed the appropriateness of the code assigned to segments of the 
participants’ responses. Codes that were agreed upon among all researchers were recorded in a 
separate document, which later became the foundation for the codebook for the study. The codes 
were organized into 11 categories. The two categories most relevant in this study are “Motiva-
tion” and “Added Value”. The research team members were assigned two additional randomly 
selected transcripts to analyze. This led to more discussion and the addition of new codes and/or 
refinement of existing codes in the codebook (e.g., clarifying existing code definitions and coding 
rules, including code examples, and indicating when and when not to use a code). The remaining 
36 transcripts were randomly assigned to members of the research team, and team members were 
asked to code the transcripts using the existing codebook and add codes if necessary. After this 
coding process was complete, all codes were compiled into one codebook. In preparation for the 
final round of auditing meetings, team members reviewed all of the codes in the codebook to 
identify redundant codes and to propose definitions and examples of remaining codes. The team 
members discussed the final codes in the codebook over a series of meetings. In the final version 
of the codebook, 301 codes are organized into 11 categories. There were 14 “Motivation” codes, 
and 29 “Added Value” codes. 

After the inter-rater reliability tests were complete (see details in the next section), the coding 
workload was divided by a set of protocol questions rather than by whole transcripts in order to 
minimize the number of codes with which a single coder needed to be familiar. For example, one 
researcher was responsible for coding all 40 participants’ responses to interview questions related 
to the participants’ motivations for pursuing an engineering PhD. This form of “question-based 
coding” is consistent with a structural coding strategy (Saldana, 2013, p. 84). This coding ap-
proach enabled more efficiency, greater accuracy, and a more reasonable mental workload.  

The focus of this study is on the analysis of participants’ responses to two protocol questions: 
How did you decide to earn an engineering PhD? and Based on your experience, is there any 
added value of getting a PhD in engineering as opposed to only a Bachelor’s or Master’s de-
gree? As the structural coding approach suggests (Saldana, 2013), the researcher responsible for 
coding responses to the first question used the “Motivation” codes in the codebook to assign 
codes to segments of the participants’ responses describing their motivations for earning a PhD. 
In the event that there was a need to create a new “Motivation” code, the researcher assigned the 
new descriptive word (or code) to the segment, and added it to the final version of the codebook. 
After all of the responses were coded, the researcher used SPSS software to generate tables sum-
marizing the “Motivation” codes and their frequency counts (see Table 5 in the results section).  

In addition to looking at the frequency of responses, researchers identified the major motivational 
themes. To generate themes for the data, the researchers followed the “Qualitative Process of 
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Data Analysis” as described by Creswell (2008, p. 41). This includes iteratively reading through 
the participants’ quotes and the assigned codes several times to understand connections between 
the data and the codes, to form clusters of related codes, and to identify the major ideas repre-
sented in data. The major ideas that resulted from this stage of the analysis are the four themes 
presented in the results section of this paper. The same process was repeated for responses to the 
protocol question related to “Added Value”. The results presented in this paper will include the 
results of the analysis on the frequency of codes and themes that emerged from responses to the 
protocol questions. 

Inter-rater Reliability 
In the second phase of the data analysis, two inter-rater reliability (IRR) tests were conducted 
once the codebook was finalized and before coders began coding transcripts independently. IRR 
test ensures that researchers independently agree on the data sections to be coded and codes to be 
assigned (Creswell, 2008, p.41). One measure of IRR is percent agreement. Percent agreement is 
a measure of the overall consistency between the codes an individual researcher assigns to a seg-
ment of text, and the code assignment agreed upon by the research team during the auditing proc-
ess. To conduct the IRR analysis in this study, four transcripts were randomly selected. The only 
restriction on this selection was that the four employment classifications of interest in the larger 
study (AC, IN, IN-AC, and AC-IN) needed to be represented among the four transcripts for the 
IRR analysis. In an attempt to include perspectives from participants across all four sectors while 
assessing inter-rater reliability, responses to the 16 interview questions were randomly selected 
from the four transcripts and combined to form a “mixed-transcript”. The researchers used the 
final version of the codebook to code individually the mixed transcript. This process involved 
researchers selecting the code that best represented the quotes.  

The first round of IRR analysis resulted in 75% overall agreement for the responses to the 16 
questions. Percent agreement was calculated on an individual basis as well as overall. From an 
individual perspective, percent agreement was based on the extent to which the codes researchers 
assigned to responses matched the codes that were determined during the auditing process. Each 
coder’s overall percent agreement was also calculated. The 75% overall agreement is an average 
of the individual percent agreement values. Although fair coding agreement existed among the 
researchers, there were three protocol questions where all of the coders had a low (less than 75%) 
percent agreement. The low percent agreement occurred when there were multiple ideas in a sen-
tence or a paragraph and researchers did not assign all of the codes reflected in the response. 
Therefore, the research team conducted another round of IRR for just these three questions. A 
different mixed-transcript was generated and used to minimize bias. The IRR for the three ques-
tions resulted in overall percent agreement of 79%.  

Since percent agreement includes agreements that happen by chance or guessing, a second IRR 
measure was used in this study, Fleiss’ kappa (Gwet, 2010), which can be used to assess the IRR 
between two or more raters when assigning categorical ratings to a fixed number of items. In this 
case, four raters used the 301 codes in the final version of the codebook to assigned codes to a 
new mixed transcript. The κ-value was 0.61. According to Fleiss (1971), this value can be inter-
preted as “substantial agreement”. Given a good rating agreement among all coders for all inter-
view questions, each researcher was assigned a set of interview questions and coded all partici-
pants’ responses to their assigned set of questions. The findings of this study will be presented in 
the next section. This will include insights on the motivation for and added value of earning an 
engineering PhD.  
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Results 
This section is organized into two main sections. The first section focuses on the motivations for 
earning an engineering PhD. The second section focuses on the added value of earning an engi-
neering PhD. Both sections will begin with the codes that were mentioned the most frequently 
among the participants across employment sectors. Since there were fewer participants who tran-
sitioned between sectors than those who have only worked in only one sector, the results of the 
participants in AC-IN and IN-AC were combined in order to see patterns across participants. The 
most frequent codes will be followed by a synthesis of how all of the codes cluster into larger 
themes. 

Motivations for Earning an Engineering PhD across Sectors 
This section describes participants’ responses to the following question: How did you decide to 
earn an engineering PhD? Participants were encouraged to share what motivated them to get the 
degree or what kept them motivated throughout the experiences. Some participants shared what 
should motivate others who are thinking about getting an engineering PhD. 

Various insights emerge from looking at motivations for pursuing an engineering PhD across the 
four employment sectors. Table 5 summarizes the top three motivation codes mentioned by the 
participants in each sector. The number of times the response was mentioned is included in paren-
theses next to the code. For the instances where there were an equal number of responses for a 
code, all codes are listed and associated with the same rank. Most participants cited more than 
one factor that influenced their decision to earn a PhD. (This is why the sum of the numbers in 
parentheses next to each code in a sector may exceed the number of participants in a sector). Also 
included is a column labeled “Across All Sectors,” which represents the top three responses irre-
spective of the employment sector (AC, IN, AC-IN, and IN-AC). Only the top three most fre-
quent “Motivation” codes are included in the frequency table. Other motivations (besides those 
included in the top three) were not included in this table because so few participants in a sector 
cited it that it was not considered representative of a primary motivational factor for participants 
in that sector. 

Table 5: Motivations for Earning an Engineering PhD across Sectors 

 
*() numbers in parentheses indicates the number of participants in each sector who mentioned this code 
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There are some motivating factors that are unique to a sector while others recur across sectors. 
For participants who have only worked in academia, the most frequently mentioned motivation 
for pursuing an engineering PhD was the opportunity to go into an academic profession. On the 
other hand, IN participants most often reported their passions for a technical subject and the in-
fluence of mentors, teachers, and professors as primary motivators. Additionally, IN participants 
noted the influence of a family member among the top motivating factors for earning a PhD. This 
is the only sector in which this code shows up among the top three motivators. For AC-IN and 
IN-AC participants, personal interest was the primary motivation for their pursuit of an engineer-
ing PhD. This code is intended to capture participants’ longstanding desire to earn a PhD in the 
absence of other apparent motivators. Statements like, “Earning a PhD was something I have al-
ways wanted to do” is an example of a participant’s personal interest. Lastly, this is the only sec-
tor where “prior success in graduate school” (e.g., successfully completing a Master’s degree) 
was among the top three motivating factors that influenced the participants to get an engineering 
PhD. 

When looking across all four sectors, the “influence of mentors, teachers and professors” is the 
biggest motivating factor for pursuing an engineering PhD. Unlike all of the other codes in the 
“Across All Sectors” column, it is the only motivating factor that is listed among the top three 
codes independent of the sector. Overall, an equal number of participants (18) mentioned that 
they pursued an engineering PhD because they were “passionate about the technical subject/topic 
of interest” and/or the “opportunity to go into an academic profession”. Both of these motivating 
factors, along with “personal interest”, are among the top three motivating factors for two of the 
other employment sectors (i.e., AC and IN-AC & AC-IN). Lastly, “passionate about research” is 
listed among the top three motivations for each of the individual sectors (often times in the third 
rank), it was not mentioned frequently enough to be a top motivation irrespective of the sector; 
this is why it is not listed in the “across all sectors” column. The next section presents themes that 
emerged across all (14) motivation codes. The themes were determined based upon an analysis of 
relationships between all of the “Motivation” codes. The themes emerged as a result of labeling 
the clusters of related codes. 

Motivations for Earning PhDs in Engineering  
Participants were asked to share what motivated them to earn an engineering PhD or what kept 
them motivated throughout their engineering doctoral experiences. Researchers found that both 
internal and external factors influence someone’s decision to pursue an engineering PhD. The 
motivations for earning an engineering PhD regardless of employment sector can be organized 
into four major themes: (1) Engineering PhD Needed for Career Aspirations; (2) Graduate 
School-Related Motivations; (3) Influenced to Obtain a PhD; and (4) Intrinsic Motivational Fac-
tors. Participants in this study described their motivations in terms of one of these four major 
themes, and some participants had multiple motivations that included more than one of the four 
major themes.  

Engineering PhD Needed for Career Aspirations 
The motivation to earn an engineering PhD because of career aspirations manifests itself in dif-
ferent ways. It may stem from discontentment with a current role, an interpretation of market 
trends that suggest that an advanced degree is critical to remaining competitive in a changing 
workforce, or a lack of opportunities upon completion of a Master’s degree in engineering. Op-
portunities that await many PhDs are another way to describe this motivation – namely, opportu-
nities to conduct scientific research, go into an academic profession, or to pursue a career track in 
industry/business. In most cases, these career opportunities are perceived as necessitating an en-
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gineering PhD. More often than not, participants described roles in the academy, not in industry, 
as having this requirement.  

An engineering professor commenting on her desire to do scientific work in her future role said it 
this way: “I definitely wanted to have more control over scientific problems and work at a level 
that you couldn’t do with a bachelor’s degree.”  

One mechanical engineer working in industry shared:  

So my observation at that point in time was that people in industry to advance had Mas-
ter’s degrees. And the trend I saw was that the Master’s degree was becoming more 
common so a PhD would give me additional power, a type of advantage. 

Graduate School-Related Motivations 
While some participants were motivated by career aspirations, others were motivated by factors 
related to graduate school. This might include being exposed to graduate education opportunities 
(via workshops, social events, research, etc.) or from prior success in graduate studies. Receiving 
funding to attend graduate school is another way in which this motivation is revealed.  

Participants working in both academia and industry talked about “passing qualifying exams” and 
“securing fellowship funding for a PhD” when describing graduate school as part of their moti-
vating factor. Passing qualifying exams can be a motivating factor because it can provide affirma-
tion of developing expertise and add to the confidence that you have what it takes to complete 
doctoral studies. Securing a fellowship, on the other hand, can be motivating because it mini-
mizes inhibitors associated with finances. 

Influenced to Obtain a PhD 
The first two of the four major motivation themes (i.e. Engineering PhD Needed for Career Aspi-
rations and Graduate School-Related Motivations) relate to professional goals and graduate 
school. The third relates to the being influenced to obtain an engineering PhD. More specifically, 
participants talked about the influence of a family member, teacher, mentor (including peer men-
tors), and/or professors. This influence may have been in the form of encouraging words or by the 
examples of a PhD who interacted with the participant on a regular basis.  

One engineering professor explained:  

So my father was a professor. And I knew what the lifestyle was like of a faculty member at a uni-
versity. He taught psychology. But I, you know, grew up around universities and I liked them, so I 
always had positive experiences on campus. 

A chemical engineer working at a Fortune 500 company still remembers her advisor’s words:  

My thesis advisor… was very influential in saying, ‘You have this state, they have the 
money available, just continue to go on. Don’t be too concerned about working, you 
know, rushing to work, just, you know, continue to go forward since you have your sup-
port network here and you have the capability.’ 

Intrinsic Motivational Factors 
There are times in which intrinsic factors affected the participants’ decision to pursue an engi-
neering PhD. For example, there are many who pursue the degree because of a passion to conduct 
research or passion for a particular technical subject or topic. Others choose to pursue the degree 
because of personal interest or a longstanding desire to hold a PhD. This motivation also includes 
the pursuit of the degree because of a desire to differentiate themselves from others in their field 
(e.g., possessing an unique skillset or pursuing an atypical line of work).  
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One professor mentioned having an interest in the pursuit of an engineering PhD as early as high 
school. Another professor was emphatic about what he perceived as the appropriate purpose for 
pursuing the degree; he said, “If your purpose is to attain a higher qualification, I think it’s a 
waste of time because the PhD is not about the qualification. It’s about the passion to study your 
subject.”  

An engineering manager working at in the medical devices industry mentioned “always” having 
an interest in “studying problems to the depth”. One participant who has worked in both industry 
and academia talked about pursuing an engineering PhD because he “wanted to be challenged.”  

Added Value of Earning an Engineering PhD Across 
Employment Sectors 
In addition to questions about their motivations for pursuing a PhD, participants were asked to 
respond to the following question: Based on your experience, is there any added value of getting 
a PhD in engineering as opposed to only a Bachelor’s or Master’s degree? Many insights 
emerge from looking across employment sectors at the added value of earning an engineering 
PhD. Participants noted additional knowledge, skills, and attributes gained by receiving an engi-
neering PhD and discussed perspectives about opportunities that engineering PhDs offer. Table 6 
summarizes the top three added value codes mentioned by the participants in each sector. As in 
Table 5, the number of times the response was mentioned is included in parentheses next to the 
individual codes. For the instances where there were an equal number of responses for a code, all 
codes are listed and associated with the same rank. Also included is a column labeled “across all 
sectors,” which includes the most frequently occurring codes across all participants.  

Table 6: Added Value of Earning an Engineering PhD across Sectors 

 
*() numbers in parenthesis indicates the number of participants in each sector who mentioned this quote 

 

There are some added value codes that are unique to an employment sector. For example, the 
added value for earning an engineering PhD associated with the “requirement for a profession” 
only shows up in sectors that include academia (i.e., AC, IN-AC, and AC-IN). Additionally, par-
ticipants who have only worked in academia highlighted that the “added value depends on career 
goals” more often than participants in any other sector. On the other hand, “flexibility in design-
ing your career” is listed in every sector except industry. Participants who are currently working 
in industry mentioned the “fiscal benefits” of earning an engineering PhD and the “limitations” of 
possessing it most often. 
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When looking across all four sectors, the “ability to do scientific work” is the added value that is 
most often cited by engineering PhD holders. This added value is present in the top three codes 
across all employment sectors. This may include, but is not limited to, identifying a research 
problem, determining a systematic way to address the problem, and using technology and tech-
niques appropriately as part of collecting and analyzing data. “Deeper understanding of funda-
mental concepts” is the second among the top three most frequently mentioned added values. 
This factor is repeated among the top three codes for participants who have transitioned between 
academia and industry but does not show up in the top three codes for those who worked in aca-
demia only or industry only. “Access to more opportunities” is also among the top three when 
looking across all four sectors. As it relates to the individual sectors, this code shows up in every 
sector except academia only. The next section will include themes that emerged across all (29) 
added value codes. The themes were determined based upon an analysis of relationships between 
all of the “Added Value” codes, and the themes emerged as a result of labeling the clusters of re-
lated codes. 

Added Value of Earning an Engineering PhD 
Participants were asked to identify the added value of earning an engineering PhD over a Mas-
ter’s or Bachelor’s degree in engineering. The 29 “Added Value” codes clustered into four 
themes: (1) Career-related Outcomes; (2) Resulting Attributes or Skills; (3) Positive Responses 
from Others; and (4) Neutral Value or Limitations of Getting an Engineering PhD.  

Career-related outcomes 
The added value associated with an engineering PhD holder’s career is displayed in a variety of 
outcomes. As it relates to starting a career upon graduation, this may mean starting at a higher 
position than they could have without the credential or having the credentials to satisfy the quali-
fications for a new position. Some participants mentioned being at a “different slot within the hi-
erarchy in the company” and having higher starting salaries as a result of earning a PhD. 

The engineering PhD also leads to access to more professional opportunities and more leadership 
positions. Fiscal benefits are also included in the theme of career-related outcomes. Lastly, the 
freedom to pursue funding to execute ideas and the flexibility to design their careers are also ex-
amples of the added value of earning an engineering PhD.  

One biomedical engineer who works in industry put it this way: 

 Even though the work that I’m doing right now isn’t exactly in the field I study, I could transition 
back into doing biomedical research. … I could also transition back into academia because I do 
have a PhD. So I think it gives me more options for long-term career aspirations.  

Most participants stated that the career-related added value of earning an engineering PhD will 
vary depending on someone’s career goal. 

Resulting attributes or skills 
The added value of an engineering PhD also includes the attributes and skills that result from the 
pursuit. These attributes and skills relate to ways of thinking and tasks associated with career-
related outcomes that were discussed previously. Ways of thinking may include developing 
deeper understandings of fundamental concepts, unique ways of thinking, problem-solving skills, 
skills for learning quickly, skills that span an entire career (i.e., lifelong learning). The intellectual 
fulfillment that someone may experience as a result of earning an engineering PhD is also part of 
this added value.  
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The ability to communicate effectively is another added value. An engineer working in industry 
highlighted that the technical writing skills that come with pursuing a PhD are at “a different level 
beyond a Master’s.” Additionally, participants perceived that they were prepared for faculty posi-
tions upon receipt of the degree. The participants who have only worked in academia mentioned 
skills such as teaching, serving on committees, and conducting research when describing the 
preparation they received during their doctoral educations. Another added value is the ability to 
impact young scholars, which is not reserved to academic contexts. Additionally, participants 
talked about the pursuit and receipt of the engineering PhD as a process by which individuals 
learn about themselves. Examples of this include learning one’s organizational skills, learning 
styles, and individual ways of thinking. Moreover, the pursuit and receipt of the engineering PhD 
also builds confidence and persistence in the individual. For some, it is where they established 
their engineering identities. One chemical engineer, who is now a department chair, noted:  

Oh I think it’s huge. I mean I think that as a person who has all three [Bachelors, Masters, 
and PhD] degrees, I see the difference in the different levels. I think that umm, really the 
education I got from the Bachelor’s degree was something that allowed me to do some 
interesting things. But I don’t think I really found my way as an engineer until I went to 
graduate school.  

Positive responses from others 
Participants spoke about changes in how others responded to them after they earned their engi-
neering PhD as an added value. For many, the engineering PhD gave them credibility and pres-
tige. One industry participant spoke about an experience she had when traveling internationally 
on a project:  

When I went to Korea … my project manager who I was traveling with said, with the 
PhD after your name because that in a lot of different cultures that’s very significant. 
And so I found that when I traveled there, the reality, you know they didn’t know me too 
well, but they kind of gave me a certain level of respect. 

Engineering PhD holders in both industry and academia spoke often about being seen as experts 
in their fields. Evidence of this might include having colleagues ask them for their input on spe-
cific aspects of a project or being invited to share their research insights on a panel of experts. 

Neutral Value or Limitations of an Engineering PhD 
Although valuable, some participants cited the neutral value or some of the limitations of earning 
an engineering PhD. Only one participant reported “no added value” of earning an engineering 
PhD. Subsequently, the participant went on to explain ways in which it does add value along with 
some of the limitations of having an engineering PhD. As it relates to limitations of possessing an 
engineering PhD, one participant working in industry discussed perceptions colleagues had of the 
engineering PhD holders in their work environment: “Some people misperceive them as being 
really, really smart, but not really knowing how to move theory into something that’s practical.” 
Another person said, “Sometimes people think too, that [since] you have a PhD you might be a 
little bit more introverted and not really be able to express yourself as well as others.”  

Another participant talked about PhD holders who struggle to translate their research for non-
technical audiences and to a level of abstraction that is meaningful to others: 

So, one of the things that I think hampers a lot of the engineers, and actually even the 
PhD scientists as well, is they’re so enthused about what they’ve got, what they’ve 
learned, that every last little detail is of equal importance to them. And, they need to 
learn that they need to be able to separate out those things that are of vital significance 
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versus merely interesting. And understanding which of those elements go into that two-
minute speech versus the two-hour discussion. 

Discussion 
The results of this study indicate that there is an overlap between the Motivation and Added 
Value themes. In both instances there are themes related to the recipients’ future careers (i.e., En-
gineering PhD Needed for Career Aspirations & Career Related Outcomes). Furthermore, the 
influence and responses of others are significant for both motivation and added value. This im-
plies that one of the best ways to increase the numbers of students pursuing PhDs might be to en-
gage them actively with mentors and others who talk to them about earning PhDs in engineering. 
Similarly, intrinsic factors drove some participants to pursue the engineering PhD, and many of 
them speak highly of the attributes and skills that result from obtaining the degree. The research 
findings also reveal that what motivates someone to get an engineering PhD may overlap with 
and sometimes differ from what they get out of the experience. The implication of this finding is 
that there may be a need for more recruitment messages indicating that earning an engineering 
PhD can lead to more benefits and outcomes than what is intended and/or perceived from an out-
sider’s perspective.  

In many ways, the findings of this study converge and diverge from existing literature on motiva-
tions for earning a PhD, in general, and an engineering PhD, specifically. In the literature, there 
were five main themes associated with motivations for pursuing a PhD: career development, in-
terest in a topic or research, personal motives, prior experiences, influenced by someone, and 
other miscellaneous factors. The findings of this study indicate that the motivations for pursuing 
an engineering PhD are consistent with what motivates people in other disciplines to pursue a 
PhD. More specifically, there is a direct alignment between career development motives dis-
cussed in the literature and engineering PhD holders’ motivations related to career aspirations 
(Baytiyeh & Naja, 2011a; Brailsford, 2010; Churchill & Sanders, 2007; Donnelly, 2011; Leonard 
et al., 2005; NSF, 2012a; Peters & Daly, 2013; Simon, 2010). There is also a connection between 
motivations to get a PhD because of interest in a topic or research or personal motives and engi-
neering PhDs’ intrinsic motivations. Moreover, existing literature talks about motivations to get a 
PhD as a result of the influence of someone (Simon, 2010), and engineering PhDs in this study 
talked about this same influence as a motivating factor.  

Two motivational factors that were not well grounded in existing literature map well to the find-
ings of this study. One, education PhD holders discussed a motivation to acquire the named de-
gree (Leonard et al., 2005). This idea did not show up among the motivations, but it does relate to 
the added value of possessing an engineering PhD. To some extent, this aligns with the responses 
from others that engineering PhDs talked about as one of the added values of possessing an engi-
neering PhD. In this case, responses from others include the respect and credibility that comes 
with being called a “PhD”. The second motivational factor that seemed somewhat anecdotal in 
the literature fits well with findings of this study. In particular, NSF’s Survey of Earned Doctor-
ates cited institutions – particularly those with high research activity – as a factor that influences 
an individual’s path to the doctorate (NSF, 2012a). One of the major themes that emerged from 
this analysis was that prior success in graduate school and exposure to research and similar activi-
ties was a factor that motivated engineering PhDs to earn the degree.  

In the literature, the added value of a PhD is discussed in terms of additional skills, keen insights, 
new ways of thinking, and unique ways of problem solving (Lloyd-Williams, 2012). The added 
value theme identified in this study – namely, Resulting Skills and Attributes – is consistent with 
the work of Lloyd-Williams (2012). On the other hand, the other themes related to the added 
value of obtaining an engineering PhD (i.e., Career-Related Outcomes, Responses from Others, 
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and Neutral Value or Limitations of Getting a PhD) are a new contribution to the literature on this 
topic.  

One of the surprising findings of this study was some participants’ insight on the neutral value or 
limitations of having an engineering PhD. The idea that is most salient is the need for engineering 
PhDs to communicate more effectively, especially when communicating with non-technical audi-
ences. This finding is especially important for engineering PhD holders because of the types of 
roles they will hold upon graduation. Such roles might include teaching in formal and informal 
settings, mentoring, providing their expert opinions on an issue, leading a team, or starting a 
business. All of these roles have the potential to include mixed audiences, many of which may 
include people without technical backgrounds. The value of being able to communicate effec-
tively cannot be overstated.  

Related to motivations and added values across sectors, findings indicate that there are similari-
ties and differences across occupational sectors. One similarity in motivation and added value 
across all sectors is the connection to research. In many instances, the passion for research moti-
vates people to pursue an engineering PhD, and the ability to conduct scientific work is a com-
monly cited added value of the pursuit. On the other hand, there are connections between motiva-
tion and added value by sector. For example, many who have worked in academia throughout 
their post-graduation careers were motivated to get the degree because of their academic career 
goals and the added value related to satisfying a requirement for the academic profession. Engi-
neering PhD holders who have only worked in industry were often influenced by someone (e.g., 
mentors, teachers, parents, family members) to pursue doctoral studies – likely someone who had 
confidence in their abilities to complete doctoral studies. They also cited an added value of the 
PhD to be increased confidence. On the contrary, those who have worked in both academia and 
industry were often motivated by personal interest and passion for research and/or a particular 
topic; a deeper understanding of fundamental concepts is an added value most commonly men-
tioned by participants in this sector.  

Implications 
There are many implications of this study with three of them discussed here. One of the simplest 
and most practical implications of this study is a reminder that personal influence is a more pow-
erful motivator than what may be perceived. Many engineering PhDs who participated in this 
study were able to recall the names or comments made by people who suggested they pursue doc-
toral studies. Up until that point, it was not a goal “on their radar”; but the seemingly simple 
act(s) and/or encouragement of an influential individual was enough to convince several partici-
pants to pursue PhDs in engineering. This might mean that professors identify bachelor’s and 
master’s students in their courses or research groups who they think have potential to pursue 
graduate education and become more intentional about engaging in conversations that encourage 
students to pursue doctoral studies. Such one-on-one efforts might be particularly advantageous if 
initiated by faculty to underrepresented students and to promising students in general who did not 
grow up with science, technology, engineering, or mathematics (STEM) role models. In this way, 
mentoring may result in students’ increased confidence in their technical abilities and in their 
subsequent applications to engineering PhD programs. 

A closely related implication of this work is to use the insights from engineering PhDs about the 
motivations and added value of earning an engineering PhD to frame recruitment initiatives. For 
example, many of the participants who have enjoyed post-PhD careers in industry were motivated 
by a passion for a technical subject. In light of this, some of engineering recruitment messages 
might inform students that they have opportunities to study topics that interest them in-depth dur-
ing doctoral studies and that they have the potential to become the leading expert in their areas of 
interest. Prospective students should be informed not only of the freedom to study a particular 
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area of interest but of opportunities for them to be creative in how they engage with the topic. 
Such messages should be communicated to students who are particularly interested and savvy in 
teaching and/or research.  

The findings about the added value of possessing an engineering PhD also have implications for 
recruitment (among other things). For example, perspective students should be made aware of the 
variety of advancements that can come from the pursuit – career opportunities and flexibility, im-
proved intellect, greater social capital, etc. Moreover, the current roles of the participants in this 
study are a small sample of the types of things that an engineering PhD can do after graduation. 
There is a need for more messages that increase students’ awareness of the variety of career tra-
jectories that are available to them if they earn an engineering PhD.  

Furthermore, general messaging about the engineering PhD is important. While it is vital for uni-
versities to share what the doctoral training will be like, it is equally important for individuals in 
higher education to share the types of things that people can do with an engineering PhD. By pre-
senting this information, prospective students can make more informed decisions about their en-
gineering career trajectories beyond the engineering PhD.  

Conclusion 
In summary, engineering PhDs play a critical role in addressing societal challenges, but few 
young people in the U.S. are pursuing the degrees. National interests focused on increasing the 
number of engineers in the U.S. have been focused on undergraduates, but not as much attention 
has been given to graduate engineering education. Existing research on this topic has explored 
motivations for pursuing a PhD from the perspective of other disciples. This is the first empirical 
study that asked engineering PhD holders working in academia and industry to share their moti-
vations for pursuing an engineering PhD and their perceptions of the added value of the possess-
ing it. Findings indicate that what motivates someone to get an engineering PhD sometimes dif-
fers from what they get out of the experience. In some cases, the additional value associated with 
getting the engineering PhD is more than what was perceived before deciding to pursue it.  
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Introduction 
Learning to conduct original research is a complex process. In the course of earning a doctoral de-
gree, students gradually transition from a dependent phase where a professor provides ongoing feed-
back (e.g., through taking courses) to conducting independent research that results in an original dis-
sertation project (Lovitts, 2005, 2008).  Making the transition from advanced student to independent 
scholar is not easy (Gardner, 2008; Spaulding & Rockinson-Szapkiw, 2012). Producing quality origi-
nal research certainly requires advanced analytic skills, the creative intelligence to design a project, 
and the ability to handle the inevitably ambiguous research process (Lovitts, 2005). This need is par-
ticularly pronounced for interdisciplinary graduate students who must integrate the cultures of multi-
ple disciplines (Strober, 2011), though given the increasingly interdisciplinary nature of much re-
search conducted today (Boyack, Klavans, & Börner, 2005; Morillo, Bordons, & Gómez, 2003; Van 
Leeuwen & Tijssen, 2000; Van Raan, 2000) this applies to most doctoral students to a certain extent. 

Guiding students through the transition are doctoral advisors and supervisors: experienced researchers 
who successfully completed the PhD and who simultaneously serve as teachers or coaches who men-
tor the students to learn the skills of research (Chan, 2008) and as gatekeepers who ultimately decide 
whether and when the students have proven themselves as scholars (Weidman, Twale, & Stein, 
2001). Mentoring is a critical component of student development (Castro, Garcia, Cavazos, & Castro, 
2011), and can improve the quality of student research (Mohan, 2010) as well student self-efficacy 
(Anderson, Cutright, & Anderson, 2013) and socialization into a discipline (Gardner, 2010). Howev-
er, while “exemplary” mentors interact extensively with students and use a range of modalities to help 
their students develop (Barnes & Austin, 2009), students without strong mentoring might flounder in 
discovering how to do innovative, creative research. 

Over the last three years, the authors have taught creative problem solving workshops to doctoral stu-
dents from across our campus. During these workshops, we have heard many stories from bright, mo-
tivated, and despairing doctoral students that suggest that while students have plenty of intellectual 
mentorship, they are not receiving sufficient guidance on managing the creative flow of their individ-
ual research processes or developing resilient emotional attitudes towards setbacks, both of which 
have been identified as critical characteristics of successful PhD students (Lovitts, 2008). Our obser-
vations imply that many research advisors are not adequately mentoring students on what they need to 
know about the process of doing research. We focus on two potential causes of this lack of mentoring. 
On one hand, experienced scholars might be unaware of the details of their creative decision-making 
process, making it much more difficult to coach students through that process. This would suggest 
that by uncovering that process, we might be better able to explicitly communicate what it is that suc-
cessful researchers do. Conversely, advisors might be aware of their process, but are ineffectively 
communicating it to students. This would suggest that additional training in how to mentor doctoral 
students would be helpful. 

This study explores these hypotheses via two research questions. The first is about researchers’ own 
scholarly practice: How do successful interdisciplinary researchers understand their own research 
process, and how do they deal with the creative aspects of this process?  The second is about their 
mentoring practice: How do advisors mentor their doctoral students to understand the role of creativi-
ty in research? Using interviews and qualitative analysis of classroom sessions, we investigated how 
nine experienced interdisciplinary scholars at Stanford University (a) conceptualize and experience 
their research process, in particular the creative aspects of it, and (b) how they approach their role as 
advisors to their doctoral students. Interdisciplinary scholars were chosen as they provide a “critical 
case” (Flyvbjerg, 2006) as those most likely to be aware of their research process and explicitly men-
tor it for their students, given the way interdisciplinary scholarship requires explicitly articulating the 
assumptions underlying one’s research. 
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This study unveils important aspects of conducting research that are often not explicitly presented in 
doctoral education. The interviews with leading scholars help us unpack and map their research pro-
cess with the focus on the central role of creativity in scientific research. Additionally, they uncover 
elements that might be necessary in order to be a successful advisor and mentor to doctoral students. 
The implications of this paper are twofold. First, it presents a more holistic view of the research pro-
cess, which will be useful in developing courses for doctoral students. Second, it provides guidance 
for junior advisors who are looking for ways to build their mentoring capacity. 

We begin with reviews of the literature on reflective practice and on creativity in research. We then 
introduce our research methods, followed by our findings regarding scholars’ research process and 
mentoring practices. We conclude with additional research needs and implications for the training of 
doctoral students. 

Researchers as Reflective Practitioners 
In analyzing scholarly research processes and mentoring practices, we consider scholars to be reflec-
tive practitioners. According to Donald Schön (1983), one of the first theorists who conceptualized 
reflective practice, a number of professions engage in a continual, dynamic process of assessing a 
situation based on prior experience while using that situation to update one’s expertise, using this ac-
cumulated knowledge to find and solve a problem. The essence of professional expertise, therefore, is 
not just skill in problem solving, but in problem framing (Schön, 1983, p. 40). 

Considering the core tasks required to manage a successful research project or program—identifying 
novel yet tractable questions, developing a research approach that will answer the question, and refin-
ing that approach in light of obstacles or new directions—implies that researchers and scientists 
should be considered reflective practitioners. Innovation is essentially the same whether in science, 
the arts, or business (Beveridge, 1980; Sawyer, 2006), as research requires an iterative series of prob-
lem-finding and problem-crafting. Moreover, the growth of interdisciplinary, multidisciplinary, and 
other forms of collaborative “team science” (Stokols, Hall, Taylor, & Moser, 2008) requires manag-
ing social relationships and multiple approaches to knowledge to a degree that was rarely required a 
generation ago, increasing the number of potential design elements to consider and thus making re-
flection especially critical. Indeed, Schön (1983) himself suggests that scientific research should be 
considered reflection-in-action: “We may also consider science as a process in which scientists grap-
ple with uncertainties and display arts of inquiry akin to the uncertainties and arts of practice” (p. 49).  
Reflection can also be a means of developing professional competence (Lyons, 2010; Schön, 1990). 
Scholars and educators in fields as diverse as teacher training, legal education, clinical psychology, 
nursing, and public management (e.g., Broussine & Ahmad, 2013; Bulman, Lathlean, & Gobbi, 2012; 
Davis, Thwaites, Freeston, & Bennett-Levy, 2014; Evans, 2013; LaBoskey, 2010) have used reflec-
tion to support budding professionals to develop the mindsets required by their professions. While 
novices certainly can learn from experience alone, coaching to reflect on the meaning of experience 
can greatly improve the effectiveness and/or reduce the emotional discomfort of the learning process 
(Schön, 1990). This suggests that reflection may also be an important part of the mentoring process 
for doctoral students. 

Creativity in Research 
Creativity in science refers primarily to the generation of original knowledge (Heinze, Shapira, 
Rogers, & Senker, 2009; Hollingsworth, 2012; Simonton, 2004), and has long been recognized as 
essential for research (Council of Graduate Schools in the United States, 1977) because novelty is 
what expands the boundaries of knowledge.  

Empirical examinations of creativity generally take one of four main approaches: identifying the traits 
of creative individuals, studying the products that result from creative work, exploring the process of 
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creativity, or examining the institutional context in which creativity occurs (Heinze et al., 2009). 
Much research on creativity in science uses outcomes like publication citations (Simonton, 2004) or 
prize winners (Hollingsworth, 2002; Zuckerman, 1996) as proxies for creativity. Because universities 
and funding agencies want to understand how best to support scientists to make the next breakthrough 
discoveries, another common approach are studies of research environments’ influence on scientists’ 
creative output (Heinze et al., 2009; Hemlin, Allwood, & Martin, 2004). How scientists experience 
the creative process of scholarly research, which we investigate in this paper, is less studied. 

Developing a creative mindset is particularly important for the success of graduate students. Barbara 
Lovitts’ (2008) study of factors contributing to graduate student success suggested that “creative in-
telligence” was a key distinguisher in determining how successful graduate students were at making 
the transition to independent scholars (pp. 304-305). However, as Lovitts (2005) observed, creativity 
is rarely taught: “Despite the apparent importance of creativity in graduate education, it is typically 
assumed that creativity is idiosyncratic and that advisers can do little to help their students develop 
into creative scholars” (p. 141). While certain exceptional advisors or courses (e.g., Cash & Sanchez-
Hucles, 1992) focus on the creative confidence (Kelley & Kelley, 2013) needed to navigate what stu-
dents can initially experience as a chaotic process, by and large graduate students appear to be taught 
research design as a linear series of steps (the scientific method or equivalent) that provides an insuf-
ficient map to guide emerging researchers through the complexity of doing independent scholarship. 
We therefore seek to uncover researchers’ creative process so that it can be better communicated to 
graduate students. 

Methods 
We qualitatively explored the research practice of successful interdisciplinary scholars at Stanford 
University (Stanford, California, USA), focusing on how they conduct their research and how they 
mentor their doctoral students. We chose a qualitative approach because creativity is so difficult to 
quantitatively categorize (Heinze et al., 2009). Our study addressed two specific research questions: 

1. How do researchers conceptualize their own research practice? In particular, what mindsets 
and behaviors do they consciously adopt to manage the creative aspects of their research pro-
cess?  

2. How do researchers mentor their interdisciplinary doctoral students? To what extent do they 
consciously model or explicitly coach students regarding the creative process? 

Study Participants  
Study participants were nine researchers at Stanford University. These nine professors represented a 
range of academic disciplines from across the campus, including humanities, engineering, medicine, 
law, and physical and social sciences, but all are affiliated with campus interdisciplinary initiatives. 
We refer to their general area of scholarship and not their specific discipline in order to protect ano-
nymity. Their career stages at the time of the study ranged from pre-tenure assistant professors 
through full professors with many years’ tenure at the university.  The study participants were both 
male and female but in order to protect anonymity, we refer to all interviewees as “he” regardless of 
gender. For the same reason, designations of rank are simplified to “junior” for pre-tenure faculty and 
“senior” for tenured participants. 
Rather than aiming for a representative sample, our nine faculty participants were purposely selected 
for their reputations as innovative interdisciplinary scholars conducting research with real-world rele-
vance. These faculty had been invited to participate in a research design seminar for PhD students in 
an interdisciplinary graduate program, signaling both an established reputation as quality researchers 
in their fields and an interest in mentoring graduate students. These scholars thus represent what Bent 
Flyvberg (2006) calls a critical case, one that has “strategic importance in relation to the general prob-
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lem” (p. 229). If any scholars can be expected to display awareness of their own research process, it 
should be the most innovative scholars working with collaborators in other departments and partners 
outside of academia, since interdisciplinary research requires working between the boundaries of dis-
ciplinary cultures and frequently articulating the assumptions of ones’ own disciplinary lens in a way 
not necessarily required when working within a single discipline (Strober, 2011). Additionally, since 
our sampling strategy utilized a seminar where faculty were hand-picked for their reputations as in-
novative scholars with the ability to discuss their research with students, we were ensured of studying 
a group with the highest likelihood we could find of including both innovative researchers and suc-
cessful mentors. It is important to note that our selection was only on the basis of reputation, not on 
any objective measures of self-awareness or mentoring ability. Moreover, given the critical case ap-
proach, our findings about research process or mentoring may not be generalizable to non-
interdisciplinary scholars. If we find minimal evidence of self-awareness or mentoring skill, we 
would expect those patterns to hold for other non-interdisciplinary scholars, but the reverse may not 
be true. 

Data Collection 
Our study had two interwoven stages. First, in the Spring of 2011 we videotaped sessions of a re-
search design seminar for interdisciplinary PhD students. Unlike many conventional research design 
and methods courses, this seminar is specifically designed to expose students to the real-world narra-
tive behind interdisciplinary projects that one cannot glean by simply reading the published papers’ 
version of events. This seminar is known for enabling candid discussions with faculty about how spe-
cific projects germinated and progressed as well as providing an intimate window into how innova-
tive scholars approach their work. Guest speakers in the seminar vary from term to term, but are al-
ways selected from among the most innovative interdisciplinary scholars on campus and intentionally 
include dynamic faculty well-suited to discuss their research with students. We obtained permission 
to video record the seminar for the full term, recording a total of 10 weekly sessions, featuring 9 guest 
faculty speakers and over 15 hours of classroom discussion.  

Table 1: Follow-up Interview Protocol 
1. How do you come up with ideas for a new research project? 
2. Once you’ve developed a new idea, can you walk me through the stages of your research pro-

cess?  
3. How much does your process vary by project? What does the variation depend on? 
4. What do you do when you are feeling stuck in research? 
5. Imagine you have a new interdisciplinary graduate student you’ve agreed to advise. How will 

you mentor and advise them to do excellent interdisciplinary research? Is your approach dif-
ferent than for a disciplinary graduate student (if so, why? how? if not? why?) 

6. What specific aspects of the research process do you talk to your students about or demon-
strate for them? 

7. Thinking back on your answer to the last question, how would you describe your overall ap-
proach or philosophy for training your students to conduct research? How has your approach 
evolved since you were a new teacher? 

8. What approaches or mindsets toward interdisciplinary research do you try to cultivate/instill 
in your students? Is this the same as what you do in your own research? Or different? Why?  

9. How do you think about the relationship between creativity and research? 
 
In the study’s second phase, we conducted individual follow-up interviews with each faculty member 
who had presented in the seminar to better understand their research as well as mentoring process. 
While one of the advantages of analyzing classroom discourse is the natural, unfiltered dialogue that 
occurred, one drawback is that different seminars addressed different issues to varying extents. Based 
on the results of our initial analysis of the seminar conversations, we developed a semi-structured in-
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terview protocol that allowed us to obtain consistent data on key emerging themes across our nine 
participants (see Table 1). Questions focused on how the researchers approach their research, particu-
larly how they generate ideas, what they do when feeling stuck, and how they move from an initial 
idea to project completion. We also included questions about how researchers mentor their students. 
Follow-up interviews of 30-75 minutes in length (approximately 400 minutes in total) were then con-
ducted with each participant using this protocol. Two of our research team members were present for 
each audio-recorded interview. Note that we did not mention or discuss creativity until the very last 
question, unless the participant mentioned it first, to avoid priming participants.  

Data Analysis 
Using a thematic analysis approach (Guest, MacQueen, & Namey, 2011) and the collaborative web 
video tool DIVER (Pea et al., 2004), videos from the seminars were initially open-coded for emerging 
themes (e.g., serendipity, risk) as well as coded for mindsets and behaviors known to be important to 
the creative process of other reflective practitioners such as product designers (e.g., iteration, toler-
ance for ambiguity). Each video was coded independently by at least two members of our research 
team.  
Interviews were initially coded using the same coding scheme as the seminar video recordings. Addi-
tional themes were added as needed; seminar videos then were re-coded using these additional 
themes. Our results reflect findings from both the seminar videos and the follow-up interviews; 
quotes are taken from both phases of the project.  

Findings 

Mindsets and Behaviors Displayed by the Researchers 
The collected data yielded a rich picture of mindsets and behaviors that scholars use in their research 
process. As our participants described it, research requires a creative phase of design followed by an 
analytic phase of implementation, can take much iteration, and should be expected to go in unex-
pected directions. 

A time to be creative and a time to be analytic 
The scientific creativity literature leaves no doubt that creativity is an integral part of research 
(Heinze & Bauer, 2007; Heinze et al., 2009; Heinze, Shapira, Senker, & Kuhlmann, 2007). Our re-
spondents reinforced the view that scientific research and creativity are deeply interlinked. One of the 
participants stated that “creativity is at the heart [of the research process]” and “a part all the way 
through.” Another emphasized, “There's no separateness, there should be no separateness [between 
science and creativity].” A third stated that creativity is a “critical mindset that is absolutely essential 
to the research process at every stage,” adding: 

"I can't imagine doing research without being creative. I feel like creativity is at the core of 
research. Creativity is what helps you formulate your questions, it's what helps you think 
about the methods you're going to use, it helps you come around if you come across any 
blocks, helps keep you motivated. When you come to having your results and findings, crea-
tivity is what helps you interpret those findings, it's what helps you apply the findings, and it 
seems to me that it's at the core of everything.”   

A fourth participant provided further support for this view of research and creativity as inseparable: 
“There's almost no good research that's not creative... There's a certain minimal level of technical ex-
cellence that I think is required to succeed in doing research, but beyond that I think people who are 
really successful far and away are the creative ones.” A fifth poignantly summed up the link: “Scien-
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tific research is my primary form of creative self-expression…it has essentially squashed all other 
forms I ever had.”  

Our participants emphasized that science results from a dynamic interplay between analytic thought 
and creativity. As one of our interviewees explained: “We have this myth that creativity is somehow 
inspired, comes to you in a flash [but that's not how it really happens]. Those flashes do happen in 
intellectual work, but it doesn't happen in a vacuum. In 99% of the cases, people don't have flashes of 
creativity without having done backbreaking work before.” On the other hand, the scholars reported 
that the scientific community can overemphasize the importance of the hard analytic work at the ex-
pense of recognizing the role of creative intuition.  One of our interviewees who does research in a 
physical science field revealed that he used to hide his creativity and just be rational but later in his 
career realized that “letting my intuition speak is at the heart of doing good research.” He explained 
further that his analytic thinking is motivated by a desire to prove what his intuition suggests: “scien-
tists don't like to admit it but [there is a] strong artistic or poetic element [in science]...[you] have aes-
thetic patterns in your mind and that's what you try to translate out into science.”  

According to our participants, the most fertile period of creativity in research comes up front, as our 
participants believed the most creative part in doing research is the study design phase, when they are 
asking new questions or framing problems in unique ways. One of the scholars emphasized this re-
search design phase is where “there will be a big difference between a creative person and a less crea-
tive person...as a creative person you see if you can have a special angle of attack.” The rigorous and 
rational aspects of science only follow when one has a well-framed question and procedure.  

Most of our participants view developing that “special angle” on a question as a creative process that 
lies at the heart of doing innovative science. One researcher emphasized: “Only those that are deeply 
creative come up with interesting research questions.” Another scholar defined creativity in research 
as “asking the wacky questions.” Similarly, another participant said he is often asked what his value 
as a researcher is and his typical response focuses on asking innovative questions:  

“I think I find different questions, I find new ways of answering them… I put essentially all 
of my energy into finding what we don't know about how the world works and what's im-
portant about what we don't know and how to learn it. It includes curiosity, includes figuring 
out how to solve a problem, and I think there's a creativity in posing the questions and figur-
ing out what to pursue that's partly curiosity but partly seeing the world in a unique way.” 

By asking new questions, he is bringing his own unique contribution to the research. 

The scholars viewed designing innovative research methods to be as essential as coming up with new 
research questions, as one scholar nicely summarized: “Ideas are a dime a dozen. It’s easy to have an 
idea. But to figure out how to do it is priceless.” Another participant pointed out that he “forces him-
self to spend the most time” framing the research question since “I know by experience if this is not 
very well done it can derail completely the whole thing”. A third researcher’s perspective of creativity 
includes considering a problem from unique or unexpected angles:  

“When you see a paper in Science or Nature...what gets you into Nature...you're asking a 
question that we've been wondering about for a long time but you're doing it in a way that's 
extremely creative in terms of using datasets that are out there or going after data and I think 
that is a real skill.” 

Methods as well as research questions can be important creative contributions in the research design 
phase of a project. 

Perpetually learning through iterative action 
Our study participants approached both the creative and analytic phases of their research process as 
an experimental, iterative process of taking concrete actions with the expressed intention of learning 
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something to allow one’s thinking to progress. In the creative phase, iteration was generally focused 
on framing and reframing questions and iterating study designs and methods. Then, as the scholars 
proceeded with the analytic work of the research, they continued to use “learning by doing” methods 
to make progress. Even those using qualitative methods utilized successive combinations of adductive 
(“what is the best explanation for what I am observing?”) and deductive or inductive reasoning. Like 
innovators in other domains such as engineering or software design who use prototyping, pilots and 
user testing to advance their thinking (Brown, 2008; Nussbaum, 2004), the researchers described a 
variety of concrete methods for iterative “thinking by doing” or “learning by doing” that allowed con-
tinual learning throughout their research process.  

Our study participants utilized a range of techniques to develop new research questions and methods, 
depending on their research disciplines, but all relied on an exploratory mindset that one termed “be-
ing open to the possible”. These scholars did not describe clear starts and ends to individual projects. 
Rather, as experts in their respective fields, their research agendas comprised a fluid problem space 
within which they were constantly identifying interesting potential research questions, only some of 
which they will ultimately pursue. Two participants described finding research questions when their 
academic reading revealed gaps between theoretical explanations that existed in the literature and 
what they had observed in their own lives. Another had started projects based on “one line in the 
newspaper” that triggered an idea.  

For those researchers whose work focused on human systems, the initial framing of a new project 
often began with understanding their research subjects’ experience from the subjects’ point of view. 
One anthropologist described his ideas as arising from real life, particularly his longstanding relation-
ships with the community where he conducts research and the questions that they care about. He then 
reframed the community’s interests into academic questions that can simultaneously contribute to 
anthropological knowledge more generally. An education scholar conducted pilot studies using eth-
nography and participant observation to reveal surprising ideas and hypotheses he might not have 
otherwise considered. A third example was a public policy researcher, who described his approach to 
project development as having a “beginner’s mind” and “learning from the people in the field” in or-
der to frame a legal or regulatory issue. Most of his projects start with challenges being experienced 
by real-world users. Even those whose research is not qualitative often framed their inquiry initially 
through ethnographic-type methods. For example, a medical researcher worked with his clinical col-
laborators to get ideas for research and—more importantly, since he often develops his research ques-
tions after he knows what data exists—obtain access to relevant data.  

Sometimes there are significant time delays between the initial idea and the development of a project. 
One of our participants described how he is constantly having ideas for projects he would like to test 
from a theory-building point of view but files them away until he encounters the right dataset or part-
ners to bring the idea forward and develop it into a study. He is continually open and curious about 
the systems he studies, generating many possible ideas and always being open to reframing them to 
make them more relevant or feasible, but only a few of the ideas get reframed into actual projects. As 
a result, the ideas he chooses to pursue and spend his analytic energy on have already been through a 
rigorous selection process and represent some of his highest quality ideas. 

A final key to these researchers’ creative success in generating innovative questions and methods was 
their continual willingness to reframe their questions until they found the most appropriate one. While 
finding questions is a relatively fluid process, the actual question or hypothesis that drives a project 
might be several iterations away from the initial idea. One senior physical scientist described the pro-
cess he goes through to move from initial idea to the right question:  

“So basically you play and say what if I change the scale, what if I look at this at a finer scale, 
what if at a courser scale? What if I change the view angle? If there’s a conservation issue 
that was always approached from the viewpoint of the conservationist, what if I look at it 
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from the viewpoint of the wildebeest? You try creatively to look at the issue in a way that 
hasn’t been investigated.”  

In other cases the reframe related to audience, making a question motivated by the real world more 
relevant for academic audiences or, conversely, translating questions of academic interest to have 
greater relevance to particular real world cases.   

Once they had found the right research question and study design, the researchers continued to use a 
range of concrete techniques to advance their thinking in small stages. One important category of it-
erative learning was seeking feedback on early versions or drafts of ideas. For instance, a humanities 
professor presented his ideas orally first in conference presentations and in classes before developing 
them into articles. Only once they had been through rounds of feedback as presentations and peer-
reviewed articles would they eventually be incorporated into the larger structure of a book. A policy 
researcher similarly discussed ideas orally with colleagues before they appear in articles. Another 
public policy researcher whose work includes frequent presentations before state agencies and the 
legislature “ground truthed” testimony with expert colleagues before presenting them publically. In 
each of these cases, sharing ideas with others and receiving feedback allowed the researcher to ad-
vance their own thinking in an informal setting, providing continual learning long before a final, for-
mal output is produced. 

A similar process of continual learning happens with a second kind of “thinking by doing” that does 
not rely on feedback from others. Sometimes, an activity itself provides the feedback a researcher 
needs for learning to occur. When one participant wrote his first paper using a new analytic tech-
nique, his most important learning came not from the feedback he received from others, but from the 
process of using the method with actual data and imagining how it could be improved for the next 
project. Another researcher described how he often writes the introduction to his papers first, since 
doing so allows him to understand for himself exactly what contribution he is aiming to make in the 
rest of the paper. Similarly, a physical scientist views writing a grant proposal as an opportunity to 
test for himself what he would need to do in order to satisfactorily answer a given research question. 
If he is able to write a convincing grant proposal, he knows he has a watertight research design. As an 
education scholar nicely summed it up, often he “learns just by doing the research…as a learner that’s 
how I learn best.” The iterative process of asking a question, designing a way to answer it, and adjust-
ing as the process proceeds provides him with a constant source of new insights and ideas.  

Getting stuck is in the eye of the beholder 
The experimental, iterative approach to problem solving observed in our study participants is made 
possible by their emotional attitudes towards their research process. In contrast to many of the gradu-
ate students we have taught, who are often afraid to be perceived to fail even temporarily and are anx-
ious when facing uncertainty, the successful scholars we interviewed appeared comfortable with am-
biguity and risk, viewing it as a normal part of the process of producing original research. 

Ambiguity tolerance is “the tendency to perceive ambiguous situations as desirable” (Budner, 1962, 
p. 29). The ability to cope with ill-structured or open-ended situations is a prerequisite for creativity 
(Tegano, 1990). Lovitts (2005, 2008) similarly found that not being afraid of failure distinguished 
those graduate students who successfully made the transition from dependent to independent phases 
of their degree. The researchers in our study acknowledged that in order to learn from ill-defined re-
search problems, one has to accept that one does not know everything and sometimes one will fail. 
These successful scholars view setbacks as something to learn from rather than signs of failure. A 
humanities professor discussed the difficulties he faced with his last book when the topic emerged 
with far more “indeterminacies” than he’d anticipated; his broader point was that even with a well-
thought-out outline on which others had given him feedback, there is no guarantee that any project 
will go as planned. He accepts the risk of a project taking years longer than expected as part of the 
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nature of his work. Another participant, a physical scientist, emphasized how important it has been 
for him to learn to thrive on not knowing what the answer is.  

Perhaps the most poignant evidence of these scholars’ approach to the inherent uncertainty in re-
search was their responses when we asked them what they do when they get stuck. Some of them did 
not recognize that they ever actually get stuck, or redefined the challenges they experience as outside 
the definition of stuck. A social scientist stated, 

“I don’t know if I’ve ever felt stuck…I’ve felt that particular things weren’t working well or 
particular components that you’d hoped would be productive weren’t, that you end up hitting 
dead ends on or your collaborations fall through on particular areas, but I’ve never felt that 
one of our research projects was starting to get stuck per se.”  

He then went on to describe how discovering the original data collection method for one project was 
infeasible and culturally inappropriate led to rethinking the plan entirely (while halfway across the 
world in the field), but ultimately the new methods  

“ended up being far more productive in the end and far more relevant to the research ques-
tions……as I said it’s never been the case that a research project has gotten stuck. There’s 
just been lots of occasions where components were not going to work and we just abandoned 
them or just adjusted to try to get at a different set of questions.”  

A humanities scholar told us about having what was “not writer’s block but does make me pace 
around the house for a couple of days before I figure out how to do it.”  An education scholar an-
swered the question this way:  

“I don’t know that it happens very often…I wouldn’t necessarily say we’ve been stuck…the 
way we designed this project I actually found this fun but I could see some people finding 
this uncomfortable is that we’ve got two pretty distinct theoretical stances on this project [and 
need to work with both].” 

Unlike the doctoral students we have taught, these researchers do not view periods of not knowing 
what to do next as evidence of personal deficiency.  

They generally avoided feeling stuck because they viewed research as a fluid process of learning, 
adapting, and gaining new insights; any given challenge was simply part of this learning cycle that 
signaled a need to reassess. A public policy scholar, for example, described feeling stuck as an impe-
tus to examine the underlying framing for the problem: “questioning whether you’re asking the right 
questions is often a good way of unsticking yourself.” Similarly, for a humanities scholar, writer’s 
block was often a signal there was a body of research yet to be done. They understood where they are 
at a given point in time and are able to adjust accordingly, thus maintaining the feeling of being in 
control and avoiding the feeling of being overwhelmed. 

The researchers also reported (to varying degrees) tolerating the risk that a given project might ulti-
mately fail. As one physical scientist summarized, “when you do this risky research some of these 
paths will lead nowhere; you know it in advance.” Researchers’ open, iterative, experimental mindset 
extends from the initial problem-framing phase throughout the entire research cycle. Our participants 
clearly displayed a learning orientation and growth mindset to their work (Dweck, 2006; Watkins, 
2010), viewing each step of their work as a potential opportunity to learn something new. One high-
lighted that often the lessons are unexpected or surprising: “What I find interesting [at the end of a 
project] is usually not what I anticipated when I decided to start something.” A physical scientist 
summed up the need to tolerate ambiguity this way: “There is no right way to do [interdisciplinary 
research]…you have to be willing to not know everything.” 
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Talking About ‘My Research Process’ Was Challenging Even For 
Experienced Researchers 
Particularly in the individual follow-up interviews, the scholars in this study found our questions 
about how they conduct research fairly to very difficult to answer, or they needed quite a bit of 
prompting to think about specific example projects to anchor their descriptions. (The classroom ses-
sions were each focused on a given project, so they were by definition anchored in the story of a spe-
cific example). Even those (mostly senior scholars, and one junior scholar in the school of education) 
who were able to speak abstractly about their practice did not seem to have given the topic much pre-
vious thought. Most of them also thanked us at the end of the interview for the chance to think about 
something they rarely (or never before had) considered, which suggests that their hesitant responses 
weren’t due to a faulty question but because it was an unfamiliar topic. Moreover when asked about 
their process the faculty took long pauses to think, but they had immediate answers when asked about 
their research topics. 

The most extreme example was a junior physical scientist, who replied this way when asked how 
much the research process varies by project: “Ummm…I guess I don’t really know myself well 
enough to really know and I don’t know enough about research process to know well enough.” Later 
in the conversation, the same scholar made a number of comments that gave us interesting insight into 
the overall trajectory his projects take, but he did not necessarily seem aware of common elements 
himself. 

Other scholars made comments that suggest they assumed everyone conducted research in the same 
manner. For instance, a junior engineering professor stated that he does it “probably how most people 
do it, I don’t think there’s any special magic there.” A humanities professor made essentially the same 
assumption when he said, “when in a research career you just read” when asked how he comes up 
with new questions.  

The ability to reflect about research varied significantly between researchers. Four senior scholars 
with many years’ experience were relatively fluid in talking about research while the five remaining 
(and more junior) scholars struggled to varying degrees, suggesting that fluidity might come with 
added experience. However, the small sample size makes it hard to say whether or not years of doing 
research is the reason for the difference. Overall, we interpret these interviewees’ difficulty reflecting 
about their research process and practice as signaling a lack of metacognitive awareness. Metacogni-
tion—knowing about knowing—is a higher order cognitive skill that develops after someone has be-
come conscious of how they know or think about something (Metcalfe & Shimamura, 1994). In the 
terms of a common teaching cliché, we might say the researchers are “unconsciously competent” as 
scholars, displaying a high degree of skill, but not necessarily able to easily translate that skill into 
words or abstract description. 

The lack of fluidity we observed when discussing process seemed to roughly correspond with how 
junior the faculty member was, suggesting that developing metacognitive awareness of one’s own 
mindsets and approach to doing research happens gradually over time as many research projects are 
completed.  

Reflecting on Mentoring 
The researchers displayed a similar variability in their ability to talk reflectively about their mentoring 
approaches as about their own research process. Again, it was the senior scholars (and the same junior 
scholar in education) who were able to—with some thinking aloud—describe the mindsets they seek 
to instill in their students and the concrete practices they engage in to do so. More often, the junior 
faculty struggled with the questions about mentoring. Examples from two ends of the spectrum will 
illustrate this variation. 
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One junior social scientist had been quite reflective when discussing research practice, but shifted to 
talking almost exclusively about analytic aspects of research (choosing the right method) when we 
asked about specific aspects he tries to model or demonstrate:  

“Hmmm….it’d be interesting to ask our students that…um…hmmm….I mean a lot of that 
depends on the nature of the question. For us a lot of that would have to do with differences 
in methodological approaches they might be using to collect data, so I don’t know… I think if 
the question is clear which is really hard and if it’s a question that a student is keenly interest-
ed in figuring out then methods are entirely contingent on nature of that question.”  

In contrast, a senior public policy scholar thought for a second then described two aspects that he had 
previously mentioned as part of his own creative process:  

“One of them is creating the internal capacity to learn enough about another discipline or 
field or area of research so you can engage. Having the patience to do it and willingness to 
be, what would the word be, to get below a surface level and genuinely learn enough so 
you’re a credible communicator. You don’t have to know everything but…I do try to model 
that but I do think it’s essential….you don’t know something until you’re able to explain it 
someone else well, my mother taught me that…I firmly believe that. We operate in a world 
where problems are too big and too important to not treat them with seriousness and im-
portance they deserve. And people are like that too. It’s almost a respect for the problem and 
the individuals you’re going to be engaging that you need to do that. 

The other thing I do try to model is this analogy stuff…I do that a lot in class, ‘so what is this 
like, what other instances have you seen that are kind of like this?’ and I don’t always have 
something in mind, I don’t always have the answer but it’s like learning a different creative 
process and trying to free yourself to ask weird questions like that. I think that’s important to 
model because you get out into the real world and you know a smidgen of the answers.” 

In contrast to the social scientist, the public policy scholar has a conscious sense of the attitudes that 
underlie his research and some awareness of how they influence his interactions with students. 

Of course, we are assuming that greater ability to describe one’s mentoring approach and practices 
results in more thoughtful mentoring. As one junior faculty member pointed out, however, “modeling 
is happening whether you know it or not.” It might be that some of the scholars are acting in ways 
they cannot describe in words. However, given the observations of students we have taught (a subset 
of whom are advised by scholars in this study), it might also be that some of the practices that the jun-
ior (and sometimes senior) researchers use in their own work are not being adequately translated 
through their interactions with their students.  

The four senior scholars all brought up creativity as something they seek to instill in their students. 
One captured this sentiment when he stated, “[dissertation writing] is just a creative process; it’s not 
always predictable.” (Recall we had intentionally not mentioned creativity until the end of the inter-
view protocol, so these mentions were spontaneous). Each described the need for students to engage 
in a discovery process to frame their research questions, but the way they mentored students to do this 
was shaped by how the scholar themselves approached research practice. For instance, the public pol-
icy scholar quoted above described how he saw his role: 

 “I ask a lot of questions not to put the person on the spot but first I want to understand have 
they formulated a question or set of questions they’re passionate about and if so, lay them 
out, do they look like they’re going to be fruitful in terms of research trajectories. And then 
how can I help them think about things that they haven’t already thought about with those 
questions. And then there are some students that come in and they haven’t really articulated 
their questions well yet, they actually have very amorphous ideas about what they want to do 
and that’s way harder in a way because you want them to actually glom onto something or a 
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set of questions that they can feel passionate about… [T]he amorphous stuff is to me most 
challenging. It’s a process of discovery that takes a lot of time…often I look to push the per-
son out and just network them with a bunch of interesting people who have interesting prob-
lems that are somewhere in that universe that they’ve articulated so that they can start to un-
derstand what real problems are and worldviews and hone in on what their question is. I think 
also that my job is to help them see connections that they haven’t seen already and to ques-
tion connections that they absolutely think are there…I think it’s a little disruptive but it’s in-
tentionally disruptive…I’ve had students walk into my office and say here’s my hypothesis 
and I’m like well why do you think that and I just keep asking why.” 

In his own research this scholar had described finding problems by asking people in the real world 
and seeking to understand their perspectives. Thus his mentoring approach mirrored his own practice. 

Similarly, a humanities scholar had previously described how he reads around a topic to find new pro-
jects; his mentoring consists of “long conversations from my knowledge of what are most promising” 
in what students had been reading. A physical sciences professor also has extensive conversations 
with his students, but he focuses on brainstorming, echoing his own approach. His projects have often 
come from brainstorming with people from other disciplines, and he tries to help his students do the 
same:   

“The brainstorming in other communities…that’s a little harder thing for one graduate stu-
dent to do but putting together an interdisciplinary committee and getting them to actually 
brainstorm about something, setting up a situation of let’s get these people in the room and 
talk about this… I think that’s a way to start [finding a question].” 

For both of these senior scholars, their own research practice also informs their mentoring approach. 

While these senior faculty have general approaches, they also recognize that mentoring doctoral stu-
dents is an idiosyncratic endeavor. One physical scientist summed this up when he stated  

“as you become attentive to the students then somehow there’s a pattern and that’s what gen-
erally works… I’ve had 20 PhD students and I have maybe 10 in the process and the process 
has never been the same. Because the topics are different, the research questions are different, 
the collaborations are different, sometimes it’s just the student and me but most of the time 
it’s with a team or co-advisors so what role is the co-advisor playing and how can you be 
complementary to that? And then the personalities are completely different.” 

It seems likely that senior scholars are able to reflect on the mentoring enterprise simply by virtue of 
their greater experience. Lovitts (2001) found that advisors who had advised many PhD students 
(what she calls “high-PhD-productive faculty”) possessed qualitatively different attitudes and had 
different ways of interacting with their students than those who had advised fewer students. As the 
above quote from this senior physical scientist emphasizes, greater experience gives a professor 
greater exposure to variations and thus greater ability to distill understanding of what is common—
within graduate education, within a given discipline, and within a given university. 

Conclusion and Implications 
The study reveals that despite different backgrounds, innovative interdisciplinary scholars share sev-
eral mindsets and behaviors. The study participants pointed out that creativity is central to producing 
innovative research. In particular, they described a creative process of finding a unique way of asking 
a research question or designing a study followed by an analytic phase using common methods and 
best practices in their respective disciplines. The scholars in this study presented a picture of research 
practice richer than what is often presented to students in courses, books, and published accounts of 
research. These researchers clearly emphasized how closely creativity and science are linked and dif-
ferentiated between appropriate times for analytic and creative thinking. They displayed a growth 
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mindset and learning orientation, viewing failure as a learning opportunity and consciously iterating 
“learning by doing.” They rarely felt stuck in the face of the risk and ambiguity that inevitably ac-
company original research.  

While the scholars were conscious enough of their practice to describe these mindsets and behaviors 
when thinking about specific projects or with prompting, more junior and more senior scholars dif-
fered in their metacognitive awareness of these traits as part of their image of what research is. The 
more junior scholars seemed to be “unconsciously competent” as scholars and remained unaware of 
how sophisticated a set of strategies and attitudes they have developed for managing the research pro-
cess. The same split between junior and senior scholars was observed in discussing mentoring. While 
the junior scholars may be modeling more than they realized, it is only the senior scholars who con-
sciously perceived and could describe the patterns in their mentoring philosophy and practice. 

Several implications emerge from this study. One is to make administrators, advisors, and their stu-
dents aware of the subtle de-emphasis of creativity and mindfulness of process in how the research 
process is often discussed and depicted. Graduate school is a time of transitioning from performing as 
a student to embracing a learning orientation as an independent scholar. As important as it is that stu-
dents learn concrete analytic techniques, it is even more important that they graduate with the compe-
tence to undertake independent research. A vital part of the experience of being a scholar is the mess-
iness, uncertainty, ambiguity, and exhilaration of creative work (Beveridge, 1980). Successful schol-
ars must not only develop analytic rigor to analyze data in the tradition of their chosen field but, even 
more importantly, must develop the creative confidence to ask engaging new questions and design 
innovative combinations of questions and methods, finding what one of our participants called their 
own “special angle of attack.” These interviews suggest that one of the competencies that innovative 
scholars possess is a nuanced understanding of scientific creativity as an upfront research design pro-
cess of generating new questions followed by the more commonly discussed process of answering 
those questions with analytic rigor. Introducing more balanced doctoral courses with explicit empha-
sis on creative problem solving and nurturing the mindsets and behaviors leading scholars possess 
would portray a more holistic and realistic view of what doing innovative research really means, 
complementing the modeling that students might or might not already be absorbing from their men-
tors. 

Our interviewees agreed that one of the most creative aspects of research is in the initial framing of a 
project; finding a question is also the stage given the least attention in most research design texts and 
many courses, perhaps because it is an idiosyncratic and creative rather than analytic process. While 
accomplished scholars know from experience that this stage is not linear and relies on serendipity and 
intuition as well as analytic rigor, those newer to the research process may not be aware that the 
doubts or sense of chaos they are experiencing are normal nor know to be on the lookout for moments 
of happenstance because the dominant perspective on doing research they are often exposed to is lin-
ear, not contingent. Overall, the view of research presented by our investigation suggests that advisors 
would do their students a service by being more explicit about how they actually experience research 
and by providing mentoring in the techniques they have developed for sorting through the complexity 
of the process. Currently, discussions of emotions in research and graduate education are often dis-
missed as mental health or work-life issues rather than being treated as determinants of research 
productivity (e.g., Hyun, Quinn, Madon, & Lustig, 2006). Coaching in the attitudes needed to remain 
open to new insights in the face of setbacks and to tolerate ambiguity would also be useful. 

The scholars we interviewed present a different picture of scientific creativity than the one that tends 
to show up in graduate seminars, research design manuals, and—too often—mentoring of emerging 
scholars. The contrast between the two suggests that it would be useful for advisors to pay more at-
tention to how they discuss their own creative process with their mentees. Simply discussing research 
as creative work would represent a significant cultural shift in many labs and departments. Mentors 
could share stories about the genesis of their project ideas and the concrete techniques they use to re-
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frame ideas into feasible research designs. Incorporating such stories into department seminars, lab 
meetings and advising sessions would be an important first step to making emerging scholars more 
conscious of the creative aspects of doing research. Greater ability to reflect on where one is within 
the research process and what to expect at each step in turn appears important for helping students 
cope with the anxiety that graduate school and a dissertation-sized project often inspire. 

Thomas Edison suggested that genius was ninety-nine percent perspiration and one percent inspira-
tion. The stories shared with us by the Stanford University scholars we interviewed confirm this defi-
nition of innovation. The hard background work prepares the mind for flashes of insight. The creative 
flashes occur primarily in the research design phase, where one designs a “special angle of attack” 
that shapes the analytic trajectory of a project. Being more explicit in our discussions of research 
about when and how one seeks inspiration and when one should expect mostly linear hard work could 
help emerging scholars better manage their own research processes. 

Finally, this study suggests that curriculum might be developed that explicitly teaches creative prob-
lem solving, reflective practice and mindfulness of one’s own research process. In engineering, prod-
uct design, and other areas of innovation, the design thinking framework (Rauth, Köppen, Jobst, & 
Meinel, 2010) has been used to develop innovation mindsets and skills. The current study suggests 
that successful scholars share similar mindsets and behaviors to designers, such as creative confi-
dence, viewing failure as an opportunity and use of iteration. While the day-to-day experiences that 
researchers generally think about as “doing research” often do not resemble the work of designers 
(though scholars in disciplines such as engineering and applied biochemistry may work in similar 
ways), design thinking may be a useful tool to help graduate students become more mindful of their 
own research process and develop skills for creative problem solving. We have developed a workshop 
curriculum (Ulibarri, Cravens, Svetina Nabergoj, Cornelius, & Royalty, 2014) that uses design think-
ing pedagogy to help graduate students be more mindful of their own research process and more 
aware of the role of creativity in their scholarly work. Students have found these workshops a breath 
of fresh air, further emphasizing the contrast between how advisors consciously discuss and model 
the research process and how the innovative scholars in our study approach their own research. But 
the implications extend beyond just doctoral students as we have seen increasing interest to partici-
pate in these workshops among junior faculty members, suggesting that training in creative problem 
solving might also help them in developing their metacognitive awareness of their research approach 
as well as their mentoring skills. 

This study of innovative scholars also suggests directions for future research. One, we did not investi-
gate how the participants in our sample developed their own research practice; it would be interesting 
to explore their relationships with their advisors and how they were trained in order to understand 
how training influences later practice and mentoring. Two, while it was inspired by reports from doc-
toral students we taught, the current study relies on interviews with professors. A follow-up study 
could interview their students, in order to correlate professor reports of their mentoring approaches 
with student reports of the advising experience. It is possible that advisors are modeling more than 
they are consciously aware about the research process, though the reports from our workshops sug-
gests that there are widespread elements being missed in mentoring. Finally, we would like to expand 
this study to professors and students beyond Stanford University. As a world-class research institu-
tion, this university has particular characteristics that may not generalize, including high demands on 
professor time that can impact time and energy available for mentoring and plentiful resources for 
developing research and interdisciplinary collaborations. 
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Abstract 
This paper explores the benefits of design thinking training to enhance doctoral student problem-
solving ability, creative confidence, and emotional well-being. Our team adapted the design 
thinking curriculum taught by Stanford University’s Hasso Plattner Institute of Design to the 
challenges of developing and carrying out original research, and has taught thirteen workshops to 
over 240 graduate students, research staff, and faculty over two years. Using a design-based re-
search framework, we reflect on our observation of the workshops, student debriefs, and a pre-
post survey of participants to assess the value of design thinking for doctoral education. We find 
that participants felt the workshops enhanced creativity, productivity, and confidence, participants 
appreciated applying the mindsets of a bias toward action and embracing experimentation to their 
research, participants learned to be mindful of their research process, and participants valued the 
emotionally supportive, nonjudgmental atmosphere cultivated in the workshops. The research 
suggests (1) that creative problem solving methods can be adopted by doctoral students and (2) 
that there is a demand for graduate training to more explicitly treat students’ intellectual needs in 
tandem with their emotional needs to create happy, productive researchers. 
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Introduction 
This paper explores the benefits of design thinking training to enhance doctoral student problem-
solving ability, creative confidence, and emotional well-being. While the primary goal of doctoral 
education is to train students to conduct innovative, creative research and scholarship (Bargar & 
Duncan, 1982; Halse & Mowbray, 2011; Jones, 2013; Lovitts, 2008), creativity is rarely taught 
explicitly (Bargar & Duncan, 1982; Lovitts, 2005). Moreover, learning to conduct original re-
search is often lonely, frustrating, and difficult (Gardner, 2008; Kearns, Gardiner, & Marshall, 
2008; Lovitts, 2005, 2008).  

The research team’s experience as teachers and graduate students echoed this reality. We ob-
served students grappling with the complexities of carrying out original research. Some students 
struggled with developing innovative yet testable research questions; others had trouble with lo-
gistical necessities like managing their time. Students felt that the available classes and texts on 
research design did not address these challenges, leading the students to feel stuck. This situation 
prompted us to create a curriculum to provide doctoral students with tools to address the varied 
challenges that arise while carrying out research and earning a doctoral degree. 

We developed a curriculum applying design thinking, a flexible and repeatable process for con-
ceptualizing and solving applied problems (Lindberg, Noweski, & Meinel, 2010; Plattner, 
Meinel, & Leifer, 2011; Rauth, Köppen, Jobst, & Meinel, 2010), to address the problems faced by 
research students. We taught thirteen workshops for Stanford University graduate students, post-
doctoral scholars, research staff, and faculty between March 2010 and September 2013. In this 
paper, we reflect on our observation of the workshops, student debriefs, and a pre-post survey of 
participants to build theoretical and practical understanding of how design thinking can be ap-
plied to doctoral education. This project is grounded in design-based research, a learning sciences 
approach in which the researcher creates an educational intervention and concurrently teaches and 
assesses the intervention in a “design experiment” (Anderson & Shattuck, 2012; Brown, 1992). 
After developing curriculum for an intervention, the researcher/educator gathers real-time, mixed-
methods data of their students during the curriculum and after it is taught. These observational 
and reflective data serve to inform future iterations of the curriculum and build theoretical and 
practical understanding of what worked and what did not.  

In teaching the Research as Design workshops, we set out to provide a practical set of tools to 
help students move beyond feeling stuck and increase their creative confidence in conducting 
original research. However, we discovered that the workshops addressed other needs of graduate 
students, most notably emotional support and a team of peers who could non-judgmentally empa-
thize with their experience (Jairam & Kahl, 2012). This paper explores the multifaceted changes 
workshop participants report in their approach to research and life, including the adoption of 
mindsets that allowed students to be more comfortable with uncertainty, vulnerability, and fail-
ure; increased feelings of creativity and productivity; and the appreciation of a supportive atmos-
phere.  

The paper begins with review of the literatures on creativity in scholarly research, the doctoral 
student transition from student to researcher, and design thinking as a tool to develop creative 
confidence. We then introduce an overview of our research approach, the workshop intervention, 
data and analysis methods, followed by a discussion of our findings. We conclude with implica-
tions for research and practice. 
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The Value of Creativity in Scientific and  
Scholarly Research 

Scholarly research happens in a messy, nonlinear process. An example of ill-defined problem-
solving (Voss & Post, 1988), research requires the scholar to define a problem that is only partial-
ly known in advance, and the scholar does not know whether an answer exists to the chosen prob-
lem until that answer is found. In increasingly specialized subfields of scholarship, a researcher 
may literally be the world’s expert on her topic, with no one else to turn to when she encounters a 
dead end. Thus, research is not a well-structured problem-solving task, but a creative problem-
finding and problem-crafting task (Schön, 1983). 

In recent years, the complex, creative aspects of research have been amplified as many simpler 
problems have been solved. Gibbons et al. (1994) describe the extent of the resulting changes in 
science: “not only is the average number of authors per paper increasing, but much more signifi-
cantly, so are the diversity of specialties and disciplines involved in the writing of a single paper 
and the range of institutions and organizations from which the authors originate. In addition, the 
geographical distribution of these institutions continues to broaden” (p. 34). The increasing inter-
est in and focus on applied research adds additional complexity. As projects aim to influence pol-
icy or solve real-world problems, tensions arise between the demands of building theory and in-
fluencing practice.  

Given the complex, ill-defined nature of conducting research, creativity is considered to be tightly 
linked to the innovation and impact of research (Anders, Elvidge, & Walsh, 2009; Cravens, 
Ulibarri, Cornelius, Royalty, & Nabergoj, 2014). Creativity is the production of unpredictable 
novelty and practical ideas based on it (Amabile, 1996; Runco & Albert, 2010; Sternberg & 
Lubart, 1999); in science, creativity focuses is on the originality and usefulness of knowledge 
(Heinze, Shapira, Rogers, & Senker, 2009; Hollingsworth, 2012; Simonton, 2004). Behavioral 
traits of creative individuals include high levels of curiosity, motivation, tolerance for risk and 
ambiguity, and willingness to overcome failure (Sternberg, O’Hara, & Lubart, 1997; Weinert, 
2000), characteristics that make them highly self-efficacious (Bandura, 1994). .  

Graduate School and the Transition from  
Student to Researcher 

While creativity is a valuable asset for productive, innovative researchers, learning how to be-
come an innovative researcher is challenging. As Lovitts (2005) observed, creativity is rarely 
taught: “Despite the apparent importance of creativity in graduate education, it is typically as-
sumed that creativity is idiosyncratic and that advisers can do little to help their students develop 
into creative scholars” (p. 141). This means many students have to discern creativity’s value by 
themselves and cultivate it in their research with little explicit guidance.  

While earning a doctorate degree, students gradually transition from taking courses with a profes-
sor grading their performance to producing an original dissertation project and launching their 
careers as independent scholars (Grover, 2007).  This transition is often a challenging one 
(Gardner, 2008; Lovitts, 2005, 2008; Spaulding & Rockinson-Szapkiw, 2012). As compared to 
successfully completing problem sets, term papers, or course exams, conducting original scholar-
ship is a messy, inconclusive process that requires not only more sophisticated analytic thinking, 
but creativity, tolerance for ambiguity and not knowing the right answer, and conscious manage-
ment of one’s own research process (Lovitts, 2008). Moreover, doctoral students face increasing 
pressures to publish and produce at a high rate (Jones, 2013). 

These difficulties can lead to relatively high attrition rates from doctoral programs (Bourke, 
Holbrook, Lovat, & Farley, 2004). The combination of feeling isolated (Ali & Kohun, 2006, 
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2007) and pressure to produce rigorous, innovative work creates a difficult social dynamic—
students are lonely but too busy or stressed to form meaningful friendships or a supportive social 
structure. At the extreme, the emotional and mental pressures of earning a doctoral degree can 
lead to depression, suicide, and even murder (Hall, 1998; Lovitts, 2005). On a lighter note, the 
sheer number of blogs and comic strips discussing or satirizing the PhD experience (such as 
http://xkcd.com/ , http://phdcomics.com/ , and http://whatshouldwecallgradschool.tumblr.com/  ) 
highlight the confusion, loneliness, and emotional toil encountered by emerging researchers. 
Meanwhile, there is relatively sparse research on the emotional well-being of graduate students 
(Hyun, Quinn, Madon, & Lustig, 2006). 

Despite the emotional and intellectual challenges of graduate school, some students make the 
transition to researcher relatively easily. Students with a fixed view of intelligence, who view 
graduate school as a series of tasks that require performance and proving their abilities, might 
have been successful in the coursework phase of a graduate degree. However, it is those display-
ing what Dweck and colleagues (Blackwell, Trzesniewski, & Dweck, 2007; Dweck, 2006) term a 
growth mindset and Watkins (2010) terms a learning orientation—students viewing graduate 
school as a process of continually making mistakes that increase one’s ability to perform better in 
the future—who are most likely to successfully make the transition to become independent schol-
ars. In focus groups with high-producing PhD advisors, Lovitts (2008) found that displaying cer-
tain characteristics of six factors—intelligence, knowledge, thinking styles, personality, motiva-
tion, and environment—enabled students to successfully bridge the challenging transition and 
become innovative researchers. Some of these characteristics, such as analytical intelligence, use 
of formal knowledge, and motivation, are useful in both the purely student phase and in conduct-
ing research. However, students who make the transition with ease are not just good analytical 
thinkers, but show creative and practical intelligence, use informal and tacit knowledge in addi-
tion to formal knowledge, and are better able to deal with failure (Lovitts, 2008).  

Developing Creative Confidence 
Many of the characteristics of successful PhD students (Lovitts, 2005, 2008) and the behavioral 
traits of creative researchers (Cravens et al., 2014) overlap. From a process standpoint, successful 
PhD candidates and innovative researchers seek early feedback on their ideas, generate numerous 
potential research questions, and have concrete methods to identify which questions to pursue. 
Their mental outlooks allow them to tolerate and even embrace uncertainty, view failure as a 
learning opportunity, and be confident that a seemingly-disorderly process will yield results. 
These characteristics reflect a quality called creative confidence: “Having the freedom and cour-
age to fail/take creative risks and the knowledge that all of the ideas you create have value” 
(Grossman-Kahn, 2011; see also Kelley & Kelley, 2013). Creative confidence ties strongly to 
self-efficacy, “people's beliefs about their capabilities to produce designated levels of perfor-
mance that exercise influence over events that affect their lives” (Bandura, 1994). If individuals 
know that they have the tools to creatively solve problems and view failure as a source of new 
skills while maintaining their efficacious attitude, logic follows that they are more likely to both 
succeed in solving problems and in producing more innovative ideas. Therefore, if we could in-
still creative confidence in graduate students, they would be more likely to succeed as doctoral 
students and as creative researchers throughout their career. 

Design thinking is a set of mindsets and techniques for solving ill-defined, real-life problems 
(Rauth et al., 2010) while nurturing and encouraging creative confidence (Kelley & Kelley, 2013; 
Lindberg et al., 2010; Seelig, 2012). Design thinking fits naturally into design domains like archi-
tecture and product design, but can provide value to any process requiring creativity and innova-
tion as it delivers a flexible, repeatable methodology for generating ideas and finding solutions. 
As such, design thinking has historically been taught in design schools, but has been increasingly 
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adapted for non-designers (Johansson & Woodilla, 2008). Institutes like the Hasso Plattner Insti-
tute of Design (d.school) at Stanford University teach design thinking for a wide range of real-
world problems (Dunne & Martin, 2006; Plattner et al., 2011). The framework has been applied 
in management education (Zupan, Svetina Nabergoj, Stritar, & Drnovšek, 2013), information and 
communications technology (Lindberg, Meinel, & Wagner, 2011), medicine (McDonagh & 
Thomas, 2010), social entrepreneurship (Cohen, 2012), and K-12 education (Carroll et al., 2010). 

Despite this spread, there has, to date, been limited application of design thinking in the context 
of scientific or scholarly research. The basic process of innovative thinking is the same in science, 
the arts or business (Beveridge, 1980; Sawyer, 2006; Schön, 1983) since the way to a solution is 
not known beforehand and is thus impossible to predict logically. David Kelley, co-founder of the 
Hasso Plattner Institute of Design and the global design firm IDEO, says that design thinkers 
“have a methodology that enables us to come up with a solution that nobody has before” 
(Tischler, 2009, p. 1)—exactly the need of researchers producing original scholarship. This 
framework formed the pedagogical foundation of our curriculum intervention for doctoral stu-
dents. 

Methodology 

Design-Based Research Approach 
This paper leverages a design-based research (DBR) approach, which uses the iterative design 
and implementation of educational materials as the basis for research. DBR has an explanatory 
and advisory aim as it provides theoretical insights into how a particular teaching and learning 
approach can be promoted (Bakker & Van Eerde, in press). As a curriculum is developed, re-
searchers identify variables behind the curriculum’s impact on students, relating those variables 
to existing theories and seeking to understand how the curriculum can evolve into a more power-
ful learning experience. Importantly, a DBR researcher holds that the key variables are continual-
ly being explored, never fixed, and that they depend heavily on the context of that specific curric-
ular intervention (Collins, Joseph, & Bielaczyc, 2004). In contrast to a randomized control trial, 
DBR’s causal evidence is drawn from within the case, not from comparison to a control group. 
DBR allows the researcher to understand why a particular intervention worked as it did, gathering 
data and refining curriculum in real time, with all of the complexities of a real classroom and 
teacher (Bakker & Van Eerde, in press). However, the findings from DBR may be limited to that 
particular setting, and are thus primarily useful for exploratory work, as was the case in this pro-
ject, which sought to explore if design thinking could be a useful tool for doctoral students. 

Wang and Hannafin (2005) argue that DBR should be iterative, pragmatic, grounded, integrative, 
and contextual. Our Research as Design workshops thus use an emergent curriculum that is con-
tinually iterated based on observations and learning from previous versions. The workshops are 
pragmatic and grounded because our pedagogy draws on existing design thinking work to create 
new student practices. The work is highly contextualized, as participants’ individual experiences 
as researchers are the basis for many of the exercises. Finally, Research as Design is integrative 
because it relies on mixed methodologies including observations, surveys, student materials, and 
debriefs. These various data, collected throughout the curriculum design and implementation, 
form our understanding of the curriculum’s impact and help us suggest design frameworks and 
theories (Edelson, 2002) for others to use. 

Workshop Intervention 
Our workshop is modified from the basic design-thinking curriculum taught by the Hasso Plattner 
Institute of Design at Stanford University (Stanford, CA, USA), with emphasis on the techniques 
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our team has found to be most useful for researchers. Following experiential learning theory 
(Kolb, 1984; Kolb, Boyatzis, & Mainemelis, 2000), we use an action-based, experiential work-
shop. Lecturing is kept to a minimum, and students learn via activities and exploration paired 
with coaching from the teaching team. The minimization of lecturing is also intended to force 
participants out of their normally analytical, deliberate mode of being and into an experimental, 
creative, and playful approach. This shift allows participants to see challenges they are facing in a 
new light and be freer in developing potential solutions. 

 
Figure 1: The Design Thinking Innovation Process 

Adapted from Hasso Plattner Institute of Design at Stanford (2010) 

The basic practice of design thinking is the design thinking innovation process, which is often 
represented by five distinct stages (Figure 1). Following this cycle, our workshops start with em-
pathize, where we introduce techniques for students to investigate the nature of a problem and the 
underlying emotions or needs influencing it through interviewing or self-observation. Second, in 
define, we help them identify the core of the problem—which may not be immediately obvious—
and then reframe the problem so that it is a concrete, tractable statement. Third, in ideate, students 
brainstorm possible solutions to the problem that they have identified. Finally, in prototype and 
test, the students create a physical representation of their selected idea and test a rough version of 
a solution for one or more of their ideas.  

Throughout the workshop, students work in multi-disciplinary teams. Teamwork provides multi-
ple perspectives on a problem and adds a sense of detachment, which is particularly important 
when dealing with something as dear-to-heart as one’s dissertation research. We also invite for-
mer participants to coach, providing both extra teaching staff to assist new participants and a re-
peated experience for students who want additional exposure to the mindsets and techniques. 

We have developed the curriculum iteratively, incorporating the teaching team’s observations and 
student feedback gathered during structured debriefs. For instance, we observed that students 
were finding value in the techniques we taught, but that they didn’t feel they had the confidence 
to use them without intensive coaching. Further, they had trouble detaching themselves enough 
from their own personal research challenges to problem-solve effectively. To address these needs, 
we created a four-day, extended version of the curriculum to replace the previous day-long ver-
sions. In this extended version, students practice the design-thinking cycle four times and have 
time between each session to apply techniques and test solutions in the real context where they 
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will be used. To warm students up to the creativity and open-mindedness needed for design, we 
begin with a pre-framed challenge, such as, “How might a busy researcher make time for fruitful, 
spontaneous interactions?” Then, once they have a little experience with a design cycle and have 
started to embody some of the playfulness needed for creativity, we repeat the design process 
with successively individualized prompts, consciously scaffolding for their level of expertise 
(Ambrose, Bridges, DiPietro, Lovett, & Norman, 2010). After the predefined, anonymous 
prompt, students work in teams around a shared, jointly-identified problem, and then solve indi-
vidually-defined problems (but with extensive coaching and interpersonal feedback).  

Participants 
We taught thirteen workshops between 2011 and 2013, including two iterations of the four-day 
workshop in May and September 2013. In this paper, we treat the extended versions as our prima-
ry source of information and note whenever data are from earlier workshops. 

Potential participants were invited by emails announcing the workshop sent to a mix of depart-
mental and interdepartmental mailing lists on campus. A number of participants were also invited 
through word-of-mouth, as we encouraged former participants to invite colleagues they thought 
would benefit from the workshop. Prospective students completed an application detailing why 
they wanted to participate and what challenges they were currently facing in their research; par-
ticipants were then admitted to the workshop on a first-come, first-served basis. The workshops 
attract a diverse student body and are in consistently high demand. The courses generally fill 
quickly (within a week of opening registration), and we always have a wait-list.  

In all thirteen workshops, we have had approximately 240 participants, spread between early-, 
middle-, and late-stage doctoral students, as well as a few masters students, postdoctoral scholars, 
faculty members, and research and administrative staff. In this paper, we focus only on the gradu-
ate student experience, as other groups lack sufficient numbers to generalize about their experi-
ence.  

Participants came from a broad array of disciplinary and interdisciplinary backgrounds, represent-
ing every school on the Stanford campus (Table 1). Approximately one-quarter of participants 
had some previous experience with design thinking. 

While our participants are fairly representative of the disciplinary background and level of expe-

Table 1 

WORKSHOP PARTICIPANTS BY DISCIPLINE 
School Workshop Participants Stanford Graduate  

Enrollment, 2013-2014 
Humanities and Sciences 88 (37%) 2261 (25%) 

Engineering 59 (25%) 3381 (38%) 

Earth Sciences 35 (15%) 355 (4%) 

Law 9 (4%) 631 (7%) 

Medicine 29 (12%) 949 (11%) 

Education 16 (7%) 355 (4%) 

Business 4 (2%) 971 (11%) 

Note: Graduate enrollment reflects total matriculation, not just research students. 
Source: Stanford University (2014) 
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rience of the Stanford graduate student body as a whole, they are importantly self-selected. Stu-
dents who opt to participate in an extracurricular learning activity like the workshop may be mo-
tivated differently than their peers in ways that affect our results. First, our participants may have 
faced more extreme challenges in their research, thus prompting the desire to participate in the 
workshop; this would indicate that our observations about the need for emotional support might 
be more extreme in participants relative to their peers. Second, those who chose to participate 
may have more desire for self-improvement or greater openness to new approaches, and therefore 
would be more willing to actually adopt new mindsets and practices relative to their non-
participating peers.   

Data Collection and Analysis 
Data informing this reflection stem from several sources (Figure 2).  

 
Figure 2: Data Sources and Collection Process 

As called for by the DBR paradigm, our lived experience as educators/researchers is the main 
data informing this study. We captured these ethnographic data in a variety of formats. At each 
workshop, we photographed and video recorded participants and their solutions, and collected 
workshop materials (copies of worksheets, brainstorms, and other drawn and written work) to see 
how students applied our coaching to their individual problems. We also wrote real-time observa-
tions of particularly interesting outcomes, ideas for future workshops, or places where students 
appeared to be struggling. All of this ethnographic material informs our findings as a reminder of 
the lived experience.  

Other data sources include student applications to the workshop; an incoming participant survey 
capturing student approaches to problem-solving, reflection, feedback, and creativity; student de-
briefs conducted at the close of each workshop; and a follow-up survey of participants conducted 
after the workshop.  

In their applications to the workshop, students were asked why they wanted to participate, what 
background they had with research and design thinking, and what challenges they were currently 
facing in their research. 

Participants completed an anonymous pre-survey at the start of the first session, with questions 
exploring how they approach problems faced in their research, how frequently they reflect on 
their research process, and on their relationship with their advisor.  
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Student debriefs serve as a particularly important source of immediate reactions to and reflections 
on the workshop. At the close of each workshop, we conducted a debrief session. We asked stu-
dents to reflect on what similarities and differences they observed between the ways they usually 
approach problems in their research and their experience during the workshop. We then used a 
debrief format common to design thinking, called “I like, I wish, what if.” It asks students to 
share components of the workshop that they liked or that worked well; to reflect on things that 
they wished had been available or were done differently; and to envision possibilities using “what 
if…” statements. Debriefs were transcribed by one of the team members. Debriefs were tran-
scribed anonymously unless a statement was made by a member of the teaching team, so we can-
not trace statements to any particular types of students (such as academic discipline or stage of 
training). 

A follow-up survey was administered roughly two months after each extended workshop. The 
survey was conducted online using Qualtrics; all responses are anonymous. The follow-up survey 
began with the research process questions from the pre-survey. Other questions explored how 
frequently students used the various techniques taught in the workshop and why they used them, 
level of confidence using each technique, and overall reflections on the RAD workshop and its 
value, as well as some basic demographics relating to their field of study and level of education. 
Most survey questions were free response; several questions (as reported in the findings section) 
were multiple-choice or Likert scale. Follow-up surveys were sent to all 48 extended-workshop 
participants, and we received 27 complete responses for a response rate of 56.3%.  

For questions involving quantitative analysis, survey data were cleaned and then imported into 
SPSS statistics package version 21. Descriptive and comparative statistics were explored. Specif-
ic tests are shared in the findings section. The debrief transcriptions and open-response survey 
questions were coded using NVivo qualitative analysis software version 10. Following a ground-
ed theory (Glaser & Strauss, 1967) approach, debriefs were initially open-coded, and then codes 
were grouped into emergent categories to capture participant experiences. Some themes reflect 
particular mindsets and techniques derived from design thinking; others incorporate more 
freeform evaluations of the workshop experience. 

We are working with self-reported data (the debriefs and surveys) as our primary source of in-
formation, in combination with our team’s observations of the workshops. While reported data is 
subjective, we are interested in what participants valued about the workshop—their perspec-
tives—not necessarily exact usage statistics. Likewise, we are not looking at changes in overall 
productivity or creativity as much as reported changes, with the understanding that what students 
feel—whether they considered themselves empowered by the workshop—is as at least as im-
portant as whether they actually became more productive on some objective measure. Moreover, 
confidence and self-efficacy (Bandura, 1994) are close predictors of actual behavior change, so 
we can safely assume that changes in reported confidence are associated with behavioral changes. 

Findings 
Table 2 summarizes major findings from the analysis of qualitative data. The subsections below 
describe these findings in greater detail. 
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Participants Feel the Workshop Induces Creativity, Productivity, 
and Confidence 
Participants feel the workshop led them to be more productive, creative, and confident in their 
research, all key components of creative confidence (Kelley & Kelley, 2013). 

Regarding productivity, multiple participants noticed significant changes in their ability to solve 
problems they’d attempted to address previously. As several students reflected, “Today felt more 
productive (even though I normally think a lot about these same problems)—probably because I 
was forced to think in a more focused way” and “This makes me work more efficiently, I analyzed 
these problems before but very slow and limited ideas.” One participant proclaimed: “if we ap-
proach[ed] research this way, [we] could be much more productive.” 

Students also felt that the workshop sparked their creative juices. One participant was presently 
surprised at the “amount of creativity”: “I think I was curious and interested and walking in and 
there’s no wall…blocks like legos…a little bit floofy…we play with stickers and pipe clean-
ers…[but] the amount of creativity we produced and I produced [was] much more powerful than I 
expected.” Other participants found the workshop “freeing. I came up with new ideas I would not 
have usually come up with.”  

Some participants also reported increased confidence. A 1st-year natural scientist found that the 
most valuable takeaway was, “confidence in overcoming the problem [he] had at the time.” A 2nd-
year scientist would recommend the workshop to colleagues by “tell[ing] them that the workshop 
can give a new perspective and set of tools for problem solving, making you more productive and 
feeling in control.” Empowerment was especially strong for those participants who returned to 
coach for us—that they finally “got it” when they were able to step out of their own problem and 
teach the generalizable method to others. 

We captured student’s opinions on the workshop in a creative confidence scale, scored on a 7-
point Likert scale from Strongly Disagree to Strongly Agree (3 is neutral). Descriptive statistics 
for these questions are reported in Table 3. Students’ answers ranged from neutral to strongly 
agree that the workshop improved their ability to give feedback and changed how they approach 
their work and research, and they unanimously agreed that the RAD workshop gave them confi-
dence to address challenges and was fun. 

Table 2 

KEY OUTCOMES OF DESIGN THINKING TRAINING  
FOR DOCTORAL EDUCATION 

Participants feel the workshop led them to be more productive, creative, and confi-
dent in their research. 

Students reported that design mindsets –which include radical collaboration, bias to-
ward action, and embracing experimentation—were useful approaches that could 
help them move beyond feeling stuck. 

Participants felt they came away with greater respect for mindfulness and reflection 
about their research process. 

Students found the workshop atmosphere emotionally empowering and a safe space 
to be vulnerable, and contrasted it to the normal way things are done in their research 
lives. 
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Students Found the Design Mindsets Refreshing and Useful 
Through repetitively experiencing and applying the design thinking innovation process, students 
are exposed to a series of mindsets cultivated by design thinkers, which include radical collabora-
tion, bias toward action, embrace experimentation, and mindfulness of process (for a full list, see 
Hasso Plattner Institute of Design at Stanford, 2010). In the workshop, students resonated with 
these mindsets and alluded specifically to them in debriefs and the survey. Importantly, the cur-
riculum does not explicitly teach these mindsets; instead, through familiarity with the specific 
tools and the design process, paired with instructors actively modeling the mindsets, students 
gradually adopt the design-thinking mindsets. The mindsets describe a designer’s mental attitude 
and orientation toward approaching problems (Hassi & Laakso, 2011). As Rauth et al. (2010, p. 
6) note, “mindsets can be seen as the establishment of a bias towards creative behavior in situa-
tions where students are facing situations in which they are uncertain or problems where there is 
no solution at hand.”  

Radical collaboration is the intentional creation of diverse teams to help solve problems. Working 
through research and personal problems with a team was new for many participants, particularly a 
multidisciplinary team that might know nothing about their disciplinary domain. Many participants 
found the experience refreshing: “I think I thought group work was super inefficient…but this work 
really killed that idea.” They found that it added “enthusiasm… alone I hit a bump, and slow down, 
but [working] in a group with fast pace keeps me going.” Other participants reported liking the “Di-
versity of [the] group, [and the] chance to see how other people think and work.”  

Overall, students appreciated the chance to work with a team during the workshop, finding it both 
different than their usual approach and useful. In the survey, multiple participants reported seeking 
to recreate that team dynamic after the workshop, particularly for feedback. An engineer wrote, 
“One of the things I do more often and which I find more helpful than most of the others is to pull 
aside a colleague and ask them to help me solve a problem, which often involves sketching or writ-
ing stuff on the whiteboard, and of course, conversation.”  Likewise, a social scientist said, “I tend 

Table 3 

CREATIVE CONFIDENCE DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS (N=27) 
QUESTION MEDIAN MEAN 
The RAD workshop made me feel more confident about facing 
challenges that arise in conducting research. 

6 5.67 

The RAD workshop was fun. 6 6.26 

The RAD workshop changed the way I view my research 6 5.52 

The RAD workshop gave me tools to use when I get stuck. 6 5.74 

The RAD workshop changed the way I approach my work. 5 5.37 

The RAD workshop improved my ability to give feedback on col-
leagues’ research content. 

5 5.19 

The RAD workshop improved my ability to give feedback on col-
leagues’ research process. 

5 5.33 
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to work solo and after the workshop am striving to be more collaborative in the design phase.”  An-
other social scientist really liked “the focus on using this process on myself and my team. I can see 
that people really benefit from interacting with others from differing perspectives when planning 
research; I know I did.” It is important to note, however, that this sentiment was not universal; 
some participants wanted more practice working alone with the techniques since that’s how most 
research plays out. 

Bias toward action refers to an inclination toward “action-oriented behavior, rather than discus-
sion based work” (Crandall, 2010). As research students, participants came to the workshop with 
the tendency to think about, not act on, problems. When asked about how they approached being 
stuck in the pre-survey, the majority wrote about thinking (“Take a step back and think about it”), 
reading (“Look for additional literature related to my research topic”), or just taking a break 
(“Work on something else”). In the workshop, students appreciated “being reminded of value of 
doing rather than spending weeks thinking.” One 2nd-year natural scientist found the newfound 
bias toward action valuable for feeling like she was making progress: 

“It's time to get out of your head.  You know the saying ‘see the ball, be the ball?’ Well, 
this class is ‘see the research, be the research!’  The class will help you take those feelings 
of dread or panic and channel them into productive efforts to get you moving again.” 

For others, an action as simple as reaching out could make a big difference: “It’s important to ask 
for feedback…others are busy…but better to ask instead of being stuck for weeks.”  

Embrace experimentation is the mindset of failing early and often to facilitate quick, iterative 
learning and feedback. In the pre-surveys, many students reported striving for perfection before 
sharing anything, for fear that their ideas (and by extension, they) would be rejected. As one par-
ticipant reported, “We’re not allowed to fail so often in research.” However, after the workshop, 
students found it useful to seek feedback on their ideas earlier, before they had invested a lot of 
time and effort. For instance, a social science student wrote how his problem solving process had 
changed: “Basically [I] ask more people/ research center for feedback on my research, dare to pre-
sent, etc… We just need to look for opportunities around us and accept to be confronted to new 
questions, suggestions and criticisms.” As an engineer wrote, “I have also learned to send stuff fast-
er to my advisor – as in here is the beta I know it sucks but please provide feedback anyway.” Stu-
dents appreciated the reminder “that uncertainty and ambiguity is ok; even if you don’t get it, 
plough through,” demonstrating a wonderfully experimental mindset. (As a quick caveat, according 
to our pre-post survey, there is not a statistically significant change in how early students report 
seeking feedback on various research-related challenges, perhaps suggesting the shift is less a be-
havior than an attitude shift, or that they are feeling more empowered and less anxious about feed-
back when they do seek it.) 

For our participants, an important component of learning to embrace experimentation was learning 
to be detached from any particular outcome. Participants found this particularly challenging, be-
cause “research is your baby” and so they felt that the outcome really mattered for their reputation 
and career. However, they reported that learning to detach more was freeing. As one participant 
described, “I was less attached to the outcome [of the process] today. I came in interested in the 
process, so it let me start from the beginning and see how useful it is…[Using a] beginner’s mind-
set… I can make it an opportunity instead of something awful.”  

In the workshop, one concrete way we helped students create detachment was to require the delib-
erate generation of multiple (3-5) options at every phase of the design process, which reduces at-
tachment to any single question or solution (Dow et al., 2010). Participants particularly liked this 
technique. As an education student reported, “I ask people to help me brainstorm more and I am not 
as attached to the first ideas. I do not call them ‘mine’; that way I can let go of them more easily.”  
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Participants Learned to Be Mindful of Their Research Process 
The final mindset, mindfulness of process, we feel is important enough to merit its own section. 
Through the workshop, students learned to be reflective about their research and problem-solving 
process as well as those of others. For some, this was a novel concept: they liked “the process of 
seeing my research as thought process that could be improved and that the way I work can be 
changed,” “the awareness that there’s a way to [problem solve] systematically,” and “that it’s very 
structured, you set intermediate goals and deliverables instead of [the] target of publishing a paper.” 
In the long term, a 3rd-year engineering student carried away “the idea that design thinking (espe-
cially in the early exploratory stages) actually allows the subsequent ‘problem solving’ steps to be 
more structured and focused.  It is worth investing in the time and effort early to avoid wasting time 
later.” Describing her approach to being stuck after the workshop, a natural scientist wrote, “I try to 
pinpoint exactly where in the process the problem lies, and then taking that as a starting point, I ex-
plore alternatives.” A 5th-year engineer reported, “Knowing when to use synthesis vs. analysis [is a] 
great idea/skill!,” a key component of knowing where in the process one is.  

Part of mindfulness of process is learning the importance of taking time to reflect on what to do 
next, what’s working or not working, etc. Participants found this difficult in the culture of aca-
demia: “I don’t often take the time to think about problems—you keep moving to meet dead-
lines.” One engineering participant wrote a thank you email emphasizing that he appreciated that 
reminder: “we as researchers too often just put our heads down and go go go without taking the 
time to reflect on the process, and the course you've put together really goes a long way to providing 
a useful set of… tools.” Once again, there was not a statistically significant change in how fre-
quently participants say they reflect on their research process in the pre-post survey, suggesting 
an attitude but not necessarily a behavioral shift. 

Participants Appreciate the Intellectual and Emotional Difference 
in Atmosphere from Their Day-To-Day Research Environment 
In debriefs and the survey, participants strongly appreciated the difference in atmosphere created 
by the workshop to that of their normal working environment. Participants report that graduate 
school can be isolating, that the feedback they receive is often critical and not always inspiring, 
and that getting stuck can induce a feeling of paralysis. As a 2nd-year humanities student wrote in 
the pre-survey, when stuck his approach was to “Get overwhelmed with panic… I feel over-
whelmed by the entire task and not nearly focused enough.”  

In contrast, participants found the workshop to foster an emotionally supportive, nonjudgmental 
atmosphere. They liked the “safety of community” and that “everyone has had a no judgment atti-
tude, positive space.” At the workshop, “Everybody here feels safe to make mistakes; [the] facilita-
tors made us feel so safe, I could fail and everybody was fine with that.” An engineer valued being 
able to “understand that we are not alone with our problems and that we need to exchange with 
people around us about them.” A 7th-year natural scientist appreciated, “The notion that people have 
done a lot of hard thinking about the squishy difficulties of solving real problems; this means that 
when I feel like I'm stuck on my particular problem, perhaps someone knows another approach for 
when I get stuck. [It gives me] Hope!” As a student who had come back to coach reported to us, 
“[O]ne of the benefits I saw people walking away with was a renewed sense of possibility and 
hope…grad school can narrow you down…to get out of feeling hopeless… It’s like a quick group 
therapy.” Participants particularly liked that the teaching team was vulnerable too—that we “em-
bodied the spirit of the process” and shared our own experiences and challenges with research 
and with the design process. 
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In a very explicit statement of the difference in atmosphere, at the workshop one student summa-
rized, “[I] never really felt singled out…I have a supportive lab but I find when you’re pitching ide-
as you’re alone in front of people, instead of brainstorming with people.”  

Not Everyone Liked the Workshop or Found It Useful 
While the majority of participants appreciated the workshop, the sentiment was not universal. 
There were a few participants who didn’t accept our premise from the start and thought the work-
shop was too “fluffy” to have any academic merit. Beyond these systemic critiques, we received 
lots of constructive criticism about making our instructions clearer or ways to better scaffold stu-
dent experiences. Every workshop had suggestions for improvement, and we still have a lot to 
learn from our current iteration.  

In addition, while many people valued the workshop, some participants acknowledged that asked-
for shift in ways of thinking and doing was scary. As one student shared, “the [5-Whys] exercise 
[asking why to find a root cause] was most difficult exercise I’ve done in weeks. You get stuck usu-
ally and don’t think of what is the real problem…we usually try and hide…,” revealing that partici-
pants had to seek a vulnerable place in order to discover what wasn’t working in their process and 
move forward. (The need to get students to work into and past that vulnerable stage was one of the 
primary reasons we developed the multi-day version of the workshop, as a way of providing repeat 
exposure to build self-efficacy.) 

Discussion 
We set out to provide a curriculum that would introduce doctoral students to a repeatable process 
they could use to address the types of problems that arise while conducting research and complet-
ing a dissertation, thereby increasing their creative confidence. The consistency of responses in 
the creative confidence scale suggests that we were successful in this regard. However, the piece 
of the workshop that seemed the most powerful—where student responses were the most impas-
sioned—was the emotional difference from students’ day-to-day research lives, especially the 
attitude that whatever happens in your research, you’re still a worthwhile person. In debriefs es-
pecially, students felt that the atmosphere of the workshop was beneficially different than their 
own or their labs’ more critical approach to research challenges. Having a supportive environ-
ment gave them permission to explore without repercussions, while learning specific techniques 
to use in any situation made them feel more productive and creative. We explore both of these 
outcomes in the following sections: the “intellectual” impacts on problem solving, creativity, and 
productivity, and the “emotional” impacts of safety and non-judgment. We conclude that the two 
are inherently connected. 

Building Innovative, Productive Researchers 
Productivity and creativity are commonly seen as valuable traits for researchers; participants’ re-
sponses suggest that the workshop improved both. Prior to the workshop, multiple students re-
ported being paralyzed when faced by an unanticipated barrier or, at best, needing to switch tasks 
or take an extended break prior to revisiting the problem. The workshop provided students with 
tools to efficiently work through barriers, potentially leading to students’ increased feeling of 
productivity relative to just ignoring the problem or simply thinking about it incessantly. Creativi-
ty was also improved, particularly in that students felt that they developed ideas and solutions 
they would not have normally found.  

Here, it is important to note that we are discussing perceived changes in productivity—we have 
no data comparing students’ work outputs to what they might have achieved absent the workshop. 
However, for a research student who is feeling overwhelmed by a problem or a task, the confi-
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dence of having a pre-defined way to focus their attention in solving that problem and thereby get 
to a place where they no longer feel stuck might be as important as whether they actually make 
more progress. By developing the confidence to learn from and harness failure and vulnerability, 
students become more efficacious problem solvers (Bandura, 1994).  

The Value of Treating Students as Whole Humans, Not Just 
Productive Researchers 
Beyond the traditionally valued creativity and productivity, participants were deeply moved by 
the supportive environment of the workshop and often emphasized the difference from their nor-
mal experience in graduate school. In particular, students appreciated the chance to work with a 
team in a supportive, non-judgmental atmosphere. While critique is an important part of academic 
work—it is the striving for perfection and always seeking more that drives quality research—the 
fact that students so strongly appreciated supportive critique suggests that perhaps a different bal-
ance between constructive criticism and non-judgment is needed, particularly in the early stages 
of idea development. If students are anxious that any little flaw might invoke a degree of critique 
they are not yet prepared to encounter, rather than viewing flaws as a learning opportunity, they 
are more likely to be focused only on getting it “right” and protecting themselves from feeling 
vulnerable rather than on exploring the new options and approaches necessary for innovative 
work. 

Students reported that the judgment and critique they fear came from both external sources (advi-
sors, lab groups, peers) and from within themselves. This suggests that the change is needed at 
both an individual and organizational level: individuals have to give themselves permission to 
fail, just their advisors need to give them permission to fail.  

It has been noted that the mental health needs of graduate students are high and that insufficient 
attention has been paid to their mental happiness (Hyun et al., 2006). However, this view focuses 
on the negative—that poor mental health can detract from student performance. We suggest that 
the converse is also true: cultivation of emotional intelligence can actually increase productivity 
and creativity. A study of successful scholars at a top research university found that one trait 
shared by those doing innovative scholarship was being able to regulate their own emotions, par-
ticularly regarding uncertainty, ambiguity and unpredicted obstacles (Cravens et al., 2014). 
Moreover, social support has been shown to be critical for doctoral student success (Jairam & 
Kahl, 2012), particularly for women (Haynes & Bulosan, 2012). These findings, paired with our 
participants’ reaction to how refreshing it was to work with a team and to being vulnerable in a 
creative, supported manner, suggest that cultivating emotional resilience might ultimately in-
crease the quality of scholarship produced. Universities might therefore benefit from exploring 
the value of fostering a positive social atmosphere that allows for supportive critique and devel-
ops students’ inter- and intrapersonal emotional intelligence (Goleman, 2005; Mayer & Salovey, 
1993). 

The Need to Reflect and Customize 
While the design thinking curriculum is generally taught as a series of steps that innovators can 
use to solve problems, those specific steps are simply building blocks toward larger mindsets that 
design thinkers consider invaluable for creative confidence. Therefore, for an experienced de-
signer, less attention is paid to following the cycle in a linear fashion than to reflecting where in 
the process one needs to move next, complemented by a constant bias toward action and experi-
mentation. In other words, different aspects of the design process will be used to different de-
grees, based on the problem at hand and individual temperament. Our experience suggests that 
this individualized approach is especially important for researchers, given the huge variety of 
ways research is conducted by discipline and the very different types of problems faced by re-
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searchers depending on stage in the research process. While all of the techniques and mindsets 
were valued by a subset of participants, very few students reported applying the innovation cycle 
in whole when they were faced with a problem. More frequently, students took our overall ap-
proach and turned it into a “choose-your-own-adventure” exercise. Participants applied the par-
ticular techniques that resonated most with their personalities and the problems they faced. We 
view this as success because it implies that students had the freedom to choose what they wanted 
and the reflective attention to know what would work best for them. 

This reality makes mindfulness of process even more important. If a student is aware of his or her 
current stage in the research process, it can help provide direction for problem solving in a given 
moment. Essentially, mindfulness of process encourages students to become ever more expert 
reflective practitioners (Schön, 1983, 1990). For reflection to work, the student needs to take 
some time to notice where in the process he or she is. If students rush through life without paus-
ing to notice and reflect on what the problem is, what they know about it, and what they might do 
about it, they miss many opportunities to redirect their efforts in potentially more productive or 
beneficial ways.  

Creating time for reflection also gives the mind time to sift through options in the subconscious, 
without immediately picking the first idea that comes to mind. Learning to refrain from immedi-
ate critique sometimes is necessary to move beyond one’s initial assumptions or automatic con-
clusions. Sometimes a seemingly bad or wacky idea can become a valuable gem with a little re-
framing, but if you self-censor, you miss that opportunity. As one student wrote, the workshop 
taught the value of the “idle yet focused mind”—that by relaxing a little bit one could enhance 
creativity. This echoes Loehle’s (1990) essay on increasing creativity in research, in which he 
encourages students to take the time to be bored and inactive, and to daydream.  

Implications for Research and Practice 
This study has begun an investigation into mechanisms to build creative confidence among doc-
toral students in their research process. Although our study provides promising results and points 
to important initial future directions, we believe much more research in this area is necessary. Our 
workshop has been provided to a small proportion of the graduate students at Stanford University. 
The students who attend the workshops are self-selecting, so they might be more amenable to the 
sorts of mental and emotional changes we encourage than the average student. While our partici-
pants envisioned numerous ways to expand the curriculum across the campus—i.e., to lab groups 
or as a required section in new student orientation—additional research would be necessary to 
know whether expanding this specific workshop would hold value, or whether it is only the sub-
set of students who are motivated to explore new ways to improve their research process who 
benefit. However, based on our team’s experience, offering a design curriculum in the early years 
of the PhD would be optimal, before students have become entrenched in a particular way of do-
ing research and a particular project. Repeat exposure and/or encouraging more senior students to 
act as coaches also seems potentially beneficial, as students get more and more fluent in the pro-
cess and confident with techniques through repeat attendance and coaching. 

This research suggests additional implications beyond simply replicating our curriculum. The 
current prevailing approach, of treating graduate students’ intellectual needs separately from their 
emotional needs, does not appear to be creating happy, productive researchers. While the value of 
viewing students as whole people is understood for undergraduate students (Ambrose et al., 
2010), our experience suggests this perspective needs to be extended to doctoral students. Some 
campuses have begun providing opportunities for training in emotional intelligence, mindfulness 
practice, and other tools to manage emotional needs. However, explicitly incorporating this ap-
proach into curricula for graduate students and training for mentors—rather than keeping it as a 
separate, extracurricular opportunity for individuals to seek out—would allow emotional and in-
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tellectual abilities to develop in tandem and (our experience suggests) create more creative and 
productive researchers. Of course, additional research is needed to verify whether this explicit 
coupling of social and emotional development is useful. Anecdotal evidence from business lead-
ers’ productivity and innovation (Goleman, 2004; “Mindfulness in the corporate world,” 2012) 
supports the hypothesis that it would be. 

Another potential approach stemming from this research is cross-disciplinary support systems for 
graduate students. While lab group meetings and department brown-bags provide the opportunity 
for feedback and (to some extent) emotional support, students appreciated receiving feedback 
from peers outside their discipline. The creation of cross-campus, multi-disciplinary working 
groups might allow for this type of feedback. 

This study suggests the importance of creative confidence for doctoral education. Through design 
thinking training and similar approaches that integrate emotional and intellectual needs, students 
can be empowered to take control of their own research process and potentially avoid the emo-
tional difficulties doctoral students often experience. By teaching a repeatable, explicit approach 
to problem solving, the workshops helped students feel more control over their research process 
and approach inevitable difficulties as learning experiences rather than evidence of failure. These 
results suggest the power of such an approach to aid advisors, administrators, and students them-
selves in improving the doctoral student experience. 
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Abstract  
This study investigated what strategies doctoral students could employ to ensure their competi-
tiveness in higher education graduate program faculty searches. A total of 39 program coordina-
tors, department heads, and deans were asked how graduates from non-ranked higher education 
programs could prepare themselves for faculty opportunities, including searches at top-ranked 
schools. The findings indicate that developing grantmanship, networking, presentation, and pub-
lishing skills will help students to become more competitive. Additionally, participants suggested 
that students collaborate with other scholars, show initiative in their own professional develop-
ment, understand the expectations of different program types, and be willing to participate in 
post-doctoral fellowships. These findings will help students who desire to serve at top-ranked 
doctoral higher education programs upon graduation. A unique feature of this paper includes a 
discussion of the unwritten values, rules, expectations, and social mores that influence a search 
process, including the roles of institutional fit, previous academic preparation, tokenism, and race. 
This study is designed to inform the decision-making of higher education program faculty as they 
prepare their students for the professoriate. 

Keywords: doctoral education, higher education administration, doctoral student socialization, 
faculty development. 

Introduction 
DiRamio, Theroux, and Guarino (2009) found that 70% of faculty members at top-ranked higher 
education programs received their doctorate from the same or another top-ranked school. Addi-
tional analysis by DiRamio et al. (2009) also found that a significant social network emerged 
among very top programs. Faculty from top-ranked programs had closer network connections 
with other top-ranked programs when compared with other programs and sources for faculty hir-

ing. So as faculty positions in higher 
education graduate programs continue to 
dwindle it may be important to under-
stand what strategies a person who has 
graduated from a non-ranked program 
can use to prepare him or herself to be 
competitive in faculty searches (High-
erEdJobs, 2012).  

Recently, top-ranked programs in vari-
ous disciplines have not been replacing 
faculty lines as they had previously done 
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in the past (Williams-June, 2012). Therefore, graduates of these top-ranked programs in the Unit-
ed States have chosen to settle for appointments at less prestigious institutions (Medina, 2012). 
This makes it even less likely that a student from a non-ranked program will serve at an institu-
tion that is considered as or more prestigious as their doctoral alma mater. One of the challenges 
that the doctoral graduates from non-ranked programs have is lack of access to essential resources 
and socialization (Freeman & DiRamio, In-Press). This is expressed well in the statement below 
by a Dean in a school of education as cited by Schneider, Brown, Denny, Mathis, and Schmidt 
(1984):  

There are very real factors at a major research institution that work for the benefit of every 
graduate student. I don’t have any doubt that, if you were to move our school of education 
lock, stock, and barrel to Podunk University and in 10 years take a national poll, we would 
no longer be in the top 10 in the country—even though the same faculty would be there. 
There is no way we could still be as good as we are now, because the students would…no 
longer have access to the very strong programs we have in the social sciences, in the hu-
manities, etc. and to the major research support we have in the library and computer facili-
ties…Those things are very real. (p. 620) 

The comments above underscore the notion that major research institutions and top-ranked pro-
grams seem to have the resources to better prepare their students for their chosen careers. If this is 
true, it is unclear if non-ranked institutions, which have limited resources, can prepare their grad-
uates to compete for highly competitive positions within the academy. And if this is true, how can 
graduates from non-ranked programs prepare themselves to be competitive in the academic job 
market as they start their careers?  

This study identified top-ranked higher education administration programs based on the published 
annual rankings of the U.S. News & World Report (2011). This academic ranking organization 
uses seven criteria to tier each higher education administration programs by. The seven criteria 
are (1) tuition; (2) enrollment; (3) average GRE verbal score of entering doctoral students; (4) 
average GRE quantitative score of entering doctoral students; (5) average amount of externally 
funded research expenditure per faculty member (in thousands), (6) total amount of externally 
funded research conducted by the school (in the millions), and (7) doctoral programs acceptance 
rate. This is important as some institutions utilize these ranking criteria to signify the quality of 
their program. They also use this and similar criteria to inform their decision making when they 
seek to enhance their program, i.e., select students and faculty for their program (Freeman & Dir-
amio, In-Press). 

Purpose and Significance of the Study  
This study is a part of a larger study that examines the hiring practices of top-ranked higher edu-
cation administration graduate programs in the United States (DiRamio et al., 2009; Freeman & 
Diramio, In-Press). The first part of the larger study determined that top-ranked programs more 
frequently hired graduates from top-ranked programs than those at non-ranked programs (DiRa-
mio et al., 2009). The second part of this study discovered why higher education programs chose 
top-ranked graduates over individuals who graduated from unranked programs (Freeman & Dir-
amio, In-Press). This section of the study sought to investigate the strategies that graduates from 
non-ranked higher education doctoral programs could employ to prepare themselves for faculty 
opportunities, including searches at top-ranked schools. This topic is important as Freeman and 
Diramio (In-Press) found it vital that strong programs have a full diversity of perspectives repre-
sented both in their faculty and student rosters. 

The overarching research question guiding this study aims to deepen the conceptual understand-
ing of the strategies that can be utilized by graduates of non-ranked higher education programs to 
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be competitive when applying for tenure track positions in graduate programs. So the research 
question of this study is: What strategies can students from non-top-ranked higher education pro-
grams employ to make themselves competitive for a tenure track position in higher education in-
cluding opportunities at top-ranked institutions?  

Literature Review 
This section of this paper will first review literature regarding the pre-doctoral and doctoral prep-
aration and socialization of doctoral students who desire to serve as faculty upon graduation. Sec-
ond, the role of higher education program faculty will be investigated.  Third, delineation be-
tween characteristics of top-ranked and non-ranked programs will be addressed. And lastly, a dis-
cussion of the nexus between graduate program preparation of higher education scholars and their 
market competitiveness will be discussed. 

Preparing Doctoral Students for the Role of Faculty Member 

Pre-doctoral student preparation  
Often when addressing the preparation of faculty, scholars start their discussion from potential 
faculty members’ undergraduate and graduate education (Gardner, 2009; Gardner, Mendoza, & 
Austin, 2010). However, for the sake of this study, it is important to start with a review of the role 
that pre-graduate school educational opportunities and socialization plays in providing individuals 
with the tools to be prepared for graduate school. This is warranted because some students benefit 
from compounded educational and social advantages that impact their future employment oppor-
tunities.  

Frequently, students who are the first in their immediate family to attend college are not armed 
with understanding of the tacit knowledge needed to succeed in an unfamiliar academic environ-
ment (Gardner & Holley, 2011). For instance, if an instructor shares with an entry level English 
class that it is important for them to write well, someone who is a first generation student may 
hear that information, but may think pragmatically that they are not preparing to be an English 
major and will probably not seek employment in a field that is writing intensive. However, what 
that student may fail to understand is that their competence will be judged by the quality of their 
verbal and written communications skills. Additionally, because of a lack of understanding re-
garding the relative weight that is placed on standardized test scores, if a students does not per-
form well on these test they will severely hinder their chances to be competitive for highly selec-
tive graduate programs, which produce the large majority of faculty in top-ranked higher educa-
tion programs.    

When first generation students are not appropriately socialized early in their educational devel-
opment they may not be aware of the full range of their educational options. They may lack un-
derstanding regarding the importance of the prestige of a graduate institution. A student that is 
unaware of the importance of the rank of their graduate program could be under matched even if 
they have the academic profile to perform well at higher ranked institutions. Undermatching in 
this context is defined as a student selecting a graduate program less selective than their academic 
achievements indicates (Bastedo & Flaster, 2014). Additionally, if not socialized correctly prior 
to arrival in their doctoral program, incoming higher education graduate students, especially 
women and minorities, can be tracked into a practitioner oriented educational experience; where-
as they may also have the basic skills that if honed could prepare them for a career in the profes-
soriate. We will discuss the role of doctoral student socialization in further detail in the next sec-
tion.   
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Doctoral student socialization 
Scholars have lamented that graduate programs generally do not adequately prepare students for 
roles as faculty members (Bogler & Kremer-Hayon, 1999; Gaff, Pruitt-Logan, Sims, Denecke, 
2003; Golde & Dore, 2001; Haley & Jaeger, 2012; Hinchey & Kimmel, 2000; Nerad, Aanerud, & 
Cerny, 2004; Nyquist, 2002; Nyquist & Woodford, 2000). When investigating strategies that 
would be important for doctoral students to use when preparing for faculty positions, it is im-
portant that the doctoral student socialization process be examined. Socialization of new faculty is 
not easy. 

Gardner (2010b) defines socialization as “the process through which an individual learns to adopt 
the values, skills, attitudes, norms, and knowledge needed for membership in a given society, 
group, or organization” (p. 40). The doctoral socialization process prepares students for profes-
sional service during and after completion of the terminal degree. Many researchers have investi-
gated the role of doctoral education in preparing students for the academy (Austin, 2002; Bragg, 
1976; Ellis, 2001; Gardner, 2010a; Gonzalez, 2006; Soto Antony, 2002; Walker, Golde, Jones, 
Bueschel, & Hutchings, 2008; Weidman, Twale, & Stein, 2001).  In particular, recent studies 
have focused on preparing students in academic disciplines such as in the areas of science, tech-
nology, engineering and math (Gardner & Barnes, 2007; Herzig 2004).  Others have focused on 
issues related to socialization of ethnic minorities and women in doctoral programs (Ellis, 2001; 
Gonzalez, 2006; Herzig, 2004; Felder, Stevenson, & Gasman, 2014; Maher, Ford, & Thompson, 
2004). If hired, intentionality is very important when seeking to socialize women and minorities 
into the academy (Jackson, 2004). The aforementioned studies that addressed the socialization of 
doctoral students in varied disciplines and addressed the role of gender and race in the socializa-
tion process all found that program faculty played an important role in the socialization of doctor-
al students towards the professoriate.  

Gardner (2010a) posits that many studies address doctoral education through a monolithic lens 
assuming that graduates’ experiences are the same across disciplines.  There is a growing area of 
literature that addresses ways in which higher education doctoral programs socialize students for 
higher education graduate programs (Freeman, 2011; Harris, 2007; Wright, 2007).  

There have been several studies that have proposed models of doctoral socialization (Bragg, 
1976; Gardner, 2008, 2010a; Gardner & Barnes, 2007; Tinto, 1993; Weidman et al., 2001).  One 
of the most cited studies is Tinto’s (1993) three-stage model of doctoral persistence.  Tinto (1993) 
identified the three stages as (1) the first year of study, the transitional stage, (2) the period lead-
ing to candidacy, and (3) the completion of the dissertation.  During the first stage, students seek 
to establish membership in the academic and social communities of the university.  When stu-
dents move to the second stage, navigating interactions within the classroom and department or 
program context are very important.  In this stage, issues of adaptive competence are central to 
students’ persistence (Haynes, 1991).  In both the first and second stages, students’ experiences 
are dependent on interactions with varying faculty members.  In the third stage, the emphasis 
shifts to the relationship with the student’s academic advisor and the dissertation committee 
members.  At this stage, persistence could be totally determined by the behavior of a specific fac-
ulty member. Tinto’s (1993) model provides a comprehensive yet clear set of stages that address-
es each of the major transitions within a doctoral students pathway to completion. However, it is 
important to note that most of Tinto’s scholarship focuses on undergraduate studies: there are re-
searchers such as Weidman, Twale, and Stein (2001) whose work focuses on graduate socializa-
tion.    

As some students complete their program, they prepare to achieve their long-term professional 
goals.  Those who are a part of a higher education doctoral program have the choice of using their 
degree in many fields, but many decide to go into careers as administrators, faculty, and policy 
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makers (Altbach, 2010; Davis, Faith, & Murrell, 1991; Wright, 2004, 2007).  Wright (2004, 
2007) found that these programs helped their students to gain expertise in the areas of general 
college administration or leadership, student services administration, and or college teaching. 
Many of the well-supported higher education doctoral programs primarily prepare their graduates 
to serve as future faculty members (Davis et al., 1991).  

Haley and Jaeger (2012) found that many higher education women graduate students decide to 
pursue careers as higher education faculty after they enter their doctoral program, until the very 
end of their doctoral studies, or after graduation. They recommend that higher education pro-
grams encourage academically focused masters students to consider faculty careers in higher edu-
cation programs, as many students are not aware of opportunities to serve as faculty prior to en-
rollment as a doctoral student. 

Higher Education Graduate Program Faculty  
Once students decide that they would like to become a faculty member one of the things that they 
need to consider is the type of program that they may want to serve in. There are particular pro-
grams that produce a fair amount of the faculty higher education programs across the United 
States (Wolf-Wendel, 2014). In Valerin’s (2011) study of 105 doctoral programs in America, she 
identified them as: 

A program that is housed at a large, national research university where the primary focus 
is the creation of new scholarship for the discipline and maintaining a national if not in-
ternational reputation. Students in this type of program are predominately engaged in 
full-time study and seek to be the next generation of faculty in the field. (p. 67) 

She goes on to describe two other program types; they include programs that focus less on re-
search generation but place more emphasis on the practical application of specific knowledge; 
and programs that describe themselves as offering a balance between theoretical information and 
practical application. The later two programs make up the larger share of higher education pro-
grams and the majority of their students engages in part-time study and serves in a full-time ad-
ministrative capacity already (Valerin, 2011).  

Ranked and unranked academic programs 
When discussing the role of faculty in higher education graduate programs it is important to dis-
tinguish between the elite (ranked) programs and non-elite (unranked) as they have different 
characteristics (Freeman & Diramio, In-Press). The first type of program described by Valerin 
(2011) correlates with the description of ranked programs, whereas the majority of the programs 
related to the second and third types of programs match the description of unranked programs. 
Top and non-ranked higher education graduate programs share many of the same attributes such 
as highly trained faculty, but Freeman and Diramio (In-Press) found ten distinguishing program-
matic characteristics that distinguish the training of students that matriculate through top-ranked 
programs. They include the following: (1) organizational culture; (2) emphasis on preparing stu-
dents as researchers; (3) more external funding opportunities; (4) “brand” and reputation; (5) his-
tory of collegiality with top programs; (6) nationally recognized scholars; (7) better access to 
global, cross-cultural, international perspectives; (8) more opportunities for the socialization of 
students towards the professoriate; (9) more pressure to produce scholarship and maintain high 
research productivity; and (10) larger number of full-time faculty on staff. 

The program characteristics above mirror those identified in Kahler’s (2001) study of graduate 
programs that produce prolific writers. And they are similar to Keim’s (1983) study regarding 
faculty in graduate programs in higher education and Hunter and Kuh’s (1987) study of the back-
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grounds of prolific contributors to the higher education literature. As Kahler’s (2001) study point-
ed out: 

Although the studies were from different periods, the fact that some institutions persist as 
outstanding graduate programs appears to be supported. This should not be surprising 
given that the programs share common characteristics such as the type of student recruit-
ed, the productive faculty who mentored, the research oriented curriculum, and the strong 
collaborative community promoted. Those qualities appear to be influential in producing 
productive (scholars) authors. (p. 99)  

Based on these important studies we find that it is important that future faculty that would like to 
have successful careers as higher education program faculty need to develop strong writing skills. 
These skills are important to helping potential faculty secure a position within the professoriate.   

Research  
In Kahler’s (2001) study, he provides greater detail with regards to intentionality of top-ranked 
programs preparing students through “research courses, research practicums, socialization around 
research, research institutes in the institutions or programs, and the role of faculty research that is 
visible by and shared with the students” (p. 101). He also found that top-ranked programs incor-
porated into each course research by every student that may be used for future publications. Alt-
hough it was not explicitly stated in graduation requirements, there were expectations in various 
courses that students engage in research, publishing, and conference presentations. In specific 
situations the study described that there are some students that had published peer-reviewed 
scholarship prior to completing their doctorate. This was partly because they had engaged in 
scholarly writing in their courses. This helped them become more competitive on the job market. 
However, research is not the only area in which potential faculty should hone their skills. Mariani 
(2007) admonishes that successful higher education doctoral programs encourage their students to 
present at referred conferences, and to be an excellent faculty member aspiring professors need to 
prepare themselves in the area of teaching and instruction (Freeman & Kochan, 2014).   

Teaching 
Veronica Chukuemeka found in her (2003) dissertation, which investigated the impact of pro-
gram reviews on higher education doctoral degree programs, that higher education professors 
generally have high student-faculty ratios and heavy teaching loads. And as the composition of 
students change, classroom dynamics change, making it important for faculty within higher edu-
cation to assess and modify their andragogical approach (Olds, 2008). Those seeking to prepare 
themselves for future faculty positions need to develop ways in which to assess their on instruc-
tional practices (Freeman & Kochan, 2012). This is why it is important to ensure that the faculty 
assigned to higher education graduate programs have developed expertise on pertinent topics and 
also have a thorough grasp of various instructional techniques. Faculty in these programs need to 
have expertise in all the vital areas associated with the programs needs (Harris, 2007).  Aspiring 
faculty need to have sensitivity to various learning styles and be committed to the goals of their 
higher education program (Freeman, 2011).  

Higher education graduate programs should recruit a diverse core of full-time faculty that are 
trained in the theoretical foundations of higher education with the use of practitioners augmenting 
the full-time faculty’s expertise (Freeman, 2011). This approach provides students with not only 
exposure to new knowledge, but also to the “hands-on” aspects of higher education (Wright, 
2007). Harris (2007) wrote that “a mix of faculty backgrounds is necessary to properly prepare 
students in theory and practice” (p. 41). Further, he found that higher education programs were 
using practicing administrators to supplement the full-time academic faculty in many higher edu-
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cation programs. Harris reports that some higher education programs also invite retired adminis-
trators to provide instruction on topics related to administrative practice.  

Additionally, it is important that aspiring faculty are collegial. It is also their responsibility to de-
velop a coherent curriculum, teach, and assess student learning (National Panel Report, 2002). 
Haynes (1991) states that “inadequate preparation of the faculty in curriculum development and 
the field of Higher Education is the most serious problem that inhibits the growth and maturation 
of the field” (p. 39). It is also important that the program philosophy is clear and that aspiring 
faculty understand that they do not need to be at the center of a curriculum. Instead, they should 
see themselves as being facilitators of learning.  Ivankova and Stick (2005) describe learning fa-
cilitators as “presenting comprehensive topics for discussion and helping students integrate ideas 
from multiple sources and encourage interactions without giving ‘facts’ or making demeaning 
statements” (p. 123). Lail (1998) suggests that higher education program directors develop re-
wards and incentives to encourage faculty to diversify their teaching and learning strategies and 
methods in their programs. Understanding the importance of preparation and socialization of as-
piring faculty in the areas of research and teaching, below we review the viability of non-ranked 
graduates obtaining a faculty position at a ranked institution   

Viability of Non-Ranked Graduates as Faculty  
Deans and chairs are primarily responsible for hiring higher education program faculty (Freeman, 
2014).  It is their duty to ensure that they have or are able to attract faculty who will enhance their 
programs. Uzoigwe (1982) found that it is important for chairs, directors, and coordinators of 
programs to have strong backgrounds in the field of higher education and have the stature within 
the academic community so that the program can be recognized both within the university and 
beyond.  Cooper (1980) suggested that aspiring faculty within higher education graduate pro-
grams need to have a strong understanding of higher education as a field of study. 

DiRamio, Theroux, and Guarino (2009) determined that graduates of unranked doctoral programs 
in higher education were not as competitive when competing for faculty positions at top-ranked 
programs. Freeman & Diramio’s (In-Press) study sought to discover why top-ranked higher edu-
cation programs were two times more likely to choose graduates from top-ranked schools over 
individuals who graduated form unranked programs. Their study found that members of search 
committees perceived that students from less prestigious programs were less likely to be exposed 
to large grants to support doctoral research and are less likely to have published and worked with 
prominent scholars in the field who can speak on their behalf to vouch for the student’s quality of 
work.  

This study is important because research shows that the top students may not attend the top insti-
tutions because of various reasons (Bastedo & Flaster, 2014). Therefore, top institutions may miss 
out on the opportunity to retain the best talent, as the current metrics for evaluating academic 
competence has proven flawed. Literature shows that faculty of top-ranked programs tend to lead 
the lions’ share of the editorships and serve in leadership roles in the professional societies and 
organizations that shape the direction of most academic fields (Hilmer & Hilmer, 2011). If pro-
grams continue to select candidates based primarily on pedigree, they may lose out on talent that 
can enhance the broader field of study. Therefore, this study sought the perspectives of those who 
have participated in faculty searches at top-ranked programs to ascertain strategies that graduates 
of non-ranked programs can use to secure a faculty position in top-ranked programs. 

Methods 
A phenomenological qualitative approach was utilized to carry out this study. A phenomenologi-
cal approach was chosen because previous studies revealed that top-ranked programs preferred to 
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hire graduates from top-ranked higher education administration programs (DiRamio et al., 2009) 
and that search committees believed that graduates from these programs were more prepared for 
faculty positions (Freeman & Diramio, In-Press). In Freeman and Diramio’s (In-Press) study all 
participants believed that graduates from top-ranked programs were better prepared for faculty 
positions then those who graduated from unranked programs. Therefore, this study used the phe-
nomenological method to discover the strategies graduates from non-ranked higher education 
doctoral programs can use to prepare themselves for faculty opportunities, including searches at 
top-ranked schools. It was important to employ this methodology to identify the shared experi-
ences and perspectives among the participants, all who whom are intimately affiliated with the 
phenomena (Ballad & Bawalan, 2014).    

The list of the top 21 higher education administration programs identified by the U.S News & 
World Report Best College 2011 Edition was used to identify potential participants for this study. 
The participant population included over 75 faculty members, program coordinators, department 
heads, and/or deans that were affiliated with top-ranked higher education programs. Participants 
were solicited via email or by phone to participate in this study as approved by Auburn Universi-
ty’s Institutional Review Board. They were able to confirm their desire to be interviewed by send-
ing an email to a secure university email account. Through email exchanges times were scheduled 
to interview participants individually over the phone. Prior to the interviews the informed consent 
forms were sent to the participants and signed. Interviews were completed over the phone and 
through an open-ended semi-structured questionnaire using online data-collection software. Par-
ticipants were able to withdraw at any time without question. 

Morse (as cited in Onwuegbuzie and Leech, 2005, p. 282) suggested that, when conducting a 
phenomenological study, more than ten participants should be included. In-depth interviews were 
conducted via phone conversations with program coordinators, department heads, and deans. 
Thirty-nine assistant, associate, and full professors participated in this study. Out of the thirty-
nine participants, two identified themselves as deans, two identified themselves as academic co-
ordinators, and one identified as a department chair. Twenty-four of the participants had partici-
pated in a faculty search within three-years of the collection of the data. All participants served at 
institutions that were classified by the Carnegie Foundation as either Research Universities with 
high or very high research activity or Doctoral Research Universities.  

Population and Sample Selection 
A purposive sample was used in this study. The participant population was comprised of faculty 
members, program coordinators, department heads, and deans that are affiliated with higher edu-
cation graduate programs ranked by U.S News & World Report Best College 2011 Edition. 
Deans, department heads, and faculty were chosen as the participant population because they are 
integral to the hiring process of new faculty within a department. These individuals in many ways 
have the unique opportunity to influence the way the program is operated on a daily bases.  

Coding Process  
When the initial interviews were concluded the information was transcribed. After which, some 
observations and reflections based on the responses where typed up in a separate document. The 
researcher then returned to transform the initial notes into emerging themes. The data was then 
reviewed to ensure the development of “concise phrases that contained enough particularity to 
remain grounded in the text and enough abstraction to offer conceptual understanding” (Ballad & 
Bawalan, 2014, p. 12). Next, the emerging themes were grouped together based on the similarity 
of content. Lastly, a table of themes was created which included both major and sub-themes, 
which each had a corresponding quote along with a line number to connect the quote to the origi-
nal transcript.   
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Concerns for Validity and Reliability  
After transcribing the responses from the initial phone meeting, follow-up phone interviews were 
incorporated for purposes of member checking and data validation.  Utilizing the member check-
ing approach enabled the participants to review the information from the survey to ensure that 
they accurately reflected their feelings and responses (Creswell, 1998). The follow-up interviews 
also enabled additional questioning related to the study. 

Researcher Positionality  
As someone that previously aspired to serve as a faculty member at a top-ranked higher education 
program, the researcher had a strong and vested interest in understanding the strategies needed to 
be competitive in a faculty search. The origin of the desire stemmed from the researcher’s gradu-
ate experience, as he did not graduate from a top-ranked higher education administration pro-
gram. Subsequently, he has been a finalist in multiple faculty searches, including at top-ranked 
programs. Therefore, at the end of this study he provides a concluding thought section, which 
provides insights based on his lived experiences participating in search processes at top-ranked 
institutions. The researcher provides this positionality statement as it key to qualitative inquiry 
and addresses the social construction and constructivist criteria by acknowledging his bias 
(Croom, 2011; Freeman, 2011).   

Limitations of the Method and Concerns for Generalizability 
The findings are not generalizable as they are qualitative data but provide valuable insights. The 
limited sample size forces the restriction of the application of results to a limited population of 
coordinators, department heads, and deans who have served or are serving in top higher education 
administration programs. However, the study did reach a point of saturation when the researcher 
found that the majority of the participants were no longer providing new information. An addi-
tional limitation included the use of phone interviews, which reduced the opportunity to observe 
various social cues and standardize the surroundings of the participants (Opdenakker, 2006).  

Findings 

Strategies for Those Seeking Faculty Positions  
The interviews that were conducted provided great insights into ways in which graduates from 
non-ranked doctoral programs could be better prepared for faculty searches. Participants were 
asked the following question: What strategies can graduates from non-ranked higher education 
doctoral programs use to prepare themselves for faculty opportunities, including searches at top-
ranked schools? Two groups of strategies were found to be helpful in this study.  The two strategy 
areas were Scholarly Development Strategies and Professional Development Strategies. Scholarly 
Development Strategies are initiatives that are associated with the core functions of academic 
work, which include functions such as publishing and research; whereas, Professional Develop-
ment Strategies address competencies that are not specifically scholarly by nature but are im-
portant to supporting career success within the academy. The next section will further illuminate 
both groups of strategies.  

Scholarly Development Strategies (skills and attributes) 
Scholarly development strategies identified included developing publishing, presenting, and 
grantmanship skills. The data supporting these findings are presented in this section. 
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Publishing 
This was the most commonly mentioned strategy. Twenty-three participants shared that publish-
ing in peer-reviewed outlets was an important strategy in making someone competitive in a facul-
ty search process at a top-ranked higher education program. While publishing was mentioned as 
one of the most important areas in which people from a non-ranked program could distinguish 
themselves, several participants shared that writing as first author was almost as important. Here 
are examples of their responses by Participant one: 

“Get published as first author - before applying for jobs.” 

Participant two goes even further by sharing that publishing as a single or first author demon-
strates that a candidate has been socialized as a potential faculty member. 

Publish; a record of publication prior to graduation indicates a student who has been well 
socialized. Socialization is presumed to exist among students who have worked with fac-
ulty with national reputations at top-ranked programs. Students completing their degrees 
at non-ranked places can compensate for the absence of pedigree by demonstrating they 
know how to get their programs of research started and move ahead in their careers; pub-
lishing on one's own helps satisfy that criterion. 

Participant three, who serves as a program coordinator, advises potential faculty candidates for 
top-ranked programs to “accept the rules of the game of academia” if they want to be successful:  

If you are adamant about certain journals you want to be in, I can tell you before we even 
hire you, you would not get tenure if they’re not the core ones, it won’t work.  It has nev-
er worked and it never will and everyone that tries to change that system they don’t get 
tenure. 

Presenting 
Presentations were another aspect where participants believed that faculty candidates could dis-
tinguish themselves. A third of the respondents mentioned this strategy as important. Participant 
four suggested that candidates “go to (Association for the Study of Higher Education) ASHE and 
present research.” Participant five said to “Write conference papers and present them at (Associa-
tion for the Study of Higher Education) ASHE and (American Education Research Association) 
AERA and get active (at the graduate student level) in those organizations. Get some visibility 
among the faculty members in the top programs.” Participant six simply said to “Learn to pre-
sent.” This means that students should look out for opportunities to present their scholarly re-
search in various forums, whether they are at their graduate institution or at scholarly meetings. 
The practice of presenting in a peer-reviewed context is important for the development of those 
who seek to serve in the highest realms of academia.     

Other respondents such as Participant seven, give this advice, “Focus on scholarly accomplish-
ments-- present at conferences--a strong academic record will overcome a ‘non top’ academic 
program,” and “Present at refereed conferences (Association for the Study of Higher Education) 
ASHE and (American Education Research Association) AERA.” 

Grantmanship 
The third strategy that emerged from the interviews was the notion that it was important for doc-
toral students to have exposure to grant-writing experiences prior to graduation. Having had expe-
rience with grants or any form of external funding was seen as an asset for any faculty candidate 
to have.  Participant eight just simply said that you need to have a “track record of grants.” In this 
context, that means that students should be able to demonstrate on their curriculum vita that they 
have learned the process of identifying, writing towards securing, submitting, securing, and par-
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ticipating on a team engaged in projects supported by grants.  And Participant nine believed that a 
graduate of a non-ranked program would need to “show great promise for obtaining external 
funding.” This can be demonstrated even if students have not participated in all aspects of the 
grantmanship process. If they can show that they have gained significant knowledge in various 
aspects of the process, this will be seen as a great asset.   

Professional Development Strategies (actions and attributes) 
Professional development strategies identified included networking, collaborating, and participat-
ing in post-doctoral fellowships. The data supporting these findings are presented in this section. 

Networking 
Participant ten in the interviews believed that it was important for graduates from non-ranked in-
stitutions to network with those that are in the field and outside of their institution. He noted:   

I would definitely give the advice to go to conferences in the field of higher education 
such as (Association for the Study of Higher Education) ASHE’s and go to the places 
where there are senior scholars in the field from the top-ranked programs. Get to know 
them, and talk to them and see if that could help you kind of down the road in some 
meaningful way. I think those are the kind of strategies that I would recommend to folks 
from unranked programs for sure. 

Other participants second his notion that establishing a professional network outside one’s institu-
tion is important for non-ranked program graduates. Participant 11 states, “Network at national 
conferences; have a conversation on the phone with search committee chair and members before 
applying.” Participant 12 suggests, “Expand professional networks outside the institution, seek 
mentors in other universities.” Participant 13 put it succinctly: “Develop relationships with facul-
ty at larger programs” And lastly, Participant 14 advises to “Network heavily at higher education 
conferences. Get involved in conferences.” 

Participant 15 emphasized that graduates from non-ranked programs would need to take more 
initiative if they really wanted a position in a top-ranked program. This person said:  

The key is really, it’s more on the students, a little bit more effort is needed on the part of 
a student at a less prestigious higher education program to make their way without the 
level of resources that would typically be available in a more prestigious institution. 

Collaboration 
In addition to publishing, several respondents also stressed the importance of collaboration. Here 
are some examples of what the study contributors said. Participant 16 shared, “Publish in reputa-
ble journals, present papers, engage in collaborative research projects at the regional and national 
level.” Participant 17 suggested to “Collaborate with faculty and other researchers at top pro-
grams.” Participant 18 emphasized the importance of being a citizen of an academic community:  

Show ways you have and will be a good citizen for the unit, department, and institution. 
(In terms of service to the unit, advising, etc.) Be other-directed not solely talking about 
YOUR research agenda. Help the unit to see how you would fit as a colleague. 

Engage in post-doctoral fellowships  
In addition to participating in scholarly activities such as research, grantwriting, and presenting, 
several participants suggested that gaining teaching experience along with serving in a post-
doctoral fellowship will enhance their preparation for a faculty role at a top-tier program. Alt-
hough participation in post-doctoral programs was suggested for graduates in non-ranked pro-
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grams, these types of fellowships can be accessed by graduates of ranked and non-ranked pro-
grams alike. In the case of non-ranked program graduates, it can signal to potential top-ranked 
programs that the candidate has the ability to work on a major funded research project. Participant 
3 suggested that post-doctoral fellowships may be a way in which potential faculty can gain some 
more experience that will enable them to be more competitive when competing for positions.  

Post docs they do exist. The thing is the ones that are public are the ones that are general-
ly institutional based. There are many of those. Others are association based like ETS 
(Educational Testing Services) and AERA. But there are certain institutions that have 
their own post doc opportunities. 

He then went on to share where other Post-Doctoral Opportunities may be found.  

It’s not discipline specific so they exist but see the prime ones like for higher education 
those are linked to funded projects and the only way you know about those is if they do a 
national search. 

Another Participant 19 shared that there are other issues at play when trying to earn a faculty po-
sition, which includes the increasingly competitive nature of the faculty appointments. He de-
scribed it this way:  

The day is coming when brand new minted PhD’s won’t be getting these jobs.  They are 
going to have to get a post doc, because the stakes are becoming higher and higher that 
unless it is a very seasoned newly minted PhD that the ability to meet all those expecta-
tions in the six year time frame is going to be increasingly more difficult. 

Discussion and Conclusion 
If a student would like to serve in a top-ranked program he or she must be socialized and given 
the opportunity to learn the “hidden curriculum” or unofficial values and norms that this study 
presents (Jakeman, 2007). The participants stressed that it is important for students who want to 
serve as future faculty be exposed to securing and writing grants. This is consistent with Francis, 
Mills, Chapman, and Birks’ (2009) comments when they suggest that writing for publications as a 
doctoral student can lead to securing grants. They share, “Publication in a variety of referred 
journals, including those with a measured impact factor, increases the chance of new graduates 
being awarded a competitive grant, in addition to increasing their profile in a specialty area” 
(p. 99). 

Participants in this study stressed that research in the form of peer-reviewed articles and grants 
were essential to doctoral students developing the portfolio that would make them competitive 
within the academy. Many of the participants believed that developing a strong network of col-
leagues outside of one’s home institutions would open opportunities for collaborative writing pro-
jects and grants. This would also help to address what Amo, Ada, and Sharman (2012) describe 
as “academic inbreeding,” which they describe as strong programs and well-known faculty only 
working with and hiring those who have the same or higher academic status. They suggest, “Doc-
toral students and faculty should also be encouraged to engage in inter-institutional research ac-
tivities, to ensure against academic inbreeding and against social stratification in institutes of 
higher education” (p. 89). 

Participants suggested that peer-reviewed conferences would be a great forum to establish these 
networking opportunities. Having the opportunity to share one’s work in the form of a presenta-
tion was encouraged. Many saw this as a step towards developing the skills to publish, especially 
if invited to serve as a reviewer of conference abstracts and papers. This is inline with Stoilescu 
and McDougall’s (2010) comments that “there are many ways to start a publishing journey such 
as serving as a reviewer for conferences and eventually serving as a reviewer for peer-reviewed 
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journals” (p. 80). Many of the participants suggested that doctoral students should reach out to 
more experienced faculty outside of their institutions to establish professional relationships. This 
is not unusual in the United States. These relationships should not end when a student becomes a 
professor. Francis et al. (2009) share, “the notion of novice academics creating mentoring rela-
tionships with more experienced scholars in order to support them during the process of learning 
to write for publication is very popular in the United States of America” (p. 101). 

Not only did the participants share that it was important for students at non-ranked programs to 
produce scholarship that would be acceptable at a peer-reviewed journal, they suggested that they 
send their publications to top-tier venues. This is consistent with Amo et al.’s (2012) suggestion 
that “Beyond developing doctoral students’ research skills, doctoral students also need to be en-
couraged to target high quality academic journals. If a scholar produces a high quality manu-
script, it should be sent for review in a highly-ranked academic journal, regardless of the schol-
ar’s status (p. 88).” 

One of the key areas that the participants did not mention directly but is an underlining theme 
throughout this study is the role of the program faculty in mentoring and preparing their students 
for future faculty positions. As Gardner (2010b) suggested, “The role of faculty members is cen-
tral to the student socialization process” (p. 40). They serve as the “gatekeepers into and out of 
doctoral programs (p. 39)” It is the program faculty’s responsibility to expose their students to the 
themes that are outlined in this study. Most students, especially first generation college students, 
have not been exposed to the rigors of a doctoral education and the expectations of the academy. 
They first must be orientated to the expectation that publishing is a very important role in a facul-
ty member’s job. 

Stoilescu and McDougall (2010) share the following: 

It is not easy to adjust one’s life to publish scholarly manuscripts doctoral students have 
not had much experience in this area. Some feel that focusing on academic writing, oth-
er than the dissertation, occurs when one has landed a post-doctoral or assistant profes-
sorship position. However, we argue that graduate students should not wait to secure any 
of these positions in order to attempt to publish academic research. (p. 79) 

So it is important that program faculty understand that they serve multiple roles in the life of a 
student. Gardner (2010b) suggests, “Faculty members play myriad roles in the socialization of 
doctoral students, including instructors in the classroom, supervisors for students with assis-
tantships, committee members for the thesis or dissertation, advisor or chair of the research pro-
cess, and even mentor” (p. 39). It will be important that they embrace these roles as their students 
will be seen as an extension of their academic legacy or progeny.  

While all of the themes in the findings section had been repeated by the majority of the partici-
pants and reached saturation, there were additional comments provided that did not but warrant 
further discussion. Although teaching is an aspect of the expectation of faculty at these institu-
tions, few respondents mentioned this as important to preparing for a position at a top-ranked in-
stitution. Here are some examples of what they said. Participant 21 mentioned that candidates 
need to have “Experience in teaching.” Participant 22 shared that aspiring faculty also need to 
“Show their competence in teaching.” Participant 23 admonished that potential faculty should 
“Acquire some teaching experience.” And Participant 24 said that “Some teaching experience” is 
important. This supports and reinforces much of the research discussed in the literature review 
section of this paper. While not mentioned by the majority of participants, teaching and instruc-
tion remain vital aspects of the role of a faculty member. Future research may need to be under-
taken in this area to find out why there seems to be little emphasis placed on teaching by search 
committee members.  
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Another area that has been missing from past discussions regarding higher education faculty is 
the issue of race. Although not mentioned by other participants, because of the rich description 
provided by Participant 3 in his comment, the researcher felt it important to include it in this sec-
tion of the discussion (Barker, 2011, 2012; Felder, 2010; Felder et al., 2014), particularly as it 
provides context to the hidden curriculum that racial minorities will need to understand when em-
barking in the job selection process at top-ranked programs.  

The color line is clearer in the Deep South. But, it doesn’t mean it doesn’t exist in these 
liberal places, either it’s just, the walls are a little more penetrable say in a liberal place 
but sure, know that the point really to your study and the whole dynamic of even asking 
the question it’s not equal. There isn’t an equal playing ground and race does play a fac-
tor because again there’s a linkage and this hasn’t been validated, but you can look at the 
top programs and you will not see large populations of students of color.  But, you will 
also see that the people of color that go on and do well most of them, came out of a top 
program.  Then there are those that didn’t necessarily go to a top program, but worked 
very hard, figured out the system and understood to invest in the things that count in the 
academy.  (Participant 3) 

Intentionality and thought regarding the socialization of future faculty is essential to ensuring that 
a discipline or field continues to grow and strive. The beginning of this socialization generally 
begins during a students doctoral education. As a doctoral student considers a career in the acad-
emy they need to determine the type of institution they would like to serve at.  

Participant 20’s comments below properly summarize the findings from this study regarding how 
a person graduating from a non-ranked program can be successful in a faculty search of a top-
ranked higher education program.  He shared: 

Single authored journal articles in top tier publications.  You need high impact, high pro-
file venue, single authorship, your name must carry some weight in the professional asso-
ciation and that’s something you work for through volunteering on committees and even-
tually getting on better committees, and better committees, until you get a prime position.  
Those are the things that almost force people to know you exist.  And, you publish in the 
journals that are connected with your association, because everybody gets those.  Every-
body doesn’t get the journal of higher education even though it is a top journal, every-
body gets the review of higher education, and it comes with your membership. That is 
your target journal, everybody gets it.  You know the other aspects is building a signifi-
cant network, you don’t have to go to a top program to have a network of top researchers 
that are at top programs, it’s just harder, it’s very hard to break in these closed circles, but 
it’s not impossible, it happens.  And then the third is, if you understand external funding 
and in this era it doesn’t matter where you come from.  If you can bring in money there 
will be a place for you in this academy.  

Areas for Future Research  
Gill and Hoppe (2009) found that entry into the academy was the number one reason that individ-
uals decide to pursue doctoral studies. The pursuit of doctoral studies in higher education gradu-
ate programs can improve career prospects, personal development, and address the intrinsic inter-
est in the field (Brailsford, 2010). It may be interesting for a quantitative study to be conducted to 
discover what percentage of doctoral students from higher education doctoral programs have a 
goal of serving as future faculty in similar programs. Further research on this topic should include 
an investigation of why faculty at top-ranked programs do not prioritize teaching when recom-
mending strategies for being a successful faculty member at a top-ranked program. It also would 
be relevant to find out if students in non-ranked programs desire to serve at top-ranked programs 
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and vice versa for students at top-ranked programs. The lack of discussion of issues such as the 
role of race, social economic statues, and gender, and its role in the selection process needs to be 
explored in future research.  Furthermore, it would also be interesting for a qualitative study to be 
developed to uncover how faculty at non-ranked program faculty prepare their graduates for fu-
ture professional roles including faculty positions and what attributes/experiences are important 
for students to have. In the next section the researcher will provide his own concluding thoughts 
regarding the things individuals should be aware of if they aspire to serve at a top-ranked institu-
tion, but are a graduate of a non-ranked institution. 

Concluding Thoughts 
The faculty selection processes at top-ranked higher education institutions are a complex endeav-
or. Interestingly, many first generation college graduates who have the privilege to complete their 
doctoral degrees in higher education are not familiar with the unwritten values, expectations, and 
social mores of the academy. Although there is no literature that speaks to this notion, within pri-
vate discussions amongst minority faculty in higher education programs, there is ample discus-
sion regarding the socialization process. First generation students can be underprepared for facul-
ty opportunities at more selective institutions. Search committees at top-ranked institutions can 
and will expect that successful candidates have certain academic pedigree beyond having the ap-
propriate terminal degree. Questions related to institutional fit will inevitably arise even if a can-
didate has a substantial and competitive publication record and presentations. Although in the 
past the concept of undermatching has focused on students from disadvantaged backgrounds at 
the undergraduate level, it also can have implications for graduate students and their future em-
ployment prospects for selective programs. The importance of high school, undergraduate, and 
standardized test performance are important factors that influence the future academic trajectory 
of potential graduate students. Some first generation students will need to be told why it is im-
portant to perform well in these areas and how it will expand or limit future opportunities. Some 
incoming higher education graduate students, especially women and minorities, are unaware that 
they could possibly become a faculty member, much less a faculty member at a top-ranked insti-
tution.    

Not having a complete understanding of the importance of program influence, relative promi-
nence of their dissertation advisor, and academic prestige on job prospects has significant impli-
cations for those who end up at lower ranked programs. Generally, they tend to publish less by 
graduation than their counterparts who attended top-ranked programs (Hilmer & Hilmer, 2011). 
Additionally, faculty in these programs should talk to their students about their research interests 
and the demand for those interests within the field. In times of austerity as it relates to limited 
tenure-track faculty positions, search committees will look for candidates to be able to conduct 
research that has the possibility of being externally funded. This along with having the ability to 
teach in the areas that are needed and having practical full-time experience in the field will en-
hance a candidate’s chances.   

But perhaps the one of the unspoken and taboo discussions that must be brought into the open are 
the issues of racism and tokenism. Harper (2012) defined racism in the academy “as individual 
actions (both intentional and unconscious) that engender marginalization and inflict varying de-
grees of harm on minoritized persons; structures that determine and cyclically remanufacture ra-
cial inequity; and institutional norms that sustain White privilege and permit the ongoing subor-
dination of minoritized persons” (p. 10). There is scant literature that addresses the selection pro-
cess of higher education preparation program faculty and virtually no literature that reviews the 
ethnic diversity issue implicit in them. However, “the time has come to irritate the engrained 
practices of the field” (Croom, 2011, p. 67), and when dealing with these issues faculty need to 
ensure that they are not just addressing the lack of ethnically diverse faculty without understand-
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ing the practices that hinder the development of underrepresentation of diverse doctoral students 
in higher education preparation programs (Felder et al., 2014).   

The unspoken ideas of token faculty positions for ethnic minority positions permeate the acade-
my. An example of this can happen when a search committee purposefully seeks to hire one per-
son from a particular ethnic background, and they end up pitting candidates from one ethnic 
background against one another. There are plenty of private discussions amongst minority facul-
ty, alumni, and graduate students affiliated with higher education programs regarding the faculty 
selection process. In particular because there are a limited amount of searches within the field, 
along with the limited number of minority candidates, most of the candidates know who they are 
competing against.  This lends to there being only one faculty member from that ethnic back-
ground in the program. Although most higher education programs have around three full-time 
faculty members, many top-ranked programs can have six or more (Freeman, Hagedorn, Good-
child, & Wright, 2014).  Which begs the question, Are these programs truly trying to diversify the 
program faculty roster beyond that one ethnic representative? These issues are not spoken about 
openly but have direct impact on the search process and anyone associated with them, i.e., poten-
tial candidates, the candidate’s mentors, and search committee members need to take these issues 
into account. Patton and Catching (2009) address issue directly in the context of African Ameri-
cans but has implications for other minority groups when they write: 

Student affairs (Higher Education) graduate programs that prepare faculty can assist in 
increasing the number of African Americans in the profession by developing intentional 
programs to recruit potential African American faculty. Such programs should be facili-
tated with the understanding that faculty will be recruited because of a true departmental 
commitment to diverse perspectives. Thus, the end goal should not be about recruiting 
one faculty of color, but to consistently identify ways to recruit additional faculty, and al-
so to incorporate diverse perspectives into the curriculum (p. 724-725). 
 

It is important that graduates of higher education doctoral programs be exposed to the vast oppor-
tunities that a degree in higher education administration can provide, including preparing them for 
the professoriate. Although many graduates of higher education doctoral programs do not become 
tenure-track faculty members at top-ranked institutions, it is still important to prepare these stu-
dents for professional success in their area of their choice. Clearly, more research is needed to 
find out whether higher education programs adequately prepare graduates for the professoriate, 
but this study provides a useful starting point for higher education doctoral program student de-
velopment and for future research in that realm. 
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Abstract 
With high attrition and long time-to-degree completion rates in education doctorate programs, it 
is important to identify ways for program administrators and faculty to foster student persistence.  
The purpose of this qualitative, phenomenological inquiry was to examine the beliefs, attitudes, 
and experiences of individuals who successfully completed doctoral degrees in the field of educa-
tion in order to identify ways in which academic institutions can encourage persistence. Glasser’s 
(1998) Choice Theory and Tinto’s (1975) student integration model were utilized as a framework 
for the study.  From participant narratives of their education doctoral program experiences, five 
primary themes of doctoral program completion were identified.  The themes were the following: 
(a) relationships with family, faculty and peers; (b) determination, organization skills, and time 
management; (c) program flexibility and course relevance; (d) career advancement and financial 
reward; and (e) clear doctoral program expectations.  Derived from these themes, recommenda-
tions are provided for program administrators and faculty to foster student persistence in their 
doctorate of education programs.   

Keywords: Doctorate Education, Dissertation, Persistence, University, Phenomenology 

Introduction 
Walker, Gold, Jones, Conklin Bueschel, and Hutchings (2008) stated, “Serious thinking about 
what works in doctoral education and what no longer works, is an urgent matter” (p. 5), for high 
attrition rates across disciplines in doctoral programs are high (Golde, 2006; Nettles & Millet, 
2006). Attrition within education doctoral programs is very high, with estimated attrition ranging  
from 50% to 70% (Ivankova & Stick, 2007; Nettles & Millet, 2006).  Further, over the last two 
decades, time-to-degree completion rates have increased for graduate students in education pro-

grams while decreasing in other disci-
plines (National Science Foundation, 
2009; Wao & Onwuegbuzie, 2011).    

Doctoral attrition is costly to students 
and universities.  Lovitts (2001) 
summed it up best with the conclusion 
that “the most important reason to be 
concerned about graduate student attri-
tion is that it can ruin individuals’ lives” 
(p. 6).  While doctoral attrition and in-
creased time-to-completion is clearly 
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costly for students on many levels, it is also detrimental to universities.  For example, at one uni-
versity, it is estimated a reduction of doctoral attrition by 10% would reduce the funds lost by a 
million dollars a year (Smallwood, 2004).  Attrition also negatively effects the productivity and 
prestige of a program.  Loss of doctoral students in programs result in loss of student-faculty col-
laboration and research (Nettles & Millet, 2006). Attrition in doctorate programs leaves a short-
age of doctorate credentialed individuals for universities to hire full time faculty positions (Mag-
ner, 2009).   

Understanding the student-institution interactions that result in persistence, the converse of attri-
tion, can assist universities in fostering doctoral persistence. In understanding doctoral persis-
tence, university administrators and faculty can better set appropriate admissions criteria, plan 
orientations, set up resources, and develop curriculum.  Determining the likelihood a student will 
be successful in completing the doctoral degree begins during the admissions process.  Identify-
ing admissions criteria in order to forecast student success is central to the viability and reputation 
of a program.  Helping students understand the requirements to successfully complete a doctoral 
program during a program orientation can help them make an informed decision concerning 
whether to pursue the degree.  Further, understanding doctoral persistence can help faculty plan 
instructional strategies and programs to better support students in the completion of their pro-
gram.   

A number of researchers have focused their attention on identifying variables associated with 
doctoral attrition through quantitative measures and have made practical suggestions to counter 
these factors (Ali & Kohun, 2006; Brannock, Litten, & Smith, 2000; Tenenbaum, Crosby, & 
Gliner, 2001).  However, the phenomenon of doctoral persistence has not been well researched 
qualatatively.  Few researchers have examined individuals who have been successful in their doc-
toral programs.  Even fewer researchers have explored doctoral persistence in the field of educa-
tion.   

Outcomes of qualitative inquiry focused on understanding the phenomenon of doctoral persis-
tence can provide “lessons learned” to universities and programs (Gardner, 2010; Lincoln & Gu-
ba, 1985). The purpose of the present study is to examine the experiences of individuals who suc-
cessfully completed their doctoral programs in the field of education in order to identify the “les-
sons learned” when it comes to increasing doctoral persistence.  Glasser’s (1998) Choice Theory 
provides an understanding of human behavior, choice, and the influence of external forces. Thus, 
it is a useful lens in which to understand why doctoral candidates proceed through doctoral pro-
grams. It also gives insight into the role the university plays in guiding that behavior.  Tinto’s 
(1975, 1993, 2009) student integration model provides additional insight on the doctoral student’s 
motivation to complete their programs and the social and academic integration at the university 
that facilitates completion.  

Conceptual Framework 
Underlying Glasser’s (1998) Choice Theory are several assumptions.  The first assumption is all 
humans have five basic needs that are derived from their biological systems. The five needs are 
belonging, power, freedom, fun, and survival. The next assumption is all human behavior is pur-
poseful and is within the control of the individual doing the behavior.  A third assumption is all 
human behavior is aimed at satisfying needs.  The final assumption stipulates that, provided with 
influence and guidance, humans can alter these behaviors.   

Doctoral students meet the assumptions of Glasser’s Choice Theory.  Doctoral students have 
basic needs.  Doctoral students make a choice to stay or leave a doctoral program and may make 
this choice in order to satisfy or meet one of the five basic needs.  Although doctoral students 
choose their behavior, the university plays a role in guiding that behavior. University faculty and 
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administrators have the opportunity to influence doctoral students’ needs by providing program 
resources and services.  The influence of these things may ultimately be the factors which deter-
mine the student’s choice to persist or leave a doctoral program (Bruffee, 1999; Yukl, 2002).   

Tinto’s (1975) student integration model is an additional framework of study for doctoral student 
attrition.  Tinto theorized student interactions or lack of interactions with the institution could be a 
determinant on their retention. Tinto’s model explores the students’ institutional commitment and 
their integration to the institution.  According to Tinto, institutional commitment refers to the de-
gree to which an individual is motivated to graduate.  Integration was defined by Tinto as both 
academic and social.  Social integration refers to the relationships that result from day to day in-
teractions and involvement in a variety of activities at the institution.  According to Tinto, aca-
demic integration occurs when there is sharing of information, perspectives, and values common 
to members of the community.  As Tinto (1997) explained, when there is no integration, “students 
continue to take courses as detached, individual units, one course separated from another both in 
content and peer group, one set of understandings unrelated in any intentional fashion to what is 
learned in another setting” (pp. 601-602).  According to Tinto (1975), high levels of student insti-
tutional commitment combined with satisfactory interactions with the academic and social sys-
tems of the institution lead to greater integration and persistence.  More recently, Tinto (2009) 
called for his model to be utilized to encourage institutions to study the interaction that occurs 
between retained students in order to help understand what they are doing to help student’s suc-
ceed. 

Background Literature 
To date, researchers have identified factors on both the student level and the institutional level 
that contribute to students’ choice to leave doctoral programs (Golde, 2006; Lovitts, 2001).  Re-
search supports the conclusion that persistence is the product of the interaction of multiple factors 
(Nettles & Millet, 2006; Wao, 2010).  Persistence can be examined in light of how well institu-
tions establish an environment to meet student’s basic needs which in turn motivate their choices 
and behaviors.  A review of the literature indicates the following doctoral student needs: a sense 
of belonging; a motivation to accomplish; academic integration; autonomy and opportunity for 
choice; the ability to overcome adversity and personal sacrifice; and financial survival.   

Sense of Belonging 
Most important of all needs is sense of belonging, as humans are innately social beings (Glasser, 
1998).  Tinto (1975) included social integration as a main component in his student integration 
model.  Graduate learners self-report a desire for social interaction (Brandes, 2006).  Fostering 
connectedness is essential in light of research revealing doctoral students have described program 
environments as competitive and non-supportive.  Furthermore, evidence has been documented 
that doctoral student feelings of isolation and depersonalization lead to non-completion (Ali & 
Kohun, 2006; Willging & Johnson, 2004).  

Social support can come from family, peers, or faculty.  Research confirms married students are 
more likely to persist than unmarried students (Lott, Gardner, & Powers, 2009; Price, 2006).  Re-
lationships with peers is associated with persistence; however, it varies significantly among uni-
versities, disciplines, and types of programs.  Researchers (Bolliger & Halupa, 2011) found stu-
dents enrolled in online doctoral programs desire more peer interaction.  Gardner (2010) studied 
the socialization of doctoral students in six disciplines at a university and stated the “the defining 
characteristics of institutional and departmental cultures as well as the experiences particular to a 
specific discipline greatly affect a student’s experience while in graduate school” (p. 76).  Studies 
have demonstrated programs implementing cohort models have higher persistence rates (Lovitts, 
2001).  Cohorts provide opportunities for peer interaction and foster a sense of connectedness and 
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belonging (Norris & Barnett, 1994; Terrel, Snyder, & Dringus, 2009).  Finally, Terrel et al. 
(2009) purported that student-to-faculty connection is essential to persistence in doctoral pro-
grams.  In summary, the literature provides evidence of the association of higher doctoral student 
retention with strong family, faculty, and peer relationships. 

A Motivation to Accomplish 
As Glasser (1998) noted, within the basic need of power, humans have an internal drive to suc-
ceed in all areas of life, including academically.  Tinto’s (1975, 1993) student integration model 
recognized student motivation as a primary component of retention.  Motivation has been con-
firmed as necessary for doctoral persistence (Grover, 2007; Hoskins & Goldberg, 2005).  Santico-
la (2013) found the ability of a student to make the doctoral program the top priority in his or her 
life was important for education doctoral student success.  Doctoral students are often selected 
due to their dedication to precise work and a drive for excellence. Unfortunately, students with 
these traits are more likely to become unsatisfied and easily frustrated with poor program organi-
zation.  Any university deficiencies in serving students may cause stress to doctoral students and 
lead to losses of motivation (Lovitts, 2001). 

Academic Integration 
Tinto (2009) stated student academic integration is influenced by clarity and consistency of ex-
pectations.  He also stressed the need for students to understand how classes relate to one another 
(Tinto, 1997).  Unfortunately, ambiguity is a frustration often discussed among students enrolled 
in doctoral programs.  In his study of doctoral programs, Gardner (2010) found students often 
expressed a lack of knowledge about school regulations, guidelines, and program structure.  Fur-
thermore, students in the study reported having to figure out on their own what to do and stated 
they often encountered arbitrary deadlines and lack of guidance on how to work with their re-
search committee. 

Autonomy and Opportunity for Choice 
Glasser (1998) noted humans like to have options and the freedom to make choices in every area 
of their lives.  Most doctoral programs have at least two distinct phases, which consist of course-
work and dissertation. While course work is usually familiar and structured, the dissertation gen-
erally is not.  To be successful in the dissertation phase, students need to transition into being 
self-directed learners (Ponton, 2014).  In addition, adult students with numerous responsibilities 
need flexibility in their coursework as well as program options such as night classes.  Online doc-
toral students recognize program options and flexibility as a key to program satisfaction (Bolliger 
& Halupa, 2011).  In studies across several disciplines of doctoral students, lack of program flex-
ibility was identified as a reason for dropping out (Boes, Ullery, Millner, & Cobia, 1999; 
Gumport & Snydman, 2002; Lipschutz, 1993).    

Overcoming Adversity and Personal Sacrifice  
Glasser (1998) includes enjoyment as one of the basic needs of Choice Theory.  Unfortunately, 
doctoral students rarely describe their journey as pleasant.  It is a difficult journey that often re-
quires personal sacrifice.  In summarizing how participants explained their doctoral journeys, 
Spaulding and Rockingson-Szapkiw (2012) stated, “Walking the road to completion of a doctoral 
degree is clearly an intensely grueling, challenging, and sometimes lonely journey. Candidates 
clearly experienced adversity” (p. 208).  Authors have suggested that adversity is one reason stu-
dents choose to leave doctoral programs (Lovittis, 2001).  
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Financial Survival  
Glasser (1998) suggested humans are motivated to satisfy their need to survive.  Financial surviv-
al is central to doctoral program persistence. Research suggests candidates receiving funding such 
as scholarships and assistantships experience lower levels of stress than those without funding 
(McAlpine & Norton, 2006).  Earl-Novell (2006) found doctoral students who have to finance 
their own education are less likely to persist. Wao and Onwuegbuzie (2011) noted the importance 
of university sponsored fellowships and assistantships in order to positively influence persistence. 

Rationale for the Research 
Despite documentation of high doctoral attrition, little progress has been made in the past thirty 
years (Council of Graduate Schools, 2008).  While doctoral student attrition rates have been ex-
amined for decades (Berelson, 1960; Bowen & Rudenstine, 1992; Smallwood, 2004), and student 
and institutional factors influencing attrition have been identified (Boes et al., 1999; Gumport & 
Snydman, 2002; Kluever & Green 1998; Lipschutz, 1993; Terrell, 2002), few researchers have 
examined doctoral persistence in the field of education.  Education doctoral programs experience 
significant attrition and delays in completion compared to other fields.  Most peer-reviewed lit-
erature has been anecdotal in nature and peer reviewed research has been primarily quantitative 
(Hoskins & Goldberg, 2005; Wao & Onwuegbuzie, 2011).  Qualitative studies have focused on 
counselor education students (Hoskins & Goldberg, 2005) and gender and ethnic specific popula-
tions (Castro, Garcia, Cavazos, & Castro, 2011; Shealey, 2009).  This study specifically focuses 
on exploring and interpreting the phenomenon of education doctoral program persistence.  Educa-
tion doctoral persistence in this study is defined as the completion of a doctoral degree in the field 
of education.  

As doctoral faculty and a student in an education department at a large university in the South-
eastern United States, our interest in examining data related to the phenomenon of doctoral per-
sistence was multifaceted.  Our initial analysis of the data (76 interviews) was conducted with the 
objective of understanding the phenomenon of doctroal persistence in order to uncover the indi-
vidual themes and personal contexts leading to the completion of the doctorate, thereby, provid-
ing recommendations for individuals engaged in the doctoral process (see Spaulding & Rockin-
son-Szapkiw, 2012).  However, aware that institutions play a significant role in doctoral persis-
tence, we were also interested in analyzing the data to inform institutional candidate selection and 
program development as doctoral faculty and administrators have the potential to positively influ-
ence doctoral persistence rates through recruiting intrinsically motivated candidates, providing 
opportunities for social integration, and structuring programs, resources, and services to fit the 
unique needs of adult learners. Thus, additional interview transcripts were analyzed with this in-
tent in mind, building upon the analysis and results of the first study.   

This study’s interest in the phenomenon of doctoral persistence is thus twofold.  The analysis of 
the data collected was conducted with the objective of identifying factors associated with persis-
tence and completion in order to inform institutional candidate selection and program develop-
ment.  Therefore, there are two research questions guiding this study.  The first question is how 
do individuals who completed a terminal degree in the field of education describe their persis-
tence in the doctoral experience as it is related to themselves and their interaction with the univer-
sity?  The second question is how do these individual’s attitudes, values, beliefs, and behaviors of 
their doctoral experience and interaction with the institution give rise to the consequence of com-
pletion?  
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Methodology 
Creswell (1998) stated phenomenological methodology is concerned with “the meaning of the 
lived experiences for several individuals about a concept or the phenomenon” (p. 51) and with 
getting beneath how people describe their experience to the structures that underlie conscious-
ness.  As such, this study employed a phenomenological research design as our intent was to gain 
an understanding of the phenomenon of doctoral persistence and the underlying consciousness 
beneath the experience.  By exploring the interactions and contexts associated with doctoral per-
sistence, an understanding of how universities can better facilitate completion of doctoral degrees 
can be achieved.  

As the primary method of data collection for phenomenological studies is interviewing (Creswell, 
1998), standardized open-ended interviews were conducted to understand participants’ experienc-
es with the phenomenon.  This approach required the careful wording of each question prior to 
the interview and ensured interviews were done in such a manner that each interviewee was asked 
a prescribed set of questions in the same sequence (Patton, 1990).  Questions asked were those 
such as “Why do you think you finished the dissertation when the majority of doctoral students 
finish ABD (all but dissertation)?” and “Explain the hardest part of gaining your doctoral degree 
and how did you overcome the hardship?”  Other questions included ones such as “What advice 
would you give to people who want to earn their doctoral degree?” 

Employing a standardized open-ended interviewing approach enabled increased comparability of 
responses and ensured focused time between the interviewer and interviewee.  Since doctoral stu-
dents conducted the interviews, the use of a standardized interview helped to compensate for var-
iability in interviewing skills and reduced interviewer bias and effect (Patton, 1990).  However, 
not all bias could be removed and it was recognized, based on the interviewers’ role as a doctoral 
student, some bias may have entered the interviews.  For example, bias may have entered on de-
cisions related to asking probing or follow-up questions.  

Participants 
The present study used a purposeful sample, in which the interviewees were selected based on 
two criteria.  The first was their completion of a doctoral degree in the academic discipline of ed-
ucation within a United States university.  The second was their employment in a K-12 environ-
ment or higher education. The Institutional Review Board approved the review of 200 interview 
transcripts. Thematic saturation, when no new themes emerged after additional analysis of data, 
was achieved with the review of 89 randomly selected transcripts (Patton, 1990), some overlap-
ping with the previously mentioned study.  The sample consisted of 40 (33.71%) males and 59 
(66.29%) females.  Fifty-nine (66.29%) of the participants were Caucasian, 21 (22.59%) of the 
participants were African American, five (5.62%) participants were Latino, three (3.03%) partici-
pants were Asian, and one (2.47%) participant classified as “other.” Individuals were employed 
as professors at higher education institutions, K-12 teachers, principals, instructional designers, 
and school counselors.  

Procedures 
From April 2011 through March 2012, doctoral students participating in online qualitative re-
search training at a private institution in the Southeastern part of the United States conducted the 
standardized open-ended interviews. As part of their qualitative research training in phenomenol-
ogy under the direct supervision of a doctoral faculty member, doctoral students purposively se-
lected two interview participants.  Participants were selected based on whom the doctoral student 
interviewers knew. In some cases, interviewers used snowball sampling to identify cases of inter-
est from individuals who successfully completed a doctoral degree in education.  Each interview 
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was audio recorded and was conducted either by e-conferencing or in person.  After the inter-
view, the doctoral students transcribed the interviews verbatim, including all language and unnec-
essary non-language utterances such as “um” or “ah”.  These audio files and transcribed inter-
views were submitted and archived as part of the qualitative research methods course.  The audio 
files and transcriptions were assessed for quality by the faculty member who taught the course.  

Data Analysis 
Moustakas’ (1994) phenomenological data analytic procedures were used to guide the analysis of 
data.  This included Moustakas’ recommendations for ‘bracketing out’ delineating units of mean-
ing and clustering meaning units into themes.  

The purpose of bracketing is to reduce the possibility of the researchers’ personal views and in-
terpretations when entering the participants’ unique worlds (Creswell, 1998; Moustakas, 1994). 
We bracketed out our experiences with the phenomenon prior to analysis by discussing with one 
another our thoughts about the doctoral journey.  We discussed our personal experience through 
the doctoral coursework and dissertation and our experiences as faculty working with doctoral 
students and candidates in classes and through the dissertation process.  This assisted us in mak-
ing our perceptions conscious about the phenomenon researched so we could be intentional to lay 
them aside and focus on telling our participants’ stories, rather than our own.  Our acknowledge-
ments included beliefs that the doctoral journey is challenging but can be successfully navigated 
with perseverance. We also acknowledged a belief that the successful doctoral journey requires 
initiative and the need to be self-directed.  However, we also recognized institutional factors such 
as effective faculty mentors and well laid out policies and procedures contributed to our success 
in the dissertation journey. 

After bracketing, interviews were then reviewed and statements and words illuminating the phe-
nomenon of doctoral persistence were isolated (Creswell, 1998).  A list of meaningful units was 
identified in each interview and redundant or overlapping units removed (Moustakas, 1994).  
During this process, we continued to consciously bracket out our presuppositions to avoid inap-
propriate subjective decisions.  Examining the list of meaningful units, we extracted the essence 
of the meaningful units within their holistic context and subsequently grouped units together to 
create clusters of themes (Creswell, 1998; Moustakas, 1994). 

Results 
The completion of the doctoral degree is inherently challenging.  Although participants identified 
certain parts of the course work as difficult, participants named the dissertation as one of the most 
challenging aspects of completing their degrees. The dissertation requires a significant individual 
contribution to the field of knowledge within the discipline.  The logistics, the writing, the re-
search, and the work with diverse  dissertation committees can be challenging.  Primary themes 
were consistent with the review of literature, Glasser’s Needs Theory (1998) and Tinto’s (1975, 
1997, 2009) student integration model.  

Relationships with Family, Faculty and Peers 
Family relationships played a role and contributed to completion of the doctoral degree.  State-
ments such as “the encouragement of my family,” “the real support that I had in place was my 
immediate family—my mother, my sister, my friends,” and “I had a supportive spouse” demon-
strate participants’ attribution to family as central to their decision to persist in their program.   

Faculty were influential throughout various points of the doctoral program.  Some individuals 
believed being invited to assist faculty with research and developing collegial relationships 
throughout the program helped them persist.  They explained the activities of researching, writ-
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ing, and presenting with faculty provided a sense of connection with the faculty as well as helped 
them develop research skills needed for the dissertation process.  In developing a sense of con-
nection with the faculty, participants were motivated to persevere.  Many participants discussed 
the importance of thoughtfully selecting a chair and committee members. They said, essential to 
completion, was their selection of a chair and committee members who worked well together and 
provided appropriate.  

In addition to relationships and a sense of collegiality with faculty, participants identified sense of 
community and relationships with program peers as important factors contributing to their persis-
tence.  Formal and informal discussions, university supported Facebook groups, professional col-
laboration on projects and publications, and road trips to residencies and classes were aspects that 
contributed to community and relationship building.  When discussing the reasons they persisted, 
participants noted scholarly discussions was significant.  Learning from peers was frequently 
acknowledged; however, non-academic interactions were also noted as important.  For example, 
one participant stated “the best part was the four of us riding back and forth from Virginia Tech, 
that 100 mile trek. We had a lot of fun, told a lot of stories.” Talking about the emotional, social, 
and familial aspects of being a doctoral student with those having the same experience helped 
some to persist and normalize the experience. Many noted that the collegial relationships they 
formed in their doctoral program were maintained after graduation. 

As noted, these relationships were sometimes encouraged and supported by university and pro-
grams structures and systems.  For example, university supported Facebook groups and required 
professional collaboration on projects and publications for courses were cited.  Numerous partici-
pants identified the implementation of a cohort model as a significant factor contributing to their 
persistence in the doctoral program.  Participants explained cohorts contributed to needed emo-
tional, social, and academic support.  As an example, one participant explained, “We were all 
struggling together and in the tough times you could look over and say, well there is so and so 
and if they can do it, so can I. You know we counted on each other and supported each other. . . . 
We would pray together and we studied together.”   

Determination, Organization Skills, and Time Management 
Approximately 10% of the participants clearly articulated their success was personal in nature.  
Many participants explained this drive to persist with words such as “determination”, “disci-
plined”, “mature”, “self-motivated”, and “perseverance”.  Participants made comments such as, “I 
just had too much of my time in it, and I just was not going to let it defeat me,” and “There was 
no way that I was going to put all that time and energy into a program and then not finish! That 
wasn’t an option for me. I was simply determined.”  

Skills and abilities also contributed to participants’ completing their degrees. A few noted intelli-
gence was essential in the completion of their degree, while others attributed good communica-
tions skills to their success. However, most frequently, participants who compared themselves to 
others who did not finish their doctoral degrees believed their ability to organize and to manage 
time differentiated them from non-completers. Some discussed the importance of keeping de-
tailed calendars and schedules during the course work part of the doctoral process.  For example, 
one participant stated “I kept a detailed calendar and usually completed assignments prior to their 
due date. I believe in being early rather than late.”  

Most participants purported that writing the dissertation was the most time-consuming process.  
Thus, good time management and work ethic was needed to complete it.  Participants provided 
numerous examples of how they organized their time and space to successfully complete the dis-
sertation.  Establishing a regular weekly schedule that allotted several hours of concentrated time 
to work on the dissertation was frequently mentioned.  One participant remarked “I just blocked 
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out time, and I just worked on it on a daily basis basically.”  The principle of dividing the disser-
tation into doable parts was another.  Participants recognized that the dissertation considered as a 
whole was often too challenging and too overwhelming.  However tackling it one-step at a time 
made it doable.  Participants also described setting aside special time for dissertation work and a 
private quiet workspace as critical in completing their dissertations and doctoral degrees.  

Program Flexibility and Course Relevance   
Many of the participants in this study completed programs that offered online, weekend, and 
evening courses.  In discussing important factors contributing to the decision to pursue a doctoral 
degree and the completion of the doctoral program, participants reported flexible course options  
such as online, weekend, and evening classes.  Many of the participants noted they would not 
have been able to complete their degrees had it not been for the convenient location where their 
courses were offered or the convenient schedules in which the courses were offered.  For exam-
ple, one participant stated, “I just couldn’t move away for four years and pull my kids out of their 
schools and my husband away from his job. If I had not been able to complete my degree online, 
I still wouldn’t have accomplished this goal.”  

Not only were program and course options relevant to persistence, so was the nature of the cours-
es offered.  Individuals were motivated to persist in courses when their learning was experiential, 
practical, and relevant to their current work.  Participants stated they appreciated the practical 
knowledge gained and content related to their work.  One of the participants noted, “When I had 
an assignment that I could integrate what I was doing at work, I was killing two birds with one 
stone making it easier to balance my responsibilities and stay in the program.”  

Individuals also found it helpful when the courses were structured in a manner that enabled them 
to build skills and prepare for the dissertation.  As one participant described, “I found all courses 
to hold the same level of relevance throughout my entire course of study. Preparation for disserta-
tion began in the first course.  Each class then built upon the next class.” Participants enrolled in 
courses focusing on the dissertation attributed them to making the dissertation process seem “do-
able” and prepared them to complete their dissertations.  As one interviewee purported, “Each 
class addressed a part of the dissertation process.  It helped having a class that focused on litera-
ture reviews and another on research… I was clueless about these things and [the classes] gave 
me direction in the dissertation process.”  

Career Advancement and Financial Reward 
Career sustainment, career advancement, and a pay raise were prevailing motivations for many 
who persisted.  This was noted by one participant who had a desire to maintain her career in 
higher education.  She stated, “I knew that in my chosen profession of higher education, I needed 
that [the doctoral degree] as part of my longevity in higher education.” Others wanted to pursue 
advancement in their career such as educational administration positions and knew a doctoral de-
gree was essential for those opportunities.  Monetary incentives were important to some partici-
pants.  Some participants were motivated to gain pay in order to better provide for their families.  
One participant explained, “Getting the degree meant my kids would have resources to pursue the 
future they wanted and I wanted them to have.”    

Clear Doctoral Program Expectations  
Entering a doctoral program with clear expectations about the time, money, work, and relation-
ship sacrifices was a theme in the interviews.  Some interviewees talked about how unclear ex-
pectations almost led to their attrition in the program.  Other interviewees explained attending 
required program orientations, talking with friends or individuals who went through their doctoral 
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program, and having informal discussions with program faculty helped prepare them to have real-
istic expectations.  Clarifying the requirements for completing the doctorate was identified as im-
portant to completion and some participants felt the degree granting institutions should have tak-
en more responsibility for communicating these requirements.  

Discussion 
In the present study, five primary themes were identified as associated with the completion of a 
doctoral program in education.  These themes were the following: (a) relationships with family, 
faculty and peers; (b) determination, organization skills, and time management; (c) program flex-
ibility and course relevance; (d) career advancement and financial reward; and (e) clear doctoral 
program expectations.  These themes are consistent with previous research suggesting persistence 
and attrition in doctoral programs are associated with personal needs and institutional factors 
(Golde, 2006; Lovitts, 2001).   

The findings support Glasser’s (1998) Choice Theory suggesting individuals are motivated by 
basic needs that can be influenced by the institution.  The themes found in this study involving 
relationships, career advancement, program flexibility, and financial reward are in alignment with 
the basic needs in Glasser’s theory of belonging, power, freedom, and survival.  Participants 
made the choice to stay in the doctoral program based on their needs and how these needs were 
supported by the university faculty, programs, and resources.  

Findings in this study also support Tinto’s (1993) model of student integration.  The theme of 
determination in this study is consistent with Tinto’s model, which is based upon student motiva-
tion to graduate.  The theme of faculty and peer relationships in this study is in alignment with 
Tinto’s concept on the importance of social integration.  The themes found in this study regarding 
course relevance and clear doctoral program expectations are in alignment with Tinto’s concept 
of academic integration and its importance on retention of students.   

Most importantly, the findings provide administrators and faculty insight on ways to increase per-
sistence within doctoral programs.  Understanding personal factors contributing to persistence can 
be useful in the recruitment and selection of students for doctoral programs.  In understanding 
variables associated with doctoral persistence, faculty and administrators have the opportunity to 
structure curriculum and facilitate social and academic integration within doctoral programs to 
increase the likelihood of persistence and completion.  

Recommendations 
The following actions, derived from the research findings, taken by doctoral faculty and admin-
istration, singly or in combination, have the potential for increasing doctoral persistence: 

1. Recruit and select individuals who are internally motivated.  Internal motivation, specifi-
cally for personal autonomy and accomplishment, was a key factor noted in completion 
of the doctoral program.  Identifying the importance of internal motivation in recruitment 
and marketing materials may be helpful.  Additionally, screening potential doctoral stu-
dents using instruments that measure motivation in the admissions process could lead to 
the acceptance of students who are more likely to finish the program (Lovitts, 2005).  
 

2. Provide information to students and their families about the time, money, organization 
skills, and intellectual rigor required to complete a doctoral program.  Universities can 
accomplish this through faculty meetings, student mentorship or through orientation pro-
grams.  Pintz and Posey (2013) describe the effective utilization of an online orientation 
for graduate students consisting of modules focused on things such as time management, 
academic writing, technology, research, and library skills.   The orientation program inte-
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grates a fun, graphical sports theme with audio-visual presentations, examples, demon-
strations and practice exercises.   Clarifying procedures and expectations can assist stu-
dents in better preparing for the “road ahead” and in setting realistic expectations.  Hav-
ing realistic expectations about requirements when beginning a doctoral program can 
lessen the potential feelings of frustration, confusion, and disappointment, which quite of-
ten lead to attrition (Lovitts, 2001).  
 

3. Adopt a cohort model in which students are admitted, enrolled at the same time, and pro-
gress through the same course sequence.  Cohorts provide the opportunity for students to 
foster a sense of belonging and accountability.  They also assist in the development of 
community and a safe environment in which students can critically reflect (Santicola, 
2013).  
 

4. Provide opportunities for online peer social integration.  In addition to non-academic so-
cial engagement such as university sponsored Facebook pages and Skype, infusing social 
media into the doctoral curriculum are opportunities for social engagement.  Kivunja 
(2013) demonstrated the use of social technology such as eFoliospaces and 
Google+Discussion Circles to enhance social engagement among doctoral students.  This 
social engagement, especially within online distance doctoral programs, can assist stu-
dents in feeling more socially integrated.  The more integrated students are, the more 
likely they are to complete (Lovitts, 2001).    
 

5. Attend to the role of faculty-student interaction in both recruitment and persistence. En-
courage faculty to engage in helpful communication with students on a regular basis and 
provide timely feedback on work submitted.  When faculty communicate concern for the 
well-being of doctoral candidates, challenge them academically, and critically evaluate 
their work, students are likely to feel more satisfied with their educational experience and 
persist (Gabbert, 2008; Lee, 2010).  In addition, they are more likely to grow personally 
as well as professionally (Beck, 2001). 
 

6. Attend to the importance of providing infrastructures to support specialized needs of doc-
toral candidates (Brandes, 2006).  It is important to provide candidates with resources to 
support them in their course work and dissertation research.  This includes study facili-
ties, traditional and online libraries, and computing facilities. Web sites should provide 
specialized program and dissertation information.  It is also important to ensure the avail-
ability of technology support and student services.  For online doctoral students, it is crit-
ical to provide online advising services (Muirhead & Blum, 2006).  When doctoral stu-
dents perceive personnel care it can positively influence persistence (Nwenyi & Baghurst, 
2013).  
 

7. Offer courses in a convenient format for adult learners. This may include online, evening, 
and weekend courses.  Jablonski (2001) documented the ongoing trend of doctoral stu-
dents’ need for programs close in proximity and in flexible formats.  Convenience, how-
ever, should not take precedence over quality. Emphasizing convenience over quality can 
result in the perception of impersonal learning and decreased intellectual quality.  This 
can negatively affect climate and reputation which could lead toward attrition rather than 
persistence.  
 

8. Doctoral students perform better when courses are relevant and practical (Gardner, 2010).  
Educators should design doctoral level courses that employ context based practices and 
projects that allow for authentic application.  Doctoral students are also more motivated 
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to learn when information is relevant and of immediate value.  For doctoral programs, 
course content should be created with the question in mind, “How will this course assist 
students with their dissertations?” 
 

9. Hire faculty with research expertise and encourage faculty research.  Faculty who are in-
volved in research are better able to guide students in conducting successful dissertation 
research. Further, it is important faculty are not overloaded so that they are able to devote 
time to effectively support and guide doctoral students.  In their work with graduate stu-
dents, Lovitts and Nelson (2000) stated “the single most important factor in student deci-
sions to continue or withdraw is the relationship with a faculty advisor” (p. 48).  

Limitations 
The utilization of archival data was a limitation of this study.  Another limitation was the range of 
time between the present and time that the participants actually experienced their doctoral pro-
grams.  Although bracketing was used, our personal experiences with the phenomenon as well as 
our current interaction with doctoral students may have influenced our interpretation of the data. 

Conclusion 
With high education doctoral program attrition rates, universities need to initiate change in their 
practices and structures to better meet the needs of doctoral students and facilitate an increase in 
persistence. To inform these changes, it is pertinent for researchers to identify structures and sup-
ports that foster doctoral persistence.  In this study, we examined the phenomenon of doctoral 
persistence through the words and stories of 89 individuals with earned doctorates in the field of 
education.  From their experiences and recommendations, we identified themes associated with 
doctoral persistence.  Despite the noted limitations, the results render useful information and pro-
vide direction for future research. Research needs to be directed at identifying empirically based 
strategies fostering persistence among doctoral students.  Further, to extend this qualitative study, 
quantitative research is needed to go beyond description to determine the most important predic-
tors of doctoral persistence.  Subsequently, program models that most effectively promote persis-
tence can be identified.  Further, as this study was delimited to professionals with earned educa-
tional doctorates, more research is needed to determine if predictive factors differ between aca-
demic disciplines and environments.    
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Abstract 
Few research studies have focused on student learning as conference participants. Framed by sit-
uated cognition and informal learning theories, this qualitative study investigated how participa-
tion in a uniquely designed, international doctoral forum may have played a role in students’ edu-
cational development as scholars. Findings indicate that participation in the forum had positive 
influences on doctoral student learning and development including enhanced understandings of 
the research process and the larger professional community of scholarly practice as well as in-
creased confidence and motivation regarding students’ own dissertation studies and identities as 
developing researchers. The paper concludes with suggestions for designing the kinds of forums 
and experiences that might simultaneously extend pedagogic practice and support doctoral stu-
dent development. Recommendations for further research are also discussed. 

Keywords: doctoral student development, learning at conferences, researcher development, 
community of practice, adult learning; doctoral student research forums 

Introduction 
Doctoral study in educational disciplines is designed to equip students with the concepts and 
skills necessary to become effective educational researchers. The teaching of educational research 
occurs in various methodology courses students are required to take, but students learn about re-
search in a variety of ways, through collaboration on research projects and through conducting 
their own research. Training in research methods in graduate programs can vary widely and is 
influenced by a number of individual, departmental, and institutional factors (Astramovich, 
Okech, & Hoskins, 2004). We also know that doctoral students enter their programs with a varie-
ty of background experiences, motivations, ranges of academic and social situations, and capaci-
ties for teaching, research, and scholarly productivity, which result in varying developmental pro-
gression rates (Nettles & Millett, 2006). Knowing that not all learners learn and develop in the 

same way, faculty, and students, alike, 
call for continued investigation into best 
practices for preparation and training of 
doctoral student researchers (Drago-
Severson, Asghar, & Gaylor, 2003; 
Young, 2001).  

One way to attend to the needs of devel-
oping researchers may be the collabora-
tive experiences offered at research con-
ferences or forums. The objective of this 
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study was to discover how participation in such an event may have played a role in student partic-
ipants’ educational development as scholars. The format of the event was unique when compared 
with many other research conferences. It was designed specifically so that U.S. and international 
doctoral students in education could come together at a pre-conference before an international 
academic and professional convention in their field. The eight-hour ‘Doctoral Student Forum’ 
invited doctoral students to submit proposals for presenting their research at varying stages of the 
dissertation process in poster sessions, as well as to connect with each other and other academics 
and professionals from a variety of institutions to discuss doctoral research. There were a series of 
three poster presentations that all participants attended throughout the day; a student would pre-
sent at one of the poster sessions and be a part of the poster audiences in dialogue during the other 
two sessions. In addition, the forum invited 8-10 professors and professionals from national and 
international educational institutions to participate in the discussions and mentoring roundtable 
meetings in between poster sessions. Although not all of the student participants at the forum pre-
sented at the forum, the vast majority did. Framed through situated cognition, the concept of 
communities of practice (Lave & Wenger, 1991), and informal learning theories our research 
questions were (1) in what ways does participating in this research forum impact learners’ under-
standing of research and the community of scholarly practice? and (2) what is the nature of partic-
ipatory learning for doctoral students who engage in such an event?  

Review of Literature and Theoretical Framework  
Literature in adult higher education calls for more investigation into the influences on adult learn-
ing in higher education in general (i.e., Donaldson, Flannery, & Ross-Gordon, 1993; Graham & 
Donaldson, 1999; Graham, Donaldson, Kasworm, & Dirkx, 2000; Kasworm, 2003; O’Donnell & 
Tobell, 2007) and on adult learning in doctoral programs in specifically (Drago-Severson et al., 
2003; Young, 2001). This is particularly necessary because of the diverse nature of doctoral stu-
dent populations and programs (Nettles & Millett, 2006) and the complex range of individual, 
departmental, and institutional factors that shape doctoral students’ learning (Astramovich et al., 
2004). Investigating the experiences of adult learners in these programs, as well as about stu-
dents’ meaning-making processes in formal and informal program-related experiences, are war-
ranted if we are to shape effective curricula and educative paths that support learners appropriate-
ly. 

Drago-Severson et al. (2003) suggest that the developmental capacities of doctoral students may 
vary in ways that affect what preparation they will need to become expert researchers. Doctoral 
students must become familiar with a variety of research methodologies, discover and master a 
large body of knowledge and practices through extensive literature reviews, develop data gather-
ing abilities, acquire specific technological skills (i.e., statistical procedures, qualitative analyses 
and archival categorization software), and cultivate the craft and experiential elements of analyti-
cal writing (Hockey & Allen-Collinson, 2005). Kegan (1994) suggests that students can make 
better sense of their learning if they engage in courses that provide support throughout the learn-
ing process, allow for individual growth, and provide continuity and availability throughout the 
program.  

In the study of teaching and learning, what counts as knowledge, as evidence of an assertion, and 
as merit of that evidence is abstract and diverse (Pallas, 2001). Developing researchers are con-
stantly questioning, examining, and re-examining their thought processes as individuals and as 
researchers (Mittapalli & Samaras, 2008). In addition, Parsons and McRae (2007) contend that 
doing research is more than simply gathering data to support educational change; it is actually “a 
theory of knowledge construction, a discourse-creating act, and thus a site for the contestation of 
power” (p. 2). Ultimately, the range and assortment of beliefs about what is valued in educational 
research can be overwhelming for the inexperienced investigator. 
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In fact, students often experience identity construction, modification, and maintenance as they 
wrestle with combining a variety of research and practice roles (Gardner, 2009; Hockey & Allen-
Collinson, 2005; Renner, 2001) and learn about becoming a producer of knowledge (Green, 
2005). Jorgensen (1989) asserts that developing as a researcher requires individuals to sort-out 
roles of participation, while Roberts and McGinty (1995) advise learners to be aware of their feel-
ings, perceptions, and actions in context with their personal biographies in the learning process. 
As such, doctoral students may experience anxiety in their programs due to feelings of inadequa-
cy and intimidation during the research process (Coryell, Clark, Wagner, & Stuessy, 2013). How-
ever, Borg (2001) argues, 

We rarely hear about the emotional side of doing research, and the implicit message re-
searchers may derive from this silence is that emotions have no role to play in their work 
and perhaps even that these should be denied and suppressed. Emotions, though, are an 
undeniable part of the human researcher’s work. (p. 164) 

Wright (2008) adds that research decisions can be influenced by the researcher’s political, eco-
nomic, and social life contexts and that embodied knowing, intellectual obsessions, and class ori-
entation can significantly influence researcher self-development. 

Doctoral Student Researcher Development 
Although space constraints preclude a full description here, the literature on doctoral student de-
velopment offers a variety of models outlining phases or stages of knowledge construction, so-
cialization, and professionalization (e.g., Gardner, 2009; Grover, 2007; Lovitts, 2001; Stewart, 
1995; Weidman, Twale & Stein, 2001). Ultimately, developing a professional researcher identity 
in doctoral studies can be fraught with challenges, and specific support may be necessary for stu-
dents’ success in these programs. Developing a professional identity requires socialization pro-
cesses in which individuals accept and assume the skills, knowledge, attitudes, values, beliefs, 
habits of mind, and norms of the profession (Gardner, 2009; Merton, 1957). The socialization that 
occurs in graduate school is multifaceted as students are simultaneously socialized into the aca-
demic program and department, into graduate student life, and ultimately in preparatory socializa-
tion experiences into the future career (Golde, 1998).   

Most studies seem to concur with Weidman, Twale, and Stein’s (2001) finding that doctoral stu-
dents are as concerned about personal and relational components of the path to professional re-
searcher identity as they are about coursework. Stevens-Long, Shapiro, and McClintock (2012) 
assert that compared to traditional classroom-based adult learning, transformative learning expe-
riences occurred in the context of interactive and diverse mentorship relationships, forums, and 
learning groups (faculty to student and student to student). As such, participants emphasized 
learning outside the classroom was particularly meaningful through “community support, faculty 
as colleagues and bonding with students” (Stevens-Long et al., p. 192). In addition, these learning 
outcomes include more than just cognitive or intellectual development. Indeed, new dimensions 
and aptitudes related to emotional experience, self-conception, and reflective practice are also 
found in the doctoral student development literature. Leshem (2007) found that different levels of 
informal interactions in doctoral cohort communities aided in learners’ developing understanding 
of conceptual frameworks in research, and Lahenius (2012) found that student communities of 
practice outside the classroom can support students’ learning in doctoral studies. Stevens-Long et 
al. (2012) add: 

The close relationships and interactive learning process described by many of the re-
spondents may provide a supportive context for both the disorientation brought on by 
new experiences and perspectives, and the dialogue and discourse through which broad 
and deep learning outcomes occur. (p. 193) 
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Austin (2002) found that doctoral students located meaningful learning through interactions in 
faculty-apprentice relationships. She also noted high levels of reliance that students placed on 
their peers to make sense of their experiences in graduate school. As such, one of the strongest 
recommendations by participants in the study was the need for structured opportunities to ob-
serve, meet, and talk with peers. Explaining that graduate students value peer interaction outside 
the regular classroom for both the social value and information shared, she noted that a lack of 
systematic professional opportunities and feedback was cause for concern. In light of this, many 
doctoral students are generally concerned about relationship building with both faculty and stu-
dents to alleviate feelings of isolation and to ensure progress toward doctoral researcher identity 
(Gardner, 2009). 

Learning in Research Conferences 
In combining insights from science research and sociocultural theory over time, Jacobs and 
McFarlane (2005) asserted that conferences may be conceptualized as  

1. The formal presentation of recent developments in the field. 
2. The community evaluation of those developments (both substantive and methodological). 
3. The informal presentation of other relevant developments from the community, e.g., from 

the conference floor. 
4. Discussion of the interpretations and implications of those developments. 
5. Settling disagreements over these interpretations and implications. 
6. Doing 1–5 according to the practical organization of a reflective community of practice. 
7. Inducting inexperienced members into the community of practice by making aspects of 

practice explicit and therefore capable of being apprehended. 
8. Ensuring that, as a whole, research and/or professional practice progresses both substan-

tively and methodologically. (p. 319) 

As such, they contended that conferences offer significant opportunities for learning that include 
the possibility for novices to interact with more experienced professionals in a given field and 
also to take part in “the business of being a professional researcher” (p. 319).  However, although 
conference participants generally include researchers, practitioners, and students (Hilliard, 2006), 
only a few research studies have focused on what and how these participants learn while in at-
tendance (Chapman et al., 2009; Hilliard, 2006; Rose, 1992). As such, in 1992 Rose called for 
more scholarly investigations in this area while suggesting that conference attendees could be 
divided into three participant categories: those who do not adopt the conference culture (termed 
“tourists”), those who turn away from the home culture and fully adopt the conference culture 
(termed “expatriates”), and those who are “learners” by acknowledging dual membership held in 
“both the home culture and that of the conference and who [are] open to the conference while 
maintaining some distance and critical capacities” (p. 10).  

To explore what and how learning occurred for participants of a human resource development 
(HRD) conference, Hatcher, Wiessner, Storberg-Walker, and Chapman (2006) conducted a quali-
tative case study. Data consisting of 1000 “new learning” forms were analyzed, resulting in the 
emergence of findings under three overarching categories/themes – namely, critical perspectives 
on HRD as a discipline, relationships between theory and practice, and learning in organizations. 
Participants indicated that discussion and dialogue, as well as a critical perspective related to the 
conference content, were crucial to their learning. They also found that “pre-conference work-
shops, symposia and informal individual reflections” (p. 268) proved to be the most common 
venues informing participant learning while at conferences. They highlighted the issue of time 
constraints at the conference as a significant challenge to learning noting that “time for reflection 
is often lacking in conference settings and should be planned in order to foster an environment 
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conducive to learning” (p. 268). Correspondingly, Wiessner, Hatcher, Chapman, and Storberg-
Walker (2008) investigated an evaluation intervention used to enhance the output of attendees’ 
post-conference learning. Rather than focusing conference evaluation methods on event planning 
and facilitation feedback, they focused conference evaluation methods on learning in order to 
help attendees reflect on their new theoretical understandings, the quality of processes and influ-
ences of contexts on their fields, and on awareness-level knowledge gains, including connections 
between theory and practice.  

Research on student learning in conferences has primarily been conducted at the undergraduate 
level. Perhaps one of the strongest evidences/supports of conferences as a significant student 
learning experience in the U.S. was outlined in Larkin’s (2014) study of the use of a student con-
ference as a model for authentic assessment in a second-level physics college course. Learner-
participants at the university were required to prepare a conference paper (including abstract, 
first, second, and final draft for publication in the conference proceedings), then present it at a 
class conference at the end of their semester. Findings indicated that this model (a) allowed ac-
cess to students’ learning (and enhancement of learning) throughout the entire writing experience; 
(b) offered access to critical feedback on written and oral presentations from multiple sources 
including peers and instructors; and (c) “provided students an opportunity to demonstrate, at a 
deeper level, their understanding of [the content] while simultaneously providing them with a 
learning experience that would serve them well, long after the semester came to an end” (p. 45).  

A few international studies have also provided insights into undergraduate student learning at 
conferences. These studies from Australia (Freudenberg, Brimble, Vyvyan, & Corby, 2008), the 
United Kingdom (Worsley, 2003), and Latvia (Malinovska, 2012) each indicated that student par-
ticipation and presentation at conferences led to increased self-confidence/self-efficacy and high 
levels of meaningful feedback. In addition, Worsley’s (2003) study investigated the use of a ge-
ography mini-conference that found participation fostered a sense of well-being and pride and 
encouraged preparedness for oral presentation (the latter, fueled by ‘the fear factor’ and a desire 
to do well, given the presence of outside/industry personnel). Second, conference participation 
stimulated “links between students and local external agencies” (p.76), while situating content 
learning in a more tangible and ‘real world’ context. Third, students received the opportunity to 
discuss future research possibilities through informal discussions and networking with peers and 
external participants. Finally, Malinovska (2012) found that conferences provided multiple learn-
ing and development opportunities for undergraduate Latvian students majoring in English. Data 
gathered from student interviews revealed that participation in the international conference helped 
them to enhance their foreign language and cross-cultural communication skills, provide network-
ing opportunities with collegiate peers, increase their ability to work independently, and over-
come stress in speaking a foreign language to large gatherings.  

In examining participation  in graduate student conferences, Kim, Lee, and Choi (2010) found 
that students appreciated opportunities to partake in conference experiences, but the availability 
of research and travel funding were “strong motivational factors for research completion and con-
ference participation” (p. 83). Likewise, Chapman et al. (2009) examined doctoral student partic-
ipation and learning processes within the context of a HRD conference and found that “expecta-
tions, approach and personal characteristics” all impacted the participants’ conference experienc-
es (p. 16). Specifically, although students experienced more barriers than bridges to learning 
about the scholarly community, they consistently cited networking with others who had shared 
interests as important in their conference learning experiences. This, the researchers explained, 
gave students ready opportunities for continued participation and allowed them to begin “to un-
derstand the nature of scholarly discourse” (p. 15). However, participants cited a lack of time and 
space for interaction as a key barrier to their learning processes at the conference. Still, Hall and 
Burns (2009), in their discussion of identity and mentoring in doctoral education, caution that 
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more informal extra-curricular experiences such as workshops and other activities critical to iden-
tity development are peripheral to doctoral student experiences and might be limited on their 
own. They argue that explicit researcher identity development should also take place via strategic 
and formal curriculum design.  

Theoretical Framework 
Because we believe that context characterizes and influences learning, situated cognition frames 
this study. Collins (1988) defined situated learning as “the notion of learning knowledge and 
skills in contexts that reflect the way the knowledge will be useful in real life” (p. 2). Interaction 
and participation in social contexts, therefore, are the means by which learners can become ac-
tively immersed in a community of practice (Lave & Wenger, 1991). A community of practice 
(CoP) is defined as “a group of people who share an interest in a domain of human endeavor and 
engage in a process of collective learning that creates bonds between them” (Wenger, 2001, p. 
2339).  CoPs are rooted in the constructivist paradigm which advocates for a non-traditional 
learning environment that values authentic problem solving, collaboration, and shared goals. Ad-
ditionally, a CoP has the following distinctive features: (1) a domain – so that community mem-
bers are knowledgeable of or competent in an area or focus; (2) a community – involving joint 
activity, discussion, sharing, and helping; and (3) a practice – the space in which participants 
share a hub of resources that may include experiences, stories, tools, and solutions to recurring 
challenges that exist in the domain (Wenger, 1998). Members of a CoP include experts and nov-
ices of varying levels of experiences, skills, and professional competencies. CoP members are 
considered legitimate peripheral participants (Lave & Wenger, 1991), in which their participation 
occurs “within specific socio-cultural contexts where various histories and intersections of indi-
vidual and community differences exist” (Teeuwsen, Ratcovic, & Tilley, 2014, p. 683). Legiti-
mate peripheral participation can be empowering or disempowering depending on whether it fa-
cilitates or prevents participation or interchange among communities of practice (Lawless, 2008; 
Teeuwsen et al., 2014).  

Learning within a CoP is the process by which members develop an identity, while simultaneous-
ly acquiring the skills and knowledge that are being shared. Learning, then, should not be viewed 
as separate from other activities such as work, play, or other social interactions. Cognitive ap-
prenticeships often occur in CoPs, as they focus learning in activity and provide expert-guided 
assistance in authentic problem-solving experiences (Brown, Collins, & Duguid, 1989). It is only 
through these experiences and practices that new members can assume a new identity (with at-
tendant attitudes, behaviors, and values) and ultimately become full members of the community. 
Newcomers may participate in a community through observation, while other participants might 
engage in diverse interactions. Therefore, membership participation is voluntary, and the success 
of learning and growth within CoPs is dependent upon member interactions and a sense of alive-
ness which requires energy (Wenger, McDermott, & Snyder, 2002). This energy, which under-
pins participation, interaction, and learning, is driven by excitement and perceived rele-
vance/value to the community’s members. 

In considering the field of adult higher education, we know that adult students who attend higher 
education are located within multiple CoPs across their experiences, and it is the meaning that 
these adults construct in the higher education environment that can influence their successful, or 
unsuccessful, participation (O’Donnell & Tobell, 2007). We also noted in the literature reviewed 
earlier that in doctoral programs students learn about research through a variety of situations in-
cluding coursework, extensive critical consumption of the literature, and interactions with instruc-
tors and academic peers, and through attending and participating in research conferences. Corre-
spondingly, researchers have recently considered communities of practice as appropriate in de-
scribing and framing their research on learning in such events (Hilliard, 2006; Jacobs & McFar-
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lane, 2005; Weissner et al., 2008).  For example, Hilliard (2006) suggests that, conceptually, 
communities of practice can establish a new learning model for conferences interested in integrat-
ing adult learning principles. Others indicate “conferences offer one way for those who are inex-
perienced to mix with the established members of the community and take part in the business of 
being a professional researcher” (Jacobs & McFarlane, 2005, p. 319).  

Because the research has additionally shown that doctoral students learn significantly through 
informal mentoring and relational processes, the current study is also framed in informal and in-
cidental learning theories. Marsick and Watkins (2001) describe the core characteristics of infor-
mal learning as “a category that includes incidental learning, is not typically classroom based or 
highly structured, and consists of learning that is heavily controlled by the learner” (p. 25). Fur-
ther, they explain that:  

Formal learning is typically institutionally sponsored, classroom-based, and highly struc-
tured… Incidental learning is defined as a byproduct of some other activity, such as task 
accomplishment, interpersonal interaction, sensing the organizational culture, trial-and-
error experimentation, or even formal learning. Informal learning can be deliberately en-
couraged by an organization or it can take place despite an environment not highly con-
ducive to learning. Incidental learning, on the other hand, almost always takes place alt-
hough people are not always conscious of it. (Marsick & Watkins, 1990, p. 12) 

These theorists contend that adult educators can provide a structure within which learners identify 
conditions in their socio-cultural contexts that might help them gain more insight, question per-
ceptions/viewpoints, or interpret situations appropriately in social/group settings. As well, they 
have explicitly linked informal and incidental learning to learning of others and to Lave and 
Wenger’s (1991) CoPs (Marsick & Watkins, 2001).  

Method 

Study Context 
A doctoral student research forum appended to a national education convention was the setting of 
the current research. Doctoral students at all levels of their programs were invited to participate in 
a 7-hour day of student research poster presentations and mentoring roundtables with academi-
cians, professionals, and other doctoral students. Participants were encouraged to present their 
dissertation or other research projects at various stages of the research process. The mentoring 
roundtables offered an opportunity for members of the professoriate, as well as other profession-
als who had completed their doctoral work, to meet with students in a casual atmosphere to dis-
cuss their own research, methodologies, and various insights into the job market and university 
expectations. Through extensive marketing to various listservs and programs around the country 
and the world, the forum accepted over 60 student presentations, each year, for two consecutive 
years. 

Data Gathering 
Similar to Wiessner et al.’s (2008) study that utilized an evaluation intervention to investigate 
conference participant learning, the inquiry in this study focused on understanding how the partic-
ipants’ experiences at the forum played a part in their understanding of doctoral study, of re-
search, and of the community of academic practitioners in their discipline. This information was 
sought to help forum coordinators learn how they might better design and organize future forums 
and other similar experiences. As such, data were gathered from a sample of convenience via a 
post-forum, confidential online questionnaire. A cross-sectional survey design approach was cho-
sen since this design is often used to help describe events, experiences, and outcomes so that edu-
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cators can plan for necessary change (Fink, 2009). Open-ended questions were drafted to elicit 
qualitative data responses to provide a space for students’ reflective voices. These questions were 
then reviewed and revised by a panel of experts that included qualitative educational researchers 
and doctoral program faculty. Our focus in this review process was on the design’s ability to pro-
duce credible, context-embedded, dependable, and confirmable data for analysis (Lincoln, 1995). 
The study was then approved by the Institutional Review Board from the principal investigator’s 
university. 

The questionnaire was placed on a secure website on the Internet, and individuals who attended 
the forum were sent an invitation via e-mail to participate. An information sheet describing the 
study with contact information for the principal investigator was attached to the invitation e-mail. 
Study recruitment requests were sent to 140 forum participants, and the online questionnaire was 
available for one month after the initial email requests for participation. Fifty-three people volun-
teered and responded to the questionnaire for a 30.1% overall response rate. Participants were 
diverse and hailed from 15 different countries in 38 institutions. Eighty-seven percent (n=44) of 
the respondents were student presenters, and their data were analyzed for this study. The ques-
tionnaire asked respondents to comment on what they had learned (if anything) through present-
ing and interacting with other doctoral students, professors, and professionals while participating 
at the forum. Table 1 indicates the following questions and number of responses that were ana-
lyzed:  

Table 1. Questions and Corresponding Number of Responses 

Question # of Responses 

“If you presented at the Forum, was this of benefit to you? If yes, in what 
way?” 

41 

“What did you find most challenging about presenting at the Forum?” 39  

“What, if anything, did you learn from the experience of presenting at the Fo-
rum this year?” 

36  

“What (if anything) did you learn from other participants this year?” 39 

“What (if anything) did you learn during your experiences at the Forum about 
the dissertation process?” 

33  

“What (if anything) did you learn from interacting with the others at the Forum 
about the experience of being a doctoral student?” 

34 

 

Data Analysis 
The response data were analyzed via constant comparison methods (Glaser & Strauss, 1967) 
across the completed questionnaires. First, the researchers read and re-read through each partici-
pant’s responses to get an overall sense of the data. Data were then broken down into a list of 
codes which offered us analytic scaffolding upon which to build our analyses (Charmaz, 2000). 
Guided by our research questions, the research team initially developed codes individually by 
identifying short chunks of participant responses that offered insight into their learning experi-
ences at the forum. Subsequently, we compared our coding by collectively searching for patterns 
across these codes to discover what was noteworthy and meaningful. We then used cross-
participant analysis by grouping answers to each question to examine various perspectives on 
specific topics (Patton, 1990). By consistently comparing the codes within each question’s re-
sponses, and then across the responses for all the questions, we could finally group the codes into 
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a compilation of categories and eventually subthemes. Table 2 provides an overview of this stage 
of the analysis process. 

Table 2. Cross-Participant Analysis Table 

Category Description Number of occur-
rences in the data 

                                   Subtheme: Practice interacting in professional dialogue 

Value of  informal, authentic 
comparative examinations of edu-

cation research processes 

Learned through the opportunity to share 
research with interested student peers and 

experts which helped develop new 
knowledge about research pro-

cess/research design/data analyses/writing 
up of research 

22 

Networking skills 
Learned how to participate in the research 
field through interacting with established 

and emerging scholar communities 
21 

Emotional outcomes of interac-
tion 

Interactions led to the realization of a 
shared experience and to renewed motiva-
tions to persist to completion of doctoral 

program 

13 

                    Subtheme: Practice in presenting one’s own research to others in the field 

Preparing to articulate one’s re-
search 

Experience creating a presentation of 
one’s own research at various stages of 

the investigation required preparation and 
planning 

12 

Practice presenting and discuss-
ing one’s research 

Opportunity to share research projects 
with interested student peers and experts 12 

Value of critical feedback Receiving and valuing critical feedback 
from experts and peers. 11 

Presenting in a low-risk, “safe” 
environment 

Increased  self-efficacy in professional 
presentations 10 

 

Further analyses of the subthemes led to the establishment of larger, overarching themes that 
make up the structure of our findings. 

Findings 
Data analyses provided valuable insight into the emotional and intellectual complexity of doctoral 
study and of becoming an education research scholar. With regard to the ways participating in a 
research forum impacted these learners’ understanding of research and of the community of 
scholarly practice, participants suggested that the opportunity to present and discuss their research 
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and to exchange ideas and experiences about doctoral study with peers, professors, and profes-
sionals outside of their home university was invaluable to their development as researchers. Spe-
cifically, data analyses suggested that their presentations and interactions at the forum offered 
important insight into the research process as well as into participation in the larger scholarly pro-
fessional community of practice in their own discipline. Respondents indicated they learned im-
portant nuances about research design, analyses, and writing processes, and they also acknowl-
edged that complications arise regularly and are a normal occurrence throughout the life of a re-
search project. They also recognized the benefits of ‘practicing’ one’s interaction skills in a pro-
fessional, yet safe and informal setting.  

Enhanced, Nuanced Insights about Research and the 
Community of Scholarly Practice  
Our participants indicated they gained meaningful insights about research and the scholarly CoP 
through both the preparation process for and through practice experiences of professional aca-
demic research presentations and dialogue. Learners who were in various stages across the 
lifespan of the dissertation experience indicated that in planning to present one’s research, authen-
tic presentation preparation and planning skills were practiced in order to learn and master the 
articulation of both the product and the process. Learning about what to prepare, and then actually 
preparing for presentation provided participants opportunities to practice the scholarly tradition of 
research presentation. One participant suggested, “Preparing my poster helped me think about my 
research from different angles and see how best to present the data and theories for an outsider to 
understand.” Another offered, “I had to go through ‘that process’ that presenting one’s work forc-
es one to go through (e.g., turn an idea into a coherent statement of some sort).”  

Creating the poster and preparing the verbal explanation of their research also helped novice pre-
senters “think about [their] work in new ways,” “to work out the kinks” in the demonstration and 
articulation of their research in a manner they had not experienced previously in their academic 
programs. For some it provided practice for their upcoming proposal or full dissertation defenses 
(e.g., “It helped me organize my ideas, prepare for my dissertation defense”), while others assert-
ed that preparing for the presentation provided new insight into “how to meet the requirement of 
the audience” when discussing research.  

Subsequently, actually presenting their work in the poster format afforded participants multiple 
opportunities to practice their presentation and delivery skills. New understandings of the re-
search process were developed in the discussions that ensued in each reiteration of the presenta-
tion. Sharing one’s work with others was found to be both enriching and affirming. One respond-
ent offered, “I learned that sharing research is valuable personally and universally,” while another 
asserted, “The chance to share ideas and communicate with other novice researchers was invalua-
ble.” These focused, yet informal discussions offered invaluable practice in professional dialogue 
which assisted participants in gaining essential professional oral skills in talking about their own 
research. Comments such as, “Sharing helps you articulate your research,” and “I [met with] peo-
ple interested in the same topic, and [I learned] I could discuss my research with them” were ech-
oed throughout the data. As well, others offered that presenting their work helped to develop their 
own thinking about their research and the stages in which they currently inhabited. One submit-
ted, “Presenting helps with the overall analysis of data,” and another suggested, “Through dis-
cussing my project with others informally, I got some new ideas that can help me develop this 
[the dissertation research] more and think about future projects….I learned the value of an infor-
mal venue in which to share research with fellow scholars in the field.”  

The poster presentations also proved to be an “invaluable” opportunity “to share ideas and com-
municate with other novice researchers.” Participants indicated that the stories that were shared 
across these professional dialogues offered important practical insight into the complexities of 
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education research, as is demonstrated in this response, “The valuable piece that gets shared in 
this forum are the stories that accompany the research, for example, dealing with ethics review 
boards, losing data, different research approaches, when to take a break, etc.” The dialogue that 
occurred during presentations offered participants constructive and often nuanced feedback on 
their research and the research process. Examples include responses such as, “the comments and 
feedback I gained from the audience were extremely beneficial to me in improving my research,” 
and “I received a lot of valuable advices from other doctoral students as well as many professors 
in [our] field. They helped me to sharpen my ideas and address some questions in my mind.” An-
other offered, “I got useful insights in how to conduct my study. I also was able to see which are-
as need more explanation.” The poster presentations were often these learners’ first chance to talk 
about their research, and about others’ research, in a venue that offered many interested discus-
sants who were familiar and genuinely interested with the academic discipline and research (other 
than the professors who were on their dissertation committees).  

The practice and value of networking, a key requirement in many scholarly communities of prac-
tice (Hilliard, 2006), as well as receiving critical feedback on one’s research, comprised a sub-
theme in answering our first research question. Participants explained the value of “talk[ing] to 
other doctoral students in a friendly low-risk kind of environment,” and that throughout the day 
they “had great conversations.”  Comments such as these highlight the value participants realized 
in the professional social interactions: “the networking was the best!”, “I made connections and 
networked with people who were interested in my research”, and “I met so many other students 
and professors. They had so many resources to refer to me. It was definitely one of the highlights 
from the conference.” Networking was also characterized as gaining support from other novices 
in the field, as is evidenced in this response, “I had the chance to meet colleagues and faculty and 
receive feedback -and most important- support from them. It was an intellectually challenging 
meeting where I learned a lot from fellow [doctoral students].” Others found that networking of-
fered them different understandings of their field, as is evidenced in this response,  

The Forum gave me a huge opportunity to meet with PhD students from all across North 
America. I would not have had this chance to meet such a wide diversity of people study-
ing for their PhD’s without the forum.  I was able to exchange ideas with PhD students 
from other institutions besides my own, and to see what they are researching, and how 
my research fits into what is currently going on across North America. 

The chance to network through presentations with peers, professors, and professionals from mul-
tiple institutions from across the country (and the world) in similar programs offered them in-
sights into the diversity of the field, and where their own research fit within it, that they had not 
previously understood. 

Participation as Confidence-Building and Motivational:  
“It Can Be Done!” 
In answering our second research question regarding the nature of participatory learning within 
the forum, respondents revealed that the forum’s format offered a “low-risk,” “informal,” and 
“safe” environment in which to interact in authentic professional dialogue. One participant of-
fered, “I met a lot of people whose interests overlapped with mine, so it was a fantastic and laid 
back networking experience.” Another indicated “The forum additionally gave me the chance to 
present in a safe environment to my peers.  I was inspired by the other presentations and felt a 
little less lonely as a PhD student.”  

The informality and safety of the experience, as well as the opportunity to present one’s research 
multiple times, aided in participants gaining confidence in their own work, as well as in their abil-
ity to interact competently in scholarly conversations. Excerpts such as these help illustrate this 
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finding: “I just felt more comfortable after giving my talk several times.  It was a good confidence 
booster.  It helped with the ‘professionalization’ of doctoral students and socializing in the aca-
demic world,” and , 

I was able to know what and where I was as a PhD student. Actually, I could not believe 
that I knew much more than I thought and was able to discuss research and topical issues 
with other presenters with confidence. 

Others indicated that preparation and presenting at the forum helped them identify how much 
they had achieved thus far in their doctoral studies, 

The Doctoral Forum is a wonderful way for me to focus on what I have achieved so far in 
my research study.  I am in the middle of my data collection at the moment, but in order 
to produce my poster, I ran some analyses of my data.  Making the poster was a chance 
for me to test out my ideas and confirm that I am on the right track with my data collec-
tion.  It focused my thinking and helped to build my confidence. 

Finally, one respondent suggested that although “It is somewhat ‘normal’ to be constantly doubt-
ing yourself, [we have to] keep plugging away and our confidence will emerge along the way.” It 
was clear that having occasions to practice presenting, professional dialogue, and networking in 
ways that tap into the realities of these skills in a scholarly community of practice helped to build 
confidence along the pathways of doctoral study. 

Ultimately, participants overwhelmingly indicated the benefit and importance of sharing experi-
ences of doctoral programs and research with others. These informal conversations emerged 
throughout the forum – throughout the poster sessions, at breaks, and at lunch. These conversa-
tions resulted in our respondents realizing that they were not alone on their doctoral studies jour-
ney, nor in the emotions and doubts they experienced. They also believed these important dia-
logues offered practical advice and led to renewed motivations to persist. One participant sug-
gested,  

The dissertation process is an on-going research process, a partial fulfillment of the re-
quirement of the doctoral program. Listening to the sharing from other doctoral students 
helped me realize the difficulties they experienced and the support they needed. Their ex-
periences offered invaluable guidance for me! 

Another indicated, “I felt supported and very much part of a special cohort.” Others submitted 
that talking with others about each other’s dissertation research offered important awareness of 
the likeliness of problems that would arise. They stated, “It was nice to listen to people who are 
farther in their plans of study tell us about some of the difficulties they have experienced,” that “if 
something can go wrong, it will!”, but “that good dissertation planning can help avoid wasted 
time and other ‘unforeseens.’” Ultimately, participants summarized that they “learned that the 
process is arduous…but [we] got a lot of tips and how to keep going and survive writing a disser-
tation.” Respondents learned at the forum that their research would be difficult and complex – 
essential recognition of the realities of the academic life. But they did not leave discouraged. In 
fact, they indicated they were encouraged and highly motivated to persevere and continue toward 
completion of their work. Responses such as these help to illustrate this finding: “Like anything 
else, the dissertation process is just that, a process. It takes time and there may be hurdles and 
challenges along the way, but eventually, with perseverance, the dissertation will be completed;” 
“I am inspired a bit more to finish my data interpretation and write Chapters 4 and 5;” and “That 
it is long but rewarding. The dissertation process quenches the researcher’s thirst for knowledge 
and transcendence.” Learning of others’ struggles and successes, and realizing “I am not 
ALONE,” aided participants in overcoming some of their doubt and frustrations. Indeed, many 
left believing, “It can be done!”  
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Discussion and Implications 
We found that students’ reflective voices provide educators access to learning perspectives, back-
grounds, and developing experiences with research. These, in turn, can shape how methodology 
courses, supervision, support programs, and research conferences can be more effectively de-
signed for developing researchers. The doctoral student forum provided a unique collegial space 
for doctoral students from around the world to gather for the purpose of discussing research, the 
dissertation process, and the doctoral student experience. Participation in the forum was charac-
terized as gaining access to simulated practice in professional interactions. Participants valued the 
interfaces that included informal comparative examinations about the research process, design, 
analyses, and writings. And, they learned through interacting within a community of scholarly 
practice that extends beyond the limitations of the home institution.  

For some of our respondents, this was their first introduction to the scholarly educational com-
munity at large. Just as writing is “a way of knowing, a method of discovery and analysis” (Rich-
ardson, 1994, pp. 516-517), we found that the self-reflective experience of preparing and present-
ing/discussing one’s study at various stages of the research process was also a way of knowing 
and analysis. Learning about and practicing the professional socialization processes required of 
participants in research conferences became paramount in understanding what our respondents 
found most meaningful in their learning at the forum. As developing researchers, the learning 
activities involved in presenting at the forum seemed to have provided a structure that helped 
support their examinations and re-examinations of their thought-processes as professional re-
searchers (Mittapalli & Samaras, 2008). In preparing for, presenting, and interacting at the forum, 
students found their capabilities and their roles of participation (Jorgensen, 1989) were stretched 
and extended, re-molded, and enriched. Through this practice, participants had to confront face-
on what they knew and what they needed to know. The learning occurred as they rehearsed, they 
exercised, and they interpreted professional dialogue and interaction in ways that were different 
from practice experiences afforded them in their doctoral programs. We argue that these en-
hanced comprehensions of research, and a deeper awareness of self-as-scholar, are both required 
for membership and participation in the professional CoP of education researchers.   

The informal nature of the forum also provided a safe environment in which to put oneself and 
one’s work into the public eye of peers and professionals. Analysis showed that participants 
found a comfort in recognizing the familiar stories and experiences expressed by the forum’s stu-
dents and mentors. These stories helped the students to realize that they were not alone in their 
periodic anxiety, misgivings, and frustrations while learning about and doing educational re-
search. The whole of their experiences, which included their presentations and dialogue during 
presentations, at breaks, and at the mentoring roundtables also offered the opportunity to peer into 
the research process and doctoral study from the outside-in, rather than from only the often lone-
ly, inside-out. As such, our respondents evoked an understanding of the dependence and interde-
pendence between the CoPs of their doctoral studies and that of the professional CoP. Figure 1 
graphically depicts the connections among the overlapping communities, developmental experi-
ences, and professional practices within which the participants learned and worked. 
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Figure 1. Relationships of Overlapping Communities of Practice in Doctoral Education. 

Adapted and expanded from Coryell (2011). 

Many acknowledged the importance of learning to situate their own learning journeys and their 
dissertation research into a wider professional context. Calling upon their learning and practice 
experiences at their home institutions, they enacted necessary socialization processes (i.e., re-
search presentation and discussion exchanges, critical analyses of personal and others’ research, 
informal dialogue and debate rooted in the discipline) that aided in identifying the individual 
agency and interaction required for full participation in the scholarly community. In the course of 
the experience, participants believed they got a glimpse of where they were going and where they 
wanted to arrive in the profession. They gained a better sense of what they needed to get there, 
and ultimately, like previous research on student learning in conferences (Freudenberg et al., 
2008; Malinovska, 2012; Worsley, 2003), their self-confidence and self-efficacy were enhanced.  

Green (2005) suggested doctoral supervision should be understood as a pedagogic practice. Our 
research extends this pedagogy by suggesting a combination of formal and informal experiences 
were specifically supportive of doctoral students’ professional development at the forum.  As 
such, we recommend that advisors, faculty, and administrators design and support opportunities 
for doctoral students to interface with multiple facets of academic and professional CoPs as sup-
plemental experiences to their formal doctoral programs. We found that a doctoral research forum 
appended to a larger professional organization convention was a meaningful and successful expe-
rience for our participants in their professional development. But, we can also envision that 
smaller, local or regional forums would likewise be extremely useful – as long as networking and 
dialogue were included in the planned learning processes in these events. As well, our findings 
suggest the importance of designing space and time for students to discuss the ups and downs of 
doctoral study. These discussions need to be hosted in an environment that is explorative and in-
tellectually-focused, supportive, and nonjudgmental. We also propose inviting students and pro-
fessors from other programs to participate.  

Additionally, this investigation found that students need opportunities to present before the com-
pletion of their dissertation project. Participants highlighted the positive impact of presenting at 
various stages of dissertation research development, noting that it required them to think about 
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and discuss their work in different ways than they had before presenting. We also recommend 
offering opportunities for students to prepare and present dissertation work in poster sessions 
and/or roundtable presentations, along with more formal paper presentations, in order to develop 
a variety of thought-processes and presentational, dialogic, and interactional skills necessary in 
scholarly discourse and dissemination. 

Limitations for this study include that it was a sample of convenience, that we collected responses 
at just one forum (albeit over two years), and that the study was limited to a sample of education 
doctoral student participants. As is standard for qualitative research, we also do not claim that 
results are representational across all doctoral students’ experiences at research conferences. In-
deed, we believe more studies need to be conducted to identify how other disciplines understand 
their own communities of scholarly practice and the ways in which their programs may help to 
develop the bridges necessary for graduates to gain access to them. As well, Hilliard (2006) con-
tends that conference or forum organizers should “design and promote educational content to ap-
peal to prospective attendees,” but must also “look further to determine what motivates people to 
attend conventions and learn” (p. 49). Likewise, further studies focused on conference offerings 
and learning opportunities that are specifically meaningful for doctoral students and emerging 
scholars are also warranted. Finally, in this study roughly 40% of the participants suggested they 
would not have been able to secure funding to attend the national convention without having been 
accepted to present at the forum. Consequently, we advocate for national and regional educational 
professional organizations to coordinate and support doctoral student forums that can be append-
ed to the larger convention/conference. Doing so may potentially increase overall conference par-
ticipation and provide excellent professional interactional experiences with scholars outside of the 
home institution for doctoral students to situate themselves and their work in the larger scholarly 
community.  
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Abstract 
This paper identifies the nature of initial expectations of PhD candidates, the prevalence and type 
of mismatch between expectations and experience, and to what extent mismatch is reflected in 
satisfaction with candidature. The data were drawn from telephone interviews with a sub-sample 
of 104 PhD candidates from an initial online national survey of 1,374 candidates at Australian 
universities.  Based on the interviews, eight categories of initial expectations coalesced into three 
dimensions: the doctoral ‘Task’, the ‘University’ (including supervision), and ‘Personal’ factors. 
The relationships between candidates’ initial expectations and subsequent experience were exam-
ined, with specific reference to mismatches that were positive, neutral, or negative (most being 
negative). Where there was mismatch, this was primarily in relation to what was involved in the 
‘Task’ and the associated emotions. The negative mismatch codes were consistently related to 
candidate satisfaction with supervision, with department/university provision, and with their own 
preparation for the degree. Further analyses of experience indicated that negative mismatch 
caused candidates to question, not necessarily productively, their preparation, purpose, fit, and 
persona. 

Keywords:  doctoral expectations, mismatched expectations, doctoral candidate experience, doc-
toral candidature, doctoral satisfaction, research education 

Introduction 
PhD candidates are adult learners with a broad range of educational and career experience (Pear-
son, Cumming, Evans, MacCauley, & Ryland, 2011). However, relatively little is known about 

candidate expectations when they enter 
candidature, if these expectations are 
met, and the impact on the candidate if 
they are not. Expectations here refer to 
the candidate’s preconceived ideas of 
what will occur in relation to, or as an 
outcome of, their candidature. These 
might range across expectations con-
nected with career and success through 
to those connected with supervision, the 
learning environment and demands of 
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study (Bieschke, 2000; Pole, Sprokkereef, Burgess, & Lakin, 1997). There is evidence that misa-
lignment or mismatch between expectations and experience during candidature can lead to dissat-
isfaction and dropout (Bair & Haworth, 2004; Gardner, 2009; Golde, 2005). Even so, expecta-
tions have not had a high profile in the literature, possibly because there has been a tendency to 
conflate the expectations of the candidate with those of the institution and discipline. In recent 
years there has been growing recognition of the need to move beyond the institution and its ex-
pectations and recognize what PhD candidates bring to the degree, including their home and work 
life, previous research and other knowledge, experience, and priorities. These considerations can 
shape expectations and are especially important if we are to understand more comprehensively 
the nature of the individual challenges doctoral learners face and what impedes their progress 
(Cantwell, Scevak, Bourke, & Holbrook, 2012; McAlpine, Paulson, Consalves, & Jazvac-Martek, 
2012).  

Studies directed at match and mismatch between expectations and experience have tended to fo-
cus on supervision or relational support (Hair, 2006; Haksever & Manisali, 2000; Moxham, 
Dwyer, & Reid-Searl, 2013) and academic or program match (Golde, 2005; Hoskins & Goldberg, 
2005), but not so much the expectations of the type and demands of study or the anticipated posi-
tives and negatives intellectually and emotionally. In recent research that explores doctoral candi-
date well-being, Juniper, Walsh, Richardson, and Morley (2012) discovered a broad range of 
concerns anticipated by candidates about candidature. Prominent among these was concern about 
the ‘experience of research’. Given the potential for unmet or misaligned learning expectations to 
impede progress or cause distress, it is important to determine more comprehensively what form 
student learning expectations take and if there are common misconceptions that can be addressed.  

This paper directly addresses student expectations about their learning, anticipated experience of 
doing research, and their identification of the type and direction of any mismatch. Also of interest 
is whether experience of mismatch is reflected in student satisfaction with candidature. There is 
some evidence that realization of expectations contributes to satisfaction with doctoral candida-
ture and there is a positive relationship between satisfaction and completion (Bair & Haworth, 
2004). The first section of the paper examines the literature on expectations in postgraduate re-
search, followed by the mixed methods design that was adopted. The design draws on both tele-
phone interviews and a survey, including a description of the analysis process. The results section 
presents respondent demographics and qualitative findings relating to types and direction of 
match/mismatch and the experience of mismatch, followed by the statistical analysis that links the 
direction and type of mismatch identified in the interviews with the satisfaction scales from the 
survey. The final sections of the paper comprise the strengths and limitations of the study, con-
clusions and discussion. 

Literature Review 
When they come to enrol, PhD students have already experienced an extended education and 
have excelled in academic work. Some may be re-entering education after a prolonged absence 
and many will be engaged in employment during their candidature. Given their diverse ages and 
backgrounds, it is reasonable to assume that their expectations will be shaped by a range of fac-
tors including prior educational experience, exposure to research culture, professional and work 
experience, family obligations, and personal and social goals (Barnett, Cropley, Hanton, & Flem-
ing, 2013; Edwards, Bexley, & Richardson, 2010). Expectations are generally identified as im-
portant in understanding doctoral student experience of the learning environment (Lindn, Ohlin, 
& Brodin, 2013; Pole et al,, 1997) and in influencing satisfaction with course and supervision 
(Bieschke, 2000; Hair, 2006).  

At secondary school level, students’ a priori expectations of a new learning environment have 
been shown to influence the individual’s response to that environment and to affect engagement, 
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motivation, and investment of effort (Kӧnings, Brand-Gruwel, van Merriënboer, & Broers, 2008). 
At undergraduate level, there is evidence that unrealistic expectations about the nature of teaching 
and learning have a detrimental effect on retention and achievement (Nicholson, Putwain, Con-
nors, & Hornby-Atkinson, 2013). There are only occasional glimpses in the doctoral literature of 
the a priori expectations and factors that come into play at the point when an individual actually 
makes the decision to undertake a research degree (Barnett et al., 2013). While expectations are 
documented in the literature (McAlpine et al., 2012; Pole et al.. 1997; Spaulding & Rockinson-
Szapkiw, 2012), rarely do we get to know, for a typical group, if the experience of doing research 
was much as expected or very different, and either easier or more difficult than expected.  

Many students come back to study quite late, so their ideas of the research environment and in-
tensity of study may be unrealistic. Another potential source of mismatched or unrealistic expec-
tations is change at a systemic level. In recent years there have been changes in enrolment pat-
terns and pathways into doctorates, new types of doctorates, and a pronounced shift in candidate 
career intentions away from academe (Edwards et al., 2010; Klein & Rowe, 2008; Pearson et al., 
2011; Watts, 2009). Furthermore, there are new pressures facing student researchers brought 
about by increased student enrolments, uncertain financial conditions for student loans and fees, 
accelerated pace of research, and new regimes of accountability (Engebretson et al., 2008; Yli-
joki, 2013). These changes may give rise to unexpected pressures on the student-supervisor rela-
tionship, and study-work-life balance.  

It is generally recognised that doctoral candidates may not have the same initial conceptions of 
research as academic research faculty and some struggle to grasp what is required of them (Gard-
ner, 2009, 2010). If misconceptions persist they may have an adverse influence on progress 
(McCormack, 2004). Nyquist, Manning, and Wulff (1999) found that where research students’ 
expectations mesh with the demands of the academy, these were readily internalized and positive 
learning experiences resulted. Where this was not the case, the researchers observed negative or 
disabling tensions that impeded candidacy or led to drop-out. In a single-institution study on attri-
tion (Gardner, 2009), one fifth of students attributed dropping out to ‘wrong fit’ or that the degree 
they were enrolled in ‘was not for them’. Their motivation dried up (pp.107-108). In a study of 
doctoral students in counselling, two areas of match/mismatch in expectations and experience 
were identified: ‘academic’ and ‘social-personal’ (Hoskins & Goldberg, 2005; see also Spaulding 
& Rockinson-Szapkiw, 2012). Academic match was essentially between students’ goals and rea-
sons for pursuing the degree. Social-personal was primarily about their ‘connections’ with the 
learning community, namely faculty academics and fellow students (Hoskins & Goldberg, 2005, 
p. 183).  

Typically, the literature warns of the need for clarity of expectations around supervision and es-
tablishing clear boundaries (Engebretson et al., 2009; Hair, 2006; Moxham et al., 2013). Even so, 
while students may accommodate the need to adjust their expectations, the situation may fall well 
short of their learning needs (McAlpine et al., 2012; Pearson, 2012). In engineering, an early 
study by Haksever and Manisali (2000) found one of the most significant differences in student 
and supervisor expectations concerned provision of research-related help. Kandiko and Kinchin 
(2012) revealed a number of laboratory-based research students had expectations more firmly 
rooted in product than process, whereas their supervisors’ expectations were more oriented to 
personal development, and this misalignment gave rise to conflict. When supervisors address 
such misconceptions this has been shown to lead to candidate satisfaction and positive doctoral 
outcomes (Bair & Haworth, 2004). 

Some work has been undertaken on expectations instruments. Bieschke (2000) produced, refined, 
and tested a research outcomes expectations scale to further explore the impact of outcome expec-
tations on research behaviours. Hair (2006, p. 10) evaluated an inventory of expectations (‘Super-
qual’) for use with supervisors and students “to help diagnose potential problems and to allow the 
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relationship between supervisor and student to develop” (p. 22). The 22 item inventory was 
broad, encompassing facilities, supervision, and conditions along dimensions of “reliability, re-
sponsiveness, assurance and empathy” (p. 12), and picked up on “autonomy, constructive criti-
cism and research culture” (p.18). The items were specific to the supervisor role: e.g., “Supervi-
sors at an excellent university will ensure research students eventually become competent auton-
omous researchers” (p.22).While the work does not seem to have progressed further past the ini-
tial evaluation stage, benefits were reported when the inventory item responses were used early in 
candidature in discussions between students and supervisors.  

In summary, expectations can play a role in shaping the student response to the learning environ-
ment, and unmet expectations can cast a shadow over the individual’s learning experience. There 
is a largely untested assumption that low levels of satisfaction reflect unmet expectations, and 
some compelling evidence, cited above, that paying attention to expectations can help reduce at-
trition, identify barriers to progress, reduce tensions, and attend to student well-being. There are 
aspects of expectations that have not been mapped, and there is no clear idea whether unmet ex-
pectations are the norm. In efforts to enhance student satisfaction and assist students in their 
learning, there is a need to have a much more comprehensive grasp of the nature and prevalence 
of unrealistic or unmet expectations.  

Aims of the Study  
Having established the potential of expectations to shape the learning experience, and the relative 
paucity of studies on the topic at doctoral level, this study aims to go further than previous studies 
in: 

• describing doctoral candidate expectations in the context of learning;  
• determining the prevalence, focus and direction of mismatch between initial expectations 

and experience; and  
• confirming whether mismatch in expectations is related to satisfaction with candidature.  

These aims give rise to questions about the range and focus of initial expectations, the situation 
and response of candidates when expectations do not align with experience, common categories 
of mismatch, and whether mismatch can have an impact on candidate satisfaction.  

Methodology 
This study is one element of a large, national project on doctoral learning, and specifically meta-
cognitive profiling, funded by an Australian Research Council Discovery Grant. The project drew 
on a multi-strand design involving ‘multi-level utilization’ of approaches (Teddlie & Tashakkori, 
2003) with different sub-studies and levels of data aggregation. For this sub-study, two types of 
data were collected – an online survey (quantitative data) that determined the candidate’s meta-
cognitive profile (Cantwell et al., 2012) and candidates’ levels of satisfaction with candidature. 
Approximately four months later, in-depth, semi-structured telephone interviews were conducted 
by three trained interviewers with a sub-sample of survey respondents who had volunteered to 
participate in the telephone interviews (qualitative data). The interview attempted to elicit a base-
line of learning experience including recall of initial expectations and if these had been borne out 
by experience. 

This paper is based on 1,374 doctoral candidates enrolled at Australian universities who answered 
the online survey and, specifically, a sub-sample of 104 candidates who participated in the tele-
phone interview. The candidates were at various stages of candidature.  
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From the interview data, we sought to identify initial expectations (aim i) and establish if there 
was a mismatch between expectations and experiences, as well as prevalence (aim ii). This pro-
cess was expected to be descriptive and exploratory drawing exclusively on the qualitative data 
because there was no established scale to draw on for expectations specific to learning. If it 
proved possible to answer aim ii and to accurately identify mismatch, the intention was then to 
determine if mismatch was reflected in candidate satisfaction (aim iii) comparing cases across 
matched data sets. 

The direction of mismatch, positive and negative, was elicited from the interviews and coded. 
Intersects using QSR NVivo10 software were performed for the different categories of expecta-
tions and mismatch. This data was exported from the software in ‘quantitized’ form (i.e., as nu-
meric codes) (Teddlie & Tashakkori, 2003, p. 9) and imported into IBM SPSS Statistic software 
for integration with the satisfaction survey data. 

Interviews 
The main focus of the questions asked of participants in the interview was to establish candidate 
learning experiences described in their own terms and in whatever context they felt was appropri-
ate (managing their project, strategies used, how they perceived their achievements, the existence 
of any barriers, understandings of the research process, and reflections on candidature more gen-
erally, including supervision). Each candidate was also asked a number of questions that specifi-
cally targeted the role of external influences and understandings they brought into candidature, 
why they were doing the degree, their initial expectations and subsequent experience. It is the 
latter which is the primary focus of this paper. 

The semi-structured interviews, typically one hour in length, were digitally recorded. Consent 
was obtained prior to interview and full transcriptions were produced and entered into QSR NVi-
vo10 software with individual case links to survey responses. All interview data was de-identified 
and given the matching survey ID at the point of transcription. 

During the first cycle of coding, each interview transcript was coded into core content categories. 
Coding occurred at the level of sentence and most sentences were coded in parallel at multiple 
categories. Coding notes were developed during this process. The coding notes assisted the re-
search team to reach agreement on 27 a priori core categories linked to metacognitive profile, 
background, personal, and candidature characteristics, and to code consistently for these. Some 
90 single-spaced pages of text were identified that referred explicitly to initial expectations and 
subsequent experience, ranging in length from four-five lines to close to one page. This text was 
typically cross-coded with other core categories. Further coding of that text was then undertaken 
by two of the authors who determined (with 100 percent agreement), that candidate comments 
suggested eight sub-categories of expectation that coalesced into three dimensions: 

• Task - what was involved in the task; time needed; scope/difficulty 
• University – supervision; environment, and 
• Personal - expectations about feeling emotion; development and trajectory; study/life bal-

ance. 

The coded text in these categories was then coded further to capture match or mismatch between 
candidate’s recall of initial expectations and subsequent experiences of candidature in an iterative 
process of comparison and contrast (Bazeley, 2013, p. 164) with recourse to the full interview 
text. If a mismatch was identified this was coded as positive (experience was better than expecta-
tions); negative (experience was worse than expectations), or occasionally as ‘different’. In the 
latter cases we could not identify the affective dimension, for example, “I expected the PhD to be 
different from my Masters.” This category was not large and excluded from the quantitative anal-
ysis with satisfaction data. Some candidates identified more than one instance of a category of 
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mismatch but this was not typical. The quantitization of mismatch was by instance of category by 
case. Once the categorization was complete, the same dataset was explored for ‘latent themes’ 
that offered deeper insight into the impact of negative mismatch on the learner and their well-
being (Braun & Clarke, 2006, pp. 84-85). 

Online Survey  
To address aim iii of the study, candidate levels of satisfaction with candidature were analysed 
using 16 items across three sub-scales. These were satisfaction with: 

• Supervision (My supervisors are supportive of my project); 
• Department/ university (I found the faculty induction for new candidates useful; and  
• Own preparation (I was well qualified to commence a research degree).  

The satisfaction instrument was a component of a larger instrument comprising a total of 21 sub-
scales primarily focused on metacognitive functioning (Cantwell et al., 2012) plus demographic 
questions. 

Results 

Respondent Demographic Information  
A small majority of the 104 respondents who responded to the survey and participated in inter-
views were female (61%). Candidates interviewed were evenly spread across three stages of can-
didature (first year, mid-term, and final stage), with just over half enrolled full time (55%), and 
there was a spread of respondents across six broad fields of education (Arts/Humanities, Busi-
ness, Education, Engineering, Health and Science). The interview sample matched the full sample 
in terms of age, stage of candidature, type of enrolment, and broad field of education, but includ-
ed a slightly higher proportion of males compared with the full sample.  

Expectations about Candidature 
Most qualitative data does not lend itself to quantification, but the direction or orientation of ex-
pectations is one area in this study that allowed an integration of methods. Instances of positive 
and negative experiences emerged as a possibility when the interview data were transcribed and 
coding categories were being determined, as shown above. Three types of matches/mismatches 
were coded (As expected - no mismatch; Mismatch - negative experience; Mismatch - positive 
experience).  

Table 1 provides illustration of the type of comment indicative of the dimensions of ‘Task’, ‘Uni-
versity’, and ‘Personal’ with examples of expectations that were as expected and experiences of 
mismatch that were negative or positive. The remaining codes (not shown in the table) were ei-
ther comments where direction of mismatch was not indicated or where no expectations were 
identified. The bracketed ID refers to candidate number on the survey.  
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Table 1: Alignment of expectations of the doctoral task 

FOCUS OF  
EXPECTATION 

TASK UNIVERSITY PERSONAL 

As expected – no 
mismatch 

 

I had a decent idea of the 
mechanics of it. I teach at 
another university (0940) 

I felt like after the honours 
I had a pretty good idea of 
what the PhD would be like 
(0947) 

I had been warned about 
supervisors so I was 
ready for that (1149) 

I was aware occasionally 
there would be feelings of 
doubt or insecurity about 
progress and about validity, 
well I’ve been experiencing 
those kinds of ups and 
downs (0081) 

Mismatch - neg-
ative experience 

The writing is really diffi-
cult…I think I expected 
more of myself …I’m not 
really sure if I knew what 
to expect (1024) 

I certainly didn’t expect the 
rewrites…I thought I would 
do better… I expected it to 
flow, to go smooth, I didn’t 
expect it to be as rocky 
(0107) 

Handling the supervision 
has been really difficult 
for me and that’s some-
thing that I didn’t expect 
(1259) 

I assumed to come in, to 
be in a really interesting 
scientific community, but 
I feel this does not exist, 
to me, at this time, here. 
(0111) 

I mean I really have no 
life…no opportunity for 
any other development…no 
teaching yet I have to have 
those skills (0756) 

I knew it would be hard but 
I didn’t think it would be so 
difficult to accommodate 
within the whole work/life 
balance (0146) 

Mismatch - posi-
tive experience 

I thought it was going to be 
harder than what it has ac-
tually turned out to be 
(1350) 

On the good side you get 
a lot of support which is 
great I didn’t expect that 
(0098) 

…because I’ve got time at 
work to work on it I’m re-
laxed about it, less stressed 
which I wasn’t quite ex-
pecting (0173) 

 
As evident in Table 2, which reports the numbers of codes by category and expectation, most of 
the comments noted the candidate had some expectations from the outset and the dominant foci 
were what was involved in the research (‘Task’ dimension) and the emotions connected with the 
work (‘Personal’ dimension). Overall, where orientation was indicated clearly, mismatch in ex-
pectation tended to be negative (49%) rather than positive (13%), but 38% of the comments cod-
ed specified no mismatch. The comments registering no mismatch tended to focus on what was 
involved in the task and the emotions known to arise during candidature, suggesting many candi-
dates had realistic or informed expectations often gained by having sought advice. This interpre-
tation tends to be reinforced further by the 13% positive mismatch noting experiences were better 
than expected.  

This finding tends to provide some balance in a literature where discussion of experience of mis-
match tends to be framed in a negative way. Overall the weight of expectation around the task 
suggests a focus on learning, which is not surprising given the emphasis of the interview protocol, 
but is also consistent with the Juniper et al. (2012) finding that research is a key concern for can-
didates. Despite being given the opportunity to raise any issue, relatively few candidates (n = 13) 
talked about expectations in connection with supervision, and then mostly in terms of disap-
pointment. Supervision was a topic of comment in most interviews but rarely in relation to expec-
tations. 
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Table 2: Dimensions of expectations and distribution by orientation or alignment 
(total instances= 185) 

FOCUS/ 
ORIENTATION 

TASK UNIVERSITY PERSONAL TOTAL 
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As expected 39 4 3 1 2 15 4 3 71 (38%) 

Mismatch -ve 17 16 13 9 10 12 7 6 90 (49%) 

Mismatch +ve 6 2 4 3 1 4 2 2 24 (13%) 

Impact of Mismatch on Individual Candidatures 
Response to mismatch is a highly individual thing. What is unexpected but manageable for one 
candidate can be experienced in quite the opposite way by another. The way candidates refer to 
mismatch, and especially where the experience is negative, suggests the likelihood of enduring 
damage giving rise to strong doubts about the course and their place in it. Some patterns were 
detected in this text that bear further consideration and research. The first of these themes, la-
belled “There’s preparation and then there’s understanding,” reflects the degree of surprise candi-
dates feel when they register fundamental misunderstandings about doctoral level work. The sec-
ond of the themes, “Autonomous and adrift,” captures expectations of autonomy including free-
dom and perceptions of unlimited time that in reality pan out in disappointing and uncomfortable 
ways. “A complicated existence” reflects the frustrations of those who discover that the degree is 
not only far from straightforward, but pushes beyond their boundaries. The final theme, the “emo-
tional sink,” encapsulates a world that is sliding out of control raising unwelcome questions for 
candidates as motivation, confidence and energy ebb away.  

There’s preparation and then there’s understanding  
For some candidates there were few surprises about doing research although the following type of 
comment was rare: 

I’ve worked in university system as an RA, no huge surprises …things like ethics, recruiting 
people, how slow and painful…I knew I could deal with that kind of stuff (0877) 

Many noted they felt prepared through other research courses. They clearly expected a bigger 
project at doctoral level, something more meaty and challenging.  

I had a pretty good understanding of what was involved as far as depth,…I knew it had to be 
new and innovative…my Masters degree was really quite structured for people …to go on to 
do more (1361) 

It took a year to get into it I think how it is now is how I imagined it (0144) 

PhD candidates anticipate tough patches because of the level of the degree. Even so, the effort, 
the challenges and the sheer level of difficulty had the capacity to surprise and supplant previous 
notions: 

Based on my Honours work I was expecting it, but what I found from a PhD is that it is a 
learning process, you do a study, the results aren’t what you expected, you have to re-think…I 
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wasn’t really prepared for the challenges. I also had this idealised notion of research…it’s 
much, much, more difficult (0563) 

It takes me too much time and a lot of effort to reach this point ... I actually have some experi-
ence publishing in my old language… (it has been) totally unexpected because it was so diffi-
cult (0111) 

If someone had told me what I’d have to go through to get to this point I might have potential-
ly reconsidered actually doing it …you don’t realise how difficult it really is…a lot tougher 
expectations (0189) 

Even those candidates who knew from peers what the experience could be like, found that it was 
difficult to envisage the enormity of the task as it was so different to anything they had done be-
fore. They had to experience it to fully understand. 

I don't think I had expectations of what it was going to be like. My best friend who has done 
her PhD said to me, don't do it [name] it will ruin your life…I guess I perhaps was not quite 
aware of just how unstructured and independent it would be. I suppose I had nothing to kind 
of attach it to. So I had nothing to compare it to (1372) 

Autonomous and adrift 
While some candidates do not realize that the responsibility for learning is theirs (Cantwell et al., 
2012), others do not expect problems with being ‘autonomous’ and look forward to it. Their ex-
pectations may be dashed, however, if they experience less than ideal circumstances. One candi-
date noted grumpily that he had expected to be autonomous, not to be at the ‘whim of others’ 
(1135). Most others who commented in this vein, especially in the context of supervision and the 
learning environment, felt they were more ‘on their own’ than they had imagined possible, even 
to the point of being cast adrift and ‘abandoned’:  

I expected the supervisors would be quite directive in helping and supporting me…it’s never 
been there or it has been in a fairly off-handed manner (0146) 

I got a lot of support in Honours, the level of difficulty in trying to get support for a PhD from 
the school is surprising, you would have thought they would be more helpful not a lot less 
helpful …I don’t feel included at all. (1259) 

Time and planning took on a new character as candidates entered the degree feeling they had 
plenty of time only to realise that, with a few exceptions, the nature of the task drew on time in 
ways they had definitely not expected and for which they were held accountable, yet were not 
entirely in control. This extended to research processes that interfered with delivering a product:  

I didn’t think that I would waste as much time as I have, although they [supervisors] don’t call 
it waste…doing experiments that just aren’t going to be included in the final product (0225) 

I did well in all the previous levels so I just expected this to continue…expected more specific 
guidance to reduce levels of uncertainty…stage by stage, rather than the constant questioning, 
criticism, rethinking everything, going off on tangents (0750) 

As indicated above many were floored by the discontinuities they experienced in their expecta-
tions about knowledge and scholarship. They expected to find answers, to produce a completed 
work in plenty of time, when what they faced was a sense of being out of control, and a seeming-
ly never-ending cycle of unfinished business. 
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A complicated existence 
One of the realities of candidature is that there is more to becoming a researcher than doing the 
research. The big shift from being a candidate to becoming a researcher was identified through 
the interviews. The PhD was not just more and longer, but quintessentially different, as also re-
vealed in work about epistemological change and scholarly transformation (Cantwell et al., 
2012). 

There were additional expectations that were sometimes seen positively, for example, some can-
didates were pleasantly surprised that they were expected to be publishing early in their candida-
ture and were networking broadly as deemed important in the personal and professional devel 
opment. Others did not value such expectations and construed them less positively and as a dis-
traction:  

The amount of networking involved – I didn’t expect that …there isn’t as much freedom as 
you’d think…I went in with an idealistic impression …I found it difficult to adjust…certain ex-
pectations don’t mesh well with me. (0674) 

‘Red tape’ (1010), ‘paperwork’ (0178) and administration were raised in negative terms including 
ethics applications and the day-to-day running of data collection. 

For some what had started as a deep desire to grow and discover was thwarted by the expecta-
tions of supervisors and the ‘system’ and gave rise to the feeling of being robbed of deeper satis-
faction or good fit. Some also felt they were being shaped in unwanted ways: 

I was expecting to feel a sense of progress …understanding of deeper philosophical issues…I 
feel like I’m only writing about them to satisfy a certain element of a chapter (0842) 

My targets didn’t hold up to the experiments in the way we’d anticipated…I was expecting it 
to be challenging…rewarding…I hadn’t anticipated how I’d be shaped by the PhD (0117) 

The emotional sink 
Quite a number noted they had sought advice from other candidates. Many of these had received 
a ‘heads-up’ on the ‘emotional roller coaster’ and knew they would experience some stress and 
so, when it came, it was not wholly unexpected: 

I felt stressed but I knew that’s the way it would work (0886) 

I’m not at the point where I want to chuck it in, and I’m not at a point where I’m absolutely 
ecstatic, and that’s how I probably felt I would be midway through…so its living up to my ex-
pectations (0114) 

For others the intensity of emotions they felt was a shock: 

You kind of expect this undulating roller coaster, as opposed to the loop the loop style of how 
you can be so up at one point and then come crashing down within a couple of hours…the 
turbulence of that emotion I didn’t expect (0146) 

There are frequently stories of mismatch in expectations that extend into reduced self-efficacy, 
depression and unwelcome change in behavior: 

I had enrolled in a PhD before…unprepared for personal journey...the process of it doesn’t 
live up to my expectations and makes me wonder if they are realistic…whether I’m working at 
the appropriate level (0778)  

I was prepared for it to be hard intellectually…but no one said to me that it is really isolating 
and that depression is really a big factor in PhD student’s lives…I would have really liked 
someone in the faculty who could have given me more emotional support (0155) 
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I was a stable kind of girl…since doing the PhD everything knocks me…I didn’t expect it at all 
(1024) 

Doctoral candidates typically enter their studies with very considerable passion for learning and 
being a student. As evident in the examples above, in small and large ways those experiencing 
mismatch in negative terms were grieving the loss of their passion and momentum. For some, as 
the next quotation illustrates, even the satisfaction that accompanied achievement had evaporated: 

Emotions… I expected mine to be different but clearly not…like completing confirmation you 
expect to be happy …you just feel kind of down…post-confirmation blues (0722) 

The major focus of the next section of the paper is to compare candidate interview responses re-
lated to their expectations concerning the dimensions of ‘Task’, ‘University’ and ‘Personal’ with 
candidate scores on the satisfaction scales. This analysis will explore the connection between 
each candidate’s initial expectations of the PhD and the general level of satisfaction with their 
candidature. 

Relationships between Matches and Mismatches of 
Expectation/Experience and Candidate Satisfaction 
Doctoral candidate satisfaction with their course and experience has, for some time, focussed 
substantially on satisfaction with supervision, with the two being reported as strongly related (see 
Harman, 2002; Zhao, Golde, & McCormick, 2007). Having the personal touch, including an in-
terest in the broader life of the individual was one of the most desirable characteristics in a super-
visor along with advising and career development in a large study of three disciplines in the USA 
by Zhao et al. (2007). 

While finding satisfaction with supervision to be important for successful candidature, research-
ers have also reported other aspects as equally or more important. These include the departmental 
intellectual climate (Trigwell & Dunbar-Goddet, 2005), employment (Gittings, 2010), and uni-
versity and/or departmental infrastructure support (Tennant, 2008). Much of the variation in satis-
faction with advisers has been attributed to a general decline over the period of candidature relat-
ed to failure to meet expectations in a number of ways (Russo, 2011). Recent work, albeit not 
specific to the doctorate, identifies an absence in the satisfaction literature, specifically the effect 
of emotion on satisfaction (White, 2013).  

The three sub-scales of candidate satisfaction used in this study were satisfaction with their ‘Su-
pervision’, with the ‘Department/university’ provision, and with their ‘Own preparation’ for the 
degree. All the satisfaction scales had satisfactory construct validities and reliabilities. Scale 
means, standard deviations, and reliabilities are given in Table 3 for the sample of PhD candi-
dates who completed the survey and for the sub-sample included in the present analyses. Two 
points should be noted. First, the scale mean scores were high, especially for satisfaction with 
‘Supervision’ although less so for ‘Department/university’, but all three means were clearly 
above 3.5, the neutral point of the six-point scale. Secondly, the mean satisfaction scores for the 
sub-sample were not significantly different from the total sample.  Consequently we can say that, 
for satisfaction, the sub-sample was representative of the total sample. 
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Table 3: Candidate satisfaction scales for the total sample (n = 1,374) &  
for the interview sub-sample (n = 104, in parentheses) 

SCALE:  
SATISFACTION 
WITH 

INDICATIVE ITEM 
CONTENT 

SCALE MEAN 
(RANGE 1-6) 

SCALE SD SCALE 
RELIABILITY 

Supervisor Supervisor expertise and 
interest present (4 items) 

5.16 
(5.27) 

0.94 
(0.83) 

0.886 

Department/ 
university 

University information, 
support & inclusion are 
available (6 items) 

4.36 
(4.43) 

0.91 
(0.94) 

0.768 

Own preparation My preparation, knowledge 
and skills are appropriate to 
the project (6 items) 

4.93 
(5.00) 

0.74 
(0.71) 

0.804 

 

Relationships between the satisfaction measures and the newly-created expectation/ experience 
variables are now considered through the use of correlation coefficients. The expecta-
tion/experience variables used were the quantified coding for negative mismatch (i.e., when the 
experience was worse than anticipated) and specifically those coded categories directly related to 
the satisfaction scales. Because the distributions of both sets of variables were significantly 
skewed, Spearman’s rho, a non-parametric statistical test, was used for the correlations reported 
below. 

Expectations and satisfaction with ‘Supervision’ 
Supervision was a topic raised by only 13 of the 104 interviewees, and it accounted for only 14% 
of the comments made. However, negative mismatch codes were by far the most consistently re-
lated to the satisfaction with supervision scale with three of the four correlations reported being 
significant (see Table 4). It would seem that, for candidates, satisfaction with supervision was the 
most consistently linked with expectations/experience mismatches across a range of categories. 

Table 4: Significant correlations between satisfaction and negative mismatch  
of expectations 

 EXPECTATION DIMENSIONS 
SATISFACTION 
WITH: 

TASK: 
ALL 

UNIVERSITY: 
SUPERVISION 

PERSONAL: 
EMOTIONAL OVERALL 

Supervision  . -0.291 -0.295 -0.288 
Department/university . . . -0.212 
Own preparation . . -0.237             . 

Expectations and satisfaction with the ‘Department/university’ 
The only significant relationship between candidate satisfaction with ‘Department/university’ was 
with their expectations summed across all three dimensions. The 55 candidates who made at least 
one comment that the reality of their candidature was worse than expected had lower scores on 
this scale than the other 49 candidates who made no negative comment.  
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Expectations and satisfaction with ‘Own preparation’  
Of the 104 candidates in the sub-sample, 53 commented (negatively) that their personal expecta-
tions had not been met. These candidates had significantly lower scores related to satisfaction 
with their own preparation for candidature than the other 51 candidates who did not comment in 
this way.  

All of the significant correlations between negative mismatch and satisfaction were negative indi-
cating lower satisfaction, and three of the correlations were related to satisfaction with Supervi-
sion. This indicates, at the very least, that expectations that are not met in the ‘University’ dimen-
sion are related to low satisfaction with supervision, and the same tends to be the case for the 
‘Personal’ dimension. In addition, negative mismatch in the ‘Personal’ dimension was related to 
lower satisfaction with ‘Own preparation’. Mismatch in expectations with ‘Task’ was not signifi-
cantly related to any of the three measures of satisfaction. Commonly used measures of satisfac-
tion do not tend to focus on learning and the nature of the task. This may be an important omis-
sion because, as indicated above in the analysis of mismatch from the interviews, there were sub-
stantial unmet expectations around ‘Task’. A further practical implication is the need for the de-
velopment of an expectations instrument that can help identify more fully sources of candidate 
dissatisfaction. 

Strengths and Limitations 
In order to identify expectations early in candidature, access to PhD candidates in the first few 
weeks of enrolment would be ideal, with follow up 12-18 months later to determine subsequent 
experience. The candidates in this study were volunteers at different points in candidature and 
none earlier than six months when interviewed. However, the number of cases provided ample 
scope for ascertaining different dimensions of expectation and for gaining a clear impression of 
mismatch. The interview was framed around learning, and this may explain why there was lesser 
focus on expectations specific to supervision and more on doing the research than in other studies 
where the opposite occurs and supervision is given more prominence. The finding, however, is 
not out of kilter with recent literature on well-being. Juniper et al. (2012) show that, when given 
opportunity, students nominate research over supervision as a key focus for concern. Finally, 
while we acknowledge that the mismatch measure extracted from the interviews and used to per-
form the analyses with satisfaction was crude in statistical terms, the effect was to demonstrate 
connection between negative mismatch and low levels of satisfaction. The way forward, evident 
from the findings overall, is to construct, develop, and trial an instrument inclusive of all dimen-
sions of expectation, to better test the link between expectations and satisfaction, well-being and 
learning behaviours. This is the next step in the team’s research as outlined below. 

Discussion and Conclusion 
While research into the doctorate is growing rapidly, there are still many areas in need of further 
development to enhance understanding of the doctoral learner. Candidate expectations and the 
nature and consequences of mismatch between expectations and experience constitute one such 
strand. In previous research mismatch between expectations and experience has been looked at 
quite closely in relation to experience of supervision and academic match (Hair, 2009; Moxham 
et al., 2012; Spaulding & Rockinson-Szapkiw, 2012) but lacks specific focus on learning about 
and doing research. To advance research into expectations in this context, we asked candidates in 
a telephone interview about their initial expectations and to reflect on whether their experience as 
learners or more generally mirrored what they expected. The analysis captured all references to 
expectations in the interview in context. The types of expectations nominated by the participants 
were captured in three main dimensions (‘Task’, ‘University,’ and ‘Personal’). Most frequently 
nominated were expectations about the ‘Task’, which was essentially what was involved (for ex-
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ample writing and data collecting), with some specific emphases on time and difficulty. Candi-
dates also identified areas of expectation linked to ‘University’. This included expectations of 
amount and type of support from supervisors and institution. ‘Personal’ expectations captured 
their state of mind as a learner and emotional dimensions of study, expectations of the future, and 
balancing study, work, and home life.  

In addition to nominating areas of expectation, candidates had been asked to comment about their 
subsequent experience. These comments were examined to detect evidence of match or mismatch 
and the orientation of mismatch. More than one third of the 104 interviewees nominated instances 
of match. They indicated that doing a PhD was hard or challenging but no more or less than ex-
pected. There was a small group who indicated situations where the experience was better than 
expected (referred to in this paper as positive mismatch). The majority of comments, however, 
identified situations of negative mismatch, where things were not measuring up or were more dif-
ficult or challenging than candidates had expected. Bearing in mind that the interviews were un-
dertaken in the context of learning, the primary source of mismatch for approximately half of 
those interviewed was in relation to the ‘Task’. Supervision, which is arguably a closely related 
area, received relatively little emphasis in terms of stated expectations. While mentions of super-
vision were fewer than the authors anticipated given the emphasis in previous literature, when 
candidate satisfaction with supervision is examined in relation to comments about mismatch, it is 
evident that they are strongly indicative of low satisfaction − a finding that supports previous re-
search that emphasizes the importance of supervision in student experience (Moxham et al., 2013; 
Pole et al., 1997; Zhao et al., 2007). 

Doctoral study is irrefutably hard, and many seemed to underestimate the difficulty and other in-
tellectual and emotional pressures. This accounts for the shock described by some candidates who 
may have already worked autonomously or had done preparatory degrees, yet found they were 
not as prepared as they had believed they were. Other authors have also pointed out that candi-
dates are unable to envisage the demands of a PhD (Kandiko & Kinchin, 2012). Helping them do 
this is clearly a priority.  

Research has established that if doctoral candidate expectations are fulfilled, then students tend to 
be more satisfied with their program and are less likely to drop out (Bair & Haworth, 2004). This 
paper explores initial expectations of doctoral candidates and links them with satisfaction in a 
way that expands insights into both, and in particular highlights that it is not possible to ignore 
expectations for another reason – candidate well-being. The scope for emotional challenge in doc-
toral degrees has been clearly identified in the literature (Juniper et al., 2012). A number of can-
didates said they had expected their emotions might be like a ‘roller-coaster’ but not with the in-
tensity they actually experienced. There is now growing realization in the field (Juniper et al., 
2012; White, 2013) that current satisfaction scales used to measure candidate experience in higher 
education are not taking into account the emotion and well-being of the candidate. As revealed in 
this study, emotional stress can arise from mismatch across a number of dimensions even by 
those who thought that it “would have been easier” (0146), “a little more structured” (0020), and 
did not expect the “kind of commitment and the focus that you have to have during the whole 
process” (0549).  

In order to minimize the impact of mismatches between candidates’ perceptions and experiences 
of the doctoral task, it is important for university induction programs to be more explicit about the 
task and the norms of experience. Candidates do not enter doctoral study with ‘doctoral level 
thinking’, this requires a developmental process, but what this process might entail is not often 
addressed with candidates (Kandiko & Kinchin, 2012). Given the significant changes in cognitive 
development and the accompanying emotional experiences that candidates undergo, there needs 
to be an emphasis on how candidates can be supported in their learning to detect and address 
problematic expectations. Supervisors can play an important role here and need to be better in-
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formed about how these expectations manifest. The authors are currently developing such infor-
mation for an induction package they will trial in conjunction with a new expectations question-
naire that will expand on the initial work of Bieschke (2000) and Hair (2006). The dimensions of 
expectation will include task, supervision, institution, personal/social experience, and future tra-
jectory. Hair used his questionnaire as the prompt for discussion between supervisors and stu-
dents early in candidature, and this approach has possibilities. We argue further that routinely 
collected satisfaction and progress report data can become important tools in candidate develop-
ment if they are sufficiently sensitized to candidate expectations. 
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Abstract  
Comprehensive exams mark a turning point in the careers of doctoral students; however, most 
doctoral programs do not fully prepare students for the comprehensive exam process. This paper 
provides an overview of autoethnography as a valid qualitative research method to explore one 
doctoral student’s journey through the exam process.  A reflexive narrative approach informed by 
feminist and constructivist perspectives describes and gives meaning to the process. The author 
describes and interprets her experience, emotions, and encounters with self and with others during 
the exams. It is through this process the author finds meaning, history, and reflections for the fu-
ture. This paper concludes with recommendations, thoughts about how doctoral committees can 
best support students, and the need for additional flexibility and supports for doctoral students 
with family responsibilities. 
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Introduction 
Autoethnography is a qualitative research method based on writing and reflection that allows re-
searchers to explore personal experiences through social, cultural or political contexts. It works 
best when the researcher seeks to gain a cultural understanding of self and others (Chang, 2008). 
In this approach, the researcher is both the subject and the researcher. Autoethnographic research 
methods help answer research questions relating to an experience that is not well understood or 
lived by others. In the past, autoethnography was mainly used by disciplines such as anthropolo-
gy, sociology, and education; yet today autoethnographic research approaches are emerging as a 
valid and meaningful research method by other disciplines including psychology, health sciences, 
and political science (Creswell, 2007; McIlveen, 2008). However, researchers from more positiv-
ist and empirical orientations feel autoethnographic approaches are not valid and therefore not an 
appropriate method for research within the academic institutions. Thus, the purpose of this paper 

is to demonstrate the use of autoethnog-
raphy as a valid research method within 
the academy.  The author uses feminist 
and constructivist perspectives to situate 
the meaning of the experience within a 
broader body of literature and through 
this, discovers the meaning of the doc-
toral comprehensive exam process.  

This paper provides an overview of au-
toethnography as a valid qualitative re-
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search method and takes the reader through a step-by-step process of the autoethnographic pro-
cess. A reflexive narrative approach is used to construct and describe the doctoral comprehensive 
exam process. This creates a story. The author describes and interprets her experience, emotions, 
and encounters with self and with others during the exams. It is through this process the author 
finds meaning, history, and reflections for the future. This paper concludes with recommenda-
tions, both how doctoral committees can best support students, and the need for additional flexi-
bility and supports for doctoral students with family responsibilities.   

Forms of Autoethnographies 
Autoethnography is based in theory and practice through various forms of critical inquiry (McIl-
veen, 2008). Multiple forms of autoethnography exist, for example, analytic, community, person-
al narratives, co-constructed narratives, and evocative (Ellis, Adams, & Bochner, 2011). Like 
other qualitative research methods (Carter & Little, 2007), autoethnographic forms serve different 
purposes. For example, the analytic form of autoethnography often seeks to establish objectivity 
whereas the evocative form aims to generate empathy from the reader (McIlveen, 2008).  In com-
parison, community autoethnographies use the experiences of researchers working in partnership 
with a community to describe social and cultural context (Vande Berg & Trujillo, 2008). Of all 
autoethnographic forms, personal narratives are the most controversial. Some feel that researchers 
who write about themselves (personal narratives) are arrogant, self-absorbed, full of emotion, and 
lacking understanding about what constitutes research. However, others feel that personal narra-
tives serve an important purpose because they allow researchers to be both authentic and vulnera-
ble while connecting with others to share their reflection and experiences (Ellis, 1999).  

Table 1: Autoethnography, Ethnography, Biography, and Autobiography 

Type Autoethnogra
phy 

Ethnography Biography Autobiography 

Who and 
What? 

Self, culture, 
personal ex-
periences 

Others, cul-
ture 

Others, Story Self, Story 

Why? Meaning, 
empathy 

Understandin
g 

Historical events Interest 

Research 
Method? 

Yes Yes No No 

Theory 
Driven? 

Yes Sometimes No No 

When to 
Use? 

Understandin
g  experience 
of self and 
culture, eth-
ics, politics 

Understandin
g other cul-
tures 

Individual’s story im-
portant for history 

Self, story that must 
be told 

 
Similarities and differences between autoethnography, ethnography, biography, and autobiog-
raphy must be recognized to fully realize the potential of autoethnography as a research method.  
Unlike ethnographic research, where researchers use observations and interviews to gain under-
standing of others, autoethnographic research uses the researcher’s own experiences to gain un-
derstanding and make meaning of experiences (Polkinghorne, 1991). There are differences be-
tween each approach that can be answered by these questions: ‘Who is the subject of research?’ 
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‘What is the subject of research?’, ‘Why or for what purpose?’ Table 1 describes differences be-
tween approaches, yet all forms seek to further understanding of self, others, culture, history, or 
interest.  

Value of autoethnography  
Ellis (2000) describes autoethnography as art, science, and self. As a research method, autoeth-
nography requires reflexivity, subjectivity, vulnerability, and authenticity.  

Autoethnographies work best when they are applied to an experience or context from which the 
author seeks to understand or derive meaning. Often these experiences involve conflict and are 
situated within a broader social context or worldview.  

Several examples of autoethnography exist in published literature, across multiple disciplines. For 
example, Langhout (2006) used autoethnography to further understanding of community psy-
chology and demonstrate research collaboration.  McIlvven (2008) used autoethnography in voca-
tional psychology for establishing career counseling procedures. Others have used autoethnogra-
phy to generate new understanding about training experiences of counselors (Meekums, 2008), 
further educational research (Starr, 2010), and expand understanding of professional leadership 
and management (Kempster & Stewart, 2010).  

Criticisms of autoethnography 
Critics of ethnographic approaches feel they are not research, but just stories (Ellis, 1999). Many 
qualitative and ethnographic researchers have countered this argument by demonstrating stories 
that emerge from ethnographic approaches that deepen our understanding of the world (Ellis, 
2004; Reissman, 2008). Unlike more traditional forms of scientific research, objectivity is not the 
intention or goal and results are not generalizable to other populations, cultures, individuals, or 
experiences. Some feel autoethnographies lack rigor, theory and analytical components (Ellis, 
1999). Others feel it is not possible to write publically and ethically (Delamont, 2007). The irony 
is that critics feel that autoethnographies focus too much on people who already have power and 
privilege (Becker, 1967), yet most autoethnographers disagree. They feel the primary purpose of 
their research and writing is to achieve social justice (Ellis et al., 2011) and to give away their 
privilege and power by deepening understanding of the actual social, cultural, and political struc-
tures in place that oppress those without power and privilege. 

Validity and Reliability 
Unlike other approaches to research, autoethnographers achieve validity and reliability by estab-
lishing a connection with the reader. Within autoethnographic approaches, truth is what makes 
writers want to write and readers want to read. There is a vulnerability that comes from emotions, 
feelings, and memories that forms the basis of an emergent truth we seek to replicate through sto-
ry rather than an absolute truth that more traditional research approaches seek to achieve. Emer-
gent truth relates to validity and requires the writer to tell his or her story in such a way that the 
reader sees, feels, and experiences the events from the writer’s perspective.  Ellis and colleagues 
(2008) write that validity is achieved when the reader feels empathy toward the writer and subject 
matter.  

Reliability is related to validity, but seeks to establish the credibility of writer. The reliability of 
autoethnography might be assessed by the likelihood that the author actually experienced the 
events he or she writes about in the way narratives are written (Ellis et al., 2011). Along these 
lines, it is worth mentioning that while autoethnographies are not meant to be generalizable, they 
must resonate with readers in a way that helps them understand an unfamiliar experience (Ellis, 
2004). Finally, in qualitative research, there is an inherent subjectivity and bias that must be 
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acknowledged by the reader, subject, researcher, and critics. Autoethnography is perhaps the most 
biased, influenced, and interpretive form of qualitative research. Researchers must disclose this 
bias to the reader with the goal of helping the reader derive meaning from experiences shared and 
the worldview from which the author writes.  

Selection of Reflective Narrative Autoethnographic Approach 
A reflexive narrative autoethnographic approach (Berry, 2006; Ellis, 2004; Reissman; 2008) was 
selected because it allowed the author to examine the layers of journal entries written during the 
exam process. Ellis is one of the main writers and experts on autoethnography as a research 
method; she writes that autoethnography is “part auto or self and part ethno or culture” (p. 32). 
She goes on to define autoethnographies as “writing about the personal and its relationship to cul-
ture…. that displays multiple layers of consciousness (p. 37, 2004). Several other authors have 
written about what autoethnography is and what it is not, including Denzin (1994), Ellis et al. 
(2008), Spry (2001), and Wall (2008).  There are subtle differences in how the authors describe 
an autoethnographic approach, yet most agree that autoethnography is a form of narrative inquiry 
(Chang, 2008). Autoethnography also compliments the goals of social science research in a post-
modern environment (Wall, 2008) where there is not just one truth, but many emergent truths. 

The sections that follow use an autoethnographic approach informed by theoretical and practical 
insights (Jones & Alony, 2011) to illustrate how autoethnographic approaches can be employed 
by doctoral students and researchers from a variety of disciplines as a valid method. This requires 
a mix of first and third person text where the first person text is in italics and represents the au-
thor’s subjective experiences and the third person text represents theoretical and methodological 
insights from the field. This story is what I carry with me as a researcher, and in this case the 
subject of research. I am the author, the researcher, and the subject. In this paper, I will tell you 
about my experience in the doctoral comprehensive exam process. This telling is important be-
cause it is how I disclose my biases that influence my understanding, experience, and interpreta-
tion of events that led up to and culminated in the completion of doctoral comprehensive exams. 

The Researcher and the Researched 
An autoethnographic approach was selected by the author to explore and make meaning of the 
comprehensive exam experience (Polkinghorne, 1991), and through this process the author came 
to understand her own life, self, history, and connection to the world. I am a 37-year old female.  
I am a mother, wife, gardener, traveler, auntie, sister, mentor, student, and friend. I have spent 
most of my life in the Western United States although at the present time I live in North Carolina. 
I value honesty, family, hard work, loyalty, humility, spirituality, and community.  

Looking back in time, at my first experience with the college, I was just 17. I enrolled in a com-
munity college immediately following high school and failed. I was not interested in college, I 
wanted to experience the world and that is what I did. Ten years passed and I was tired of barely 
getting by financially and working dead-end jobs.  I decided to try college again. I was success-
ful, earned my bachelor’s degree and went on to get a graduate degree. I taught at a small pri-
vate college, worked as a community based researcher, and evaluated community-based pro-
grams. During this time I worked with various people within the academy, most of whom had a 
‘D’ behind their names (PhD, MD, DrPH, and ScD). I wanted the ‘D’ because I did not have one, 
and everyone who had a ‘D’ acted like they knew more than me. I applied to a doctoral program 
(DrPH) and was accepted.  After I finished my course work, I endured the comprehensive exam 
process. This paper is about my story (narrative), context, and meaning (significance) of compre-
hensive exams.  
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Data 
Data collection and analysis in autoethnographic research is similar to other forms of qualitative 
research. Data were collected by the author, analyzed, and the interpretation was then written. 
Data included participation in certain events, observations of self and self in relation to others, 
writing and reading daily journal entries, various emails sent during the exam process, and con-
versations the author had with herself and with others.  Data were verified by triangulating sever-
al data sources and experiences. Data were then analyzed and interpreted to determine the mean-
ing of the experience in relation to the comprehensive exam process. Feminist and constructivist 
perspectives were used by the author when reviewing the data because the author was most inter-
ested in understanding the experience and how it related to gender and her family responsibilities.  
Following the recommendations of Chang (2008), the author was careful and critical of the data 
because the overall purpose of the experience was to find meaning based on what was recalled, 
observed, or felt during the experience. This gave the author a deeper understanding of her often 
conflicting roles as a mother and doctoral student. First the author wrote autobiographical texts 
about her experience in the exam process and journals, letters, and memos during the 3-week ex-
am process. She also reflected on the oral exam process, what she did, what was said, and how 
she felt. After the process was complete, she used the autobiographical texts to create an autoeth-
nography.   

Theory 
Theory helped the author relate the significance of the comprehensive exams within a broader 
cultural, political, and social context. I read Guba and Lincoln’s (1994) work on paradigm posi-
tions and practical issues (p.112) that inform qualitative research.  This prompted me to select 
feminist and constructivist perspectives to relate my experience to an existing body of literature 
and thought.   

The feminist perspective allowed the author to describe her experiences as a woman and was 
based on the idea that women and men interpret and experience the world around them differently 
(Smith, 1987). The constructivist paradigm asserts that the nature of knowledge is based on indi-
vidual reconstructions and consensus and is hermeneutic, dialectal and is useful for reconstructing 
previously held beliefs, thoughts, or ways of knowing (Guba & Lincoln., 1994, p. 111). This par-
adigm seeks to increase understanding of the world and helped the author reconstruct the history, 
days, and events that made up the comprehensive exam process.  

The exam was not simply three weeks of my life; it was 37 years of believing, thinking, and know-
ing. Both feminist and constructivist perspectives required me to examine my own beliefs about 
what a doctoral degree means, my role as a mother and wife, the treatment of women within the 
academy, and the need for additional support. 

Now that I have increased your understanding about autoethnographic approaches, theory, and 
data, I will tell my story. The purpose of this story is to increase understanding of the comprehen-
sive exam process, shed light on the selection of research methods from a doctoral student’s per-
spective, and demonstrate the application of an autoethnographic research as a method.  I use 
relevant literature, journal entries and excerpts from letters I wrote to committee members during 
the comprehensive exam process—this provides an emic perspective, meaning an insider’s (me) 
thoughts, feelings, and experiences of the exam process and culture of academe. In contrast, etic 
perspectives focus on generalizations and limits ethnocentric, cultural or political bias. I begin 
with an overview of the comprehensive exam process and how it relates to me and to the broader 
social, political and cultural norms within the academy that make it difficult for women to 
achieve doctoral status and maintain high faculty ranks within the academy. 
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Overview of Comprehensive Exams 
Comprehensive exams mark a turning point in the careers of doctoral students. However, most 
doctoral programs do not fully prepare students for the exam process (Ali & Kohun, 2007). Often 
exam questions require students to draw on their own experiences, professional positions, and test 
newly acquired doctoral skills. The exam process varies by discipline, university, department, 
degree, and committee, but the outcome is the same, students either pass or fail. An estimated 
50% of doctoral students who enter doctoral degree programs drop out before they graduate 
(Smallwood, 2004); but less is known about the experiences of doctoral students and the rigorous 
comprehensive exam process. Students who pass the comprehensive exam process often go on to 
write and defend dissertation proposals, advance to candidacy, and then graduate with doctoral 
degrees.  

Students with newly acquired doctoral degrees represent the new face of academia, where women 
and minorities are gaining ground and diversifying the traditionally white male-dominated faculty 
ranks (Aguirre, 2000). Yet, recent studies report that gender inequality persists within academy 
despite the fact that women are now earning doctoral degrees at about the same rate as men 
(Winslow, 2010). Gender inequalities are evident in the ways that women faculty members 
achieve promotion and tenure to full professor at a slower rate than their male counterparts; 
women are less likely to hold administrative positions, and they earn less than men (Krefting, 
2003; Winslow, 2010). Therefore, it is critical to understand possible reasons for gender inequali-
ties and how to best support the continued diversification of women and minorities within the 
academy through the doctoral granting process. 

One possible reason for gender inequalities might be related to family status. Previous studies 
report that parenthood impacts women’s employment experiences more than men’s (Kaufman & 
Uhlenberg, 2000), and often implicit and explicit biases exist toward faculty members with fami-
ly dependents and responsibilities. For example, within the academy, the ideal faculty member is 
an individual with a partner at home to manage the day-to-day needs of dependents and family 
life (Winslow, 2010). Institutions must recognize that to best support doctoral students with fami-
ly dependents and responsibilities, changing norms, promoting flexibility for work-life balance, 
and additional understanding are often required. This recognition is not only needed once students 
earn their doctoral degrees and begin working in the new academy, but also during the doctoral 
preparation process, including coursework, comprehensive exams, and dissertation research.  

In the overview of comprehensive exams above, I provide context, rationale, and meaning to cap-
ture the reader’s attention. As a general rule, the validity of autoethnography is based on the 
premise that the author tells a story and situates the context with relevant literature and paradig-
matic approaches. At this point in the autoethnography process it would be difficult to establish 
validity of the method if I, the author (and subject), had never experienced academia or the com-
prehensive exam process. This is the distinguishing aspect of autoethnography as a method; it 
requires the researcher and subject to share an experience with transparency and vulnerability.  

Student, Committee, and Context 
The doctoral committee included five members: 1 anthropologist, 2 epidemiologists, 1 Dean of 
Research, and 1 public health researcher. Three are males and two are female. The autoethnog-
raphy that follows was written one month after I submitted my final written comprehensive exams 
and 4-days after the oral exam process. The excerpts below are the data I used to describe the 
comprehensive exam experience. These data come from exam questions sent via email, daily 
journal entries, letters to committee members that accompanied exam answers, and my emotions 
and reflections during the experience.  I used a reflexive approach to examine and make meaning 
of the experience as it relates to the broader social, cultural, and political context that I, as the  
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researcher and subject live. This story (autoethnographic data) begins with an email and my first 
journal entry on the third day of written comprehensive exams. 

Exam Question 1 
Exam Question 1 arrived via email at 8:17am Monday morning. The author had 13 days to re-
spond (Table 2).  

Table 2. Comprehensive Exam Question 1 

You have two weeks to complete this first comprehensive exam section.  Please submit your 
written responses to all committee members by the close of business on May 17.   

What are some currently unanswered questions related to the high rates of diabetes affecting 
American Indian/Alaska Native populations?  Pick one of these unanswered questions and design 
a mixed-methods study that you think would help to answer that question. 

 

3 Days into Comprehensive Exams 
It is 6am, I have been up for 3 hours, and well longer if you count being up throughout the night 
to care for a sick child, but the point is that I am not functioning well due to inadequate sleep. As 
a mother, the role of caring for our children always supersedes school work. 

3 days into a 14 day comprehensive exam process and absolutely piles of papers but no direction 
on where I want to go. I feel overwhelmed with the task of designing an intervention study that 
will actually work, and not simply duplicate what millions of others have done (that has failed to 
work). The challenge is presenting something new, with the risk of it being a flop, or not well re-
ceived by the committee because it is so drastically different than what others have proposed in 
previous interventions.  

Day 4 Finding Direction 
After reading most of yesterday, in-between caring for a sick child I have come to a place where I 
am feeling comfortable about the direction of what my responses will be. I am excited to begin 
writing and have about 60 sticky notes all over my computer with relevant literature. I wish I 
would have read up on this area before I got the questions because it feels completely new, al-
most discovery and my mind has never conceived these things before.  

Day 5 
Woke up at 4am then slept until 5:30am, got up and dove into the literature. I am still finding a 
ton of articles that I need to read, but time is running out. I need to just go for it. Went to yoga, 
this helped clear my mind. I was driving and somewhat overcome with emotion, feelings of com-
plete inadequacy, overwhelming joy that I am to this point, and feelings of support from all of the 
people that have mattered to me. I feel like the voices of the authors in the manuscripts are really 
coming alive now. I can almost see them, and what they mean. This is helping me get a handle on 
what my proposed research exam question will be. 

Day 6: Cleaning done 
I am getting a lot of cleaning done; I even pulled my antique sheets and table cloths out, bleached 
and pressed them. Good thinking time. Oh, and I finished a fidelity manuscript and sent to other 
authors for comment. Why am I doing this?  I hope today is productive – day 6 no shower, still in 
pajamas, child is better. 

Day 8 
I have had the questions for a week and I am finally finding my groove.  The literature is starting 
to say the same thing, or at least I am not discovering new publications every time I look or read 
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an article. I think this is a good sign. Yesterday I had the bright idea of spending 3 hours looking 
for funding opportunities that might fund the proposal. More time wasted. 

What I have come to realize is that theories are difficult to apply and use in community contexts.  
Daniels and Green said this in their 1999 publication about a community-based intervention that 
failed. I have not read anything since this article that made it so clear, and most authors would 
not write this, and many would not publish it. 

The good news is I have the first question answered based on the mass amount of knowledge I 
have collected over the last 7 days…..I am beginning to find my groove. 

Day 13: Blank  
I have one day to bring this all together. The house is a mess, papers are everywhere, it is 3am 
and I have been up for an hour drinking coffee contemplating my future. I wanted to write the last 
several days but could not find the time to do so. The most surprising thing that has happened 
during this process is the emotion. I think the emotion comes from feeling overwhelmed that all of 
this thinking is going to come to an end soon. I also feel inadequate like whatever I write will not 
be good enough. It is kind of like the last step in faking everyone out. Imposter syndrome is at an 
all-time high. With 1 day left I am trying to organize everything (maybe 60 documents of mis-
spelled, incomplete paragraphs) and write the proposal I will submit.   

I cannot wait for this to be over. I feel guilty that I have not spent any time with my daughter, I 
missed her first swim lesson and she always talks about me working instead of playing with her. 
This will be over soon. 

Reflection on Exam Question 1 Submitted  
I spent 12-days on exam question 1. On the 12th day, I woke up at 230am with a blank document.  
I realized I was out of time so I filled the empty document with words that would eventually be a 
mixed method study that would answer exam question 1. I submitted my responses but did not 
receive any confirmation from my committee and this increased my anxiety. However, I had the 
weekend to spend with my family and take care of household responsibilities before getting the 
second set of exam questions. 

At this point in the process, the author has demonstrated vulnerability, truth and a struggle be-
tween the worlds of at home responsibilities and a soon to be academic. Situating the comprehen-
sive exam process within a feminist paradigm allowed the author to describe her experiences as a 
woman and mother with truth and vulnerability that is not often voiced in more traditional re-
search methods.  Validity and reliability is established through a connection with the reader and 
an emergent truth found through story. 

Exam Question 2 
Exam Question 2 arrived via email at 8:37am Monday morning and the author had 5 days to re-
spond (Table 3).   

Day 17 
I turned in Exam Question 1 on Friday at 5:30. My printer broke, no time to proof and feels a bit 
clunky but I did what I could and looking back I feel pretty good about the process- maybe not the 
outcome but what I learned.  I hope my committee feels the same way- major holes in the theoret-
ical approach since there does not seem to be one that actually works, and the struggle with how 
to write something that would be realistic and not just placate academics or satisfy the require-
ment felt insurmountable at times. 

This morning I received Exam Question 2 and I feel much better about my plan. I am going to 
write like crazy in the next two days and aim to submit the draft by Thursday afternoon. I simply 
cannot wait until the day before to start writing like I did last time. Here I go.  
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Reflection on Exam Question 2 Submitted 
I submitted my response to written Exam Question 2 at 4:59pm on Friday, 1 minute shy of the 
5pm deadline. Submitting this concluded the written part of my comprehensive exam process.  

In the next section the author describes the day before the oral defense and the oral exam process. 
As with many doctoral comprehensive exams there is a written and oral examination. 

Day 24 
Sick again as luck would have it. Monday came and I had not heard from my committee chair or 
anyone on my committee, no hints of what the oral defense would be, or if I would indeed be 
passing. Finally about 4pm my committee chair calls me. He tells me some of my responses are 
interesting. Whenever anyone says something is interesting in academia it is not.  As a student 
when someone says your responses are interesting, you realize that your responses are so far 
from a discipline, theory, or practice, that no other word quite describes what you have done. 
After decades as a student I have come to know this.  

The Oral Defense 
Tuesday, the day of my exam.  I will not stress too much (But, it did not stop me from dusting off 
some epidemiology books from my time as a graduate student to review the quantitative methods 
section of my proposal). Never write something you cannot fully justify, articulate, or compre-
hend; with 2 epidemiologists on my committee, I should have reviewed this book sooner.   

Oral Exam Part I 3pm McIver Room 201 
I buy chocolate chip cookies thinking this will help. The meeting starts at 3pm. My committee 
members don’t know each other well so the beginning dialogue is a bit uncomfortable. I sit down 
with my old green binder and I read some of the 107 pages I wrote and notice more errors and 
typos. I am feeling like this will never end. In the big conference room I am on one side of the 25 
feet long table, and my committee chair and 3 members are opposite of me. My committee chair 
asks me about exam question 1; he wants to know what I would change. I say a lot. I babble on 
for about 20 minutes and finally say I need specifics or I will just go on for about 8 hours because 
there was a lot I would change- the typos, the style, theories, quantitative piece, tying everything 
together- how embarrassing this is as a doctoral student and professional. They excuse me from 
the room. 

Oral Exam Part II 415pm McIver Room 201 
My committee chair opens the door and I go back in and face more questions- they are endless, 
maybe even a little grueling. I do not recall all of them, but they included the following: Why did 
you place the quantitative analysis in Phase II of the study? Why didn’t you give a description of 
the community first? Why did you use a phenomenological methodology instead of an ethno-
graphic approach? Tell me how risk conditions are different than risk factors? What are the im-
plications? Why did you select the age group?  

There were specific questions in the oral exam process too, for example: 

Committee Member 1- ‘Why do you think this group of women experiences more risk factors 
than any other?’ 

Table 3. Comprehensive Exam Question 2 

You have one business week to complete this exam section.  Please submit your written re-
sponse to all committee members by the close of business on May 24. Prepare an essay of no 
more than 10 pages, single-spaced that discusses the dilemmas you face as a white researcher 
conducting research on issues facing Native American populations in the communities in 
which you work.  You should include historical and personal examples (from the literature, 
oral tradition and/or your personal experience) that illustrate the issues that you discuss.   
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Student- ‘Historical trauma, poverty, suicide, domestic violence, lack of education.’ 

Committee Member 3- ‘Who are you comparing these women to?’ 

Student- ‘Any population...’ [Then I recall my written response compares them to non-Hispanic 
whites]. 

[Uncomfortable Silence…] 

Committee Member 2- ‘What would you say to the surgeon general about these findings?’ 

Student- ‘I would not say anything. I would give the findings from this study to the community 
leaders and policy makers and let them decide what to say.’ 

[This was the wrong response, it came off as foolish and almost disrespectful to my most dedicat-
ed committee member, others laugh in the room and I immediately wish I could retract what I just 
said]. 

You Passed 
More discussion ensues and then I am asked to leave the room again. An hour and 15 minutes 
have passed but it feels like 8 hours at least. I walk back down the hallway, the one I use to walk 
every day as a graduate student. I find my old office mates and we laugh and talk. It is good to 
see them. Again, no review or planning for the next set of questions. My committee chair finds me 
in the room and calls me back. We discuss more of my answers.  The exams have finally ended. I 
have passed. Paper work is signed and everyone congratulates me, for what I am not sure as I 
feel like the biggest fake or imposter there is.   

Future doctoral students, committee members, the academy, and family/other support networks 
should keep these four recommendations in mind: 1) planning for the process, 2) use a basic re-
search design method and justification if applicable, 3) write letters, and 4) acknowledge self-
doubt (imposter syndrome) and move on.  

Plan where, how, and when you write and think best. No matter how much one clears their calen-
dars for comprehensive exams, there will always be menial  tasks like writing birthday cards, 
watching 5-hours of Gold Rush with sick children, wiping down furniture that has not seen a dust 
rag in months, cleaning floors, picking weeds, even going through bins with old magazines to 
discard the old ones. Avoiding the inevitable of writing, reading, and rewriting caused me more 
anxiety and less time to put together a complete and well- thought-out response. Therefore, it is 
important for students to identify what they need to be successful and the environments that are 
most conducive to success.  Also a strong support system is needed, especially for parents of 
children who may become sick. 

Caution about innovation and context. Students must recognize that most researchers write about 
the same things in somewhat different ways. Few studies are truly innovative and often there is a 
reason for this- it is called generalizability, applicability, fundability, rigor, and evidence. When 
doctoral students try to be innovative they might actually lose ground or confidence of their 
committee. The exam process may be smoother if students select standard study designs with an 
acceptable evidence base. A student’s training and professional experiences impact the ways they 
respond to exam questions, and students are taught that context matters. For example, the author’s 
knowledge of research ethics, community context/capacity, and cultural norms were factors in 
how she approached the study design, research questions, methodology, and ethical questions.  
However, students must balance contextual factors with a solid research design, methodology, 
and justification.  

Write letters.  Students should write letters to committee members during and after the exams. If 
students wait to write letters, their emotions and vulnerabilities may be difficult to capture. This 
process also helps to bracket or set aside emotions. Letters also help committee members know 
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how students approached the exam questions and provide insight into the challenges students 
have during the process. For example, one committee member said they realized the difficulty of 
the questions only after the author wrote the letter about the process. Letters also help committee 
members gain a deeper understanding of what it is like to be a doctoral student enduring the com-
prehensive exam process.  Below is an excerpt from a letter that the author wrote and submitted 
with comprehensive Exam Question 1. 

May 16, 2013 

Dear Committee Member, 

Before you begin reading my response, please know that I have thought these questions 
through to the extent I never wish to do so again. At times in the process I felt so com-
pletely inadequate that I wondered what I was doing and how I have come to this place. I 
wanted to spend this time, writing a proposal that might eventually do some good. In the 
last few years I have spent much time writing, of things that will never be used or seen 
again.  

The entire experience has been humbling and maybe this is what I was supposed to learn 
through this process. Maybe, it was that I was not humble enough to do this kind of work 
in communities before now... 

Imposter Syndrome. This syndrome is common in academe, and successful people with this syn-
drome often feel that they are a fraud and not worthy of success (see Cozzaraelli & Major, 1990).  
Many students become aware of this syndrome at some point in their doctoral careers and during 
the exam process this feeling may increase.  The author’s experience with imposter syndrome is 
likely influenced by years of working in academia without a doctoral degree. Throughout this 
process there was a nagging feeling like I was not smart enough to earn a doctoral degree be-
cause other people always knew more than me. Below is an excerpt from the letter that accompa-
nied Exam Question 2.  

May 23, 2013 

Dear Committee Member, 

Before you read my responses to comprehensive exam question number2, please know 
that I have learned, in a short time, what not to do.  The first set of questions I spent a 
great deal of time in the literature and by the time I was ready to respond to the first set 
of questions and design a study- it was too late. Dr. Jones told me weeks ago that I 
should not spend a lot of time in the literature, but I did this anyway. The best way to 
learn is to try something the wrong way and fail. Experience is the best teacher and 
therefore this week, I tried to use my own experiences relating to the exam questions. 
However, the week passed quickly (week 1 of comps was difficult because my daughter 
was home sick all week with asthma issues, then week 2 I found what I wanted to write 
about, but kept reading, week 3 I had a strategy set- but of course things never go as 
planned). These are not excuses but simply my reality. So, the drafts you receive are im-
perfect and I look forward to seeing you all soon to defend them. 

Conclusion 
This paper illustrates the use of autoethnographic approaches in research with the aim of ‘making 
sense’ of an experience while gaining a deeper understanding of self in relation to others.  Unlike 
other qualitative research methods that require extensive data collection, analysis, or coding to 
‘get it right’ or find the truth—autoethnography speaks truth from the beginning. The author dis-
closes without hesitation her experience and for many this untypical truth telling in research un-
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covers the meaning of human experience. Autoethnography as a research method helped the au-
thor make sense of the comprehensive exam process and deepened her understanding of who she 
was and who she was not.  I know that if I had the chance to take my comprehensive exams over 
again, I would. I would know more about what to expect, how to prepare, and the kinds of sup-
port I needed to be successful. Writing and reflection (reflexive autoethnographic approach) 
helped me understand the full meaning of the experience.  

In Closing. Doctoral students benefit when the comprehensive exam process allows for reflexivi-
ty. Although, most comprehensive exams rely on more traditional research methods, doctoral stu-
dents and committee members must be open and supportive in the multiple ways that students 
express their emotions, design exam responses, and deal with the realities of life during the exam 
process. Most students are like the author, they do not have the luxury of checking into a quiet 
hotel room for weeks on end to write responses to exam questions. In fact, many students in simi-
lar situations lack social support and often report feelings of social isolation (Ali & Kohun, 2007).  
For me, the exam process was not about passing exams and being one step closer to a doctoral 
degree; the process was about becoming human again after the years of graduate studies, final 
exams, and sleepless nights worrying about classes, homework, publications, and life balance. I 
encourage students to reflect on their histories and experiences and find ways to relate these to 
the challenges they face in the comprehensive exam process. We do not need statistical tests to 
validate our existence. Our lives and experiences are significant; they help us live in a meaning-
ful way. Students and scholars alike must strive to exist in ways that are humble, non-judgmental, 
accepting, vulnerable, and open to a world in which realities, many truths, and experiences can 
be found. 

May 23, 2013 

Dear Committee Member.  

I am thankful to God for the people that he has put in my life at a time they were most 
needed to teach me the things that I need to know to continue in a good way. You are 
these people at this time.  
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	Abstract
	The significance of a doctoral student’s completed dissertation is of immense importance both to the field and student.  The dissertation not only signifies the candidate’s ability to perform independent research, it also confirms the candidate’s ability to provide original contributions to knowledge.  This study examines the dissertation topic selection process of doctoral educational leadership students in order to understand what influences the student’s dissertation topic selection.  The emerging approach of Dynamic Network Analysis (DNA) was used to examine the interactions between task, belief, resource and knowledge in determining students’ choice.  Data was analyzed using the Organizational Risk Analyzers’ (ORA) software measures of Newman Grouping, centrality betweenness, cognitive demand, knowledge exclusivity, resource exclusivity, eigenvector centrality, and total degree centrality.  The results suggest that topic selection is influenced by faculty member’s research agenda, departmental core courses, and network factors like professional experience, life experience, and practical experience.  This result will help doctoral students understand the influences of mentor and adviser’s research interest, departmental core courses, professional experiences and life experiences as they navigate through dissertation topic selection and research. 
	Keywords:  Doctoral Students, Dissertation Topic Selection, Dynamic Network Analysis
	Introduction
	The dissertation is the culminating feature of the doctoral program.  The significance of a doctoral student’s completed dissertation is of immense importance both to the field and student.  Not only does the dissertation signify the candidate’s ability to perform independent research, it also confirms the candidate’s ability to provide original contributions to the field’s knowledge base (Isaac, Quinlan, & Walker, 1992; Katz, 1997; Useem, 1997).  The significance of the dissertation does not stop there.  The dissertation reflects more than the candidate’s training, technical, analytical, and writing skills.  The dissertation also impacts the close working relationship between the advisor and the candidate and the reputation of the advisor.
	Additionally, since external accreditation organizations review PhD candidate dissertations as part of the accreditation process, the dissertation also reflects on the program, department, college, and university as well (Isaac et al., 1992; Katz, 1997).  Katz (1997) also identifies society as an important player with a vital interest in the dissertation process because of its implications to research, practice and policy.  Reputations of the individual, advisor, and university are all at stake in a doctoral dissertation.  Isaac et al. (1992) and Useem (1997) stated that the dissertation may also play a critical role in the initial hiring of new faculty members.  As long as the dissertation remains the center of the doctoral degree (Ziolkowski, 1990), it is important to study the factors that influence the selection of a dissertation topic because the lack of understanding can lead to the poor dissertation work, frustration and drop out from the doctoral program.  This paper, using dynamic network analysis (DNA), suggest vital factors that might help enhance  successful dissertation topic selection.  
	Research Questions
	The following questions were examined in this research: 
	1. How do professors’ research agendas influence a student’s dissertation topic? 
	2. What kinds of resources (faculty and classes taken) influence a student’s selection of his or her dissertation topic? 
	3. What is the relationship between (a) students knowledge and (b) students’ belief in their research topic selection?  
	4. What dynamic networks do Educational Leadership graduates use to determine their dissertation topics? 
	Literature Review
	Selecting a dissertation topic may be the most difficult and most important major decision associated with a graduate student’s education (Katz, 1997; Lei, 2009).  Choosing a dissertation topic is crucial, as it requires identifying one’s research interest and the area of one’s contribution to knowledge (Luse, Mennecke, & Townsend, 2012).  This decision should be well guided and supported by convincing reasons.  There is very little literature on what constitutes the most influence on the doctoral student’s selection of dissertation topic (Isaac, Koenigsknecht, Malaney, & Karras, 1989).  The preponderance of the literature focuses on writing the dissertation, the graduate student experience, and faculty/adviser student relations with scant research on the process of dissertation topic selection (Bargar & Duncan, 1982; Dunham & Lumsden, 1981).  Even rarer is the influence of network interactions and relationships in dissertation topic selection. 
	Dynamic network is the context and mechanisms that enable interactions to emerge during the dissertation topic selection process.  Context here refers to the interactive atmosphere while mechanism describes the patterns of behavior that produces the desired outcome.  The primary outcomes of dynamic networks are adaptability, creativity, and learning (Uhl-Bien, Marion, & McKelvey, 2007).  Much of the literature contains very little advice on how to select research topics for this important task (Gatrell, 1991; Isaac et al., 1989) and almost nothing on the type of networks that influences dissertation topic research.  
	Gatrell (1991) calls topic selection the most vexed issue a doctoral student faces.  This is true because most students do not have research interests while others cannot select a topic from their selected research interests (Leedy & Ormrod, 2005; Luse et al., 2012).  Researchers identify some factors that influence topic selection.  Lei (2009) identified factors students consider when choosing a dissertation topic.  These factors include faculty and student related factors, the nature of the topic, trend, duration of study, research funding, and eventual audience of published works.  
	Useem (1997) identified five considerations for choosing a dissertation topic as tractability, reach, data availability, clarity of problem, resonance with organizational culture, learning new methodology, job search, and contributions to knowledge.  Heiss (1967) identified students’ preference, adviser area of research, peer group influence, time of completion, preliminary core classes at the doctoral level in the field of study and prevailing trend in the field, past background and the students’ future job or field interests as factors that are important to the dissertation topic selection.  While there were some similarities among these authors, there does not appear to be consistent factors or influences of networks that impact dissertation topic selection. 
	Other researchers note that if the student selects his or her own topic, there is a greater sense of commitment to and personal responsibility for the project (Adderley et al., 1975).  Student topic selection also has greater relevance and meaning if the student has taken the initiative in formulating the research question (Gatrell, 1991).  Initial research focusing on dissertation selection identified that a student’s independence in the dissertation selection process varied among disciplines.  Specifically, Berelson (1960) noted that physical sciences students have less freedom of choice in their dissertation topic selection than education students.  The findings revealed freedom of choice was 2% in physical sciences, 4% in biological sciences, 7% in engineering, 9% in the humanities, 12% in social sciences, and 19% in education.  A more recent work on the significance of the selection and importance of supervisors in doctoral student dissertation was examined by Ray (2007).
	This study considers the dissertation selection process of doctoral students using the lenses of dynamic network analysis to examine how educational leadership graduate students determine their dissertation topic.  In doing this, researchers considered the kind of resources (classes) available to the student, and the influences of their professors’ research agenda in this discussion.  Finally, this paper explicates the relationship between the students’ knowledge and beliefs in their selection of dissertation research topic.
	Theoretical Framework
	Network Analysis
	Social Network
	Dynamic Network Analysis (DNA)

	This paper uses network analysis as theoretical framework.  Network analysis is the study of relationships between individuals, objects, or events.  These relationships may consist of friendships, dominance, communications, etc. and may be mutual or one-directional with differing levels of intensity.  Networks are studied according to their attributes and relationships.  Attributes are considered intrinsic characteristics of people, objects, and events (i.e., gender, intelligence, income, etc.).  They persist across the context studied.  A relationship is an emergent property of the connection or linkage between units of observation.  They are context specific and can change when an individual is removed from a study (Knoke & Kuklinski, 1982).  For  this study, network analysis is divided into two categories: social network and dynamic network analysis.
	Marin and Wellman (2011) state that social network analysis is neither a theory nor a methodology.  Instead, a social network is a perspective or a paradigm.  Social networks are based on a starting point that social life is created by the relations and the patterns they form.  Network analysis allows researchers guidance on where to look for answers to relationships and connections within the network.  Borgatti, Mehra, Brass, and Labianca (2009) believe social networks do have a theoretical understanding and can be considered a theory.
	A social network is a set of nodes tied together by one or more types of relations (Wasserman & Faust, 1994).  Nodes are units that are connected by relationships whose patterns are studied.  While units are usually persons or organizations, any unit that can be connected to other units can also be studied as nodes (Marin & Wellman, 2011).  Laumann, Marsden, and Prensky (1983) identify three methods to determine which nodes to include in the network.  The first node inclusion is position-based.  Nodes are included based on organization membership or formally defined positions in an organization.  Individuals not in the organization or in designated positions are excluded from the study.  The second node inclusion method is event-based.  Researchers include individuals in the network who participated in events believed to define the population.  The final node inclusion method is relation-based.  Researchers identify a small set of nodes found to be of interest and expand the number of nodes to include others who share relationships with previously identified nodes.  Laumann et al. (1983) indicate research uses combinations of these methods to define the network and its boundaries.  Once nodes are identified, researchers determine the relationships existing between these nodes. 
	Relationships are broad and include similarities, social relations, interactions, and flows (Borgatti et al., 2009; Wasserman & Faust, 1994).  Social relations include kinship, affective ties, or cognitive awareness.  Interactions are behavior-based ties such as speaking with, helping, or inviting into one’s home.  They usually are connected with the social relationships.  Flow relationships are exchanges or transfers between nodes.  Flows include resources, information, or information as it moves through the network (Marin & Wellman, 2011). 
	One of the limitations of social networks is that they rely on having perfect information about each node and that the network is static.  As a tool of analysis DNA helps to study “how entities are constrained and enabled as they interact and the process that lead to change in the interactions” (Carley, 2010, p.7).  DNA allows imperfect information and the network itself can learn and adapt to varying levels of uncertainty in the network (Carley, 2003).  Carley identifies three DNA advances over social network allowing the network to adapt to imperfect and changing information.  First, DNA creates a meta-matrix.  Using knowledge management, operations research, and social networks a meta-matrix is developed focusing on people, resources, and tasks.  Second, the ties between the meta-matrix nodes are tied with probabilities. These probabilities also estimate how they change over time.  
	Finally, the meta-matrix uses multi-agent technology.  This process creates a dynamic social network that allows people, knowledge, tasks, and other groups to co-evolve.  This study uses DNA to examine doctoral students’ interactions with resources (classes taken), belief, task, and people (agents) as they navigate the selection of their dissertation topic.  Furthermore, the relevancy of this framework is that, while social network helps to examine the answers to influences, relationships and network patterns (perfect) as situated in the research questions, dynamic network analysis explains how agents are constrained and enabled as they interact (imperfect).
	Methodology
	This research highlights the doctoral student dissertation experience with a view to identifying influences that shape the students’ dissertation topic.  The emerging DNA methodology examines the interactions of the influence based on the variables of agent (individual), task, knowledge, and resource (faculty and classes).  DNA is used to understand patterns of behavior among agents and the nature of these interactions.  The rationale for using this method is to explain the influences that determine doctoral dissertation topic selection and understand the various interactions (relationship) between the variables identified as agents, task, knowledge, and resource as they shape students’ choice. 
	Data for this study was collected from a doctoral research class who were in the process of writing their dissertation in a research based university situated in a rural area of south eastern United States of America.  Purposeful sampling was used to capture responses from students who had completed their comprehensive examinations and are now focused on the dissertation process.  These now PhD candidates have to complete candidacy core classes to complete the program and their dissertation.  
	In this study, participants were taking Advanced Seminar classes, which is the second of three required candidacy core classes.  As a result, participants already taking this class were not randomly selected.  A total of twenty students were emailed, using their university address questionnaires using the Qualtrics online data collection instrument. Eighteen questionnaires were completed within two weeks.  This sample size consisted of traditional (full-time with university assistantship) and non-traditional students (with full time jobs).  The classes’ professor was contacted to engender participation from all respondents.  The student population included both full and part time students in a predominantly white institution.  Typically, a full time student is defined as a student with a university assistantship and enrolled in a minimum of 9 credit hours per semester.  These students are considered traditional students.  Part time students usually were full time employees in or outside of the university and took less than 9 credit hours per semester.  They are referred to as non-traditional students.  A questionnaire was used to collect data in this study which consisted of 18 questions.  The questions included participant’s demographic factors, relationship with other agents (students), beliefs, resources (faculty and classes) and knowledge.  This study was conducted as part of the doctoral research class. As a result, time for data gathering was limited.  Additionally, time constraints limited survey participants to educational leadership doctoral students. 
	The data collected using the Qualtrics online tool was exported to an excel spreadsheet and organized along the lines of agent (individual), task, knowledge, belief, and resources.  Additionally, the names of the respondents were replaced with pseudonyms (agent 1-20).  Even though three students did not reply to the questionnaires, they remained in the database since other agents referred to them in the questionnaires.  Pinsonneault and Kraemer (1993) stated that data collection depends on the participants’ willingness to respond to the survey questions.  The data was then exported into the network analysis software called ORA.  The researchers used ORA Newman Grouping, centrality betweenness, cognitive demand, knowledge exclusivity, resource exclusivity, eigenvector centrality, and total degree centrality for the data analysis of this research.
	Data Analysis
	Data analysis was carried out by first identifying the suitable ORA measures for this study.  The measure centrality betweenness refers to a node in the network and its ability to connect groups in a network.  This measure looks across all nodes that have the shortest path containing that node and percentage of paths that contain that node.  The agent the node refers to is positioned to broker connections between groups and to bear the influence of one group on another or serves as a gatekeeper between groups.  The measure indicates the extent the individual is a broker of indirect connections among all others in a network.  Someone with high centrality betweenness is a gatekeeper of information and occurs on many of the shortest paths among other people (Freeman, 1979). 
	Cognitive demand measures the total amount of cognitive effort expended by each agent to accomplish its tasks and connect with others.  Strong leaders are well connected in a network (people, resources, knowledge, etc.) and are engaged in tasks where they do not have complete information (Carley, 2002).  Exclusivity measures the amount of knowledge or resources that no one else possesses (Ashworth & Carley, 2006).  Eigenvector centrality identifies the strength of the relationship between nodes in a network.  Nodes that are connected to many otherwise isolated individuals or organizations will have a much lower score in this measure than those that are connected to groups that have many connections themselves (Bonacich, 1972a, 1972b).  
	Finally, the Total Degree Centrality measures the agents "in the know".  These nodes are linked to many others and, as a result of their position, have access to the ideas, thoughts, and beliefs of many others (Wasserman & Faust, 1994).  The range of these measures is zero to one.  Researchers used Newman grouping to identify clusters in a network.  These clusters allowed the identification of knowledge, resources, and beliefs connections and groupings in the network, even in large networks (Clauset, Newman, & Moore, 2004).
	Value
	Name
	0.1552
	Centrality, Betweenness
	0.4382
	Centrality, Eigenvector
	0.6410
	Centrality, Total Degree
	0.2764
	Cognitive Demand
	0.0018
	Exclusivity, Knowledge
	0.0036
	Exclusivity, Resource
	/
	Figure 1 Agent by Agent
	Figure 1 displays the agents’ interactions with each other and all measurement results are shown in Table 1.  The researchers conducted DNA and used centrality-betweenness to measure agents’ interactions.  The eigenvector measures (on a scale of zero to one) the strength of an agent’s network.  The result showed (see Table 1) that agent 20 has the strongest network compared to other agents with a 0.4382 eigenvector value.
	Table 1: The Measurements of Agent by Agent
	Centrality, Total Degree
	Exclusivity, Resource
	Exclusivity, Knowledge
	Centrality, Eigenvector
	Cognitive Demand
	Centrality, Betweenness
	0.2308
	0.0263
	0.0018
	0.2254
	0.1361
	0.0026
	Agent 1
	0.3077
	0.0097
	0.0018
	0.2998
	0.1624
	0.0107
	Agent 2
	0.2308
	0.0097
	0.0018
	0.2193
	0.1361
	0.0054
	Agent 3
	0.1026
	0.0000
	0.0000
	0.1320
	0.0351
	0.0000
	Agent 4
	0.3846
	0.0036
	0.1000
	0.2806
	0.1887
	0.0418
	Agent 5
	0.5385
	0.0036
	0.0018
	0.4329
	0.2414
	0.0438
	Agent 6
	0.3077
	0.0263
	0.0018
	0.2587
	0.1624
	0.0121
	Agent 7
	0.1795
	0.0000
	0.0000
	0.2010
	0.0614
	0.0000
	Agent 8
	0.2308
	0.0263
	0.0135
	0.2194
	0.1361
	0.0000
	Agent 9
	0.4359
	0.0036
	0.0135
	0.3314
	0.2063
	0.0200
	Agent 10
	0.1795
	0.0000
	0.0000
	0.2216
	0.0614
	0.0000
	Agent 11
	0.4359
	0.0097
	0.0135
	0.3453
	0.2063
	0.0379
	Agent 12
	0.3846
	0.0097
	0.1000
	0.3409
	0.1887
	0.0243
	Agent 13
	0.3846
	0.0263
	0.1000
	0.3573
	0.1887
	0.0244
	Agent 14
	0.5897
	0.0263
	0.0018
	0.4149
	0.2589
	0.1064
	Agent 15
	0.4103
	0.0263
	0.1018
	0.3209
	0.2308
	0.0378
	Agent 16
	0.4872
	0.0097
	0.0018
	0.3610
	0.2238
	0.0535
	Agent 17
	0.3077
	0.0714
	0.1000
	0.3297
	0.1624
	0.0040
	Agent 18
	0.4615
	0.0097
	0.0018
	0.3794
	0.2150
	0.0254
	Agent 19
	0.6410
	0.0036
	0.0018
	0.4382
	0.2764
	0.1552
	Agent 20
	The Centrality betweenness value of 0.1552 (on a scale of zero to one) indicated that agent 20 found the shortest ways to connect with others in the network.  Agent 20’s cognitive demand value was 0.2764.  This value measures how much dissertation topic knowledge this agent has to complete their task.  Agent 16 has a dissertation topic selection knowledge exclusivity value of 0.1018 and agent 18 has a dissertation topic selection resource exclusivity value of 0.0714.  These are the highest values in the respective measures.
	Table 2. The Measurements of Agent by Chair Research Agenda
	Centrality, Total Degree
	Centrality, Eigenvector
	0.0196
	0.0834
	Assessment
	0.0196
	0.0000
	Athletics
	0.0980
	0.7139
	Complexity/ Creativity /Networks
	0.0784
	0.4060
	Distributed Learning/School Choice
	0.0392
	0.0758
	Diversity
	0.0196
	0.0133
	Faculty
	0.0588
	0.0000
	Finance
	0.0392
	0.0000
	Laws/Policy
	0.0980
	0.5590
	Leadership/ Governance
	0.0196
	0.0133
	Mission Creep
	The dissertation chair’s research interest has important effects on students’ dissertation topic selection.  Table 2 identifies centrality eigenvector and centrality total degree for the influence of the dissertation chairs’ research interest on student dissertation topic selection.  The DNA results revealed that Complexity/Creativity/Networks, Leadership/Governance, and Distributed Learning/School Choice faculty research agendas were highly influential on students’ topic selections with centrality eigenvector values of 0.7139, 0.5590, and 0.4060 respectively.  The centrality total degree values were 0.0980, 0.0980, and 0.0784 respectively.  Figure 2 illustrates the relationship between students and their chairs’ research interests. 
	Value
	Name
	0.000
	Centrality Betweennes
	0.7139
	Centrality Eigenvector
	0.0847
	Centrality 
	Figure 2: Agent by Chair Research Interest
	Another important factor affecting a student’s dissertation topic selection is faculty influence.  The regression analysis from ORA showed an R²= 0.4423 for faculty influences revealing which faculty and their research interests have the greatest influence on students dissertation topic selection.  Table 3 identifies the centrality eigenvector and centrality total degree for agent by faculty influences.  Faculty 3 had the highest centrality eigenvector value of 0.5577.  
	Table 3: The Measurement of Agent by Faculty Influences
	Centrality, Total Degree
	Centrality, Eigenvector
	0.0702
	0.3208
	Faculty 1
	0.0702
	0.2370
	Faculty 2
	0.1579
	0.5577
	Faculty 3
	0.0877
	0.3296
	Faculty 4
	0.0877
	0.3333
	Faculty 5
	0.0175
	0.0709
	Faculty 6
	0.0702
	0.2786
	Faculty 7
	0.0877
	0.3753
	Faculty 8
	0.0702
	0.1967
	Faculty 9
	0.0175
	0.1288
	Faculty 10
	0.0877
	0.1735
	Faculty 11
	0.0175
	0.0357
	Faculty 13
	Faculty 8, 5, 4, and 1 were grouped closely together with centrality eigenvector values of 0.3753, 0.3333, 0.3296, and 0.3208 respectively.  Faculty 3 had the highest centrality total degree value of 0.1579.  Faculty 4, 5, 8, and 11 had a centrality total degree value of 0.0877, while Faculty 1, 2, 7, and 9 centrality total degree was 0.0702, and Faculty 6, 10, and 13’s centrality total degree value was 0.175.  These values imply that faculty members have a high influence on a student’s dissertation topic selection. Figure 3 illustrates the Newman Grouping  relationship between students and their faculty influence.
	Value
	Name 
	0.000
	Centrality, Betweenness
	0.5577
	Centrality, Eigenvector
	0.1579
	Centrality, Total Degree
	Figure 3: Agent by Faculty Influence
	The other important resource that influences student dissertation topic selection is the classes completed during their PhD program.  The researchers applied Newman Grouping to determine the influence classes have on students’ dissertation topic selection.  Applying Newman Grouping revealed eight-clusters (see Figure 4).
	The result showed that the Directed Research class has the highest impact on students’ topic selection with a 0.5389 eigenvector value (see Figure 4).  
	The interactions between students and classes are presented in Table 4, which showed that leadership courses (Principles of Educational Leadership and Theory and Practices in Educational Leadership) and research courses (Directed Research, Advanced Doctoral Seminar, Internship in Educational Leadership, and Introductory Doctoral Seminar) had eigenvector values great than 0.2.
	Table 4. The Measures Agent by Classes 
	  Centrality,       Total Degree
	  Centrality, Eigenvector
	0.0230
	0.1186
	Research Methods in Educational Leadership
	0.0230
	0.1052
	Doctoral Dissertation Research
	Case Study and Ethnographic Research Methods and Design
	0.0230
	0.0720
	0.0115
	0.0551
	Instructional Leadership
	0.0460
	0.2169
	Internship in Educational Leadership II
	0.0230
	0.0447
	Sociology of Higher Ed
	0.0460
	0.1520
	College Teaching
	Phenomenology and Grounded Theory Research Methods and Design
	0.0115
	0.0069
	0.0230
	0.1255
	Higher Education Finance
	0.0805
	0.4904
	Advanced Doctoral Seminar I
	0.0230
	0.1545
	Educational Policy Studies
	0.0115
	0.0706
	Governance in Higher Education
	Legal Principles in the Administration of Institutions of Higher Education
	0.0230
	0.1545
	0.0230
	0.1545
	Diversity Issues in Higher Education
	Emerging Qualitative Research Methods and Design
	0.0115
	0.0706
	0.0115
	0.0169
	The American Professoriate
	0.0345
	0.1053
	The Two-Year College
	0.0920
	0.5389
	Directed Research
	0.0115
	0.0389
	Qualitative Research in Education
	0.0575
	0.2812
	Principles of Educational Leadership
	0.0115
	0.0389
	Identity, Schooling and Democratic Education
	0.0575
	0.3019
	Theory and Practice in Educational
	0.0460
	0.2395
	Introductory Doctoral Seminar
	0.0460
	0.1420
	Systematic Inquiry in Educational Leadership
	0.0230
	0.0627
	History of Higher Education
	0.0115
	0.0071
	Ethics and Policy
	0.0115
	0.0071
	Qualitative Research
	0.0115
	0.0071
	Mixed Methods
	/
	Value
	Name
	0.000
	Centrality, Betweenness
	0.5389
	Centraality, Eigenvector
	0.0920
	Centrality, Total Degree
	Figure 4: Agent by Classes
	Table 5. The Measurements of Agent by Factors
	Centrality, Total Degree
	Centrality, Eigenvector
	0.0159
	-0.0938
	Influences from Previous classes/ readings
	0.0873
	-0.5082
	Personal Interest
	0.0317
	-0.1567
	Personal life experiences
	0.0873
	-0.4200
	Professional Experience
	0.0079
	-0.0564
	Relationships
	The survey identified the following five factors had an impact on dissertation topic selection: professional experiences, personal life experiences, relationships, personal interests, and influences from previous classes/readings.  According to DNA results (see Table 5), personal interest and professional experience were the most effective factors impacting dissertation topic selection with eigenvector centrality values of -0.5082 and -0.4200 respectively. 
	Table 6. The Measurements of Agent by Research Topics
	Centrality, Total Degree
	Centrality, Eigenvector
	0.0159
	-0.0980
	Assessment
	0.0159
	-0.0636
	Athletics
	0.0476
	-0.3018
	Complexity/ Creativity /Networks
	0.0714
	-0.3480
	Distributed Learning/School Choice
	0.0397
	-0.1702
	Diversity
	0.0159
	-0.0739
	Faculty
	0.0238
	-0.0725
	Finance
	0.0238
	-0.0975
	Laws/Policy
	0.0794
	-0.5020
	Leadership/ Governance
	0.0079
	-0.0417
	Mission Creep
	PhD program with an eigenvector centrality value of -0.5020 (see Table 6).  The distributed learning and school choice research topic and the complexity, creativity, and networks research topic were the next two topics most selected by these students with an eigenvector centrality value of -0.3480 and -0.3018 respectively.  
	/
	Figure 5. Agent by Knowledge
	Total degree centrality values were 0.0873 for both factors.  In addition, leadership and governance was the most selected research topic by candidates in the department of Educational Leadership.
	For this research, knowledge is determined as factors that influence dissertation topic selection and dissertation topics selected by students in this sample.  Researchers applied ORA Newman Grouping to the agent by knowledge matrix to view the clear relationships between students and their knowledge.  This grouping identified the four clusters displayed in Figure 5.  The largest number of students (group 4) were influenced by their personal life experiences, distributed learning/school choice, and law/policy topics for their dissertation topics.  
	Value
	Name
	0.000
	Centrality,Betweeenness
	-.3290
	Centrality, Eigenvector
	0.2585
	Centrality, Total Degree
	Value
	Name
	Value
	Name
	0.000
	Centrality,Betweeenness
	0.000
	Centrality,Betweeenness
	-.3257
	Centrality, Eigenvector
	-.3201
	Centrality, Eigenvector
	0.2562
	Centrality, Total Degree
	0.2517
	Centrality, Total Degree
	Figure 6: Agent by Belief
	The researchers sought students’ beliefs for dissertation topic selection in this study.  Figure 6 displays the three Newman Grouping clusters identifying the relationship between students and their beliefs with respect to their dissertation topic selection.  
	Professional experience (-0.3290 eigenvector centrality value), practical experience (-0.3257 eigenvector centrality value), life experiences (-0.3228 eigenvector centrality value), and theoretical experience (-0.3201 eigenvector centrality value) were most significant beliefs among fifteen of the students’ beliefs for dissertation topic selection.  In general, the results show that beliefs play an important role in student dissertation topic selections.  A complete list of student beliefs is found in Table 7.  
	Table 7 The Measurements of Agents by Belief
	Centrality, Total Degree
	Centrality, Eigenvector
	0.1973
	-0.2530
	Cognate Classes
	0.2336
	-0.2979
	Current Graduate Education
	0.1905
	-0.2437
	Graduate Education
	0.1202
	-0.1540
	Library Skills
	0.2540
	-0.3228
	Life Experiences
	0.1905
	-0.2428
	Mixed Methods Research Techniques
	0.2562
	-0.3257
	Practical Experience
	0.2585
	-0.3290
	Professional Experience
	0.1995
	-0.2533
	Qualitative Research Skills
	0.2268
	-0.2893
	Qualitative Research Techniques
	0.1542
	-0.1971
	Quantitative Research Skills
	0.1270
	-0.1642
	Quantitative Research Techniques
	0.1406
	-0.1816
	Technology/Internet Skills
	0.2517
	-0.3201
	Theoretical Experience
	0.1519
	-0.1938
	Undergraduate Education
	/
	Figure 7.  Agent by Chair Research Agenda by Chair
	The interaction among agent, dissertation chair, and the chair’s research agenda resulted in a R² value of 0.2344.  Figure 7 displays that the most connected research agenda was associated with the Complexity/Creativity/Network research agenda.  The eigenvector associated with this node was -0.7139.  The researchers applied Newman grouping to this data and five clusters were created (see Figure 8).  The first group included the interaction between faculty 1 and Agent 13 and the athletics research agenda.  Faculty 1 links group 1 with group 3 through agent 2.  This link through faculty 1 established the connection between the athletics research agenda and the complexity/creativity/networks and the distributed learning/school choice research agendas.  
	The third group displays the relationship between faculty 2, agent 3, and agent 17 on distributed learning/school choice and the complexity/creativity/networks research agendas.  Faculty 2 links group 3 with group 5 through agents 3, 17, and 14.  Group 5 included interactions among faculty 5, agents 1, 5, and 7, and also faculty 2 and agent 14 have interactions about assessment, leadership and governance.  This link through faculty 2 established the connection between the complexity/creativity/networks and the distributed learning/school choice research agendas with assessment and leadership/governance research agendas.  Faculty 11 links group 3 with group 2 through agents 6, 19, and 10.  This link through faculty 11 established the connection between complexity/creativity/networks and the distributed learning/school choice research agendas with diversity, faculty, and mission creep research agendas.  Group 2 included the relationship between faculty 3, agent 12 and agent 20, and faculty 11, agent 10, and agent 20 about the topics of diversity, faculty, and mission creep.  Group 4 associates faculty 4 with agents 16 and 9 and faculty 8 with agent 15, and faculty 7 with agent 18.  This Newman Grouping identified interactions on finance and law/policy research agendas.  Researchers note this grouping stands alone with no interactions with the other Newman Groups.
	/
	Figure 8. Newman Grouping of Agent by Chair Research Agenda by Chair
	Figure 9 shows the interaction by agent, class influences, and research topic.  The directed research class was the most effective course on topic selection with an eigenvector value of 0.5389.  The regression between class influence and the singularly most effective class was R²= 0.3635. 
	/
	Figure 9. Agent by Class Influences by Research Topic
	In Figure 10, agent, belief, and factor interactions were presented.  After Newman grouping was applied, three clusters emerged.  The most effective beliefs were professional experience with an eigenvector value of 0.3290 in the third group, life experience with an eigenvector value of 0.3228 in the third group, and practical experience with an eigenvector value of 0.3257 in the second group. 
	Value
	Name
	Value
	Name
	0.000
	Centrality, Betweenness
	0.000
	Centrality, Betweenness
	-.3228
	Centrality,Eigenvector
	-.3257
	Centrality,Eigenvector
	0.2540
	Centrality, Total Degree
	0.2562
	Centrality, Total Degree
	  / 
	Value
	Name
	0.000
	Centrality, Betweenness
	-.3290
	Centrality,Eigenvector
	0.2583
	Centrality, Total Degree
	Figure 10. Agent by Belief by Factor
	Discussion
	The purpose of this study was to determine the kind of resources available to the student and the influences of the professors’ research agenda.  Additionally, this study examined the relationship between the students’ knowledge and belief in the selection of their dissertation topic.
	The result revealed faculty research interest on doctoral students’ dissertation topic selection with the research interests with the highest influences as Complexity/Creativity/Networks, Leadership/Governance, and Distributed Learning/School Choice.  Constructing meaning from this result indicate that these faculty members have a high degree of total degree centrality which implies that students who choose these research interests will always have these faculty member as either their chairs or on their committee’s members because of the faculty members’ expertise in these fields.  These faculty members are also seen or assumed to be information and knowledge gate keepers in their fields of expertise (Schniederjans, 2007).  The exclusivity of knowledge resides with these faculty members.  Exclusivity of knowledge here indicates ideas and subject matter expertise that others do not have in a particular research interest.  It is observed that students with certain research interest always gravitate towards these faculty members with the exclusive knowledge of their research interests.  
	Another explanation of this phenomenon is the clustering between students and faculty members with similar research interests using the Newman Grouping as indicated by the results from Table 3 faculty members 1, 3, 4, 5, and 8.  This finding has been supported by literature as one of the factors that influence students’ dissertation topic selection (Heiss, 1967; Katz, 1997; Lei, 2009).  However, according to Barr (1984), there is distinction between topic selection by students in social sciences and students in the physical science.  Research findings reveal topic selections in the physical sciences were often assigned by their advisor compared to about 70% of students in the social sciences and education who will choose their own research topic.  The following question then may be asked, to what degree is a dissertation topic directly assigned by the advisor versus the degree to which a faculty research interest influences a student’s topic selection (Barr, 1984; Isaac et al., 1992)?
	In determining doctoral topic selection, resources (classes taken) had an influence on student dissertation topic selection.  Classes completed during their PhD programs were identified as resources that influenced a student’s dissertation topic selection.  The results from our study revealed that three out of the four of the preliminary classes influenced student dissertation topic selection (Kartz, 1997).  Our study showed that two leadership courses (Principles of Educational Leadership and Theory and Practices in Educational Leadership) and four research courses (Directed Research, Advanced Doctoral Seminar, Internship in Educational Leadership, and Introductory Doctoral Seminar) were the most influential (see Table 4).  This result supports Heiss’ (1967) conclusions about the influence of preliminary courses on students dissertation topic selection. 
	Student’s previous knowledge influences their dissertation topic selection.  The study results revealed personal interest and professional experience played a high role in influencing a student’s dissertation topic selection.  While this finding confirms extant literature on the role of past experience, it is, however, interesting to note that peer influence played a lesser influence on a student’s dissertation topic selection contrary to general expectation (Heiss, 1967).  Instead, personal interest and professional experience had a stronger influence on a student’s dissertation topic selection.  The implication of this result is that students, even while considering their faculty member’s research interest, also give consideration to their personal interests and professional experiences when determining dissertation topics.  In this sample, 50% of the students based their dissertation topic selection on their personal interest while 40% based their selection on their professional experiences.  This result may have implications on student’s mentor selection determination.
	Student’s existing belief also influences their dissertation topic selection.  The beliefs identified related to theoretical experiences, professional experiences, practical experiences, and life experiences (see Table 7).  The result of this study suggests that students’ backgrounds influence their dissertation topic selection more than their experiences in the PhD program itself (Isaac et al., 1989; Heiss, 1967).  A rather important explanation is that some students may unknowingly enter the doctoral program with a preconceived idea of their research interest based on their beliefs (theoretical experiences, professional experiences, practical experiences, and life experiences) when selecting their dissertation topics.
	The beauty of dynamic network analysis in deconstructing this connection is its capacity to determine network relations and interactions among agents.  Figure 7 displays the relationship among agents, chairs, and their research interests.  The result revealed that the most connected research agenda were Complexity/Creativity/Network.  Figure 7 also shows the interactions between students and their chairs and identifies the nodes with the shortest connections and the most links (betweenness centrality).  Literature also alludes to these same relationships between chairs and their students (Barr, 1984; Heiss, 1967).
	In Figure 10, agent, belief, and factor interactions were examined.  After Newman Grouping was applied, three clusters emerged.  The most effective beliefs were professional experience, life experience, and practical experience.  The implication of this is that professional experience, life experiences, and practical experiences were preponderant network factors that influenced a student’s dissertation topic selection supporting Heiss’ (1967) conclusions. 
	Conclusion
	When considering dissertation topic selection, research reveals that students are bombarded by varying considerations.  These considerations can sometimes be confusing or even overwhelming.  Therefore, an understanding of these considerations could be instructive to include in a doctoral student’s orientation and advising in order to eliminate the stress and confusion that may follow this process.  Another important conclusion is that students are influenced by more than one single factor when selecting their dissertation topic, some factors are more important than others. This study, as mentioned earlier, can be instructive in student advising about dissertation topic selection.  However, this study is limited by very little literature on dissertation topic selection and by time available to collect data as this study was implemented as part of a semester course work.
	In programing and institutional curriculum planning, decisions on preliminary classes for most departments should be intentional because, as revealed by this study, dissertation topic selection by doctoral students may be fixated on the choice of these classes.  As shown in this research, preliminary classes clearly shaped a student’s dissertation topic selection.  These preliminary courses identified in this study as resources helped to shape doctoral student dissertation topic selection decisions.  Complexity, creativity, and networks were all topics thoroughly discussed during preliminary coursework and they were the most central to topic selection.  This may be good if it is a deliberate effort to set the specialization of the department in a certain direction but this can also be counterproductive if it is not. Departments must therefore be deliberate in determining the classes identified as preliminary classes since these classes can influence the outcome of students’ dissertation topic selection.
	The use of dynamic network analysis in this study helped to explicate the importance of the interaction between the faculty research agenda and the students’ dissertation topic selection.  This was shown by how much faculty research agenda influenced students topic selection as faculty with knowledge specific subject matter attracted students with those research interests.  This is evident by the number of clusters formed around particular research interest.
	Finally, this study showed the influence of previous professional experience, life experiences and practical experience in determining students dissertation topic selection. The result helped to highlight the relationships between a student’s knowledge and belief in determining dissertation topic selection. This may be important for student advising and guidance. Further research may be needed to determine which of these students’ past experiences have a greater influence. Even though this study revealed little influence of peer group dissertation topic selection, it may be interesting to study why this is so and the contributions of peer interaction in dissertation topic selection process.
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	Abstract
	The purpose of this collective case study was to use a critical dialectical pluralistic (CDP) philosophical lens to investigate select doctoral students’ perceptions about the challenges that they encountered while in a doctorate program and the coping strategies that they found effective in mitigating these challenges.  A major goal of CDP is to empower research participants maximally by giving them the role of participant-researchers. Participants were 10 doctoral students enrolled at a Tier-II university in the United States, who were selected via convenience sampling.  Each student participated in a face-to-face interview with a member of the research team—consistent with a CDP approach.  A qualitative-dominant crossover mixed analysis was used wherein both quantitative and qualitative analyses were used to analyze the qualitative data, with the qualitative analysis phase being dominant. The qualitative analyses (e.g., constant comparison analysis, classical content analysis) revealed the following five themes: compartmentalization of life, outside support systems, justification for participation in program, emotional status, and structure of program. These themes indicated that although challenges are plentiful, particularly in terms of balancing one’s academic life with other obligations, participants found support and encouragement from family, friends, and other doctoral students to be the most beneficial coping strategy.  These findings have important implications for the structuring of doctoral programs.
	Keywords: doctoral student, challenges, coping, doctoral students’ perspectives, doctoral programs
	Introduction
	By design, earning a doctorate degree is not a quick or easy process; otherwise, the educational value of the graduate school’s terminal degree would be diminished.  As noted by M. Jones (2013), attrition rates for doctoral students range from 33% to 70% (cf. Gardner & Gopaul, 2012; Ivankova & Stick, 2007; Jiranek, 2010; Kim & Otts, 2010).  Further, a 2008 study conducted by the Council of Graduate Schools (CGS; Sowell, 2008) revealed that only 57% of doctoral students completed their degree programs within 10 years.  The researchers in this CGS study examined 330 doctoral programs representing various disciplines over a 12-year period (Sowell, 2008).  In a separate study of attrition rates at the doctoral level, Lovitts (2001) found that attrition rates can range from 30% to 50% depending on field of study, consistent with the CGS findings (Sowell, 2008).  These and other studies (cf. M. Jones, 2013) provide evidence that time management and persistence have been challenges to success at the doctoral level.  There are other obstacles to overcome as well.  The first-year experience is a daunting one for doctoral students because many have to become re-acclimated to the learning environment after years in the workplace, in addition to adapting to the rigors of a doctoral research program (Wao & Onwuegbuzie, 2011; Witte & James, 1998).  Numerous factors have been identified that can hinder a student’s doctoral experience, such as financial and resource issues, difficult disciplines, accessibility of information, and progress monitoring (Neumann, 2012; Wao & Onwuegbuzie, 2011), as well as isolation (Ali & Kohun, 2006, 2007; Kohun & Ali, 2005; Lovitts, 2001).
	The first-year doctoral experience often leads to students questioning whether they made the correct decision to pursue a doctorate degree (Witte & James, 1998), leading to high attrition rates at this early stage of these students’ doctoral programs (Jairam & Kahl Jr., 2012; Lott, Gardner, & Powers, 2010).  Indeed, as noted by Ali and Kohun (2006), in the first year of their doctoral programs, students experience difficulties in adjusting to their new life of doctoral studies.  Moreover, typically, the first year of the doctoral program yields the most difficult adjustment (Hockey, 1994).  This adjustment likely is even more difficult for first-generation doctoral students (Gardner & Holley, 2011; Holley & Gardner, 2012).  Beeler (1991) identified four stages wherein the actual adjustment occurs for new graduate students: unconscious incompetence (i.e., occurring upon entering the doctoral program wherein students have a limited idea about what is involved in the program either academically or socially), conscious incompetence (i.e., occurring after the students gain knowledge about the academic requirements during which time they become aware of their academic deficits), unconscious competence (i.e., occurs when students believe that they have acquired some competence in their fields of study but are mostly unaware of their competence, thereby leading them to feel competent unconsciously), and conscious competence (i.e., occurs when students have accumulated sufficient knowledge that they become aware of what they know).  According to Beeler (1991), this adjustment process places a psychological burden that overwhelms some students.  And students who are unable to cope with this psychological adjustment might fall behind relative to other students in their program, which might lead to them dropping out of the program.  With the vast differences in attrition rates of doctoral students being 33% to 70% (cf. Gardner & Gopaul, 2012; Ivankova & Stick, 2007; Jiranek, 2010; Kim & Otts, 2010), researchers, through this collective case study, sought to determine the common experiences of select doctoral students and what motivated their persistence through their doctoral degree programs.
	No matter the rigor of the doctoral program, research has indicated that peripheral factors can have just as much impact on the attrition of doctoral programs as can the difficulty of the coursework.  Factors from marital discord to financial burdens to the relationship with the student’s advisor all can have significantly detrimental effects on educational success at the doctoral level (Maher, Ford, & Thompson, 2004).  Students who contend with family issues during their doctoral programs often experience “considerable additional duress” (Maher et al., 2004, p. 388).  Maher et al. (2004) noted that women are most often distracted from their academic endeavors by their maternal responsibilities, the emotional toll of a divorce or death, and the financial security associated with success.  These diversions, more often than not, lead doctoral students to exhibit concerns regarding stress, time strain, one’s emotional and psychological well-being, and lack of support from family members and friends (Moyer, Salovey, & Casey-Cannon, 1999).
	Pyhältö, Toom, Stubb, and Lonka (2012) investigated the problems confronted by doctoral candidates during their doctoral programs and their well-being with respect to their studying engagement.  Participants involved 669 doctoral students from the Faculties of Arts, Medicine, and Behavioural Sciences, who were administered a survey.  Pyhältö et al. (2012) documented that the doctoral students’ perceptions of the problems that they experienced during their studies varied.  In particular, these problems were related to general working processes (31%), domain-specific expertise (29%), supervision and the scholarly community (21%), and resources (19%).  Nearly one half (i.e., 43%) of the study participants had contemplated withdrawing from their studies.  Further, the doctoral students’ well-being varied as a function of whether they had at some point in their studies considered withdrawing from their studies, with those students who had considered withdrawing from their studies reporting more anxiety, higher levels of stress, lower levels of interest in their studies, and more exhaustion than did students who had not considered withdrawing from their studies.
	Even with these challenges, the number of doctorates awarded each year in the United States has an average annual growth of 3.4%, demonstrating an upward trend over time (National Science Foundation, National Center for Science and Engineering Statistics [NSF, NCSES], 2012).  The persistence and determination of students’ progression through their doctoral studies are highly correlated with students’ motives for seeking such a degree (Geraniou, 2010).  Morton and Thornley (2001) acknowledged two common motives for pursuing a doctoral degree among both male and female students: that of an individual’s interest in the subject matter and that of an individual’s personal satisfaction of pursing a graduate degree.  Similarly, Leonard, Becker, and Coate (2005) concluded that most students acknowledged personal development (e.g., increased confidence, self-fulfillment) and development of research skills (e.g., becoming more reflective and analytic, improving writing ability) as being the motivating factors leading to the determination of completing a doctoral degree while overcoming adversities.  Furthermore, emotional support from family members often is cited as “critical to those in the throes of the doctoral process, providing them with the encouragement needed to persist and succeed” (Maher et al., 2004, p. 388).
	Although several quantitative research studies in the area of graduate student stress and coping have been conducted (El-Ghoroury, Galper, Sawaqdeh, & Bufka, 2012; Holahan, 1979; Mechanic, 1962), there is a lack of in-depth qualitative research on the subject in the field of education.  At the time Mechanic’s (1962) study was conducted, few social psychologists and virtually no sociologists had conducted studies about stress (Glassner, 1979).  Mechanic’s (1962) study involved 23 sociology graduate students preparing for their doctoral examinations and focused on the psychological stress and coping strategies.  Unlike the present study, the participants in Mechanic’s (1962) study were not part of a cohort structure, but rather were in a competitive environment.  A principle revelation from Mechanic’s (1962) study was that a student’s reaction to stress depended on the resources or coping mechanisms that the student possessed and where they were in the social network. Mechanic (1978) argued that “The ability to cope with the environment depends on the efficacy of the solutions to which one has been exposed” (pp. x-xi).
	Mechanic's (1962, 1978) study on stress in graduate students involved a relatively small sample of participants from a single department, whereas Holahan’s (1979) study expanded the sample size as well as emotional stress as an interactive function of department type and personal need for support.  Holahan’s (1979) study involved 377 female graduate students from various disciplines, divided into three groups based on the representation of female students in their departments.  The hypothesis of the study was that the environments would be less supportive in disciplines that were considered nontraditional for females, thereby displaying the strongest relationship between stress and need for support among this group.  The findings from Holahan’s (1979) study suggested that females in minority departments (i.e., nontraditional for females) showed the strongest relationship between stress and the need for support.
	The most recent, randomized, and comprehensive study was conducted by El-Ghoroury et al. (2012).  Underwritten by the American Psychology Association (APA), the randomized survey study conducted by El-Ghoroury et al. (2012) assessed a national sample of 387 students in a wide range of psychology fields to examine stressors, coping strategies, and barriers that interfered with their optimal functioning.  The study comprised students at the graduate level of whom 54% were doctoral students.  Univariate and multivariate tests were conducted and the results revealed that 70.5% respondents experienced stress related mostly to (a) academic responsibilities and pressures, (b) finances or debt, (c) anxiety, and (d) poor work/school life balance.  The major coping strategies discerned were (a) friends’ support, (b) family support, (c) talking to a classmate, (d) regular exercise, and (e) hobbies.  Moreover, major barriers to coping were reported to stem from lack of time and financial constraints.  El-Ghoroury et al. (2012) purported that their quantitative research study was the first simultaneously to measure stress, coping strategies, and barriers to coping among graduate students.  However, they also noted that the design did not allow for specific and individualized matching of stressors, coping, and barriers to coping.  Moreover, the sample consisted of graduate master-level and doctoral-level students from a variety of psychology disciplines.  The authors admitted that stressors such as financial burdens differed among students at different stages of their graduate journeys.  Therefore, the present qualitative research study sought to assess specific and individual challenges and coping mechanisms among selected doctoral students only.  Indeed, even though El-Ghoroury et al. (2012) listed social support from friends, family, and classmates as a most frequent strategy used by graduate psychology students to manage stress, it is unclear whether similar strategies applied to doctoral students in education.  Collegial actions, that is, seeking friends’ support (74.4%) and talking to a classmate (62.8%), were cited as the predominant stress coping mechanisms by the majority of respondents in El-Ghouroury et al.’s (2012) research study.
	Ultimately, the purpose of the current qualitative research study was to explore the experiences of a select group of doctoral students, namely, students representing a whole cohort.  Specifically, we investigated their challenges and coping strategies that these cohort members utilized to overcome their challenges in the doctoral program.  We hoped to share the common experiences of a cohort of doctoral students in terms of their challenges and coping strategies, assuming that many doctoral students face common challenges in completing their doctoral degrees regardless of the field of study or other factors (e.g., gender, age).  Furthermore, it was hoped that the knowledge from this study could help administrators of doctoral students, advisors/supervisors, and mentors to understand factors that contribute to the attrition and retention of doctoral students by identifying possible challenges and coping strategies that can be utilized to overcome the challenges, respectively.
	This study was framed within a critical dialectical pluralism philosophical lens (Onwuegbuzie & Frels, 2013).  According to Onwuegbuzie and Frels (2013), a major goal of critical dialectical pluralism is to empower research participants maximally by giving them the role of participant-researchers.  As such, all participants in this qualitative research study served as research participants, who maintained an active role at every stage of the research process.  It was hoped that findings from this collective case study would increase our understanding of how these doctoral students perceived these issues, thereby yielding insights into their particular educational, social, and familial processes and practices.
	Qualitative Research Questions

	The following qualitative research questions were addressed in this study:
	1.  What types of challenges do select doctoral students face during their participation in a doctoral program?
	2.  What do select doctoral students perceive as being characteristics of effective coping strategies when facing challenges associated with their doctoral programs?
	Methodological Framework

	The methodological framework for this study was based on Leech and Onwuegbuzie’s (2013) 13-step qualitative research process, illustrated in Figure 1.
	Following the 13-step qualitative research process allowed the participant-researchers to conduct a study and to write a report that was both warranted (i.e., provided adequate evidence to justify the results and conclusions) and transparent (i.e., makes “explicit the logic of inquiry and activities that led from the development of the initial interest, topic, problem, or research question; through the definition, collection, and analysis of data or empirical evidence; to the articulated outcomes of the study” )—as specified in the seminal document developed by the Task Force on Reporting of Research Methods in American Educational Research Association (AERA) Publications entitled Standards for Reporting on Empirical Social Science Research in AERA Publications (AERA, 2006, p. 2).
	Method
	Participants

	As posited by Miles and Huberman (1994), qualitative research often involves small samples of people nested in context, with a tendency to be purposively selected.  To obtain our sample, we utilized a convenience sampling method consisting of the two selection criteria that were based on the following elements: (a) participant selection into a higher education administration doctoral program and (b) particular enrollment in a doctoral qualitative research methodology course.  Ten participants met the criterion used to generate the sample.  Each of the participants was a second-year higher education doctoral student, enrolled in a qualitative research methodology course at a public university in Southeast Texas.  This course was conducted concurrently at a satellite campus of the university by use of Interactive Television (ITV).  ITV classes were transmitted live over the university’s video network and allowed students and instructors to interact between classrooms through automated zoom cameras and microphones located on podiums and desks in each of the two classrooms.  Students in each classroom viewed their linked counterparts via large television screens and data projectors.  Participants were evenly split between the two locations based on their location preference.
	/
	Figure 1. Qualitative methodological framework guiding the inquiry.Adapted from Leech & Onwuegbuzie, 2013
	At the time the study was conducted, all participants resided in Texas.  In addition, each of the participants had experience in a higher education setting.  Participant roles ranged from faculty members to higher education executives.  Further, all participants had obtained master’s degrees before beginning the doctoral program.  With regard to race and ethnicity, seven out of 10 participants were White, two were African American, and one participant was Asian.  The participants’ ages ranged from 30 to 59 years (M = 39.9, SD = 10.75), and, women were in the majority, consisting of eight out of the 10 participants interviewed for the study.  For the purposes of this study, we will refer to the students collectively as the participants and individually by their pseudonyms: April, Brenda, Carl, Cassandra, Darcy, Deidre, Hillary, Marcy, Sally, and Travis.  Table 1 displays the participants’ demographic information in more detail.
	Table 1. Demographic Information of Participants
	Alias
	Gender
	Race
	Age
	Profession
	April
	Female
	White
	57
	Director of First-Year Experience
	Brenda
	Female
	White
	30
	Adjunct Professor
	Carl
	Male
	White
	30
	Assistant Athletic Director
	Cassandra
	Female
	White
	31
	Director of Corporate & Foundation Relations
	Darcy
	Female
	Black
	59
	Library Director
	Deidre
	Female
	White
	45
	Manager of Professional Development Programs
	Hillary
	Female
	Asian
	37
	Doctoral Research Assistant
	Marcy
	Female
	Black
	33
	Academic Program Manager
	Sally
	Female
	White
	36
	Professor
	Travis
	Male
	White
	42
	Associate Director of Recreational Sports 
	Procedure
	Philosophical assumptions and stance


	The research philosophical stance for our study was what Onwuegbuzie and Frels (2013) refer to as a critical dialectical pluralistic stance, which operates under the assumption that, at the macro level, social injustices are ingrained in every society.  Moreover, the premise behind critical dialectical pluralism is that wide power differentials prevail in research because the researchers exercise control over decisions made at all stages of the research process, especially with respect to research dissemination and utilization.  Thus, the major goal of critical dialectical pluralism—which is a social justice paradigm—is to give voice and to empower under-represented, under-served, marginalized, and oppressed peoples and groups by maximally involving participants as researchers throughout the research process, especially with respect to the dissemination and utilization of the findings.  To this end, the participants in this inquiry were empowered by assuming the role of participant-researchers (Onwuegbuzie & Frels, 2013).
	Instrument

	Creswell (2009) indicated that qualitative researchers gather information in the natural setting through multiple sources of data such as interviews, observations, and documents.  For this study, interviewing was more beneficial in that it allowed us to pursue in-depth information on each participant’s unique experience by actively asking questions and co-creating meanings, and not by passively observing or reading an account.  Through the interviews, the unique perspective of each participant about his/her experience while being in his/her particular doctoral program was obtained.
	According to Creswell (2009), qualitative interviews are conducted in various ways such as face-to-face interviews with participants, interviews with participants in a focus group, telephone interviews, and virtual (e.g., E-mail/Internet) interviews.  In this study, a face-to-face interview was utilized because all participants attended, in a face-to-face format, a qualitative research methodology course as a doctoral student and/or a co-instructor.  Further, for our context, we deemed that a face-to-face interview might be more beneficial than might other types of interviews in that it allowed us to obtain rich data through observing non-verbal expressions such as facial expressions and gestures that might convey significant meanings along with narratives (Denham & Onwuegbuzie, 2013).
	Additionally, we utilized the interviews that were semi-structured with open-ended questions.  The questions were initially co-constructed by students and co-instructors for the purpose of eliciting a unique perspective from each participant.  Specifically, one of the co-instructors typed up the questions in a Word document as they were co-constructed by the participant-researchers, which she then displayed such that everyone present in the same room and those present remotely (i.e., via videoconference) could see the questions in digital form, which aided the question-editing process.  Through brainstorming, each research question was discussed.  The revision of each question occurred with the goal of clarifying the question and promoting meaning making.  The co-constructed interview questions were as follows: (a) What influenced your choice of this particular education leadership program?; (b) What challenges, if any, have you experienced since beginning your doctoral program?; (c) What strategies, if any, have you used to address these challenges?; and (d) What benefits or rewards, if any, have you experienced as a result of being enrolled in your doctoral program?  Then, via interviewing, additional follow-up questions were interactively created to obtain more in-depth information or to discover new information relevant to the topic.  Using Roulston’s (2010) conceptualization, these interviews were structured based on a social constructionist conception, which primarily involves the assumptions that knowledge is co-constructed by the interviewer and interviewee to “generate situated accountings and possible ways of talking about research topics” (p. 218).
	Each interview was informally conducted in the classrooms either at the university itself or at the satellite campus of the university, depending upon which location the students had registered to take the class.  The interview settings were selected by considering various factors that might hinder communication between the interviewers and interviewees such as noise, smell, lighting, or any other distraction.  All interviewers and interviewees were seated close enough to facilitate interactions throughout the interviews, and each interview lasted between 30 minutes and 60 minutes.
	Data collection

	A single, informal interview for each participant was the primary method used to collect data for the research study.  At the beginning of the academic semester, the doctoral students enrolled in the qualitative research methodology course prepared four guiding questions for the interview, which were directly related to the objective of the interview.  The students were paired off, and the course instructor granted a 75-minute period during the class period in which the dyad-based interviews were administered.  Each interview was audio recorded and transcribed by the researchers, then member-checked (Lincoln & Guba, 1985), which constituted the first round of data collection for the research study.  Member-checking was performed to affirm the accuracy and intent of the interview transcriptions (Huberman & Miles, 1985).  Further, data were collected via a debriefing process, wherein each interviewer was interviewed by another member of the class as a means of creating an audit trail (Onwuegbuzie, Leech, & Collins, 2008).  Debriefing transcriptions were prepared and added to the interview and member-checking data.
	Research design

	For the current study, each doctoral student’s perspective served as the unit of analysis—namely, the case—yielding multiple cases.  Because we utilized several cases to understand a general perspective of the selected doctoral students, a collective case study design was justified for the current study (Stake, 2005).
	Legitimation

	As conceptualized in their Qualitative Legitimation Model, Onwuegbuzie and Leech (2007) suggested checking for threats to internal credibility (i.e., the legitimation of interpretations and conclusions of qualitative research data; Onwuegbuzie & Leech, 2007) within the research design/data collection, data analysis, and data interpretation phases of these research process categories.  In the present study, we addressed each of these internal threats.  Strategies used to ensure internal credibility included the following: (a) use of peer debriefing, (b) triangulation, and (c) member checks (Anfara, Brown, & Mangione, 2002).  The major threats that we addressed are summarized in Table 2.
	Table 2. Threats to Internal and External Credibility, Manifestations in Current Study, and Method of Increasing Credibility
	Type of Threat
	Stage of Design/ Legitimation
	Description
	Method of Increasing Credibility
	Internal Credibility
	Research design and data collection phase:
	Ironiclegitimation
	Identification of multiple realities of the same experience occurring among research participants
	Increased due to the practice of co-constructing the research questions and allowing each doctoral student to serve in the dual and reciprocal roles of researcher and participant (Onwuegbuzie & Frels, 2013); therefore, each researcher maintained an “emtic” perspective, which Onwuegbuzie (2012, p. 205) coined to refer to the place where emic (i.e., insider) and etic (i.e., outsider) viewpoints are maximally interactive.
	This emtic perspective assisted us in gaining deeper insights into each participant’s responses and in the subsequent significance of researcher interpretations.
	Paralogicallegitimation
	Represents that aspect of legitimation that reveals paradoxes
	Increased by conducting debriefing interviews, wherein each participant-researcher was interviewed by another participant-researcher as a means of creating an audit trail (Onwuegbuzie, Leech, & Collins, 2008).
	Embodiedlegitimation
	Assessment of the researchers’ knowledge base vs. the level of expertise in interpreting the data
	Increased by including the two qualitative research instructors as part of the research team.
	Structuralcorroboration
	Use of multiple types of data to validate support of or to negate the interpretation of the data
	Use of verbal and non-verbal data collection served to provide stronger evidence of structural corroboration in data interpretation.
	Observational bias
	Inadequate amount of observational data collected
	Increased via all researchers serving in dual roles (i.e., as both researchers and participants) in the initial interviews, in the debriefing interviews, and in the member checking interview. 
	Reactivity
	Possible change in participants’ natural or true responses due to knowing they are participating in a study
	Increased via all researchers serving in dual roles (i.e., as both researchers and participants) in the initial interviews, in the debriefing interviews, and in the member checking interview.
	Data analysis phase:
	Descriptivevalidity
	Accuracy of researcher documentation (cf. Maxwell, 1992)
	Increased via use of both formal and informal member checking techniques.
	Interpretivevalidity
	Extent to which a researcher’s interpretation of an account represents an understanding of the perspective of the group under study and the meanings attached to their words and actions (cf. Maxwell, 1992)
	Increased via use of both formal and informal member checking techniques.
	Observational bias
	Inadequate amount of data analyzed
	Increased via the use of peer debriefing techniques, which provided for the revelation of previously uninvestigated data assumptions.
	Researcher bias
	Researcher-based passive personal bias such as personality, gender, ethnicity; and active personal bias such as researcher mannerisms or actions that may influence the participants’ behaviors 
	Increased via the use of peer debriefing techniques, which allowed for thick and rich meaning of the data and provided for a reflection of possible threats of bias by the researcher.
	Data interpretation phase:
	Confirmation bias
	Existence of a possible alternative explanation of new data when there might be a tendency to base interpretations of these new data on prior hypotheses
	Increased via a series of individual debriefing interviews of all the participants, as well as a focus group debriefing interview involving most of the participants.
	Illusory correlation
	Tendency to identify a relationship among entities when no such relationship exists
	Increased via a series of individual debriefing interviews of all the participants, as well as a focus group debriefing interview involving most of the participants.
	Causal error
	Erroneously concluding causality without verification of this interpretation
	Increased via a series of individual debriefing interviews of all the participants, as well as a focus group debriefing interview involving most of the participants.
	Effect size
	Use of qualitative categorizations to interpret the meaning of observed behavior and word patterns
	Increased via a series of individual debriefing interviews of all the participants, as well as a focus group debriefing interview involving most of the participants.
	Analysis

	We entered the interview transcriptions as separate cases—but one project—into a qualitative data software program, namely, QDA Miner Version 4.0.3 (Provalis Research, 2011), to facilitate a constant comparison analysis (Glaser & Strauss, 1967).  When conducting constant comparison analysis, we hoped to generate a theory or a set of themes (Leech & Onwuegbuzie, 2008).  During the constant comparison analysis, multiple readings of each transcription were necessary in order to generate codes that were descriptive of the data and to reach a level of saturation that would allow the theory to emerge.  According to Glaser (1965), constant comparison analysis is conducted to generate theory by using a more systematic and exhaustive process.  Additionally, we chose to use constant comparison analysis due to the depth and flexibility provided in the analysis of qualitative data (Glaser, 1965).  As outlined by Leech and Onwuegbuzie (2008), this approach may be applied within a single study to analyze qualitative-based sources of data comprising observations, interviews, documents, and images.  Furthermore, we employed the use of Strauss and Corbin’s (1998) approach to examine each set of interview responses by undergoing the following three analytical stages, namely: open coding, axial coding, and selective coding.  In the open coding stage, 43 codes were created and added during the second and third readings of the interviews within QDA Miner.  These coding choices were determined from our interpretations of the data (Carley, 1993).  Further, we used classical content analysis (Berelson, 1952) to determine the frequencies of the themes extracted via the constant comparison analysis—consistent with Leech and Onwuegbuzie’s (2007) call for using multiple qualitative data analysis techniques whenever appropriate and possible.
	After the themes had been extracted via constant comparison analysis, they were subjected to a correspondence analysis, which is a multivariate analysis and graphical technique that allows researchers to conduct a cross-case analysis of emergent themes.  Specifically, a correspondence analysis is an exploratory multivariate technique that involves factoring categorical (i.e., nominal level) variables and graphing them (i.e., mapping them) in a property space that displays their associations in multiple (i.e., two or more) dimensions (Michailidis, 2007).  The QDA Miner 4.0.3 software program (Provalis Research, 2011) was used to conduct the correspondence analysis.  This analysis represented what Onwuegbuzie and Combs (2010) referred to as a crossover mixed analysis, whereby the analysis types associated with one tradition (i.e., quantitative analysis: correspondence analysis) were used to analyze data associated with a different tradition (i.e., qualitative data: emergent themes)—thereby being consistent with our critical dialectical pluralist stance (Onwuegbuzie & Frels, 2013).  Specifically, we utilized a qualitative-dominant crossover mixed analysis wherein the qualitative analysis was dominant, while, simultaneously, we deemed the addition of quantitative analysis as being helpful in providing richer data and interpretations (Onwuegbuzie & Combs, 2010).  Moreover, conducting a correspondence analysis ensured that we did not engage in what Bazeley (2009) refers to as a superficial reporting of themes in which “qualitative researchers rely on the presentation of key themes supported by quotes from participants’ text as the primary form of analysis and reporting of their data” (p. 6).
	As part of the data analysis, we analyzed each interview with respect to the nonverbal behaviors exhibited by participants.  Specifically, we analyzed these nonverbal data via Gorden’s (1980) four basic nonverbal modes of communication, Ekman’s (1999) Neurocultural Model of Facial Expression for observing innate facial expressions, and McNeill’s (1992) classification scheme of gestures.  Examining the nonverbal cues of all the participants provided a more in-depth understanding of the participants’ experiences.
	Results
	Constant Comparison Analysis

	A constant comparison analysis was performed on the data.  This method involved reading through each transcript and identifying any significant motifs communicated.  These motifs were coded and examined for any idea patterns, or themes (Straus & Corbin, 1998).  This analysis revealed 43 codes that were organized into five major themes: (a) compartmentalization of life, (b) outside support systems, (c) justification for participation in program, (d) emotional status, and (e) structure of program.  The organization of these codes into themes can be viewed in Table 3.
	Classical Content Analysis

	The classical content analysis followed the constant comparison analysis.  Based on coding frequency, the participants placed the most emphasis on the codes confidence, children, doctoral program, cohort structure, employment, and proximity.  The 43 codes were assigned to approximately 730 different chunks of data within the 10 transcribed interviews.  Overall, the codes associated with the theme compartmentalization of life occurred most frequently, as compared to codes associated with other themes.  Table 4 displays the frequency for the prominent code within each theme.
	Table 3. Constant Comparison Analysis: Themes and Their Codes
	Theme
	Codes Used
	Compartmentalizing Life
	Driving, eating, exercise, faith family obligations, social life, studying, travel, employment, organization, relationships, time management
	Outside Support Systems
	Children, parents, spouse
	Justifications for Participation 
	in Program
	Background, courses, department of education, doctoral program, educational leadership, K-12, master’s program, public school, research interest, opportunities – athletics, opportunities – professional, opportunities – teaching
	Emotional Status
	Complaining, confidence, guilt, happy, procrastinating, rejection, worry, emotional crisis
	Structure of Doctoral Program
	Proximity – home, international students, proximity – university, proximity – satellite university center, tuition, references to cohort, skills gained – reading/writing, time to obtain degree
	Table 4. Classical Content Analysis: Prominent Code within Each Theme and Their Frequencies
	Prominent Code
	Category/Theme
	Frequency of Code
	Frequency of All Codes Within Respective Theme
	% Code Used Within Theme
	Employment
	Compartmentalizing Life
	48
	247
	19.43
	Doctoral program
	Justification for Participation in Program
	46
	207
	22.22
	Reference to cohort
	Structure of Doctoral Program
	33
	152
	21.71
	Children
	Outside Support Systems
	40
	89
	44.94
	Confidence
	Emotional Status
	19
	41
	46.34
	NOTE: Obtained using QDA Miner Version 4.0.3.
	The most dominant theme, compartmentalization of life, permeated the experiences of all participants.  Each individual discussed how her/his doctoral program experience caused her/him to feel as if she/he was separating her/his identity.  The participants discussed family obligations, relationships, work, and studying as taking up a great deal of their time.  One of the participants, April, explained, “The biggest challenge obviously is time management and juggling a full time job, a full time life that we all have, and a full time program.”  Another participant, Brenda, discussed the difficulties of being in the program while still taking care of her young son:
	And just arranging my life around school, at that time part-time adjunct work, and my son who at 6 months was still nursing and still very dependent on me being at home with him and taking care of him, was very overwhelming.
	Several participants also reflected on how to incorporate social lives, travel, and exercise into their busy lives, thereby adding more responsibilities to an already full schedule.  Darcy referenced her faith as being both key to her identity and to her overall well-being while being involved in the program, stating “The foundation with coping with all of my challenges: I am a woman of faith.”  Further, because of these multiple roles, time management and organization were mentioned as skills to master in order to achieve success in all roles:
	I would say…time management. I've always been one where I pride myself on being organized and think that is totally challenging.  It has helped me a great deal and then at the same time, I find myself having to make serious, serious decisions and choices around what’s a priority and I have to seriously prioritize you know, work, life, school, and things that that I thought were extremely important to me.
	Perhaps because of the toll that the multiple roles were taking upon the doctoral students, they seemed to feel the need to justify their participation in the program with mentions of their academic backgrounds, qualifications, and future goals.  This justification became the second most common emergent theme.  The idea of the doctoral program being the next logical step following their previous educational and employment experiences permeated the transcripts, exemplified by Marcy’s statement, “When I was an undergrad, I knew at that point and time that I wanted to go into graduate school and that I wanted to pursue a doctorate.”  Furthermore, many of the discussions of the challenges the program presented were tempered with discussion of the opportunities that would be afforded them upon completion of the degree.  Travis explained:
	I thought that would be that would be great if could do that here because I mean that opens a lot of doors for me, it opens the possibility of either going into teaching which I could love to do, directing a large academic outdoor program which I would love to do, um, or going into administration of some capacity whether that be as a dean or vice president or president you never know.
	The third most common theme that emerged centered on the program structure itself.  This theme included mentions of the cohort structure, the proximity of the institution, and the skills gained as a result of the program.  The cohort structure was mentioned with particular importance.  Participants deemed it a positive support system that provided the empathy and encouragement necessary to continue on in the program.  Sally explained:
	The thing that I’ve enjoyed most about the program has probably been the camaraderie of the cohort.  I have met friends, made friends, met people, totally different walks of life.  Um, got to know them, not only on a student-cohort type relationship, but also personal relationships with some, and to know that they are going through the st- [sic] same struggles, if you will, that I am facing, it makes me feel not so alone.
	The code proximity was a key point for the majority of the participants within the program structure theme.  As previously mentioned, this particular group of students was divided in a way that allowed each to participate in the program at their preferred location (i.e., the actual university vs. the satellite campus) while being connected through ITV.  By being able to take classes at a location that was convenient for each of them, each individual was able to take the initiative to apply for the program and, thus, mitigate any challenge of travel.  Brenda commented that it was “much easier for me in my current life situation to stay in the town I lived in.”
	The participants further put emphasis on the skills gained as a result of the program’s structure and requirements.  Although some initially complained about the program’s rigorous requirements (e.g., development of reading and writing skills), these exercises were deemed as ultimately beneficial areas of learning:  “I am becoming a better student.  I’m becoming a better writer.  I’m becoming a better analyzer,” explained Brenda.  Even though the challenges were numerous, Travis remarked, “I’ve always been big on challenging myself and I have this self-satisfaction of knowing that I’m, ah, I’m doing this.”
	Even with acknowledgement that the challenges were beneficial, the participants still felt the strain and stress of the program requirements.  Every individual mentioned the creation and use of an outside support system, which was the fourth most common emergent theme.  Key support structures included children, parents, and spouses.  It appeared that many of the participants considered success unattainable if not for the support that they received from these outside systems.  Travis summed it up with the statement, “Having an understanding family is a huge help.”
	However, even with a support system, the challenge of being a full-time doctoral student was ardent.  Because of this challenge, the participants commented often on their emotional status, the fifth most common theme.  They often felt guilt (i.e., feeling that their studies were taking time away that could be spend with family or friends) and worry (i.e., concerned that they might not be able to meet the challenges of the program).  These feelings led to mentions of rejection, complaints, and emotional crises.  April discussed the pressure, revealing that she felt anxiety due to “not meeting those expectations as planned and uh and then, then thinking, you know, re-evaluating, why am I doing this again why am I putting myself through this again?”  However, there were also discussions about happiness and confidence in regards to experiencing success in the program.  Several participants mentioned how much they had grown and learned from their experiences, such as Hillary: “I learned endurance and diligence. Also, the good thing is I learned is that I can do it. I feel confident.”  Another student, Brenda, went on to explain, “I’m doing better, I’m reading better, and I’m thinking about things differently.”  It was interesting to note that, although each person had a very unique background (e.g., agriculture, criminal justice, psychology, mathematics), they all experienced these similar emotions and concerns.
	Correspondence Analysis of Themes

	Figure 2 illustrates the 10 participants mapped, via correspondence analysis, onto the space that displays the five emergent themes (i.e., compartmentalization of life, outside support systems, justification for participation in program, emotional status, and structure of program).  This figure shows how the participants related to each other in regard to these five themes.  In the top left quadrant, it can be seen that Hillary and Sally clustered together nearest to the theme of structure of program and somewhat close to the theme of justification for participation in program.  In the top right quadrant, it can be seen that Brenda and Travis clustered together nearest to the theme of outside support systems and somewhat close to the theme of compartmentalization of life.  In the bottom right quadrant, it can be seen that April, Cassandra, Marcy, and Darcy clustered together nearest to the theme of compartmentalization of life and somewhat close to the theme of emotional status.  Finally, in the bottom left quadrant, it can be seen that Carl was by himself close to the theme of justification for participation in program.
	Interestingly, the four participants in the upper (left or right) quadrants represented all four doctoral students who simultaneously were raising one or more young children (i.e., Deidre, Hillary, Sally, Travis), whereas the six participants in the bottom (left or right) quadrants represented those doctoral students who either had no children at all (i.e. Deidre, Carl, Marcy) or who had offspring who were no longer young children (i.e., Darcy, April). These two clusters provided compelling evidence of what we called a dependent children metatheme, wherein, to a significant degree, the participants’ doctoral experiences occurred as a function of whether or not they had one or more dependent children while they pursued their doctoral degrees.
	/
	Structure = Structure of programCompartmentalization = Compartmentalization of life Support = Outside support systemsJustification = Justification for participation in programEmotional = Emotional status
	Figure 2. Correspondence analysis plot of the five emergent themes.
	Analysis of Nonverbal Communication Data

	Of Ekman’s (1999) 15 fundamental emotions that are associated with innate facial expressions and that are all distinguishable from each other (i.e., amusement, anger, contempt, contentment, disgust, embarrassment, excitement, fear, guilt, pride in achievement, relief, sadness/distress, satisfaction, sensory pleasure, shame), the participants displayed between two (Carl) and 11 (April) fundamental emotions.  Interestingly, the most dominant emotion exhibited was pride in achievement (n = 10; which means that all participants expressed this emotion at some point during the interviews), followed by satisfaction (n = 8) and excitement (n = 7).  In fact, in general, positive emotions were displayed much more than were negative emotions by the participants.  The most common negative emotion displayed was guilt (n = 5), followed by sadness (n = 4) and fear (n = 3).  All other negative emotions were exhibited by two (embarrassment) or less (anger, contempt, shame yielded n = 1; disgust was not exhibited by any participant) participants.  Thus, despite the challenges faced by the study participants, consistent with the verbal responses, they were overall positive about their doctoral experiences.
	Discussion
	The pursuit of a doctoral degree has been characterized by high attrition rates that range from 33% to 70% (cf. Gardner & Gopaul, 2012; Ivankova & Stick, 2007; Jiranek, 2010; Kim & Otts, 2010).  As concluded by M. Jones (2013) “To ensure greater success in the doctoral graduate process, supervisors and institutions must have an understanding of the issues which arise through this task” (p. 83).  Thus, the present study represents an attempt to provide greater understanding of the issues that are most pertinent to doctoral students that threaten the attainment of their doctorate degrees—using qualitative research techniques that have been underutilized by researchers. Indeed, our study is unique in at least five ways.  First, it is one of the few studies wherein qualitative research techniques have been used to examine stress and coping of doctoral students from the field of education.  Second, this inquiry represents one of the few studies wherein doctoral students representing a whole cohort were examined.  Third, this investigation represents one of the only studies in which a critical dialectical pluralism philosophical lens was used to study the underlying phenomena, thereby allowing the participants also to serve as researchers and vice versa.  Fourth, this study represents the first study to use mixed analysis techniques (e.g., combining constant comparison analysis with correspondence analysis) to examine doctoral students’ perceptions of challenges and coping methods.  Fifth, this investigation represents the first explicitly to incorporate the collection, analysis, and interpretation of nonverbal communication data into the research design to study doctoral student perceptions—with the use of nonverbal communication data being grossly underutilized over the last two decades in qualitative research studies (Denham & Onwuegbuzie, 2013).   The use of nonverbal communication data increased the rigor of the present study by allowing the researchers to fulfill one or more of five purposes relative to the verbal communication data collected, either a priori, a posteriori, or iteratively: (a) to corroborate speech narrative (i.e., triangulation); (b) to capture underlying messages (i.e., complementarity); (c) to discover nonverbal behaviors that contradict the verbal communication (i.e., initiation); (d) to broaden the scope of the understanding (i.e., expansion); and/or (e) to create new directions based on additional insights (i.e., development) (Denham & Onwuegbuzie, 2013).
	The findings of this study provide insights into the common experiences of doctoral students, identifying the ways in which doctoral students might be encouraged to persist to degree attainment.  In the present investigation, to varying degrees, all four domains of problems among doctoral students emerged that were identified by Pyhältö et al. (2012), namely, general working processes, domain-specific expertise, supervision and the scholarly community, and resources—and illustrating how the first year of the doctoral program represents the most difficult period of adjustment (Hockey, 1994).  The interview responses also revealed that the majority of the students were challenged with multiple roles that were simultaneously imposed on each student (i.e., family obligations, social relationship, and work responsibilities) and rigorous program standards that required high levels of academic skills.  This finding is consistent with other findings about the personal and academic challenges that might be experienced by doctoral students in pursuing their doctoral degrees (e.g., Gardner, 2009a, 2013; E. A. Jones, 2010; Onwuegbuzie, Rosli, Ingram, & Frels, 2014).  This result concerning the challenge to doctoral students who are faced with the task of negotiating multiple roles also is consistent with Maher et al.’s (2004) observation that women most often are distracted from their academic endeavors by their maternal responsibilities.  Additionally, incorporating multiple roles and responsibilities into their lives appeared to be associated with negative emotions such as guilt, worry, rejection, and emotional crises.  This finding is consistent with Moyer et al. (1999), who documented that diversions—which, in the present inquiry, resulted from the doctoral students’ multiple roles and responsibilities—threatened their emotional and psychological well-being.  One of the study participants highlighted the pressures associated with juggling personal and professional responsibilities, and the outcome of such obligations:
	As an administrator, I'm in a constant state of worry as to whether my role as a doctoral student affects my work productivity and vice-versa.  As a result, I compartmentalize in order to cope with the demands of work, school, and family.
	Other students, particularly those with young children, focused more on how their family lives were impacted by the doctoral program.  One participant discussed some of the challenges of caring for a very young child while pursuing a doctoral degree:
	One of the first and main challenges is that when I began the program in...January 2011...my son was 6 months old….I had to structure everything around my son during the day, and hope that I could get enough work done and enough sleep to be a functional person the next day as well as keep up with the program.  So, really the time commitment in conjunction with being the mother of a very young child, [was] one of the biggest challenges that I faced at the beginning.
	These challenges did not abate as the children aged, as evidenced by the statement of another participant:
	The 10-year old understands the sacrifice that’s being made by the family.  Uh, the 3-year old, not so much.  The 10-year old is very helpful at home, yet she also demands me time.  Uh, the 3-year old is three, obviously, she doesn’t, uh, doesn’t have the capacity to comprehend Mom has to study or Mom has to read, and she’s learning how to sit in my lap and find other ways of self-soothing than mom has to play with me.
	The stories of these participants illustrated that there were special needs not being met for doctoral students who have young children.  Many students discussed difficulty not only scheduling time to study or to work outside of class, but also finding time and childcare in order to attend class and other school functions (e.g., conferences, professional development opportunities, graduate student seminars).  Also, concerns of missing class or an event due to a sick child or childcare provider were mentioned.  In terms of support for these needs, students turned to spouses and other family members, but sometimes these options were not available.  This need for childcare and support was a subject of much stress for the students with small children.  This finding is consistent with Spaulding and Rockinson-Szapkiw’s (2012) finding that having help with childcare is a factor that some doctoral students attribute to their persistence.
	In spite of the difficulties that they faced in pursuing their doctoral degrees, as evidenced by both their verbal and nonverbal responses, the participants established a coping mechanism and sought for both outside and inside support (see Figure 3).  The support from their families (i.e., children, family, spouse) was revealed to offset their challenges.  In addition to family support, the cohort system in the program was a positive factor that helped them continue on with their studies.  Butterwick, Cockell, McArthur-Blair, MacIver, and Rodrigues (2012) indicated that shared values established by cohort members in the doctoral program enabled them to increase connectivity and collectivity and to enhance their learning experiences.  As denoted by a study participant, “I have placed my interactions with friends (non-doctoral) and family on the back burner.  I do however, heavily rely on my cohort mates, and two very close friends who have recently completed doctoral programs at other institutions.”
	This reliance on cohort members was underscored by the shared experiences, or the feeling that other cohort members “can more closely relate” to one another’s experience while in the doctorate program.  Additionally, Nimer (2009) posited that participation in a doctoral cohort program was associated with increasing the chance of course completion of all cohort members by facilitating social and emotional support.  Consistently, the participants appeared to establish a sense of collectivity and connectivity by sharing empathy and encouragement even though each of them enrolled in the doctoral program had different academic backgrounds and future goals.  This finding affirmed the strength of a cohort model in the doctoral program that was discussed in the previous studies (i.e., Butterwick et al., 2012; Nimer, 2009).
	/
	Figure 3. Challenges, coping mechanism, accomplishments of doctoral students
	Lastly, the participants described their accomplishments such as gained academic skills (e.g., reading, writing skills).  Additionally, when they had successful learning experiences, they had a feeling of happiness and confidence.  These feelings seemed to be intrinsic motivators to help their persistence and involvement in their programs.  This finding might be insightful for faculty members of these students who were engaged in the curriculum and instruction of the doctoral program.  As such, faculty members of the doctoral students in the present study should consider attempting to increase their students’ confidence level, so that these students could take ownership of their learning and enhance further their learning abilities and outcomes, as well as helping them reach the stage of conscious competence wherein they have accumulated sufficient knowledge such that they are aware of what they know (Beeler, 1991).  Indeed, faculty members have been found to play an important role in the socialization process of doctoral students (Gardner, 2007, 2008, 2009b, 2010a, 2010b; M. Jones, 2013; Weidman, & Stein, 2003; Weidman, Twale, & Stein, 2001).  In particular, the professional support and emotional support of faculty members are two important components of positive social support (Jairam & Kahl, 2012), and social factors (i.e., support systems and coping mechanisms) have emerged as being important reasons for doctoral student persistence (Martinez, Ordu, Della Sala, & McFarlane, 2013; Spaulding & Rockinson-Szapkiw, 2012).
	Conclusions
	In conclusion, the present findings indicated common experiences of selected students in the doctoral program including their challenges, coping mechanisms, and accomplishments.  These findings were significantly valuable in understanding how select doctoral students were involved in their learning process.  To the extent that these findings are generalizable beyond the sample, the shared experiences might provide some ideas for faculty members and doctoral program directors to develop support programs and services that consider the personal as well as the academic well-being of doctoral students.  Specifically, (a) offering childcare options for graduate seminars or at conferences would be helpful for students with young children; (b) videotaping each class would provide students who have to miss face-to-face classes unexpectedly (e.g., mothers with sick children) the opportunity to watch the videotaped lesson(s) when available at their convenience; (c) allowing more virtual classes through updated technology (e.g., Skype, FaceTime) would assist students when dealing with illness, employment travel, or childcare issues; and (d) offering classes, seminars, and professional development opportunities at a variety of times would allow for students to have a flexibility of options to meet their busy lifestyles.  All of these suggestions likely would help the select doctoral students in the study—if not other doctoral students—in their efforts to achieve success as they pursue degree completions and still maintain a balance among all of their other obligations.  Consistent with our assertions, Haynes et al. (2012) highlighted the importance of female doctoral students developing “realistic social, economic, and personal expectations associated with their studies in order to determine the best personal balance of the multiple roles they play” (p. 1).
	Our next step in the process of examining these select students’ challenges and coping methods is to document each other’s experiences and perceptions for the remainder of their doctoral programs—yielding a longitudinal qualitative study.  Such a study would help to address a question such as “What are the short- and long-term challenges faced by select doctoral students and what coping methods, if any, do they use to address each of them?”  Addressing this reformulated question (final step of Leech & Onwuegbuzie’s (2013) 13-step qualitative research process) likely would help us to determine whether a stage theory of challenges and coping can be identified among these doctoral students.  Such information would help curriculum developers, advisors/supervisors, mentors, and instructors ascertain an optimal time to implement interventions that could improve the quality of doctoral experience of these students and, hopefully, other students similar to those in the present study.
	Contributions to under-examined areas in the extant literature regarding coping strategies of underrepresented populations in doctoral programs were addressed in this study; however, findings were limited to 10 students in one cohort at one institution.  Replicating this research study with future doctoral cohorts at one institution, along with employing the same methodological approach, could yield rich data and manifest an understanding of coping strategies that inform the structuring of doctoral programs.
	As indicated in Table 2, most of the limitations of the study were addressed to some degree.  However, an important limitation that prevailed throughout the study was that we were not sure the extent to which saturation was reached—specifically, data saturation, which occurs when information occurs so repeatedly that the researcher can anticipate it and whereby the collection of more data appears to have no additional interpretive worth (Sandelowski, 2008; Saumure & Given, 2008).  Notwithstanding, data collected via the debriefing interviews appeared to suggest that data saturation was reached.
	Further, it should be noted that the current study was limited to the doctoral students at the beginning of the second year of their doctoral programs.  Therefore, future research following this cohort through the various stages of the doctoral student experience, such as, the Four Stage Framework developed by Ali and Kohun (2007), should be used in conjunction with the critical dialectical philosophical lens (Onwuegbuzie &  Frels, 2013) further to empower participants as researchers.  The use of the Four Stage Framework can be used to explore evidence that identified coping strategies result in successful completion of doctoral programs.
	Interestingly, observations from this study suggest the emergence of differing experiences based on participant age, and the age of their children.  A deeper analysis of the demographic variables of this study are needed as this may provide opportunities for future research.  Given the tenets of the critical dialectical pluralism philosophical lens, the role of age (i.e. historical era of opportunity) and socioeconomic status should be examined further.  A central tenet of critical dialectical pluralism is that social injustices are ingrained (Onwuegbuzie & Frels, 2013) and may differ from one society to the next.  Thus, examining gender- and age-differentiated motivations, career flexibility, coping strategies and the like most likely will provide more in-depth understanding of experiences particular to individual student subgroups within a doctoral program.
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	Abstract
	Qualitative data from 11 African American doctoral degree completers in the field of education are analyzed to identify how race intersects with faculty advising and mentoring, faculty behavior, and faculty diversity and the ways in which they support or hinder doctoral student socialization. Race is considered as an influence on the academic processes associated with socialization during doctoral study. Previous research highlights that racial experiences are a significant aspect of academic success and persistence for specific racial and ethnic groups.  However, very little is known about race as it relates to doctoral student socialization, specifically.  A racial socialization framework serves as a guide for examining the confluence of race and doctoral student socialization.  This study is guided by the following questions:  In what ways are racial experience engaged during the doctoral process?  How does the racial experience support or hinder doctoral student socialization? In what ways does the racial experience influence doctoral student degree completion and success? The faculty-student relationship is highlighted as a key feature of understanding racial experience as it relates to the doctoral student socialization. Findings present several situations where race is considered as intellectual and identity priorities as students experience doctoral student socialization.  Several strategies are presented to support students who consider race during the doctoral process in an effort to promote their academic success and degree completion.
	Keywords: African American doctoral students, race and doctoral process, doctoral faculty and race, doctoral student socialization
	Understanding Race in Doctoral Student Socialization
	Understanding that race within the doctoral process has wide-reaching implications for building knowledge about how to facilitate and doctoral support student success for students of color.  A growing body of scholarship demonstrates the impact of racial experiences on graduate students of color (specifically African Americans) and their academic achievement and preparation for the faculty and leadership roles (Antony & Taylor, 2000; Cleveland, 2004; Morehouse & Dawkins, 2006; Nettles, 1990).  Research about the doctoral student experience considers socialization as a critical aspect of academic success (Austin & McDaniels, 2006; Baird, 1990; Gardner, 2010; Gardner & Barnes 2007; Golde, 1998; Lovitts, 2001; Nettles & Millett, 2006; Taylor & Antony, 2000; Walker, Golde, Jones, Bueschel, & Hutchings, 2008; Weidman & Stein, 2003; Weidman, Twale & Stein, 2001). Yet, very little is known about the impact of the race on doctoral student socialization, specifically. Consideration of the racial experience within doctoral student socialization can serve to enhance our understanding of student success more completely.
	Statistical trends highlight profound racial disparities for doctoral students of color over the last several decades (see Table 1).  For example, a review of Ph.D. demographic characteristics for all disciplinary fields between the years of 1975 and 1999 demonstrate that doctoral recipients of color represent less than ten percent of all doctoral degrees awarded (National Science Foundation, 2012).  This disparity continues into the 21st Century demonstrating minimal change in doctoral degree completion for students of color.  According to the National Science Foundation report (2012) in 1991 minorities represent 3,697 doctoral degrees compared to their White counterparts who represent 27,440 of the doctoral degrees.  While the same report highlights an overall increase for minorities from 1991 to 2011 of 3,697 to 6,962 respectively, grave disparities continue to exist for specific racial groups (see Table 2).  For instance, African Americans represent only 5.4% of overall doctoral degree production for all disciplines between 1991-2001(National Science Foundation, 2012). 
	Table 1.  Degree Completion Trends by Race for All Disciplines between 1975-1999. (National Science Foundation, 2012)
	Citizenship status, race/ethnicity, of Ph.D.s, by field of doctorate: 1975–99 total and 5-year cohorts from 1975
	1995–99 
	1990–94
	1985–89
	1980–84
	1975–79
	1975–99 
	Characteristic
	210,535
	193,326
	163,396
	156,105
	159,728
	883,090
	All fields
	139,730
	130,085
	116,137
	123,163
	131,319
	640,434
	U.S. citizen
	    910
	    640
	    498
	    392
	    282
	  2,722
	American Indian/Alaskan Native
	  6,039
	  4,119
	  2,840
	  2,381
	  1,777
	 17,156
	Asian/Pacific Islander
	  7,048
	  5,094
	  4,153
	  4,978
	  5,301
	 26,574
	Black
	  5,218
	  3,949
	  2,927
	  2,496
	  2,061
	 16,651
	Hispanic
	117,392
	114,586
	103,570
	108,807
	115,575
	559,930
	White
	Table 2. Degree Completion Trends by Race for All Disciplines between 1991-2011. (National Science Foundation, 2012)
	U.S. citizen and permanent resident doctorate recipients, by race/ethnicity and broad field of study: 
	Selected years, 1991–2011
	2011
	2006
	2001
	1996
	1991
	Field of study and race/ethnicity
	31,789
	29,045
	28,905
	31,553
	27,440
	All fields
	136
	118
	152
	185
	132
	American Indian or Alaska Native
	2,870
	2,420
	2,191
	3,674
	1,529
	Asiana
	1,953
	1,818
	1,733
	1,446
	1,166
	Black
	2,006
	1,535
	1,270
	1,115
	870
	Hispanicb
	23,541
	22,159
	22,690
	24,673
	23,183
	White
	To understand these disparities this work attempts to make sense of some the complexities involved with perceptions of race related to interactions with the academic environment during the doctoral process.  This work attempts to inform audiences interested in building institutional awareness regarding diversity; particularly regarding a focus on demonstrating responsiveness to racial issues associated with racially marginalized experiences.  The objectives of this work are to present knowledge and analysis involved with perceptions of race and how these perceptions translate into a racial experience for our participants.  This is to say that while perceptions of race may relate to a single incident, there is potential for it to be magnified to influence multiple academic processes; subsequently becoming a consequential element of academic success.  We provide several examples of one incident with the potential to influence multiple aspects of the doctoral process and ways students consider this potential.  The case study provides context to understand these incidents and student perceptions of them.  While the case itself is limited to institutional boundaries, the data contribute to a greater understanding of race as it relates to doctoral student socialization within an elite environment, specifically.   
	We assert that more research be conducted to consider race as an aspect of the doctoral student socialization process with the underlying goal of developing strategies that facilitate success and degree completion for underrepresented groups; particularly African Americans.  While we understand racial dynamics influence the doctoral experience for students from many racial and ethnic backgrounds, this research considers the experiences of African American students as a lens to gaining insight about race and the doctoral experience. 
	Preliminary observations of the literature suggest that the racial experience serves to shape perceptions about the academic environment and notions of success at the doctoral level.  For example, African American doctoral students tend to thrive in their intellectual development when their racial experiences are considered by supportive faculty members (Barker, 2011; Gasman, Hirschfield &Vultaggio, 2008; Hopp, Mumford, & Williams, 2003; Minor, 2003; Rentz, 2003; Taylor & Antony, 2000). To understand this relationship further, this work is developed through the following guiding questions:  In what ways is race engaged during the doctoral process?  How does the racial experience support or hinder doctoral student socialization? In what ways does race influence socialization, degree completion, and success?
	Doctoral Student Socialization
	Race and the Doctoral Experience

	This section presents socialization within the guiding research in the field to situate the contribution of this work in addressing a gap in literature regarding the racial experience. The socialization of doctoral experiences have been explored from multiple perspectives; however, two areas appear to be dominant in the higher education literature.  These include an organizational perspective of socialization and the role of socialization on the student experience.  Scholarship in these areas acknowledges race as an important issue, yet, calls for further research on the ways race plays a role in socialization.  In the following paragraphs perspectives on doctoral student socialization are addressed and followed by a discussion of emerging literature on the race and the doctoral experience.
	Weidman (2006) emphasizes the organizational perspective of college impact and relies on the Brim’s (1966) classic definition of socialization:  “The process by which persons acquire the knowledge, skills and dispositions that make them more or less effective members of their society” (p. 3).  He asserts the organizational aspects tend to be more policy relevant since their design and modification are under the control of colleges and universities as opposed to student characteristics, which are not.  Some scholarship emphasizes that these priorities are not consistent with student satisfaction and success for marginalized groups (Gardner, 2008; Taylor & Antony, 2000; Turner & Thompson, 1993).   Furthermore, Weidman and Stein (2003) and Weidman, Twale, and Stein (2001) explore academic norms and institutional priorities related to socialization in greater detail by focusing on the influence of day-to-day dynamics that contribute to organizational culture.   
	Scholarship focused on the organizational perspective of the doctoral experience tends to contextualize socialization to highlight the role of academic environments (i.e., departments) as an important way to make distinctions among the ways in which students are socialized in a variety of contexts (Weidman, 2006; Weidman & Stein 2003; Weidman et al., 2001).  While this work emphasizes the value of organizations it aptly considers that socialization processes are complex and vary according to individual characteristics.  Though it acknowledges race by addressing questions raised about this issue, the notion of complexity and individual experience highlights the need for more extensive study on this topic with race being a central dynamic.
	Doctoral student socialization literature about students has focused on the following areas:  student response to institutional cultural dynamics, levels of student involvement, preparation for the profession, student adjustment and assimilation, the faculty perspective, and the part-time experience (Antony, 2002; Austin, 2002; Gardner, 2008, 2010; Gardner & Barnes; 2007; Taylor & Antony, 2000). This work considers the doctoral students’ ultimate goal of continued research orientation during the doctoral process and beyond but rarely is race examined as a salient feature of a socialization framework or considered within the research methodology. 
	Regardless of research orientation, students who consider race as an aspect of their scholarly contribution (as an act of social justice) may encounter conflicts in responding to institutional dynamics, becoming involved as a student, preparing for career in the academy, adjusting and assimilating to organizational culture, and developing positive supportive relationships with faculty. Therefore, if the racial experience is considered an essential feature of the doctoral process it may become a complication of degree completion and success especially within environments where students of color are (or have historically been) marginalized.  
	Research on the implication of race and the doctoral process has addressed several areas specific to the African American experience including academic preparation, parental educational background, interactions with faculty, and advisement (Antony & Taylor, 2004; Barker, 2011; Cleveland, 2004; Ellis, 2001; Gay, 2004; Green & Scott, 2003; Willie, Grady, & Hope, 1991). This work considers the ways the racial experience complicates the doctoral process when students must address discrimination and racism.  While there are many critical issues to consider when examining the racial experience, our work focuses on the psycho-social aspects of the racial experience and how perception is guiding feature in multiple processes associated with doctoral student socialization.  
	In examining the differences in doctoral student success among Black, Hispanic and White students, Nettles (1990) discusses the severe (and systemic) underrepresentation of Black doctoral students and asserts that Black and Hispanic students perceive more feelings of racial discrimination and receive less research and teaching assistantships than their White counterparts.  He notes that out of three groups, Black doctoral students require the most intervention for support due to challenges with undergraduate preparation, availability of research opportunities, and the reliance on personal resources to finance doctoral study.  Nettles’ quantitative study does not identify specific psycho-social issues regarding the racial discrimination experienced by Black students.  However, his work underscores that perception of experience is essential to understanding the role race plays in the doctoral process.  
	Morehouse and Dawkins (2006) also discuss the severe underrepresentation of Black doctoral degree recipients as a long-standing pattern and suggest that more research must be developed to understand how students could be supported once they are enrolled in doctoral programs.  Their work with the McKnight Doctoral Fellowship program demonstrates the importance of seamlessness as an effective approach to supporting African American degree completion and success beyond the doctorate.  They assert that opportunities should facilitate a connection between research activities and student interests and suggests that these research interests may be related to the African American experience.  A seamless approach also considers the environmental constraints associated with the African American student experience in predominately White spaces where accounts of indirect discrimination and racism may occur about their participation as students as well as the ways in which their research interests are supported. Consideration of these experiences can inform program organizers of practices that have typically served to complicate intellectual development that emerges from student research interests.  A seamless approach involves a series of activities that serve to counteract racist norms through supportive activities designed to embrace students’ research interests and empower their intellectual development.  In addition to these important motivational elements, Morehouse and Dawkins also discuss program essentials such as providing funding for doctoral study and mentors who are willing to provide guidance on research activities. 
	Taylor and Antony (2000) find that motivation about research was directly linked to the racial experience for doctoral students.  They assert that African American doctoral students feel pressure to respond to stereotype threats of not being able to meet standards of academic achievement and feel the need to prove themselves.  Furthermore, the need to prove themselves often puts them at risk of responding to false standards that do not encourage their intellectual development.  Taylor and Antony note that African American students carry the weight of wanting to improve education for their communities and this obligation is deeply intertwined with their research agendas.  
	Moreover, African American doctoral students’ obligation to social justice is often correlated with an objective to strengthen historically underserved marginalized communities (Gasman et al, 2008; Hopp et al., 2003). In fact, for some doctoral students their racial experience may extend beyond the goal of degree completion towards a commitment to a broad agenda of social justice where racial politics are central to life-long obligation of service, research, and teaching -- serving to uplift the very communities they represent.
	To understand doctoral student socialization holistically, we argue that race must be considered an aspect of students’ research orientation in an effort to facilitate meaning-making of the learning experience, strides towards greater intellectual development, degree completion, and success. Furthermore, considering the racial experience will serve to inform faculty and administrators who are interested in strengthening their capacity to support marginalized doctoral students. As scholars supportive of students of color, we assert that an impetus of this work is to share strategies to improve educational environments where members have been marginalized; thus enacting our commitment to uplifting our community.  
	Therefore, we present the racial experience of doctoral student socialization with a focus on degree completion and success; sharing aspects of student experience from a degree-completion perspective focused on perceptions of environment and the student-faculty relationship with an emphasis on the race. We draw on a racial socialization framework to understand the doctoral student socialization experience more completely.  
	Conceptual Framework
	Acknowledgement of Racial Identity Scales and Measurement

	Racial socialization research comes out of the child and adolescent development field with a focus on the emotional and psychological benefits for youth when they receive feedback from family or society regarding how to cope as racially different in a world that may be ambivalent, incompetent, or hostile about that racial difference (Hughes et al., 2006; Stevenson 2014; Stevenson & Arrington, 2009). 
	Stevenson (2014) proposes that racial socialization is best understood as the "transmission and acquisition of intellectual, emotional and behavioral skills to protect and affirm racial self-efficacy by recasting and reducing the stress that occurs during racial conflicts with the goal of successfully resolving those conflicts” (p. 25). This definition conflates intellectual development and behavior with processes associated with race and aligns with the intellectual experiences of doctoral students who encounter dilemmas involving race.  Such racial dynamics are considered in perspectives of reducing stereotype threat during the doctoral process for African American students addressed in Taylor and Antony’s (2000) approach to clarifying attempts to protect, nurture, and sustain the intellectual lives of minority students.  Racial socialization emphasizes resolution to dilemmas posed by racism and discrimination, especially within environments where historic legacies of racial exclusion are ingrained characteristics of institutional culture.  These resolution skills are essential to managing internal conflicts about perceptions of academic environments and to managing conflict with constituents within the academic environment.  For underrepresented students who are marginalized during the doctoral process managing conflict is critical to building relationships with members of an academic community who can support the acquisition of research skills required for success and degree completion.
	Racial dynamics are considered in applied research focused on the role of perceived negative stereotypes on African American educational achievement (Steele & Aronson, 1995).  Moreover, Hughes et al. (2006) found that the racial socialization practices are associated with cognitive abilities, academic orientations, and success in school (k-12).  While Hughes et al. (2006) primarily focus on the impact of a parents’ racial socialization on a child’s identity development, they discuss the link between racial socialization and educational achievement and situate racial socialization as a protective factor toward academic success.  Thus, while the racial experience is not prevalent in doctoral student socialization literature, we contend that features of the racial socialization framework align with processes associated with doctoral student socialization and provide important guidance for understanding racial dynamics associated doctoral student experience for students of color. Racial socialization serves to elucidate systems of meaning related to race and their relationship to doctoral student success and degree completion.  For example, if an African American doctoral student is conducting research on African American issues and has intellectual and moral obligations to the research understanding the intellectual, emotional and behavioral perceptions of this work is essential for acquiring the knowledge and skills necessary to perform research skills.  This might be critical for a student who needs to garner support from faculty whose research interests may not align with the student’s intellectual, emotional, or behavioral perceptions of research.
	Since this work examines race from a psycho-social perspective, we acknowledge scholarship and its significant contribution to the discussion on the psycho-social experiences of African Americans, including Cross’ (1991) Shades of Black:  Diversity in African American identity and Helms’ (1990) perspectives on racial identity theory in her work, Black and White Racial Identity, Theory and Practice.  Cross and Helms’ present measurement scales and interventions regarding the ways African Americans perceive their identities in relation to their personality development, interpersonal interactions, and environment.  Within the context of doctoral student socialization Cross and Helm’s perspective on personality development may be aligned with scholarly intellectual development (scholarly personality or scholarly voice); interpersonal interactions may be aligned with the student-faculty relations (or relationships with other academic community members); and doctoral students’ academic setting might be considered for environment. 
	The relevance of Cross’s (1991) and Helms’ (1990) work brings to bear on the significance of psychology on the racial experience being a critical aspect of socialization for African American doctoral students.  As such, participants in this study specifically responded to the interview protocol question, “tell me what it means to be an African American within your graduate school and/or academic department.”  
	Method
	Sample Selection
	Data Collection Procedures
	Data Analysis

	We used the case study method to collect and explore reflections about the faculty-student relationship.  A case study method serves to capture doctoral student socialization on a localized level and is useful as it facilitates “in-depth” exploration of the situational pressures students experience in fulfilling their academic commitments (Creswell, 1988; Taylor & Antony, 2000). The case study method allows us to examine multiple specific contextual influences involved with student experience that may shape the racial experience by way of environment as indicated by Cross (1991) and Helms (1990).  These influences include institutional type, culture, policies, faculty-student interactions, and potential support for success during the doctoral process and beyond.  For instance, the sample participants are part of a “bounded system,” as they attained doctoral degrees from the same large private graduate school of education (Creswell, 1998, p. 37). 
	Moreover, the bounded system explored is a predominately White institution where historically there have been instances of student marginalization that serve to complicate degree completion and a low representation of minority faculty leadership (Davidson & Foster-Johnson, 2001; Gasman et al; 2004; Gasman et al., 2008; Willie et al., 1991).   
	Table 3.  Degree attainment by discipline, race, ethnicity. (National Science Foundation, 2012)
	The focal institution for this study is a large, urban, private, research university located in the northeastern corridor of the United States (this institution will be referred to as Ivy University).  The institution has a progressive research agenda and is home to more than 25 research centers and institutes.  There are approximately 10,000 undergraduate students, 10,000 graduate students, and 1,000 faculty members.  Interview participants were selected from the graduate school of education.  The institutional selection is substantial since most African Americans tend to pursue doctoral degrees in the discipline of education.  Table 3 represents doctorates awarded to minority U.S. citizens and permanent race/ethnicity and field of study in 2011.  African Americans represent the largest group of doctoral degree holders in education, 13%.
	The perceptions African Americans have about the discipline of education are significant to understanding the intellectual, emotional and behavioral values espoused during the doctoral process.  The discipline of education has long-standing historical roots in African American culture as a process for overcoming barriers to freedom; and continues to be viewed as a remedy for addressing socio-economic oppression.  Thus, exploring this discipline specifically may have far-reaching implications for this population; though, other disciplines should be considered for future study.  
	The data pool consists of African American doctoral degree completers who received doctoral degrees between 1994 and 2005.  These years were selected based on the availability of data from the institutional alumni office and the potential for following up with interviewees to verify data through member checking. African American participants identified themselves as native-born Americans and self-selected this racial group on institutional application materials. Biracial and multiracial students were not identified in the final sample and all participants identified as African American.  
	The education school is particularly significant to the African American experience since this field is most widely represented by the African American doctorate (National Science Foundation, 2012). Between 1994 and 2011 there were 92 African American doctoral students who enrolled across the four degree-granting programs. There were 52 Ed.D. program enrollees and 40 Ph.D. program enrollees (20 students were matriculated into accelerated mid-career or executive programs and were not included in this study).  We use this time period and program data to demonstrate a shift in enrollment based on some programmatic and demographic information and its impact on supporting intellectual development of African American doctoral students at this site. It is important to establish that all interview responses include a general identification (non-measured) of African American identity and a commitment to self-acknowledge race within the context under study.  As such, we determined that a focus on the racial experience of African American was established among participants.  Therefore, we turn to racial socialization as a guide to examine the racial experience within doctoral student socialization. 
	We collected interview responses via a one-phase semi-structured interview (Creswell, 2002). Research practices associated with this study were in compliance with the ethical standards and guidelines set forth by the institution.  A letter from the institutional alumni office invited alumni who met criteria for the study to participate in the study. Criteria requirements included the following:  1) an identification as an African American born in the United States; 2) Alumnus status having not held a doctoral degree from the selection site for more than five years; 3) Not a graduate from an accelerated doctoral program.  We limited the snowball sampling recommendations to the sample criteria and the selected period as well. Furthermore, the letter directed the degree completers to contact the researchers for more information about the study.  Additionally, we asked interview participants if they could recommend other individuals to interview who might want to share their experiences (Creswell, 2002).  Miles and Huberman (1994) recommend snowball sampling because it “identifies cases of interest from people who know people who know what cases are information rich” (p. 28).  We interviewed 11 alumni out of 92 potential participants.  While all of the participants completed their programs many of them acknowledged that they wanted to be cautious in their discussions about their program involvement and were concerned about potential of repercussions associated with information shared in the interviews.
	Individual interviews were scheduled at a mutually agreeable location and were typically an hour in length.  Interviews were conducted by the researcher who is an African American doctoral degree completer from an elite institution whose racial identity aligns with the participants’ experience and whose field notes and observations were addressed during the interview to encourage the development of discussion in these interviews by affirming aspects of experience and reassuring a safe space to share vulnerabilities involved with racial identity and/or conflict.  Field notes included information about program structure, program activities, the hiring of new faculty, and the accessibility of facilities and the ways racial identity intersected with these aspects of the academic experience.  Rubin and Rubin (1995) found that interviewees are more willing to talk in-depth if they find that the researcher is familiar or sympathetic to their experiences.   We transcribed the interviews verbatim.  
	We used Miles and Huberman’s (1994) Traditional Data Analysis Sequence to analyze the interview data.  We affixed codes to the field notes that addressed the participants’ belief systems about student-faculty interactions.  Our reflections about these codes were written in the margins to aid in further categorization of these interactions.  Miles & Huberman suggest that the researcher sort and sift through the notes to identify similar phrases and relationships between patterns, theme, distinct differences between subgroups, and common sequences.  This was helpful in isolating common racial identity realizations about student-faculty interactions.  As a result, we uncovered themes that could be formalized (p. 36) with racial socialization constructs; including how racial identity is viewed when affirming self-efficacy relating to research interests and self-awareness of voice regarding one’s scholarly contribution at various stages of the doctoral process.  Data saturation occurred when themes were identified repeatedly during this process.
	The analytic process took an additional three months to complete.  We consistently evaluated codes relevant to the student-faculty relationship to determine if racial identity was relevant to a student’s progress towards degree completion by identifying if responses about race were associated with aspects of the doctoral process.  Again, these codes are part of the “encoded system of behavior specific to their area of expertise and the system of meanings and values attached to these behaviors” (Taylor & Antony, 2000, p. 186).  For example, we made thematic correlations between codes relevant to interviewees’ reflections about a faculty member’s behavior, perception ascribed to that behavior and self-awareness of racial identity.  
	Triangulation was achieved through member checking that included follow-up phone calls and meetings with each participant.  The scheduling of in-person meetings and phone calls were determined based on availability and convenience for the interviewees and researcher.  Member checking involved clarifying names of faculty and perspectives of racial identity associated with aspects of student experience.  
	Case Study
	Faculty Advising and Support
	Perceptions of Faculty Behavior
	Perceptions of Faculty Diversity

	This contextual aspect of the study addresses the unique quality of African American doctoral degree production being represented in the field of education through the perceptions of eleven study participants. We examined student perceptions to identify racial dynamics in an effort to understand how they might evolve into encoded systems of behavior during doctoral study. Race is contextualized within this process to highlight how racial dynamics are involved in the acquisition of scholarly skill sets.  Perceptions demonstrate the ways African American students affirm racial self-efficacy by recasting or reducing stress that occurs during racial conflict, and they are analyzed to demonstrate how the racial experience becomes an aspect of socialization.  
	All of the interviewees responded to interview protocol questions about their experience as an African American doctoral student of the site selection. They were asked to describe their perceptions of the academic community and their relationships with members of this academic community including peers, faculty, and administrators.  All interviewees mentioned that faculty mentoring and support were critical to promoting their socialization, scholarship, and research, and career development post degree-completion, which is consistent with previous research (Gardner, 2010; Gardner & Barnes, 2007; Gasman et al., 2008; Gasman et al., 2004; Taylor & Antony, 2000; Thompson, 2006; Willie et al., 1991).    
	However, their responses also support assertions that African Americans are faced with challenges in maintaining relationships with faculty in predominately White institutions (Gasman et al., 2008; Taylor & Antony, 2000).  Six participants reported that faculty advising and support were crucial to their academic progress.  Three participants described their perceptions of faculty behavior as having a significant impact on their experience. And, five participants discussed how their involvement with faculty directly shaped their academic progress.  Their responses highlight racial dynamics associated with interacting with faculty and are included below in the following categories:  faculty advising and support, perceptions of faculty behavior, and faculty diversity.
	The following responses characterize interviewee relationships with faculty members who advised or supported their intellectual development.  These responses suggest that making frequent connections with faculty is meaningful and valuable in building student-faculty consensus about how one’s intellect translates into a research agenda. Intellectual development during the transition and adjustment phase of the doctoral process serves as the foundation for knowledge acquisition of a specialization.  It also serves as an integral step in establishing a connection within an institutional community.  There is no guarantee that intellectual development will enhance the socialization process.  However, since intellectual development is a core feature of the doctoral experience, our analysis suggests there is a correlation between perceptions of academic support and perceptions of academic success.
	During this transitional period, student perceptions about the racial identity within a context may be formulated and involve learning varying degrees of racial sensitivity within the community.  This may involve self-awareness where one sees identity within a double vision whereby the racial experience is viewed as relating to context (environment) and self (epistemology).  That is to say, these perceptions may develop based on how a person is received, or welcomed into a community.  Within an academic community, one’s intellect can be valued as a type of academic capital.  Should a student perceive that this capital is hindered by the racial perceptions held by community members, he/she may begin to question his/her investment within the community. 
	During this stage, students evaluate the investment of joining an academic community.  They establish membership in the social and academic community where they are studying and begin to affiliate with other students and faculty.  The following quotes suggest that faculty support is significant to intellectual development and illustrate belief systems regarding the value of talking about one’s research interest when discussed with a faculty member.  A common theme here is the accessibility of faculty members.  Two respondents provide different views about student-faculty interaction and its impact on intellectual development:
	First Quote: For the most part all of the Black faculty [members] I encountered have been very supportive … So I felt at home or that I could talk to someone about my research.  Even if it was a quick talk and all of them were real busy and sometimes were inaccessible.  In terms of the white faculty … I think there were maybe one or two that I made a strong connection with.  
	Second Quote: You know it varied from faculty member to faculty member … it was I think for the most part for me it was just more…it was like being in a swamp … trying to find the dry spots; the dry spots being the supportive faculty.  I didn’t find the faculty … with the exception of one or two, I did not find the faculty incredibly supportive.
	In the first quote the degree completer mentions the support of the Black faculty as being important to intellectual development.  Talking about one’s research is vital to its development and the facilitation of scholarly voice within the institutional community and within the larger discipline itself.  This supports King’s (1995) notion about African American faculty members and students sharing insights about their research.  This appears to be a priority in this degree completer’s reflection about intellectual development.  This reflection also addresses the influence of faculty members as being supportive by way of building a network of scholars; regardless of race.    
	The second quote addresses the variability associated with accessibility and support of faculty.  The swamp metaphor suggests the process of academic survival and how faculty members are vital to this experience.  In other words, the lack of supportive faculty members could retard academic progress (and a student may sink academically).  The interviewee noted the one or two faculty members who were supportive were African American.  This suggests that racial identity of faculty members can be important in translating institutional priorities about supporting transition and adjustment. 
	Perceptions of the faculty-student relationship also identified tensions regarding the influence of faculty advising and perceptions of students’ degree selection (prior to admission into the program). The following response characterizes what Taylor and Antony (2000) describe as “the social and psychological sense of peril that negative social stereotypes induce which results in a climate of intimidation that can hamper academic achievement” (p. 187). While it is not explicit in this data, decisions about degree selection could be relevant to assertions made in previous research about the Ph.D.; sometimes considered the preferred degree for faculty roles in the academy (Courtenay, 1988).  If this is the case, belief systems about the type of doctoral degree sought could potentially escalate into concerns about the development of research agendas and student-faculty relationships that would shape career viability post-degree completion. 
	According to one respondent, she perceived that the advising about the type of doctoral degree one attains is unclear and directly affected the experiences of African Americans within her department.  Also, she perceived that a tension existed in the department regarding the degree options available to students.  This reflection illustrates a sensitivity regarding the political dynamics in the department and the agendas of faculty members.  Given the political nature of doctoral programs one should consider whether students who are engaged in doctoral study would feel comfortable in sharing these types of reflections without concerns about repercussions.    Consider her reflections:
	But I think in terms of their advising, they should be clear with students about the different degree options.  There was some tension in our department about the difference between the Ed.D. and the Ph.D.  One time a student who tried to go over from the Ed.D. to the Ph.D. program who was African American was not successfully able to do that for a variety of reasons.  I think there was an undercurrent in our department among African American students about that issue. You sometimes have to make tough decisions to ultimately decide on what’s best for you because sometimes faculty members have their own agendas and they try to steer students a certain way.  You have to assert yourself to a certain degree.
	According to this degree completer, being Black appears to be a racialized feature of the advising process.  This interviewee suggests that some faculty members may associate any distinctions between the Ed.D. and Ph.D. with an ideal of meritocracy, holding the Ph.D. in higher academic esteem and therefore seeing it as the more worthy degree.  In this case study, there were more African Americans pursuing the Ed.D. degree.  As such, it is important to note that the cultural relevance of the Ed.D. and Ph.D. distinctions were noticeable to interviewees as a racial issue that caused some racial tension around perceptions of faculty support, funding, and time to degree completion.  Specifically, fewer students of color received funding and direct contact with faculty for support.  Ph.D. students were fully funded with opportunities to participate in research projects.  Ed.D. students did not receive this level of support. 
	The next series of comments describe the degree completers’ perceptions of faculty behavior while they were engaged in doctoral study.  These responses illustrate belief systems regarding the faculty’s acknowledgement of students inside and outside of the classroom.  The quotes below address how the degree completers perceived faculty support of their research agenda, and their level of consistency in providing that support.  The racial experience relates to observations about student relevance in student-faculty one-on-one and group interactions.  Furthermore, the second reflection suggests that one’s intellectual ability may be questioned during these interactions if research interests are racially/culturally relevant:
	First Quote: You go to classes you pay the tuition and you’re physically in the space of the institution; But on another level no one knows your name.  Faculty members speak when they feel like it. Even though you say hello they just sort of look at you.  Or, you get ‘Oh, I didn’t know that was you.’  Or, we walk over from this class to this class together.  How could you not know my name?  I know yours.  There were only eight of us.  Or, being called the name of other Black students.
	Second Quote: I think a whole lot of faculty didn’t take my work very seriously or even knew what I was doing.  I had one faculty member pull me aside and sort of whispered to me in her office, ‘I just want you to know that hip hop is not going to be around forever, so you better make sure you do something other than hip hop’ as if all I did all day was like write down rap lyrics. You know what I mean?  As if my work was devoid of any sort of intellectual merit or rigor.  She was actually trying to look out for me.  
	These responses above highlight perceptions of faculty behavior and how racial identity intersects with academic environment and notions about scholarship and research.  The first quote represents self-awareness about being a member of the academic community.  This interviewee was describing experience during Stage One of the doctoral process when developing relationships with faculty is vitally important to academic progress and degree completion.  The tone of the response indicates frustration and an attempt to connect with faculty with a perception that the attempt to connect with students (particularly Black students) is not the same. 
	The second quote involves perceptions of a faculty member’s reaction to a research agenda involving racial or cultural topics.  One may conclude that the faculty member is not familiar with the student’s research interest at all. And, furthermore, the faculty member believes the research interest to be unworthy of intellectual inquiry. This interviewee notes the potential influence of socializing feedback about an intellectual topic that demeans the student’s stimulation of intellectual interest. While the interviewee notes her advisor’s lack of knowledge of the topic, this quote also suggests scholarly identity may go unsupported when student research agendas include racially or culturally relevant research topics. 
	The comments below speak to the perception of faculty diversity. In these responses, we see perceptions about the need for more diversity among the faculty and the sense that students learn about the role and responsibility of being a faculty member of color.   This need suggests that faculty diversity can support and/or affirm racial identity.
	First Quote: As far as the professors go, basically in our department there is one professor of color.  She does a lot to help students academically but as far as representation, the faculty could be a little more diverse.  
	Second Quote: All of them were supportive.  But the reality is that black professors, and I see this more up close with … they are just stretched too thin so I think for me I’m very self-directed.  I do my research … touch base occasionally.  I probably could benefit more from someone who’s more hands on at the same time it’s my style to be like let me just do this.  But saying that, it worked well for me because I can do that.   But if I was someone who needed more direction and needed someone to lay out the pathway for me, I don’t know that they would be the best people to work with.  Because it’s a certain reality to being a black professor, you mentor, you have to do your research, you have to do it well because of other people watching you and you do so many different things and your time is stretched. There was not a lot of hand holding or you know… it’s not like I want it but sometimes you want a little more time a little more in depth.
	Several respondents described how diversity was addressed by faculty members within the classroom.  These responses address how socialization is influenced by the way classroom discussions are facilitated by faculty.  The interview participants emphasize how the lack of familiarity with issues of diversity serves to minimize the potential for critical exploration on topics regarding inequities in education.  In fact, according to one respondent, students often bear the responsibility of facilitating this exploration in class in lieu of the professor. 
	This facilitation is constantly calibrated with the political dynamics of the class.  In paraphrasing one the responses below, should an African American student take on the responsibility of facilitating that discussion they must be considerate of how their perspectives will affect others.  Again, this belief system is consistent with Taylor and Antony’s (2000) use of stereotype threat in describing the pressure associated with decision-making about class participation.    Consider the following responses:
	First Quote: As far as the classes and the reading, I think that the discussions in the class and the reading in most of my classes did address issues of diversity.  Issues related to inequity and some of critical types of topics.  There was probably, in some classes I think certain professors were better able to facilitate discussions among students from different backgrounds, based on different topics.  So I think I was in classes where I don’t think professors were as comfortable when certain students were more passionate about particular topics than others.  But sometimes when you are talking about issues of diversity or inequities it will impact students who have come from those environments in ways that other students who are just objective talking about it.  
	Second Quote: Maintaining your sanity as far as when you are asked to be the poster child for the minority perspective.  Some people take offense to this.  But taking that as a teachable moment for other people and having a balance of let’s say of challenging the mainstream ideology.
	It also meant that there were going to be times where you have to pick and choose your battles as far as with your professors.  Because if you are going to talk about giving the student of color perspective in the research paper, not all of them want to hear that.  There were some professors that like to scrape the surface when it came to race and culture and power and things like that.  When you cut too deep, they kind of let you know that.  They kind of let you know we don’t have time for that right now, but that is a very interesting point.  Depending on being the only person of color in the class sometimes, you were the one that waved the banner and made people get rid of those negative stereotypes and call them on it.  Let them know where they are making generalizations and that not all black kids are like that, especially urban kids.  
	Student involvement with faculty in the form of a mentoring relationship, the perception of faculty commitment and behavior, and the presence of faculty diversity can serve as motivating factors in negotiating major barriers to degree completion.  This is consistent with previous research that found that positive relationships with faculty enhance the doctoral experience for African Americans (Gasman et al., 2008).  
	Previous research on African American doctoral student socialization discusses school success in the context of students responding to stereotype threat by way of their domain identity (Taylor & Antony, 2000).  The responses here suggest that these interviewees maintained strong commitments to their field of interests and were confident in their skills and abilities to achieve (Taylor & Antony, 2000).  Their perspectives about their student-faculty interactions indicated that if the mentoring they received was unconstructive they were able to navigate towards degree completion despite the consequences of this negative interaction.  
	In fact, some responses suggest that this situational pressure experienced by the interviewees facilitated thinking about the belief systems held by unsupportive faculty.  Respondents were mindful of the divisive nature of these interactions and continued to look for mechanisms that would support their degree completion; demonstrating self-efficacy and behavioral skills supportive of their success.  Positive student-faculty interactions were found in responses that spoke to the development of research collaborations and informal connections with faculty where students were able to informally discuss their academic and social experiences
	Discussion
	Student perceptions represented here indicate the racial experience influences socialization by way of student-faculty relationships, perception of faculty behavior, and the presence of faculty diversity.  These perceptions considered aspects that both supported and hindered doctoral student socialization.  For example, when students found a faculty member who was willing to have discussion with them about their research interests they were likely to acquire knowledge about their research areas and become more effective students and contributors to their academic communities.  However, when students weren’t able to discuss their research they were at risk of sinking (as indicated by the swamp metaphor used earlier); and, therefore, socialization was hindered.   
	In this case an interesting concept emerged regarding advisement students received towards a particular type of doctoral degree: Ed.D. (Doctor of Education), or Ph.D. (Doctor of Philosophy). The racial experience appeared to be related to perceptions regarding practices that hindered success during the advising process.  There is no evidence that this occurred during pre-advisement but students identified in their experience as a bias towards advising African American students into the Ed.D. academic track.  At this site the Ed.D. degree is considered a practical credential designed for practitioners of educational management or leadership.  One participant perceived that policies about a student’s research agenda and type of degree (Ed.D. vs. Ph.D., Doctor of Education vs. Doctor of Philosophy, respectively) sought after were unclear to many African American students. In fact, this participant perceived one underlying assumption held by many African Americans in the school was that they were persuaded towards the Ed.D. academic course of study. Specifically, there was a perception the Ph.D. was never presented as an option for study.  At this site Ph.D. students were awarded financial aid packages that were substantially larger; and faculty members often worked closely with students on large-scale grant funded research projects.
	During the advisement process perceived notions of bias towards one degree over another may send messages about the students’ intellectual capacity and their effectiveness as contributors to the intellectual community and field, especially if one degree is deemed preferential by way of financial reward. The participant observations about academic degree track suggest a sense of awareness (or appraisal) regarding advisement about the type of degree track students are being directed towards and that this advisement could potentially hinder their success in some way.  Subsequently, the unique implications of education discipline raise important questions about the way advisement strategies might influence decision-making about course of study and students’ intellectual and moral obligations to the field.  There is no evidence in this study that suggests an advisement structure is in place that considers these obligations; however, when considering the organizational perspective of socialization (Weidman, 2006; Weidman et al., 2001) and the process of acquiring dispositions that make students more effective members of society, the student observations presented in this case might be considered by faculty and administrative leaders of doctoral programs who wish to strengthen advisement strategies and/or policies affecting marginalized students.  To the extent that some students are concerned about their effectiveness as scholars regarding their intellectual and moral obligations to their research, being advised into one degree track versus another may facilitate unintended consequences for a student.
	Previous research on the African American doctoral students aggregate both the Ed.D. and Ph.D. degree attainment (Gasman et al., 2008) to assess the student experience.  However, given the historical relevance of the Ph.D. and the financial reward associated with this degree track and course of study in this case, future studies should explore the nuances of experiences to explore the racial implications surrounding selection of degree tracks and their influence on success and career development post degree attainment. 
	In discussing faculty behavior, most of the responses spoke to the students’ perception of actions that served to marginalize their racial identity, for example, faculty members not acknowledging students outside of the classroom (these are faculty who might have the same students in class), and faculty members who may be “wildly supportive” and/or “disrespectful.”  These behaviors may be perceived as encoded systems of behavior that serve to marginalize African American students. This kind of behavior speaks to the larger issue of faculty being generally lacking an awareness of the perceptions students may develop about faculty. If this disconnection involves aspects of a student’s research agenda that is connected to the racial experience then this could be considered a racial dilemma.  Therefore, a student would need to find a way to address the faculty member’s disconnection from the research agenda in a way that does not disrupt academic progress. Finding solutions to make connections would be a demonstration of resolving a racial dilemma.  The finding process in itself could be considered a behavioral skill that serves to protect the student’s work, research agenda, and objective to successfully complete the program.  This reinforces Taylor and Antony’s (2000) findings about socialization and the student perceptions about their experiences:
	Some faculty were described as ‘having no background for understanding my work,’ being patronizing, or being patently surprised at the academic success of African American students. Others reported endemic departmental insensitivity and racial stereotyping, such as faculty members assessing new admits who were members of minority groups and asking if the department was lowering its standards. It was also discouraging when faculty showed no interest in students' research ideas if they related to African American concerns (Taylor and Antony, 2000, p. 192).
	Faculty diversity appeared to be an important issue for interviewees who were concerned about their racial experience and socialization.  While faculty members of color were in small number at this institution, their presence and limited accessibility appeared to be comforting to students on some level.  Some interviewees found the presence of supportive faculty (regardless of the faculty member’s background) to be stimulating for continued intellectual and research endeavors.  However, the participant perceptions suggest that faculty support from African American faculty carries with it an affective responsibility, one that acknowledges behavior associated with the self-efficacy needed to be successful and the potential for understanding dilemmas associated with the intellectual and moral obligations African American students may bring with them to the academic environment.  Unlike what Taylor and Antony (2000) assert to be faculty members’ lack of background to understand the research agendas of African American students, African American faculty often have the background, knowledge, behavior, and affective skills to support students’ transmission and acquisition of the same skills.
	Additionally, the findings of this study are consistent with research that indicates that successful mentoring practices often serve to “demystify” of “deconstruct” the myths associated with the academy (Gasman et al., 2004).  Faculty members who employed practices that supported racial identity for African American doctoral students were accessible and willing to discuss the role of race in the student’s experience.  It appears that faculty members who shared brief, sincere encounters with students were viewed as considerate and helpful.  This was especially important when students wanted to discuss ideas about research.  This supports Gasman et al’s (2004) notion that faculty members should take advantage of informal and impromptu opportunities to talk about their motivations for research when mentoring students of color.  Second, faculty members who were willing to share ideas about their research often fostered collaboration with the student or identified other collaborative opportunities. Where previous research has indicated that African American students often feel isolated and marginalized at predominately white institutions (Hurtado, Milem, Clayton-Pedersen, & Allen, 1998), faculty members who work to combat these issues can serve to transcend barriers to success. Third, the racial experience is a consistent theme throughout the socialization experience.  African American doctoral students in this case acknowledged the racial experience when interpreting coded systems of behavior as they relate to following aspects of socialization:  building relationships with faculty (of the same or different race), establishing a research agenda, learning one’s role in the advising process, representation of one’s racial community in the classroom, and the development of one’s intellectual voice.   
	Understanding the racial experience and the ways students interact with various processes during the doctoral experience can inform faculty, administrators, and doctoral students how to develop strategies and programs of support.  We identify several racial experiences and recommend a set of strategies faculty members, administrators and students might employ to support doctoral student socialization, academic success and degree completion. We assert that understanding these strategies will also serve to encourage the development of scholarly voice. We argue a doctoral student’s voice is most vulnerable when racial identity is compromised. Voice is used in presenting one’s scholarship, building relationships with colleagues, and generally shaping one’s scholarly presence during and beyond the program.  Scholars speak about their work to build identity.  We emphasize that supporting the development of intellectual voice may have life-long implications for in developing relationships with faculty; especially when discussing research interests. Table 4 includes three general features of the African American racial experience: intellectual characteristics associated with race and socialization, potential barriers to academic success/degree completion, and recommended support strategies. 
	Table 4. Strategies to Support the Understanding of Race in Doctoral Student Socialization.
	Support Strategies
	Potential Barriers to
	Racial Experience in Doctoral Student Socialization 
	Degree Completion/Academic Success
	Find additional support outside of the institution.  Family, friends, organizations may be viewed as key coping support systems.  
	Lack of faculty diversity with a focus on racial awareness; not feeling valued in the community if race is not valued
	Racial experience is a valued as an aspect of scholarly experience
	Faculty Advising and Support
	Find additional support.  Identify levels of racial awareness and its relevance to research agenda.
	Challenges exist connecting the racial experience with research interests due to a lack of faculty support 
	Racial Experience aligns with behavior that support student interests and policies supporting the racial experiences within the school
	Perceptions of Faculty Behavior
	Find opportunities to acknowledge the role of the racial experience within student-faculty relationship.
	Find additional support. Racial tension may cause frustration.  Identify emotional coping mechanisms to distress.
	Challenges exist in the form of racial tension when identifying faculty available to support the racial experience associated with socialization
	Racial Experience is valued within the academic community by a demonstration of practice
	Perceptions of Faculty Diversity
	Implicit in the statements about establishing one’s scholarly voice is the fact that collaboration is essential to developing a professional and scholarly network, thus shaping one’s disciplinary identity.  As a new scholar emerges, connections with other scholars with similar interests are integral to the development of a professional and disciplinary identity (Romero & Margolis, 1998).  The racial experience must be considered a key element in this developmental process.
	Limitations
	This study is institutionally and culturally specific.  While the reflections provide perspectives of the doctoral student socialization and the racial experience of African American doctoral degree completers, they should not be generalized to other institutions or populations, though, we encourage they be considered as a guide for understanding intersections of racial identity with the doctoral process, generally. This assessment of the African American doctoral experience may offer insights helpful in developing strategies and practices that support doctoral students. Since participants were part of a single-site case, their degree representation spans several different specializations within the field of education.  The field of education is multi-faceted and multi-disciplinary and further research should consider the variations of the field and how they intersect with racial identity. While this study does not take into account any measurement variations of the interviewees’ identification with the African American identity specifically, the interviewee responses may reveal this identification but it is not an intended goal of data collection.  An examination of the African American racial experience that aligns with measurements such as those found in Cross and Helms work is under consideration for future study.  
	Conclusion
	While this study focuses on degree completer perceptions of the role of the faculty member in supporting the doctoral experience, faculty members were often entrenched in their own research agendas so students who could relate to these agendas were often more self-directed and proactive about their student success and degree completion.  The findings of this study did offer some evidence of the importance of same-race mentoring.  However, most students found support from faculty members of all racial and ethnic backgrounds helpful when they were supportive of their racial identity, research interests, and progress towards degree completion.
	The exploration of the student-faculty relationship at the doctoral level is a process that will continue to develop and evolve.  The understanding of this relationship can assist faculty, administrators, and students in highlighting the nuances of cultural and institutional specific experiences and the mentoring practices that are most effective. Moreover, institutional contexts demonstrative of enacted strategies that support race in doctoral student development lend themselves to practices aligned with institutional transformation considerate of diversity and its value (Harper & Hurtado, 2007).  Further examination of this relationship can also serve to illuminate best practice strategies in the preparation of future and junior faculty members who hopefully will mentor future doctoral students.  In fact, since 2005 the site has increased its enrollment of African American doctoral students (Ph.D.) by five students.  While this growth demonstrates slight change it does indicate improvement.  Also, the site has enhanced its effort to implement some strategies to make mentoring resources more readily available to faculty members within the academic community.
	The concept of mentoring is a consistently mentioned in research regarding the racial aspects of doctoral persistence.  For example, Nettles (1990) asserts, “Mentoring may be such a vital and essential part of doctoral education that all persisting students, regardless of their demographic and educational backgrounds, have similar experiences” (p. 10).  Similarly, Willie et al. (1991) state, “Their [mentors] presence is essential in helping African Americans and other minority scholars through periods of doubt and indecision” (p. 67).  Based on the findings of this study, doubt and indecision may indicate complications with the establishment of scholarly voice. More research is needed to learn more about the role of student-faculty relationship, the inclusion of racial socialization strategies in that relationship, and its impact on the racial experience and doctoral student socialization.
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	Abstract
	As part of a longitudinal study, we examined Stage 3 of the doctoral student experience by further testing and refining the notion of a parallel process of identity development as student and scholar in doctoral education.  We relied on a framework that integrates developmental networks and sociocultural learning to explore the types of learning and interactions students engage in to persist through Stage 3.  Our results indicate that this identity development process is prompted by two program milestones in Stage 3: the dissertation and the search for employment.  In comparing the experiences of students who pursued faculty appointments with those who pursued administrative careers, we found similarities and differences.  We discuss these results and offer future directions of research and practice.
	Keywords: Qualitative (why and how decisions are made), USA/Canada issue, business/commerce/organizational issue, people-focused issues, cross-disciplinary inquiry, dissertation issue, learners' characteristics, issue in preparing doctoral students, doctoral studies
	Introduction
	“The academic job market is the final gauntlet one has to survive.”  This quote from a student summarizes study participants’ impressions of the final stage of the doctoral student experience, Stage 3, the time after the dissertation proposal defense that includes completion of the dissertation and the job search (Austin & McDaniels, 2006; Gardner, 2008; Golde, 1998; Tinto, 1993).  One component of the scholarship about doctoral education, the stage model, has been applied to understanding the doctoral student experience (Baker, Pifer, & Flemion, 2013; Baker & Pifer, 2011; Gardner, 2008; Grover, 2007, Lovitts, 2005, 2008).  In the United States, Stage 1 includes the admissions process and the first year of courses.  Researchers characterize this stage as being about knowledge consumption (Austin, 2002), given that students gain knowledge through formal instructional delivery and course work.  In Stage 2, students often complete coursework, earn candidacy, and pass the dissertation proposal defense.  Stage 2 has been characterized as a time of knowledge creation (Gardner, 2008; Lovitts, 2005, 2008).  During this stage, students use the acquired skills from Stage 1 to create new knowledge that contributes to their respective fields of study through the commencement of original research, a process that begins through the development and defense of the dissertation proposal.  In this paper, we offer a descriptor to characterize Stage 3: knowledge enactment.  Based on findings from a qualitative study of Stage 3 that was part of a larger longitudinal study of doctoral education, we suggest that in this stage, students enact the technical and cultural knowledge they have acquired to effectively assume the role of the scholar by successfully defending a dissertation, entering the job market, and obtaining employment.  This designator, knowledge enactment, captures the dynamic nature of the learning and identity changes that occur during this important, yet under-studied, stage of the doctoral student experience. 
	Elsewhere, we identified a parallel process of identity development during Stage 2 of doctoral education, during which students cultivate and enact their roles as both students and emergent scholars (Baker, Pifer, & Flemion, 2013).  Prior research has suggested that individuals experience identity shifts as a result of educational experiences (Anderson, Cutright, & Anderson, 2013; Baxter Magolda, 2001; Chickering & Reisser, 1993; Jazvac-Martek, 2009).  While all three stages present challenges and require students to develop and adapt their approaches to learning, Stage 3 necessitates the management of that parallel identity process in a new way, altering students’ approaches to learning as they move towards active engagement in community practices and seek legitimacy.
	Existing literature has offered little knowledge of students’ experiences during Stage 3 or the parallel process of identity development as students and scholars.  Stage 3 is important to study, given the resources that have been invested in students’ training to that point and its proximity to the goal of persistence to degree completion and becoming an independent scholar.  There is a need for greater knowledge of this stage, and particularly students’ evolving identities and the ways in which they develop as learners in relation to program milestones, their engagement in the practices of the academic community, and key relationships and interactions.  The goal of this study was to better understand the parallel process of identity development during Stage 3 and how it affects knowledge enactment as a response to managing the challenges of the dissertation and the job market.  The research questions that guided this analysis were 
	1) What program structures or milestones trigger identity development during Stage 3 of doctoral education, and in what ways?
	2) In what ways do doctoral students perceive and manage the challenges of Stage 3 of doctoral education?
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	To date, research has produced a general description of Stage 3 of doctoral education as it typically occurs in the United States (Barnes, 2007; Caplow & McGee, 1958/2001; Hargens, 2011).  The literature about Stage 3 points to two major milestones: the dissertation (Austin, 2002) and the job search (Austin & McDaniels, 2006; Gardner, 2008; Golde, 1998; Golde & Dore, 2001; Tinto, 1993).  We review the literature about each of these milestones before presenting the two theoretical perspectives that inform our investigation, which are the parallel processes of identity development and networked sociocultural learning in doctoral education.
	The dissertation is often the final program milestone associated with the doctoral student experience. According to the Council of Graduate Schools (CGS, 1990), the dissertation fulfills two major purposes.  It serves as a training experience that illustrates one’s ability to independently address important problems in a disciplinary domain, and it enables a student to make an original contribution to the field of interest.  Authors including Roberts (2010) and Krathwohl and Smith (2005) have offered advice on how to manage the task through suggestions such as developing writing schedules, crafting and honing research ideas, and working with committee members.
	Both academic supervisors and doctoral students have reported mixed emotions about the dissertation – more specifically, the usefulness of the traditional dissertation structure in preparing students for conducting independent research as well as for diverse career opportunities.  Isaac, Quinlan, and Walker (1992) noted that faculty at doctoral-granting institutions view the dissertation as an essential part of a PhD program; however, some faculty members, policy-makers, and students have suggested alternatives to the dissertation or at least the need for a critical examination of this component of doctoral education and training (Geiger, 1997; Lipschutz, 2006; Pearson, 1999).  Some current dissertation approaches in fields such as marketing, finance, and the sciences require students to write a series of research papers, an approach that is more similar to the scholarly writing and publication process (Baker Sweitzer, 2007).  In a study conducted by Golde and Dore (2001), students reported being ill prepared for all aspects of research.  Specifically, students indicated that the dissertation experience did not prepare them to publish or to conduct and supervise research projects.
	Despite the questions surrounding the structure and purpose of the dissertation, there seems to remain an expectation that the dissertation is an opportunity, and a requirement, for students to engage in independent research and contribute to the body of knowledge in their respective fields of study.  To successfully pass this milestone, students must begin to shed the student role, which implies reliance on others, and assume the role of scholar, one who can enact the knowledge obtained in prior stages to generate an original contribution to his or her field.
	In 2002, Austin identified completing graduate school as the first stage of the academic career, after which one must also successfully complete the academic job search.  Research to date has included disciplinary perspectives on what constitutes an ideal job candidate (Anastas, 2006; Applegate, Cable, & Sitren, 2009), socialization into the academy (Weidman, Twale, & Stein, 2001), and students’ sense of uncertainty surrounding the job search experience (Gardner, 2007; Yerkes, van de Schoot, & Sonneveld, 2012).  Little research has explored students’ identity changes as they navigate the road to full-time employment in the academy.  We also know very little about the experiences of doctoral students who do not intend to pursue academic careers upon degree completion.
	Market trend studies have provided some insight into the job search (Hargens, 2011; Smeets, Warzynski, & Coupé, 2006), such as the kinds of academic positions available, post-graduation placement figures, and the increase of part-time and contingent faculty at colleges and universities across the United States.  In many graduate programs and disciplines, as well as in the research literature, there seems to be an assumption that doctoral students are in search of faculty careers.  Golde and Dore (2001) revealed that this is not always the case, especially among disciplines that have close industry ties such as those in the Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) fields.
	Recently, practitioners have offered guidance to help students navigate the academic job search, given the lack of guidance and deliberate developmental support that some students experience.  While Lehker and Furlong (2006) noted that “on completion of their programs, graduate and professional students are assumed to have taken on a professional identity that is appropriate to their desired career outcomes” (p. 74), there is no evidence that such assumptions are accurate.  Furthermore, scholars have not examined the transition students undergo as they complete their doctoral studies and develop a professional identity linked to career goals. 
	Regardless of students’ career aspirations, they must be clear about their goals and enact the professional identity needed to earn their desired employment positions.  This process requires them to leave behind an identity that has long been part of their sense of self – that of student and learner.  The ability to be an effective learner is fundamental across all roles (student, scholar-in training, scholar) and stages. It is the one constant in the equation; however, learning must evolve as students move through the phases of knowledge consumption, knowledge creation, and knowledge enactment as they transition from student to scholar.  Doctoral students will not always be students, but they will always be learners.  In Stage 3, they are learning how to be scholars and testing these roles through the dissertation and job search experiences. Additionally, students must begin to enact and assume the professional identity of the intended career in order to be deemed credible.  This process is facilitated through knowledge enactment, through which students seek legitimacy and membership in the scholarly community by engaging in practices and behaviors learned during their prior doctoral training, such as sole authorship in academic publications and job talks through which they present their scholarly agendas and research activity.
	In 1968, Douglas Hall documented the transition from student to professor.  Hall found that students began to feel like academics by experiencing important program milestones.  Kiley (2009) and Jazvak-Martek (2009) report similar processes.  Kiley examined rites of passage related to the doctoral experience, and noted that as students pass through these rites of passage, the ways in which they viewed themselves as learners evolved.  Jazvak-Martek, relying on role theory, found that students oscillate between the student role and other roles associated with being an academic as they develop their professional identities.  Building on our prior research, we explored the ways in which students evolve as a result of the learning that occurs through key experiences.  We examined changes in identity development as study participants transitioned through each stage of doctoral education.  We examined each of the three stages in an effort to better understand the whole doctoral experience.  Each stage requires students to adapt their approaches to learning, which is facilitated through behavioral cues from others in their networks of relationships.
	In the earlier phases of this longitudinal study, we examined the learning and identity development that occurs across the first two stages of doctoral education in order to identify the evolution of students’ learning and behavioral-based strategies (Baker, Pifer, & Flemion, 2013; Baker & Pifer, 2011).  We relied on a framework developed by Baker and Lattuca (2010) that draws on developmental network theory and a sociocultural perspective of learning to explore the connections between developmental networks, learning, and identity development.  The integrative framework emphasizes how doctoral students learn as a result of interactions with members of their developmental networks as they seek to become fully engaged in the community and its corresponding practices.  Through our use of that framework, we found the role of relationships to be crucial in Stage 2 of doctoral education.  We also identified the parallel processes of identity development as both student and scholar-in-training during that stage (Baker, Pifer, & Flemion, 2013).  Here, we rely on parallel identity development process as a conceptual guide for researching identity development through knowledge enactment in Stage 3 of doctoral education.
	The term parallel process describes the simultaneous and intersecting identity development as both student and scholar that occurs through doctoral education (Baker & Pifer, 2011).  The role of learner is present across all identities and stages throughout the doctoral experience, yet it evolves and develops as students engage in community practices and interact with community members.  Students’ scholarly identities evolve over time in order to reflect their evolving relationships to knowledge and professional practices.  Their identities as students simultaneously evolve in response to the structures and challenges associated with each stage, which facilitates their progression towards becoming independent scholars.  The role of the learner evolves as students adopt new ways of more fully engaging in their intended communities and advance towards independence.  While they will shed their identities as students, it is in fact essential that they maintain their roles as learners if they are to assume the identity of scholar and professional.  The dissertation and job search not only allow students to demonstrate their scholarly identity, but they help facilitate its development through interactions with members of their developmental networks.
	We are particularly interested in the transition out of the student role and into the role of scholar during this stage of the doctoral education process, and how this transition is characterized by an emphasis on knowledge enactment.  As students engage these roles, their learning, behavioral strategies and interactions, and engagement in community practices continue to evolve in response to program milestones and related challenges as they progress towards degree attainment.
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	Our exploration of the final stage of doctoral education was part of a longitudinal examination of the doctoral student experience in two social science fields, Business and Higher Education, within one research university in the United States.  The Higher Education students who participated in this research were introduced into the study during the second phase of data collection; Business students participated in all three stages of data collection.  Given that our goal was to better understand students’ experiences and the role of developmental relationships in those experiences, we employed qualitative methods (Merriam, 2002).  Qualitative methods allow for a particularly salient methodological approach, given our intent to gain a deeper understanding of the connection among students’ experiences, learning, and identity change within and across the stages of the doctoral student experience as we sought to develop new theory surrounding these concepts.  We included perspectives from students engaged in Stage 3, as well as from students who recently completed Stage 3.  We studied doctoral experiences in Business and Higher Education for two primary reasons: (1) convenience sampling (Miles & Huberman, 1994) due to our own personal and professional experiences in these fields, which brought access and administrative support to recruit research participants, and (2) purposeful sampling (Patton, 2002), given our interest in comparing experiences in two professional programs in the social sciences.  We selected a research university that had nationally ranked doctoral programs in these two fields.  These two sampling approaches allowed us to gain access to research participants in fields in which we have experience while also allowing us to be deliberate in our selection of the fields of interest.  
	Following the Eisenhardt (1989) model, we treated each participant’s experience as a mini-case embedded in the larger departmental and institutional context in an effort to better understand the dynamics in a single setting.  Eisenhardt’s approach is fitting given the theory-building nature of our research.  Very little research has explored the connection among student experience, learning, and identity development in doctoral education, with even fewer exploring this process connected to the program milestones associated with Stage 3 of the doctoral student experience.  This approach enabled us to conduct comparisons among participants within and across two disciplines in the social sciences.
	Central University (pseudonym) is a top-rated research institution with nationally ranked colleges of business and education (U.S. News and World Report, 2012).  The College of Business awards doctoral degrees in five disciplines: Accounting, Finance, Marketing, Management and Organization, and Supply Chain and Information Systems.  The doctoral program typically enrolls between ten and twelve doctoral students yearly across the five disciplines.  Students only attend on a full-time basis and receive full funding for five years, the typical time to degree in business.  Doctoral student training is geared towards research-intensive faculty careers as students are expected to obtain tenure-track faculty positions in other top-rated business schools.
	Central’s Higher Education doctoral program supports two degree programs, the PhD and DEd.  The program offers tracks for faculty appointments as well as non-faculty appointments in higher education fields including institutional administration, state and federal government, postsecondary organizations and associations, research institutes, and private foundations.  (In this paper, we refer to the non-academic careers collectively as administrative careers.)  The Higher Education Program enrolls between three and twelve students yearly and the majority of students receive funding through the Higher Education Program for at least a portion of their experience.  Students not fully funded through the Higher Education Program secure assistantships in student affairs divisions, research centers, or administrative offices across the university.  The typical time to degree is 4.5 years.
	A total of 31 students (n=18, Business; n=13, Higher Education) participated in this research study.  Fourteen participants were female (45%).  One was African American (3%), four were Asian (13%), two were Indian (sub-continent) (6%), one student was Latino (3%), and one was Asian American (3%).  The remaining 22 participants were White (71%).  Six participants were international students (19%).  All students in the entering cohorts were invited to participate.  Of the 31 students who participated in this longitudinal research, 28 (n=18, Business; n=10, Higher Education) participated in the phase that focused on Stage 3, which includes the data presented in this paper.  The average participant age was 33 and the average amount of prior professional experience was 5.5 years in Business and 4 years in Higher Education. Participants in Business held prior professional roles such as accountant, financial analyst, marketing manager, and project manager.  The PhD and DEd students in Higher Education held positions in residence life, admissions, alumni affairs, and development, as well as employment outside of higher education.  While all the business doctoral students were interested in earning faculty appointments, only three students in Higher Education were interested in pursuing faculty appointments, with the remaining seven students indicating an interest in obtaining nonacademic appointments after degree completion.
	At its inception, this was a longitudinal study of two cohorts of doctoral students in Business; the goal was to study participants throughout their entire doctoral student experience.  Data collection began in fall 2005 (Business cohort 1) with a second Business cohort added in fall 2006.  One of the study authors invited the Higher Education students to participate in this research beginning at Stage 2 (fall 2008) as a comparison group, given both programs represent professional fields in the social sciences.  In both programs, a new cohort of doctoral students was admitted each fall.  Neither model included structural components of a cohort model such as predetermined curricula, cohort projects, or team meetings.  The culture of both programs, however, was constructed around the cohort as a source of support and identity for students.  It was common for students to establish their earliest professional and social connections with their cohort peers, to be oriented into their programs with them, to take many classes with them, and to prepare together for milestones such as comprehensive exams and writing projects.  Examining the cohort experiences within and across disciplines provided insight into commonalities and differences of the doctoral students’ development and identity evolution.  Following appropriate protocol for human subjects research, students were informed that participation was voluntary and that the university’s institutional review board had approved the study.
	A semi-structured interview protocol guided the interviews and addressed six main areas: (1) key experiences, (2) challenges, (3) goals for performance/advancement, (4) key relationships, (5) types of support present/absent, and (6) personal and professional identity.  The six main areas focused on the two main Stage 3 hurdles: the dissertation and the academic job search.  All interviews were conducted face-to-face or via telephone, lasted approximately one hour, and were recorded then transcribed verbatim.
	In order to maintain consistency with the team-based methods approach identified by MacQueen, McLellan, Kay, and Milstein (1998) and the theory-building nature of our research (Eisenhardt, 1989), we relied on deductive and inductive analytic procedures.  Each of the study authors developed deductive codes independently, guided by the study protocol and our prior research about the parallel identity development process.  These codes were linked to the six main themes addressed in the semi-structured interview protocol (noted above) as a primary level of coding, followed by a secondary level of coding that focused on student experiences, learning, and identity change in relation to Stage 3 program milestones.  To complement the deductive analytic approach, we also implemented an inductive and iterative data analysis strategy of constant comparison between data collection, data analysis, and the extant literature (Eisenhardt, 1989) as we developed theory.  The use of interviews with students engaged in the phenomenon and those who recently completed the phenomenon was of particular importance for theory development, through the creation of mini-case studies that we compared for similarities and differences among students within and between the fields under investigation.  The longitudinal nature of the study further supported our analytic approach and the implementation of deductive and inductive coding to establish trustworthiness of the data.  To further ensure trustworthiness of the data, we completed random member checks of ideas and themes, and used ideas from prior interviews to confirm and further hone the developed themes.  The authors coded transcripts independently to identify analytic codes prior to the next round of interviews, and worked collaboratively to identify emerging themes as additional data were added.
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	As in Stage 2 (Baker, Pifer, & Flemion, 2013), we identified a parallel process of identity development in Stage 3 of doctoral education.  While we anticipated that participants would shed their identities as students as they took on the identity of the scholar, we found that both identities remained crucial; thus, the parallel process of identity development that we observed in Stage 2 continued through Stage 3.  Further, it was critical that students’ approaches to learning evolved at this stage.  Both the dissertation and the job search required students to remain firmly grounded in their student identity, but also required them to learn and, importantly, display the identity of emergent scholar.  We present our findings according to participants’ roles and behaviors not as students transitioning to scholars, but as students-as-learners and scholars-as-learners. 
	While both programs trained students for careers as faculty members (exclusively in Business and predominantly in Higher Education), seven of the ten participants in Higher Education pursued administrative careers in Stage 3.  All 18 Business students pursued faculty careers, and 17 secured tenure track positions.  Our analysis is organized based on a comparison of the experiences with the dissertation and job search among future faculty with those of future administrators.  For each milestone, we first provide an overview of participants’ experiences and perceptions.  Because participants described a commitment to the faculty career as normative in both departments, we focus on those experiences first and then turn to the experiences of students who pursued nonacademic careers.  For both populations, an emphasis on the parallel process of identity development through networked sociocultural learning helps us examine the ways in which community members support (or hinder) students’ engagement in learning through knowledge enactment.
	The roles of student-as-learner and scholar-as-learner were both critical to student success in the dissertation process.  There were two important ways in which participants cultivated their identities through the dissertation process.  First, the dissertation served as a way for students to test their refined approaches to learning as they completed the process of knowledge creation and scholarly inquiry.  Second, it was an opportunity for students to emerge as professionals in their own right.  Importantly, however, students continued to rely on faculty members and peers to learn how to engage in this new process of knowledge enactment.  We observed contradictory desires for both independence and support.
	Fourteen participants discussed their efforts to move away from dependence on their dissertation chairs and committee members to a state of independence where they called the shots and felt comfortable doing so.  One student commented, “I really do not want to be seen as a student any more.  I want to be seen as a peer – well, at least a potential peer – based on my abilities.”  This struggle to assert independence in the midst of relying on their most trusted advisors and community members created tension for these students.  Many participants spoke of resenting their need for support as they strove to emerge as scholars-as-learners.  As one student stated, 
	I feel stuck.  I can’t seem to get past this ‘needing help’ stage and I hate it.  I want to be on my own, doing my own thing, and proving to everyone and myself I can handle this.  It’s an awful feeling, really.
	Twelve students spoke about daily writing goals and peer reviews as helpful in easing the stress of “not wanting to be a student, but still needing to be a student” as they neared the completion of their dissertations.  These were practices that afforded the students a level of independence while also providing support from their developmental networks. 
	Future faculty saw the dissertation as a means of engaging in scholarly practices as they moved towards becoming fully participating members of the academic community.  Students seeking faculty appointments upon graduation focused heavily on developing and demonstrating their scholarly identities.  As one participant noted, “If I do not make a name for myself with my research, then I am dead in the water.  Showing potential doesn’t cut it.  You have to show results to get a faculty appointment.”  In order to be accepted as bona fide scholars by existing community members, however, participants continued to depend on relationships with advisors, supervisors, and peers. 
	While students acknowledged their need for support, it conflicted with their need for autonomy. Internal struggles arose for many students as they sought to manage these relationships.  As one student commented,
	I’m not an idiot.  I know how and why I was able to get the two publications I have in my pocket, which is helping me immensely on the job market.  [My dissertation chair] is the expert in the field and he knows how to play the publication game.  It is because of these two publications and who he is that helped me get the onsite job talks at these schools.  While I am beyond appreciative, and I know how crazy this sounds, I need to start distancing myself. I need to show I can do this on my own.
	The students seeking faculty appointments wrestled with this tension of wanting to prove their worth as potential faculty members, while at the same time still relying on others to accomplish that goal.  Participants responded to this tension by establishing scholarly goals in addition to their dissertation projects in order to assert control in the midst of the continued necessity of their student identities.  Many discussed the need to publish from their dissertations, but also to quickly move on from that line of research.  Fourteen participants talked about new projects, possible new collaborators they had met through the job search or professional conferences, and the need to be lead author in planned publications.
	Students also had firm ideas about how to interact with their academic advisors and dissertation chairs.  As an important step towards emerging as scholars, several participants discussed the need to transition from a student-advisor relationship to one characterized as a peer relationship.  As one student noted, 
	I wonder if I will ever not feel like a student when interacting with [my advisor]. We have plans to continue collaborating once I start my [faculty] position, but I still feel as though I will always feel like a student when working with him. That’s an issue I need to manage better, but I am not quite sure how to do that exactly.
	Strategies students employed to that end included scheduling meetings in neutral locations other than their advisors’ offices, volunteering to write first drafts of papers, and making contact with friendly reviewers to identify themselves as the point of contact on the paper.  When their advisors enabled students to enact the behaviors of fully participating members of the academic community, students were more confident in their identities as credible scholars.
	For the participants who did not want to become faculty members, the dissertation represented a different sort of challenge.  They relied heavily on their student-as-learner identities to frame their dissertation studies in a way that was manageable, as they engaged in work of acquiring the less familiar, and less comfortable, role of scholar-as-learner, often uncertain of how they would enact that role in their administrative careers.  One student talked about a shift in his ability to conceptualize his identity as a scholar as he completed the dissertation:
	I’ve got to admit, I struggled.  That was just hard.  Lots of walks by myself to calm down. And that’s when I realized – I used to joke that the dissertation is a big book report, but there is a transition there.  It becomes a dissertation, it becomes real, it becomes research.
	Despite these challenging transitions, like the future faculty members, students with administrative career goals spoke positively about the expectations placed on them by the faculty and the high standards of academic excellence in their programs.  One student recalled, 
	That process is completely satisfying and really enjoyable and exhilarating.  And to share that with others is amazing. …Just being in that space and that moment, it was fun.  I’m so thankful that I did it, and had the people and support around me.
	The dissertation was a critical turning point for administratively focused students as they engaged in discernment about their career goals.  Unlike the certainty demonstrated by those who identified as future faculty, six of the seven participants in this group indicated that they had not been sure whether they would pursue academic or administrative appointments until they completed Stage 3.  On the one hand, the dissertation provided a realistic preview of what it would be like to engage in faculty work, which influenced these students’ decisions to invest in administrative careers.  On the other hand, however, it was not simply a deterrent.  Their career goals did not separate them from their peers in terms of their interest in being trained rigorously and making meaningful scholarly contributions through their original research.  One student recalled how her dissertation affected her career goals,
	I think it was all coming full-circle for me as I was finishing up my dissertation work…. In reviewing the research I was doing and the model I was creating, I could see the opportunity for a greater effect coming through an administrative side where I can work with the students and faculty.  I hate to think that we’re not having an effect.
	The opportunity to engage in meaningful scholarship equipped these students with a strong sense of professional expertise and clarity about how they could best contribute to practice.
	Part of the distinction in the relationship between the dissertation process and the professional identities of future faculty members and those of future administrators seemed to be based on access to practices similar to those expected in one’s profession of choice.  Though their dissertations were meaningful, they did not mirror the type of research these students would be expected to do in administrative careers.  Those students, however, seemed to have more of a clean break in their role transitions than their peers who pursued faculty appointments when they transitioned out of their academic programs.  We explore these differences further by discussing the second major milestone of Stage 3, the job search.
	Across career goals, study participants discussed two primary challenges related to the job search.  The first was simply finding employment.  The second was renegotiating personal and professional relationships and managing expectations during the transition from student to scholar.  Study participants began teasing out the roles that advanced students, support staff, and faculty members played in their entrance into the job market.  Participants described the ways in which their developmental relationships within the academic community provided the support needed to achieve their goals as students while simultaneously preparing them for “life beyond the program,” as one student described it, which began by obtaining an academic or administrative position.
	When discussing the job search process, students reintroduced the importance of another component of their developmental networks – their relationships outside the academic community. Many of the students had partners and families to consider as important factors in the job search.  Participants also described concerns about asserting their decision-making autonomy to their advisors and program faculty, many of whom students believed expected them to obtain faculty appointments at competitive programs, while remaining dependent on them for training and support.  As one student noted, 
	I have a family, a life outside of this, and that plays an important role.  I will not sacrifice my happiness or [my spouse’s] happiness to please my department or [dissertation chair].  They’ve made it clear what they want, but now it’s my turn to really think about what is in my best interest personally and professionally – for the first time in five years.
	Although they valued their departments, nearly all participants noted that departmental goals and faculty expectations were not the primary driver of their job search efforts, and that they were making deliberate efforts to discern what was right for them personally.  Friends and family members began to rise in importance in students’ developmental networks.  This was true for all participants, regardless of career goals. As another student commented, “For the first time in a long time, I see the light at the end of the tunnel and look forward to reengaging in relationships that took a back seat nearly five years.”  In addition to these commonalities, the job search was also the program milestone through which the parallel processes of identity development diverged for these two groups of students.
	Applying and preparing for a faculty appointment was a job in and of itself that required immense physical, emotional, and mental effort, according to some participants.  Developmental relationships helped those pursuing faculty careers to learn the formal and informal skills required to manage the academic job market.  Students described the job search process as exploring possible positions, practicing job talks, and identifying possible mentors.  One student said of the way her faculty mentors and supported her job talk preparation, “I reframed my talk and it was the best thing – not because I did it, but because it worked.  I started getting offers. And it was just invaluable, that feedback.”  Another student noted the dual purposes his mentors served in his job search:
	During the job talk, I realized I was working with two groups of individuals.  The content experts were making sure I was solid on my methodological and theoretical frameworks, which was the primary goal….On the job market, however, I need to be a storyteller and brand myself so some of the departmental faculty that attended pushed me in this way.
	In Business, there was a cultural norm that helped ease this daunting task in a practical way.  Administrative support staff members would prepare students’ job packets on their behalf.  Helping reduce some of the stress associated with the job search allowed students to focus on more pressing matters such as perfecting the job talk, networking skills, and responses to possible interview questions.
	During the academic job search, students reported feeling that they had to “act like an academic.”  That is where students expressed the need for the most support from their mentors.  One student noted, 
	It’s now time to own it.  I need to show that I can do it, and believe in myself that I can do it.  I’ve practiced my job talk to the point I can’t even stand hearing it myself, but I know I am prepared.  I just need to get others to see my worth and the value I bring to the table.
	Participants seemed to realize that their student identities no longer sufficed.  They now had to show that the past four or five years prepared them to be successful scholars as they sought to fully join the scholarly and disciplinary communities.  While those extending the offers had expressed the ability to see the students as scholars, the students often doubted their own abilities to make the transition.  A participant who had recently begun his academic appointment noted, “It hasn’t sunk in yet … I see my name on the door, but I am still so connected to my advisor that I don’t see myself as self-sufficient yet.”  Participants who sought faculty positions expressed uneasiness about transitioning to their roles as early-career academics, and relied on their developmental networks to support their transitions during these times.
	Participants who were not seeking academic appointments described their job search experiences differently from those who sought to become faculty members.  The notion of making a name for oneself was a concern in a different way.  For these participants, there was more of a reliance on practical skills and prior professional networks than a need to present a newly emerged self as independent scholar.  The shift towards (or back to) their professional identities required a redefinition of their relationships within their developmental networks.  They were being recruited and interviewed by fellow practitioners who did not view the scholarly identity the same way that academic search committees within the disciplines would.  They were engaged in a search process that was not conducted at the disciplinary association meetings or managed by academic search committees, nor were they dependent on the traditional start dates based on the academic calendar or negotiating such details as course loads and tenure clocks. One future administrator recalled,
	Professionally, I don’t remember anyone helping me, and I can’t remember who I talked to about the job.  I never networked and said, “Hey, I’m looking for a job.”  And I was the graduate student representative for [a professional organization]!  That’s access to the top people in the field!  I think it’s lack of confidence or not knowing if it was appropriate [but] I never tapped into that.
	When discussing their experiences, these students recalled being more hesitant about how to proceed and less sure of who to call upon for help.  They seemed to be disappointed in this aspect of their experiences as they sought to navigate the transition from student-as-learner to scholar-as-learner in ways that were not modeled, and perhaps not supported, by their program faculty. 
	All seven of the participants who chose administrative careers described pressure from their faculty and the more general culture of their programs to choose academic work over administrative work.  A student said, “Anything that was contrary to wanting a faculty position seemed foreign and, therefore, unacceptable.  So I put pressure on myself to conform.”  These students described complex feelings related to being thought of as “less-than” if they did not obtain, or worse, pursue a faculty position in Stage 3.  Regarding the decision about which career path to choose, participants described very intentional, honest, sometimes painful periods of reflection.  One person felt so pressured to pursue the faculty track that he had to disassociate from his department upon completion of Stage 3.  He recalled,
	I’m leaving the program being told that I should be a faculty member.  I didn’t know if that’s what I wanted so I stopped all things academic.  I, honestly, I just stopped it.  I cut ties.  I needed to branch away from what everybody was telling me I should do and really think about it, ‘Is this how I want my life to progress?  Is this what I want to do with my life? Where will I fit in the best?  What will make me happy?’  I realized I wanted to go back into administration.  I don’t want to be a faculty member.
	He concluded that he shouldn’t expect support from his faculty mentors in his job search because he had cut ties with them.  He asserted, “I wanted it to be my life now.  Instead of my life as a graduate student, I wanted it to be my life as a professional.”
	Students with administrative career goals seemed eager to assume their professional roles.  The greatest challenge they faced was a perceived deficit of support, guidance, relationships, and knowledge of practices similar to what they would experience as administrators as they sought to become actively engaged in non-academic community practices.  They were uncertain of how to obtain administrative appointments or how to rely on their networks during the transition from student to professional.  Differing career goals coupled with limited opportunities for future administrators to engage in the relevant professional practices resulted in greater uncertainty and feelings of peripheral membership in their academic programs.
	Conclusion
	Significance
	Implications for Research
	Implications for Practice

	Our goal for embarking on this longitudinal study was to better understand the doctoral student experience in two social science disciplines by exploring the parallel process of identity development (Baker & Pifer, 2011).  We grounded our work using a theoretical framework that brings together developmental networks and the sociocultural conception of learning (Baker & Lattuca, 2010).  In this article, we addressed the paucity of research about Stage 3 and further refined the notion of parallel identity development processes that is triggered by knowledge enactment as related to the dissertation and job search.  The descriptor knowledge enactment is particularly salient for Stage 3, as students not only enact their new knowledge to successfully navigate the dissertation and job search experiences but also learn how to be scholars and members of their disciplinary and professional communities.
	This study generated several findings that contribute to knowledge about Stage 3 of doctoral education.  First, this research builds on the notion of the 3-stage model as a foundation for research about the doctoral student experience and establishes Stage 3 as a time of knowledge enactment.  The parallel process of identity development that we first documented as a characteristic of Stage 2 (though we suspect that it begins prior to that) manifests itself in a unique way in Stage 3 as doctoral students attempt to manage the sometimes contradictory process of enacting the student-as-learner identity while simultaneously enacting the scholar-as-learner identity.  Spanning the student role and the scholar role, learning is fundamental to student success during this process, specifically the ways in which students’ approaches to learning evolve as they engaged in the dissertation and the job search.
	Second, in support of Hall (1968), study results suggest that completing the dissertation and the job search triggers students’ identity development.  Relying on the notion of a networked sociocultural learner, the dissertation and job search facilitated students’ movement beyond the periphery towards more central places in the communities of practice they sought to enter as future faculty members and administrators (Lave & Wenger, 1991).  For those interested in securing faculty positions, departmental practices such as job talks, preparing job packets, and honing research skills helped students “look like” faculty as they entered the academic labor market.  The knowledge gained from these practices helped students to display the necessary skills within their respective fields, and thus be accepted as emergent members of those communities.  These students were continuing to develop as they prepared for their new roles by engaging in the practices of the field in the larger academic community.  They were learning how to gain legitimacy beyond the academic programs within which they were enrolled.
	For the future administrators, this process was more challenging, given the lack of similar practices supported by the academic program, which hindered their ability to enact professional behavior as prospective administrators.  This group of students reported feeling undervalued by their faculty members and the cultures of their programs in their decisions to pursue nonacademic careers, which resulted in a different sort of stress during Stage 3 and fewer tangible and psychological sources of support than those experienced by future faculty members.  Faculty members are not in a particularly good position to support these students in the same ways they can support future faculty.  Lack of relevant experiences during their doctoral training limited these students’ ability to engage in community practices or to build and operationalize effective networks during their job searches and transitions out of the student role, which hindered their knowledge enactment processes and development as emergent professionals.  The sociocultural lens helps us understand the meaning that participants attributed to community, one’s role in that community, and the practices that make up that community as they sought to earn legitimacy and move towards a central position.
	Third, we sought to further refine and test the parallel process of identity development we first identified as part of the Stage 2 doctoral student experience (Baker & Pifer, 2011).  The integrative framework provided the foundation needed to understand the role of relationships during the dissertation and job search experiences, critical practices of the doctoral experience that are unique to Stage 3.  Understanding how students successfully transition through these Stage 3 milestones into the early stages of their careers sheds light on persistence in the profession (faculty and administrative) and the ways in which doctoral programs facilitate or hinder professional identity development and learning strategies for emergent professionals across diverse career goals.  Making these connections adds a missing piece to the stage model framework by adding to knowledge of how students move through knowledge consumption (Stage 1), knowledge creation (Stage 2) and knowledge enactment (Stage 3) towards program completion and employment.
	While the findings from this research have contributed to our understanding of doctoral education, they also illuminate several areas about which future research would be helpful.  First, additional research is needed to explore the parallel identity development process in other disciplines and doctoral education models.  For example, in the sciences it is common for students to work in labs, some of which may include only one or two other researchers.  While these students are introduced to community practices early in their academic experience, they may struggle to gain the support and knowledge development needed due to limited engagement with community members.  Additionally, the emergence of different types of doctoral programs such as online, hybrid, accelerated, professional, and executive programs, requires additional testing and refinement of the parallel identity development process.
	Applying this notion globally, future studies might explore this process in programs that differ structurally from the US model.  Many doctoral programs begin with original research, without the foundational coursework prominent in Stage 1 of the traditional American model.  This difference raises questions about how students’ learning evolves and how their identities develop, as well as what role developmental networks and key experiences play in those processes.
	Finally, the notion of community, critical for understanding the networked sociocultural learner, may be a fruitful area for further exploration.  Research suggests that engagement in community practices and creating a network of social support are critical to doctoral student success (Jairam & Kahl, 2012).  Differing program structures and disciplines may define community and its corresponding practices, members, and rights to membership in different ways.  Understanding the role of community has the potential to shed additional light on the doctoral student experience, identity development processes, and strategies for persistence. 
	We suggest several opportunities to improve the practice of doctoral education based on our findings.  First, programs and departments might emphasize structured, formal support for students transitioning from the student-as-learner role to that of scholar-as-learner such as practice job talks, workshops about the logistics of the job search, or guided opportunities to write for publication.  While this may already be common practice in some disciplines and institutions, our findings suggest that these practical tools or similar discipline-specific strategies, facilitated by established scholars, may be of great support to students transitioning through Stage 3.
	Faculty members may benefit from discussing the parallel identity development process as it relates to advising and training in the official business of the department and the discipline, based on a more clear understanding of the challenges of the dissertation and the job search.  One of the most important resources faculty members can offer to their students during this stage is their social or academic capital, to make introductions and recommend students for positions.  We encourage faculty members to think deliberately about the student experience in Stage 3, and their ability to actively support students during this time.
	Another important opportunity is student selection based on fit with program goals and culture, as well as having a clear sense of departmental culture and faculty mentoring capabilities related to diverse career goals.  As the academic job market continues to change, and as other forces such as the shift towards a global knowledge economy continue to affect career goals, training requirements, and employment opportunities, academic programs may be well served to become more effective in cultivating administrators, educators, researchers, and other types of professionals beyond the traditional but more narrowly construed concept of the scholar, which may not adequately address the needs and future roles of today’s doctoral learners.
	Finally, we encourage students to develop and enact a sense of personal agency.  Doctoral education is in many ways an independent process and the student must be equipped to take responsibility for her or his success.  This may be achieved through steps such as establishing personal goals, taking ownership of meeting requirements, obtaining clarity about expectations, and seeking help when needed.  If doctoral students and their teams of developers and supporters can communicate openly about the challenges of Stage 3, it may reduce the negative effects of these challenges substantially.
	Although earning the doctorate is in many ways a lonely journey, there is a broad developmental network available to support students.  Such support is most likely to be offered when faculty members, family members and friends, administrators, and peers understand what students are experiencing and feel equipped and welcome to offer support.  Stronger dissertations, higher completion rates, more successful job searches, and better trained graduates are, after all, benefits for students, programs, disciplines, institutions, professions, and the range of other stakeholders in doctoral education.  We offer these suggestions to help make the high-stakes process of doctoral education equally prominent in its rewards.
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	Abstract
	This mixed methods study explored how departments enhanced graduate student agency in career advancement for doctoral students in science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM). Departments positively influenced graduate student agency by (1) encouraging and legitimizing multiple career paths, (2) providing structured opportunities for students to practice skills and experience different work environments, (3) providing resources (financial support and information), (4) facilitating networking, and (5) offering mentoring and guidance. Because agency in career advancement is important to students’ motivation, completion, and career placement, departments should consider implementing concrete strategies to support graduate student agency.
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	Introduction
	Darius, an engineering student, and Leslie, a biology student, arrived on campus on the same day to begin their doctoral programs. However, three years into their studies, they find themselves in very different places. Darius feels stuck in his ability to move forward in completing his degree and obtaining a position as an engineer, whereas Leslie feels confident she can complete within the time-table she has set for herself and obtain a position as a biologist. Darius is not seizing opportunities to gain important skills needed for his dissertation research and future career, whereas Leslie keeps finding new internships and summer opportunities. Leslie had important questions related to her comprehensive exam and went to her committee members for answers. Darius is afraid to seek out the advice of his advisor regarding the topic of his dissertation. Overall, Darius is concerned that the one career option he sees for himself, to become a faculty member, is not a good fit with his talents and interests. Yet, he does not know what else he will do if he ever completes his Ph.D. Leslie believes completing a good dissertation and landing her first job is going to be hard, but it is within her control.  
	There are a number of ways research on graduate education might explain Darius and Leslie’s different experiences. Most often, doctoral student experiences are examined through the lens of socialization theory, which considers how students are accessing knowledge, skills, and orientations that influence key graduate student outcomes (Weidman, Twale, & Stein, 2001). Darius and Leslie both have social identities at play in these scenarios that influence their experiences (Ferreira, 2003; Fries-Britt, Younger, & Hall, 2010; Haley, Jaeger, & Levin, 2013; Lindholm, 2004). In addition, Leslie may be better supported financially, which influences time to degree, retention, and degree completion (Golde, 1998; Lovitts, 2001). 
	Although each of these viewpoints is helpful in understanding Darius and Leslie’s different experiences, we think an important perspective, the lens of agency, is missing. By agency we mean the perspectives graduate students assume, and the actions graduate students take to pursue goals that matter to them (Campbell & O’Meara, 2013; O’Meara, 2013). Seen through the lens of agency, Leslie is exhibiting “agentic perspectives” and taking “agentic actions” to move forward in her career. Darius is assuming perspectives that make him feel boxed in, isolated, and without choices. He does not seem to be asking for help when needed or seeking new opportunities. There are, of course, many likely influences on these doctoral students’ different levels of agency, which could be individual, organizational, and societal. Among potential influences, departments are particularly important. Given academic departments are where graduate students are admitted, take classes, complete dissertations, and search for jobs, it makes sense to consider departments as central forces that can enable or constrain graduate student agency (Frasier, 2013; Gardner, 2007, 2010; Golde, 2005).
	 The purpose of this paper is to examine the specific ways in which departments influence graduate student agency in career advancement. To deepen understanding of the kinds of agency departments might influence, we examine the agentic perspectives and actions exhibited by graduate students. Understanding graduate student agency and department influences are important for three reasons. First, assuming agency in advancing one’s own academic and professional career is important for becoming a successful professional (Eteläpelto, Vahasantanen, Hokka, & Paloniemi, 2013). Second, much research in human development shows assuming agency is associated with goal achievement, greater life satisfaction, and well-being (Alkire, 2005; Marshall, 2005; Sen, 1985). Third, agency in career advancement is particularly important for women and doctoral students of an underrepresented race and/or ethnicity (e.g. Asian American and Pacific Islander, Black, Latino/a, Native American, and Bi- or Multi-racial), as there are built-in constraints and biases that work against their success (Ampaw & Jaeger, 2012; Cech, Rubineau, Silby & Seron, 2011; Gonzalez, 2006). Although many individual and societal factors constrain and enable agency, studying the central organizational influence (department) on graduate students’ sense of agency has the most implications for reform of graduate programs. 
	Understanding graduate student agency in career advancement is important in all fields, but especially in the academic disciplines of science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM), because there is a compelling national interest in retaining and advancing more graduate students in science careers (National Science Foundation, 2004). In many STEM departments, there is a strong faculty preference for doctoral students to pursue academic positions (Gardner, 2007; Szelenyi, 2013) because most research universities reward faculty for placing doctoral students in prestigious academic positions at other higher education institutions (Gardner, 2010). However, unlike in areas such as the humanities, there is strong interest, and often more opportunity, for STEM students to pursue nonacademic positions. Completion rates for STEM doctoral students on average are about 59.1% (Council of Graduate Schools, 2010). Regardless of whether they graduate into government, industry, or academic positions, STEM doctoral students will need agency to complete their doctoral degrees, and make choices about which careers to pursue. Previous research has demonstrated the critical role departments play in developing the aspirations, skill sets, knowledge, and overall talent of doctoral students (Golde, 2005). Yet little work has explored the role departments play in facilitating agency in career advancement for STEM doctoral students. Given the national interest in moving these students into academic careers, it is important to know how departments are facilitating agency in career advancement as part of the educational process. The research questions guiding this project were:
	 To what extent do STEM doctoral students exhibit agentic perspectives or agentic actions in career advancement? 
	 How do departments enhance graduate student agency in career advancement? 
	Theoretical Framework
	This work is framed by agency theory in the social sciences and research on the impact of department environments on graduate student outcomes. We utilize O’Meara, Campbell, and Terosky’s (2011) definition of agency as a graduate student or other academic member assuming strategic perspectives, and/or taking strategic actions toward goals that matter to him/her. This conceptualization of agency builds from an extensive literature review of social science literature (for key works see Alkire, 2005; M. S. Archer, 2000, 2003; Emirbayer & Mische, 1998; Eteläpelto et al., 2013; Ganz, 2010; Marshall, 2000, 2005; Neumann, Terosky, & Schell, 2006; Sen, 1985). 
	Using this conceptualization, agency has two forms: perspective, or making meaning of situations and contexts in ways that advance personal goals; and the actions taken to pursue goals in a given situation (Campbell, 2012; O’Meara et al., 2011). Western cultures tend to think of agency as primarily actions (Welzel & Inglehart, 2010) but thoughts have an important role to play in agency as well. Neumann and Pereira (2009) explained agentic perspectives as meaning-making, which “entails a reflexive purposefulness, a thoughtful directedness born of personal desire and valuing” (p. 139). M. S. Archer (2003) referred to this expression of agency as “reflexive deliberation of agents” (p. 135). Agentic perspectives are a form of self-talk, a set of perspectives or views taken when experiencing opportunities and constraints in pursuit of a goal. For example, a graduate student’s department may discourage the pursuit of non-academic jobs. The student might take an agentic perspective by listening to advice about academic jobs, but not letting department norms dominate his/her sense of options. He/She decides internally to keep his/her options open. In this way, the student remains a strong “evaluator” of his/her situation, with his/her own priorities in mind, and this perspective helps him/her to achieve his/her career goals (M. S. Archer, 2000, 2003).
	Agentic action is discrete from, but often closely follows, and is related to, agentic perspective. In the same situation mentioned above, the graduate student might initiate contact with industry or foundation scientists to explore other career options, complete internships in both academic and non-academic labs to compare options, or simply read more on the job market in both fields. Agentic actions are strategic and are enacted with self-awareness of goals and contexts (L. Archer, 2008; M. S. Archer, 2000, 2003; Marshall, 2000, 2005; O’Meara et al., 2011). The nature of the agentic actions could be in line with the status quo, or in resistance to it (Ahearn, 2001; Marshall, 2005; O’Meara et al., 2011). 
	Agency should be considered “project specific” (Archer, 2003). Archer (2003) noted that agents (in this case, graduate students) internally construct their own projects (i.e., goals) and some notion of how to achieve them. Projects are developed within a specific circumstance or social context. In this study, we were interested in doctoral student agency in career advancement, a “project” which includes making progress toward degree completion, developing career goals, and making efforts to attain them. We wanted to understand both agentic perspectives and agentic actions in career advancement and department influences on them.
	A common critique of agency theory is that it underestimates the impact of structure or habitus in shaping individual experiences (Bourdieu, 1986, 1990). Yet our concept of agency assumes that individuals are embedded in social contexts that shape the range of agency they may experience at any given time (Marshall, 2005). As numerous studies have demonstrated, a myriad of social identities, and the interactions between those identities and their academic departments will enable and constrain graduate student agency (Fries-Britt et al., 2010; Millett & Nettles, 2006; Rhoades, Kiyama, McCormick, & Quiroz, 2008). However, an individual’s fate is not determined by his/her social context because individuals have free will and can “produce” their worlds (Elder, 1994; Lawton, 1989; Lerner & Busch-Rossnagel, 1981).
	Likewise, department policies, practices, and field norms will influence the range and degree of agency that doctoral students assume in pursuit of their goals and this agency can fluctuate based on a variety of factors (Council of Graduate Schools, 2010; Gardner, 2008; Golde, 1998). For example, a department that brings in alumni placed in federal government positions and encourages graduate students to learn about their career paths has engaged in a practice likely to encourage student agency in career advancement. Such events provide a sense of concrete options, and legitimize non-academic career choices. Yet Emirbayer and Mische (1998) pointed out that agency is also temporally constructed, meaning that as an agent interacts with his/her environment and responds, he/she does so in the present moment, but informed by the past and oriented toward the future. Thus, while meeting government scientists may have enhanced a student’s sense of agency, if his/her faculty advisor discourages non-academic positions the next day, the graduate student’s agency may decrease.
	Although we are not aware of specific research on department influences on graduate student agency in career advancement, there is much literature on department influences on other graduate student outcomes that is relevant to this study. Most entering STEM doctoral students intend to complete their degrees and pursue academic careers; however, many drop out and/or change plans within the next 3–4 years (Golde & Dore, 2001; Nerad, 2009). Researchers have found the following factors play important roles in graduate student degree completion and career choice: faculty mentoring, advisor-advisee relationship, and role-modeling (Austin, 2002; Fuhrmann, Halme, O’Sullivan, & Lindstaedt, 2011; Lovitts, 2001; Mason, Goulden, & Frasch, 2009; Millet & Nettles, 2006; O’Meara, Knudsen, & Jones, 2013; Paglis, Green, & Bauret, 2006), a sense of fit between career goals and department expectations and values (Gardner, 2008, 2009, 2010; Haley et al., 2013; Lindholm, 2004; Rios, 2010), peer support and culture (Ali & Kohun, 2006; Gardner, 2007; Gonzalez, 2006; Mwenda, 2010), department policies and programs (Fuhrmann et al., 2011; O’Meara et al., 2013), perceived compatibility of doctoral work and career with other life goals (Ferreira, 2003; Golde & Dore, 2001; Mason et al., 2009; van Anders, 2004), and perception of acquired social capital and resources (Council of Graduate Schools, 2010; Millett & Nettles, 2006). These same factors are likely to influence graduate student agency in career advancement (Eteläpelto et al., 2013; Szelenyi, 2013).
	Perhaps one of the most important ways departments might influence agency is by enhancing student self-efficacy in research or teaching. Bandura (1989) defined self-efficacy as being “concerned with judgments of how well one can execute courses of action required to deal with prospective situations” (p. 122). Self-efficacy is extremely important for enhancing graduate student agency in career advancement because individuals who believe that they can do something are more likely to assume agency to do it than those who do not (Bandura, 1989). 
	Furthermore, the nature of the STEM discipline itself influences retention and career choice as each field and department has its own values, customs, and norms (Golde, 1998, 2005; Szelenyi, 2013). Requirements such as teamwork in labs, grant-writing, and order of authorship of papers as well as career options and typical career paths vary greatly among STEM fields and may influence graduate student agency. Program stage, institutional characteristics and norms, and career goals also influence student agency in career advancement. Students, who enter an academic program feeling very confident in their skills and abilities, may flounder and feel ill-prepared to conduct research on their own once entering the dissertation stage (Weidman et al., 2001). Also, researchers have shown institutions that are striving to move up in rankings put more pressure on students to complete their degrees swiftly and become faculty at research universities (Gardner, 2010). Finally, given the tendency for academic advisors to think of graduate education as preparation for the professoriate, those students who want to be faculty may feel more agency in pursuit of that goal than someone who wants to work in a national lab because the former student has more information about the position, encouragement, and role models (Gardner, 2010; Golde, 2005). 
	Study Design
	The present study utilized a mixed methods design of concurrent triangulation (Creswell, 2003; Creswell & Plano Clark, 2011; Johnson, Onwuegbuzie, & Turner, 2007). In concurrent triangulation both quantitative and qualitative data are collected simultaneously, with the goal of confirming or substantiating findings within a single study.  Creswell (2003) observed that in such studies, one can offset the weakness of one method with another method, priority can be given to either, and findings are integrated and interpreted together. We utilized quantitative (survey) data to understand the extent of graduate student agentic perspectives and actions but then emphasized qualitative data (in the form of interviews) to understand how departments enhanced graduate student agency in career advancement.
	A mixed methods approach was warranted for several reasons. First, given that agency has only recently been used to frame graduate student experiences (see Rhoades et al., 2008; Szelenyi, 2013) and no research has operationalized graduate student agency in career advancement, we wanted to contextualize what we meant by agency in career advancement, and map the extent of it within a larger sample. A brief survey with items focused on agentic perspectives and actions accomplished that purpose. However, we also wanted to know what was happening between graduate students and their departments that enhanced agency. We wanted a richer set of concrete examples than a survey would provide and thus found interviews with individuals who had also taken the survey helpful to accomplish this goal. 
	We engaged in purposeful sampling based on contexts we know are likely to influence doctoral student experiences such as gender (Ferreira, 2003), race and ethnicity (Gonzalez, 2006), program stage (Ampaw & Jaeger, 2012; Bowen & Rudenstine, 1992), and STEM subfield or discipline (Golde, 2005). We chose to interview students after they had completed their comprehensive exams. Studies have shown many students change or amend their career goals during this period and can become discouraged; thus, it is a critical time for department support (Ampaw & Jaeger, 2012). We distributed the survey to STEM doctoral students at two major research universities. Both universities, hereby referred to as University A and University B, are classified by the Carnegie Foundation (2010) as having very high research activity and have nationally ranked programs in the STEM disciplines.
	We conducted an extensive review of social science theory on agency, with a particular focus on professional agency (Alkire, 2005; Bandura, 2000; Etelapelto, Vahasantanen, Hokka & Paloniemi, 2013). Key components and elements of agency were identified through the literature and formed the basis for development of survey items. The construct of agentic perspectives was developed to include a sense of self efficacy, locus of control, awareness of choices, and empowerment to overcome obstacles; the construct of agentic actions was developed to encompass strategic choices and behaviors to accomplish meaningful goals. Our survey had 14 items. Six items measured agentic perspectives in career advancement, eight measured agentic actions. Each item had a five-point Likert scale, from 1 equaling “strongly disagree” to 5 equaling “strongly agree”. These 14 items measuring graduate student agency served as the dependent variables. We pilot tested the survey with a small sample of graduate students and made minor modifications and sent it to graduate students using Qualtrics survey software. Among 2,062 STEM doctoral students surveyed, 884 (42.9%) completed the survey. Demographics on survey respondents are provided in Table 1. 
	Table 1. Independent Variables, Survey
	%
	N
	%
	N
	850
	Discipline
	853
	Program Stage
	18.35       
	156       
	Bio Sciences
	25.79
	220       
	Early/Mid Coursework
	46.35       
	394       
	Engineering
	14.54       
	124       
	Late Coursework
	9.76       
	83        
	Chemistry
	25.56
	218       
	Proposal/Qualifying Exam
	7.53       
	64        
	Computer Sciences
	34.11      
	291          
	Dissertation/Thesis
	10.24       
	87
	Physics
	7.76      
	66        
	Earth Geological Sciences
	854
	Interview
	854
	Career Goal 
	57.38       
	490       
	Yes
	27.05
	231             
	Faculty, Research U
	42.62      
	364       
	No
	8.31       
	71        
	Faculty, Non-Research U
	866
	Institution 
	13.47       
	115       
	Government 
	48.27       
	418       
	University A
	36.42       
	311       
	Industry/Private Sector 
	51.73
	448
	University B
	4.57       
	39        
	Postdoc
	10.19      
	87       
	Other
	From the completed surveys, we solicited interviews with students who represented a diverse mix of gender and race within STEM. We had 50% women in the sample, 29 White students, 2 Native American Students, 8 Latino/Latina students, 5 Black students, 7 Biracial students, and 9 Asian American Students (see Table 2). We held the academic program stage constant by interviewing students in the post-comps phase of their work. This criterion sampling technique (Mertens, 2010, p. 322) to recruit, identify, and select participants yielded 61 interviews (31 from University A, 30 from University B). The interviews lasted between 35 and 90 minutes, with most interviews lasting 45–60 minutes. 
	Table 2. Interviewee Demographics
	%
	N
	%
	N
	60
	Discipline
	60
	Race and Ethnicity 
	22
	13
	Biological Sciences
	15
	9             
	Asian, Asian-American, Pacific Islander
	38
	23
	Engineering
	12       
	7        
	Biracial or Multiracial
	10
	6
	Chemistry
	8       
	5       
	Black 
	8
	5
	Computer Science
	13       
	8      
	Latina/Latino 
	15
	9
	Physics
	3       
	2        
	Native American
	3
	2
	Applied Mathematics, Statistics & Scientific Computation
	48      
	29       
	White
	3
	2
	Marine, Earth, and Atmospheric Sciences
	30
	Gender
	53       
	32       
	Female
	47      
	28       
	Male
	The semi-structured interview format allowed the researchers to have a general guide for the interviews but gave participants the flexibility to guide the direction of the interview (Knox & Burkard, 2009). The interview questions relevant to this study focused on aspects of the students’ departmental environment that influenced how they felt, and what they were doing with regard to career advancement. Face-to-face interviews enabled us to observe social cues and nonverbal communication, and these elements provided deeper insights into the participants’ graduate school experiences (Opdenakker, 2006). We audio-recorded and transcribed all interviews with participant permission. 
	The qualitative data analysis process was both concept and data driven (Kvale & Brinkman, 2009). Concept-driven coding involves the use of pre-determined codes from the literature to guide analysis of the data, whereas data-driven coding allows key codes or themes to emerge from the findings, much as in grounded theory (Glaser & Strauss, 1967). Here we were sensitized by our literature review to look for certain conditions within the department (e.g., good mentoring) that were likely to influence graduate student agency, but also allowed themes we had not seen before to emerge directly from the data. 
	Consistent with methodological norms of qualitative inquiry, data analysis included reading and rereading of interview transcripts to identify key emerging themes (Merriam, 1998; Miles & Huberman, 1994). We read the transcripts multiple times and made notes in the margins until we had a strong grasp on each participant (Creswell, 2007). Employing a constant comparative method (Merriam, 1998), we analyzed each interview for department actions and conditions that seemed to influence graduate student agency in career advancement.   
	In the survey data analysis, negative items were reverse scored. Participants’ willingness to participate in a follow-up qualitative interview was considered an additional independent variable to best understand potential differences and biases in our survey and interview samples.
	Survey findings were evaluated using two-sample t-tests where the categorical independent variable allowed for only two options (e.g., institution, interview). Where categorical independent variables allowed for more than two options (e.g., discipline/department), we evaluated survey findings using two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA). When overall difference was discovered in the ANOVA analysis, a post-hoc Scheffé test was applied to determine the significant differences among the groups in each applicable independent variable. 
	Overall trustworthiness in the study was strengthened by collecting data from multiple sources including interviews with individuals from different backgrounds, department experiences, and survey data (Lincoln & Guba, 2000). We engaged in member checking by sharing transcripts with participants and did not receive any disparate reports. All participants were provided anonymity. Internal validity was strengthened by authors analyzing the transcripts separately to develop themes and then joining to compare these conclusions. We analyzed transcripts through “thematic memoing” and then joint conceptualization of final themes (Rossman & Rallis, 2003, p. 291–292). 
	There are several limitations to our research design. First and foremost, we were not able to directly connect the kinds and levels of graduate student agentic perspectives and agentic actions found in our qualitative and quantitative data. Nor were the data longitudinal, so we do not know if agentic perspectives and agentic actions lead to greater retention and career placement from this study. Second, in comparison to the broader sample of students who took our survey, students who offered to be interviewed had significantly higher mean averages on 6 of 14 agency items. For example, interview volunteers were statistically more likely to see multiple paths to be successful in achieving their career goals (p<.01) and were more likely to seize opportunities to advance career goals when they are presented (p<.001). Thus, our interview participants were more agentic than the entire survey population. Interview participants might have been more interested in, and receptive to, efforts by departments to support them. Future research might target students for interviews who receive lower, average, and higher scores on agency measures to see if different interventions are more effective for different groups. Third, for space reasons we were not able to share findings related to department efforts that constrained agency in career advancement. Fourth, although we recognize that individual characteristics such as gender, race, marital/dependency status, nationality, sexual orientation, program stage, and career goals will also influence graduate student sense of agency, we did not analyze individual influences on graduate student agency in this study, but do so in another article. Such findings are covered in other studies but nonetheless factor in the ways in which students interacted with their departments.
	This study makes an important contribution to research on graduate education by (a) applying the theoretical lens of agency to understanding graduate student experiences, (b) employing a mixed method approach to the study of STEM graduate student agency in career advancement, and (c) examining the specific ways in which departments enhance graduate student agency in career advancement. At the end of this article we identify implications of our findings for departments and posit areas for future research. 
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	We organized our findings in two sections. First, we present the survey results regarding the nature and extent of STEM graduate student agentic actions and perspectives and whether or not they varied by department. Second, we describe five ways departments enhanced graduate student agency in career advancement.
	STEM graduate students reported a good degree of both agentic actions (means between 3.83 and 4.14 of survey items with a 5-point Likert scale) and agentic perspectives (means between 3.35 and 4.17) with on average higher means for agentic actions than perspectives (Tables 3 and 4). Further, standard deviations were lower on questions about agentic actions than about agentic perspectives, revealing less variation in doctoral student responses, which suggests that STEM doctoral student participants report a high degree of confidence in their ability to take strategic actions to advance their career goals. Yet, the STEM doctoral students’ internal perspectives and monologues about their ability to achieve their professional goals reflected a larger degree of variance.   
	Table 3. Agentic Actions
	SD
	Mean
	N
	0.84
	3.83
	868
	I have been strategic in achieving my career goals.
	0.77
	4.14
	868
	I have intentionally made choices to focus my career goals in ways that are personally meaningful to me.
	0.76
	4.13
	867
	I seize opportunities when they are presented to me to advance my career goals.
	0.68
	4.12
	865
	If I lack something (e.g. a skill or specific knowledge) that I need to obtain my career goals, I take steps to obtain it.
	0.62
	4.01
	864
	When I face a setback, I take strategic steps to overcome the barrier to move ahead.
	0.89
	3.87
	865
	I ask for help when I need it.
	Note: Means and standard deviation (SD) were calculated for respondent’s answers on a 5-point likert scale with 1=Strongly Disagree and 5=Strongly Agree.
	Table 4. Agentic Perspectives
	SD
	Mean
	N
	0.99
	3.35
	864
	I feel stuck in my ability to advance toward my career goals.+
	1.02
	3.68
	867
	In general, I feel that I have little control over whether I advance my career goals.+
	1.03
	3.66
	868
	My advisor (rather than I) controls whether I will achieve my career goals.+
	0.79
	3.79
	867
	I know how to conduct research to achieve my career goals.
	0.69
	4.03
	865
	When I face a setback, I view it as a temporary roadblock that I can overcome.
	0.92
	4.04
	866
	I can acquire all of the knowledge and skills that I need to be successful in my career goals as long as I work hard.
	0.92
	4.17
	864
	I view critical feedback on my work as a way to grow.
	0.79
	4.12
	864
	Rather than seeing one path, I see there are multiple paths to be successful in achieving my career goals.
	+Reverse coded survey questions
	Note: Means and standard deviation (SD) were calculated for respondent’s answers on a 5-point likert scale with 1=Strongly Disagree and 5=Strongly Agree. 
	When we examined graduate students’ agentic actions in career advancement, there were some differences by discipline as doctoral students in physics [F(5,844) = 5.00, p <.01] believed that they were less strategic in achieving their career goals than their counterparts in biological sciences, engineering, and chemistry (Table 5). When we examined graduate students’ agentic perspectives toward career advancement, physics students reported lower levels of agentic perspectives in their ability to conduct research to achieve career goals [F(5,843) =3.71, p <.01] than biological science students (Table 6).
	Table 5. Analysis of Variance for“have been strategic in achieving my career goals” (n1), by Discipline
	P
	F
	MS
	df
	SS
	Source
	.001
	5.00
	3.47
	5
	17.36
	Between
	0.69
	844
	585.56
	Within
	849
	602.92
	Total
	95% Confidence Interval
	Scheffe Post-hoc Comparison (p < .05 or below displayed)
	Upper Bound
	Lower Bound
	Significance
	Std. Error
	Coefficient
	J(n3)
	I(n3)
	-.3735255
	-.6353165
	0.001
	.0666888
	-.504421***
	Biological Sci
	Physics
	42091225
	-.57438515
	0.027
	.1131652
	-.352267*
	Chemistry
	.-.3266444
	-..6357497    
	0.015
	.0787927
	-.481097*
	Engineering
	Table 6. Analysis of Variance for“I know how to conduct research to achieve my career goals” (n8), by Discipline
	P
	F
	MS
	df
	SS
	Source
	.003
	3.71
	2.29
	5
	11.43
	Between
	0.62
	843
	519.83
	Within
	848
	531.26
	Total
	95% Confidence Interval
	Scheffe Post-hoc Comparison (p < .05 or below displayed)
	Upper Bound
	Lower Bound
	Significance
	Std. Error
	Coefficient
	J(n3)
	I(n3)
	-.2110919
	-.6235677
	0.008
	.1050743
	-.41733 **
	Biological Sci
	Physics
	We found five ways in which departments, via actors and the structures and cultures they enacted, enabled graduate student agency in career advancement: (1) encouraging and legitimizing multiple career paths, (2) providing structured opportunities for students to practice skills and experience different work environments, (3) providing resources (financial support and information), (4) facilitating networking, and (5) offering mentoring and guidance. To underscore this point, when we say “departments enabled,” we refer to the actions of specific actors (e.g., department chair, faculty, students), as well as the structures (e.g., requirements and resources), and cultural norms (e.g., expectations) those actors put in place and/or perpetuated to support graduate student agency in career advancement. Many of the specific strategies departments enacted served in more than one way to encourage agency in pursuit of career goals.
	Previous research suggests that a key element of agency is feeling like you have choices and some freedom in achieving goals that matter to you (Alkire, 2005; O’Meara et al., 2011). Those in power can assert dominance by persuading individuals via an “institutional script” that there is only one way to do something (Powell & Colyvas, 2008). The norm at most research universities is for faculty to support their doctoral students in pursuing faculty appointments at research universities (Gardner, 2009, 2010). Such a singular focus on academic appointments could feel limiting and discouraging to students who do not feel they fit in academe. In our study, we found departments supported graduate student agency by encouraging and legitimizing multiple career pathways.
	There were three ways in which departments encouraged and legitimized multiple career paths. First, department chairs, program faculty, as well as department graduate student associations hosted external speakers on a regular basis to discuss non-academic careers in industry, government, policy-making, and K-12 education. Students often had an opportunity to go to lunch or dinner with speakers (sometimes alumni or professional colleagues of faculty) and ask them questions regarding the content of their work, work-life environment, salary, and benefits. Such opportunities were often without their faculty, which allowed students more freedom, in their opinion, to ask questions that compared one career choice (such as academia) to another (such as industry). Ron, an astronomy student explained:
	Yes, so I wouldn’t say there’s an emphasis on one particular track. One of the things my department has been very good about is in something called “the career path seminar.” So they have established a seminar every week that is specifically focused on exposing graduate students who are on different career paths. So they have people coming in from let’s say [local area], or from industry that did their Ph.D. in [field name] and now have gone into different fields. So there’s always the emphasis on the most obvious track you know, go for post-doc, go for an academic position. But we all know that there aren’t enough positions for all you know Ph.Ds. that are graduating. So you know this career path seminar has been really helpful in kind of exposing you to what is out there in terms of teaching, government administration, industry positions, programming, so I would say we’ve been fairly well exposed to a whole variety of things. There isn’t, I wouldn’t say there was an emphasis on pursuing a particular career path. 
	Many students raved about these seminars using words such as “valuable,” “beneficial,” and “enlightening” to describe them. Ron explained why they were important to him and others:
	I think that has been pretty valuable for a lot of us, in also realizing if you don’t get an academic position that’s not the end of the world. There are a lot of other things happening. ... So I think part of what graduate students need to see is that there are other options and to help them figure out what options they want. 
	Students who attended these seminars appreciated their faculty acknowledging that the market was not good for tenure-track positions right now and that there were many other “legitimate” options. Several students noted they had made contacts for internships, summer jobs, and other good career connections from seminars. Joel, an engineering student, framed the seminars as a concrete set of “resources from the department itself.”  
	Students in departments where there was openness to different careers and research agendas felt grateful, and noted they believed their department support was unique. Participants said that students they knew in other departments where faculty did not provide concrete examples and approval of multiple career paths felt “boxed in,” discouraged, and limited. Kimberly, an astronomy student who had decided to go into K-12 teaching, said: 
	I think that’s just one of the most valuable things about our department, ‘cause a lot of peer schools don’t provide that support for their students. The comfort level I had after I told them [about career choice], it made it much easier and they were very, very encouraging and supportive. You know the letters they wrote me, you know, got me in the door for my interviews. I’m not going to say they got me the job because I do work in the interviews, but you know they got me in the door. It’s just a very collegial atmosphere. Everyone really looks out for each other and they acknowledge you know maybe it’s not best for them if their students go teach high school, but if it’s best for the student, that’s what’s important.
	It is notable that Kimberly describes her agency in interaction with her department’s support. They got her in the door but she had to do well for the opportunity to work out. 
	A second way that departments supported multiple career pathways was through very direct conversations and career encouragement between faculty advisors and students. Students acknowledged that faculty had a built-in bias toward academia but were also open, encouraging, and supportive of non-academic positions. For example, Orlando, a biochemistry student, said:
	At first my advisor was skeptical because it’s very well-known that professors want to make more professors, right, so my professor of course wanted me to become one at first. He would always tell me and a lot of the other students in our group, oh you’re a great teacher you should be a research professor just like me. They want to do that, it’s that relationship, that father-son kind of relationship that a dad wants his son to be the same, you know, when he grows up. But after a while, after telling him my reasons, my rationale for drifting away from academia, he agreed. He saw some of the faults of academia and some of the benefits and some pros and cons for industry, and I think he’s been supportive about it. 
	Likewise, Bernard, a biology student, observed that he valued his advisor’s openness to careers outside academe and that the advisor never “pushed [him] in one way or another.” Bernard felt that his group of advisors had deeply invested in him as a person. Not going into academe was in some ways a “slap in the face to anyone involved in your PhD program.” Therefore, it was very meaningful to Bernard that his advisors had “told [him and other students] everything [they] could do” with the doctoral degree. 
	A third way departments encouraged multiple pathways was as a by-product of the nature of some more applied subfields, which meant faculty had as many contacts outside academe as inside academe. Donna, a physics student, observed:
	In [many] STEM [programs] you have a very developmental type of research where you build more theories, whereas we do more implementations. So we have more implementation …. working with industry. So we try to find the best way to get things into the market and things like that. So that’s from the very beginning, in my graduate studies. So I was more exposed to that area … That’s probably why I wanted to go into industry as well.
	Likewise, Bella, a biology student, explained that in her field one could focus on basic or applied research. Those doing applied research tended to go into industry; those doing more basic research went into academia. Bella appreciated being able to make the choice between basic or applied research and that faculty would help her with contacts and funding either way.
	Departments supported graduate student agency in career advancement by providing concrete opportunities for students to learn and develop knowledge and skills, gain self-efficacy, and increase confidence and motivation in the work they would be doing in their future careers. Students who were able to role play and rehearse their future career roles felt more confident as legitimate members of their desired professions and were able to discover whether or not they enjoyed these aspects of potential future positions.  
	For example, many students engaged in teaching as a teaching assistant or instructor for their department though the quality of teaching experiences varied between surface level and intense experiences. In the best experiences, students learned that they loved teaching and wanted to become teachers. Renee, a biology student whose graduate school provided the opportunity to earn a certificate in teaching, said: 
	In our department, we’re required to TA one class per master’s and two for PhD. And that’s been very helpful. Some classes are more beneficial than others. There are some classes where the TA just kind of grades and gives like a one-class presentation. But I had one that was just really good. Because we actually taught the lab. Me and one other student – we alternated teaching the lab every week. So I actually got hands-on experience of teaching labs … I never had thought that I might want to be a teacher before that, actually.  
	For some students, their teaching experience changed their career goals. Kimberly, an astronomy student, explained: 
	So when I entered grad school I thought maybe I’d be a professor. I was kind of thinking more along those lines, but as I went through grad school, I realized that the most fun I had was when I was teaching, when I was giving talks either to a scientific audience or a public audience and that the research didn’t fulfill me as much as the teaching did. So I thought high school might be a good venue. I taught the intro classes in astronomy. I really enjoy teaching people who have no background, or very little background in a subject and getting them to understand things for the first time and seeing that spark in their eyes.
	While Kimberly had decided through her teaching experiences that she wanted to work in high school teaching, Bernard, a biology student, had the chance to teach both undergraduate and graduate students and decided the opposite. Bernard determined he fit better with graduate students and doing more research. He enjoyed working with more advanced students in a smaller class setting while working in a summer internship at federally funded labs. Thus, he knew he wanted a more research-oriented appointment post-graduation. 
	Students also mentioned opportunities created by departments to present research findings and interact with students and future colleagues. Nola, a chemistry student, observed: 
	We try to team up with other departments that have similar research foci that can overlap. And we do departmental seminar days where I get to present my research or I get to make a poster and learn to communicate on a [higher level]. 
	Nola felt this research experience enhanced her confidence as a professional scientist. Lamar, a computer science student, also found that it was the act of presenting his work that reinforced his career goals and increased his agency in making them real. Lamar said:
	Yes it [presenting his research] reminded me of what I like about my own research, because I like my own research. I just sometimes forget that I like it, and I think that’s what all grad students do. And so, having these concrete events, physical things, social events, of interacting with other people in a way that you have to sell your own research in a way that sells it to yourself at the same time … I come back from conferences feeling really gung ho. 
	Victoria, an engineering student, discussed how her department created practical training in grant-writing and professionalism: 
	And also there's a number of programs that I know that I've been involved with and some of my peers have been involved with to help sort of train future faculty members on research grant-writing. Our department requires very specific like proposal grant-writing, a class -- how to be a, you know, carry yourself professionally. That's helped shape the academic desire too.
	Donna, a physics student, carefully pondered a priori versus department influences on her interest in becoming an academic. Donna said:
	[T]here are things that influence your career decision but I think there are also things that you’re doing to prepare for the career decision that you think you’ll make. I think those two things are very intertwined and interrelated so some of the things that I’ve done I think of now as things that I did because I wanted to find myself in this career trajectory as opposed to things that changed my career trajectory. I mean if that makes sense? But I guess they are still sort of influential in the sense that they either affirm or show me missing pieces. So I think that some of the biggest things that I’ve done is just to do good research and I think that as a graduate student there’s lots of opportunities to excel as a researcher especially in a place like [name of institution] where I’m in a large and well-funded department with a lot of opportunities for good research and a lot of opportunities to interact with people who are at the top of my field. 
	Donna noted she received feedback from her department that was affirmative, while engaging in research in a department where she found ample opportunities to practice her craft. In some ways her department acted as a mirror, in others as a guide. Yet, Donna felt her career goals were supported while she remained an active agent in making her own career happen. 
	Departments also facilitated graduate student agency in career goals by encouraging internships where students not only practiced certain skills but were able to see how the work environment “fit” their personality and interests. In many cases these internships helped students make comparisons between academic work and industry or government work, and they found they fit better outside academe. For example, Tess, an engineering student, said:
	The internship I had in industry with chemical engineering didn’t really mesh, but one internship I had was in microbiology and I was over the moon about. That is why I pursed environmental engineering because it was a nice marriage of two fields I enjoy. 
	Tess reflected on how her internship allowed her to consider different work environments: 
	With my attitude and personality I think I am more suited for academia, but not suited for it long term. I would rather work for myself in consulting and use my skills to solve a broad array of problems. 
	Padma, an engineering student, explained how her internships helped in her discernment and her confidence about the right work environment for her career:
	I’ve always wanted to be more hands-on with my research, and both my parents are faculty so I’ve always been interested in research, but my opinions about becoming a university faculty have changed based on my perception of the system … I’ve done internships at both national labs and industrial labs, and I much prefer those atmospheres because there’s a sense of team spirit and a better sense of sharing and less territorial sort of behavior in those sort of settings. That’s definitely what has shaped my ambitions. Right now I would like to work in a more, sort of, friendly atmosphere. 
	Although some would read Padma’s story and regret the fact that she found the academic life “less friendly” than national labs, the important point is that her department helped her by encouraging internships where she could test out work environments beyond academe, and determine how her career goals might be achieved there. 
	Graduate students in our study also linked the sense of agency they felt in achieving their career goals to tangible resources provided by their department. The connection between resources and agency is not surprising given that previous studies have revealed the value of professional development resources to faculty career advancement (Campbell & O’Meara, 2013). For example, Frasier (2013) found that students who held TA or RA positions were less likely to have extended time to degree. Similarly, resources supporting graduate student agency in this study came in the form of RA and TA positions to support them financially as well as travel funds to attend research conferences, assistance with finding funding to support research projects, and ready information regarding jobs, internships, and related professional associations. For example, Hubert, a physics student, said: 
	The Physics Department has been fantastic for me. That fall semester they gave me a teaching assistantship, which they were under no obligation to do which allowed me to continue my research and work as a fulltime TA which is where I got some teaching experience in labs.
	Students noted that one of the more valuable resources departments provided was information. Christian, a chemistry student, observed: “My undergrad and [name of institution] both do a pretty good job of giving professional development skills and opportunities in the form of certain databases online – you can look for public and private sector jobs.” Nola, observed: “I think that within my department they’re just really good at firing off anything that comes along, even if it’s not in the state. They’ll be like, ‘Oh, there’s funding for this, too.’ And so they’re pretty good at doing that.” Thus, resources enhanced agency in career advancement by providing funding that allowed graduate students to focus more on their studies or by adding to student perception of their own social capital (via information and connections). 
	A fourth way in which departments in this study influenced graduate student agency in career advancement was by creating and facilitating opportunities for students to network with others regarding current and future career-related opportunities. Previous research found that strong external professional networks in one’s field positively influence faculty agency behavior and sense of productivity (O’Meara & Niehaus, 2013). Likewise, in this study networking was important to facilitating graduate student agency in career advancement. Ron, an astronomy student, noted opportunities for networking with outside speakers that his department brought in as well as networking between faculty and students at coffee hours held every day in the lobby. Another particularly impactful way that one department mediated and facilitated networking was research interaction teams. Ray, an applied mathematics student, explained:
	That is constantly happening I feel – by design, I think, in my program. One really great opportunity we have are these “research interaction teams” are what they’re called. There are graduate students, maybe in some cases advanced undergraduates, but it’s a group of professors, graduate students, and depending on the topic, people from outside the university. So that’s a constant influx of networking, I guess. 
	Ray went on to directly link his experiences in these networking events to his career goals:
	I have to say that before I started these [seminars] sometime in my second year, I was pretty set on trying to pursue the academic route. So it has significantly influenced my thought process.
	In terms of off-campus experiences, students mentioned internships, supported with credits toward degree by the department, and encouragement and support to attend disciplinary conferences. Donna, a physics graduate student, attended conferences where her faculty introduced her to other faculty at the top of their field. Such interactions increased Donna’s self-confidence that she belonged in the research world and could hold her own in it. 
	In many cases department faculty called upon their networks within industry and academic circles to help students network in areas where they might start careers. Lamar explained:
	My advisor is pretty well connected. I’ve had the chance to go to several workshops and meetings with the [department] that I probably would not have had under any other circumstances, and so that has led to a situation where I know a lot of people in my industry. I’m not sure if I’m interested in doing government work, but I feel very certain that I could secure a position if I wanted to. So, I feel like at least my advisor’s network here has done very well for making sure that I have those opportunities if I want them.
	Thus, departments exposed students like Lamar and others to professional networks where they could see themselves succeeding, therefore facilitating graduate student agency. 
	Faculty were not the only actors facilitating such networking inside departments. Many students mentioned women in science associations embedded in and supported by departments that held networking events. For example, Theresa, a biology student, noted her women in science group:
	… teaches you how to network and connect you with other women who are in industry in the area. There’s a lot of like small biotech companies around so it’s been very helpful. I know a lot of people in their 5th year 6th year are going to those to try to meet people and get an in and find a job so that’s been pretty nice. 
	Thus student organizations supported by department funds also played an important role in facilitating networking.
	As noted earlier, research has shown the advisor-advisee relationship is critical to doctoral completion, satisfaction, and career choice (Girves & Wemmerus, 1988; Golde, 2005; Mwenda, 2010; O’Meara et al., 2013). Departments scaffolded graduate student agency by providing supportive and accessible advisors who listened, helped students discern what they wanted, and provided strategic advice. Self-awareness has been found in previous studies to be an important influence on agentic perspectives and behaviors (Campbell & O’Meara, 2013; O’Meara et al., 2011). This is because we need to know what we want in order to assume agency to pursue it. We found in our study that faculty played an especially important role in student self-awareness of goals and discernment. Many graduate students mentioned faculty helping them process career plans. Students observed that their current career goals sort of “came up” or evolved through discussions with their advisor or through contacts he or she made for them. For example, Wilmer, a physics student, said: 
	Yeah, in fact when I have, we can talk about my career issues, when I had my last ‘what am I going to do’ moment I just walked into my old advisor’s office, kind of just sat down and said, ‘What am I going to do with my life?’ We chatted for a while, she gave good advice.
	Wilmer left this faculty member’s office with a more agentic perspective about his career possibilities and prospects. He felt more confident because he had talked the issues out with her. Victoria, an engineering student, observed that the good communication and supportive environment among her program faculty had “shaped the academic desire too.”  
	Bella, a biology student, explained that the more exposure she had to program faculty, the more confident she felt about how she might fit into the faculty role. Bella said: 
	I agreed to help coordinate the setup and cleanup after colloquium lunches and so I was interacting with more professors. I feel that I was getting better information about how professors budget their administrative duties. And I was kind of like “you know what? I could do this.” And my advisor too was helping me prepare my proposal that I would give for my qualifying exam. And you have to talk a bit about what your future goals are and he [said] you’re going to put something in there about academia right, and I was just like, yeah, I guess I am. 
	Bella felt more confident not only in pursuing the faculty role but in saying she wanted to become a faculty member once her advisor acknowledged he saw this as a path for her. His affirmation and recognition made her career aspirations more authentic and facilitated Bella stepping forward into the possibility of becoming a faculty member. 
	Faculty also supported student career goals in industry. Karrie, an engineering student, mentioned learning about a grant that would provide her an opportunity to start a new business. When asked how this started, she said:
	It sort of came up through my advisor. So I have my main PhD advisor and then I also have a few people that we collaborate with … So they were also the ones that sort of brought it up [entrepreneurial grant] and said maybe we should do this … So after that we sort of thought more about it. 
	This example integrates many of the others above, as the faculty member, a representative of the engineering department, enhanced Karrie’s agency in career advancement by having a discussion to discern her career goals. The advisor provided information about potential resources and encouragement so that Karrie might herself seize the opportunity to advance.  
	Discussion and Implications
	This study makes a new contribution to the graduate student literature by examining how departments influence graduate student agency in career advancement. Previous research has examined how department characteristics such as resources, gender composition of the faculty, and department prestige influence graduate student outcomes, such as doctoral student satisfaction and completion (Ampaw & Jaeger, 2012; Bowen & Rudenstine, 1992; Council of Graduate Schools, 2010; Frasier, 2013; Gardner, 2007; Golde, 2005). However, our study examined STEM graduate student agency in career advancement, and the very specific ways departments influenced that agency. These findings have practical implications for graduate program directors, department chairs, graduate faculty and graduate students. Faced with significant financial constraints such as a decrease in federal and foundation funding for research, it is easy to see how many department chairs and faculties might want to do more to support graduate students in career advancement, but wonder what would make a tangible difference, especially without a significant influx of new resources. 
	Our findings suggest departments can be extremely influential in enhancing graduate student agency in career advancement without a significant influx of new resources. As the primary place where graduate students learn, grow, and strive to succeed, departments in our study were uniquely positioned to provide structured opportunities for students to try out different career options, discern the best choices for them, make connections within professional fields, legitimize student career choices, and encourage students to take agentic actions toward their own career advancement. 
	Departments enhanced graduate student agency in career advancement by providing opportunities for students to practice work roles in different careers, try out and become comfortable in different work environments, and see which environment best fit their talents and interests. Some departments required and others strongly encouraged internships, teaching experiences, and presenting at research conferences. It has been noted before that self-efficacy is a critical influence on agency (Bandura, 1989). Clearly these structured opportunities increased student self-efficacy in skills needed for specific careers. Similarly, Cech et al. (2011) found that professional role confidence, or the confidence a student has to successfully fulfill roles, competencies, and identity features of his/her desired profession predicts attrition from undergraduate engineering programs. In a similar way these structured opportunities further developed graduate students as independent scholars, a widely recognized part of doctoral student socialization (Gardner, 2008; Lovitts, 2001). Likewise, the students in this study who participated in these “dry-runs” as future faculty, industry scientists, or federal government scientists were able to explore whether they fit the identity characteristics of those they worked beside. 
	Departments also enhanced graduate student agency in career advancement by presenting, affirming, and legitimizing multiple career options. Students in this study observed faculty preferences for graduate students to pursue academic appointments as has been found in previous studies of STEM fields (Szelenyi, 2013). However, graduate students also noted how grateful they were that their department faculty had intentionally legitimized industry, government, policy, and non-research related education positions. Research universities are highly value-laden, prestige-oriented environments (Gardner, 2010; Szelenyi, 2013) and the fact that student advisors and peers recognized non-academic appointments as legitimate, desirable options gave students a sense of permission to view all options. This is especially important in STEM areas where constraints related to federal funding for research may make university positions less desirable. Alternatively, it is easy to see how constraining it would have been if department resources, advising and support only focused on one narrative or set of options for graduate students after graduation, as has been found in related studies (Gardner, 2010; Rhoades et al., 2008). 
	Department financial support also influenced agency in career advancement. However, smaller resources mattered to agency in career advancement as much as larger efforts like continuous funding. It might be considered a small thing for the department to pay for lunches and dinners between students and speakers, but it was not small to the graduate students in our study. They felt that departments paying for these meals signaled recognition for alternative career tracks. Many studies show financial support in the way of teaching assistantships, research assistantships, fellowships, and other financial awards impact time to degree and persistence (Council of Graduate Schools, 2010; Kim & Otts, 2010; Frasier, 2013). Indeed, such support was important to graduate student agency in our study as well. However, we think it is important to note that even strategic use of small, scarce resources can make an important, symbolic, and tangible difference in supporting graduate student agency in career advancement as occurred with speaker dinners and lunches.
	Departments also enhanced graduate student agency by facilitating strategic networking for their graduate students. Whether internal or external to the university, this networking added to students’ perception of their own social capital. For example, departments scaffolded student agency by getting students inside meaningful conversations about research that mattered to them. Students then acted as agents by making valuable contributions to these conversations with new colleagues. Each professional connection the department facilitated made students feel more like insiders in the profession. Much research shows the power of social networks and professional relationships to build social capital (Nahapiet & Ghoshal, 1998), increase an individual’s “pull” in a field (Laird, 2006), and promote advancement (Christakis & Fowler, 2009) and performance (Brandes, Dharwadkar, & Wheatley, 2004). Students’ perception of increased social capital in turn added to students’ sense of confidence as a professional in a field of study, and sense of agency in career advancement. 
	Finally, departments supported graduate student agency by having individual advisors as well as other faculty in the department listen to students, help them discern career interests, determine a fit between their talents and interests and career plans, and provide encouragement. Marshall (2005) described the process of agency as an intentional “structuring of choices” and actions (p. 11). Graduate students in this study felt that the advice their faculty gave them was extremely helpful, whether they were deciding to go into academic or non-academic appointments, in determining which directions they wanted to go, and what they needed to get there. Our findings related to the faculty role of listening, helping students become self-aware of goals, and discern next steps, is consistent with Jairam and Kahl’s (2012) finding that the amount and quality of subject matter advice faculty provide is critical to student time to degree and the findings of O’Meara et al. (2013) on the role of emotional competencies in effective graduate advising. Equally important as good listening and awareness of students’ interests was the sense of affirmation graduate students sought and received from faculty. For example, one student recalled vividly the moment her advisor had encouraged her to write down her plans to be a faculty member. This student had intentionally sought out the chance to get closer to faculty (an agentic action). Regardless, she noted how important it was to her that her advisor saw her in a faculty role before she committed to it. 
	This mixed methods research study was one of the first to explicitly consider agency in career advancement among STEM graduate students, and leaves much room for further research. First and foremost, we would like to see if graduate student agency in career advancement at certain key transition points (such as from comprehensive exams to early dissertation writing) predicts graduate student completion and time to degree. Second, for space reasons, the focus of this study was on the department factors that enabled graduate student agency. Further research should be done to understand department factors that constrain such agency. As noted earlier, we did not interview students by extent of agency found in survey responses. Subsequent studies might examine the kinds of department efforts most likely to enhance agency for students with the least expressed agency in career advancement, and at greatest risk of not completing. Such studies might also consider department efforts that are most impactful for enhancing the agency of underrepresented minorities in STEM disciplines.
	In conclusion, as a key component of human development, agency is a critical resource needed to be successful in highly autonomous, professional positions (Ackerman, Zuroff & Moskowitz, 2000; Archer, 2000; Elder, 1994; Emirbayer & Mische, 1998; Lawrence, 2008). Agency in career advancement is important to graduate student motivation, completion, and career placement. Encouraging departments to consider the ways in which they support graduate student agency in career advancement does not diminish the role graduate students themselves play as agents who need to plan, navigate, and negotiate their own careers (O’Meara, 2013). However, as many have observed, the power of organizational environments to shape the range of choices and freedom of individuals within them is immense (Bourdieu, 1990; Eteläpelto et al., 2013; Giddens, 1979; Szelenyi, 2013). Thus it is important for departments, and the department chairs, faculty, students, and administrators within them, to take responsibility for the kind of environment they are creating for graduate students to assume agency. 
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	Abstract
	This paper explores the benefits of design thinking training to enhance doctoral student problem-solving ability, creative confidence, and emotional well-being. Our team adapted the design thinking curriculum taught by Stanford University’s Hasso Plattner Institute of Design to the challenges of developing and carrying out original research, and has taught thirteen workshops to over 240 graduate students, research staff, and faculty over two years. Using a design-based research framework, we reflect on our observation of the workshops, student debriefs, and a pre-post survey of participants to assess the value of design thinking for doctoral education. We find that participants felt the workshops enhanced creativity, productivity, and confidence, participants appreciated applying the mindsets of a bias toward action and embracing experimentation to their research, participants learned to be mindful of their research process, and participants valued the emotionally supportive, nonjudgmental atmosphere cultivated in the workshops. The research suggests (1) that creative problem solving methods can be adopted by doctoral students and (2) that there is a demand for graduate training to more explicitly treat students’ intellectual needs in tandem with their emotional needs to create happy, productive researchers.
	Keywords: doctoral education, doctoral research, creative confidence, design thinking, emotional well-being, creativity in research
	Introduction
	This paper explores the benefits of design thinking training to enhance doctoral student problem-solving ability, creative confidence, and emotional well-being. While the primary goal of doctoral education is to train students to conduct innovative, creative research and scholarship (Bargar & Duncan, 1982; Halse & Mowbray, 2011; Jones, 2013; Lovitts, 2008), creativity is rarely taught explicitly (Bargar & Duncan, 1982; Lovitts, 2005). Moreover, learning to conduct original research is often lonely, frustrating, and difficult (Gardner, 2008; Kearns, Gardiner, & Marshall, 2008; Lovitts, 2005, 2008). 
	The research team’s experience as teachers and graduate students echoed this reality. We observed students grappling with the complexities of carrying out original research. Some students struggled with developing innovative yet testable research questions; others had trouble with logistical necessities like managing their time. Students felt that the available classes and texts on research design did not address these challenges, leading the students to feel stuck. This situation prompted us to create a curriculum to provide doctoral students with tools to address the varied challenges that arise while carrying out research and earning a doctoral degree.
	We developed a curriculum applying design thinking, a flexible and repeatable process for conceptualizing and solving applied problems (Lindberg, Noweski, & Meinel, 2010; Plattner, Meinel, & Leifer, 2011; Rauth, Köppen, Jobst, & Meinel, 2010), to address the problems faced by research students. We taught thirteen workshops for Stanford University graduate students, postdoctoral scholars, research staff, and faculty between March 2010 and September 2013. In this paper, we reflect on our observation of the workshops, student debriefs, and a pre-post survey of participants to build theoretical and practical understanding of how design thinking can be applied to doctoral education. This project is grounded in design-based research, a learning sciences approach in which the researcher creates an educational intervention and concurrently teaches and assesses the intervention in a “design experiment” (Anderson & Shattuck, 2012; Brown, 1992). After developing curriculum for an intervention, the researcher/educator gathers real-time, mixed-methods data of their students during the curriculum and after it is taught. These observational and reflective data serve to inform future iterations of the curriculum and build theoretical and practical understanding of what worked and what did not. 
	In teaching the Research as Design workshops, we set out to provide a practical set of tools to help students move beyond feeling stuck and increase their creative confidence in conducting original research. However, we discovered that the workshops addressed other needs of graduate students, most notably emotional support and a team of peers who could non-judgmentally empathize with their experience (Jairam & Kahl, 2012). This paper explores the multifaceted changes workshop participants report in their approach to research and life, including the adoption of mindsets that allowed students to be more comfortable with uncertainty, vulnerability, and failure; increased feelings of creativity and productivity; and the appreciation of a supportive atmosphere. 
	The paper begins with review of the literatures on creativity in scholarly research, the doctoral student transition from student to researcher, and design thinking as a tool to develop creative confidence. We then introduce an overview of our research approach, the workshop intervention, data and analysis methods, followed by a discussion of our findings. We conclude with implications for research and practice.
	The Value of Creativity in Scientific and Scholarly Research
	Scholarly research happens in a messy, nonlinear process. An example of ill-defined problem-solving (Voss & Post, 1988), research requires the scholar to define a problem that is only partially known in advance, and the scholar does not know whether an answer exists to the chosen problem until that answer is found. In increasingly specialized subfields of scholarship, a researcher may literally be the world’s expert on her topic, with no one else to turn to when she encounters a dead end. Thus, research is not a well-structured problem-solving task, but a creative problem-finding and problem-crafting task (Schön, 1983).
	In recent years, the complex, creative aspects of research have been amplified as many simpler problems have been solved. Gibbons et al. (1994) describe the extent of the resulting changes in science: “not only is the average number of authors per paper increasing, but much more significantly, so are the diversity of specialties and disciplines involved in the writing of a single paper and the range of institutions and organizations from which the authors originate. In addition, the geographical distribution of these institutions continues to broaden” (p. 34). The increasing interest in and focus on applied research adds additional complexity. As projects aim to influence policy or solve real-world problems, tensions arise between the demands of building theory and influencing practice. 
	Given the complex, ill-defined nature of conducting research, creativity is considered to be tightly linked to the innovation and impact of research (Anders, Elvidge, & Walsh, 2009; Cravens, Svetina Nabergoj, Ulibarri, Cornelius, & Royalty, 2014). Creativity is the production of unpredictable novelty and practical ideas based on it (Amabile, 1996; Runco & Albert, 2010; Sternberg & Lubart, 1999); in science, creativity focuses is on the originality and usefulness of knowledge (Heinze, Shapira, Rogers, & Senker, 2009; Hollingsworth, 2012; Simonton, 2004). Behavioral traits of creative individuals include high levels of curiosity, motivation, tolerance for risk and ambiguity, and willingness to overcome failure (Sternberg, O’Hara, & Lubart, 1997; Weinert, 2000), characteristics that make them highly self-efficacious (Bandura, 1994). . 
	Graduate School and the Transition from Student to Researcher
	While creativity is a valuable asset for productive, innovative researchers, learning how to become an innovative researcher is challenging. As Lovitts (2005) observed, creativity is rarely taught: “Despite the apparent importance of creativity in graduate education, it is typically assumed that creativity is idiosyncratic and that advisers can do little to help their students develop into creative scholars” (p. 141). This means many students have to discern creativity’s value by themselves and cultivate it in their research with little explicit guidance. 
	While earning a doctorate degree, students gradually transition from taking courses with a professor grading their performance to producing an original dissertation project and launching their careers as independent scholars (Grover, 2007).  This transition is often a challenging one (Gardner, 2008; Lovitts, 2005, 2008; Spaulding & Rockinson-Szapkiw, 2012). As compared to successfully completing problem sets, term papers, or course exams, conducting original scholarship is a messy, inconclusive process that requires not only more sophisticated analytic thinking, but creativity, tolerance for ambiguity and not knowing the right answer, and conscious management of one’s own research process (Lovitts, 2008). Moreover, doctoral students face increasing pressures to publish and produce at a high rate (Jones, 2013).
	These difficulties can lead to relatively high attrition rates from doctoral programs (Bourke, Holbrook, Lovat, & Farley, 2004). The combination of feeling isolated (Ali & Kohun, 2006, 2007) and pressure to produce rigorous, innovative work creates a difficult social dynamic—students are lonely but too busy or stressed to form meaningful friendships or a supportive social structure. At the extreme, the emotional and mental pressures of earning a doctoral degree can lead to depression, suicide, and even murder (Hall, 1998; Lovitts, 2005). On a lighter note, the sheer number of blogs and comic strips discussing or satirizing the PhD experience (such as http://xkcd.com/ , http://phdcomics.com/ , and http://whatshouldwecallgradschool.tumblr.com/ ) highlight the confusion, loneliness, and emotional toil encountered by emerging researchers. Meanwhile, there is relatively sparse research on the emotional well-being of graduate students (Hyun, Quinn, Madon, & Lustig, 2006).
	Despite the emotional and intellectual challenges of graduate school, some students make the transition to researcher relatively easily. Students with a fixed view of intelligence, who view graduate school as a series of tasks that require performance and proving their abilities, might have been successful in the coursework phase of a graduate degree. However, it is those displaying what Dweck and colleagues (Blackwell, Trzesniewski, & Dweck, 2007; Dweck, 2006) term a growth mindset and Watkins (2010) terms a learning orientation—students viewing graduate school as a process of continually making mistakes that increase one’s ability to perform better in the future—who are most likely to successfully make the transition to become independent scholars. In focus groups with high-producing PhD advisors, Lovitts (2008) found that displaying certain characteristics of six factors—intelligence, knowledge, thinking styles, personality, motivation, and environment—enabled students to successfully bridge the challenging transition and become innovative researchers. Some of these characteristics, such as analytical intelligence, use of formal knowledge, and motivation, are useful in both the purely student phase and in conducting research. However, students who make the transition with ease are not just good analytical thinkers, but show creative and practical intelligence, use informal and tacit knowledge in addition to formal knowledge, and are better able to deal with failure (Lovitts, 2008). 
	Developing Creative Confidence
	Many of the characteristics of successful PhD students (Lovitts, 2005, 2008) and the behavioral traits of creative researchers (Cravens et al., 2014) overlap. From a process standpoint, successful PhD candidates and innovative researchers seek early feedback on their ideas, generate numerous potential research questions, and have concrete methods to identify which questions to pursue. Their mental outlooks allow them to tolerate and even embrace uncertainty, view failure as a learning opportunity, and be confident that a seemingly-disorderly process will yield results. These characteristics reflect a quality called creative confidence: “Having the freedom and courage to fail/take creative risks and the knowledge that all of the ideas you create have value” (Grossman-Kahn, 2011; see also Kelley & Kelley, 2013). Creative confidence ties strongly to self-efficacy, “people's beliefs about their capabilities to produce designated levels of performance that exercise influence over events that affect their lives” (Bandura, 1994). If individuals know that they have the tools to creatively solve problems and view failure as a source of new skills while maintaining their efficacious attitude, logic follows that they are more likely to both succeed in solving problems and in producing more innovative ideas. Therefore, if we could instill creative confidence in graduate students, they would be more likely to succeed as doctoral students and as creative researchers throughout their career.
	Design thinking is a set of mindsets and techniques for solving ill-defined, real-life problems (Rauth et al., 2010) while nurturing and encouraging creative confidence (Kelley & Kelley, 2013; Lindberg et al., 2010; Seelig, 2012). Design thinking fits naturally into design domains like architecture and product design, but can provide value to any process requiring creativity and innovation as it delivers a flexible, repeatable methodology for generating ideas and finding solutions. As such, design thinking has historically been taught in design schools, but has been increasingly adapted for non-designers (Johansson & Woodilla, 2008). Institutes like the Hasso Plattner Institute of Design (d.school) at Stanford University teach design thinking for a wide range of real-world problems (Dunne & Martin, 2006; Plattner et al., 2011). The framework has been applied in management education (Zupan, Svetina Nabergoj, Stritar, & Drnovšek, 2013), information and communications technology (Lindberg, Meinel, & Wagner, 2011), medicine (McDonagh & Thomas, 2010), social entrepreneurship (Cohen, 2012), and K-12 education (Carroll et al., 2010).
	Despite this spread, there has, to date, been limited application of design thinking in the context of scientific or scholarly research. The basic process of innovative thinking is the same in science, the arts or business (Beveridge, 1980; Sawyer, 2006; Schön, 1983) since the way to a solution is not known beforehand and is thus impossible to predict logically. David Kelley, co-founder of the Hasso Plattner Institute of Design and the global design firm IDEO, says that design thinkers “have a methodology that enables us to come up with a solution that nobody has before” (Tischler, 2009, p. 1)—exactly the need of researchers producing original scholarship. This framework formed the pedagogical foundation of our curriculum intervention for doctoral students.
	Methodology
	Design-Based Research Approach

	This paper leverages a design-based research (DBR) approach, which uses the iterative design and implementation of educational materials as the basis for research. DBR has an explanatory and advisory aim as it provides theoretical insights into how a particular teaching and learning approach can be promoted (Bakker & Van Eerde, in press). As a curriculum is developed, researchers identify variables behind the curriculum’s impact on students, relating those variables to existing theories and seeking to understand how the curriculum can evolve into a more powerful learning experience. Importantly, a DBR researcher holds that the key variables are continually being explored, never fixed, and that they depend heavily on the context of that specific curricular intervention (Collins, Joseph, & Bielaczyc, 2004). In contrast to a randomized control trial, DBR’s causal evidence is drawn from within the case, not from comparison to a control group. DBR allows the researcher to understand why a particular intervention worked as it did, gathering data and refining curriculum in real time, with all of the complexities of a real classroom and teacher (Bakker & Van Eerde, in press). However, the findings from DBR may be limited to that particular setting, and are thus primarily useful for exploratory work, as was the case in this project, which sought to explore if design thinking could be a useful tool for doctoral students.
	Wang and Hannafin (2005) argue that DBR should be iterative, pragmatic, grounded, integrative, and contextual. Our Research as Design workshops thus use an emergent curriculum that is continually iterated based on observations and learning from previous versions. The workshops are pragmatic and grounded because our pedagogy draws on existing design thinking work to create new student practices. The work is highly contextualized, as participants’ individual experiences as researchers are the basis for many of the exercises. Finally, Research as Design is integrative because it relies on mixed methodologies including observations, surveys, student materials, and debriefs. These various data, collected throughout the curriculum design and implementation, form our understanding of the curriculum’s impact and help us suggest design frameworks and theories (Edelson, 2002) for others to use.
	Workshop Intervention

	Our workshop is modified from the basic design-thinking curriculum taught by the Hasso Plattner Institute of Design at Stanford University (Stanford, CA, USA), with emphasis on the techniques our team has found to be most useful for researchers. Following experiential learning theory (Kolb, 1984; Kolb, Boyatzis, & Mainemelis, 2000), we use an action-based, experiential workshop. Lecturing is kept to a minimum, and students learn via activities and exploration paired with coaching from the teaching team. The minimization of lecturing is also intended to force participants out of their normally analytical, deliberate mode of being and into an experimental, creative, and playful approach. This shift allows participants to see challenges they are facing in a new light and be freer in developing potential solutions.
	/
	Figure 1: The Design Thinking Innovation ProcessAdapted from Hasso Plattner Institute of Design at Stanford (2010)
	The basic practice of design thinking is the design thinking innovation process, which is often represented by five distinct stages (Figure 1). Following this cycle, our workshops start with empathize, where we introduce techniques for students to investigate the nature of a problem and the underlying emotions or needs influencing it through interviewing or self-observation. Second, in define, we help them identify the core of the problem—which may not be immediately obvious—and then reframe the problem so that it is a concrete, tractable statement. Third, in ideate, students brainstorm possible solutions to the problem that they have identified. Finally, in prototype and test, the students create a physical representation of their selected idea and test a rough version of a solution for one or more of their ideas. 
	Throughout the workshop, students work in multi-disciplinary teams. Teamwork provides multiple perspectives on a problem and adds a sense of detachment, which is particularly important when dealing with something as dear-to-heart as one’s dissertation research. We also invite former participants to coach, providing both extra teaching staff to assist new participants and a repeated experience for students who want additional exposure to the mindsets and techniques.
	We have developed the curriculum iteratively, incorporating the teaching team’s observations and student feedback gathered during structured debriefs. For instance, we observed that students were finding value in the techniques we taught, but that they didn’t feel they had the confidence to use them without intensive coaching. Further, they had trouble detaching themselves enough from their own personal research challenges to problem-solve effectively. To address these needs, we created a four-day, extended version of the curriculum to replace the previous day-long versions. In this extended version, students practice the design-thinking cycle four times and have time between each session to apply techniques and test solutions in the real context where they will be used. To warm students up to the creativity and open-mindedness needed for design, we begin with a pre-framed challenge, such as, “How might a busy researcher make time for fruitful, spontaneous interactions?” Then, once they have a little experience with a design cycle and have started to embody some of the playfulness needed for creativity, we repeat the design process with successively individualized prompts, consciously scaffolding for their level of expertise (Ambrose, Bridges, DiPietro, Lovett, & Norman, 2010). After the predefined, anonymous prompt, students work in teams around a shared, jointly-identified problem, and then solve individually-defined problems (but with extensive coaching and interpersonal feedback). 
	Participants

	We taught thirteen workshops between 2011 and 2013, including two iterations of the four-day workshop in May and September 2013. In this paper, we treat the extended versions as our primary source of information and note whenever data are from earlier workshops.
	Potential participants were invited by emails announcing the workshop sent to a mix of departmental and interdepartmental mailing lists on campus. A number of participants were also invited through word-of-mouth, as we encouraged former participants to invite colleagues they thought would benefit from the workshop. Prospective students completed an application detailing why they wanted to participate and what challenges they were currently facing in their research; participants were then admitted to the workshop on a first-come, first-served basis. The workshops attract a diverse student body and are in consistently high demand. The courses generally fill quickly (within a week of opening registration), and we always have a wait-list. 
	In all thirteen workshops, we have had approximately 240 participants, spread between early-, middle-, and late-stage doctoral students, as well as a few masters students, postdoctoral scholars, faculty members, and research and administrative staff. In this paper, we focus only on the graduate student experience, as other groups lack sufficient numbers to generalize about their experience. 
	Participants came from a broad array of disciplinary and interdisciplinary backgrounds, representing every school on the Stanford campus (Table 1). Approximately one-quarter of participants had some previous experience with design thinking.
	While our participants are fairly representative of the disciplinary background and level of experience of the Stanford graduate student body as a whole, they are importantly self-selected. Students who opt to participate in an extracurricular learning activity like the workshop may be motivated differently than their peers in ways that affect our results. First, our participants may have faced more extreme challenges in their research, thus prompting the desire to participate in the workshop; this would indicate that our observations about the need for emotional support might be more extreme in participants relative to their peers. Second, those who chose to participate may have more desire for self-improvement or greater openness to new approaches, and therefore would be more willing to actually adopt new mindsets and practices relative to their non-participating peers.  
	Data Collection and Analysis

	Data informing this reflection stem from several sources (Figure 2). 
	/
	Figure 2: Data Sources and Collection Process
	As called for by the DBR paradigm, our lived experience as educators/researchers is the main data informing this study. We captured these ethnographic data in a variety of formats. At each workshop, we photographed and video recorded participants and their solutions, and collected workshop materials (copies of worksheets, brainstorms, and other drawn and written work) to see how students applied our coaching to their individual problems. We also wrote real-time observations of particularly interesting outcomes, ideas for future workshops, or places where students appeared to be struggling. All of this ethnographic material informs our findings as a reminder of the lived experience. 
	Other data sources include student applications to the workshop; an incoming participant survey capturing student approaches to problem-solving, reflection, feedback, and creativity; student debriefs conducted at the close of each workshop; and a follow-up survey of participants conducted after the workshop. 
	In their applications to the workshop, students were asked why they wanted to participate, what background they had with research and design thinking, and what challenges they were currently facing in their research.
	Participants completed an anonymous pre-survey at the start of the first session, with questions exploring how they approach problems faced in their research, how frequently they reflect on their research process, and on their relationship with their advisor. 
	Student debriefs serve as a particularly important source of immediate reactions to and reflections on the workshop. At the close of each workshop, we conducted a debrief session. We asked students to reflect on what similarities and differences they observed between the ways they usually approach problems in their research and their experience during the workshop. We then used a debrief format common to design thinking, called “I like, I wish, what if.” It asks students to share components of the workshop that they liked or that worked well; to reflect on things that they wished had been available or were done differently; and to envision possibilities using “what if…” statements. Debriefs were transcribed by one of the team members. Debriefs were transcribed anonymously unless a statement was made by a member of the teaching team, so we cannot trace statements to any particular types of students (such as academic discipline or stage of training).
	A follow-up survey was administered roughly two months after each extended workshop. The survey was conducted online using Qualtrics; all responses are anonymous. The follow-up survey began with the research process questions from the pre-survey. Other questions explored how frequently students used the various techniques taught in the workshop and why they used them, level of confidence using each technique, and overall reflections on the RAD workshop and its value, as well as some basic demographics relating to their field of study and level of education. Most survey questions were free response; several questions (as reported in the findings section) were multiple-choice or Likert scale. Follow-up surveys were sent to all 48 extended-workshop participants, and we received 27 complete responses for a response rate of 56.3%. 
	For questions involving quantitative analysis, survey data were cleaned and then imported into SPSS statistics package version 21. Descriptive and comparative statistics were explored. Specific tests are shared in the findings section. The debrief transcriptions and open-response survey questions were coded using NVivo qualitative analysis software version 10. Following a grounded theory (Glaser & Strauss, 1967) approach, debriefs were initially open-coded, and then codes were grouped into emergent categories to capture participant experiences. Some themes reflect particular mindsets and techniques derived from design thinking; others incorporate more freeform evaluations of the workshop experience.
	We are working with self-reported data (the debriefs and surveys) as our primary source of information, in combination with our team’s observations of the workshops. While reported data is subjective, we are interested in what participants valued about the workshop—their perspectives—not necessarily exact usage statistics. Likewise, we are not looking at changes in overall productivity or creativity as much as reported changes, with the understanding that what students feel—whether they considered themselves empowered by the workshop—is as at least as important as whether they actually became more productive on some objective measure. Moreover, confidence and self-efficacy (Bandura, 1994) are close predictors of actual behavior change, so we can safely assume that changes in reported confidence are associated with behavioral changes.
	Findings
	Table 2 summarizes major findings from the analysis of qualitative data. The subsections below describe these findings in greater detail.
	Participants Feel the Workshop Induces Creativity, Productivity, and Confidence

	Participants feel the workshop led them to be more productive, creative, and confident in their research, all key components of creative confidence (Kelley & Kelley, 2013).
	Regarding productivity, multiple participants noticed significant changes in their ability to solve problems they’d attempted to address previously. As several students reflected, “Today felt more productive (even though I normally think a lot about these same problems)—probably because I was forced to think in a more focused way” and “This makes me work more efficiently, I analyzed these problems before but very slow and limited ideas.” One participant proclaimed: “if we approach[ed] research this way, [we] could be much more productive.”
	Students also felt that the workshop sparked their creative juices. One participant was presently surprised at the “amount of creativity”: “I think I was curious and interested and walking in and there’s no wall…blocks like legos…a little bit floofy…we play with stickers and pipe cleaners…[but] the amount of creativity we produced and I produced [was] much more powerful than I expected.” Other participants found the workshop “freeing. I came up with new ideas I would not have usually come up with.” 
	Some participants also reported increased confidence. A 1st-year natural scientist found that the most valuable takeaway was, “confidence in overcoming the problem [he] had at the time.” A 2nd-year scientist would recommend the workshop to colleagues by “tell[ing] them that the workshop can give a new perspective and set of tools for problem solving, making you more productive and feeling in control.” Empowerment was especially strong for those participants who returned to coach for us—that they finally “got it” when they were able to step out of their own problem and teach the generalizable method to others.
	We captured student’s opinions on the workshop in a creative confidence scale, scored on a 7-point Likert scale from Strongly Disagree to Strongly Agree (3 is neutral). Descriptive statistics for these questions are reported in Table 3. Students’ answers ranged from neutral to strongly agree that the workshop improved their ability to give feedback and changed how they approach their work and research, and they unanimously agreed that the RAD workshop gave them confidence to address challenges and was fun.
	/
	Students Found the Design Mindsets Refreshing and Useful

	Through repetitively experiencing and applying the design thinking innovation process, students are exposed to a series of mindsets cultivated by design thinkers, which include radical collaboration, bias toward action, embrace experimentation, and mindfulness of process (for a full list, see Hasso Plattner Institute of Design at Stanford, 2010). In the workshop, students resonated with these mindsets and alluded specifically to them in debriefs and the survey. Importantly, the curriculum does not explicitly teach these mindsets; instead, through familiarity with the specific tools and the design process, paired with instructors actively modeling the mindsets, students gradually adopt the design-thinking mindsets. The mindsets describe a designer’s mental attitude and orientation toward approaching problems (Hassi & Laakso, 2011). As Rauth et al. (2010, p. 6) note, “mindsets can be seen as the establishment of a bias towards creative behavior in situations where students are facing situations in which they are uncertain or problems where there is no solution at hand.” 
	Radical collaboration is the intentional creation of diverse teams to help solve problems. Working through research and personal problems with a team was new for many participants, particularly a multidisciplinary team that might know nothing about their disciplinary domain. Many participants found the experience refreshing: “I think I thought group work was super inefficient…but this work really killed that idea.” They found that it added “enthusiasm… alone I hit a bump, and slow down, but [working] in a group with fast pace keeps me going.” Other participants reported liking the “Diversity of [the] group, [and the] chance to see how other people think and work.” 
	Overall, students appreciated the chance to work with a team during the workshop, finding it both different than their usual approach and useful. In the survey, multiple participants reported seeking to recreate that team dynamic after the workshop, particularly for feedback. An engineer wrote, “One of the things I do more often and which I find more helpful than most of the others is to pull aside a colleague and ask them to help me solve a problem, which often involves sketching or writing stuff on the whiteboard, and of course, conversation.”  Likewise, a social scientist said, “I tend to work solo and after the workshop am striving to be more collaborative in the design phase.”  Another social scientist really liked “the focus on using this process on myself and my team. I can see that people really benefit from interacting with others from differing perspectives when planning research; I know I did.” It is important to note, however, that this sentiment was not universal; some participants wanted more practice working alone with the techniques since that’s how most research plays out.
	Bias toward action refers to an inclination toward “action-oriented behavior, rather than discussion based work” (Crandall, 2010). As research students, participants came to the workshop with the tendency to think about, not act on, problems. When asked about how they approached being stuck in the pre-survey, the majority wrote about thinking (“Take a step back and think about it”), reading (“Look for additional literature related to my research topic”), or just taking a break (“Work on something else”). In the workshop, students appreciated “being reminded of value of doing rather than spending weeks thinking.” One 2nd-year natural scientist found the newfound bias toward action valuable for feeling like she was making progress:
	“It's time to get out of your head.  You know the saying ‘see the ball, be the ball?’ Well, this class is ‘see the research, be the research!’  The class will help you take those feelings of dread or panic and channel them into productive efforts to get you moving again.”
	For others, an action as simple as reaching out could make a big difference: “It’s important to ask for feedback…others are busy…but better to ask instead of being stuck for weeks.” 
	Embrace experimentation is the mindset of failing early and often to facilitate quick, iterative learning and feedback. In the pre-surveys, many students reported striving for perfection before sharing anything, for fear that their ideas (and by extension, they) would be rejected. As one participant reported, “We’re not allowed to fail so often in research.” However, after the workshop, students found it useful to seek feedback on their ideas earlier, before they had invested a lot of time and effort. For instance, a social science student wrote how his problem solving process had changed: “Basically [I] ask more people/ research center for feedback on my research, dare to present, etc… We just need to look for opportunities around us and accept to be confronted to new questions, suggestions and criticisms.” As an engineer wrote, “I have also learned to send stuff faster to my advisor – as in here is the beta I know it sucks but please provide feedback anyway.” Students appreciated the reminder “that uncertainty and ambiguity is ok; even if you don’t get it, plough through,” demonstrating a wonderfully experimental mindset. (As a quick caveat, according to our pre-post survey, there is not a statistically significant change in how early students report seeking feedback on various research-related challenges, perhaps suggesting the shift is less a behavior than an attitude shift, or that they are feeling more empowered and less anxious about feedback when they do seek it.)
	For our participants, an important component of learning to embrace experimentation was learning to be detached from any particular outcome. Participants found this particularly challenging, because “research is your baby” and so they felt that the outcome really mattered for their reputation and career. However, they reported that learning to detach more was freeing. As one participant described, “I was less attached to the outcome [of the process] today. I came in interested in the process, so it let me start from the beginning and see how useful it is…[Using a] beginner’s mindset… I can make it an opportunity instead of something awful.” 
	In the workshop, one concrete way we helped students create detachment was to require the deliberate generation of multiple (3-5) options at every phase of the design process, which reduces attachment to any single question or solution (Dow et al., 2010). Participants particularly liked this technique. As an education student reported, “I ask people to help me brainstorm more and I am not as attached to the first ideas. I do not call them ‘mine’; that way I can let go of them more easily.” 
	Participants Learned to Be Mindful of Their Research Process

	The final mindset, mindfulness of process, we feel is important enough to merit its own section. Through the workshop, students learned to be reflective about their research and problem-solving process as well as those of others. For some, this was a novel concept: they liked “the process of seeing my research as thought process that could be improved and that the way I work can be changed,” “the awareness that there’s a way to [problem solve] systematically,” and “that it’s very structured, you set intermediate goals and deliverables instead of [the] target of publishing a paper.” In the long term, a 3rd-year engineering student carried away “the idea that design thinking (especially in the early exploratory stages) actually allows the subsequent ‘problem solving’ steps to be more structured and focused.  It is worth investing in the time and effort early to avoid wasting time later.” Describing her approach to being stuck after the workshop, a natural scientist wrote, “I try to pinpoint exactly where in the process the problem lies, and then taking that as a starting point, I explore alternatives.” A 5th-year engineer reported, “Knowing when to use synthesis vs. analysis [is a] great idea/skill!,” a key component of knowing where in the process one is. 
	Part of mindfulness of process is learning the importance of taking time to reflect on what to do next, what’s working or not working, etc. Participants found this difficult in the culture of academia: “I don’t often take the time to think about problems—you keep moving to meet deadlines.” One engineering participant wrote a thank you email emphasizing that he appreciated that reminder: “we as researchers too often just put our heads down and go go go without taking the time to reflect on the process, and the course you've put together really goes a long way to providing a useful set of… tools.” Once again, there was not a statistically significant change in how frequently participants say they reflect on their research process in the pre-post survey, suggesting an attitude but not necessarily a behavioral shift.
	Participants Appreciate the Intellectual and Emotional Difference in Atmosphere from Their Day-To-Day Research Environment

	In debriefs and the survey, participants strongly appreciated the difference in atmosphere created by the workshop to that of their normal working environment. Participants report that graduate school can be isolating, that the feedback they receive is often critical and not always inspiring, and that getting stuck can induce a feeling of paralysis. As a 2nd-year humanities student wrote in the pre-survey, when stuck his approach was to “Get overwhelmed with panic… I feel overwhelmed by the entire task and not nearly focused enough.” 
	In contrast, participants found the workshop to foster an emotionally supportive, nonjudgmental atmosphere. They liked the “safety of community” and that “everyone has had a no judgment attitude, positive space.” At the workshop, “Everybody here feels safe to make mistakes; [the] facilitators made us feel so safe, I could fail and everybody was fine with that.” An engineer valued being able to “understand that we are not alone with our problems and that we need to exchange with people around us about them.” A 7th-year natural scientist appreciated, “The notion that people have done a lot of hard thinking about the squishy difficulties of solving real problems; this means that when I feel like I'm stuck on my particular problem, perhaps someone knows another approach for when I get stuck. [It gives me] Hope!” As a student who had come back to coach reported to us, “[O]ne of the benefits I saw people walking away with was a renewed sense of possibility and hope…grad school can narrow you down…to get out of feeling hopeless… It’s like a quick group therapy.” Participants particularly liked that the teaching team was vulnerable too—that we “embodied the spirit of the process” and shared our own experiences and challenges with research and with the design process.
	In a very explicit statement of the difference in atmosphere, at the workshop one student summarized, “[I] never really felt singled out…I have a supportive lab but I find when you’re pitching ideas you’re alone in front of people, instead of brainstorming with people.” 
	Not Everyone Liked the Workshop or Found It Useful

	While the majority of participants appreciated the workshop, the sentiment was not universal. There were a few participants who didn’t accept our premise from the start and thought the workshop was too “fluffy” to have any academic merit. Beyond these systemic critiques, we received lots of constructive criticism about making our instructions clearer or ways to better scaffold student experiences. Every workshop had suggestions for improvement, and we still have a lot to learn from our current iteration. 
	In addition, while many people valued the workshop, some participants acknowledged that asked-for shift in ways of thinking and doing was scary. As one student shared, “the [5-Whys] exercise [asking why to find a root cause] was most difficult exercise I’ve done in weeks. You get stuck usually and don’t think of what is the real problem…we usually try and hide…,” revealing that participants had to seek a vulnerable place in order to discover what wasn’t working in their process and move forward. (The need to get students to work into and past that vulnerable stage was one of the primary reasons we developed the multi-day version of the workshop, as a way of providing repeat exposure to build self-efficacy.)
	Discussion
	We set out to provide a curriculum that would introduce doctoral students to a repeatable process they could use to address the types of problems that arise while conducting research and completing a dissertation, thereby increasing their creative confidence. The consistency of responses in the creative confidence scale suggests that we were successful in this regard. However, the piece of the workshop that seemed the most powerful—where student responses were the most impassioned—was the emotional difference from students’ day-to-day research lives, especially the attitude that whatever happens in your research, you’re still a worthwhile person. In debriefs especially, students felt that the atmosphere of the workshop was beneficially different than their own or their labs’ more critical approach to research challenges. Having a supportive environment gave them permission to explore without repercussions, while learning specific techniques to use in any situation made them feel more productive and creative. We explore both of these outcomes in the following sections: the “intellectual” impacts on problem solving, creativity, and productivity, and the “emotional” impacts of safety and non-judgment. We conclude that the two are inherently connected.
	Building Innovative, Productive Researchers

	Productivity and creativity are commonly seen as valuable traits for researchers; participants’ responses suggest that the workshop improved both. Prior to the workshop, multiple students reported being paralyzed when faced by an unanticipated barrier or, at best, needing to switch tasks or take an extended break prior to revisiting the problem. The workshop provided students with tools to efficiently work through barriers, potentially leading to students’ increased feeling of productivity relative to just ignoring the problem or simply thinking about it incessantly. Creativity was also improved, particularly in that students felt that they developed ideas and solutions they would not have normally found. 
	Here, it is important to note that we are discussing perceived changes in productivity—we have no data comparing students’ work outputs to what they might have achieved absent the workshop. However, for a research student who is feeling overwhelmed by a problem or a task, the confidence of having a pre-defined way to focus their attention in solving that problem and thereby get to a place where they no longer feel stuck might be as important as whether they actually make more progress. By developing the confidence to learn from and harness failure and vulnerability, students become more efficacious problem solvers (Bandura, 1994). 
	The Value of Treating Students as Whole Humans, Not Just Productive Researchers

	Beyond the traditionally valued creativity and productivity, participants were deeply moved by the supportive environment of the workshop and often emphasized the difference from their normal experience in graduate school. In particular, students appreciated the chance to work with a team in a supportive, non-judgmental atmosphere. While critique is an important part of academic work—it is the striving for perfection and always seeking more that drives quality research—the fact that students so strongly appreciated supportive critique suggests that perhaps a different balance between constructive criticism and non-judgment is needed, particularly in the early stages of idea development. If students are anxious that any little flaw might invoke a degree of critique they are not yet prepared to encounter, rather than viewing flaws as a learning opportunity, they are more likely to be focused only on getting it “right” and protecting themselves from feeling vulnerable rather than on exploring the new options and approaches necessary for innovative work.
	Students reported that the judgment and critique they fear came from both external sources (advisors, lab groups, peers) and from within themselves. This suggests that the change is needed at both an individual and organizational level: individuals have to give themselves permission to fail, just their advisors need to give them permission to fail. 
	It has been noted that the mental health needs of graduate students are high and that insufficient attention has been paid to their mental happiness (Hyun et al., 2006). However, this view focuses on the negative—that poor mental health can detract from student performance. We suggest that the converse is also true: cultivation of emotional intelligence can actually increase productivity and creativity. A study of successful scholars at a top research university found that one trait shared by those doing innovative scholarship was being able to regulate their own emotions, particularly regarding uncertainty, ambiguity and unpredicted obstacles (Cravens et al., 2014). Moreover, social support has been shown to be critical for doctoral student success (Jairam & Kahl, 2012), particularly for women (Haynes & Bulosan, 2012). These findings, paired with our participants’ reaction to how refreshing it was to work with a team and to being vulnerable in a creative, supported manner, suggest that cultivating emotional resilience might ultimately increase the quality of scholarship produced. Universities might therefore benefit from exploring the value of fostering a positive social atmosphere that allows for supportive critique and develops students’ inter- and intrapersonal emotional intelligence (Goleman, 2005; Mayer & Salovey, 1993).
	The Need to Reflect and Customize

	While the design thinking curriculum is generally taught as a series of steps that innovators can use to solve problems, those specific steps are simply building blocks toward larger mindsets that design thinkers consider invaluable for creative confidence. Therefore, for an experienced designer, less attention is paid to following the cycle in a linear fashion than to reflecting where in the process one needs to move next, complemented by a constant bias toward action and experimentation. In other words, different aspects of the design process will be used to different degrees, based on the problem at hand and individual temperament. Our experience suggests that this individualized approach is especially important for researchers, given the huge variety of ways research is conducted by discipline and the very different types of problems faced by researchers depending on stage in the research process. While all of the techniques and mindsets were valued by a subset of participants, very few students reported applying the innovation cycle in whole when they were faced with a problem. More frequently, students took our overall approach and turned it into a “choose-your-own-adventure” exercise. Participants applied the particular techniques that resonated most with their personalities and the problems they faced. We view this as success because it implies that students had the freedom to choose what they wanted and the reflective attention to know what would work best for them.
	This reality makes mindfulness of process even more important. If a student is aware of his or her current stage in the research process, it can help provide direction for problem solving in a given moment. Essentially, mindfulness of process encourages students to become ever more expert reflective practitioners (Schön, 1983, 1990). For reflection to work, the student needs to take some time to notice where in the process he or she is. If students rush through life without pausing to notice and reflect on what the problem is, what they know about it, and what they might do about it, they miss many opportunities to redirect their efforts in potentially more productive or beneficial ways. 
	Creating time for reflection also gives the mind time to sift through options in the subconscious, without immediately picking the first idea that comes to mind. Learning to refrain from immediate critique sometimes is necessary to move beyond one’s initial assumptions or automatic conclusions. Sometimes a seemingly bad or wacky idea can become a valuable gem with a little reframing, but if you self-censor, you miss that opportunity. As one student wrote, the workshop taught the value of the “idle yet focused mind”—that by relaxing a little bit one could enhance creativity. This echoes Loehle’s (1990) essay on increasing creativity in research, in which he encourages students to take the time to be bored and inactive, and to daydream. 
	Implications for Research and Practice
	This study has begun an investigation into mechanisms to build creative confidence among doctoral students in their research process. Although our study provides promising results and points to important initial future directions, we believe much more research in this area is necessary. Our workshop has been provided to a small proportion of the graduate students at Stanford University. The students who attend the workshops are self-selecting, so they might be more amenable to the sorts of mental and emotional changes we encourage than the average student. While our participants envisioned numerous ways to expand the curriculum across the campus—i.e., to lab groups or as a required section in new student orientation—additional research would be necessary to know whether expanding this specific workshop would hold value, or whether it is only the subset of students who are motivated to explore new ways to improve their research process who benefit. However, based on our team’s experience, offering a design curriculum in the early years of the PhD would be optimal, before students have become entrenched in a particular way of doing research and a particular project. Repeat exposure and/or encouraging more senior students to act as coaches also seems potentially beneficial, as students get more and more fluent in the process and confident with techniques through repeat attendance and coaching.
	This research suggests additional implications beyond simply replicating our curriculum. The current prevailing approach, of treating graduate students’ intellectual needs separately from their emotional needs, does not appear to be creating happy, productive researchers. While the value of viewing students as whole people is understood for undergraduate students (Ambrose et al., 2010), our experience suggests this perspective needs to be extended to doctoral students. Some campuses have begun providing opportunities for training in emotional intelligence, mindfulness practice, and other tools to manage emotional needs. However, explicitly incorporating this approach into curricula for graduate students and training for mentors—rather than keeping it as a separate, extracurricular opportunity for individuals to seek out—would allow emotional and intellectual abilities to develop in tandem and (our experience suggests) create more creative and productive researchers. Of course, additional research is needed to verify whether this explicit coupling of social and emotional development is useful. Anecdotal evidence from business leaders’ productivity and innovation (Goleman, 2004; “Mindfulness in the corporate world,” 2012) supports the hypothesis that it would be.
	Another potential approach stemming from this research is cross-disciplinary support systems for graduate students. While lab group meetings and department brown-bags provide the opportunity for feedback and (to some extent) emotional support, students appreciated receiving feedback from peers outside their discipline. The creation of cross-campus, multi-disciplinary working groups might allow for this type of feedback.
	This study suggests the importance of creative confidence for doctoral education. Through design thinking training and similar approaches that integrate emotional and intellectual needs, students can be empowered to take control of their own research process and potentially avoid the emotional difficulties doctoral students often experience. By teaching a repeatable, explicit approach to problem solving, the workshops helped students feel more control over their research process and approach inevitable difficulties as learning experiences rather than evidence of failure. These results suggest the power of such an approach to aid advisors, administrators, and students themselves in improving the doctoral student experience.
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	Abstract
	Producing quality original research requires advanced analytic skills, but also the creative intelligence to design a project as well as the ability to handle the inevitably ambiguous research process. This study unveils important aspects of how successful interdisciplinary scholars understand their research process and how they mentor students through research. Using interviews with nine faculty members and qualitative analysis of classroom sessions, the study investigates the mindsets and behaviors that experienced scholars bring to their work. Results suggest that innovative faculty see creativity as central to their research and actively seek to balance the creative and analytical aspects of their work, use an iterative “learning by doing” approach to refining questions and methods, and view setbacks as opportunities for further learning. However, faculty varied in the extent to which they made this messiness and comfort with ambiguity explicit for their students. By uncovering the mindsets that scholars bring to their research, we hope to better support doctoral students in building not just their analytical but also their creative capacity. 
	Keywords: creativity, reflection, mentoring, advisors, research process
	Introduction
	Learning to conduct original research is a complex process. In the course of earning a doctoral degree, students gradually transition from a dependent phase where a professor provides ongoing feedback (e.g., through taking courses) to conducting independent research that results in an original dissertation project (Lovitts, 2005, 2008).  Making the transition from advanced student to independent scholar is not easy (Gardner, 2008; Spaulding & Rockinson-Szapkiw, 2012). Producing quality original research certainly requires advanced analytic skills, the creative intelligence to design a project, and the ability to handle the inevitably ambiguous research process (Lovitts, 2005). This need is particularly pronounced for interdisciplinary graduate students who must integrate the cultures of multiple disciplines (Strober, 2011), though given the increasingly interdisciplinary nature of much research conducted today (Boyack, Klavans, & Börner, 2005; Morillo, Bordons, & Gómez, 2003; Van Leeuwen & Tijssen, 2000; Van Raan, 2000) this applies to most doctoral students to a certain extent.
	Guiding students through the transition are doctoral advisors and supervisors: experienced researchers who successfully completed the PhD and who simultaneously serve as teachers or coaches who mentor the students to learn the skills of research (Chan, 2008) and as gatekeepers who ultimately decide whether and when the students have proven themselves as scholars (Weidman, Twale, & Stein, 2001). Mentoring is a critical component of student development (Castro, Garcia, Cavazos, & Castro, 2011), and can improve the quality of student research (Mohan, 2010) as well student self-efficacy (Anderson, Cutright, & Anderson, 2013) and socialization into a discipline (Gardner, 2010). However, while “exemplary” mentors interact extensively with students and use a range of modalities to help their students develop (Barnes & Austin, 2009), students without strong mentoring might flounder in discovering how to do innovative, creative research.
	Over the last three years, the authors have taught creative problem solving workshops to doctoral students from across our campus. During these workshops, we have heard many stories from bright, motivated, and despairing doctoral students that suggest that while students have plenty of intellectual mentorship, they are not receiving sufficient guidance on managing the creative flow of their individual research processes or developing resilient emotional attitudes towards setbacks, both of which have been identified as critical characteristics of successful PhD students (Lovitts, 2008). Our observations imply that many research advisors are not adequately mentoring students on what they need to know about the process of doing research. We focus on two potential causes of this lack of mentoring. On one hand, experienced scholars might be unaware of the details of their creative decision-making process, making it much more difficult to coach students through that process. This would suggest that by uncovering that process, we might be better able to explicitly communicate what it is that successful researchers do. Conversely, advisors might be aware of their process, but are ineffectively communicating it to students. This would suggest that additional training in how to mentor doctoral students would be helpful.
	This study explores these hypotheses via two research questions. The first is about researchers’ own scholarly practice: How do successful interdisciplinary researchers understand their own research process, and how do they deal with the creative aspects of this process?  The second is about their mentoring practice: How do advisors mentor their doctoral students to understand the role of creativity in research? Using interviews and qualitative analysis of classroom sessions, we investigated how nine experienced interdisciplinary scholars at Stanford University (a) conceptualize and experience their research process, in particular the creative aspects of it, and (b) how they approach their role as advisors to their doctoral students. Interdisciplinary scholars were chosen as they provide a “critical case” (Flyvbjerg, 2006) as those most likely to be aware of their research process and explicitly mentor it for their students, given the way interdisciplinary scholarship requires explicitly articulating the assumptions underlying one’s research.
	This study unveils important aspects of conducting research that are often not explicitly presented in doctoral education. The interviews with leading scholars help us unpack and map their research process with the focus on the central role of creativity in scientific research. Additionally, they uncover elements that might be necessary in order to be a successful advisor and mentor to doctoral students. The implications of this paper are twofold. First, it presents a more holistic view of the research process, which will be useful in developing courses for doctoral students. Second, it provides guidance for junior advisors who are looking for ways to build their mentoring capacity.
	We begin with reviews of the literature on reflective practice and on creativity in research. We then introduce our research methods, followed by our findings regarding scholars’ research process and mentoring practices. We conclude with additional research needs and implications for the training of doctoral students.
	Researchers as Reflective Practitioners
	In analyzing scholarly research processes and mentoring practices, we consider scholars to be reflective practitioners. According to Donald Schön (1983), one of the first theorists who conceptualized reflective practice, a number of professions engage in a continual, dynamic process of assessing a situation based on prior experience while using that situation to update one’s expertise, using this accumulated knowledge to find and solve a problem. The essence of professional expertise, therefore, is not just skill in problem solving, but in problem framing (Schön, 1983, p. 40).
	Considering the core tasks required to manage a successful research project or program—identifying novel yet tractable questions, developing a research approach that will answer the question, and refining that approach in light of obstacles or new directions—implies that researchers and scientists should be considered reflective practitioners. Innovation is essentially the same whether in science, the arts, or business (Beveridge, 1980; Sawyer, 2006), as research requires an iterative series of problem-finding and problem-crafting. Moreover, the growth of interdisciplinary, multidisciplinary, and other forms of collaborative “team science” (Stokols, Hall, Taylor, & Moser, 2008) requires managing social relationships and multiple approaches to knowledge to a degree that was rarely required a generation ago, increasing the number of potential design elements to consider and thus making reflection especially critical. Indeed, Schön (1983) himself suggests that scientific research should be considered reflection-in-action: “We may also consider science as a process in which scientists grapple with uncertainties and display arts of inquiry akin to the uncertainties and arts of practice” (p. 49). 
	Reflection can also be a means of developing professional competence (Lyons, 2010; Schön, 1990). Scholars and educators in fields as diverse as teacher training, legal education, clinical psychology, nursing, and public management (e.g., Broussine & Ahmad, 2013; Bulman, Lathlean, & Gobbi, 2012; Davis, Thwaites, Freeston, & Bennett-Levy, 2014; Evans, 2013; LaBoskey, 2010) have used reflection to support budding professionals to develop the mindsets required by their professions. While novices certainly can learn from experience alone, coaching to reflect on the meaning of experience can greatly improve the effectiveness and/or reduce the emotional discomfort of the learning process (Schön, 1990). This suggests that reflection may also be an important part of the mentoring process for doctoral students.
	Creativity in Research
	Creativity in science refers primarily to the generation of original knowledge (Heinze, Shapira, Rogers, & Senker, 2009; Hollingsworth, 2012; Simonton, 2004), and has long been recognized as essential for research (Council of Graduate Schools in the United States, 1977) because novelty is what expands the boundaries of knowledge. 
	Empirical examinations of creativity generally take one of four main approaches: identifying the traits of creative individuals, studying the products that result from creative work, exploring the process of creativity, or examining the institutional context in which creativity occurs (Heinze et al., 2009). Much research on creativity in science uses outcomes like publication citations (Simonton, 2004) or prize winners (Hollingsworth, 2002; Zuckerman, 1996) as proxies for creativity. Because universities and funding agencies want to understand how best to support scientists to make the next breakthrough discoveries, another common approach are studies of research environments’ influence on scientists’ creative output (Heinze et al., 2009; Hemlin, Allwood, & Martin, 2004). How scientists experience the creative process of scholarly research, which we investigate in this paper, is less studied.
	Developing a creative mindset is particularly important for the success of graduate students. Barbara Lovitts’ (2008) study of factors contributing to graduate student success suggested that “creative intelligence” was a key distinguisher in determining how successful graduate students were at making the transition to independent scholars (pp. 304-305). However, as Lovitts (2005) observed, creativity is rarely taught: “Despite the apparent importance of creativity in graduate education, it is typically assumed that creativity is idiosyncratic and that advisers can do little to help their students develop into creative scholars” (p. 141). While certain exceptional advisors or courses (e.g., Cash & Sanchez-Hucles, 1992) focus on the creative confidence (Kelley & Kelley, 2013) needed to navigate what students can initially experience as a chaotic process, by and large graduate students appear to be taught research design as a linear series of steps (the scientific method or equivalent) that provides an insufficient map to guide emerging researchers through the complexity of doing independent scholarship. We therefore seek to uncover researchers’ creative process so that it can be better communicated to graduate students.
	Methods
	Study Participants
	Data Collection
	Data Analysis

	We qualitatively explored the research practice of successful interdisciplinary scholars at Stanford University (Stanford, California, USA), focusing on how they conduct their research and how they mentor their doctoral students. We chose a qualitative approach because creativity is so difficult to quantitatively categorize (Heinze et al., 2009). Our study addressed two specific research questions:
	1. How do researchers conceptualize their own research practice? In particular, what mindsets and behaviors do they consciously adopt to manage the creative aspects of their research process? 
	2. How do researchers mentor their interdisciplinary doctoral students? To what extent do they consciously model or explicitly coach students regarding the creative process?
	Study participants were nine researchers at Stanford University. These nine professors represented a range of academic disciplines from across the campus, including humanities, engineering, medicine, law, and physical and social sciences, but all are affiliated with campus interdisciplinary initiatives. We refer to their general area of scholarship and not their specific discipline in order to protect anonymity. Their career stages at the time of the study ranged from pre-tenure assistant professors through full professors with many years’ tenure at the university.  The study participants were both male and female but in order to protect anonymity, we refer to all interviewees as “he” regardless of gender. For the same reason, designations of rank are simplified to “junior” for pre-tenure faculty and “senior” for tenured participants.
	Rather than aiming for a representative sample, our nine faculty participants were purposely selected for their reputations as innovative interdisciplinary scholars conducting research with real-world relevance. These faculty had been invited to participate in a research design seminar for PhD students in an interdisciplinary graduate program, signaling both an established reputation as quality researchers in their fields and an interest in mentoring graduate students. These scholars thus represent what Bent Flyvberg (2006) calls a critical case, one that has “strategic importance in relation to the general problem” (p. 229). If any scholars can be expected to display awareness of their own research process, it should be the most innovative scholars working with collaborators in other departments and partners outside of academia, since interdisciplinary research requires working between the boundaries of disciplinary cultures and frequently articulating the assumptions of ones’ own disciplinary lens in a way not necessarily required when working within a single discipline (Strober, 2011). Additionally, since our sampling strategy utilized a seminar where faculty were hand-picked for their reputations as innovative scholars with the ability to discuss their research with students, we were ensured of studying a group with the highest likelihood we could find of including both innovative researchers and successful mentors. It is important to note that our selection was only on the basis of reputation, not on any objective measures of self-awareness or mentoring ability. Moreover, given the critical case approach, our findings about research process or mentoring may not be generalizable to non-interdisciplinary scholars. If we find minimal evidence of self-awareness or mentoring skill, we would expect those patterns to hold for other non-interdisciplinary scholars, but the reverse may not be true.
	Our study had two interwoven stages. First, in the Spring of 2011 we videotaped sessions of a research design seminar for interdisciplinary PhD students. Unlike many conventional research design and methods courses, this seminar is specifically designed to expose students to the real-world narrative behind interdisciplinary projects that one cannot glean by simply reading the published papers’ version of events. This seminar is known for enabling candid discussions with faculty about how specific projects germinated and progressed as well as providing an intimate window into how innovative scholars approach their work. Guest speakers in the seminar vary from term to term, but are always selected from among the most innovative interdisciplinary scholars on campus and intentionally include dynamic faculty well-suited to discuss their research with students. We obtained permission to video record the seminar for the full term, recording a total of 10 weekly sessions, featuring 9 guest faculty speakers and over 15 hours of classroom discussion. 
	Table 1: Follow-up Interview Protocol
	1. How do you come up with ideas for a new research project?
	2. Once you’ve developed a new idea, can you walk me through the stages of your research process? 
	3. How much does your process vary by project? What does the variation depend on?
	4. What do you do when you are feeling stuck in research?
	5. Imagine you have a new interdisciplinary graduate student you’ve agreed to advise. How will you mentor and advise them to do excellent interdisciplinary research? Is your approach different than for a disciplinary graduate student (if so, why? how? if not? why?)
	6. What specific aspects of the research process do you talk to your students about or demonstrate for them?
	7. Thinking back on your answer to the last question, how would you describe your overall approach or philosophy for training your students to conduct research? How has your approach evolved since you were a new teacher?
	8. What approaches or mindsets toward interdisciplinary research do you try to cultivate/instill in your students? Is this the same as what you do in your own research? Or different? Why? 
	9. How do you think about the relationship between creativity and research?
	In the study’s second phase, we conducted individual follow-up interviews with each faculty member who had presented in the seminar to better understand their research as well as mentoring process. While one of the advantages of analyzing classroom discourse is the natural, unfiltered dialogue that occurred, one drawback is that different seminars addressed different issues to varying extents. Based on the results of our initial analysis of the seminar conversations, we developed a semi-structured interview protocol that allowed us to obtain consistent data on key emerging themes across our nine participants (see Table 1). Questions focused on how the researchers approach their research, particularly how they generate ideas, what they do when feeling stuck, and how they move from an initial idea to project completion. We also included questions about how researchers mentor their students. Follow-up interviews of 30-75 minutes in length (approximately 400 minutes in total) were then conducted with each participant using this protocol. Two of our research team members were present for each audio-recorded interview. Note that we did not mention or discuss creativity until the very last question, unless the participant mentioned it first, to avoid priming participants. 
	Using a thematic analysis approach (Guest, MacQueen, & Namey, 2011) and the collaborative web video tool DIVER (Pea et al., 2004), videos from the seminars were initially open-coded for emerging themes (e.g., serendipity, risk) as well as coded for mindsets and behaviors known to be important to the creative process of other reflective practitioners such as product designers (e.g., iteration, tolerance for ambiguity). Each video was coded independently by at least two members of our research team. 
	Interviews were initially coded using the same coding scheme as the seminar video recordings. Additional themes were added as needed; seminar videos then were re-coded using these additional themes. Our results reflect findings from both the seminar videos and the follow-up interviews; quotes are taken from both phases of the project. 
	Findings
	Mindsets and Behaviors Displayed by the Researchers
	A time to be creative and a time to be analytic
	Perpetually learning through iterative action
	Getting stuck is in the eye of the beholder

	Talking About ‘My Research Process’ Was Challenging Even For Experienced Researchers
	Reflecting on Mentoring

	The collected data yielded a rich picture of mindsets and behaviors that scholars use in their research process. As our participants described it, research requires a creative phase of design followed by an analytic phase of implementation, can take much iteration, and should be expected to go in unexpected directions.
	The scientific creativity literature leaves no doubt that creativity is an integral part of research (Heinze & Bauer, 2007; Heinze et al., 2009; Heinze, Shapira, Senker, & Kuhlmann, 2007). Our respondents reinforced the view that scientific research and creativity are deeply interlinked. One of the participants stated that “creativity is at the heart [of the research process]” and “a part all the way through.” Another emphasized, “There's no separateness, there should be no separateness [between science and creativity].” A third stated that creativity is a “critical mindset that is absolutely essential to the research process at every stage,” adding:
	"I can't imagine doing research without being creative. I feel like creativity is at the core of research. Creativity is what helps you formulate your questions, it's what helps you think about the methods you're going to use, it helps you come around if you come across any blocks, helps keep you motivated. When you come to having your results and findings, creativity is what helps you interpret those findings, it's what helps you apply the findings, and it seems to me that it's at the core of everything.”  
	A fourth participant provided further support for this view of research and creativity as inseparable: “There's almost no good research that's not creative... There's a certain minimal level of technical excellence that I think is required to succeed in doing research, but beyond that I think people who are really successful far and away are the creative ones.” A fifth poignantly summed up the link: “Scientific research is my primary form of creative self-expression…it has essentially squashed all other forms I ever had.” 
	Our participants emphasized that science results from a dynamic interplay between analytic thought and creativity. As one of our interviewees explained: “We have this myth that creativity is somehow inspired, comes to you in a flash [but that's not how it really happens]. Those flashes do happen in intellectual work, but it doesn't happen in a vacuum. In 99% of the cases, people don't have flashes of creativity without having done backbreaking work before.” On the other hand, the scholars reported that the scientific community can overemphasize the importance of the hard analytic work at the expense of recognizing the role of creative intuition.  One of our interviewees who does research in a physical science field revealed that he used to hide his creativity and just be rational but later in his career realized that “letting my intuition speak is at the heart of doing good research.” He explained further that his analytic thinking is motivated by a desire to prove what his intuition suggests: “scientists don't like to admit it but [there is a] strong artistic or poetic element [in science]...[you] have aesthetic patterns in your mind and that's what you try to translate out into science.” 
	According to our participants, the most fertile period of creativity in research comes up front, as our participants believed the most creative part in doing research is the study design phase, when they are asking new questions or framing problems in unique ways. One of the scholars emphasized this research design phase is where “there will be a big difference between a creative person and a less creative person...as a creative person you see if you can have a special angle of attack.” The rigorous and rational aspects of science only follow when one has a well-framed question and procedure. 
	Most of our participants view developing that “special angle” on a question as a creative process that lies at the heart of doing innovative science. One researcher emphasized: “Only those that are deeply creative come up with interesting research questions.” Another scholar defined creativity in research as “asking the wacky questions.” Similarly, another participant said he is often asked what his value as a researcher is and his typical response focuses on asking innovative questions: 
	“I think I find different questions, I find new ways of answering them… I put essentially all of my energy into finding what we don't know about how the world works and what's important about what we don't know and how to learn it. It includes curiosity, includes figuring out how to solve a problem, and I think there's a creativity in posing the questions and figuring out what to pursue that's partly curiosity but partly seeing the world in a unique way.”
	By asking new questions, he is bringing his own unique contribution to the research.
	The scholars viewed designing innovative research methods to be as essential as coming up with new research questions, as one scholar nicely summarized: “Ideas are a dime a dozen. It’s easy to have an idea. But to figure out how to do it is priceless.” Another participant pointed out that he “forces himself to spend the most time” framing the research question since “I know by experience if this is not very well done it can derail completely the whole thing”. A third researcher’s perspective of creativity includes considering a problem from unique or unexpected angles: 
	“When you see a paper in Science or Nature...what gets you into Nature...you're asking a question that we've been wondering about for a long time but you're doing it in a way that's extremely creative in terms of using datasets that are out there or going after data and I think that is a real skill.”
	Methods as well as research questions can be important creative contributions in the research design phase of a project.
	Our study participants approached both the creative and analytic phases of their research process as an experimental, iterative process of taking concrete actions with the expressed intention of learning something to allow one’s thinking to progress. In the creative phase, iteration was generally focused on framing and reframing questions and iterating study designs and methods. Then, as the scholars proceeded with the analytic work of the research, they continued to use “learning by doing” methods to make progress. Even those using qualitative methods utilized successive combinations of adductive (“what is the best explanation for what I am observing?”) and deductive or inductive reasoning. Like innovators in other domains such as engineering or software design who use prototyping, pilots and user testing to advance their thinking (Brown, 2008; Nussbaum, 2004), the researchers described a variety of concrete methods for iterative “thinking by doing” or “learning by doing” that allowed continual learning throughout their research process. 
	Our study participants utilized a range of techniques to develop new research questions and methods, depending on their research disciplines, but all relied on an exploratory mindset that one termed “being open to the possible”. These scholars did not describe clear starts and ends to individual projects. Rather, as experts in their respective fields, their research agendas comprised a fluid problem space within which they were constantly identifying interesting potential research questions, only some of which they will ultimately pursue. Two participants described finding research questions when their academic reading revealed gaps between theoretical explanations that existed in the literature and what they had observed in their own lives. Another had started projects based on “one line in the newspaper” that triggered an idea. 
	For those researchers whose work focused on human systems, the initial framing of a new project often began with understanding their research subjects’ experience from the subjects’ point of view. One anthropologist described his ideas as arising from real life, particularly his longstanding relationships with the community where he conducts research and the questions that they care about. He then reframed the community’s interests into academic questions that can simultaneously contribute to anthropological knowledge more generally. An education scholar conducted pilot studies using ethnography and participant observation to reveal surprising ideas and hypotheses he might not have otherwise considered. A third example was a public policy researcher, who described his approach to project development as having a “beginner’s mind” and “learning from the people in the field” in order to frame a legal or regulatory issue. Most of his projects start with challenges being experienced by real-world users. Even those whose research is not qualitative often framed their inquiry initially through ethnographic-type methods. For example, a medical researcher worked with his clinical collaborators to get ideas for research and—more importantly, since he often develops his research questions after he knows what data exists—obtain access to relevant data. 
	Sometimes there are significant time delays between the initial idea and the development of a project. One of our participants described how he is constantly having ideas for projects he would like to test from a theory-building point of view but files them away until he encounters the right dataset or partners to bring the idea forward and develop it into a study. He is continually open and curious about the systems he studies, generating many possible ideas and always being open to reframing them to make them more relevant or feasible, but only a few of the ideas get reframed into actual projects. As a result, the ideas he chooses to pursue and spend his analytic energy on have already been through a rigorous selection process and represent some of his highest quality ideas.
	A final key to these researchers’ creative success in generating innovative questions and methods was their continual willingness to reframe their questions until they found the most appropriate one. While finding questions is a relatively fluid process, the actual question or hypothesis that drives a project might be several iterations away from the initial idea. One senior physical scientist described the process he goes through to move from initial idea to the right question: 
	“So basically you play and say what if I change the scale, what if I look at this at a finer scale, what if at a courser scale? What if I change the view angle? If there’s a conservation issue that was always approached from the viewpoint of the conservationist, what if I look at it from the viewpoint of the wildebeest? You try creatively to look at the issue in a way that hasn’t been investigated.” 
	In other cases the reframe related to audience, making a question motivated by the real world more relevant for academic audiences or, conversely, translating questions of academic interest to have greater relevance to particular real world cases.  
	Once they had found the right research question and study design, the researchers continued to use a range of concrete techniques to advance their thinking in small stages. One important category of iterative learning was seeking feedback on early versions or drafts of ideas. For instance, a humanities professor presented his ideas orally first in conference presentations and in classes before developing them into articles. Only once they had been through rounds of feedback as presentations and peer-reviewed articles would they eventually be incorporated into the larger structure of a book. A policy researcher similarly discussed ideas orally with colleagues before they appear in articles. Another public policy researcher whose work includes frequent presentations before state agencies and the legislature “ground truthed” testimony with expert colleagues before presenting them publically. In each of these cases, sharing ideas with others and receiving feedback allowed the researcher to advance their own thinking in an informal setting, providing continual learning long before a final, formal output is produced.
	A similar process of continual learning happens with a second kind of “thinking by doing” that does not rely on feedback from others. Sometimes, an activity itself provides the feedback a researcher needs for learning to occur. When one participant wrote his first paper using a new analytic technique, his most important learning came not from the feedback he received from others, but from the process of using the method with actual data and imagining how it could be improved for the next project. Another researcher described how he often writes the introduction to his papers first, since doing so allows him to understand for himself exactly what contribution he is aiming to make in the rest of the paper. Similarly, a physical scientist views writing a grant proposal as an opportunity to test for himself what he would need to do in order to satisfactorily answer a given research question. If he is able to write a convincing grant proposal, he knows he has a watertight research design. As an education scholar nicely summed it up, often he “learns just by doing the research…as a learner that’s how I learn best.” The iterative process of asking a question, designing a way to answer it, and adjusting as the process proceeds provides him with a constant source of new insights and ideas. 
	The experimental, iterative approach to problem solving observed in our study participants is made possible by their emotional attitudes towards their research process. In contrast to many of the graduate students we have taught, who are often afraid to be perceived to fail even temporarily and are anxious when facing uncertainty, the successful scholars we interviewed appeared comfortable with ambiguity and risk, viewing it as a normal part of the process of producing original research.
	Ambiguity tolerance is “the tendency to perceive ambiguous situations as desirable” (Budner, 1962, p. 29). The ability to cope with ill-structured or open-ended situations is a prerequisite for creativity (Tegano, 1990). Lovitts (2005, 2008) similarly found that not being afraid of failure distinguished those graduate students who successfully made the transition from dependent to independent phases of their degree. The researchers in our study acknowledged that in order to learn from ill-defined research problems, one has to accept that one does not know everything and sometimes one will fail. These successful scholars view setbacks as something to learn from rather than signs of failure. A humanities professor discussed the difficulties he faced with his last book when the topic emerged with far more “indeterminacies” than he’d anticipated; his broader point was that even with a well-thought-out outline on which others had given him feedback, there is no guarantee that any project will go as planned. He accepts the risk of a project taking years longer than expected as part of the nature of his work. Another participant, a physical scientist, emphasized how important it has been for him to learn to thrive on not knowing what the answer is. 
	Perhaps the most poignant evidence of these scholars’ approach to the inherent uncertainty in research was their responses when we asked them what they do when they get stuck. Some of them did not recognize that they ever actually get stuck, or redefined the challenges they experience as outside the definition of stuck. A social scientist stated,
	“I don’t know if I’ve ever felt stuck…I’ve felt that particular things weren’t working well or particular components that you’d hoped would be productive weren’t, that you end up hitting dead ends on or your collaborations fall through on particular areas, but I’ve never felt that one of our research projects was starting to get stuck per se.” 
	He then went on to describe how discovering the original data collection method for one project was infeasible and culturally inappropriate led to rethinking the plan entirely (while halfway across the world in the field), but ultimately the new methods 
	“ended up being far more productive in the end and far more relevant to the research questions……as I said it’s never been the case that a research project has gotten stuck. There’s just been lots of occasions where components were not going to work and we just abandoned them or just adjusted to try to get at a different set of questions.” 
	A humanities scholar told us about having what was “not writer’s block but does make me pace around the house for a couple of days before I figure out how to do it.”  An education scholar answered the question this way: 
	“I don’t know that it happens very often…I wouldn’t necessarily say we’ve been stuck…the way we designed this project I actually found this fun but I could see some people finding this uncomfortable is that we’ve got two pretty distinct theoretical stances on this project [and need to work with both].”
	Unlike the doctoral students we have taught, these researchers do not view periods of not knowing what to do next as evidence of personal deficiency. 
	They generally avoided feeling stuck because they viewed research as a fluid process of learning, adapting, and gaining new insights; any given challenge was simply part of this learning cycle that signaled a need to reassess. A public policy scholar, for example, described feeling stuck as an impetus to examine the underlying framing for the problem: “questioning whether you’re asking the right questions is often a good way of unsticking yourself.” Similarly, for a humanities scholar, writer’s block was often a signal there was a body of research yet to be done. They understood where they are at a given point in time and are able to adjust accordingly, thus maintaining the feeling of being in control and avoiding the feeling of being overwhelmed.
	The researchers also reported (to varying degrees) tolerating the risk that a given project might ultimately fail. As one physical scientist summarized, “when you do this risky research some of these paths will lead nowhere; you know it in advance.” Researchers’ open, iterative, experimental mindset extends from the initial problem-framing phase throughout the entire research cycle. Our participants clearly displayed a learning orientation and growth mindset to their work (Dweck, 2006; Watkins, 2010), viewing each step of their work as a potential opportunity to learn something new. One highlighted that often the lessons are unexpected or surprising: “What I find interesting [at the end of a project] is usually not what I anticipated when I decided to start something.” A physical scientist summed up the need to tolerate ambiguity this way: “There is no right way to do [interdisciplinary research]…you have to be willing to not know everything.”
	Particularly in the individual follow-up interviews, the scholars in this study found our questions about how they conduct research fairly to very difficult to answer, or they needed quite a bit of prompting to think about specific example projects to anchor their descriptions. (The classroom sessions were each focused on a given project, so they were by definition anchored in the story of a specific example). Even those (mostly senior scholars, and one junior scholar in the school of education) who were able to speak abstractly about their practice did not seem to have given the topic much previous thought. Most of them also thanked us at the end of the interview for the chance to think about something they rarely (or never before had) considered, which suggests that their hesitant responses weren’t due to a faulty question but because it was an unfamiliar topic. Moreover when asked about their process the faculty took long pauses to think, but they had immediate answers when asked about their research topics.
	The most extreme example was a junior physical scientist, who replied this way when asked how much the research process varies by project: “Ummm…I guess I don’t really know myself well enough to really know and I don’t know enough about research process to know well enough.” Later in the conversation, the same scholar made a number of comments that gave us interesting insight into the overall trajectory his projects take, but he did not necessarily seem aware of common elements himself.
	Other scholars made comments that suggest they assumed everyone conducted research in the same manner. For instance, a junior engineering professor stated that he does it “probably how most people do it, I don’t think there’s any special magic there.” A humanities professor made essentially the same assumption when he said, “when in a research career you just read” when asked how he comes up with new questions. 
	The ability to reflect about research varied significantly between researchers. Four senior scholars with many years’ experience were relatively fluid in talking about research while the five remaining (and more junior) scholars struggled to varying degrees, suggesting that fluidity might come with added experience. However, the small sample size makes it hard to say whether or not years of doing research is the reason for the difference. Overall, we interpret these interviewees’ difficulty reflecting about their research process and practice as signaling a lack of metacognitive awareness. Metacognition—knowing about knowing—is a higher order cognitive skill that develops after someone has become conscious of how they know or think about something (Metcalfe & Shimamura, 1994). In the terms of a common teaching cliché, we might say the researchers are “unconsciously competent” as scholars, displaying a high degree of skill, but not necessarily able to easily translate that skill into words or abstract description.
	The lack of fluidity we observed when discussing process seemed to roughly correspond with how junior the faculty member was, suggesting that developing metacognitive awareness of one’s own mindsets and approach to doing research happens gradually over time as many research projects are completed. 
	The researchers displayed a similar variability in their ability to talk reflectively about their mentoring approaches as about their own research process. Again, it was the senior scholars (and the same junior scholar in education) who were able to—with some thinking aloud—describe the mindsets they seek to instill in their students and the concrete practices they engage in to do so. More often, the junior faculty struggled with the questions about mentoring. Examples from two ends of the spectrum will illustrate this variation.
	One junior social scientist had been quite reflective when discussing research practice, but shifted to talking almost exclusively about analytic aspects of research (choosing the right method) when we asked about specific aspects he tries to model or demonstrate: 
	“Hmmm….it’d be interesting to ask our students that…um…hmmm….I mean a lot of that depends on the nature of the question. For us a lot of that would have to do with differences in methodological approaches they might be using to collect data, so I don’t know… I think if the question is clear which is really hard and if it’s a question that a student is keenly interested in figuring out then methods are entirely contingent on nature of that question.” 
	In contrast, a senior public policy scholar thought for a second then described two aspects that he had previously mentioned as part of his own creative process: 
	“One of them is creating the internal capacity to learn enough about another discipline or field or area of research so you can engage. Having the patience to do it and willingness to be, what would the word be, to get below a surface level and genuinely learn enough so you’re a credible communicator. You don’t have to know everything but…I do try to model that but I do think it’s essential….you don’t know something until you’re able to explain it someone else well, my mother taught me that…I firmly believe that. We operate in a world where problems are too big and too important to not treat them with seriousness and importance they deserve. And people are like that too. It’s almost a respect for the problem and the individuals you’re going to be engaging that you need to do that.
	The other thing I do try to model is this analogy stuff…I do that a lot in class, ‘so what is this like, what other instances have you seen that are kind of like this?’ and I don’t always have something in mind, I don’t always have the answer but it’s like learning a different creative process and trying to free yourself to ask weird questions like that. I think that’s important to model because you get out into the real world and you know a smidgen of the answers.”
	In contrast to the social scientist, the public policy scholar has a conscious sense of the attitudes that underlie his research and some awareness of how they influence his interactions with students.
	Of course, we are assuming that greater ability to describe one’s mentoring approach and practices results in more thoughtful mentoring. As one junior faculty member pointed out, however, “modeling is happening whether you know it or not.” It might be that some of the scholars are acting in ways they cannot describe in words. However, given the observations of students we have taught (a subset of whom are advised by scholars in this study), it might also be that some of the practices that the junior (and sometimes senior) researchers use in their own work are not being adequately translated through their interactions with their students. 
	The four senior scholars all brought up creativity as something they seek to instill in their students. One captured this sentiment when he stated, “[dissertation writing] is just a creative process; it’s not always predictable.” (Recall we had intentionally not mentioned creativity until the end of the interview protocol, so these mentions were spontaneous). Each described the need for students to engage in a discovery process to frame their research questions, but the way they mentored students to do this was shaped by how the scholar themselves approached research practice. For instance, the public policy scholar quoted above described how he saw his role:
	 “I ask a lot of questions not to put the person on the spot but first I want to understand have they formulated a question or set of questions they’re passionate about and if so, lay them out, do they look like they’re going to be fruitful in terms of research trajectories. And then how can I help them think about things that they haven’t already thought about with those questions. And then there are some students that come in and they haven’t really articulated their questions well yet, they actually have very amorphous ideas about what they want to do and that’s way harder in a way because you want them to actually glom onto something or a set of questions that they can feel passionate about… [T]he amorphous stuff is to me most challenging. It’s a process of discovery that takes a lot of time…often I look to push the person out and just network them with a bunch of interesting people who have interesting problems that are somewhere in that universe that they’ve articulated so that they can start to understand what real problems are and worldviews and hone in on what their question is. I think also that my job is to help them see connections that they haven’t seen already and to question connections that they absolutely think are there…I think it’s a little disruptive but it’s intentionally disruptive…I’ve had students walk into my office and say here’s my hypothesis and I’m like well why do you think that and I just keep asking why.”
	In his own research this scholar had described finding problems by asking people in the real world and seeking to understand their perspectives. Thus his mentoring approach mirrored his own practice.
	Similarly, a humanities scholar had previously described how he reads around a topic to find new projects; his mentoring consists of “long conversations from my knowledge of what are most promising” in what students had been reading. A physical sciences professor also has extensive conversations with his students, but he focuses on brainstorming, echoing his own approach. His projects have often come from brainstorming with people from other disciplines, and he tries to help his students do the same:  
	“The brainstorming in other communities…that’s a little harder thing for one graduate student to do but putting together an interdisciplinary committee and getting them to actually brainstorm about something, setting up a situation of let’s get these people in the room and talk about this… I think that’s a way to start [finding a question].”
	For both of these senior scholars, their own research practice also informs their mentoring approach.
	While these senior faculty have general approaches, they also recognize that mentoring doctoral students is an idiosyncratic endeavor. One physical scientist summed this up when he stated 
	“as you become attentive to the students then somehow there’s a pattern and that’s what generally works… I’ve had 20 PhD students and I have maybe 10 in the process and the process has never been the same. Because the topics are different, the research questions are different, the collaborations are different, sometimes it’s just the student and me but most of the time it’s with a team or co-advisors so what role is the co-advisor playing and how can you be complementary to that? And then the personalities are completely different.”
	It seems likely that senior scholars are able to reflect on the mentoring enterprise simply by virtue of their greater experience. Lovitts (2001) found that advisors who had advised many PhD students (what she calls “high-PhD-productive faculty”) possessed qualitatively different attitudes and had different ways of interacting with their students than those who had advised fewer students. As the above quote from this senior physical scientist emphasizes, greater experience gives a professor greater exposure to variations and thus greater ability to distill understanding of what is common—within graduate education, within a given discipline, and within a given university.
	Conclusion and Implications
	The study reveals that despite different backgrounds, innovative interdisciplinary scholars share several mindsets and behaviors. The study participants pointed out that creativity is central to producing innovative research. In particular, they described a creative process of finding a unique way of asking a research question or designing a study followed by an analytic phase using common methods and best practices in their respective disciplines. The scholars in this study presented a picture of research practice richer than what is often presented to students in courses, books, and published accounts of research. These researchers clearly emphasized how closely creativity and science are linked and differentiated between appropriate times for analytic and creative thinking. They displayed a growth mindset and learning orientation, viewing failure as a learning opportunity and consciously iterating “learning by doing.” They rarely felt stuck in the face of the risk and ambiguity that inevitably accompany original research. 
	While the scholars were conscious enough of their practice to describe these mindsets and behaviors when thinking about specific projects or with prompting, more junior and more senior scholars differed in their metacognitive awareness of these traits as part of their image of what research is. The more junior scholars seemed to be “unconsciously competent” as scholars and remained unaware of how sophisticated a set of strategies and attitudes they have developed for managing the research process. The same split between junior and senior scholars was observed in discussing mentoring. While the junior scholars may be modeling more than they realized, it is only the senior scholars who consciously perceived and could describe the patterns in their mentoring philosophy and practice.
	Several implications emerge from this study. One is to make administrators, advisors, and their students aware of the subtle de-emphasis of creativity and mindfulness of process in how the research process is often discussed and depicted. Graduate school is a time of transitioning from performing as a student to embracing a learning orientation as an independent scholar. As important as it is that students learn concrete analytic techniques, it is even more important that they graduate with the competence to undertake independent research. A vital part of the experience of being a scholar is the messiness, uncertainty, ambiguity, and exhilaration of creative work (Beveridge, 1980). Successful scholars must not only develop analytic rigor to analyze data in the tradition of their chosen field but, even more importantly, must develop the creative confidence to ask engaging new questions and design innovative combinations of questions and methods, finding what one of our participants called their own “special angle of attack.” These interviews suggest that one of the competencies that innovative scholars possess is a nuanced understanding of scientific creativity as an upfront research design process of generating new questions followed by the more commonly discussed process of answering those questions with analytic rigor. Introducing more balanced doctoral courses with explicit emphasis on creative problem solving and nurturing the mindsets and behaviors leading scholars possess would portray a more holistic and realistic view of what doing innovative research really means, complementing the modeling that students might or might not already be absorbing from their mentors.
	Our interviewees agreed that one of the most creative aspects of research is in the initial framing of a project; finding a question is also the stage given the least attention in most research design texts and many courses, perhaps because it is an idiosyncratic and creative rather than analytic process. While accomplished scholars know from experience that this stage is not linear and relies on serendipity and intuition as well as analytic rigor, those newer to the research process may not be aware that the doubts or sense of chaos they are experiencing are normal nor know to be on the lookout for moments of happenstance because the dominant perspective on doing research they are often exposed to is linear, not contingent. Overall, the view of research presented by our investigation suggests that advisors would do their students a service by being more explicit about how they actually experience research and by providing mentoring in the techniques they have developed for sorting through the complexity of the process. Currently, discussions of emotions in research and graduate education are often dismissed as mental health or work-life issues rather than being treated as determinants of research productivity (e.g., Hyun, Quinn, Madon, & Lustig, 2006). Coaching in the attitudes needed to remain open to new insights in the face of setbacks and to tolerate ambiguity would also be useful.
	The scholars we interviewed present a different picture of scientific creativity than the one that tends to show up in graduate seminars, research design manuals, and—too often—mentoring of emerging scholars. The contrast between the two suggests that it would be useful for advisors to pay more attention to how they discuss their own creative process with their mentees. Simply discussing research as creative work would represent a significant cultural shift in many labs and departments. Mentors could share stories about the genesis of their project ideas and the concrete techniques they use to reframe ideas into feasible research designs. Incorporating such stories into department seminars, lab meetings and advising sessions would be an important first step to making emerging scholars more conscious of the creative aspects of doing research. Greater ability to reflect on where one is within the research process and what to expect at each step in turn appears important for helping students cope with the anxiety that graduate school and a dissertation-sized project often inspire.
	Thomas Edison suggested that genius was ninety-nine percent perspiration and one percent inspiration. The stories shared with us by the Stanford University scholars we interviewed confirm this definition of innovation. The hard background work prepares the mind for flashes of insight. The creative flashes occur primarily in the research design phase, where one designs a “special angle of attack” that shapes the analytic trajectory of a project. Being more explicit in our discussions of research about when and how one seeks inspiration and when one should expect mostly linear hard work could help emerging scholars better manage their own research processes.
	Finally, this study suggests that curriculum might be developed that explicitly teaches creative problem solving, reflective practice and mindfulness of one’s own research process. In engineering, product design, and other areas of innovation, the design thinking framework (Rauth, Köppen, Jobst, & Meinel, 2010) has been used to develop innovation mindsets and skills. The current study suggests that successful scholars share similar mindsets and behaviors to designers, such as creative confidence, viewing failure as an opportunity and use of iteration. While the day-to-day experiences that researchers generally think about as “doing research” often do not resemble the work of designers (though scholars in disciplines such as engineering and applied biochemistry may work in similar ways), design thinking may be a useful tool to help graduate students become more mindful of their own research process and develop skills for creative problem solving. We have developed a workshop curriculum (Ulibarri, Cravens, Svetina Nabergoj, Cornelius, & Royalty, 2014) that uses design thinking pedagogy to help graduate students be more mindful of their own research process and more aware of the role of creativity in their scholarly work. Students have found these workshops a breath of fresh air, further emphasizing the contrast between how advisors consciously discuss and model the research process and how the innovative scholars in our study approach their own research. But the implications extend beyond just doctoral students as we have seen increasing interest to participate in these workshops among junior faculty members, suggesting that training in creative problem solving might also help them in developing their metacognitive awareness of their research approach as well as their mentoring skills.
	This study of innovative scholars also suggests directions for future research. One, we did not investigate how the participants in our sample developed their own research practice; it would be interesting to explore their relationships with their advisors and how they were trained in order to understand how training influences later practice and mentoring. Two, while it was inspired by reports from doctoral students we taught, the current study relies on interviews with professors. A follow-up study could interview their students, in order to correlate professor reports of their mentoring approaches with student reports of the advising experience. It is possible that advisors are modeling more than they are consciously aware about the research process, though the reports from our workshops suggests that there are widespread elements being missed in mentoring. Finally, we would like to expand this study to professors and students beyond Stanford University. As a world-class research institution, this university has particular characteristics that may not generalize, including high demands on professor time that can impact time and energy available for mentoring and plentiful resources for developing research and interdisciplinary collaborations.
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	Abstract
	This paper explores the benefits of design thinking training to enhance doctoral student problem-solving ability, creative confidence, and emotional well-being. Our team adapted the design thinking curriculum taught by Stanford University’s Hasso Plattner Institute of Design to the challenges of developing and carrying out original research, and has taught thirteen workshops to over 240 graduate students, research staff, and faculty over two years. Using a design-based research framework, we reflect on our observation of the workshops, student debriefs, and a pre-post survey of participants to assess the value of design thinking for doctoral education. We find that participants felt the workshops enhanced creativity, productivity, and confidence, participants appreciated applying the mindsets of a bias toward action and embracing experimentation to their research, participants learned to be mindful of their research process, and participants valued the emotionally supportive, nonjudgmental atmosphere cultivated in the workshops. The research suggests (1) that creative problem solving methods can be adopted by doctoral students and (2) that there is a demand for graduate training to more explicitly treat students’ intellectual needs in tandem with their emotional needs to create happy, productive researchers.
	Keywords: doctoral education, doctoral research, creative confidence, design thinking, emotional well-being, creativity in research
	Introduction
	This paper explores the benefits of design thinking training to enhance doctoral student problem-solving ability, creative confidence, and emotional well-being. While the primary goal of doctoral education is to train students to conduct innovative, creative research and scholarship (Bargar & Duncan, 1982; Halse & Mowbray, 2011; Jones, 2013; Lovitts, 2008), creativity is rarely taught explicitly (Bargar & Duncan, 1982; Lovitts, 2005). Moreover, learning to conduct original research is often lonely, frustrating, and difficult (Gardner, 2008; Kearns, Gardiner, & Marshall, 2008; Lovitts, 2005, 2008). 
	The research team’s experience as teachers and graduate students echoed this reality. We observed students grappling with the complexities of carrying out original research. Some students struggled with developing innovative yet testable research questions; others had trouble with logistical necessities like managing their time. Students felt that the available classes and texts on research design did not address these challenges, leading the students to feel stuck. This situation prompted us to create a curriculum to provide doctoral students with tools to address the varied challenges that arise while carrying out research and earning a doctoral degree.
	We developed a curriculum applying design thinking, a flexible and repeatable process for conceptualizing and solving applied problems (Lindberg, Noweski, & Meinel, 2010; Plattner, Meinel, & Leifer, 2011; Rauth, Köppen, Jobst, & Meinel, 2010), to address the problems faced by research students. We taught thirteen workshops for Stanford University graduate students, postdoctoral scholars, research staff, and faculty between March 2010 and September 2013. In this paper, we reflect on our observation of the workshops, student debriefs, and a pre-post survey of participants to build theoretical and practical understanding of how design thinking can be applied to doctoral education. This project is grounded in design-based research, a learning sciences approach in which the researcher creates an educational intervention and concurrently teaches and assesses the intervention in a “design experiment” (Anderson & Shattuck, 2012; Brown, 1992). After developing curriculum for an intervention, the researcher/educator gathers real-time, mixed-methods data of their students during the curriculum and after it is taught. These observational and reflective data serve to inform future iterations of the curriculum and build theoretical and practical understanding of what worked and what did not. 
	In teaching the Research as Design workshops, we set out to provide a practical set of tools to help students move beyond feeling stuck and increase their creative confidence in conducting original research. However, we discovered that the workshops addressed other needs of graduate students, most notably emotional support and a team of peers who could non-judgmentally empathize with their experience (Jairam & Kahl, 2012). This paper explores the multifaceted changes workshop participants report in their approach to research and life, including the adoption of mindsets that allowed students to be more comfortable with uncertainty, vulnerability, and failure; increased feelings of creativity and productivity; and the appreciation of a supportive atmosphere. 
	The paper begins with review of the literatures on creativity in scholarly research, the doctoral student transition from student to researcher, and design thinking as a tool to develop creative confidence. We then introduce an overview of our research approach, the workshop intervention, data and analysis methods, followed by a discussion of our findings. We conclude with implications for research and practice.
	The Value of Creativity in Scientific and Scholarly Research
	Scholarly research happens in a messy, nonlinear process. An example of ill-defined problem-solving (Voss & Post, 1988), research requires the scholar to define a problem that is only partially known in advance, and the scholar does not know whether an answer exists to the chosen problem until that answer is found. In increasingly specialized subfields of scholarship, a researcher may literally be the world’s expert on her topic, with no one else to turn to when she encounters a dead end. Thus, research is not a well-structured problem-solving task, but a creative problem-finding and problem-crafting task (Schön, 1983).
	In recent years, the complex, creative aspects of research have been amplified as many simpler problems have been solved. Gibbons et al. (1994) describe the extent of the resulting changes in science: “not only is the average number of authors per paper increasing, but much more significantly, so are the diversity of specialties and disciplines involved in the writing of a single paper and the range of institutions and organizations from which the authors originate. In addition, the geographical distribution of these institutions continues to broaden” (p. 34). The increasing interest in and focus on applied research adds additional complexity. As projects aim to influence policy or solve real-world problems, tensions arise between the demands of building theory and influencing practice. 
	Given the complex, ill-defined nature of conducting research, creativity is considered to be tightly linked to the innovation and impact of research (Anders, Elvidge, & Walsh, 2009; Cravens, Ulibarri, Cornelius, Royalty, & Nabergoj, 2014). Creativity is the production of unpredictable novelty and practical ideas based on it (Amabile, 1996; Runco & Albert, 2010; Sternberg & Lubart, 1999); in science, creativity focuses is on the originality and usefulness of knowledge (Heinze, Shapira, Rogers, & Senker, 2009; Hollingsworth, 2012; Simonton, 2004). Behavioral traits of creative individuals include high levels of curiosity, motivation, tolerance for risk and ambiguity, and willingness to overcome failure (Sternberg, O’Hara, & Lubart, 1997; Weinert, 2000), characteristics that make them highly self-efficacious (Bandura, 1994). . 
	Graduate School and the Transition from Student to Researcher
	While creativity is a valuable asset for productive, innovative researchers, learning how to become an innovative researcher is challenging. As Lovitts (2005) observed, creativity is rarely taught: “Despite the apparent importance of creativity in graduate education, it is typically assumed that creativity is idiosyncratic and that advisers can do little to help their students develop into creative scholars” (p. 141). This means many students have to discern creativity’s value by themselves and cultivate it in their research with little explicit guidance. 
	While earning a doctorate degree, students gradually transition from taking courses with a professor grading their performance to producing an original dissertation project and launching their careers as independent scholars (Grover, 2007).  This transition is often a challenging one (Gardner, 2008; Lovitts, 2005, 2008; Spaulding & Rockinson-Szapkiw, 2012). As compared to successfully completing problem sets, term papers, or course exams, conducting original scholarship is a messy, inconclusive process that requires not only more sophisticated analytic thinking, but creativity, tolerance for ambiguity and not knowing the right answer, and conscious management of one’s own research process (Lovitts, 2008). Moreover, doctoral students face increasing pressures to publish and produce at a high rate (Jones, 2013).
	These difficulties can lead to relatively high attrition rates from doctoral programs (Bourke, Holbrook, Lovat, & Farley, 2004). The combination of feeling isolated (Ali & Kohun, 2006, 2007) and pressure to produce rigorous, innovative work creates a difficult social dynamic—students are lonely but too busy or stressed to form meaningful friendships or a supportive social structure. At the extreme, the emotional and mental pressures of earning a doctoral degree can lead to depression, suicide, and even murder (Hall, 1998; Lovitts, 2005). On a lighter note, the sheer number of blogs and comic strips discussing or satirizing the PhD experience (such as http://xkcd.com/ , http://phdcomics.com/ , and http://whatshouldwecallgradschool.tumblr.com/ ) highlight the confusion, loneliness, and emotional toil encountered by emerging researchers. Meanwhile, there is relatively sparse research on the emotional well-being of graduate students (Hyun, Quinn, Madon, & Lustig, 2006).
	Despite the emotional and intellectual challenges of graduate school, some students make the transition to researcher relatively easily. Students with a fixed view of intelligence, who view graduate school as a series of tasks that require performance and proving their abilities, might have been successful in the coursework phase of a graduate degree. However, it is those displaying what Dweck and colleagues (Blackwell, Trzesniewski, & Dweck, 2007; Dweck, 2006) term a growth mindset and Watkins (2010) terms a learning orientation—students viewing graduate school as a process of continually making mistakes that increase one’s ability to perform better in the future—who are most likely to successfully make the transition to become independent scholars. In focus groups with high-producing PhD advisors, Lovitts (2008) found that displaying certain characteristics of six factors—intelligence, knowledge, thinking styles, personality, motivation, and environment—enabled students to successfully bridge the challenging transition and become innovative researchers. Some of these characteristics, such as analytical intelligence, use of formal knowledge, and motivation, are useful in both the purely student phase and in conducting research. However, students who make the transition with ease are not just good analytical thinkers, but show creative and practical intelligence, use informal and tacit knowledge in addition to formal knowledge, and are better able to deal with failure (Lovitts, 2008). 
	Developing Creative Confidence
	Many of the characteristics of successful PhD students (Lovitts, 2005, 2008) and the behavioral traits of creative researchers (Cravens et al., 2014) overlap. From a process standpoint, successful PhD candidates and innovative researchers seek early feedback on their ideas, generate numerous potential research questions, and have concrete methods to identify which questions to pursue. Their mental outlooks allow them to tolerate and even embrace uncertainty, view failure as a learning opportunity, and be confident that a seemingly-disorderly process will yield results. These characteristics reflect a quality called creative confidence: “Having the freedom and courage to fail/take creative risks and the knowledge that all of the ideas you create have value” (Grossman-Kahn, 2011; see also Kelley & Kelley, 2013). Creative confidence ties strongly to self-efficacy, “people's beliefs about their capabilities to produce designated levels of performance that exercise influence over events that affect their lives” (Bandura, 1994). If individuals know that they have the tools to creatively solve problems and view failure as a source of new skills while maintaining their efficacious attitude, logic follows that they are more likely to both succeed in solving problems and in producing more innovative ideas. Therefore, if we could instill creative confidence in graduate students, they would be more likely to succeed as doctoral students and as creative researchers throughout their career.
	Design thinking is a set of mindsets and techniques for solving ill-defined, real-life problems (Rauth et al., 2010) while nurturing and encouraging creative confidence (Kelley & Kelley, 2013; Lindberg et al., 2010; Seelig, 2012). Design thinking fits naturally into design domains like architecture and product design, but can provide value to any process requiring creativity and innovation as it delivers a flexible, repeatable methodology for generating ideas and finding solutions. As such, design thinking has historically been taught in design schools, but has been increasingly adapted for non-designers (Johansson & Woodilla, 2008). Institutes like the Hasso Plattner Institute of Design (d.school) at Stanford University teach design thinking for a wide range of real-world problems (Dunne & Martin, 2006; Plattner et al., 2011). The framework has been applied in management education (Zupan, Svetina Nabergoj, Stritar, & Drnovšek, 2013), information and communications technology (Lindberg, Meinel, & Wagner, 2011), medicine (McDonagh & Thomas, 2010), social entrepreneurship (Cohen, 2012), and K-12 education (Carroll et al., 2010).
	Despite this spread, there has, to date, been limited application of design thinking in the context of scientific or scholarly research. The basic process of innovative thinking is the same in science, the arts or business (Beveridge, 1980; Sawyer, 2006; Schön, 1983) since the way to a solution is not known beforehand and is thus impossible to predict logically. David Kelley, co-founder of the Hasso Plattner Institute of Design and the global design firm IDEO, says that design thinkers “have a methodology that enables us to come up with a solution that nobody has before” (Tischler, 2009, p. 1)—exactly the need of researchers producing original scholarship. This framework formed the pedagogical foundation of our curriculum intervention for doctoral students.
	Methodology
	Design-Based Research Approach

	This paper leverages a design-based research (DBR) approach, which uses the iterative design and implementation of educational materials as the basis for research. DBR has an explanatory and advisory aim as it provides theoretical insights into how a particular teaching and learning approach can be promoted (Bakker & Van Eerde, in press). As a curriculum is developed, researchers identify variables behind the curriculum’s impact on students, relating those variables to existing theories and seeking to understand how the curriculum can evolve into a more powerful learning experience. Importantly, a DBR researcher holds that the key variables are continually being explored, never fixed, and that they depend heavily on the context of that specific curricular intervention (Collins, Joseph, & Bielaczyc, 2004). In contrast to a randomized control trial, DBR’s causal evidence is drawn from within the case, not from comparison to a control group. DBR allows the researcher to understand why a particular intervention worked as it did, gathering data and refining curriculum in real time, with all of the complexities of a real classroom and teacher (Bakker & Van Eerde, in press). However, the findings from DBR may be limited to that particular setting, and are thus primarily useful for exploratory work, as was the case in this project, which sought to explore if design thinking could be a useful tool for doctoral students.
	Wang and Hannafin (2005) argue that DBR should be iterative, pragmatic, grounded, integrative, and contextual. Our Research as Design workshops thus use an emergent curriculum that is continually iterated based on observations and learning from previous versions. The workshops are pragmatic and grounded because our pedagogy draws on existing design thinking work to create new student practices. The work is highly contextualized, as participants’ individual experiences as researchers are the basis for many of the exercises. Finally, Research as Design is integrative because it relies on mixed methodologies including observations, surveys, student materials, and debriefs. These various data, collected throughout the curriculum design and implementation, form our understanding of the curriculum’s impact and help us suggest design frameworks and theories (Edelson, 2002) for others to use.
	Workshop Intervention

	Our workshop is modified from the basic design-thinking curriculum taught by the Hasso Plattner Institute of Design at Stanford University (Stanford, CA, USA), with emphasis on the techniques our team has found to be most useful for researchers. Following experiential learning theory (Kolb, 1984; Kolb, Boyatzis, & Mainemelis, 2000), we use an action-based, experiential workshop. Lecturing is kept to a minimum, and students learn via activities and exploration paired with coaching from the teaching team. The minimization of lecturing is also intended to force participants out of their normally analytical, deliberate mode of being and into an experimental, creative, and playful approach. This shift allows participants to see challenges they are facing in a new light and be freer in developing potential solutions.
	/
	Figure 1: The Design Thinking Innovation ProcessAdapted from Hasso Plattner Institute of Design at Stanford (2010)
	The basic practice of design thinking is the design thinking innovation process, which is often represented by five distinct stages (Figure 1). Following this cycle, our workshops start with empathize, where we introduce techniques for students to investigate the nature of a problem and the underlying emotions or needs influencing it through interviewing or self-observation. Second, in define, we help them identify the core of the problem—which may not be immediately obvious—and then reframe the problem so that it is a concrete, tractable statement. Third, in ideate, students brainstorm possible solutions to the problem that they have identified. Finally, in prototype and test, the students create a physical representation of their selected idea and test a rough version of a solution for one or more of their ideas. 
	Throughout the workshop, students work in multi-disciplinary teams. Teamwork provides multiple perspectives on a problem and adds a sense of detachment, which is particularly important when dealing with something as dear-to-heart as one’s dissertation research. We also invite former participants to coach, providing both extra teaching staff to assist new participants and a repeated experience for students who want additional exposure to the mindsets and techniques.
	We have developed the curriculum iteratively, incorporating the teaching team’s observations and student feedback gathered during structured debriefs. For instance, we observed that students were finding value in the techniques we taught, but that they didn’t feel they had the confidence to use them without intensive coaching. Further, they had trouble detaching themselves enough from their own personal research challenges to problem-solve effectively. To address these needs, we created a four-day, extended version of the curriculum to replace the previous day-long versions. In this extended version, students practice the design-thinking cycle four times and have time between each session to apply techniques and test solutions in the real context where they will be used. To warm students up to the creativity and open-mindedness needed for design, we begin with a pre-framed challenge, such as, “How might a busy researcher make time for fruitful, spontaneous interactions?” Then, once they have a little experience with a design cycle and have started to embody some of the playfulness needed for creativity, we repeat the design process with successively individualized prompts, consciously scaffolding for their level of expertise (Ambrose, Bridges, DiPietro, Lovett, & Norman, 2010). After the predefined, anonymous prompt, students work in teams around a shared, jointly-identified problem, and then solve individually-defined problems (but with extensive coaching and interpersonal feedback). 
	Participants

	We taught thirteen workshops between 2011 and 2013, including two iterations of the four-day workshop in May and September 2013. In this paper, we treat the extended versions as our primary source of information and note whenever data are from earlier workshops.
	Potential participants were invited by emails announcing the workshop sent to a mix of departmental and interdepartmental mailing lists on campus. A number of participants were also invited through word-of-mouth, as we encouraged former participants to invite colleagues they thought would benefit from the workshop. Prospective students completed an application detailing why they wanted to participate and what challenges they were currently facing in their research; participants were then admitted to the workshop on a first-come, first-served basis. The workshops attract a diverse student body and are in consistently high demand. The courses generally fill quickly (within a week of opening registration), and we always have a wait-list. 
	In all thirteen workshops, we have had approximately 240 participants, spread between early-, middle-, and late-stage doctoral students, as well as a few masters students, postdoctoral scholars, faculty members, and research and administrative staff. In this paper, we focus only on the graduate student experience, as other groups lack sufficient numbers to generalize about their experience. 
	Participants came from a broad array of disciplinary and interdisciplinary backgrounds, representing every school on the Stanford campus (Table 1). Approximately one-quarter of participants had some previous experience with design thinking.
	While our participants are fairly representative of the disciplinary background and level of experience of the Stanford graduate student body as a whole, they are importantly self-selected. Students who opt to participate in an extracurricular learning activity like the workshop may be motivated differently than their peers in ways that affect our results. First, our participants may have faced more extreme challenges in their research, thus prompting the desire to participate in the workshop; this would indicate that our observations about the need for emotional support might be more extreme in participants relative to their peers. Second, those who chose to participate may have more desire for self-improvement or greater openness to new approaches, and therefore would be more willing to actually adopt new mindsets and practices relative to their non-participating peers.  
	Data Collection and Analysis

	Data informing this reflection stem from several sources (Figure 2). 
	/
	Figure 2: Data Sources and Collection Process
	As called for by the DBR paradigm, our lived experience as educators/researchers is the main data informing this study. We captured these ethnographic data in a variety of formats. At each workshop, we photographed and video recorded participants and their solutions, and collected workshop materials (copies of worksheets, brainstorms, and other drawn and written work) to see how students applied our coaching to their individual problems. We also wrote real-time observations of particularly interesting outcomes, ideas for future workshops, or places where students appeared to be struggling. All of this ethnographic material informs our findings as a reminder of the lived experience. 
	Other data sources include student applications to the workshop; an incoming participant survey capturing student approaches to problem-solving, reflection, feedback, and creativity; student debriefs conducted at the close of each workshop; and a follow-up survey of participants conducted after the workshop. 
	In their applications to the workshop, students were asked why they wanted to participate, what background they had with research and design thinking, and what challenges they were currently facing in their research.
	Participants completed an anonymous pre-survey at the start of the first session, with questions exploring how they approach problems faced in their research, how frequently they reflect on their research process, and on their relationship with their advisor. 
	Student debriefs serve as a particularly important source of immediate reactions to and reflections on the workshop. At the close of each workshop, we conducted a debrief session. We asked students to reflect on what similarities and differences they observed between the ways they usually approach problems in their research and their experience during the workshop. We then used a debrief format common to design thinking, called “I like, I wish, what if.” It asks students to share components of the workshop that they liked or that worked well; to reflect on things that they wished had been available or were done differently; and to envision possibilities using “what if…” statements. Debriefs were transcribed by one of the team members. Debriefs were transcribed anonymously unless a statement was made by a member of the teaching team, so we cannot trace statements to any particular types of students (such as academic discipline or stage of training).
	A follow-up survey was administered roughly two months after each extended workshop. The survey was conducted online using Qualtrics; all responses are anonymous. The follow-up survey began with the research process questions from the pre-survey. Other questions explored how frequently students used the various techniques taught in the workshop and why they used them, level of confidence using each technique, and overall reflections on the RAD workshop and its value, as well as some basic demographics relating to their field of study and level of education. Most survey questions were free response; several questions (as reported in the findings section) were multiple-choice or Likert scale. Follow-up surveys were sent to all 48 extended-workshop participants, and we received 27 complete responses for a response rate of 56.3%. 
	For questions involving quantitative analysis, survey data were cleaned and then imported into SPSS statistics package version 21. Descriptive and comparative statistics were explored. Specific tests are shared in the findings section. The debrief transcriptions and open-response survey questions were coded using NVivo qualitative analysis software version 10. Following a grounded theory (Glaser & Strauss, 1967) approach, debriefs were initially open-coded, and then codes were grouped into emergent categories to capture participant experiences. Some themes reflect particular mindsets and techniques derived from design thinking; others incorporate more freeform evaluations of the workshop experience.
	We are working with self-reported data (the debriefs and surveys) as our primary source of information, in combination with our team’s observations of the workshops. While reported data is subjective, we are interested in what participants valued about the workshop—their perspectives—not necessarily exact usage statistics. Likewise, we are not looking at changes in overall productivity or creativity as much as reported changes, with the understanding that what students feel—whether they considered themselves empowered by the workshop—is as at least as important as whether they actually became more productive on some objective measure. Moreover, confidence and self-efficacy (Bandura, 1994) are close predictors of actual behavior change, so we can safely assume that changes in reported confidence are associated with behavioral changes.
	Findings
	Table 2 summarizes major findings from the analysis of qualitative data. The subsections below describe these findings in greater detail.
	Participants Feel the Workshop Induces Creativity, Productivity, and Confidence

	Participants feel the workshop led them to be more productive, creative, and confident in their research, all key components of creative confidence (Kelley & Kelley, 2013).
	Regarding productivity, multiple participants noticed significant changes in their ability to solve problems they’d attempted to address previously. As several students reflected, “Today felt more productive (even though I normally think a lot about these same problems)—probably because I was forced to think in a more focused way” and “This makes me work more efficiently, I analyzed these problems before but very slow and limited ideas.” One participant proclaimed: “if we approach[ed] research this way, [we] could be much more productive.”
	Students also felt that the workshop sparked their creative juices. One participant was presently surprised at the “amount of creativity”: “I think I was curious and interested and walking in and there’s no wall…blocks like legos…a little bit floofy…we play with stickers and pipe cleaners…[but] the amount of creativity we produced and I produced [was] much more powerful than I expected.” Other participants found the workshop “freeing. I came up with new ideas I would not have usually come up with.” 
	Some participants also reported increased confidence. A 1st-year natural scientist found that the most valuable takeaway was, “confidence in overcoming the problem [he] had at the time.” A 2nd-year scientist would recommend the workshop to colleagues by “tell[ing] them that the workshop can give a new perspective and set of tools for problem solving, making you more productive and feeling in control.” Empowerment was especially strong for those participants who returned to coach for us—that they finally “got it” when they were able to step out of their own problem and teach the generalizable method to others.
	We captured student’s opinions on the workshop in a creative confidence scale, scored on a 7-point Likert scale from Strongly Disagree to Strongly Agree (3 is neutral). Descriptive statistics for these questions are reported in Table 3. Students’ answers ranged from neutral to strongly agree that the workshop improved their ability to give feedback and changed how they approach their work and research, and they unanimously agreed that the RAD workshop gave them confidence to address challenges and was fun.
	/
	Students Found the Design Mindsets Refreshing and Useful

	Through repetitively experiencing and applying the design thinking innovation process, students are exposed to a series of mindsets cultivated by design thinkers, which include radical collaboration, bias toward action, embrace experimentation, and mindfulness of process (for a full list, see Hasso Plattner Institute of Design at Stanford, 2010). In the workshop, students resonated with these mindsets and alluded specifically to them in debriefs and the survey. Importantly, the curriculum does not explicitly teach these mindsets; instead, through familiarity with the specific tools and the design process, paired with instructors actively modeling the mindsets, students gradually adopt the design-thinking mindsets. The mindsets describe a designer’s mental attitude and orientation toward approaching problems (Hassi & Laakso, 2011). As Rauth et al. (2010, p. 6) note, “mindsets can be seen as the establishment of a bias towards creative behavior in situations where students are facing situations in which they are uncertain or problems where there is no solution at hand.” 
	Radical collaboration is the intentional creation of diverse teams to help solve problems. Working through research and personal problems with a team was new for many participants, particularly a multidisciplinary team that might know nothing about their disciplinary domain. Many participants found the experience refreshing: “I think I thought group work was super inefficient…but this work really killed that idea.” They found that it added “enthusiasm… alone I hit a bump, and slow down, but [working] in a group with fast pace keeps me going.” Other participants reported liking the “Diversity of [the] group, [and the] chance to see how other people think and work.” 
	Overall, students appreciated the chance to work with a team during the workshop, finding it both different than their usual approach and useful. In the survey, multiple participants reported seeking to recreate that team dynamic after the workshop, particularly for feedback. An engineer wrote, “One of the things I do more often and which I find more helpful than most of the others is to pull aside a colleague and ask them to help me solve a problem, which often involves sketching or writing stuff on the whiteboard, and of course, conversation.”  Likewise, a social scientist said, “I tend to work solo and after the workshop am striving to be more collaborative in the design phase.”  Another social scientist really liked “the focus on using this process on myself and my team. I can see that people really benefit from interacting with others from differing perspectives when planning research; I know I did.” It is important to note, however, that this sentiment was not universal; some participants wanted more practice working alone with the techniques since that’s how most research plays out.
	Bias toward action refers to an inclination toward “action-oriented behavior, rather than discussion based work” (Crandall, 2010). As research students, participants came to the workshop with the tendency to think about, not act on, problems. When asked about how they approached being stuck in the pre-survey, the majority wrote about thinking (“Take a step back and think about it”), reading (“Look for additional literature related to my research topic”), or just taking a break (“Work on something else”). In the workshop, students appreciated “being reminded of value of doing rather than spending weeks thinking.” One 2nd-year natural scientist found the newfound bias toward action valuable for feeling like she was making progress:
	“It's time to get out of your head.  You know the saying ‘see the ball, be the ball?’ Well, this class is ‘see the research, be the research!’  The class will help you take those feelings of dread or panic and channel them into productive efforts to get you moving again.”
	For others, an action as simple as reaching out could make a big difference: “It’s important to ask for feedback…others are busy…but better to ask instead of being stuck for weeks.” 
	Embrace experimentation is the mindset of failing early and often to facilitate quick, iterative learning and feedback. In the pre-surveys, many students reported striving for perfection before sharing anything, for fear that their ideas (and by extension, they) would be rejected. As one participant reported, “We’re not allowed to fail so often in research.” However, after the workshop, students found it useful to seek feedback on their ideas earlier, before they had invested a lot of time and effort. For instance, a social science student wrote how his problem solving process had changed: “Basically [I] ask more people/ research center for feedback on my research, dare to present, etc… We just need to look for opportunities around us and accept to be confronted to new questions, suggestions and criticisms.” As an engineer wrote, “I have also learned to send stuff faster to my advisor – as in here is the beta I know it sucks but please provide feedback anyway.” Students appreciated the reminder “that uncertainty and ambiguity is ok; even if you don’t get it, plough through,” demonstrating a wonderfully experimental mindset. (As a quick caveat, according to our pre-post survey, there is not a statistically significant change in how early students report seeking feedback on various research-related challenges, perhaps suggesting the shift is less a behavior than an attitude shift, or that they are feeling more empowered and less anxious about feedback when they do seek it.)
	For our participants, an important component of learning to embrace experimentation was learning to be detached from any particular outcome. Participants found this particularly challenging, because “research is your baby” and so they felt that the outcome really mattered for their reputation and career. However, they reported that learning to detach more was freeing. As one participant described, “I was less attached to the outcome [of the process] today. I came in interested in the process, so it let me start from the beginning and see how useful it is…[Using a] beginner’s mindset… I can make it an opportunity instead of something awful.” 
	In the workshop, one concrete way we helped students create detachment was to require the deliberate generation of multiple (3-5) options at every phase of the design process, which reduces attachment to any single question or solution (Dow et al., 2010). Participants particularly liked this technique. As an education student reported, “I ask people to help me brainstorm more and I am not as attached to the first ideas. I do not call them ‘mine’; that way I can let go of them more easily.” 
	Participants Learned to Be Mindful of Their Research Process

	The final mindset, mindfulness of process, we feel is important enough to merit its own section. Through the workshop, students learned to be reflective about their research and problem-solving process as well as those of others. For some, this was a novel concept: they liked “the process of seeing my research as thought process that could be improved and that the way I work can be changed,” “the awareness that there’s a way to [problem solve] systematically,” and “that it’s very structured, you set intermediate goals and deliverables instead of [the] target of publishing a paper.” In the long term, a 3rd-year engineering student carried away “the idea that design thinking (especially in the early exploratory stages) actually allows the subsequent ‘problem solving’ steps to be more structured and focused.  It is worth investing in the time and effort early to avoid wasting time later.” Describing her approach to being stuck after the workshop, a natural scientist wrote, “I try to pinpoint exactly where in the process the problem lies, and then taking that as a starting point, I explore alternatives.” A 5th-year engineer reported, “Knowing when to use synthesis vs. analysis [is a] great idea/skill!,” a key component of knowing where in the process one is. 
	Part of mindfulness of process is learning the importance of taking time to reflect on what to do next, what’s working or not working, etc. Participants found this difficult in the culture of academia: “I don’t often take the time to think about problems—you keep moving to meet deadlines.” One engineering participant wrote a thank you email emphasizing that he appreciated that reminder: “we as researchers too often just put our heads down and go go go without taking the time to reflect on the process, and the course you've put together really goes a long way to providing a useful set of… tools.” Once again, there was not a statistically significant change in how frequently participants say they reflect on their research process in the pre-post survey, suggesting an attitude but not necessarily a behavioral shift.
	Participants Appreciate the Intellectual and Emotional Difference in Atmosphere from Their Day-To-Day Research Environment

	In debriefs and the survey, participants strongly appreciated the difference in atmosphere created by the workshop to that of their normal working environment. Participants report that graduate school can be isolating, that the feedback they receive is often critical and not always inspiring, and that getting stuck can induce a feeling of paralysis. As a 2nd-year humanities student wrote in the pre-survey, when stuck his approach was to “Get overwhelmed with panic… I feel overwhelmed by the entire task and not nearly focused enough.” 
	In contrast, participants found the workshop to foster an emotionally supportive, nonjudgmental atmosphere. They liked the “safety of community” and that “everyone has had a no judgment attitude, positive space.” At the workshop, “Everybody here feels safe to make mistakes; [the] facilitators made us feel so safe, I could fail and everybody was fine with that.” An engineer valued being able to “understand that we are not alone with our problems and that we need to exchange with people around us about them.” A 7th-year natural scientist appreciated, “The notion that people have done a lot of hard thinking about the squishy difficulties of solving real problems; this means that when I feel like I'm stuck on my particular problem, perhaps someone knows another approach for when I get stuck. [It gives me] Hope!” As a student who had come back to coach reported to us, “[O]ne of the benefits I saw people walking away with was a renewed sense of possibility and hope…grad school can narrow you down…to get out of feeling hopeless… It’s like a quick group therapy.” Participants particularly liked that the teaching team was vulnerable too—that we “embodied the spirit of the process” and shared our own experiences and challenges with research and with the design process.
	In a very explicit statement of the difference in atmosphere, at the workshop one student summarized, “[I] never really felt singled out…I have a supportive lab but I find when you’re pitching ideas you’re alone in front of people, instead of brainstorming with people.” 
	Not Everyone Liked the Workshop or Found It Useful

	While the majority of participants appreciated the workshop, the sentiment was not universal. There were a few participants who didn’t accept our premise from the start and thought the workshop was too “fluffy” to have any academic merit. Beyond these systemic critiques, we received lots of constructive criticism about making our instructions clearer or ways to better scaffold student experiences. Every workshop had suggestions for improvement, and we still have a lot to learn from our current iteration. 
	In addition, while many people valued the workshop, some participants acknowledged that asked-for shift in ways of thinking and doing was scary. As one student shared, “the [5-Whys] exercise [asking why to find a root cause] was most difficult exercise I’ve done in weeks. You get stuck usually and don’t think of what is the real problem…we usually try and hide…,” revealing that participants had to seek a vulnerable place in order to discover what wasn’t working in their process and move forward. (The need to get students to work into and past that vulnerable stage was one of the primary reasons we developed the multi-day version of the workshop, as a way of providing repeat exposure to build self-efficacy.)
	Discussion
	We set out to provide a curriculum that would introduce doctoral students to a repeatable process they could use to address the types of problems that arise while conducting research and completing a dissertation, thereby increasing their creative confidence. The consistency of responses in the creative confidence scale suggests that we were successful in this regard. However, the piece of the workshop that seemed the most powerful—where student responses were the most impassioned—was the emotional difference from students’ day-to-day research lives, especially the attitude that whatever happens in your research, you’re still a worthwhile person. In debriefs especially, students felt that the atmosphere of the workshop was beneficially different than their own or their labs’ more critical approach to research challenges. Having a supportive environment gave them permission to explore without repercussions, while learning specific techniques to use in any situation made them feel more productive and creative. We explore both of these outcomes in the following sections: the “intellectual” impacts on problem solving, creativity, and productivity, and the “emotional” impacts of safety and non-judgment. We conclude that the two are inherently connected.
	Building Innovative, Productive Researchers

	Productivity and creativity are commonly seen as valuable traits for researchers; participants’ responses suggest that the workshop improved both. Prior to the workshop, multiple students reported being paralyzed when faced by an unanticipated barrier or, at best, needing to switch tasks or take an extended break prior to revisiting the problem. The workshop provided students with tools to efficiently work through barriers, potentially leading to students’ increased feeling of productivity relative to just ignoring the problem or simply thinking about it incessantly. Creativity was also improved, particularly in that students felt that they developed ideas and solutions they would not have normally found. 
	Here, it is important to note that we are discussing perceived changes in productivity—we have no data comparing students’ work outputs to what they might have achieved absent the workshop. However, for a research student who is feeling overwhelmed by a problem or a task, the confidence of having a pre-defined way to focus their attention in solving that problem and thereby get to a place where they no longer feel stuck might be as important as whether they actually make more progress. By developing the confidence to learn from and harness failure and vulnerability, students become more efficacious problem solvers (Bandura, 1994). 
	The Value of Treating Students as Whole Humans, Not Just Productive Researchers

	Beyond the traditionally valued creativity and productivity, participants were deeply moved by the supportive environment of the workshop and often emphasized the difference from their normal experience in graduate school. In particular, students appreciated the chance to work with a team in a supportive, non-judgmental atmosphere. While critique is an important part of academic work—it is the striving for perfection and always seeking more that drives quality research—the fact that students so strongly appreciated supportive critique suggests that perhaps a different balance between constructive criticism and non-judgment is needed, particularly in the early stages of idea development. If students are anxious that any little flaw might invoke a degree of critique they are not yet prepared to encounter, rather than viewing flaws as a learning opportunity, they are more likely to be focused only on getting it “right” and protecting themselves from feeling vulnerable rather than on exploring the new options and approaches necessary for innovative work.
	Students reported that the judgment and critique they fear came from both external sources (advisors, lab groups, peers) and from within themselves. This suggests that the change is needed at both an individual and organizational level: individuals have to give themselves permission to fail, just their advisors need to give them permission to fail. 
	It has been noted that the mental health needs of graduate students are high and that insufficient attention has been paid to their mental happiness (Hyun et al., 2006). However, this view focuses on the negative—that poor mental health can detract from student performance. We suggest that the converse is also true: cultivation of emotional intelligence can actually increase productivity and creativity. A study of successful scholars at a top research university found that one trait shared by those doing innovative scholarship was being able to regulate their own emotions, particularly regarding uncertainty, ambiguity and unpredicted obstacles (Cravens et al., 2014). Moreover, social support has been shown to be critical for doctoral student success (Jairam & Kahl, 2012), particularly for women (Haynes & Bulosan, 2012). These findings, paired with our participants’ reaction to how refreshing it was to work with a team and to being vulnerable in a creative, supported manner, suggest that cultivating emotional resilience might ultimately increase the quality of scholarship produced. Universities might therefore benefit from exploring the value of fostering a positive social atmosphere that allows for supportive critique and develops students’ inter- and intrapersonal emotional intelligence (Goleman, 2005; Mayer & Salovey, 1993).
	The Need to Reflect and Customize

	While the design thinking curriculum is generally taught as a series of steps that innovators can use to solve problems, those specific steps are simply building blocks toward larger mindsets that design thinkers consider invaluable for creative confidence. Therefore, for an experienced designer, less attention is paid to following the cycle in a linear fashion than to reflecting where in the process one needs to move next, complemented by a constant bias toward action and experimentation. In other words, different aspects of the design process will be used to different degrees, based on the problem at hand and individual temperament. Our experience suggests that this individualized approach is especially important for researchers, given the huge variety of ways research is conducted by discipline and the very different types of problems faced by researchers depending on stage in the research process. While all of the techniques and mindsets were valued by a subset of participants, very few students reported applying the innovation cycle in whole when they were faced with a problem. More frequently, students took our overall approach and turned it into a “choose-your-own-adventure” exercise. Participants applied the particular techniques that resonated most with their personalities and the problems they faced. We view this as success because it implies that students had the freedom to choose what they wanted and the reflective attention to know what would work best for them.
	This reality makes mindfulness of process even more important. If a student is aware of his or her current stage in the research process, it can help provide direction for problem solving in a given moment. Essentially, mindfulness of process encourages students to become ever more expert reflective practitioners (Schön, 1983, 1990). For reflection to work, the student needs to take some time to notice where in the process he or she is. If students rush through life without pausing to notice and reflect on what the problem is, what they know about it, and what they might do about it, they miss many opportunities to redirect their efforts in potentially more productive or beneficial ways. 
	Creating time for reflection also gives the mind time to sift through options in the subconscious, without immediately picking the first idea that comes to mind. Learning to refrain from immediate critique sometimes is necessary to move beyond one’s initial assumptions or automatic conclusions. Sometimes a seemingly bad or wacky idea can become a valuable gem with a little reframing, but if you self-censor, you miss that opportunity. As one student wrote, the workshop taught the value of the “idle yet focused mind”—that by relaxing a little bit one could enhance creativity. This echoes Loehle’s (1990) essay on increasing creativity in research, in which he encourages students to take the time to be bored and inactive, and to daydream. 
	Implications for Research and Practice
	This study has begun an investigation into mechanisms to build creative confidence among doctoral students in their research process. Although our study provides promising results and points to important initial future directions, we believe much more research in this area is necessary. Our workshop has been provided to a small proportion of the graduate students at Stanford University. The students who attend the workshops are self-selecting, so they might be more amenable to the sorts of mental and emotional changes we encourage than the average student. While our participants envisioned numerous ways to expand the curriculum across the campus—i.e., to lab groups or as a required section in new student orientation—additional research would be necessary to know whether expanding this specific workshop would hold value, or whether it is only the subset of students who are motivated to explore new ways to improve their research process who benefit. However, based on our team’s experience, offering a design curriculum in the early years of the PhD would be optimal, before students have become entrenched in a particular way of doing research and a particular project. Repeat exposure and/or encouraging more senior students to act as coaches also seems potentially beneficial, as students get more and more fluent in the process and confident with techniques through repeat attendance and coaching.
	This research suggests additional implications beyond simply replicating our curriculum. The current prevailing approach, of treating graduate students’ intellectual needs separately from their emotional needs, does not appear to be creating happy, productive researchers. While the value of viewing students as whole people is understood for undergraduate students (Ambrose et al., 2010), our experience suggests this perspective needs to be extended to doctoral students. Some campuses have begun providing opportunities for training in emotional intelligence, mindfulness practice, and other tools to manage emotional needs. However, explicitly incorporating this approach into curricula for graduate students and training for mentors—rather than keeping it as a separate, extracurricular opportunity for individuals to seek out—would allow emotional and intellectual abilities to develop in tandem and (our experience suggests) create more creative and productive researchers. Of course, additional research is needed to verify whether this explicit coupling of social and emotional development is useful. Anecdotal evidence from business leaders’ productivity and innovation (Goleman, 2004; “Mindfulness in the corporate world,” 2012) supports the hypothesis that it would be.
	Another potential approach stemming from this research is cross-disciplinary support systems for graduate students. While lab group meetings and department brown-bags provide the opportunity for feedback and (to some extent) emotional support, students appreciated receiving feedback from peers outside their discipline. The creation of cross-campus, multi-disciplinary working groups might allow for this type of feedback.
	This study suggests the importance of creative confidence for doctoral education. Through design thinking training and similar approaches that integrate emotional and intellectual needs, students can be empowered to take control of their own research process and potentially avoid the emotional difficulties doctoral students often experience. By teaching a repeatable, explicit approach to problem solving, the workshops helped students feel more control over their research process and approach inevitable difficulties as learning experiences rather than evidence of failure. These results suggest the power of such an approach to aid advisors, administrators, and students themselves in improving the doctoral student experience.
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	Abstract
	This study investigated what strategies doctoral students could employ to ensure their competitiveness in higher education graduate program faculty searches. A total of 39 program coordinators, department heads, and deans were asked how graduates from non-ranked higher education programs could prepare themselves for faculty opportunities, including searches at top-ranked schools. The findings indicate that developing grantmanship, networking, presentation, and publishing skills will help students to become more competitive. Additionally, participants suggested that students collaborate with other scholars, show initiative in their own professional development, understand the expectations of different program types, and be willing to participate in post-doctoral fellowships. These findings will help students who desire to serve at top-ranked doctoral higher education programs upon graduation. A unique feature of this paper includes a discussion of the unwritten values, rules, expectations, and social mores that influence a search process, including the roles of institutional fit, previous academic preparation, and race. This study is designed to inform the decision-making of higher education program faculty as they prepare their students for the professoriate.
	Keywords: doctoral education, higher education administration, doctoral student socialization, faculty development.
	Introduction
	DiRamio, Theroux, and Guarino (2009) found that 70% of faculty members at top-ranked higher education programs received their doctorate from the same or another top-ranked school. Additional analysis by DiRamio et al. (2009) also found that a significant social network emerged among very top programs. Faculty from top-ranked programs had closer network connections with other top ranked programs when compared with other programs and sources for faculty hiring. So as faculty positions in higher education graduate programs continue to dwindle it may be important to understand what strategies a person who has graduated from a non-ranked program can use to prepare him or herself to be competitive in faculty searches (HigherEdJobs, 2012). 
	Recently, top-ranked programs in various disciplines have not been replacing faculty lines as they had previously done in the past (Williams-June, 2012). Therefore, graduates of these top-ranked programs in the United States have chosen to settle for appointments at less prestigious institutions (Medina, 2012). This makes it even less likely that a student from a non-ranked program will serve at an institution that is considered as or more prestigious as their doctoral alma mater. One of the challenges that the doctoral graduates from non-ranked programs have is lack of access to essential resources and socialization (Freeman & DiRamio, In-Press). This is expressed well in the statement below by a Dean in a school of education as cited by Schneider, Brown, Denny, Mathis, and Schmidt (1984): 
	There are very real factors at a major research institution that work for the benefit of every graduate student. I don’t have any doubt that, if you were to move our school of education lock, stock, and barrel to Podunk University and in 10 years take a national poll, we would no longer be in the top 10 in the country—even though the same faculty would be there. There is no way we could still be as good as we are now, because the students would…no longer have access to the very strong programs we have in the social sciences, in the humanities, etc. and to the major research support we have in the library and computer facilities…Those things are very real. (p. 620)
	The comments above underscore the notion that major research institutions and top-ranked programs seem to have the resources to better prepare their students for their chosen careers. If this is true, it is unclear if non-ranked institutions, which have limited resources, can prepare their graduates to compete for highly competitive positions within the academy. And if this is true, how can graduates from non-ranked programs prepare themselves to be competitive in the academic job market as they start their careers? 
	This study identified top ranked higher education administration programs based on the published annual rankings of the U.S. News & World Report (2011). This academic ranking organization uses seven criteria to tier each higher education administration programs by. The seven criteria are (1) tuition; (2) enrollment; (3) average GRE verbal score of entering doctoral students; (4) average GRE quantitative score of entering doctoral students; (5) average amount of externally funded research expenditure per faculty member (in thousands), (6) total amount of externally funded research conducted by the school (in the millions), and (7) doctoral programs acceptance rate. This is important as some institutions utilize these ranking criteria to signify the quality of their program. They also use this and similar criteria to inform their decision making when they seek to enhance their program, i.e., select students and faculty for their program (Freeman & Diramio, In-Press).
	Purpose and Significance of the Study
	This study is a part of a larger study that examines the hiring practices of top-ranked higher education administration graduate programs in the United States (DiRamio et al., 2009; Freeman & Diramio, In-Press). The first part of the larger study determined that top-ranked programs more frequently hired graduates from top-ranked programs than those at non-ranked programs (DiRamio et al., 2009). The second part of this study discovered why higher education programs chose top-ranked graduates over individuals who graduated from unranked programs (Freeman & Diramio, In-Press). This section of the study sought to investigate the strategies that graduates from non-ranked higher education doctoral programs could employ to prepare themselves for faculty opportunities, including searches at top-ranked schools. This topic is important as Freeman and Diramio (In-Press) found it vital that strong programs have a full diversity of perspectives represented both in their faculty and student rosters.
	The overarching research question guiding this study aims to deepen the conceptual understanding of the strategies that can be utilized by graduates of non-ranked higher education programs to be competitive when applying for tenure track positions in graduate programs. So the research question of this study is: What strategies can students from non-top ranked higher education programs employ to make themselves competitive for a tenure track position in higher education including opportunities at top ranked institutions? 
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	This section of this paper will first review literature regarding the pre-doctoral and doctoral preparation and socialization of doctoral students who desire to serve as faculty upon graduation. Second, the role of higher education program faculty will be investigated.  Third, delineation between characteristics of top ranked and non-ranked programs will be addressed. And lastly, a discussion of the nexus between graduate program preparation of higher education scholars and their market competitiveness will be discussed.
	Often when addressing the preparation of faculty, scholars start their discussion from potential faculty members’ undergraduate and graduate education (Gardner, 2009; Gardner, Mendoza, & Austin, 2010). However, for the sake of this study, it is important to start with a review of the role that pre-graduate school educational opportunities and socialization plays in providing individuals with the tools to be prepared for graduate school. This is warranted because some students benefit from compounded educational and social advantages that impact their future employment opportunities. 
	Frequently, students who are the first in their immediate family to attend college are not armed with understanding of the tacit knowledge needed to succeed in an unfamiliar academic environment (Gardner & Holley, 2011). For instance, if an instructor shares with an entry level English class that it is important for them to write well, someone who is a first generation student may hear that information, but may think pragmatically that they are not preparing to be an English major and will probably not seek employment in a field that is writing intensive. However, what that student may fail to understand is that their competence will be judged by the quality of their verbal and written communications skills. Additionally, because of a lack of understanding regarding the relative weight that is placed on standardized test scores, if a students does not perform well on these test they will severely hinder their chances to be competitive for highly selective graduate programs, which produce the large majority of faculty in top ranked higher education programs.   
	When first generation students are not appropriately socialized early in their educational development they may not be aware of the full range of their educational options. They may lack understanding regarding the importance of the prestige of a graduate institution. A student that is unaware of the importance of the rank of their graduate program could be under matched even if they have the academic profile to perform well at higher ranked institutions. Undermatching in this context is defined as a student selecting a graduate program less selective than their academic achievements indicates (Bastedo & Flaster, 2014). Additionally, if not socialized correctly prior to arrival in their doctoral program, incoming higher education graduate students, especially women and minorities, can be tracked into a practitioner oriented educational experience; whereas they may also have the basic skills that if honed could prepare them for a career in the professoriate. We will discuss the role of doctoral student socialization in further detail in the next section.  
	Scholars have lamented that graduate programs generally do not adequately prepare students for roles as faculty members (Bogler & Kremer-Hayon, 1999; Gaff, Pruitt-Logan, Sims, Denecke, 2003; Golde & Dore, 2001; Haley & Jaeger, 2012; Hinchey & Kimmel, 2000; Nerad, Aanerud, & Cerny, 2004; Nyquist, 2002; Nyquist & Woodford, 2000). When investigating strategies that would be important for doctoral students to use when preparing for faculty positions, it is important that the doctoral student socialization process be examined. Socialization of new faculty is not easy.
	Gardner (2010b) defines socialization as “the process through which an individual learns to adopt the values, skills, attitudes, norms, and knowledge needed for membership in a given society, group, or organization” (p. 40). The doctoral socialization process prepares students for professional service during and after completion of the terminal degree. Many researchers have investigated the role of doctoral education in preparing students for the academy (Austin, 2002; Bragg, 1976; Ellis, 2001; Gardner, 2010a; Gonzalez, 2006; Soto Antony, 2002; Walker, Golde, Jones, Bueschel, & Hutchings, 2008; Weidman, Twale, & Stein, 2001).  In particular, recent studies have focused on preparing students in academic disciplines such as in the areas of science, technology, engineering and math (Gardner & Barnes, 2007; Herzig 2004).  Others have focused on issues related to socialization of ethnic minorities and women in doctoral programs (Ellis, 2001; Gonzalez, 2006; Herzig, 2004; Felder, Stevenson, & Gasman, 2014; Maher, Ford, & Thompson, 2004). If hired, intentionality is very important when seeking to socialize women and minorities into the academy (Jackson, 2004). The aforementioned studies that addressed the socialization of doctoral students in varied disciplines and addressed the role of gender and race in the socialization process all found that program faculty played an important role in the socialization of doctoral students towards the professoriate. 
	Gardner (2010a) posits that many studies address doctoral education through a monolithic lens assuming that graduates’ experiences are the same across disciplines.  There is a growing area of literature that addresses ways in which higher education doctoral programs socialize students for higher education graduate programs (Freeman, 2011; Harris, 2007; Wright, 2007). 
	There have been several studies that have proposed models of doctoral socialization (Bragg, 1976; Gardner, 2008, 2010a; Gardner & Barnes, 2007; Tinto, 1993; Weidman et al., 2001).  One of the most cited studies is Tinto’s (1993) three-stage model of doctoral persistence.  Tinto (1993) identified the three stages as (1) the first year of study, the transitional stage, (2) the period leading to candidacy, and (3) the completion of the dissertation.  During the first stage, students seek to establish membership in the academic and social communities of the university.  When students move to the second stage, navigating interactions within the classroom and department or program context are very important.  In this stage, issues of adaptive competence are central to students’ persistence (Haynes, 1991).  In both the first and second stages, students’ experiences are dependent on interactions with varying faculty members.  In the third stage, the emphasis shifts to the relationship with the student’s academic advisor and the dissertation committee members.  At this stage, persistence could be totally determined by the behavior of a specific faculty member. Tinto’s (1993) model provides a comprehensive yet clear set of stages that addresses each of the major transitions within a doctoral students pathway to completion. However it is important to note that most of Tinto’s scholarship focuses on undergraduate studies: there are researchers such as Weidman, Twale, and Stein (2001) whose work focuses on graduate socialization.   
	As some students complete their program, they prepare to achieve their long-term professional goals.  Those who are a part of a higher education doctoral program have the choice of using their degree in many fields, but many decide to go into careers as administrators, faculty, and policy makers (Altbach, 2010; Davis, Faith, & Murrell, 1991; Wright, 2004, 2007).  Wright (2004, 2007) found that these programs helped their students to gain expertise in the areas of general college administration or leadership, student services administration, and or college teaching. Many of the well-supported higher education doctoral programs primarily prepare their graduates to serve as future faculty members (Davis et al., 1991). 
	Haley and Jaeger (2012) found that many higher education women graduate students decide to pursue careers as higher education faculty after they enter their doctoral program, until the very end of their doctoral studies, or after graduation. They recommend that higher education programs encourage academically focused masters students to consider faculty careers in higher education programs, as many students are not aware of opportunities to serve as faculty prior to enrollment as a doctoral student.
	Once students decide that they would like to become a faculty member one of the things that they need to consider is the type of program that they may want to serve in. There are particular programs that produce a fair amount of the faculty higher education programs across the United States (Wolf-Wendel, 2014). In Valerin’s (2011) study of 105 doctoral programs in America, she identified them as:
	A program that is housed at a large, national research university where the primary focus is the creation of new scholarship for the discipline and maintaining a national if not international reputation. Students in this type of program are predominately engaged in full-time study and seek to be the next generation of faculty in the field. (p. 67)
	She goes on to describe two other program types; they include programs that focus less on research generation but place more emphasis on the practical application of specific knowledge; and programs that describe themselves as offering a balance between theoretical information and practical application. The later two programs make up the larger share of higher education programs and the majority of their students engages in part-time study and serves in a full-time administrative capacity already (Valerin, 2011). 
	When discussing the role of faculty in higher education graduate programs it is important to distinguish between the elite (ranked) programs and non-elite (unranked) as they have different characteristics (Freeman & Diramio, In-Press). The first type of program described by Valerin (2011) correlates with the description of ranked programs, whereas the majority of the programs related to the second and third types of programs match the description of unranked programs. Top and non-ranked higher education graduate programs share many of the same attributes such as highly trained faculty, but Freeman and Diramio (In-Press) found ten distinguishing programmatic characteristics that distinguish the training of students that matriculate through top-ranked programs. They include the following: (1) organizational culture, (2) emphasis on preparing students as researchers, (3) more external funding opportunities, (4) “brand” and reputation, (5) history of collegiality with top programs, (6) nationally recognized scholars, (7) better access to global, cross-cultural, international perspectives, (8) more opportunities for the socialization of students towards the professoriate, (9) more pressure to produce scholarship and maintain high research productivity, and (10) larger number of full-time faculty on staff.
	The program characteristics above mirror those identified in Kahler’s (2001) study of graduate programs that produce prolific writers. And they are similar to Keim’s (1983) study regarding faculty in graduate programs in higher education and Hunter and Kuh’s (1987) study of the backgrounds of prolific contributors to the higher education literature. As Kahler’s (2001) study pointed out:
	Although the studies were from different periods, the fact that some institutions persist as outstanding graduate programs appears to be supported. This should not be surprising given that the programs share common characteristics such as the type of student recruited, the productive faculty who mentored, the research oriented curriculum, and the strong collaborative community promoted. Those qualities appear to be influential in producing productive (scholars) authors. (p. 99) 
	Based on these important studies we find that it is important that future faculty that would like to have successful careers as higher education program faculty need to develop strong writing skills. These skills are important to helping potential faculty secure a position within the professoriate.  
	In Kahler’s (2001) study, he provides greater detail with regards to intentionality of top ranked programs preparing students through “research courses, research practicum’s, socialization around research, research institutes in the institutions or programs, and the role of faculty research that is visible by and shared with the students” (p. 101). He also found that top ranked programs incorporated into each course research by every student that may be used for future publications. Although it was not explicitly stated in graduation requirements, there were expectations in various courses that students engage in research, publishing, and conference presentations. In specific situations the study described that there are some students that had published peer-reviewed scholarship prior to completing their doctorate. This was partly because they had engaged in scholarly writing in their courses. This helped them become more competitive on the job market. However research is not the only area in which potential faculty should hone their skills. Mariani (2007) admonishes that successful higher education doctoral programs encourage their students to present at referred conferences, and to be an excellent faculty member aspiring professors need to prepare themselves in the area of teaching and instruction (Freeman & Kochan, 2014).  
	Veronica Chukuemeka found in her (2003) dissertation, which investigated the impact of program reviews on higher education doctoral degree programs, that higher education professors generally have high student-faculty ratios and heavy teaching loads. And as the composition of students change, classroom dynamics change, making it important for faculty within higher education to assess and modify their andragogical approach (Olds, 2008). Those seeking to prepare themselves for future faculty positions need to develop ways in which to assess their on instructional practices (Freeman & Kochan, 2012). This is why it is important to ensure that the faculty assigned to higher education graduate programs have developed expertise on pertinent topics and also have a thorough grasp of various instructional techniques. Faculty in these programs need to have expertise in all the vital areas associated with the programs needs (Harris, 2007).  Aspiring faculty need to have sensitivity to various learning styles and be committed to the goals of their higher education program (Freeman, 2011). 
	Higher education graduate programs should recruit a diverse core of full-time faculty that are trained in the theoretical foundations of higher education with the use of practitioners augmenting the full-time faculty’s expertise (Freeman, 2011). This approach provides students with not only exposure to new knowledge, but also to the “hands-on” aspects of higher education (Wright, 2007). Harris (2007) wrote that “a mix of faculty backgrounds is necessary to properly prepare students in theory and practice” (p. 41). Further, he found that higher education programs were using practicing administrators to supplement the full-time academic faculty in many higher education programs. Harris reports that some higher education programs also invite retired administrators to provide instruction on topics related to administrative practice. 
	Additionally, it is important that aspiring faculty are collegial. It is also their responsibility to develop a coherent curriculum, teach, and assess student learning (National Panel Report, 2002). Haynes (1991) states that “inadequate preparation of the faculty in curriculum development and the field of Higher Education is the most serious problem that inhibits the growth and maturation of the field” (p. 39). It is also important that the program philosophy is clear and that aspiring faculty understand that they do not need to be at the center of a curriculum. Instead, they should see themselves as being facilitators of learning.  Ivankova and Stick (2005) describe learning facilitators as “presenting comprehensive topics for discussion and helping students integrate ideas from multiple sources and encourage interactions without giving ‘facts’ or making demeaning statements” (p. 123). Lail (1998) suggests that higher education program directors develop rewards and incentives to encourage faculty to diversify their teaching and learning strategies and methods in their programs. Understanding the importance of preparation and socialization of aspiring faculty in the areas of research and teaching, below we review the viability of non-ranked graduates obtaining a faculty position at a ranked institution  
	Deans and chairs are primarily responsible for hiring higher education program faculty (Freeman, 2014).  It is their duty to ensure that they have or are able to attract faculty who will enhance their programs. Uzoigwe (1982) found that it is important for chairs, directors, and coordinators of programs to have strong backgrounds in the field of higher education and have the stature within the academic community so that the program can be recognized both within the university and beyond.  Cooper (1980) suggested that aspiring faculty within higher education graduate programs need to have a strong understanding of higher education as a field of study.
	DiRamio, Theroux, and Guarino (2009) determined that graduates of unranked doctoral programs in higher education were not as competitive when competing for faculty positions at top-ranked programs. Freeman & Diramio’s (In-Press) study sought to discover why top ranked higher education programs were two times more likely to choose graduates from top-ranked schools over individuals who graduated form unranked programs. Their study found that members of search committees perceived that students from less prestigious programs were less likely to be exposed to large grants to support doctoral research and are less likely to have published and worked with prominent scholars in the field who can speak on their behalf to vouch for the student’s quality of work. In the next section, of this literature review we will discuss the nuances of the faculty selection process in higher education graduate programs. 
	This study is important because research shows that the top students may not attend the top institutions because of various reasons (Bastedo & Flaster, 2014). Therefore, top institutions may miss out on the opportunity to retain the best talent, as the current metrics for evaluating academic competence has proven flawed. Literature shows that faculty of top-ranked programs tend to lead the lions’ share of the editorships and serve in leadership roles in the professional societies and organizations that shape the direction of most academic fields (Hilmer & Hilmer, 2011). If programs continue to select candidates based primarily on pedigree, they may lose out on talent that can enhance the broader field of study. Therefore, this study sought the perspectives of those who have participated in faculty searches at top-ranked programs to ascertain strategies that graduates of non-ranked programs can use to secure a faculty position in top-ranked programs.
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	A phenomenological qualitative approach was utilized to carry out this study. A phenomenological approach was chosen because previous studies revealed that top-ranked programs preferred to hire graduates from top-ranked higher education administration programs (DiRamio et al., 2009) and that search committees believed that graduates from these programs were more prepared for faculty positions (Freeman & Diramio, In-Press). In Freeman and Diramio’s (In-Press) study all participants believed that graduates from top ranked programs were better prepared for faculty positions then those who graduated from unranked programs. Therefore, this study used the phenomenological method to discover the strategies graduates from non-ranked higher education doctoral programs can use to prepare themselves for faculty opportunities, including searches at top-ranked schools. It was important to employ this methodology to identify the shared experiences and perspectives among the participants, all who whom are intimately affiliated with the phenomena (Ballad & Bawalan, 2014).   
	The list of the top 21 higher education administration programs identified by the U.S News & World Report Best College 2011 Edition was used to identify potential participants for this study. The participant population included over 75 faculty members, program coordinators, department heads, and/or deans that were affiliated with top-ranked higher education programs. Participants were solicited via email or by phone to participate in this study as approved by Auburn University’s Institutional Review Board. They were able to confirm their desire to be interviewed by sending an email to a secure university email account. Through email exchanges times were scheduled to interview participants individually over the phone. Prior to the interviews the informed consent forms were sent to the participants and signed. Interviews were completed over the phone and through an open-ended semi-structured questionnaire using online data-collection software. Participants were able to withdraw at any time without question.
	Morse (as cited in Onwuegbuzie and Leech, 2005, p. 282) suggested that, when conducting a phenomenological study, more than ten participants should be included. In-depth interviews were conducted via phone conversations with program coordinators, department heads, and deans. Thirty-nine assistant, associate, and full professors participated in this study. Out of the thirty-nine participants, two identified themselves as deans, two identified themselves as academic coordinators, and one identified as a department chair. Twenty-four of the participants had participated in a faculty search within three-years of the collection of the data. All participants served at institutions that were classified by the Carnegie Foundation as either Research Universities with high or very high research activity or Doctoral Research Universities. 
	A purposive sample was used in this study. The participant population was comprised of faculty members, program coordinators, department heads, and deans that are affiliated with higher education graduate programs ranked by U.S News & World Report Best College 2011 Edition. Deans, department heads, and faculty were chosen as the participant population because they are integral to the hiring process of new faculty within a department. These individuals in many ways have the unique opportunity to influence the way the program is operated on a daily bases. 
	When the initial interviews were concluded the information was transcribed. After which, some observations and reflections based on the responses where typed up in a separate document. The researcher then returned to transform the initial notes into emerging themes. The data was then reviewed to ensure the development of “concise phrases that contained enough particularity to remain grounded in the text and enough abstraction to offer conceptual understanding” (Ballad & Bawalan, 2014, p. 12). Next the emerging themes were grouped together based on the similarity of content. Lastly a table of themes was created which included both major and sub-themes, which each had a corresponding quote along with a line number to connect the quote to the original transcript.  
	After transcribing the responses from the initial phone meeting, follow-up phone interviews were incorporated for purposes of member checking and data validation.  Utilizing the member checking approach enabled the participants to review the information from the survey to ensure that they accurately reflected their feelings and responses (Creswell, 1998). The follow-up interviews also enabled additional questioning related to the study.
	As someone that previously aspired to serve as a faculty member at a top-ranked higher education program, the researcher had a strong and vested interest in understanding the strategies needed to be competitive in a faculty search. The origin of the desire stemmed from the researcher’s graduate experience, as he did not graduate from a top-ranked higher education administration program. Subsequently, he has been a finalist in multiple faculty searches, including at top-ranked programs. Therefore, at the end of this study he provides a concluding thought section, which provides insights based on his lived experiences participating in search processes at top-ranked institutions. The researcher provides this positionality statement as it key to qualitative inquiry and addresses the social construction and constructivist criteria by acknowledging his bias (Croom, 2011; Freeman, 2011).  
	The findings are not generalizable as they are qualitative data but provide valuable insights. The limited sample size forces the restriction of the application of results to a limited population of coordinators, department heads, and deans who have served or are serving in top higher education administration programs. However, the study did reach a point of saturation when the researcher found that the majority of the participants were no longer providing new information. An additional limitation included the use of phone interviews, which reduced the opportunity to observe various social cues and standardize the surroundings of the participants (Opdenakker, 2006). 
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	The interviews that were conducted provided great insights into ways in which graduates from non-ranked doctoral programs could be better prepared for faculty searches. Participants were asked the following question: What strategies can graduates from non-ranked higher education doctoral programs use to prepare themselves for faculty opportunities, including searches at top-ranked schools? Two groups of strategies were found to be helpful in this study.  The two strategy areas were Scholarly Development Strategies and Professional Development Strategies. Scholarly Development Strategies are initiatives that are associated with the core functions of academic work, which include functions such as publishing and research; whereas, Professional Development Strategies address competencies that are not specifically scholarly by nature but are important to supporting career success within the academy. The next section will further illuminate both groups of strategies. 
	Scholarly development strategies identified included developing publishing, presenting, and grantmanship skills. The data supporting these findings are presented in this section.
	This was the most commonly mentioned strategy. Twenty-three participants shared that publishing in peer-reviewed outlets was an important strategy in making someone competitive in a faculty search process at a top-ranked higher education program. While publishing was mentioned as one of the most important areas in which people from a non-ranked program could distinguish themselves, several participants shared that writing as first author was almost as important. Here are examples of their responses by Participant one:
	“Get published as first author - before applying for jobs.”
	Participant two goes even further by sharing that publishing as a single or first author demonstrates that a candidate has been socialized as a potential faculty member.
	Publish; a record of publication prior to graduation indicates a student who has been well socialized. Socialization is presumed to exist among students who have worked with faculty with national reputations at top-ranked programs. Students completing their degrees at non-ranked places can compensate for the absence of pedigree by demonstrating they know how to get their programs of research started and move ahead in their careers; publishing on one's own helps satisfy that criterion.
	Participant three, who serves as a program coordinator, advises potential faculty candidates for top ranked programs to “accept the rules of the game of academia” if they want to be successful: 
	If you are adamant about certain journals you want to be in, I can tell you before we even hire you, you would not get tenure if they’re not the core ones, it won’t work.  It has never worked and it never will and everyone that tries to change that system they don’t get tenure.
	Presentations were another aspect where participants believed that faculty candidates could distinguish themselves. A third of the respondents mentioned this strategy as important. Participant four suggested that candidates “go to (Association for the Study of Higher Education) ASHE and present research.” Participant five said to “Write conference papers and present them at (Association for the Study of Higher Education) ASHE and (American Education Research Association) AERA and get active (at the graduate student level) in those organizations. Get some visibility among the faculty members in the top programs.” Participant six simply said to “Learn to present.” This means that students should look out for opportunities to present their scholarly research in various forums, whether they are at their graduate institution or at scholarly meetings. The practice of presenting in a peer-reviewed context is important for the development of those who seek to serve in the highest realms of academia.    
	Other respondents such as Participant seven, give this advice, “Focus on scholarly accomplishments-- present at conferences--a strong academic record will overcome a ‘non top’ academic program,” and “Present at refereed conferences (Association for the Study of Higher Education) ASHE and (American Education Research Association) AERA.”
	The third strategy that emerged from the interviews was the notion that it was important for doctoral students to have exposure to grant-writing experiences prior to graduation. Having had experience with grants or any form of external funding was seen as an asset for any faculty candidate to have.  Participant eight just simply said that you need to have a “track record of grants.” In this context, that means that students should be able to demonstrate on their curriculum vita that they have learned the process of identifying, writing towards securing, submitting, securing, and participating on a team engaged in projects supported by grants.  And Participant nine believed that a graduate of a non-ranked program would need to “show great promise for obtaining external funding.” This can be demonstrated even if students have not participated in all aspects of the grantmanship process. If they can show that they have gained significant knowledge in various aspects of the process, this will be seen as a great asset.  
	Professional development strategies identified included networking, collaborating, and participating in post-doctoral fellowships. The data supporting these findings are presented in this section.
	Participant ten in the interviews believed that it was important for graduates from non-ranked institutions to network with those that are in the field and outside of their institution. He noted:  
	I would definitely give the advice to go to conferences in the field of higher education such as (Association for the Study of Higher Education) ASHE’s and go to the places where there are senior scholars in the field from the top ranked programs. Get to know them, and talk to them and see if that could help you kind of down the road in some meaningful way. I think those are the kind of strategies that I would recommend to folks from unranked programs for sure.
	Other participants second his notion that establishing a professional network outside one’s institution is important for non-ranked program graduates. Participant 11 states, “Network at national conferences; have a conversation on the phone with search committee chair and members before applying.” Participant 12 suggests, “Expand professional networks outside the institution, seek mentors in other universities.” Participant 13 put it succinctly: “Develop relationships with faculty at larger programs” And lastly, Participant 14 advises to “Network heavily at higher education conferences. Get involved in conferences.”
	Participant 15 emphasized that graduates from non-ranked programs would need to take more initiative if they really wanted a position in a top ranked program. This person said: 
	The key is really, it’s more on the students, a little bit more effort is needed on the part of a student at a less prestigious higher education program to make their way without the level of resources that would typically be available in a more prestigious institution.
	In addition to publishing, several respondents also stressed the importance of collaboration. Here are some examples of what the study contributors said. Participant 16 shared, “Publish in reputable journals, present papers, engage in collaborative research projects at the regional and national level.” Participant 17 suggested to “Collaborate with faculty and other researchers at top programs.” Participant 18 emphasized the importance of being a citizen of an academic community: 
	Show ways you have and will be a good citizen for the unit, department, and institution. (In terms of service to the unit, advising, etc.) Be other-directed not solely talking about YOUR research agenda. Help the unit to see how you would fit as a colleague.
	In addition to participating in scholarly activities such as research, grantwriting, and presenting, several participants suggested that gaining teaching experience along with serving in a post-doctoral fellowship will enhance their preparation for a faculty role at a top-tier program. Although participation in post-doctoral programs was suggested for graduates in non-ranked programs, these types of fellowships can be accessed by graduates of ranked and non-ranked programs alike. In the case of non-ranked program graduates, it can signal to potential top ranked programs that the candidate has the ability to work on a major funded research project. Participant 3 suggested that post-doctoral fellowships may be a way in which potential faculty can gain some more experience that will enable them to be more competitive when competing for positions. 
	Post docs they do exist. The thing is the ones that are public are the ones that are generally institutional based. There are many of those. Others are association based like ETS (Educational Testing Services) and AERA. But there are certain institutions that have their own post doc opportunities.
	He then went on to share where other Post-Doctoral Opportunities may be found. 
	It’s not discipline specific so they exist but see the prime ones like for higher education those are linked to funded projects and the only way you know about those is if they do a national search.
	Another Participant 19 shared that there are other issues at play when trying to earn a faculty position, which includes the increasingly competitive nature of the faculty appointments. He described it this way: 
	The day is coming when brand new minted PhD’s won’t be getting these jobs.  They are going to have to get a post doc, because the stakes are becoming higher and higher that unless it is a very seasoned newly minted PhD that the ability to meet all those expectations in the six year time frame is going to be increasingly more difficult.
	Discussion and Conclusion
	If a student would like to serve in a top-ranked program he or she must be socialized and given the opportunity to learn the “hidden curriculum” or unofficial values and norms that this study presents (Jakeman, 2007). The participants stressed that it is important for students who want to serve as future faculty be exposed to securing and writing grants. This is consistent with Francis, Mills, Chapman, and Birks’ (2009) comments when they suggest that writing for publications as a doctoral student can lead to securing grants. They share, “Publication in a variety of referred journals, including those with a measured impact factor, increases the chance of new graduates being awarded a competitive grant, in addition to increasing their profile in a specialty area” (p. 99).
	Participants in this study stressed that research in the form of peer-reviewed articles and grants were essential to doctoral students developing the portfolio that would make them competitive within the academy. Many of the participants believed that developing a strong network of colleagues outside of one’s home institutions would open opportunities for collaborative writing projects and grants. This would also help to address what Amo, Ada, and Sharman (2012) describe as “academic inbreeding,” which they describe as strong programs and well-known faculty only working with and hiring those who have the same or higher academic status. They suggest, “Doctoral students and faculty should also be encouraged to engage in inter-institutional research activities, to ensure against academic inbreeding and against social stratification in institutes of higher education” (p. 89).
	Participants suggested that peer-reviewed conferences would be a great forum to establish these networking opportunities. Having the opportunity to share one’s work in the form of a presentation was encouraged. Many saw this as a step towards developing the skills to publish, especially if invited to serve as a reviewer of conference abstracts and papers. This is inline with Stoilescu and McDougall’s (2010) comments that “there are many ways to start a publishing journey such as serving as a reviewer for conferences and eventually serving as a reviewer for peer-reviewed journals” (p. 80). Many of the participants suggested that doctoral students should reach out to more experienced faculty outside of their institutions to establish professional relationships. This is not unusual in the United States. These relationships should not end when a student becomes a professor. Francis et al. (2009) share, “the notion of novice academics creating mentoring relationships with more experienced scholars in order to support them during the process of learning to write for publication is very popular in the United States of America” (p. 101).
	Not only did the participants share that it was important for students at non-ranked programs to produce scholarship that would be acceptable at a peer-reviewed journal, they suggested that they send their publications to top-tier venues. This is consistent with Amo et al.’s (2012) suggestion that “Beyond developing doctoral students’ research skills, doctoral students also need to be encouraged to target high quality academic journals. If a scholar produces a high quality manuscript, it should be sent for review in a highly-ranked academic journal, regardless of the scholar’s status (p. 88).”
	One of the key areas that the participants did not mention directly but is an underlining theme throughout this study is the role of the program faculty in mentoring and preparing their students for future faculty positions. As Gardner (2010b) suggested, “The role of faculty members is central to the student socialization process” (p. 40). They serve as the “gatekeepers into and out of doctoral programs (p. 39)” It is the program faculty’s responsibility to expose their students to the themes that are outlined in this study. Most students, especially first generation college students, have not been exposed to the rigors of a doctoral education and the expectations of the academy. They first must be orientated to the expectation that publishing is a very important role in a faculty member’s job.
	Stoilescu and McDougall (2010) share the following:
	It is not easy to adjust one’s life to publish scholarly manuscripts doctoral students have not had much experience in this area. Some feel that focusing on academic writing, other than the dissertation, occurs when one has landed a post-doctoral or assistant professorship position. However, we argue that graduate students should not wait to secure any of these positions in order to attempt to publish academic research. (p. 79)
	So it is important that program faculty understand that they serve multiple roles in the life of a student. Gardner (2010b) suggests, “Faculty members play myriad roles in the socialization of doctoral students, including instructors in the classroom, supervisors for students with assistantships, committee members for the thesis or dissertation, advisor or chair of the research process, and even mentor” (p. 39). It will be important that they embrace these roles as their students will be seen as an extension of their academic legacy or progeny. 
	While all of the themes in the findings section had been repeated by the majority of the participants and reached saturation, there were additional comments provided that did not but warrant further discussion. Although teaching is an aspect of the expectation of faculty at these institutions, few respondents mentioned this as important to preparing for a position at a top-ranked institution. Here are some examples of what they said. Participant 21 mentioned that candidates need to have “Experience in teaching.” Participant 22 shared that aspiring faculty also need to “Show their competence in teaching.” Participant 23 admonished that potential faculty should “Acquire some teaching experience.” And Participant 24 said that “Some teaching experience” is important. This supports and reinforces much of the research discussed in the literature review section of this paper. While not mentioned by the majority of participants, teaching and instruction remain vital aspects of the role of a faculty member. Future research may need to be undertaken in this area to find out why there seems to be little emphasis placed on teaching by search committee members. 
	Another area that has been missing from past discussions regarding higher education faculty is the issue of race. Although not mentioned by other participants, because of the rich description provided by Participant 3 in his comment, the researcher felt it important to include it in this section of the discussion (Barker, 2011, 2012; Felder, 2010; Felder et al., 2014), particularly as it provides context to the hidden curriculum that racial minorities will need to understand when embarking in the job selection process at top ranked programs. 
	The color line is clearer in the Deep South. But, it doesn’t mean it doesn’t exist in these liberal places, either it’s just, the walls are a little more penetrable say in a liberal place but sure, know that the point really to your study and the whole dynamic of even asking the question it’s not equal. There isn’t an equal playing ground and race does play a factor because again there’s a linkage and this hasn’t been validated, but you can look at the top programs and you will not see large populations of students of color.  But, you will also see that the people of color that go on and do well most of them, came out of a top program.  Then there are those that didn’t necessarily go to a top program, but worked very hard, figured out the system and understood to invest in the things that count in the academy.  (Participant 3)
	Intentionality and thought regarding the socialization of future faculty is essential to ensuring that a discipline or field continues to grow and strive. The beginning of this socialization generally begins during a students doctoral education. As a doctoral student considers a career in the academy they need to determine the type of institution they would like to serve at. 
	Participant 20’s comments below properly summarize the findings from this study regarding how a person graduating from a non-ranked program can be successful in a faculty search of a top-ranked higher education program.  He shared:
	Single authored journal articles in top tier publications.  You need high impact, high profile venue, single authorship, your name must carry some weight in the professional association and that’s something you work for through volunteering on committees and eventually getting on better committees, and better committees, until you get a prime position.  Those are the things that almost force people to know you exist.  And, you publish in the journals that are connected with your association, because everybody gets those.  Everybody doesn’t get the journal of higher education even though it is a top journal, everybody gets the review of higher education, and it comes with your membership. That is your target journal, everybody gets it.  You know the other aspects is building a significant network, you don’t have to go to a top program to have a network of top researchers that are at top programs, it’s just harder, it’s very hard to break in these closed circles, but it’s not impossible, it happens.  And then the third is, if you understand external funding and in this era it doesn’t matter where you come from.  If you can bring in money there will be a place for you in this academy. 
	Areas for Future Research
	Gill and Hoppe (2009) found that entry into the academy was the number one reason that individuals decide to pursue doctoral studies. The pursuit of doctoral studies in higher education graduate programs can improve career prospects, personal development, and address the intrinsic interest in the field (Brailsford, 2010). It may be interesting for a quantitative study to be conducted to discover what percentage of doctoral students from higher education doctoral programs have a goal of serving as future faculty in similar programs. Further research on this topic should include an investigation of why faculty at top ranked programs do not prioritize teaching when recommending strategies for being a successful faculty member at a top ranked program. It also would be relevant to find out if students in non-ranked programs desire to serve at top-ranked programs and vice versa for students at top-ranked programs. The lack of discussion of issues such as the role of race, social economic statues, and gender, and its role in the selection process needs to be explored in future research.  It would also be interesting for a qualitative study to be developed to uncover how faculty at non-ranked program faculty prepare their graduates for future professional roles including faculty positions and what attributes/experiences are important for students to have. In the next section the researcher will provide his own concluding thoughts regarding the things individuals should be aware of if they aspire to serve at a top ranked institution, but are a graduate of a non-ranked institution.
	Concluding Thoughts
	The faculty selection processes at top-ranked higher education institutions are a complex endeavor. Interestingly, many first generation college graduates who have the privilege to complete their doctoral degrees in higher education are not familiar with the unwritten values, expectations, and social mores of the academy. Although there is no literature that speaks to this notion, within private discussions amongst minority faculty in higher education programs, there is ample discussion regarding the socialization process. First generation students can be underprepared for faculty opportunities at more selective institutions. Search committees at top-ranked institutions can and will expect that successful candidates have certain academic pedigree beyond having the appropriate terminal degree. Questions related to institutional fit will inevitably arise even if a candidate has a substantial and competitive publication record and presentations. Although in the past the concept of undermatching has focused on students from disadvantaged backgrounds at the undergraduate level, it also can have implications for graduate students and their future employment prospects for selective programs. The importance of high school, undergraduate, and standardized test performance are important factors that influence the future academic trajectory of potential graduate students. Some first generation students will need to be told why it is important to perform well in these areas and how it will expand or limit future opportunities. Some incoming higher education graduate students, especially women and minorities, are unaware that they could possibly become a faculty member, much less a faculty member at a top ranked institution.   
	Not having a complete understanding of the importance of program influence, relative prominence of their dissertation advisor, and academic prestige on job prospects has significant implications for those who end up at lower ranked programs. Generally, they tend to publish less by graduation than their counterparts who attended top ranked programs (Hilmer & Hilmer, 2011). Additionally, faculty in these programs should talk to their students about their research interests and the demand for those interests within the field. In times of austerity as it relates to limited tenure-track faculty positions, search committees will look for candidates to be able to conduct research that has the possibility of being externally funded. This along with having the ability to teach in the areas that are needed and having practical full-time experience in the field will enhance a candidate’s chances.  
	But perhaps the one of the unspoken and taboo discussions that must be brought into the open are the issues of racism and tokenism. Harper (2012) defined racism in the academy “as individual actions (both intentional and unconscious) that engender marginalization and inflict varying degrees of harm on minoritized persons; structures that determine and cyclically remanufacture racial inequity; and institutional norms that sustain White privilege and permit the ongoing subordination of minoritized persons” (p. 10). There is scant literature that addresses the selection process of higher education preparation program faculty and virtually no literature that reviews the ethnic diversity issue implicit in them. However, “the time has come to irritate the engrained practices of the field” (Croom, 2011, p. 67), and when dealing with these issues faculty need to ensure that they are not just addressing the lack of ethnically diverse faculty without understanding the practices that hinder the development of underrepresentation of diverse doctoral students in higher education preparation programs (Felder et al., 2014).  
	The unspoken ideas of token faculty positions for ethnic minority positions permeate the academy. An example of this can happen when a search committee purposefully seeks to hire one person from a particular ethnic background, and they end up pitting candidates from one ethnic background against one another. There are plenty of private discussions amongst minority faculty, alumni, and graduate students affiliated with higher education programs regarding the faculty selection process. In particular because there are a limited amount of searches within the field, along with the limited number of minority candidates, most of the candidates know who they are competing against.  This lends to there being only one faculty member from that ethnic background in the program. Although most higher education programs have around three full-time faculty members, many top ranked programs can have six or more (Freeman, Hagedorn, Goodchild, & Wright, 2014).  Which begs the question, Are these programs truly trying to diversify the program faculty roster beyond that one ethnic representative? These issues are not spoken about openly but have direct impact on the search process and anyone associated with them, i.e., potential candidates, the candidate’s mentors, and search committee members need to take these issues into account. Patton and Catching (2009) address issue directly in the context of African Americans but has implications for other minority groups when they write:
	Student affairs (Higher Education) graduate programs that prepare faculty can assist in increasing the number of African Americans in the profession by developing intentional programs to recruit potential African American faculty. Such programs should be facilitated with the understanding that faculty will be recruited because of a true departmental commitment to diverse perspectives. Thus, the end goal should not be about recruiting one faculty of color, but to consistently identify ways to recruit additional faculty, and also to incorporate diverse perspectives into the curriculum (p. 724-725).
	It is important that graduates of higher education doctoral programs be exposed to the vast opportunities that a degree in higher education administration can provide, including preparing them for the professoriate. Although many graduates of higher education doctoral programs do not become tenure-track faculty members at top-ranked institutions, it is still important to prepare these students for professional success in their area of their choice. Clearly, more research is needed to find out whether higher education programs adequately prepare graduates for the professoriate, but this study provides a useful starting point for higher education doctoral program student development and for future research in that realm.
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	Abstract
	Few research studies have focused on student learning as conference participants. Framed by situated cognition and informal learning theories, this qualitative study investigated how participation in a uniquely designed, international doctoral forum may have played a role in students’ educational development as scholars. Findings indicate that participation in the forum had positive influences on doctoral student learning and development including enhanced understandings of the research process and the larger professional community of scholarly practice as well as increased confidence and motivation regarding students’ own dissertation studies and identities as developing researchers. The paper concludes with suggestions for designing the kinds of forums and experiences that might simultaneously extend pedagogic practice and support doctoral student development. Recommendations for further research are also discussed.
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	Introduction
	Doctoral study in educational disciplines is designed to equip students with the concepts and skills necessary to become effective educational researchers. The teaching of educational research occurs in various methodology courses students are required to take, but students learn about research in a variety of ways, through collaboration on research projects and through conducting their own research. Training in research methods in graduate programs can vary widely and is influenced by a number of individual, departmental, and institutional factors (Astramovich, Okech, & Hoskins, 2004). We also know that doctoral students enter their programs with a variety of background experiences, motivations, ranges of academic and social situations, and capacities for teaching, research, and scholarly productivity, which result in varying developmental progression rates (Nettles & Millett, 2006). Knowing that not all learners learn and develop in the same way, faculty, and students, alike, call for continued investigation into best practices for preparation and training of doctoral student researchers (Drago-Severson, Asghar, & Gaylor, 2003; Young, 2001). 
	One way to attend to the needs of developing researchers may be the collaborative experiences offered at research conferences or forums. The objective of this study was to discover how participation in such an event may have played a role in student participants’ educational development as scholars. The format of the event was unique when compared with many other research conferences. It was designed specifically so that U.S. and international doctoral students in education could come together at a pre-conference before an international academic and professional convention in their field. The eight-hour ‘Doctoral Student Forum’ invited doctoral students to submit proposals for presenting their research at varying stages of the dissertation process in poster sessions, as well as to connect with each other and other academics and professionals from a variety of institutions to discuss doctoral research. There were a series of three poster presentations that all participants attended throughout the day; a student would present at one of the poster sessions and be a part of the poster audiences in dialogue during the other two sessions. In addition, the forum invited 8-10 professors and professionals from national and international educational institutions to participate in the discussions and mentoring roundtable meetings in between poster sessions. Although not all of the student participants at the forum presented at the forum, the vast majority did. Framed through situated cognition, the concept of communities of practice (Lave & Wenger, 1991), and informal learning theories our research questions were (1) in what ways does participating in this research forum impact learners’ understanding of research and the community of scholarly practice? and (2) what is the nature of participatory learning for doctoral students who engage in such an event? 
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	Literature in adult higher education calls for more investigation into the influences on adult learning in higher education in general (i.e., Donaldson, Flannery, & Ross-Gordon, 1993; Graham & Donaldson, 1999; Graham, Donaldson, Kasworm, & Dirkx, 2000; Kasworm, 2003; O’Donnell & Tobell, 2007) and on adult learning in doctoral programs in specifically (Drago-Severson et al., 2003; Young, 2001). This is particularly necessary because of the diverse nature of doctoral student populations and programs (Nettles & Millett, 2006) and the complex range of individual, departmental, and institutional factors that shape doctoral students’ learning (Astramovich et al., 2004). Investigating the experiences of adult learners in these programs, as well as about students’ meaning-making processes in formal and informal program-related experiences, are warranted if we are to shape effective curricula and educative paths that support learners appropriately.
	Drago-Severson et al. (2003) suggest that the developmental capacities of doctoral students may vary in ways that affect what preparation they will need to become expert researchers. Doctoral students must become familiar with a variety of research methodologies, discover and master a large body of knowledge and practices through extensive literature reviews, develop data gathering abilities, acquire specific technological skills (i.e., statistical procedures, qualitative analyses and archival categorization software), and cultivate the craft and experiential elements of analytical writing (Hockey & Allen-Collinson, 2005). Kegan (1994) suggests that students can make better sense of their learning if they engage in courses that provide support throughout the learning process, allow for individual growth, and provide continuity and availability throughout the program. 
	In the study of teaching and learning, what counts as knowledge, as evidence of an assertion, and as merit of that evidence is abstract and diverse (Pallas, 2001). Developing researchers are constantly questioning, examining, and re-examining their thought processes as individuals and as researchers (Mittapalli & Samaras, 2008). In addition, Parsons and McRae (2007) contend that doing research is more than simply gathering data to support educational change; it is actually “a theory of knowledge construction, a discourse-creating act, and thus a site for the contestation of power” (p. 2). Ultimately, the range and assortment of beliefs about what is valued in educational research can be overwhelming for the inexperienced investigator.
	In fact, students often experience identity construction, modification, and maintenance as they wrestle with combining a variety of research and practice roles (Gardner, 2009; Hockey & Allen-Collinson, 2005; Renner, 2001) and learn about becoming a producer of knowledge (Green, 2005). Jorgensen (1989) asserts that developing as a researcher requires individuals to sort-out roles of participation, while Roberts and McGinty (1995) advise learners to be aware of their feelings, perceptions, and actions in context with their personal biographies in the learning process. As such, doctoral students may experience anxiety in their programs due to feelings of inadequacy and intimidation during the research process (Coryell, Clark, Wagner, & Stuessy, 2013). However, Borg (2001) argues,
	We rarely hear about the emotional side of doing research, and the implicit message researchers may derive from this silence is that emotions have no role to play in their work and perhaps even that these should be denied and suppressed. Emotions, though, are an undeniable part of the human researcher’s work. (p. 164)
	Wright (2008) adds that research decisions can be influenced by the researcher’s political, economic, and social life contexts and that embodied knowing, intellectual obsessions, and class orientation can significantly influence researcher self-development.
	Although space constraints preclude a full description here, the literature on doctoral student development offers a variety of models outlining phases or stages of knowledge construction, socialization, and professionalization (e.g., Gardner, 2009; Grover, 2007; Lovitts, 2001; Stewart, 1995; Weidman, Twale & Stein, 2001). Ultimately, developing a professional researcher identity in doctoral studies can be fraught with challenges, and specific support may be necessary for students’ success in these programs. Developing a professional identity requires socialization processes in which individuals accept and assume the skills, knowledge, attitudes, values, beliefs, habits of mind, and norms of the profession (Gardner, 2009; Merton, 1957). The socialization that occurs in graduate school is multifaceted as students are simultaneously socialized into the academic program and department, into graduate student life, and ultimately in preparatory socialization experiences into the future career (Golde, 1998).  
	Most studies seem to concur with Weidman, Twale, and Stein’s (2001) finding that doctoral students are as concerned about personal and relational components of the path to professional researcher identity as they are about coursework. Stevens-Long, Shapiro, and McClintock (2012) assert that compared to traditional classroom-based adult learning, transformative learning experiences occurred in the context of interactive and diverse mentorship relationships, forums, and learning groups (faculty to student and student to student). As such, participants emphasized learning outside the classroom was particularly meaningful through “community support, faculty as colleagues and bonding with students” (Stevens-Long et al., p. 192). In addition, these learning outcomes include more than just cognitive or intellectual development. Indeed, new dimensions and aptitudes related to emotional experience, self-conception, and reflective practice are also found in the doctoral student development literature. Leshem (2007) found that different levels of informal interactions in doctoral cohort communities aided in learners’ developing understanding of conceptual frameworks in research, and Lahenius (2012) found that student communities of practice outside the classroom can support students’ learning in doctoral studies. Stevens-Long et al. (2012) add:
	The close relationships and interactive learning process described by many of the respondents may provide a supportive context for both the disorientation brought on by new experiences and perspectives, and the dialogue and discourse through which broad and deep learning outcomes occur. (p. 193)
	Austin (2002) found that doctoral students located meaningful learning through interactions in faculty-apprentice relationships. She also noted high levels of reliance that students placed on their peers to make sense of their experiences in graduate school. As such, one of the strongest recommendations by participants in the study was the need for structured opportunities to observe, meet, and talk with peers. Explaining that graduate students value peer interaction outside the regular classroom for both the social value and information shared, she noted that a lack of systematic professional opportunities and feedback was cause for concern. In light of this, many doctoral students are generally concerned about relationship building with both faculty and students to alleviate feelings of isolation and to ensure progress toward doctoral researcher identity (Gardner, 2009).
	In combining insights from science research and sociocultural theory over time, Jacobs and McFarlane (2005) asserted that conferences may be conceptualized as 
	1. The formal presentation of recent developments in the field.
	2. The community evaluation of those developments (both substantive and methodological).
	3. The informal presentation of other relevant developments from the community, e.g., from the conference floor.
	4. Discussion of the interpretations and implications of those developments.
	5. Settling disagreements over these interpretations and implications.
	6. Doing 1–5 according to the practical organization of a reflective community of practice.
	7. Inducting inexperienced members into the community of practice by making aspects of practice explicit and therefore capable of being apprehended.
	8. Ensuring that, as a whole, research and/or professional practice progresses both substantively and methodologically. (p. 319)
	As such, they contended that conferences offer significant opportunities for learning that include the possibility for novices to interact with more experienced professionals in a given field and also to take part in “the business of being a professional researcher” (p. 319).  However, although conference participants generally include researchers, practitioners, and students (Hilliard, 2006), only a few research studies have focused on what and how these participants learn while in attendance (Chapman et al., 2009; Hilliard, 2006; Rose, 1992). As such, in 1992 Rose called for more scholarly investigations in this area while suggesting that conference attendees could be divided into three participant categories: those who do not adopt the conference culture (termed “tourists”), those who turn away from the home culture and fully adopt the conference culture (termed “expatriates”), and those who are “learners” by acknowledging dual membership held in “both the home culture and that of the conference and who [are] open to the conference while maintaining some distance and critical capacities” (p. 10). 
	To explore what and how learning occurred for participants of a human resource development (HRD) conference, Hatcher, Wiessner, Storberg-Walker, and Chapman (2006) conducted a qualitative case study. Data consisting of 1000 “new learning” forms were analyzed, resulting in the emergence of findings under three overarching categories/themes – namely, critical perspectives on HRD as a discipline, relationships between theory and practice, and learning in organizations. Participants indicated that discussion and dialogue, as well as a critical perspective related to the conference content, were crucial to their learning. They also found that “pre-conference workshops, symposia and informal individual reflections” (p. 268) proved to be the most common venues informing participant learning while at conferences. They highlighted the issue of time constraints at the conference as a significant challenge to learning noting that “time for reflection is often lacking in conference settings and should be planned in order to foster an environment conducive to learning” (p. 268). Correspondingly, Wiessner, Hatcher, Chapman, and Storberg-Walker (2008) investigated an evaluation intervention used to enhance the output of attendees’ post-conference learning. Rather than focusing conference evaluation methods on event planning and facilitation feedback, they focused conference evaluation methods on learning in order to help attendees reflect on their new theoretical understandings, the quality of processes and influences of contexts on their fields, and on awareness-level knowledge gains, including connections between theory and practice. 
	Research on student learning in conferences has primarily been conducted at the undergraduate level. Perhaps one of the strongest evidences/supports of conferences as a significant student learning experience in the U.S. was outlined in Larkin’s (2014) study of the use of a student conference as a model for authentic assessment in a second-level physics college course. Learner-participants at the university were required to prepare a conference paper (including abstract, first, second, and final draft for publication in the conference proceedings), then present it at a class conference at the end of their semester. Findings indicated that this model (a) allowed access to students’ learning (and enhancement of learning) throughout the entire writing experience; (b) offered access to critical feedback on written and oral presentations from multiple sources including peers and instructors; and (c) “provided students an opportunity to demonstrate, at a deeper level, their understanding of [the content] while simultaneously providing them with a learning experience that would serve them well, long after the semester came to an end” (p. 45). 
	A few international studies have also provided insights into undergraduate student learning at conferences. These studies from Australia (Freudenberg, Brimble, Vyvyan, & Corby, 2008), the United Kingdom (Worsley, 2003), and Latvia (Malinovska, 2012) each indicated that student participation and presentation at conferences led to increased self-confidence/self-efficacy and high levels of meaningful feedback. In addition, Worsley’s (2003) study investigated the use of a geography mini-conference that found participation fostered a sense of well-being and pride and encouraged preparedness for oral presentation (the latter, fueled by ‘the fear factor’ and a desire to do well, given the presence of outside/industry personnel). Second, conference participation stimulated “links between students and local external agencies” (p.76), while situating content learning in a more tangible and ‘real world’ context. Third, students received the opportunity to discuss future research possibilities through informal discussions and networking with peers and external participants. Finally, Malinovska (2012) found that conferences provided multiple learning and development opportunities for undergraduate Latvian students majoring in English. Data gathered from student interviews revealed that participation in the international conference helped them to enhance their foreign language and cross-cultural communication skills, provide networking opportunities with collegiate peers, increase their ability to work independently, and overcome stress in speaking a foreign language to large gatherings. 
	In examining participation  in graduate student conferences, Kim, Lee, and Choi (2010) found that students appreciated opportunities to partake in conference experiences, but the availability of research and travel funding were “strong motivational factors for research completion and conference participation” (p. 83). Likewise, Chapman et al. (2009) examined doctoral student participation and learning processes within the context of a HRD conference and found that “expectations, approach and personal characteristics” all impacted the participants’ conference experiences (p. 16). Specifically, although students experienced more barriers than bridges to learning about the scholarly community, they consistently cited networking with others who had shared interests as important in their conference learning experiences. This, the researchers explained, gave students ready opportunities for continued participation and allowed them to begin “to understand the nature of scholarly discourse” (p. 15). However, participants cited a lack of time and space for interaction as a key barrier to their learning processes at the conference. Still, Hall and Burns (2009), in their discussion of identity and mentoring in doctoral education, caution that more informal extra-curricular experiences such as workshops and other activities critical to identity development are peripheral to doctoral student experiences and might be limited on their own. They argue that explicit researcher identity development should also take place via strategic and formal curriculum design. 
	Because we believe that context characterizes and influences learning, situated cognition frames this study. Collins (1988) defined situated learning as “the notion of learning knowledge and skills in contexts that reflect the way the knowledge will be useful in real life” (p. 2). Interaction and participation in social contexts, therefore, are the means by which learners can become actively immersed in a community of practice (Lave & Wenger, 1991). A community of practice (CoP) is defined as “a group of people who share an interest in a domain of human endeavor and engage in a process of collective learning that creates bonds between them” (Wenger, 2001, p. 2339).  CoPs are rooted in the constructivist paradigm which advocates for a non-traditional learning environment that values authentic problem solving, collaboration, and shared goals. Additionally, a CoP has the following distinctive features: (1) a domain – so that community members are knowledgeable of or competent in an area or focus; (2) a community – involving joint activity, discussion, sharing, and helping; and (3) a practice – the space in which participants share a hub of resources that may include experiences, stories, tools, and solutions to recurring challenges that exist in the domain (Wenger, 1998). Members of a CoP include experts and novices of varying levels of experiences, skills, and professional competencies. CoP members are considered legitimate peripheral participants (Lave & Wenger, 1991), in which their participation occurs “within specific socio-cultural contexts where various histories and intersections of individual and community differences exist” (Teeuwsen, Ratcovic, & Tilley, 2014, p. 683). Legitimate peripheral participation can be empowering or disempowering depending on whether it facilitates or prevents participation or interchange among communities of practice (Lawless, 2008; Teeuwsen et al., 2014). 
	Learning within a CoP is the process by which members develop an identity, while simultaneously acquiring the skills and knowledge that are being shared. Learning, then, should not be viewed as separate from other activities such as work, play, or other social interactions. Cognitive apprenticeships often occur in CoPs, as they focus learning in activity and provide expert-guided assistance in authentic problem-solving experiences (Brown, Collins, & Duguid, 1989). It is only through these experiences and practices that new members can assume a new identity (with attendant attitudes, behaviors, and values) and ultimately become full members of the community. Newcomers may participate in a community through observation, while other participants might engage in diverse interactions. Therefore, membership participation is voluntary, and the success of learning and growth within CoPs is dependent upon member interactions and a sense of aliveness which requires energy (Wenger, McDermott, & Snyder, 2002). This energy, which underpins participation, interaction, and learning, is driven by excitement and perceived relevance/value to the community’s members.
	In considering the field of adult higher education, we know that adult students who attend higher education are located within multiple CoPs across their experiences, and it is the meaning that these adults construct in the higher education environment that can influence their successful, or unsuccessful, participation (O’Donnell & Tobell, 2007). We also noted in the literature reviewed earlier that in doctoral programs students learn about research through a variety of situations including coursework, extensive critical consumption of the literature, and interactions with instructors and academic peers, and through attending and participating in research conferences. Correspondingly, researchers have recently considered communities of practice as appropriate in describing and framing their research on learning in such events (Hilliard, 2006; Jacobs & McFarlane, 2005; Weissner et al., 2008).  For example, Hilliard (2006) suggests that, conceptually, communities of practice can establish a new learning model for conferences interested in integrating adult learning principles. Others indicate “conferences offer one way for those who are inexperienced to mix with the established members of the community and take part in the business of being a professional researcher” (Jacobs & McFarlane, 2005, p. 319). 
	Because the research has additionally shown that doctoral students learn significantly through informal mentoring and relational processes, the current study is also framed in informal and incidental learning theories. Marsick and Watkins (2001) describe the core characteristics of informal learning as “a category that includes incidental learning, is not typically classroom based or highly structured, and consists of learning that is heavily controlled by the learner” (p. 25). Further, they explain that: 
	Formal learning is typically institutionally sponsored, classroom-based, and highly structured… Incidental learning is defined as a byproduct of some other activity, such as task accomplishment, interpersonal interaction, sensing the organizational culture, trial-and-error experimentation, or even formal learning. Informal learning can be deliberately encouraged by an organization or it can take place despite an environment not highly conducive to learning. Incidental learning, on the other hand, almost always takes place although people are not always conscious of it. (Marsick & Watkins, 1990, p. 12)
	These theorists contend that adult educators can provide a structure within which learners identify conditions in their socio-cultural contexts that might help them gain more insight, question perceptions/viewpoints, or interpret situations appropriately in social/group settings. As well, they have explicitly linked informal and incidental learning to learning of others and to Lave and Wenger’s (1991) CoPs (Marsick & Watkins, 2001). 
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	A doctoral student research forum appended to a national education convention was the setting of the current research. Doctoral students at all levels of their programs were invited to participate in a 7-hour day of student research poster presentations and mentoring roundtables with academicians, professionals, and other doctoral students. Participants were encouraged to present their dissertation or other research projects at various stages of the research process. The mentoring roundtables offered an opportunity for members of the professoriate, as well as other professionals who had completed their doctoral work, to meet with students in a casual atmosphere to discuss their own research, methodologies, and various insights into the job market and university expectations. Through extensive marketing to various listservs and programs around the country and the world, the forum accepted over 60 student presentations, each year, for two consecutive years.
	Similar to Wiessner et al.’s (2008) study that utilized an evaluation intervention to investigate conference participant learning, the inquiry in this study focused on understanding how the participants’ experiences at the forum played a part in their understanding of doctoral study, of research, and of the community of academic practitioners in their discipline. This information was sought to help forum coordinators learn how they might better design and organize future forums and other similar experiences. As such, data were gathered from a sample of convenience via a post-forum, confidential online questionnaire. A cross-sectional survey design approach was chosen since this design is often used to help describe events, experiences, and outcomes so that educators can plan for necessary change (Fink, 2009). Open-ended questions were drafted to elicit qualitative data responses to provide a space for students’ reflective voices. These questions were then reviewed and revised by a panel of experts that included qualitative educational researchers and doctoral program faculty. Our focus in this review process was on the design’s ability to produce credible, context-embedded, dependable, and confirmable data for analysis (Lincoln, 1995). The study was then approved by the Institutional Review Board from the principal investigator’s university.
	The questionnaire was placed on a secure website on the Internet, and individuals who attended the forum were sent an invitation via e-mail to participate. An information sheet describing the study with contact information for the principal investigator was attached to the invitation e-mail. Study recruitment requests were sent to 140 forum participants, and the online questionnaire was available for one month after the initial email requests for participation. Fifty-three people volunteered and responded to the questionnaire for a 30.1% overall response rate. Participants were diverse and hailed from 15 different countries in 38 institutions. Eighty-seven percent (n=44) of the respondents were student presenters, and their data were analyzed for this study. The questionnaire asked respondents to comment on what they had learned (if anything) through presenting and interacting with other doctoral students, professors, and professionals while participating at the forum. Table 1 indicates the following questions and number of responses that were analyzed: 
	Table 1. Questions and Corresponding Number of Responses
	# of Responses
	Question
	41
	“If you presented at the Forum, was this of benefit to you? If yes, in what way?”
	39 
	“What did you find most challenging about presenting at the Forum?”
	36 
	“What, if anything, did you learn from the experience of presenting at the Forum this year?”
	39
	“What (if anything) did you learn from other participants this year?”
	33 
	“What (if anything) did you learn during your experiences at the Forum about the dissertation process?”
	34
	“What (if anything) did you learn from interacting with the others at the Forum about the experience of being a doctoral student?”
	The response data were analyzed via constant comparison methods (Glaser & Strauss, 1967) across the completed questionnaires. First, the researchers read and re-read through each participant’s responses to get an overall sense of the data. Data were then broken down into a list of codes which offered us analytic scaffolding upon which to build our analyses (Charmaz, 2000). Guided by our research questions, the research team initially developed codes individually by identifying short chunks of participant responses that offered insight into their learning experiences at the forum. Subsequently, we compared our coding by collectively searching for patterns across these codes to discover what was noteworthy and meaningful. We then used cross-participant analysis by grouping answers to each question to examine various perspectives on specific topics (Patton, 1990). By consistently comparing the codes within each question’s responses, and then across the responses for all the questions, we could finally group the codes into a compilation of categories and eventually subthemes. Table 2 provides an overview of this stage of the analysis process.
	Table 2. Cross-Participant Analysis Table
	Number of occurrences in the data
	Description
	Category
	                                   Subtheme: Practice interacting in professional dialogue
	Learned through the opportunity to share research with interested student peers and experts which helped develop new knowledge about research process/research design/data analyses/writing up of research
	Value of  informal, authentic comparative examinations of education research processes
	22
	Learned how to participate in the research field through interacting with established and emerging scholar communities
	21
	Networking skills
	Interactions led to the realization of a shared experience and to renewed motivations to persist to completion of doctoral program
	Emotional outcomes of interaction
	13
	                    Subtheme: Practice in presenting one’s own research to others in the field
	Experience creating a presentation of one’s own research at various stages of the investigation required preparation and planning
	Preparing to articulate one’s research
	12
	Opportunity to share research projects with interested student peers and experts
	Practice presenting and discussing one’s research
	12
	Receiving and valuing critical feedback from experts and peers.
	11
	Value of critical feedback
	Increased  self-efficacy in professional presentations
	Presenting in a low-risk, “safe” environment
	10
	Further analyses of the subthemes led to the establishment of larger, overarching themes that make up the structure of our findings.
	Findings
	Enhanced, Nuanced Insights about Research and the Community of Scholarly Practice
	Participation as Confidence-Building and Motivational:  “It Can Be Done!”

	Data analyses provided valuable insight into the emotional and intellectual complexity of doctoral study and of becoming an education research scholar. With regard to the ways participating in a research forum impacted these learners’ understanding of research and of the community of scholarly practice, participants suggested that the opportunity to present and discuss their research and to exchange ideas and experiences about doctoral study with peers, professors, and professionals outside of their home university was invaluable to their development as researchers. Specifically, data analyses suggested that their presentations and interactions at the forum offered important insight into the research process as well as into participation in the larger scholarly professional community of practice in their own discipline. Respondents indicated they learned important nuances about research design, analyses, and writing processes, and they also acknowledged that complications arise regularly and are a normal occurrence throughout the life of a research project. They also recognized the benefits of ‘practicing’ one’s interaction skills in a professional, yet safe and informal setting. 
	Our participants indicated they gained meaningful insights about research and the scholarly CoP through both the preparation process for and through practice experiences of professional academic research presentations and dialogue. Learners who were in various stages across the lifespan of the dissertation experience indicated that in planning to present one’s research, authentic presentation preparation and planning skills were practiced in order to learn and master the articulation of both the product and the process. Learning about what to prepare, and then actually preparing for presentation provided participants opportunities to practice the scholarly tradition of research presentation. One participant suggested, “Preparing my poster helped me think about my research from different angles and see how best to present the data and theories for an outsider to understand.” Another offered, “I had to go through ‘that process’ that presenting one’s work forces one to go through (e.g., turn an idea into a coherent statement of some sort).” 
	Creating the poster and preparing the verbal explanation of their research also helped novice presenters “think about [their] work in new ways,” “to work out the kinks” in the demonstration and articulation of their research in a manner they had not experienced previously in their academic programs. For some it provided practice for their upcoming proposal or full dissertation defenses (e.g., “It helped me organize my ideas, prepare for my dissertation defense”), while others asserted that preparing for the presentation provided new insight into “how to meet the requirement of the audience” when discussing research. 
	Subsequently, actually presenting their work in the poster format afforded participants multiple opportunities to practice their presentation and delivery skills. New understandings of the research process were developed in the discussions that ensued in each reiteration of the presentation. Sharing one’s work with others was found to be both enriching and affirming. One respondent offered, “I learned that sharing research is valuable personally and universally,” while another asserted, “The chance to share ideas and communicate with other novice researchers was invaluable.” These focused, yet informal discussions offered invaluable practice in professional dialogue which assisted participants in gaining essential professional oral skills in talking about their own research. Comments such as, “Sharing helps you articulate your research,” and “I [met with] people interested in the same topic, and [I learned] I could discuss my research with them” were echoed throughout the data. As well, others offered that presenting their work helped to develop their own thinking about their research and the stages in which they currently inhabited. One submitted, “Presenting helps with the overall analysis of data,” and another suggested, “Through discussing my project with others informally, I got some new ideas that can help me develop this [the dissertation research] more and think about future projects….I learned the value of an informal venue in which to share research with fellow scholars in the field.” 
	The poster presentations also proved to be an “invaluable” opportunity “to share ideas and communicate with other novice researchers.” Participants indicated that the stories that were shared across these professional dialogues offered important practical insight into the complexities of education research, as is demonstrated in this response, “The valuable piece that gets shared in this forum are the stories that accompany the research, for example, dealing with ethics review boards, losing data, different research approaches, when to take a break, etc.” The dialogue that occurred during presentations offered participants constructive and often nuanced feedback on their research and the research process. Examples include responses such as, “the comments and feedback I gained from the audience were extremely beneficial to me in improving my research,” and “I received a lot of valuable advices from other doctoral students as well as many professors in [our] field. They helped me to sharpen my ideas and address some questions in my mind.” Another offered, “I got useful insights in how to conduct my study. I also was able to see which areas need more explanation.” The poster presentations were often these learners’ first chance to talk about their research, and about others’ research, in a venue that offered many interested discussants who were familiar and genuinely interested with the academic discipline and research (other than the professors who were on their dissertation committees). 
	The practice and value of networking, a key requirement in many scholarly communities of practice (Hilliard, 2006), as well as receiving critical feedback on one’s research, comprised a subtheme in answering our first research question. Participants explained the value of “talk[ing] to other doctoral students in a friendly low-risk kind of environment,” and that throughout the day they “had great conversations.”  Comments such as these highlight the value participants realized in the professional social interactions: “the networking was the best!”, “I made connections and networked with people who were interested in my research”, and “I met so many other students and professors. They had so many resources to refer to me. It was definitely one of the highlights from the conference.” Networking was also characterized as gaining support from other novices in the field, as is evidenced in this response, “I had the chance to meet colleagues and faculty and receive feedback -and most important- support from them. It was an intellectually challenging meeting where I learned a lot from fellow [doctoral students].” Others found that networking offered them different understandings of their field, as is evidenced in this response, 
	The Forum gave me a huge opportunity to meet with PhD students from all across North America. I would not have had this chance to meet such a wide diversity of people studying for their PhD’s without the forum.  I was able to exchange ideas with PhD students from other institutions besides my own, and to see what they are researching, and how my research fits into what is currently going on across North America.
	The chance to network through presentations with peers, professors, and professionals from multiple institutions from across the country (and the world) in similar programs offered them insights into the diversity of the field, and where their own research fit within it, that they had not previously understood.
	In answering our second research question regarding the nature of participatory learning within the forum, respondents revealed that the forum’s format offered a “low-risk,” “informal,” and “safe” environment in which to interact in authentic professional dialogue. One participant offered, “I met a lot of people whose interests overlapped with mine, so it was a fantastic and laid back networking experience.” Another indicated “The forum additionally gave me the chance to present in a safe environment to my peers.  I was inspired by the other presentations and felt a little less lonely as a PhD student.” 
	The informality and safety of the experience, as well as the opportunity to present one’s research multiple times, aided in participants gaining confidence in their own work, as well as in their ability to interact competently in scholarly conversations. Excerpts such as these help illustrate this finding: “I just felt more comfortable after giving my talk several times.  It was a good confidence booster.  It helped with the ‘professionalization’ of doctoral students and socializing in the academic world,” and ,
	I was able to know what and where I was as a PhD student. Actually, I could not believe that I knew much more than I thought and was able to discuss research and topical issues with other presenters with confidence.
	Others indicated that preparation and presenting at the forum helped them identify how much they had achieved thus far in their doctoral studies,
	The Doctoral Forum is a wonderful way for me to focus on what I have achieved so far in my research study.  I am in the middle of my data collection at the moment, but in order to produce my poster, I ran some analyses of my data.  Making the poster was a chance for me to test out my ideas and confirm that I am on the right track with my data collection.  It focused my thinking and helped to build my confidence.
	Finally, one respondent suggested that although “It is somewhat ‘normal’ to be constantly doubting yourself, [we have to] keep plugging away and our confidence will emerge along the way.” It was clear that having occasions to practice presenting, professional dialogue, and networking in ways that tap into the realities of these skills in a scholarly community of practice helped to build confidence along the pathways of doctoral study.
	Ultimately, participants overwhelmingly indicated the benefit and importance of sharing experiences of doctoral programs and research with others. These informal conversations emerged throughout the forum – throughout the poster sessions, at breaks, and at lunch. These conversations resulted in our respondents realizing that they were not alone on their doctoral studies journey, nor in the emotions and doubts they experienced. They also believed these important dialogues offered practical advice and led to renewed motivations to persist. One participant suggested, 
	The dissertation process is an on-going research process, a partial fulfillment of the requirement of the doctoral program. Listening to the sharing from other doctoral students helped me realize the difficulties they experienced and the support they needed. Their experiences offered invaluable guidance for me!
	Another indicated, “I felt supported and very much part of a special cohort.” Others submitted that talking with others about each other’s dissertation research offered important awareness of the likeliness of problems that would arise. They stated, “It was nice to listen to people who are farther in their plans of study tell us about some of the difficulties they have experienced,” that “if something can go wrong, it will!”, but “that good dissertation planning can help avoid wasted time and other ‘unforeseens.’” Ultimately, participants summarized that they “learned that the process is arduous…but [we] got a lot of tips and how to keep going and survive writing a dissertation.” Respondents learned at the forum that their research would be difficult and complex – essential recognition of the realities of the academic life. But they did not leave discouraged. In fact, they indicated they were encouraged and highly motivated to persevere and continue toward completion of their work. Responses such as these help to illustrate this finding: “Like anything else, the dissertation process is just that, a process. It takes time and there may be hurdles and challenges along the way, but eventually, with perseverance, the dissertation will be completed;” “I am inspired a bit more to finish my data interpretation and write Chapters 4 and 5;” and “That it is long but rewarding. The dissertation process quenches the researcher’s thirst for knowledge and transcendence.” Learning of others’ struggles and successes, and realizing “I am not ALONE,” aided participants in overcoming some of their doubt and frustrations. Indeed, many left believing, “It can be done!” 
	Discussion and Implications
	We found that students’ reflective voices provide educators access to learning perspectives, backgrounds, and developing experiences with research. These, in turn, can shape how methodology courses, supervision, support programs, and research conferences can be more effectively designed for developing researchers. The doctoral student forum provided a unique collegial space for doctoral students from around the world to gather for the purpose of discussing research, the dissertation process, and the doctoral student experience. Participation in the forum was characterized as gaining access to simulated practice in professional interactions. Participants valued the interfaces that included informal comparative examinations about the research process, design, analyses, and writings. And, they learned through interacting within a community of scholarly practice that extends beyond the limitations of the home institution. 
	For some of our respondents, this was their first introduction to the scholarly educational community at large. Just as writing is “a way of knowing, a method of discovery and analysis” (Richardson, 1994, pp. 516-517), we found that the self-reflective experience of preparing and presenting/discussing one’s study at various stages of the research process was also a way of knowing and analysis. Learning about and practicing the professional socialization processes required of participants in research conferences became paramount in understanding what our respondents found most meaningful in their learning at the forum. As developing researchers, the learning activities involved in presenting at the forum seemed to have provided a structure that helped support their examinations and re-examinations of their thought-processes as professional researchers (Mittapalli & Samaras, 2008). In preparing for, presenting, and interacting at the forum, students found their capabilities and their roles of participation (Jorgensen, 1989) were stretched and extended, re-molded, and enriched. Through this practice, participants had to confront face-on what they knew and what they needed to know. The learning occurred as they rehearsed, they exercised, and they interpreted professional dialogue and interaction in ways that were different from practice experiences afforded them in their doctoral programs. We argue that these enhanced comprehensions of research, and a deeper awareness of self-as-scholar, are both required for membership and participation in the professional CoP of education researchers.  
	The informal nature of the forum also provided a safe environment in which to put oneself and one’s work into the public eye of peers and professionals. Analysis showed that participants found a comfort in recognizing the familiar stories and experiences expressed by the forum’s students and mentors. These stories helped the students to realize that they were not alone in their periodic anxiety, misgivings, and frustrations while learning about and doing educational research. The whole of their experiences, which included their presentations and dialogue during presentations, at breaks, and at the mentoring roundtables also offered the opportunity to peer into the research process and doctoral study from the outside-in, rather than from only the often lonely, inside-out. As such, our respondents evoked an understanding of the dependence and interdependence between the CoPs of their doctoral studies and that of the professional CoP. Figure 1 graphically depicts the connections among the overlapping communities, developmental experiences, and professional practices within which the participants learned and worked.
	/
	Figure 1. Relationships of Overlapping Communities of Practice in Doctoral Education. Adapted and expanded from Coryell (2011).
	Many acknowledged the importance of learning to situate their own learning journeys and their dissertation research into a wider professional context. Calling upon their learning and practice experiences at their home institutions, they enacted necessary socialization processes (i.e., research presentation and discussion exchanges, critical analyses of personal and others’ research, informal dialogue and debate rooted in the discipline) that aided in identifying the individual agency and interaction required for full participation in the scholarly community. In the course of the experience, participants believed they got a glimpse of where they were going and where they wanted to arrive in the profession. They gained a better sense of what they needed to get there, and ultimately, like previous research on student learning in conferences (Freudenberg et al., 2008; Malinovska, 2012; Worsley, 2003), their self-confidence and self-efficacy were enhanced. 
	Green (2005) suggested doctoral supervision should be understood as a pedagogic practice. Our research extends this pedagogy by suggesting a combination of formal and informal experiences were specifically supportive of doctoral students’ professional development at the forum.  As such, we recommend that advisors, faculty, and administrators design and support opportunities for doctoral students to interface with multiple facets of academic and professional CoPs as supplemental experiences to their formal doctoral programs. We found that a doctoral research forum appended to a larger professional organization convention was a meaningful and successful experience for our participants in their professional development. But, we can also envision that smaller, local or regional forums would likewise be extremely useful – as long as networking and dialogue were included in the planned learning processes in these events. As well, our findings suggest the importance of designing space and time for students to discuss the ups and downs of doctoral study. These discussions need to be hosted in an environment that is explorative and intellectually-focused, supportive, and nonjudgmental. We also propose inviting students and professors from other programs to participate. 
	Additionally, this investigation found that students need opportunities to present before the completion of their dissertation project. Participants highlighted the positive impact of presenting at various stages of dissertation research development, noting that it required them to think about and discuss their work in different ways than they had before presenting. We also recommend offering opportunities for students to prepare and present dissertation work in poster sessions and/or roundtable presentations, along with more formal paper presentations, in order to develop a variety of thought-processes and presentational, dialogic, and interactional skills necessary in scholarly discourse and dissemination.
	Limitations for this study include that it was a sample of convenience, that we collected responses at just one forum (albeit over two years), and that the study was limited to a sample of education doctoral student participants. As is standard for qualitative research, we also do not claim that results are representational across all doctoral students’ experiences at research conferences. Indeed, we believe more studies need to be conducted to identify how other disciplines understand their own communities of scholarly practice and the ways in which their programs may help to develop the bridges necessary for graduates to gain access to them. As well, Hilliard (2006) contends that conference or forum organizers should “design and promote educational content to appeal to prospective attendees,” but must also “look further to determine what motivates people to attend conventions and learn” (p. 49). Likewise, further studies focused on conference offerings and learning opportunities that are specifically meaningful for doctoral students and emerging scholars are also warranted. Finally, in this study roughly 40% of the participants suggested they would not have been able to secure funding to attend the national convention without having been accepted to present at the forum. Consequently, we advocate for national and regional educational professional organizations to coordinate and support doctoral student forums that can be appended to the larger convention/conference. Doing so may potentially increase overall conference participation and provide excellent professional interactional experiences with scholars outside of the home institution for doctoral students to situate themselves and their work in the larger scholarly community. 
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	Abstract
	This paper identifies the nature of initial expectations of PhD candidates, the prevalence and type of mismatch between expectations and experience, and to what extent mismatch is reflected in satisfaction with candidature. The data were drawn from telephone interviews with a sub-sample of 104 PhD candidates from an initial online national survey of 1,374 candidates at Australian universities.  Based on the interviews, eight categories of initial expectations coalesced into three dimensions: the doctoral ‘Task’, the ‘University’ (including supervision), and ‘Personal’ factors. The relationships between candidates’ initial expectations and subsequent experience were examined, with specific reference to mismatches that were positive, neutral, or negative (most being negative). Where there was mismatch, this was primarily in relation to what was involved in the ‘Task’ and the associated emotions. The negative mismatch codes were consistently related to candidate satisfaction with supervision, with department/university provision, and with their own preparation for the degree. Further analyses of experience indicated that negative mismatch caused candidates to question, not necessarily productively, their preparation, purpose, fit, and persona.
	Keywords:  doctoral expectations, mismatched expectations, doctoral candidate experience, doctoral candidature, doctoral satisfaction, research education
	Introduction
	PhD candidates are adult learners with a broad range of educational and career experience (Pearson, Cumming, Evans, MacCauley, & Ryland, 2011). However, relatively little is known about candidate expectations when they enter candidature, if these expectations are met, and the impact on the candidate if they are not. Expectations here refer to the candidate’s preconceived ideas of what will occur in relation to, or as an outcome of, their candidature. These might range across expectations connected with career and success through to those connected with supervision, the learning environment and demands of study (Bieschke, 2000; Pole, Sprokkereef, Burgess, & Lakin, 1997). There is evidence that misalignment or mismatch between expectations and experience during candidature can lead to dissatisfaction and dropout (Bair & Haworth, 2004; Gardner, 2009; Golde, 2005). Even so, expectations have not had a high profile in the literature, possibly because there has been a tendency to conflate the expectations of the candidate with those of the institution and discipline. In recent years there has been growing recognition of the need to move beyond the institution and its expectations and recognize what PhD candidates bring to the degree, including their home and work life, previous research and other knowledge, experience, and priorities. These considerations can shape expectations and are especially important if we are to understand more comprehensively the nature of the individual challenges doctoral learners face and what impedes their progress (Cantwell, Scevak, Bourke, & Holbrook, 2012; McAlpine, Paulson, Consalves, & Jazvac-Martek, 2012). 
	Studies directed at match and mismatch between expectations and experience have tended to focus on supervision or relational support (Hair, 2006; Haksever & Manisali, 2000; Moxham, Dwyer, & Reid-Searl, 2013) and academic or program match (Golde, 2005; Hoskins & Goldberg, 2005), but not so much the expectations of the type and demands of study or the anticipated positives and negatives intellectually and emotionally. In recent research that explores doctoral candidate well-being, Juniper, Walsh, Richardson, and Morley (2012) discovered a broad range of concerns anticipated by candidates about candidature. Prominent among these was concern about the ‘experience of research’. Given the potential for unmet or misaligned learning expectations to impede progress or cause distress, it is important to determine more comprehensively what form student learning expectations take and if there are common misconceptions that can be addressed. 
	This paper directly addresses student expectations about their learning, anticipated experience of doing research, and their identification of the type and direction of any mismatch. Also of interest is whether experience of mismatch is reflected in student satisfaction with candidature. There is some evidence that realization of expectations contributes to satisfaction with doctoral candidature and there is a positive relationship between satisfaction and completion (Bair & Haworth, 2004). The first section of the paper examines the literature on expectations in postgraduate research, followed by the mixed methods design that was adopted. The design draws on both telephone interviews and a survey, including a description of the analysis process. The results section presents respondent demographics and qualitative findings relating to types and direction of match/mismatch and the experience of mismatch, followed by the statistical analysis that links the direction and type of mismatch identified in the interviews with the satisfaction scales from the survey. The final sections of the paper comprise the strengths and limitations of the study, conclusions and discussion.
	Literature Review
	When they come to enrol, PhD students have already experienced an extended education and have excelled in academic work. Some may be re-entering education after a prolonged absence and many will be engaged in employment during their candidature. Given their diverse ages and backgrounds, it is reasonable to assume that their expectations will be shaped by a range of factors including prior educational experience, exposure to research culture, professional and work experience, family obligations, and personal and social goals (Barnett, Cropley, Hanton, & Fleming, 2013; Edwards, Bexley, & Richardson, 2010). Expectations are generally identified as important in understanding doctoral student experience of the learning environment (Lindn, Ohlin, & Brodin, 2013; Pole et al,, 1997) and in influencing satisfaction with course and supervision (Bieschke, 2000; Hair, 2006). 
	At secondary school level, students’ a priori expectations of a new learning environment have been shown to influence the individual’s response to that environment and to affect engagement, motivation, and investment of effort (Kӧnings, Brand-Gruwel, van Merriënboer, & Broers, 2008). At undergraduate level, there is evidence that unrealistic expectations about the nature of teaching and learning have a detrimental effect on retention and achievement (Nicholson, Putwain, Connors, & Hornby-Atkinson, 2013). There are only occasional glimpses in the doctoral literature of the a priori expectations and factors that come into play at the point when an individual actually makes the decision to undertake a research degree (Barnett et al., 2013). While expectations are documented in the literature (McAlpine et al., 2012; Pole et al.. 1997; Spaulding & Rockinson-Szapkiw, 2012), rarely do we get to know, for a typical group, if the experience of doing research was much as expected or very different, and either easier or more difficult than expected. 
	Many students come back to study quite late, so their ideas of the research environment and intensity of study may be unrealistic. Another potential source of mismatched or unrealistic expectations is change at a systemic level. In recent years there have been changes in enrolment patterns and pathways into doctorates, new types of doctorates, and a pronounced shift in candidate career intentions away from academe (Edwards et al., 2010; Klein & Rowe, 2008; Pearson et al., 2011; Watts, 2009). Furthermore, there are new pressures facing student researchers brought about by increased student enrolments, uncertain financial conditions for student loans and fees, accelerated pace of research, and new regimes of accountability (Engebretson et al., 2008; Ylijoki, 2013). These changes may give rise to unexpected pressures on the student-supervisor relationship, and study-work-life balance. 
	It is generally recognised that doctoral candidates may not have the same initial conceptions of research as academic research faculty and some struggle to grasp what is required of them (Gardner, 2009, 2010). If misconceptions persist they may have an adverse influence on progress (McCormack, 2004). Nyquist, Manning, and Wulff (1999) found that where research students’ expectations mesh with the demands of the academy, these were readily internalized and positive learning experiences resulted. Where this was not the case, the researchers observed negative or disabling tensions that impeded candidacy or led to drop-out. In a single-institution study on attrition (Gardner, 2009), one fifth of students attributed dropping out to ‘wrong fit’ or that the degree they were enrolled in ‘was not for them’. Their motivation dried up (pp.107-108). In a study of doctoral students in counselling, two areas of match/mismatch in expectations and experience were identified: ‘academic’ and ‘social-personal’ (Hoskins & Goldberg, 2005; see also Spaulding & Rockinson-Szapkiw, 2012). Academic match was essentially between students’ goals and reasons for pursuing the degree. Social-personal was primarily about their ‘connections’ with the learning community, namely faculty academics and fellow students (Hoskins & Goldberg, 2005, p. 183). 
	Typically, the literature warns of the need for clarity of expectations around supervision and establishing clear boundaries (Engebretson et al., 2009; Hair, 2006; Moxham et al., 2013). Even so, while students may accommodate the need to adjust their expectations, the situation may fall well short of their learning needs (McAlpine et al., 2012; Pearson, 2012). In engineering, an early study by Haksever and Manisali (2000) found one of the most significant differences in student and supervisor expectations concerned provision of research-related help. Kandiko and Kinchin (2012) revealed a number of laboratory-based research students had expectations more firmly rooted in product than process, whereas their supervisors’ expectations were more oriented to personal development, and this misalignment gave rise to conflict. When supervisors address such misconceptions this has been shown to lead to candidate satisfaction and positive doctoral outcomes (Bair & Haworth, 2004).
	Some work has been undertaken on expectations instruments. Bieschke (2000) produced, refined, and tested a research outcomes expectations scale to further explore the impact of outcome expectations on research behaviours. Hair (2006, p. 10) evaluated an inventory of expectations (‘Superqual’) for use with supervisors and students “to help diagnose potential problems and to allow the relationship between supervisor and student to develop” (p. 22). The 22 item inventory was broad, encompassing facilities, supervision, and conditions along dimensions of “reliability, responsiveness, assurance and empathy” (p. 12), and picked up on “autonomy, constructive criticism and research culture” (p.18). The items were specific to the supervisor role: e.g., “Supervisors at an excellent university will ensure research students eventually become competent autonomous researchers” (p.22).While the work does not seem to have progressed further past the initial evaluation stage, benefits were reported when the inventory item responses were used early in candidature in discussions between students and supervisors. 
	In summary, expectations can play a role in shaping the student response to the learning environment, and unmet expectations can cast a shadow over the individual’s learning experience. There is a largely untested assumption that low levels of satisfaction reflect unmet expectations, and some compelling evidence, cited above, that paying attention to expectations can help reduce attrition, identify barriers to progress, reduce tensions, and attend to student well-being. There are aspects of expectations that have not been mapped, and there is no clear idea whether unmet expectations are the norm. In efforts to enhance student satisfaction and assist students in their learning, there is a need to have a much more comprehensive grasp of the nature and prevalence of unrealistic or unmet expectations. 
	Aims of the Study
	Having established the potential of expectations to shape the learning experience, and the relative paucity of studies on the topic at doctoral level, this study aims to go further than previous studies in:
	 describing doctoral candidate expectations in the context of learning; 
	 determining the prevalence, focus and direction of mismatch between initial expectations and experience; and 
	 confirming whether mismatch in expectations is related to satisfaction with candidature. 
	These aims give rise to questions about the range and focus of initial expectations, the situation and response of candidates when expectations do not align with experience, common categories of mismatch, and whether mismatch can have an impact on candidate satisfaction. 
	Methodology
	Interviews

	This study is one element of a large, national project on doctoral learning, and specifically metacognitive profiling, funded by an Australian Research Council Discovery Grant. The project drew on a multi-strand design involving ‘multi-level utilization’ of approaches (Teddlie & Tashakkori, 2003) with different sub-studies and levels of data aggregation. For this sub-study, two types of data were collected – an online survey (quantitative data) that determined the candidate’s metacognitive profile (Cantwell et al., 2012) and candidates’ levels of satisfaction with candidature. Approximately four months later, in-depth, semi-structured telephone interviews were conducted by three trained interviewers with a sub-sample of survey respondents who had volunteered to participate in the telephone interviews (qualitative data). The interview attempted to elicit a baseline of learning experience including recall of initial expectations and if these had been borne out by experience.
	This paper is based on 1,374 doctoral candidates enrolled at Australian universities who answered the online survey and, specifically, a sub-sample of 104 candidates who participated in the telephone interview. The candidates were at various stages of candidature. 
	From the interview data, we sought to identify initial expectations (aim i) and establish if there was a mismatch between expectations and experiences, as well as prevalence (aim ii). This process was expected to be descriptive and exploratory drawing exclusively on the qualitative data because there was no established scale to draw on for expectations specific to learning. If it proved possible to answer aim ii and to accurately identify mismatch, the intention was then to determine if mismatch was reflected in candidate satisfaction (aim iii) comparing cases across matched data sets.
	The direction of mismatch, positive and negative, was elicited from the interviews and coded. Intersects using QSR NVivo10 software were performed for the different categories of expectations and mismatch. This data was exported from the software in ‘quantitized’ form (i.e., as numeric codes) (Teddlie & Tashakkori, 2003, p. 9) and imported into IBM SPSS Statistic software for integration with the satisfaction survey data.
	The main focus of the questions asked of participants in the interview was to establish candidate learning experiences described in their own terms and in whatever context they felt was appropriate (managing their project, strategies used, how they perceived their achievements, the existence of any barriers, understandings of the research process, and reflections on candidature more generally, including supervision). Each candidate was also asked a number of questions that specifically targeted the role of external influences and understandings they brought into candidature, why they were doing the degree, their initial expectations and subsequent experience. It is the latter which is the primary focus of this paper.
	23BThe main focus of the questions asked of participants in the interview was to establish candidate learning experiences described in their own terms and in whatever context they felt was appropriate (managing their project, strategies used, how they...
	The semi-structured interviews, typically one hour in length, were digitally recorded. Consent was obtained prior to interview and full transcriptions were produced and entered into QSR NVivo10 software with individual case links to survey responses. All interview data was de-identified and given the matching survey ID at the point of transcription.
	24BThe semi-structured interviews, typically one hour in length, were digitally recorded. Consent was obtained prior to interview and full transcriptions were produced and entered into QSR NVivo10 software with individual case links to survey response...
	During the first cycle of coding, each interview transcript was coded into core content categories. Coding occurred at the level of sentence and most sentences were coded in parallel at multiple categories. Coding notes were developed during this process. The coding notes assisted the research team to reach agreement on 27 a priori core categories linked to metacognitive profile, background, personal, and candidature characteristics, and to code consistently for these. Some 90 single-spaced pages of text were identified that referred explicitly to initial expectations and subsequent experience, ranging in length from four-five lines to close to one page. This text was typically cross-coded with other core categories. Further coding of that text was then undertaken by two of the authors who determined (with 100 percent agreement), that candidate comments suggested eight sub-categories of expectation that coalesced into three dimensions:
	25BDuring the first cycle of coding, each interview transcript was coded into core content categories. Coding occurred at the level of sentence and most sentences were coded in parallel at multiple categories. Coding notes were developed during this p...
	 Task - what was involved in the task; time needed; scope/difficulty
	 University – supervision; environment, and
	 Personal - expectations about feeling emotion; development and trajectory; study/life balance.
	The coded text in these categories was then coded further to capture match or mismatch between candidate’s recall of initial expectations and subsequent experiences of candidature in an iterative process of comparison and contrast (Bazeley, 2013, p. 164) with recourse to the full interview text. If a mismatch was identified this was coded as positive (experience was better than expectations); negative (experience was worse than expectations), or occasionally as ‘different’. In the latter cases we could not identify the affective dimension, for example, “I expected the PhD to be different from my Masters.” This category was not large and excluded from the quantitative analysis with satisfaction data. Some candidates identified more than one instance of a category of mismatch but this was not typical. The quantitization of mismatch was by instance of category by case. Once the categorization was complete, the same dataset was explored for ‘latent themes’ that offered deeper insight into the impact of negative mismatch on the learner and their well-being (Braun & Clarke, 2006, pp. 84-85).
	29BThe coded text in these categories was then coded further to capture match or mismatch between candidate’s recall of initial expectations and subsequent experiences of candidature in an iterative process of comparison and contrast (Bazeley, 2013, p...
	Online Survey

	To address aim iii of the study, candidate levels of satisfaction with candidature were analysed using 16 items across three sub-scales. These were satisfaction with:
	30BTo address aim iii of the study, candidate levels of satisfaction with candidature were analysed using 16 items across three sub-scales. These were satisfaction with:
	 Supervision (My supervisors are supportive of my project);
	 3BSupervision (My supervisors are supportive of my project);
	 Department/ university (I found the faculty induction for new candidates useful; and 
	 4BDepartment/ university (I found the faculty induction for new candidates useful; and
	 Own preparation (I was well qualified to commence a research degree). 
	 5BOwn preparation (I was well qualified to commence a research degree).
	The satisfaction instrument was a component of a larger instrument comprising a total of 21 sub-scales primarily focused on metacognitive functioning (Cantwell et al., 2012) plus demographic questions.
	31BThe satisfaction instrument was a component of a larger instrument comprising a total of 21 sub-scales primarily focused on metacognitive functioning (Cantwell et al., 2012) plus demographic questions.
	Results
	Respondent Demographic Information
	Expectations about Candidature
	Impact of Mismatch on Individual Candidatures
	There’s preparation and then there’s understanding


	A small majority of the 104 respondents who responded to the survey and participated in interviews were female (61%). Candidates interviewed were evenly spread across three stages of candidature (first year, mid-term, and final stage), with just over half enrolled full time (55%), and there was a spread of respondents across six broad fields of education (Arts/Humanities, Business, Education, Engineering, Health and Science). The interview sample matched the full sample in terms of age, stage of candidature, type of enrolment, and broad field of education, but included a slightly higher proportion of males compared with the full sample. 
	Most qualitative data does not lend itself to quantification, but the direction or orientation of expectations is one area in this study that allowed an integration of methods. Instances of positive and negative experiences emerged as a possibility when the interview data were transcribed and coding categories were being determined, as shown above. Three types of matches/mismatches were coded (As expected - no mismatch; Mismatch - negative experience; Mismatch - positive experience). 
	Table 1 provides illustration of the type of comment indicative of the dimensions of ‘Task’, ‘University’, and ‘Personal’ with examples of expectations that were as expected and experiences of mismatch that were negative or positive. The remaining codes (not shown in the table) were either comments where direction of mismatch was not indicated or where no expectations were identified. The bracketed ID refers to candidate number on the survey. 
	Table 1: Alignment of expectations of the doctoral task
	PERSONAL
	UNIVERSITY
	TASK
	FOCUS OF EXPECTATION
	I was aware occasionally there would be feelings of doubt or insecurity about progress and about validity, well I’ve been experiencing those kinds of ups and downs (0081)
	I had been warned about supervisors so I was ready for that (1149)
	I had a decent idea of the mechanics of it. I teach at another university (0940)
	As expected – no mismatch
	I felt like after the honours I had a pretty good idea of what the PhD would be like (0947)
	I mean I really have no life…no opportunity for any other development…no teaching yet I have to have those skills (0756)
	Handling the supervision has been really difficult for me and that’s something that I didn’t expect (1259)
	The writing is really difficult…I think I expected more of myself …I’m not really sure if I knew what to expect (1024)
	Mismatch - negative experience
	I knew it would be hard but I didn’t think it would be so difficult to accommodate within the whole work/life balance (0146)
	I assumed to come in, to be in a really interesting scientific community, but I feel this does not exist, to me, at this time, here. (0111)
	I certainly didn’t expect the rewrites…I thought I would do better… I expected it to flow, to go smooth, I didn’t expect it to be as rocky (0107)
	…because I’ve got time at work to work on it I’m relaxed about it, less stressed which I wasn’t quite expecting (0173)
	On the good side you get a lot of support which is great I didn’t expect that (0098)
	I thought it was going to be harder than what it has actually turned out to be (1350)
	Mismatch - positive experience
	As evident in Table 2, which reports the numbers of codes by category and expectation, most of the comments noted the candidate had some expectations from the outset and the dominant foci were what was involved in the research (‘Task’ dimension) and the emotions connected with the work (‘Personal’ dimension). Overall, where orientation was indicated clearly, mismatch in expectation tended to be negative (49%) rather than positive (13%), but 38% of the comments coded specified no mismatch. The comments registering no mismatch tended to focus on what was involved in the task and the emotions known to arise during candidature, suggesting many candidates had realistic or informed expectations often gained by having sought advice. This interpretation tends to be reinforced further by the 13% positive mismatch noting experiences were better than expected. 
	This finding tends to provide some balance in a literature where discussion of experience of mismatch tends to be framed in a negative way. Overall the weight of expectation around the task suggests a focus on learning, which is not surprising given the emphasis of the interview protocol, but is also consistent with the Juniper et al. (2012) finding that research is a key concern for candidates. Despite being given the opportunity to raise any issue, relatively few candidates (n = 13) talked about expectations in connection with supervision, and then mostly in terms of disappointment. Supervision was a topic of comment in most interviews but rarely in relation to expectations.
	FOCUS/
	TOTAL
	PERSONAL
	UNIVERSITY
	TASK
	ORIENTATION
	Scope/ 
	What is 
	involved
	difficulty
	Emotions
	Supervisor
	Trajectory/
	Life balance
	development
	Environment
	Time needed
	71 (38%)
	3
	4
	15
	2
	1
	3
	4
	39
	As expected
	90 (49%)
	6
	7
	12
	10
	9
	13
	16
	17
	Mismatch -ve
	24 (13%)
	2
	2
	4
	1
	3
	4
	2
	6
	Mismatch +ve
	Response to mismatch is a highly individual thing. What is unexpected but manageable for one candidate can be experienced in quite the opposite way by another. The way candidates refer to mismatch, and especially where the experience is negative, suggests the likelihood of enduring damage giving rise to strong doubts about the course and their place in it. Some patterns were detected in this text that bear further consideration and research. The first of these themes, labelled “There’s preparation and then there’s understanding,” reflects the degree of surprise candidates feel when they register fundamental misunderstandings about doctoral level work. The second of the themes, “Autonomous and adrift,” captures expectations of autonomy including freedom and perceptions of unlimited time that in reality pan out in disappointing and uncomfortable ways. “A complicated existence” reflects the frustrations of those who discover that the degree is not only far from straightforward, but pushes beyond their boundaries. The final theme, the “emotional sink,” encapsulates a world that is sliding out of control raising unwelcome questions for candidates as motivation, confidence and energy ebb away. 
	For some candidates there were few surprises about doing research although the following type of comment was rare:
	I’ve worked in university system as an RA, no huge surprises …things like ethics, recruiting people, how slow and painful…I knew I could deal with that kind of stuff (0877)
	Many noted they felt prepared through other research courses. They clearly expected a bigger project at doctoral level, something more meaty and challenging. 
	I had a pretty good understanding of what was involved as far as depth,…I knew it had to be new and innovative…my Masters degree was really quite structured for people …to go on to do more (1361)
	It took a year to get into it I think how it is now is how I imagined it (0144)
	PhD candidates anticipate tough patches because of the level of the degree. Even so, the effort, the challenges and the sheer level of difficulty had the capacity to surprise and supplant previous notions:
	Based on my Honours work I was expecting it, but what I found from a PhD is that it is a learning process, you do a study, the results aren’t what you expected, you have to re-think…I wasn’t really prepared for the challenges. I also had this idealise...
	It takes me too much time and a lot of effort to reach this point ... I actually have some experience publishing in my old language… (it has been) totally unexpected because it was so difficult (0111)
	If someone had told me what I’d have to go through to get to this point I might have potentially reconsidered actually doing it …you don’t realise how difficult it really is…a lot tougher expectations (0189)
	Even those candidates who knew from peers what the experience could be like, found that it was difficult to envisage the enormity of the task as it was so different to anything they had done before. They had to experience it to fully understand.
	I don't think I had expectations of what it was going to be like. My best friend who has done her PhD said to me, don't do it [name] it will ruin your life…I guess I perhaps was not quite aware of just how unstructured and independent it would be. I suppose I had nothing to kind of attach it to. So I had nothing to compare it to (1372)
	109BI don't think I had expectations of what it was going to be like. My best friend who has done her PhD said to me, don't do it [name] it will ruin your life…I guess I perhaps was not quite aware of just how unstructured and independent it would be....
	Autonomous and adrift

	While some candidates do not realize that the responsibility for learning is theirs (Cantwell et al., 2012), others do not expect problems with being ‘autonomous’ and look forward to it. Their expectations may be dashed, however, if they experience less than ideal circumstances. One candidate noted grumpily that he had expected to be autonomous, not to be at the ‘whim of others’ (1135). Most others who commented in this vein, especially in the context of supervision and the learning environment, felt they were more ‘on their own’ than they had imagined possible, even to the point of being cast adrift and ‘abandoned’: 
	110BWhile some candidates do not realize that the responsibility for learning is theirs (Cantwell et al., 2012), others do not expect problems with being ‘autonomous’ and look forward to it. Their expectations may be dashed, however, if they experienc...
	I expected the supervisors would be quite directive in helping and supporting me…it’s never been there or it has been in a fairly off-handed manner (0146)
	I got a lot of support in Honours, the level of difficulty in trying to get support for a PhD from the school is surprising, you would have thought they would be more helpful not a lot less helpful …I don’t feel included at all. (1259)
	Time and planning took on a new character as candidates entered the degree feeling they had plenty of time only to realise that, with a few exceptions, the nature of the task drew on time in ways they had definitely not expected and for which they wer...
	I didn’t think that I would waste as much time as I have, although they [supervisors] don’t call it waste…doing experiments that just aren’t going to be included in the final product (0225)
	I did well in all the previous levels so I just expected this to continue…expected more specific guidance to reduce levels of uncertainty…stage by stage, rather than the constant questioning, criticism, rethinking everything, going off on tangents (0750)
	As indicated above many were floored by the discontinuities they experienced in their expectations about knowledge and scholarship. They expected to find answers, to produce a completed work in plenty of time, when what they faced was a sense of being...
	A complicated existence

	One of the realities of candidature is that there is more to becoming a researcher than doing the research. The big shift from being a candidate to becoming a researcher was identified through the interviews. The PhD was not just more and longer, but ...
	There were additional expectations that were sometimes seen positively, for example, some candidates were pleasantly surprised that they were expected to be publishing early in their candidature and were networking broadly as deemed important in the p...
	The amount of networking involved – I didn’t expect that …there isn’t as much freedom as you’d think…I went in with an idealistic impression …I found it difficult to adjust…certain expectations don’t mesh well with me. (0674)
	‘Red tape’ (1010), ‘paperwork’ (0178) and administration were raised in negative terms including ethics applications and the day-to-day running of data collection.
	For some what had started as a deep desire to grow and discover was thwarted by the expectations of supervisors and the ‘system’ and gave rise to the feeling of being robbed of deeper satisfaction or good fit. Some also felt they were being shaped in ...
	I was expecting to feel a sense of progress …understanding of deeper philosophical issues…I feel like I’m only writing about them to satisfy a certain element of a chapter (0842)
	My targets didn’t hold up to the experiments in the way we’d anticipated…I was expecting it to be challenging…rewarding…I hadn’t anticipated how I’d be shaped by the PhD (0117)
	The emotional sink

	Quite a number noted they had sought advice from other candidates. Many of these had received a ‘heads-up’ on the ‘emotional roller coaster’ and knew they would experience some stress and so, when it came, it was not wholly unexpected:
	I felt stressed but I knew that’s the way it would work (0886)
	I’m not at the point where I want to chuck it in, and I’m not at a point where I’m absolutely ecstatic, and that’s how I probably felt I would be midway through…so its living up to my expectations (0114)
	For others the intensity of emotions they felt was a shock:
	You kind of expect this undulating roller coaster, as opposed to the loop the loop style of how you can be so up at one point and then come crashing down within a couple of hours…the turbulence of that emotion I didn’t expect (0146)
	There are frequently stories of mismatch in expectations that extend into reduced self-efficacy, depression and unwelcome change in behavior:
	I had enrolled in a PhD before…unprepared for personal journey...the process of it doesn’t live up to my expectations and makes me wonder if they are realistic…whether I’m working at the appropriate level (0778)
	I was prepared for it to be hard intellectually…but no one said to me that it is really isolating and that depression is really a big factor in PhD student’s lives…I would have really liked someone in the faculty who could have given me more emotional...
	I was a stable kind of girl…since doing the PhD everything knocks me…I didn’t expect it at all (1024)
	Doctoral candidates typically enter their studies with very considerable passion for learning and being a student. As evident in the examples above, in small and large ways those experiencing mismatch in negative terms were grieving the loss of their passion and momentum. For some, as the next quotation illustrates, even the satisfaction that accompanied achievement had evaporated:
	Emotions… I expected mine to be different but clearly not…like completing confirmation you expect to be happy …you just feel kind of down…post-confirmation blues (0722)
	Relationships between Matches and Mismatches of Expectation/Experience and Candidate Satisfaction
	Expectations and satisfaction with ‘Supervision’
	Expectations and satisfaction with the ‘Department/university’
	Expectations and satisfaction with ‘Own preparation’


	The major focus of the next section of the paper is to compare candidate interview responses related to their expectations concerning the dimensions of ‘Task’, ‘University’ and ‘Personal’ with candidate scores on the satisfaction scales. This analysis will explore the connection between each candidate’s initial expectations of the PhD and the general level of satisfaction with their candidature.
	Doctoral candidate satisfaction with their course and experience has, for some time, focussed substantially on satisfaction with supervision, with the two being reported as strongly related (see Harman, 2002; Zhao, Golde, & McCormick, 2007). Having the personal touch, including an interest in the broader life of the individual was one of the most desirable characteristics in a supervisor along with advising and career development in a large study of three disciplines in the USA by Zhao et al. (2007).
	While finding satisfaction with supervision to be important for successful candidature, researchers have also reported other aspects as equally or more important. These include the departmental intellectual climate (Trigwell & Dunbar-Goddet, 2005), employment (Gittings, 2010), and university and/or departmental infrastructure support (Tennant, 2008). Much of the variation in satisfaction with advisers has been attributed to a general decline over the period of candidature related to failure to meet expectations in a number of ways (Russo, 2011). Recent work, albeit not specific to the doctorate, identifies an absence in the satisfaction literature, specifically the effect of emotion on satisfaction (White, 2013). 
	The three sub-scales of candidate satisfaction used in this study were satisfaction with their ‘Supervision’, with the ‘Department/university’ provision, and with their ‘Own preparation’ for the degree. All the satisfaction scales had satisfactory construct validities and reliabilities. Scale means, standard deviations, and reliabilities are given in Table 3 for the sample of PhD candidates who completed the survey and for the sub-sample included in the present analyses. Two points should be noted. First, the scale mean scores were high, especially for satisfaction with ‘Supervision’ although less so for ‘Department/university’, but all three means were clearly above 3.5, the neutral point of the six-point scale. Secondly, the mean satisfaction scores for the sub-sample were not significantly different from the total sample.  Consequently we can say that, for satisfaction, the sub-sample was representative of the total sample.
	Table 3: Candidate satisfaction scales for the total sample (n = 1,374) & for the interview sub-sample (n = 104, in parentheses)
	SCALE
	SCALE SD
	SCALE MEAN
	INDICATIVE ITEM CONTENT
	SCALE: 
	RELIABILITY
	(RANGE 1-6)
	SATISFACTION WITH
	0.886
	0.94
	5.16
	Supervisor expertise and interest present (4 items)
	Supervisor
	(0.83)
	(5.27)
	0.768
	0.91
	4.36
	University information, support & inclusion are available (6 items)
	Department/
	(0.94)
	(4.43)
	university
	0.804
	0.74
	4.93
	My preparation, knowledge and skills are appropriate to the project (6 items)
	Own preparation
	(0.71)
	(5.00)
	Relationships between the satisfaction measures and the newly-created expectation/ experience variables are now considered through the use of correlation coefficients. The expectation/experience variables used were the quantified coding for negative mismatch (i.e., when the experience was worse than anticipated) and specifically those coded categories directly related to the satisfaction scales. Because the distributions of both sets of variables were significantly skewed, Spearman’s rho, a non-parametric statistical test, was used for the correlations reported below.
	Supervision was a topic raised by only 13 of the 104 interviewees, and it accounted for only 14% of the comments made. However, negative mismatch codes were by far the most consistently related to the satisfaction with supervision scale with three of the four correlations reported being significant (see Table 4). It would seem that, for candidates, satisfaction with supervision was the most consistently linked with expectations/experience mismatches across a range of categories.
	The only significant relationship between candidate satisfaction with ‘Department/university’ was with their expectations summed across all three dimensions. The 55 candidates who made at least one comment that the reality of their candidature was worse than expected had lower scores on this scale than the other 49 candidates who made no negative comment. 
	Of the 104 candidates in the sub-sample, 53 commented (negatively) that their personal expectations had not been met. These candidates had significantly lower scores related to satisfaction with their own preparation for candidature than the other 51 candidates who did not comment in this way. 
	All of the significant correlations between negative mismatch and satisfaction were negative indicating lower satisfaction, and three of the correlations were related to satisfaction with Supervision. This indicates, at the very least, that expectations that are not met in the ‘University’ dimension are related to low satisfaction with supervision, and the same tends to be the case for the ‘Personal’ dimension. In addition, negative mismatch in the ‘Personal’ dimension was related to lower satisfaction with ‘Own preparation’. Mismatch in expectations with ‘Task’ was not significantly related to any of the three measures of satisfaction. Commonly used measures of satisfaction do not tend to focus on learning and the nature of the task. This may be an important omission because, as indicated above in the analysis of mismatch from the interviews, there were substantial unmet expectations around ‘Task’. A further practical implication is the need for the development of an expectations instrument that can help identify more fully sources of candidate dissatisfaction.
	Strengths and Limitations
	In order to identify expectations early in candidature, access to PhD candidates in the first few weeks of enrolment would be ideal, with follow up 12-18 months later to determine subsequent experience. The candidates in this study were volunteers at different points in candidature and none earlier than six months when interviewed. However, the number of cases provided ample scope for ascertaining different dimensions of expectation and for gaining a clear impression of mismatch. The interview was framed around learning, and this may explain why there was lesser focus on expectations specific to supervision and more on doing the research than in other studies where the opposite occurs and supervision is given more prominence. The finding, however, is not out of kilter with recent literature on well-being. Juniper et al. (2012) show that, when given opportunity, students nominate research over supervision as a key focus for concern. Finally, while we acknowledge that the mismatch measure extracted from the interviews and used to perform the analyses with satisfaction was crude in statistical terms, the effect was to demonstrate connection between negative mismatch and low levels of satisfaction. The way forward, evident from the findings overall, is to construct, develop, and trial an instrument inclusive of all dimensions of expectation, to better test the link between expectations and satisfaction, well-being and learning behaviours. This is the next step in the team’s research as outlined below.
	Discussion and Conclusion
	While research into the doctorate is growing rapidly, there are still many areas in need of further development to enhance understanding of the doctoral learner. Candidate expectations and the nature and consequences of mismatch between expectations and experience constitute one such strand. In previous research mismatch between expectations and experience has been looked at quite closely in relation to experience of supervision and academic match (Hair, 2009; Moxham et al., 2012; Spaulding & Rockinson-Szapkiw, 2012) but lacks specific focus on learning about and doing research. To advance research into expectations in this context, we asked candidates in a telephone interview about their initial expectations and to reflect on whether their experience as learners or more generally mirrored what they expected. The analysis captured all references to expectations in the interview in context. The types of expectations nominated by the participants were captured in three main dimensions (‘Task’, ‘University,’ and ‘Personal’). Most frequently nominated were expectations about the ‘Task’, which was essentially what was involved (for example writing and data collecting), with some specific emphases on time and difficulty. Candidates also identified areas of expectation linked to ‘University’. This included expectations of amount and type of support from supervisors and institution. ‘Personal’ expectations captured their state of mind as a learner and emotional dimensions of study, expectations of the future, and balancing study, work, and home life. 
	In addition to nominating areas of expectation, candidates had been asked to comment about their subsequent experience. These comments were examined to detect evidence of match or mismatch and the orientation of mismatch. More than one third of the 104 interviewees nominated instances of match. They indicated that doing a PhD was hard or challenging but no more or less than expected. There was a small group who indicated situations where the experience was better than expected (referred to in this paper as positive mismatch). The majority of comments, however, identified situations of negative mismatch, where things were not measuring up or were more difficult or challenging than candidates had expected. Bearing in mind that the interviews were undertaken in the context of learning, the primary source of mismatch for approximately half of those interviewed was in relation to the ‘Task’. Supervision, which is arguably a closely related area, received relatively little emphasis in terms of stated expectations. While mentions of supervision were fewer than the authors anticipated given the emphasis in previous literature, when candidate satisfaction with supervision is examined in relation to comments about mismatch, it is evident that they are strongly indicative of low satisfaction − a finding that supports previous research that emphasizes the importance of supervision in student experience (Moxham et al., 2013; Pole et al., 1997; Zhao et al., 2007).
	Doctoral study is irrefutably hard, and many seemed to underestimate the difficulty and other intellectual and emotional pressures. This accounts for the shock described by some candidates who may have already worked autonomously or had done preparatory degrees, yet found they were not as prepared as they had believed they were. Other authors have also pointed out that candidates are unable to envisage the demands of a PhD (Kandiko & Kinchin, 2012). Helping them do this is clearly a priority. 
	Research has established that if doctoral candidate expectations are fulfilled, then students tend to be more satisfied with their program and are less likely to drop out (Bair & Haworth, 2004). This paper explores initial expectations of doctoral candidates and links them with satisfaction in a way that expands insights into both, and in particular highlights that it is not possible to ignore expectations for another reason – candidate well-being. The scope for emotional challenge in doctoral degrees has been clearly identified in the literature (Juniper et al., 2012). A number of candidates said they had expected their emotions might be like a ‘roller-coaster’ but not with the intensity they actually experienced. There is now growing realization in the field (Juniper et al., 2012; White, 2013) that current satisfaction scales used to measure candidate experience in higher education are not taking into account the emotion and well-being of the candidate. As revealed in this study, emotional stress can arise from mismatch across a number of dimensions even by those who thought that it “would have been easier” (0146), “a little more structured” (0020), and did not expect the “kind of commitment and the focus that you have to have during the whole process” (0549). 
	In order to minimize the impact of mismatches between candidates’ perceptions and experiences of the doctoral task, it is important for university induction programs to be more explicit about the task and the norms of experience. Candidates do not enter doctoral study with ‘doctoral level thinking’, this requires a developmental process, but what this process might entail is not often addressed with candidates (Kandiko & Kinchin, 2012). Given the significant changes in cognitive development and the accompanying emotional experiences that candidates undergo, there needs to be an emphasis on how candidates can be supported in their learning to detect and address problematic expectations. Supervisors can play an important role here and need to be better informed about how these expectations manifest. The authors are currently developing such information for an induction package they will trial in conjunction with a new expectations questionnaire that will expand on the initial work of Bieschke (2000) and Hair (2006). The dimensions of expectation will include task, supervision, institution, personal/social experience, and future trajectory. Hair used his questionnaire as the prompt for discussion between supervisors and students early in candidature, and this approach has possibilities. We argue further that routinely collected satisfaction and progress report data can become important tools in candidate development if they are sufficiently sensitized to candidate expectations.
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	Abstract
	Comprehensive exams mark a turning point in the careers of doctoral students; however, most doctoral programs do not fully prepare students for the comprehensive exam process. This paper provides an overview of autoethnography as a valid qualitative research method to explore one doctoral student’s journey through the exam process.  A reflexive narrative approach informed by feminist and constructivist perspectives describes and gives meaning to the process. The author describes and interprets her experience, emotions, and encounters with self and with others during the exams. It is through this process the author finds meaning, history, and reflections for the future. This paper concludes with recommendations, thoughts about how doctoral committees can best support students, and the need for additional flexibility and supports for doctoral students with family responsibilities.
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	Autoethnography is a qualitative research method based on writing and reflection that allows researchers to explore personal experiences through social, cultural or political contexts. It works best when the researcher seeks to gain a cultural understanding of self and others (Chang, 2008). In this approach, the researcher is both the subject and the researcher. Autoethnographic research methods help answer research questions relating to an experience that is not well understood or lived by others. In the past, autoethnography was mainly used by disciplines such as anthropology, sociology, and education; yet today autoethnographic research approaches are emerging as a valid and meaningful research method by other disciplines including psychology, health sciences, and political science (Creswell, 2007; McIlveen, 2008). However, researchers from more positivist and empirical orientations feel autoethnographic approaches are not valid and therefore not an appropriate method for research within the academic institutions. Thus, the purpose of this paper is to demonstrate the use of autoethnography as a valid research method within the academy.  The author uses feminist and constructivist perspectives to situate the meaning of the experience within a broader body of literature and through this, discovers the meaning of the doctoral comprehensive exam process. 
	This paper provides an overview of autoethnography as a valid qualitative research method and takes the reader through a step-by-step process of the autoethnographic process. A reflexive narrative approach is used to construct and describe the doctoral comprehensive exam process. This creates a story. The author describes and interprets her experience, emotions, and encounters with self and with others during the exams. It is through this process the author finds meaning, history, and reflections for the future. This paper concludes with recommendations, both how doctoral committees can best support students, and the need for additional flexibility and supports for doctoral students with family responsibilities.  
	Autoethnography is based in theory and practice through various forms of critical inquiry (McIlveen, 2008). Multiple forms of autoethnography exist, for example, analytic, community, personal narratives, co-constructed narratives, and evocative (Ellis, Adams, & Bochner, 2011). Like other qualitative research methods (Carter & Little, 2007), autoethnographic forms serve different purposes. For example, the analytic form of autoethnography often seeks to establish objectivity whereas the evocative form aims to generate empathy from the reader (McIlveen, 2008).  In comparison, community autoethnographies use the experiences of researchers working in partnership with a community to describe social and cultural context (Vande Berg & Trujillo, 2008). Of all autoethnographic forms, personal narratives are the most controversial. Some feel that researchers who write about themselves (personal narratives) are arrogant, self-absorbed, full of emotion, and lacking understanding about what constitutes research. However, others feel that personal narratives serve an important purpose because they allow researchers to be both authentic and vulnerable while connecting with others to share their reflection and experiences (Ellis, 1999). 
	Table 1: Autoethnography, Ethnography, Biography, and Autobiography
	Biography
	Autobiography

	Ethnography
	Autoethnography
	Type
	Self, Story
	Others, Story
	Others, culture
	Self, culture, personal experiences
	Who and What?
	Interest
	Historical events
	Understanding
	Meaning, empathy
	Why?
	No
	No
	Yes
	Yes
	Research Method?
	No
	No
	Sometimes
	Yes
	Theory Driven?
	Self, story that must be told
	Individual’s story important for history
	Understanding other cultures
	Understanding  experience of self and culture, ethics, politics
	When to Use?
	Similarities and differences between autoethnography, ethnography, biography, and autobiography must be recognized to fully realize the potential of autoethnography as a research method.  Unlike ethnographic research, where researchers use observations and interviews to gain understanding of others, autoethnographic research uses the researcher’s own experiences to gain understanding and make meaning of experiences (Polkinghorne, 1991). There are differences between each approach that can be answered by these questions: ‘Who is the subject of research?’ ‘What is the subject of research?’, ‘Why or for what purpose?’ Table 1 describes differences between approaches, yet all forms seek to further understanding of self, others, culture, history, or interest. 
	Ellis (2000) describes autoethnography as art, science, and self. As a research method, autoethnography requires reflexivity, subjectivity, vulnerability, and authenticity. 
	Autoethnographies work best when they are applied to an experience or context from which the author seeks to understand or derive meaning. Often these experiences involve conflict and are situated within a broader social context or worldview. 
	Several examples of autoethnography exist in published literature, across multiple disciplines. For example, Langhout (2006) used autoethnography to further understanding of community psychology and demonstrate research collaboration.  McIlvven (2008) used autoethnography in vocational psychology for establishing career counseling procedures. Others have used autoethnography to generate new understanding about training experiences of counselors (Meekums, 2008), further educational research (Starr, 2010), and expand understanding of professional leadership and management (Kempster & Stewart, 2010). 
	Critics of ethnographic approaches feel they are not research, but just stories (Ellis, 1999). Many qualitative and ethnographic researchers have countered this argument by demonstrating stories that emerge from ethnographic approaches that deepen our understanding of the world (Ellis, 2004; Reissman, 2008). Unlike more traditional forms of scientific research, objectivity is not the intention or goal and results are not generalizable to other populations, cultures, individuals, or experiences. Some feel autoethnographies lack rigor, theory and analytical components (Ellis, 1999). Others feel it is not possible to write publically and ethically (Delamont, 2007). The irony is that critics feel that autoethnographies focus too much on people who already have power and privilege (Becker, 1967), yet most autoethnographers disagree. They feel the primary purpose of their research and writing is to achieve social justice (Ellis et al., 2011) and to give away their privilege and power by deepening understanding of the actual social, cultural, and political structures in place that oppress those without power and privilege.
	Unlike other approaches to research, autoethnographers achieve validity and reliability by establishing a connection with the reader. Within autoethnographic approaches, truth is what makes writers want to write and readers want to read. There is a vulnerability that comes from emotions, feelings, and memories that forms the basis of an emergent truth we seek to replicate through story rather than an absolute truth that more traditional research approaches seek to achieve. Emergent truth relates to validity and requires the writer to tell his or her story in such a way that the reader sees, feels, and experiences the events from the writer’s perspective.  Ellis and colleagues (2008) write that validity is achieved when the reader feels empathy toward the writer and subject matter. 
	Reliability is related to validity, but seeks to establish the credibility of writer. The reliability of autoethnography might be assessed by the likelihood that the author actually experienced the events he or she writes about in the way narratives are written (Ellis et al., 2011). Along these lines, it is worth mentioning that while autoethnographies are not meant to be generalizable, they must resonate with readers in a way that helps them understand an unfamiliar experience (Ellis, 2004). Finally, in qualitative research, there is an inherent subjectivity and bias that must be acknowledged by the reader, subject, researcher, and critics. Autoethnography is perhaps the most biased, influenced, and interpretive form of qualitative research. Researchers must disclose this bias to the reader with the goal of helping the reader derive meaning from experiences shared and the worldview from which the author writes. 
	A reflexive narrative autoethnographic approach (Berry, 2006; Ellis, 2004; Reissman; 2008) was selected because it allowed the author to examine the layers of journal entries written during the exam process. Ellis is one of the main writers and experts on autoethnography as a research method; she writes that autoethnography is “part auto or self and part ethno or culture” (p. 32). She goes on to define autoethnographies as “writing about the personal and its relationship to culture…. that displays multiple layers of consciousness (p. 37, 2004). Several other authors have written about what autoethnography is and what it is not, including Denzin (1994), Ellis et al. (2008), Spry (2001), and Wall (2008).  There are subtle differences in how the authors describe an autoethnographic approach, yet most agree that autoethnography is a form of narrative inquiry (Chang, 2008). Autoethnography also compliments the goals of social science research in a postmodern environment (Wall, 2008) where there is not just one truth, but many emergent truths.
	The sections that follow use an autoethnographic approach informed by theoretical and practical insights (Jones & Alony, 2011) to illustrate how autoethnographic approaches can be employed by doctoral students and researchers from a variety of disciplines as a valid method. This requires a mix of first and third person text where the first person text is in italics and represents the author’s subjective experiences and the third person text represents theoretical and methodological insights from the field. This story is what I carry with me as a researcher, and in this case the subject of research. I am the author, the researcher, and the subject. In this paper, I will tell you about my experience in the doctoral comprehensive exam process. This telling is important because it is how I disclose my biases that influence my understanding, experience, and interpretation of events that led up to and culminated in the completion of doctoral comprehensive exams.
	The Researcher and the Researched
	Data
	Theory

	An autoethnographic approach was selected by the author to explore and make meaning of the comprehensive exam experience (Polkinghorne, 1991), and through this process the author came to understand her own life, self, history, and connection to the world. I am a 37-year old female.  I am a mother, wife, gardener, traveler, auntie, sister, mentor, student, and friend. I have spent most of my life in the Western United States although at the present time I live in North Carolina. I value honesty, family, hard work, loyalty, humility, spirituality, and community. 
	Looking back in time, at my first experience with the college, I was just 17. I enrolled in a community college immediately following high school and failed. I was not interested in college, I wanted to experience the world and that is what I did. Ten years passed and I was tired of barely getting by financially and working dead-end jobs.  I decided to try college again. I was successful, earned my bachelor’s degree and went on to get a graduate degree. I taught at a small private college, worked as a community based researcher, and evaluated community-based programs. During this time I worked with various people within the academy, most of whom had a ‘D’ behind their names (PhD, MD, DrPH, and ScD). I wanted the ‘D’ because I did not have one, and everyone who had a ‘D’ acted like they knew more than me. I applied to a doctoral program (DrPH) and was accepted.  After I finished my course work, I endured the comprehensive exam process. This paper is about my story (narrative), context, and meaning (significance) of comprehensive exams. 
	Data collection and analysis in autoethnographic research is similar to other forms of qualitative research. Data were collected by the author, analyzed, and the interpretation was then written. Data included participation in certain events, observations of self and self in relation to others, writing and reading daily journal entries, various emails sent during the exam process, and conversations the author had with herself and with others.  Data were verified by triangulating several data sources and experiences. Data were then analyzed and interpreted to determine the meaning of the experience in relation to the comprehensive exam process. Feminist and constructivist perspectives were used by the author when reviewing the data because the author was most interested in understanding the experience and how it related to gender and her family responsibilities.  Following the recommendations of Chang (2008), the author was careful and critical of the data because the overall purpose of the experience was to find meaning based on what was recalled, observed, or felt during the experience. This gave the author a deeper understanding of her often conflicting roles as a mother and doctoral student. First the author wrote autobiographical texts about her experience in the exam process and journals, letters, and memos during the 3-week exam process. She also reflected on the oral exam process, what she did, what was said, and how she felt. After the process was complete, she used the autobiographical texts to create an autoethnography.  
	Theory helped the author relate the significance of the comprehensive exams within a broader cultural, political, and social context. I read Guba and Lincoln’s (1994) work on paradigm positions and practical issues (p.112) that inform qualitative research.  This prompted me to select feminist and constructivist perspectives to relate my experience to an existing body of literature and thought.  
	The feminist perspective allowed the author to describe her experiences as a woman and was based on the idea that women and men interpret and experience the world around them differently (Smith, 1987). The constructivist paradigm asserts that the nature of knowledge is based on individual reconstructions and consensus and is hermeneutic, dialectal and is useful for reconstructing previously held beliefs, thoughts, or ways of knowing (Guba & Lincoln., 1994, p. 111). This paradigm seeks to increase understanding of the world and helped the author reconstruct the history, days, and events that made up the comprehensive exam process. 
	The exam was not simply three weeks of my life; it was 37 years of believing, thinking, and knowing. Both feminist and constructivist perspectives required me to examine my own beliefs about what a doctoral degree means, my role as a mother and wife, the treatment of women within the academy, and the need for additional support.
	Now that I have increased your understanding about autoethnographic approaches, theory, and data, I will tell my story. The purpose of this story is to increase understanding of the comprehensive exam process, shed light on the selection of research methods from a doctoral student’s perspective, and demonstrate the application of an autoethnographic research as a method.  I use relevant literature, journal entries and excerpts from letters I wrote to committee members during the comprehensive exam process—this provides an emic perspective, meaning an insider’s (me) thoughts, feelings, and experiences of the exam process and culture of academe. In contrast, etic perspectives focus on generalizations and limits ethnocentric, cultural or political bias. I begin with an overview of the comprehensive exam process and how it relates to me and to the broader social, political and cultural norms within the academy that make it difficult for women to achieve doctoral status and maintain high faculty ranks within the academy.
	Overview of Comprehensive Exams
	Student, Committee, and Context
	Exam Question 1
	3 Days into Comprehensive Exams
	Day 4 Finding Direction
	Day 5
	Day 6: Cleaning done
	Day 8
	Day 13: Blank
	Reflection on Exam Question 1 Submitted

	Exam Question 2
	Day 17
	Reflection on Exam Question 2 Submitted
	Day 24
	The Oral Defense
	Oral Exam Part I 3pm McIver Room 201
	Oral Exam Part II 415pm McIver Room 201
	You Passed



	Comprehensive exams mark a turning point in the careers of doctoral students. However, most doctoral programs do not fully prepare students for the exam process (Ali & Kohun, 2007). Often exam questions require students to draw on their own experiences, professional positions, and test newly acquired doctoral skills. The exam process varies by discipline, university, department, degree, and committee, but the outcome is the same, students either pass or fail. An estimated 50% of doctoral students who enter doctoral degree programs drop out before they graduate (Smallwood, 2004); but less is known about the experiences of doctoral students and the rigorous comprehensive exam process. Students who pass the comprehensive exam process often go on to write and defend dissertation proposals, advance to candidacy, and then graduate with doctoral degrees. 
	Students with newly acquired doctoral degrees represent the new face of academia, where women and minorities are gaining ground and diversifying the traditionally white male-dominated faculty ranks (Aguirre, 2000). Yet, recent studies report that gender inequality persists within academy despite the fact that women are now earning doctoral degrees at about the same rate as men (Winslow, 2010). Gender inequalities are evident in the ways that women faculty members achieve promotion and tenure to full professor at a slower rate than their male counterparts; women are less likely to hold administrative positions, and they earn less than men (Krefting, 2003; Winslow, 2010). Therefore, it is critical to understand possible reasons for gender inequalities and how to best support the continued diversification of women and minorities within the academy through the doctoral granting process.
	One possible reason for gender inequalities might be related to family status. Previous studies report that parenthood impacts women’s employment experiences more than men’s (Kaufman & Uhlenberg, 2000), and often implicit and explicit biases exist toward faculty members with family dependents and responsibilities. For example, within the academy, the ideal faculty member is an individual with a partner at home to manage the day-to-day needs of dependents and family life (Winslow, 2010). Institutions must recognize that to best support doctoral students with family dependents and responsibilities, changing norms, promoting flexibility for work-life balance, and additional understanding are often required. This recognition is not only needed once students earn their doctoral degrees and begin working in the new academy, but also during the doctoral preparation process, including coursework, comprehensive exams, and dissertation research. 
	In the overview of comprehensive exams above, I provide context, rationale, and meaning to capture the reader’s attention. As a general rule, the validity of autoethnography is based on the premise that the author tells a story and situates the context with relevant literature and paradigmatic approaches. At this point in the autoethnography process it would be difficult to establish validity of the method if I, the author (and subject), had never experienced academia or the comprehensive exam process. This is the distinguishing aspect of autoethnography as a method; it requires the researcher and subject to share an experience with transparency and vulnerability. 
	The doctoral committee included five members: 1 anthropologist, 2 epidemiologists, 1 Dean of Research, and 1 public health researcher. Three are males and two are female. The autoethnography that follows was written one month after I submitted my final written comprehensive exams and 4-days after the oral exam process. The excerpts below are the data I used to describe the comprehensive exam experience. These data come from exam questions sent via email, daily journal entries, letters to committee members that accompanied exam answers, and my emotions and reflections during the experience.  I used a reflexive approach to examine and make meaning of the experience as it relates to the broader social, cultural, and political context that I, as the  researcher and subject live. This story (autoethnographic data) begins with an email and my first journal entry on the third day of written comprehensive exams.
	Exam Question 1 arrived via email at 8:17am Monday morning. The author had 13 days to respond (Table 2). 
	Table 2. Comprehensive Exam Question 1
	You have two weeks to complete this first comprehensive exam section.  Please submit your written responses to all committee members by the close of business on May 17.  
	What are some currently unanswered questions related to the high rates of diabetes affecting American Indian/Alaska Native populations?  Pick one of these unanswered questions and design a mixed-methods study that you think would help to answer that question.
	It is 6am, I have been up for 3 hours, and well longer if you count being up throughout the night to care for a sick child, but the point is that I am not functioning well due to inadequate sleep. As a mother, the role of caring for our children always supersedes school work.
	3 days into a 14 day comprehensive exam process and absolutely piles of papers but no direction on where I want to go. I feel overwhelmed with the task of designing an intervention study that will actually work, and not simply duplicate what millions of others have done (that has failed to work). The challenge is presenting something new, with the risk of it being a flop, or not well received by the committee because it is so drastically different than what others have proposed in previous interventions. 
	After reading most of yesterday, in-between caring for a sick child I have come to a place where I am feeling comfortable about the direction of what my responses will be. I am excited to begin writing and have about 60 sticky notes all over my computer with relevant literature. I wish I would have read up on this area before I got the questions because it feels completely new, almost discovery and my mind has never conceived these things before. 
	Woke up at 4am then slept until 5:30am, got up and dove into the literature. I am still finding a ton of articles that I need to read, but time is running out. I need to just go for it. Went to yoga, this helped clear my mind. I was driving and somewhat overcome with emotion, feelings of complete inadequacy, overwhelming joy that I am to this point, and feelings of support from all of the people that have mattered to me. I feel like the voices of the authors in the manuscripts are really coming alive now. I can almost see them, and what they mean. This is helping me get a handle on what my proposed research exam question will be.
	I am getting a lot of cleaning done; I even pulled my antique sheets and table cloths out, bleached and pressed them. Good thinking time. Oh, and I finished a fidelity manuscript and sent to other authors for comment. Why am I doing this?  I hope today is productive – day 6 no shower, still in pajamas, child is better.
	I have had the questions for a week and I am finally finding my groove.  The literature is starting to say the same thing, or at least I am not discovering new publications every time I look or read an article. I think this is a good sign. Yesterday I had the bright idea of spending 3 hours looking for funding opportunities that might fund the proposal. More time wasted.
	What I have come to realize is that theories are difficult to apply and use in community contexts.  Daniels and Green said this in their 1999 publication about a community-based intervention that failed. I have not read anything since this article that made it so clear, and most authors would not write this, and many would not publish it.
	The good news is I have the first question answered based on the mass amount of knowledge I have collected over the last 7 days…..I am beginning to find my groove.
	I have one day to bring this all together. The house is a mess, papers are everywhere, it is 3am and I have been up for an hour drinking coffee contemplating my future. I wanted to write the last several days but could not find the time to do so. The most surprising thing that has happened during this process is the emotion. I think the emotion comes from feeling overwhelmed that all of this thinking is going to come to an end soon. I also feel inadequate like whatever I write will not be good enough. It is kind of like the last step in faking everyone out. Imposter syndrome is at an all-time high. With 1 day left I am trying to organize everything (maybe 60 documents of misspelled, incomplete paragraphs) and write the proposal I will submit.  
	I cannot wait for this to be over. I feel guilty that I have not spent any time with my daughter, I missed her first swim lesson and she always talks about me working instead of playing with her. This will be over soon.
	I spent 12-days on exam question 1. On the 12th day, I woke up at 230am with a blank document.  I realized I was out of time so I filled the empty document with words that would eventually be a mixed method study that would answer exam question 1. I submitted my responses but did not receive any confirmation from my committee and this increased my anxiety. However, I had the weekend to spend with my family and take care of household responsibilities before getting the second set of exam questions.
	At this point in the process, the author has demonstrated vulnerability, truth and a struggle between the worlds of at home responsibilities and a soon to be academic. Situating the comprehensive exam process within a feminist paradigm allowed the author to describe her experiences as a woman and mother with truth and vulnerability that is not often voiced in more traditional research methods.  Validity and reliability is established through a connection with the reader and an emergent truth found through story.
	Exam Question 2 arrived via email at 8:37am Monday morning and the author had 5 days to respond (Table 3).  
	I turned in Exam Question 1 on Friday at 5:30. My printer broke, no time to proof and feels a bit clunky but I did what I could and looking back I feel pretty good about the process- maybe not the outcome but what I learned.  I hope my committee feels the same way- major holes in the theoretical approach since there does not seem to be one that actually works, and the struggle with how to write something that would be realistic and not just placate academics or satisfy the requirement felt insurmountable at times.
	This morning I received Exam Question 2 and I feel much better about my plan. I am going to write like crazy in the next two days and aim to submit the draft by Thursday afternoon. I simply cannot wait until the day before to start writing like I did last time. Here I go. 
	Table 3. Comprehensive Exam Question 2
	You have one business week to complete this exam section.  Please submit your written response to all committee members by the close of business on May 24. Prepare an essay of no more than 10 pages, single-spaced that discusses the dilemmas you face as a white researcher conducting research on issues facing Native American populations in the communities in which you work.  You should include historical and personal examples (from the literature, oral tradition and/or your personal experience) that illustrate the issues that you discuss.  
	I submitted my response to written Exam Question 2 at 4:59pm on Friday, 1 minute shy of the 5pm deadline. Submitting this concluded the written part of my comprehensive exam process. 
	In the next section the author describes the day before the oral defense and the oral exam process. As with many doctoral comprehensive exams there is a written and oral examination.
	Sick again as luck would have it. Monday came and I had not heard from my committee chair or anyone on my committee, no hints of what the oral defense would be, or if I would indeed be passing. Finally about 4pm my committee chair calls me. He tells me some of my responses are interesting. Whenever anyone says something is interesting in academia it is not.  As a student when someone says your responses are interesting, you realize that your responses are so far from a discipline, theory, or practice, that no other word quite describes what you have done. After decades as a student I have come to know this. 
	Tuesday, the day of my exam.  I will not stress too much (But, it did not stop me from dusting off some epidemiology books from my time as a graduate student to review the quantitative methods section of my proposal). Never write something you cannot fully justify, articulate, or comprehend; with 2 epidemiologists on my committee, I should have reviewed this book sooner.  
	I buy chocolate chip cookies thinking this will help. The meeting starts at 3pm. My committee members don’t know each other well so the beginning dialogue is a bit uncomfortable. I sit down with my old green binder and I read some of the 107 pages I wrote and notice more errors and typos. I am feeling like this will never end. In the big conference room I am on one side of the 25 feet long table, and my committee chair and 3 members are opposite of me. My committee chair asks me about exam question 1; he wants to know what I would change. I say a lot. I babble on for about 20 minutes and finally say I need specifics or I will just go on for about 8 hours because there was a lot I would change- the typos, the style, theories, quantitative piece, tying everything together- how embarrassing this is as a doctoral student and professional. They excuse me from the room.
	My committee chair opens the door and I go back in and face more questions- they are endless, maybe even a little grueling. I do not recall all of them, but they included the following: Why did you place the quantitative analysis in Phase II of the study? Why didn’t you give a description of the community first? Why did you use a phenomenological methodology instead of an ethnographic approach? Tell me how risk conditions are different than risk factors? What are the implications? Why did you select the age group? 
	There were specific questions in the oral exam process too, for example:
	Committee Member 1- ‘Why do you think this group of women experiences more risk factors than any other?’
	Student- ‘Historical trauma, poverty, suicide, domestic violence, lack of education.’
	Committee Member 3- ‘Who are you comparing these women to?’
	Student- ‘Any population...’ [Then I recall my written response compares them to non-Hispanic whites].
	[Uncomfortable Silence…]
	Committee Member 2- ‘What would you say to the surgeon general about these findings?’
	Student- ‘I would not say anything. I would give the findings from this study to the community leaders and policy makers and let them decide what to say.’
	[This was the wrong response, it came off as foolish and almost disrespectful to my most dedicated committee member, others laugh in the room and I immediately wish I could retract what I just said].
	More discussion ensues and then I am asked to leave the room again. An hour and 15 minutes have passed but it feels like 8 hours at least. I walk back down the hallway, the one I use to walk every day as a graduate student. I find my old office mates and we laugh and talk. It is good to see them. Again, no review or planning for the next set of questions. My committee chair finds me in the room and calls me back. We discuss more of my answers.  The exams have finally ended. I have passed. Paper work is signed and everyone congratulates me, for what I am not sure as I feel like the biggest fake or imposter there is.  
	Future doctoral students, committee members, the academy, and family/other support networks should keep these four recommendations in mind: 1) planning for the process, 2) use a basic research design method and justification if applicable, 3) write letters, and 4) acknowledge self-doubt (imposter syndrome) and move on. 
	Plan where, how, and when you write and think best. No matter how much one clears their calendars for comprehensive exams, there will always be menial  tasks like writing birthday cards, watching 5-hours of Gold Rush with sick children, wiping down furniture that has not seen a dust rag in months, cleaning floors, picking weeds, even going through bins with old magazines to discard the old ones. Avoiding the inevitable of writing, reading, and rewriting caused me more anxiety and less time to put together a complete and well- thought-out response. Therefore, it is important for students to identify what they need to be successful and the environments that are most conducive to success.  Also a strong support system is needed, especially for parents of children who may become sick.
	Caution about innovation and context. Students must recognize that most researchers write about the same things in somewhat different ways. Few studies are truly innovative and often there is a reason for this- it is called generalizability, applicability, fundability, rigor, and evidence. When doctoral students try to be innovative they might actually lose ground or confidence of their committee. The exam process may be smoother if students select standard study designs with an acceptable evidence base. A student’s training and professional experiences impact the ways they respond to exam questions, and students are taught that context matters. For example, the author’s knowledge of research ethics, community context/capacity, and cultural norms were factors in how she approached the study design, research questions, methodology, and ethical questions.  However, students must balance contextual factors with a solid research design, methodology, and justification. 
	Write letters.  Students should write letters to committee members during and after the exams. If students wait to write letters, their emotions and vulnerabilities may be difficult to capture. This process also helps to bracket or set aside emotions. Letters also help committee members know how students approached the exam questions and provide insight into the challenges students have during the process. For example, one committee member said they realized the difficulty of the questions only after the author wrote the letter about the process. Letters also help committee members gain a deeper understanding of what it is like to be a doctoral student enduring the comprehensive exam process.  Below is an excerpt from a letter that the author wrote and submitted with comprehensive Exam Question 1.
	May 16, 2013
	Dear Committee Member,
	Before you begin reading my response, please know that I have thought these questions through to the extent I never wish to do so again. At times in the process I felt so completely inadequate that I wondered what I was doing and how I have come to this place. I wanted to spend this time, writing a proposal that might eventually do some good. In the last few years I have spent much time writing, of things that will never be used or seen again. 
	The entire experience has been humbling and maybe this is what I was supposed to learn through this process. Maybe, it was that I was not humble enough to do this kind of work in communities before now...
	Imposter Syndrome. This syndrome is common in academe, and successful people with this syndrome often feel that they are a fraud and not worthy of success (see Cozzaraelli & Major, 1990).  Many students become aware of this syndrome at some point in their doctoral careers and during the exam process this feeling may increase.  The author’s experience with imposter syndrome is likely influenced by years of working in academia without a doctoral degree. Throughout this process there was a nagging feeling like I was not smart enough to earn a doctoral degree because other people always knew more than me. Below is an excerpt from the letter that accompanied Exam Question 2. 
	May 23, 2013
	Dear Committee Member,
	Before you read my responses to comprehensive exam question number2, please know that I have learned, in a short time, what not to do.  The first set of questions I spent a great deal of time in the literature and by the time I was ready to respond to the first set of questions and design a study- it was too late. Dr. Jones told me weeks ago that I should not spend a lot of time in the literature, but I did this anyway. The best way to learn is to try something the wrong way and fail. Experience is the best teacher and therefore this week, I tried to use my own experiences relating to the exam questions. However, the week passed quickly (week 1 of comps was difficult because my daughter was home sick all week with asthma issues, then week 2 I found what I wanted to write about, but kept reading, week 3 I had a strategy set- but of course things never go as planned). These are not excuses but simply my reality. So, the drafts you receive are imperfect and I look forward to seeing you all soon to defend them.
	Conclusion
	This paper illustrates the use of autoethnographic approaches in research with the aim of ‘making sense’ of an experience while gaining a deeper understanding of self in relation to others.  Unlike other qualitative research methods that require extensive data collection, analysis, or coding to ‘get it right’ or find the truth—autoethnography speaks truth from the beginning. The author discloses without hesitation her experience and for many this untypical truth telling in research uncovers the meaning of human experience. Autoethnography as a research method helped the author make sense of the comprehensive exam process and deepened her understanding of who she was and who she was not.  I know that if I had the chance to take my comprehensive exams over again, I would. I would know more about what to expect, how to prepare, and the kinds of support I needed to be successful. Writing and reflection (reflexive autoethnographic approach) helped me understand the full meaning of the experience. 
	In Closing. Doctoral students benefit when the comprehensive exam process allows for reflexivity. Although, most comprehensive exams rely on more traditional research methods, doctoral students and committee members must be open and supportive in the multiple ways that students express their emotions, design exam responses, and deal with the realities of life during the exam process. Most students are like the author, they do not have the luxury of checking into a quiet hotel room for weeks on end to write responses to exam questions. In fact, many students in similar situations lack social support and often report feelings of social isolation (Ali & Kohun, 2007).  For me, the exam process was not about passing exams and being one step closer to a doctoral degree; the process was about becoming human again after the years of graduate studies, final exams, and sleepless nights worrying about classes, homework, publications, and life balance. I encourage students to reflect on their histories and experiences and find ways to relate these to the challenges they face in the comprehensive exam process. We do not need statistical tests to validate our existence. Our lives and experiences are significant; they help us live in a meaningful way. Students and scholars alike must strive to exist in ways that are humble, non-judgmental, accepting, vulnerable, and open to a world in which realities, many truths, and experiences can be found.
	May 23, 2013
	Dear Committee Member. 
	I am thankful to God for the people that he has put in my life at a time they were most needed to teach me the things that I need to know to continue in a good way. You are these people at this time. 
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